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Foreword

It is a pleasure to write the introduction to this wonderful book on Business Process

Management (BPM) cases. On the one hand, the BPM cases illustrate the maturity

of the field. On the other hand, the book also shows that there are still many open

challenges. In fact, there is a continuous need to show that BPM indeed adds value

and helps organizations to improve. The editors, Jan vom Brocke and Jan Mendling,

understand this perfectly and did a great job in bringing together a range of authors

and experiences.

In this foreword, I would like to briefly reflect on developments in the field. In

2003 we organized the first International Conference on BPM in Eindhoven. This

was the time were BPM was an emerging topic following the workflow manage-

ment wave of the 1990s. The conference was an immediate success and this year we

are celebrating the 15th edition of the BPM conference in Barcelona. BPM is no

longer a “hot topic”, but has become the “new normal”. Process orientation,

something which was previously seen as something exotic, has become common-

place for most organizations. Moreover, BPM has become more much evidence-

based, exploiting the abundance of event data available. However, the actual

practice of BPM is scarcely documented in literature. Scientific papers tend to

focus on a particular aspect or technique. Articles written by practitioners or

so-called “opinion leaders” are often shallow and just a concatenation of

buzzwords. Therefore, this book is a very welcome addition!

Clarence “Skip” Ellis (1943–2014) gave a keynote at the first BPM conference

in 2003. He was one of the pioneers in Workflow Management, Computer-

Supported Cooperative Work, and BPM. Skip Ellis developed office automation

prototypes such as Officetalk-Zero and Officetalk-D at Xerox PARC in the late

1970s. These systems used Information Control Nets, a variant of Petri nets, to

model processes. In a way the basics are the same, e.g., there is still a focus on

process diagrams and process automation. However, looking at the BPM cases in

this book demonstrates that also many things have changed dramatically. Real-life

projects show that modeling and automation are not the ultimate goal. BPM needs

to add value and help organizations to continuously improve and disruptively

innovate their processes.

The BPM cases in this book relate to different core elements of BPM, namely

Strategic and Governance (Part I), Methods (Part II), Information Technology (Part
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III), and People and Culture (Part IV). The contributions cover different parts of the

BPM lifecycle. These actual cases also nicely relate to my own 20 BPM Use Cases

elaborated in the survey paper “Business Process Management: A Comprehensive

Survey” (ISRN Software Engineering, 2013, http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2013/

507984). Whereas the 20 BPM Use Cases identify the core BPM building blocks,

the cases in this book aim to describe end-to-end BPM projects. The first chapter

provides a nice taxonomy to position the 31 real-world BPM cases. Different angles

are used to show the richness of the BPM discipline. The cases are presented in a

unified format, making them accessible and easy to comprehend.

How about the future of BPM? I strongly believe that the spectacular growth of

event data is rapidly changing our BPM discipline. It makes no sense to focus on

process modeling (including model-based analysis and model-based process auto-

mation) without considering the torrents of factual data in and between today’s

organizations. Recent developments in process mining make it possible to use

process models as the “lens” to look at (low) level event data. Such a “process

lens” helps to understand and solve compliance- and performance-related

problems. The focus on data analysis is good, but should not frustrate process-

orientation. In the end, good processes are more important than information

systems and conventional analytics. The old phrase “It’s the process stupid” is

still valid.

I hope you enjoy reading the book and learn from the many practical experiences

condensed in the 31 real-world BPM cases reported.

Eindhoven, The Netherlands Wil van der Aalst

March 2017
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Preface

Business Process Management (BPM) is an important and timely topic. For many

companies, BPM is the key for mastering digital transformation and for innovating

their business models. The fast pace of change has also taken a grip on concepts and

techniques of BPM, with various new ideas emerging from research and practice.

Several excellent sources exist that summarize established concepts of BPM. So

far, however, a collection of real-world cases making available the experience of

organizations applying BPM for various objectives was missing. It is the aim of this

book to close this gap and to increase knowledge exchange based on real-world

BPM projects for fostering both BPM education and practice.

For this book, we have gathered 31 cases on how companies use business

process management to achieve outstanding operational results. Each of these

cases is organized according to a uniform structure including the following parts:

• Introduction—What is the story of the case? The authors give a brief narrative of

the entire story to grasp your interest in the case. This part includes a summary of

the key figures of the company.

• Situation faced—What was the initial problem situation? What situation led to

the action taken? The authors specify the context of the case as to needs,

constraints, incidents, objectives, and beyond.

• Action taken—What has been done? What measures have been taken, as

e.g. regarding the process redesign or process innovation? Which methods and

approaches have been used? The authors provide a factual passage of the course

of events.

• Results achieved—What effects could be observed resulting from the action

taken? This could be changes in performance measures as well as qualitative

statements from employees, customers, or other business partners. Here, the

authors also discuss how far expected results materialize and how far

expectations were met or not met.

• Lessons learned—Reflecting the overall case, what can others learn from it? The

authors derive around five lessons learned, which are grounded in the case and

which are interesting for others to take as an example.

The cases of this book are grouped into four major blocks, which are inspired by

the six core elements of BPM by de Bruin and Rosemann. Part I contains cases that
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relate to strategy and governance. The cases stem from SAP in Germany, S-Y

Systems Technologies in Germany, Autogrill in Italy, the Dompe eHospital in Sri

Lanka, a leading telecommunications provider in the Middle East, and the Slovene

public service company Snaga. Part II presents cases on BPMmethods. These cases

relate to “Die Mobiliar” from Switzerland, Queensland University of Technology in

Australia, the City of Ghent in Belgium, a Brazilian insurance company, the

telecommunications provider 3 in Germany, Bolzano Hospital in Italy, an

Australian insurance company, Software AG in Germany, and St. Andrew’s War

Memorial Hospital in Australia. Part III discusses cases on information technology

and BPM. The cases refer to CrowdStrom in Germany, MELOS in Germany,

Deutsche Bank in Germany, BRFkredit in Denmark, a German manufacturing

company, Zalando in Germany, Adler Moden in Germany, a Slovak logistics

provider, and HEYCO-WERK in Germany. Part IV discusses BPM-related issues

of people and culture. It builds on cases from Lufthansa Technik in Germany, 1&1

Internet in Germany, TCE-PE from Brazil, Jade University of Applied Science in

Germany, and a Norwegian company in the Oil and Gas sector.

The material presented in this book is complemented by online material for

teaching, training, and advisory. The website

http://www.bpm-cases.com

makes available slides and additional content that can be helpful for using the

cases both in teaching BPM and in preparing for BPM projects in practice.

We thank the following people and institutions for their continuous support

toward the compilation of this book.

• First, we thank our research teams both in Liechtenstein and in Vienna. There

have always been strong ties between Liechtenstein and Vienna not only in BPM

but in history, and we emphasize this connection with our book cover that refers

to the pattern of the parquet floor of one room in the Palais Liechtenstein in

Vienna.

• Second, we thank the organizers of the BPM Conference in Innsbruck 2015 who

gave us the chance to bring together many of the case authors of this book by

inviting us to organize the industry program of the conference. In Innsbruck, half

way between Liechtenstein and Vienna, the idea of this book emerged.

• Third, we thank our colleagues and friends who served on the editorial board of

this book and who have dedicated much time and effort in multiple rounds of

reviews to further develop the cases presented in this book.

• Fourth, we thank our BPM research colleagues for their continuous inspiration

and support, specifically at QUT Brisbane, TU Eindhoven, VU Amsterdam, Uni

Tartu, HPI Potsdam, to name but a few.

• Finally, special thanks go to our colleagues from the University of Münster who
initiated and coordinate the ERCIS network [European Research Center for

Information Systems (ERCIS)]. Stemming from this network, we also have the

opportunity to collaborate with many of our BPM colleagues and friends, in the

EU Horizon 2020 project RISE_BPM, provided by the European Commission

under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 645751 and the
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Liechtenstein Government. We are grateful for the financial support through this

project, which was essential in making the idea of the BPM Cases Book come

to life.

We hope you will enjoy reading the book and working with the cases, and we

look forward to hearing from you related to any possible feedback!

Vaduz, Liechtenstein Jan vom Brocke

Vienna, Austria Jan Mendling

Preface ix
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Frameworks for Business Process
Management: A Taxonomy for Business
Process Management Cases

Jan vom Brocke and Jan Mendling

Abstract

While the body of knowledge on business process management has matured

during the past decades (Dumas et al., Fundamentals of business process man-

agement. Berlin: Springer, 2013; vom Brocke and Rosemann, Handbook on

business process management. Berlin: Springer, 2015), few real-world cases are

available that provide practical experiences from BPM projects. This book

presents a diverse set of 31 real-world BPM cases, all reported using a unified

schema so the knowledge contained in these cases can be accessed readily.

1 What Is Business Process Management?

While early contributions to the field of business process management (BPM)

focused on the (re-)design of single processes, contemporary research calls for a

more holistic view of the management of organizational processes. To that end,

BPM uses an integrated set of corporate capabilities, including strategic alignment,

governance, methods, technology, people, and culture, to analyze, design, imple-

ment, continuously improve, and disruptively innovate organizational processes

(vom Brocke and Rosemann 2014).

BPM’s roots in early studies of organizational design (e.g., Taylor 1911) then

developed into the broader discipline of industrial engineering and has since

remained focused on the analysis of operational activities in the dominant

manufacturing sector. An increase in the significance of services, the growing
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importance of information technology for the design of processes, and the overall

recognition that processes are a critical corporate asset have elevated this domain

into a discipline.

According to Hammer (2010), the genesis of BPM as a management discipline is

characterized by two developmental paths: process improvement and process

development.

– Process Improvement: Earlier studies in the field focused on analyzing existing

business processes in pursuit of continuous or incremental process improvement.

Examples of developments on this path are Total Quality Management (Juran

1988; Crosby 1979), Lean Management (Womack and Jones 2003), and Kaizen

(Imai 1986). For example, Deming’s (1986) studies on statistical process control

provided basic principles by conducting systematic analyses of processes using

both quantitative and qualitative criteria.

– Process Reengineering: Hammer and Champy (1993) presented an approach

that questioned existing business processes and demanded the radical redesign of

extant processes from end-to-end in light of organizational goals, particularly

capitalizing on the potential of information technology (IT) as a major driver of

innovation (Davenport 1993).

BPM has emerged as a consolidation of disciplines that leverage process

orientation to increase performance. Today, BPM has evolved into a widely

deployed and comprehensively studied discipline. Universities have increasingly

integrated BPM capabilities into both management and information systems edu-

cation (vom Brocke 2017), responding to the strong demand of BPM experts in

practice to appropriate contemporary technology in order to foster value creation in

all sectors, including production, banking, retail, health, government, entrepreneur-

ship, and others.

In course of this development, BPM has matured as an academic and profes-

sional discipline. Textbooks (Dumas et al. 2013) and handbooks (vom Brocke and

Rosemann 2015) alike have documented the body of knowledge. Professional

associations, conferences, journals, and forums are available for both academics

and professionals to discuss the discipline’s development, and BPM has been

recognized and further developed as a way to drive innovation, particularly digital

innovation (vom Brocke and Schmiedel 2015). However, with the emergence of the

rich set of opportunities associated with digitization, the established, analysis-

intensive BPMmethods and tools are no longer capitalizing fully on the affordances

of contemporary information systems. As a result, BPM has started to develop its

intellectual core and methodological basis to strengthen its exploratory,

opportunity-driven capabilities in addition to the rich set of exploitative, problem-

driven capabilities. Colleagues have coined the term “ambidextrous BPM”

(Rosemann 2015) to express the need to combine both exploration and exploration

in BPM (vom Brocke et al. 2015a).

2 J. vom Brocke and J. Mendling



2 How to Structure Business Process Management

This book uses well-established BPM frameworks to characterize the cases it

presents based on a shared language. We use the BPM Six Core Elements Model

(Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015), the BPM Lifecycle Model (Dumas et al. 2013),

and the BPM Context Framework (vom Brocke et al. 2015b).

2.1 The BPM Six Core Elements Model

The BPM Six Core Elements Model describes organizational capability areas that

are relevant to BPM. The model helps decision makers to classify the actions an

organization undertakes in conducting BPM by conceptualizing six BPM capability

areas: strategic alignment, governance, methods, IT, people, and culture. This

model expands BPM from a technical concept to a holistic management discipline

(Fig. 1).

– Strategic Alignment: BPM contributes to the organization’s superordinate,

strategic goals. Related capabilities include the assessment of processes and

process management initiatives according to their fit with the overall corporate

strategy.

– Governance: BPM must be implemented in the organizational structure.

Related capabilities include the assignment of BPM-related tasks to stakeholders

and applying specific principles and rules to define the required responsibilities

and controls along the entire business-process lifecycle.

– Methods: BPM must be supported by methods for process design, analysis,

implementation, execution, and monitoring. Related capabilities include

Fig. 1 Six BPM core elements (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015)
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selecting the appropriate BPM methods, tools, and techniques and adapting and

combining them according to the organization’s requirements.

– Information Technology: BPM must use technology, particularly process-

aware information systems (PAIS), as the basis for process design and imple-

mentation. Related capabilities include the ability to select, implement, and use

relevant PAIS solutions that covering, for example, workflow management,

adaptive case management, or process-mining solutions.

– People: BPM must consider employees’ qualifications in the discipline of BPM

and their expertise with relevant business processes. Related capabilities include

assessing the human-resources impact of BPM-related initiatives and programs

that facilitate the development of process-related skills throughout the

organization.

– Culture: BPM must be met with a common value system that supports process

improvement and innovation. Related capabilities include the ability to assess

the organizational culture’s values and the ability to derive measures to develop

these values accordingly.

Research has shown that all six elements must be present if a BPM initiative is to

meet its objectives.

2.2 The BPM Lifecycle Model

The BPM lifecycle model describes the phases in managing business processes and

illustrates how a BPM project or a BPM initiative can be organized to arrive at an

improved process by means of six major steps: process identification, process

discovery, process analysis, process redesign, process implementation, and process

monitoring and controlling (Fig. 2).

– Process Identification: Process identification is concerned with setting up the

BPM initiative, including a high-level description of the organization’s major

processes and an assessment of their current state. The main result of this phase

is a “process architecture,” which identifies the organization’s main processes,

describes the relationships between them, and defines criteria for

prioritizing them.

– Process Discovery: With process discovery, the cycle shifts the focus from the

organization’s overall portfolio of processes (often also called multi-process

management) to one specific process. The process discovery phase produces

detailed descriptions of a business process in its current state. This description is

referred to as an as-is process model.

– Process Analysis: Analytical tools and techniques are applied during process

analysis to determine weaknesses in the as-is process and the impact of each

weakness.

– Process Re-design: Process redesign addresses the most important weaknesses

in the process and delivers a reworked design for the process, called the to-be
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process model. This model is subsequently used as the basis for process

implementation.

– Process Implementation: Process implementation typically includes informa-

tion system implementation and measures to facilitate organizational change.

– Process Monitoring and Controlling: Once the redesigned process is

implemented, the process monitoring and controlling phase collects and

analyzes execution data continually for their compliance with performance and

conformance objectives. Deviations from these objectives and changes in the

business environment or the company’s goals trigger a new iteration of the BPM

lifecycle.

The six phases are seldom executed exactly in this idealistic, sequential way, and

the circle is not always closed. For example, a company might decide only to

document its processes without considering redesign. Still, the BPM lifecycle is

helpful in clarifying how BPM-related activities relate to one another and how they

contribute to BPM in a holistic way.

2.3 The BPM Context Framework

The BPM context framework describes the factors in the context of BPM that are

relevant to BPM projects based on their settings (vom Brocke et al. 2016). The

model helps to characterize a BPM initiative according to factors like its goals, the

Fig. 2 The BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013)
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process’s characteristics, and the organization’s and external environment’s

characteristics. The key contribution of the framework is to capture the situation

around the BPM initiative so it can be aligned to the organization’s specific context.

The BPM context framework helps in assessing this context (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 The BPM context framework (vom Brocke et al. 2015b)
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The BPM context framework captures four contextual dimensions:

– Goal Dimension: The goal a BPM project is targeting has a major influence on

the BPM-related actions to be planned. The difference between exploitation and

exploration may serve as an example, as the first fosters optimization, and the

second fosters innovation.

– Process Dimension: BPM can be applied to a number of processes, so the

process characteristics affect the appropriate BPM methodology. Examples of

factors include the knowledge-intensity, complexity, creativity, and variability

involved in a process.

– Organizational Dimension: BPM serves many organizations, but the

characteristics of the organization determines the right BPM approach. Organi-

zational factors include industry, size, and culture.

– Environmental Dimension: BPM can also be applied in a variety of

environments, which are characterized by, for example, differing levels of

competitiveness or uncertainty. Considering the dynamics of the environment

is important in scoping and positioning a BPM initiative.

A BPM project must identify its contexts in order to plan appropriate

BPM-related actions (vom Brocke et al. 2014).

3 Introducing Cases of Business Process Management

In addition to the body of knowledge about BPM, this book brings together the

experience of organizations that have adopted BPM. The focus is neither on

academic case studies nor on offerings from consulting companies but on the

lessons the adopting organizations learned from using BPM. That said, both

academic institutions and consulting companies have been involved, at least in

part, in the analysis of these cases.

Cases and case-based learning provides advantages over other approaches to

facilitating learning (Srinivasan et al. 2007). First, cases offer a rich account of a

specific situation, the actions taken, and the results achieved, which helps the reader

to explore ambiguity and variation. Second, cases help the reader to focus on what

matters, as they are challenged to reflect on their assumptions. Third, cases are an

effective way to stimulate additional reading and research on the management of

business processes.

3.1 How to Read the Cases

All cases follow a unified structure that makes the case knowledge easily accessible

and transferrable to other contexts and helps readers find and compare the most

important parts of the cases. Each of the cases is structured with an introduction,
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follows by descriptions of the situation faced, the actions taken, the results

achieved, and the lessons learned.

– Introduction: What is the story of the case? A brief narrative of the entire case

informs readers by summarizing its key aspects.

– Situation faced: What was the initial problem that led to the action taken? The

context of the case is specified concerning needs, constraints, incidents, and

objectives.

– Action taken: What was done? What measures were undertaken, such as in

regard to process redesign or process innovation? What methods and approaches

were used?

– Results achieved: What effects resulted from the actions taken? Results could

take the form of changes in performance measures and/or qualitative statements

from employees, customers, and other business partners. To what degree were

expectations met or not met?

– Lessons learned: What did the organization learn from the case? What can

others learn? Lessons learned are grounded in the case and serve as example for

others.

3.2 Cases and Industry Sectors

All cases are structure using the framework presented above. The book includes

cases that focus on all of BPM’s core elements, cover all steps of the BPM lifecycle,

and deal with diverse subsets of BPM contexts. The broad set of industries

addressed includes nineteen industries, sorted by ISIC code (United Nations Statis-

tics Division 2008):

• 06: Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas

• 27: Manufacture of electrical equipment

• 28: Manufacture of machinery and equipment

• 32: Other manufacturing

• 35: Electricity, gas, steam, and air conditioning supply

• 36: Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery

• 41: Construction of buildings

• 47: Retail trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles

• 49: Land transport and transport via pipelines

• 51: Air transport

• 56: Food and beverage service activities

• 61: Telecommunications

• 62: Computer programming, consultancy, and related activities

• 64: Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding

• 65: Insurance, reinsurance, and pension funding, except compulsory social

security

• 82: Office administrative, office support, and other business support activities
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• 84: Public administration and defense; compulsory social security

• 85: Education

• 86: Human health activities

3.3 Cases and BPM Core Elements

The cases in the book relate to the core elements of BPM and are classified in terms

of their primary contributions.

Figure 4 shows that 8 of the 31 cases relate primarily to method and 9 to IT,

confirming that most companies focus on these two areas of capability when

conducting BPM (vom Brocke and Rosemann 2015). However, four cases relate

to the people-related aspects of BPM, one of BPM’s core elements that often

receives little attention (Müller et al. 2014). Five chapters contribute primarily to

governance and three to strategic alignment. Since culture has only recently been

recognized and conceptualized in the BPM body of knowledge (Schmiedel et al.

2015), only two of the cases primarily address issues on culture in BPM. In

summary, each core element is addressed in multiple cases, which makes this

book useful in extending our understanding of BPM.

Table 1 Summarizes the cases per BPM core element.

3.4 Cases and BPM Lifecycle Phases

The cases reported in this book relate to a diverse set of the BPM lifecycle phases

(Fig. 5). Eight of the cases report on process redesign, while seven are on process

discovery, six address process implementation, five deal with process identification,

three relate to process monitoring and controlling, and two focus on process

analysis. The thorough coverage of the lifecycle phases addresses Recker and

Mendling’s (2016) observation of a gap in process redesign research, as the focus

on process redesign demonstrates the innovative and transformative power of BPM,

its role to leveraging digital innovation vom Brocke and Schmiedel (2015), and the

importance of process improvement in practice (Vanwersch et al. 2016).
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Fig. 4 BPM cases and BPM core elements
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Table 1 BPM core

elements with

corresponding cases

Element Cases

Strategic alignment Woliński and Bala (2017)

Bandara et al. (2017)

Viaene and Van den Bergh (2017)

Governance Reisert et al. (2017)

Blasini et al. (2017)

Czarnecki (2017)

Kovačič et al. (2017)

Kim et al. (2017)

Methods Rosemann (2017)

Van Looy and Rotthier (2017)

Cereja et al. (2017)

Karle and Teichenthaler (2017)

Marengo et al. (2017)

Andrews et al. (2017b)

Thaler et al. (2017)

Andrews et al. (2017a)

IT Matzner et al. (2017)

Duelli et al. (2017)

Rau et al. (2017)

Debois et al. (2017)

Becker et al. (2017)

Schrepfer et al. (2017)

Leitz et al. (2017)

Suchy et al. (2017)

Schindlbeck and Kleinschmidt (2017)

People Kloppenburg et al. (2017)

Imgrund et al. (2017)

Russack and Menges (2017)

Krogstie et al. (2017)

Culture Bührig et al. (2017)

Alves et al. (2017)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Process monitoring and controlling

Process implementa�on

Process redesign

Process analysis

Process discovery

Process iden�fica�on

Fig. 5 BPM cases and BPM lifecycle phases
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Even though only two cases contribute primarily to process analysis, most of the

cases include process analysis—for example, when they discuss process redesign—

which shows that the case companies went beyond process analysis and did saw the

analysis as a means to an end, not as end in itself. These cases, then, help to advance

the body of knowledge past what prior research on BPM has reported regarding

organizations whose BPM initiatives have failed because they focused too much on

analysis of processes and fell short in delivering business value through actual

process improvement (vom Brocke et al. 2014). Table 2 summarizes the cases in

terms of the lifecycle phase they address.

Table 2 BPM Lifecycle

Phases with

corresponding cases

Lifecycle phase Cases

Process identification Alves et al. (2017)

Bührig et al. (2017)

Imgrund et al. (2017)

Debois et al. (2017)

Viaene and Van den Bergh (2017)

Process discovery Cereja et al. (2017)

Suchy et al. (2017)

Reisert et al. (2017)

Andrews et al. (2017b)

Andrews et al. (2017a)

Thaler et al. (2017)

Becker et al. (2017)

Process analysis Matzner et al. (2017)

Schrepfer et al. (2017)

Process redesign Woliński and Bala (2017)

Duelli et al. (2017)

Van Looy and Rotthier (2017)

Schindlbeck and Kleinschmidt (2017)

Marengo et al. (2017)

Czarnecki (2017)

Karle and Teichenthaler (2017)

Rosemann (2017)

Process implementation Duelli et al. (2017)

Bandara et al. (2017)

Russack and Menges (2017)

Kloppenburg et al. (2017)

Rau et al. (2017)

Krogstie et al. (2017)

Process monitoring and

controlling

Leitz et al. (2017)

Blasini et al. (2017)

Kovačič et al. (2017)
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3.5 Cases and the BPM Context Framework

The BPM context framework provides dimensions for classifying BPM in general

and the cases reported in this book specifically. Under the category of the goal

dimension, 23 cases focus on exploitation scenarios, such as improvement of

existing processes, while seven address exploration scenarios that seek novel

ways of doing processes, and one case covers exploration and exploitation equally

(Fig. 6).

Regarding the process dimension, most of the cases (22) focus on core processes

(22), while 11 also deal with management processes and 10 deal with support

processes. There are 27 of the cases work on repetitive processes, and four tackle

non-repetitive processes. The knowledge-intensity of processes is at a medium level

in 20 cases, low in 7 cases, and high in 9 cases. Similarly, creativity is at a medium

level in 15 cases, a low level in 14 cases, and high in 6 cases. Interdependence is at a
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medium level in 19 cases, a low level in 4 cases and high in 12 cases, confirming

that process work should be holistic in scope. Finally, variability is at a medium

level in 16 cases, a low level in 11 cases, and high in 6 cases.

As for the organizational dimension, 25 cases focus primarily on intra-

organizational processes, while 12 address inter-organizational challenges. There

are 22 cases from large organizations, 10 are from small and medium-sized

companies, and 2 are from start-ups. The culture in the case organizations has a

medium level of support for BPM in 22 cases, is highly supportive in 8 cases, and is

non-supportive in 3 cases, documenting the emerging role of culture in BPM.

Organizational resources spent on the cases are at a medium level in 18 cases, a

low level in 9 cases, and high in 5 cases.

Regarding the environmental dimension, about half of the cases (16) report on a

highly competitive environment, supporting the notion that BPM is perceived as a

way to increase competitiveness. There are 11 cases that report a medium level of

competitiveness in their environments, and 6 cases report a low level of competi-

tiveness. Most cases deal with uncertainty in business, as 21 of the cases report a

medium level of uncertainty, five report a high level of uncertainty, and eight report

a low uncertainty.

4 Conclusions

This book uses the BPM framework to classify the cases it presents. The classifica-

tion reveals the broad spectrum and richness in the topical focus of cases collected

here. We believe that this collection will be inspiring for students, teachers,

practitioners, and researchers who are interested in the state of the art of BPM.

The remainder of this book is structured in four major parts. Part I gathers the

eight BPM cases that are related primarily to strategy and governance, Part II

presents eight BPM cases that focus on methods, Part III contains nine BPM

cases that address IT, and Part IV introduces six BPM cases that highlight people

and culture.
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How to Move from Paper to Impact
in Business Process Management: The
Journey of SAP

Corinne Reisert, Sarah Zelt, and Joerg Wacker

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: In order to produce innovative solutions faster and more

simply, SAP started in 2008 to transform its research and development

processes. SAP moved away from complex and static project methods

toward agile and simple processes, thereby significantly reducing the

throughput time of the standard innovation cycle. Based on the experience

of this transformation and optimization, the first at that time in a global

company of knowledge workers, SAP decided to increase the emphasis on

Business Process Management (BPM). Therefore, BPM initiatives were

implemented on a company-wide level in the effort to establish a process

infrastructure and a process improvement culture.

(b) Action taken: The Productivity Consulting Group (PCG) was founded with

the mission of strengthening the importance of BPM throughout the com-

pany. The SAP Process Map was established to create transparency in

SAP’s key processes, roles, and responsibilities. The SAP Process Maturity

Model was created with the aim of constantly increasing the maturity of

SAP’s processes. An approach to performance measurement and process

improvement and a portfolio of BPM-related services were introduced to

support Process Managers on their way to reaching process excellence. In

addition, activities were introduced to strengthen the BPM community, the

foundation for BPM at SAP.

(c) Results achieved: Implementing BPM at SAP was an important step

toward overcoming the complexities that plague our businesses, a step

that was important to both SAP and its customers. Following the operating

principle “Run Simple,” SAP developed a process-management
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infrastructure throughout the company that led to transparency in SAP’s

key processes and measurable process improvements.

(d) Lessons learned: The key success factor in SAP’s journey from BPM

concepts and ideas to measurable impact—that is, from paper to impact—

was the strategic alignment of BPM with top management support. Strong

governance with the SAP Process Map, the SAP Process Maturity Model,

and BPM standards enabled the company to strive toward process

excellence.

However, a lively and engaged BPM community was as important as having

the right methods or tools at hand. Implementing BPM from a top-down per-

spective helped to some extent, but building an understanding of BPM and its

value from the bottom-up using a variety of mechanisms (introduced in this

article) was also required.

1 Introduction

As the market leader in enterprise application software, SAP is at the center of

today’s business and technology revolution. SAP has a 44 year history of

innovation and growth as a true industry leader, has an annual revenue (IFRS) of

20.793 billion euros, and employs more than 77,000 employees in more than

130 countries (SAP Global Corporate Affairs 2016). SAP’s innovations enable

more than 300,000 customers in 190 countries to work together more efficiently

and use business insights more effectively. SAP’s intention is to help organizations

of all sizes and in all industries overcome the complexities that plague our

businesses, our jobs and our lives (SAP SE 2016).

“Run Simple—If we simplify everything, we can do anything” is not only the

SAP’s key external message but also its operating principle. Simplifying processes

is also a key request from SAP’s employees. The employee survey (the “people

survey”) contains a set of questions to measure employees’ satisfaction with

processes and to collect feedback on specific process improvements. The Chief

Operating Officer (COO) is responsible for the company’s process office, and the

COOs of each of SAP’s business units, who form the company’s virtual COO

network, agree on the joint execution of the SAP strategy and a common portfolio

of process improvements.

In order to produce innovative solutions faster and more simply, in 2008 SAP

started an initiative to transform its research and development processes to move

away from complex and static project methods toward agile and simple processes.

As the transformation significantly reduced the standard innovation cycle’s

throughput time, SAP decided to build on this success and founded the Productivity

Consulting Group (PCG), which acts as process office with direct oversight of SAP

corporate functions in all regions throughout the globe.

During the past couple of years, BPM’s role was strengthened through a variety

of BPM initiatives, including the development of the SAP Process Map, the SAP
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Process Maturity Model, approaches to measuring process performance and process

improvements, and a portfolio of BPM-related services. This chapter summarizes

SAP’s BPM journey from paper to impact and presents a case that shows how BPM

can be set up in organizations. As such, this chapter focuses primarily on the

governance capability area of BPM’s six core elements (Rosemann and vom

Brocke 2015). A variety of initiatives is required for the successful implementation

of BPM (which will be explained in the course of this paper) that relate to the phases

of the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013). After a description of the situation that

SAP faced (Sect. 2), Sect. 3 introduces all BPM-related actions that have been

undertaken, ranging from strong governance to establishing a lively BPM commu-

nity. The results achieved are discussed in Sect. 4, and the lessons learned are

summarized in Sect. 5.

2 Situation Faced

SAP started to improve processes systematically in 2008. At that point, SAP’s core

software development process was a waterfall process that was implemented in the

late 1990s. The waterfall process introduced customer validation, quality gates, and

compliance with standards, thus ensuring that the products being shipped were

compliant with an ever-growing set of formal and quality requirements. However,

the process was built on a globally distributed functional setup based on a division

of labor, which created long decision times, long development cycle times, and

developers who identified poorly with the whole process. Customers complained

about limited usability and medium levels of quality, which resulted in a low

adoption. Unhappy customers and an inefficient work environment also influenced

SAP’s numbers. While single departments had always had approaches with which

to optimize processes, there was no central team or organizational setup that was

responsible for managing processes comprehensively. Therefore, this situation had

to be changed in favor of an approach that increased efficiency (reduced time,

resources, and costs) and the quality of products and solutions (ease of consumption

and superior user experience).

SAP decided to strive for efficiency and effectiveness in its entire product

development process by implementing a development model that follows lean

principles (Lean Development Model) and is based on agile practices. Scrum, an

iterative and incremental software-development framework, was introduced at the

team level. Teams were built to cover cross-functional requirements to define,

build, and deliver products and functions in short cycles of 2–4 weeks. Each

cycle ends with a review and team retrospective. Issues and obstacles identified

in the retrospective were integrated into a continuous-improvement process. This

effort resulted in constant improvement of throughput time, on-time delivery,

productive capacity, product adoption, number of deliveries, sustainable pace,

and workload, and is now building a solid foundation for an even more innovative

delivery process for cloud products.

Based on the success of this transformation and optimization, management

decided to extend the approach to all of the company’s business units. Employees
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had expressed their dissatisfaction with complicated internal processes via the

yearly “people survey” at the same time that the need for standardization (e.g.,

triggered by implementing Shared Service Centers) increased. Therefore, SAP’s

intention was to build on the experiences from the research and development

transformation to widen the scope to the organization as a whole. This effort

required a central organization with strong governance and a process improvement

culture that could drive Lean thinking, operational excellence, and BPM initiatives.

3 Action Taken

After the decision was made to enhance the success of the recent transformation in

research and development, the PCG was founded as a process office with direct

oversight over SAP’s corporate functions throughout all regions. The PCG is

responsible for establishing a process infrastructure in the company, including

process governance, idea management, and improvement services. The PCG is

located in the area of SAP’s COO, which facilitates a direct connection between the

PCG’s portfolio and the corporate strategy. By grouping PCG with an organiza-

tional unit called Business Insight and Technology, the company ensures a close

relationship with IT projects and innovations.

In contributing to SAP’s strategy, the PCG increases the organization’s effi-

ciency and effectiveness by implementing governing processes and standards, the

Lean methodology, and continuous improvement and by providing transparency for

sound decision-making. The components of BPM at SAP follow many phases of the

BPM Lifecycle (i.e., process identification, discovery, analysis, redesign, imple-

mentation, monitoring and controlling) (Dumas et al. 2013) and include the SAP

Process Map, the BPM community, continuous process improvement, the SAP

Process Maturity Model, performance measurement, and improvement and produc-

tivity services and strategic projects.

3.1 SAP Process Map

A process map typically results from the process-identification phase of the BPM

Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013). SAP’s processes are reflected in the SAP Process

Map (shown in Fig. 1), which serves as the primary top-down process perspective

and is the single source of internal process information. The SAP Process Map is

closely linked to the corporate strategy and is the basis for audits and external

certification and the starting point for business-driven process management and

improvement projects. It is accessible to all SAP employees via the intranet

(corporate portal). According to established process-classification frameworks

(Dumas et al. 2013), the processes are structured as management processes,
which are used to plan, diagnose, and manage core and support processes; core
processes, which create direct value for SAP’s customers’ and support processes,
which provide the necessary resources and infrastructure for core processes.
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The SAP Process Map is a hierarchical composition that consists of multiple

high-level processes and corresponding sub-processes (Dumas et al. 2013). Pro-

cesses on the highest level, called Level 1 processes, are directly visible on the

Process Map. Level 2 processes break the Level 1 processes into more detail, while

Level 3 process documentations describe the process flow, the responsibilities, and

input and output documents.

Establishing strong governance mechanisms ensures that there are clear rules for

including processes in the SAP Process Map, for consistent naming, and for

modelling. A process can be included as a Level 3 process only if it if it has process

costs of 1 million euros or if it impacts 1 million euros in revenue, and/or it follows

certain compliance standards (e.g., SOX compliance), and/or it directly supports a

core process.

Processes on Level 3 are named according to certain rules, which follow

established guidelines (e.g., Dumas et al. 2013; Mendling et al. 2010).

• Use the pattern &amp;lt; Imperative Verb þ Noun in Singular &amp;gt; unless

there is a common name or business terminology (e.g., from ITIL or ISO

standards).

• Avoid abbreviations.

• Names should reflect generally accepted common usage and be short and

concise.

• Names should reflect the company’s terminology.

• Verbs like manage, perform, coordinate, and execute should have concrete

definitions that are used consistently.

Fig. 1 SAP process map
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Each process should serve a purpose, should have a measure for efficiency, and

should continuously be improved. The focus of process documentation is to deliver

valuable information for the people who execute the process and to be the basis for

business-driven management and improvement projects. To ensure consistency, the

documentation should occur in a single tool that uses Business Process Model and

Notation 2.0.

3.2 BPM Community: Central and Local Responsibilities

People and culture are core elements of BPM (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015).

PCG manages the SAP Process Map and provides SAP-wide BPM standards on

how to design, measure, and improve processes. It also manages the BPM commu-

nity, which entails educating the Process Managers on BPM methodology. Process

Managers are responsible for defining, operating, and improving processes, so they

pursue the business goals, strategies, and objectives defined by Business Owners.

As shown in Fig. 2, the responsibility for a process’s design, documentation, and

improvement lies with the business unit that is responsible for the process’s

Fig. 2 Main responsibilities of Business Owner and Process Manager
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business outcome. Therefore, the Business Owner and the Process Manager for

each process are based in the respective business unit, not in the central PCG.

A key element for successful BPM is a vibrant BPM community (Fig. 3). Since

this community is not necessarily defined by organizational structures, creating its

own identity is important. The PCG supports a series of communication and

enablement activities in order to establish a solid relationship with the BPM

community based on the aligned collaboration model between Process Managers,

the COOs of the various business units, and the PCG. These activities include:

• SAP Process Excellence Newsletter: Bi-monthly issues that contain training

offers, information on upcoming events and success stories on process

improvement

Fig. 3 Process excellence award 2015
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• Process Manager Information Sessions: Bi-monthly sessions for Process

Managers to share best practices and roll out information about BPM standards

• Process Management Training: Classroom and virtual training sessions on the

BPMmethodology, tools, and best practices (from Process Managers for Process

Managers)

• SAP Process Summit: Annual event where all Process Managers come together

to exchange best practices, get inspiration from external speakers, and learn

about new topics related to BPM

• SAP Process Excellence Award: Increases the visibility of excellent processes

and provides a platform for employees who are working on process improve-

ment by rewarding outstanding processes that accomplish measurable process

improvements and have a positive impact on the company.

3.3 Continuous Process Improvement

The primary target of BPM at SAP is to improve processes continuously. Process

improvements can result from following the phases of the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas

et al. 2013) or can be triggered by strategic initiatives. Although the triggers for

actual process improvement can be numerous, the process activities involved in

improving a process is standardized and, as such, is documented in the SAP

Process Map.

The Process Manager is responsible for defining the process improvement goal

(with approval from the Business Owner), which is typically derived from the SAP

strategy (improvement portfolio, strategic objectives), from a current issue in the

process (impediment, audit finding), or from an idea from the SAP idea manage-

ment initiative. Process Managers define process improvements by reusing existing

process definitions, thus following an evolutionary re-design approach (Dumas

et al. 2013). They state the benefits of an improvement initiative for the business,

as well as the improvement’s impact on the process itself and on the process

performers. The actual activities involved can be numerous and diverse, depending

on the process and the character of the improvement. For example, improvements

can:

• Result from following the phases of the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013):

process discovery, analysis, redesign, implementation, monitoring and control

• Be strategic projects/programs/initiatives

• Be initiated through process improvement services provided by PCG

• Be part of continuous improvement (e.g., by establishing a regular feedback

cycle/group)

The effect of the process’s changes are measured according to Process Perfor-

mance Indicators (PPIs), which include throughput time, customer satisfaction, and
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cost per unit output. These PPIs are measured by the Process Manager and com-

pared with previously defined success criteria.

3.4 SAP Process Maturity Model

As another aspect of BPM governance (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015), SAP

uses its own process maturity model that has been tailored to the company’s needs

and business model. It follows the idea of generic maturity models [e.g., Capability

Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) (CMMI Product Team 2002)], which is to

offer a consistent, well-defined methodology to measure a process’s maturity in a

comparable way (SAP Process Governance Team and Konhaeuser 2015). The SAP

Process Maturity Model distinguishes four maturity levels, from Level 0 (the

lowest) to Level 3. Processes on Level 0 are neither transparent nor managed,

while a set of predefined criteria define each of the higher maturity levels:

• Maturity Level 0: The process is neither transparent nor managed.

• Maturity Level 1: The process is transparent.

– Basic process documentation (included in the SAP Process Map) is available.

– An accountable Process Manager and Business Owner are named.

– The degree of process standardization is transparent [e.g., is this process a

global process applicable to all of SAP’s local Market Unit or are there local

variants (e.g., to reflect local legal regulations)?]

– Knowledge transfer through such efforts as internal training and process

handbooks is available to ensure that process participants have the required

knowledge to execute the process.

• Maturity Level 2: The process is managed.

– Process operation, input and output is measured, monitored, and transparent

to decision-makers.

– PPIs are regularly monitored using SAP standard software.

– “Customers” of the process are named—for example, a Manager who is

looking for a new hire is the customer of the HR recruitment process—and

their top three requirements are defined.

– Detailed process documentation is available (included/linked in the SAP

Process Map).

– Process variants are documented.

– Risk assessment is performed.

• Maturity Level 3: The process is on a high level of optimization and is

continuously improved.

– The process vision is defined.

– Annual improvement targets are defined.

– Service level agreements are established.

– SAP standard systems are applied to support the process’s execution.

– Online real-time process data is available for processes that are supported by

SAP tools.
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– Accountability for the process output is ensured.

– A continuous improvement process is established.

– Process standardization is higher than 80%.

Since SAP strives for process excellence through continuous increases in its

processes’ maturity, the processes’ maturity is monitored centrally.

3.5 Performance Measurement

Process monitoring and controlling are critical phases of the BPM Lifecycle

(Dumas et al. 2013), so a central element of maturity Level 2 is the measurement

of process performance. The importance of performance measurement is based on

the assumption that one can only manage what one can measure. The inability to

measure basic PPIs like the number of process instances or a process’s throughput

time, working time, or costs per output makes it difficult to judge a process’s

quality, not to mention the effect of changing a process.

Setting up performance measurement for a process requires significant effort and

thorough discussion beforehand. What are the right indicators? How and how often

should they be measured? What is a reasonable sample size (if continuous mea-

surement is impracticable)? SAP introduced six basic PPIs have been introduced at

SAP to simplify process measurement, all of which refer to processes’ input,

operations, and output:

• Input

– Number of requests per year (how many instances of the process occur per

year?)

– Number of people involved (how many employees are required to execute the

process?

• Operations

– Throughput time (How much time does it take to complete one instance of the

process?)

– Working time (how much working time is required to complete one instance

of the process?)

• Output

– Cost per output

– Customer satisfaction

This basic set of PPIs is often the starting point and can be extended through

area-specific PPIs that cover more business-specific needs that depend on such

factors as the process’s purpose and nature and organizational and environmental

factors (vom Brocke et al. 2016).These business-specific needs serve as a fact-based

instrument that support Process Managers in discussions with stakeholders, such as

higher-level managers or process customers.
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3.6 Improvement and Productivity Services and Strategic
Projects

In addition to the BPM initiatives introduced above, the PCG offers a portfolio of

well-structured, innovative services that can support BPM experts in their efforts to

improve processes. These services contain classic process-improvement support

services and services that increase the efficiency and effectiveness of individual

roles and business units. The services of PCG are clustered along primary improve-

ment dimensions and levels of intensity, as depicted in Fig. 4.

The standardization of the PCG services facilitates means that a PCG employee

can use the service description to prepare for their first service delivery with an

experienced colleague and later deliver the service on their own. The

standardization of services also supports the measurement of results and simplifies

collaboration with internal customers. Project results are assessed jointly and

measured with respect to their value and customer satisfaction. Collaboration

between the PCG and internal customers is voluntary, driven by the internal

customer’s need for support in improving a process or analyzing a problem. The

standardization of the services, the customer’s equal representation in the project

team, and the measurement of the results help to prevent misuse of the services the

PCG offers.

The PCG services focus on analyzing an organizational unit’s process and

understanding its business roles. In order to get a complete picture of the “life” of

a business unit, one must understand the people who work on the processes. An

organizational unit needs to ensure that employees are qualified for their roles so

they can do their jobs. Taking into account the employees’ backgrounds, education,

and day-to-day work reality is part of designing excellent processes. Typically,

employees want to do their jobs and focus on their key tasks, but badly designed

Fig. 4 PCG service catalog
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processes, lack of education, and misassumptions hinder them from doing so. To

change this situation, the PCG designed two services that focus on the roles that are

involved in process execution: the role snapshot and the perfect day at work.

• Role Snapshot: This service contains an easy and intuitive Lean approach to

analyzing a role. It identifies opportunities to increase a process role’s efficiency,

which contributes to improved productivity during the employee’s workday and

improves his or her work/life balance. The Role Snapshot service provides an

initial assessment and concrete recommendations for improvement but does not

develop or implement these improvements.

• Perfect Day at Work: The role-based service, “Perfect Day at Work,” offers a

comprehensive analysis to determine whether employees have the skills they

need to do their job. The analysis provides a 360� view of all of the major aspects

of a perfect day at work. Concrete recommendations are worked out and then

implemented and measured during the project.

4 Results Achieved

The unique combination of strategic initiatives based on the corporate strategy,

standardized service delivery, and sound process infrastructure enabled the PCG to

simplify internal processes and raise overall productivity. Success for SAP’s BPM

activities is defined as creating measurable and sustainable positive impact by

which it contributes significantly to the corporate strategy.

With the implementation of the SAP Process Map and easy-to-use tools for

process documentation, process modeling has become an important part of Process

Managers’ jobs. Currently, 626 employees have an editor user for process

modeling, and more than 1200 employees are enrolled in internal training that

helps them to design and leverage processes at SAP. Today, 92% of all Level

3 processes are documented and published in the SAP Process Map, and 1023

processes on Level 3 and below are documented.

A documented process as part of the SAP Process Map helps Process Managers

in their daily work by enabling quick onboarding of new employees and ensuring

execution of a process independent of who undertakes it. It enables common

understanding on common executions, so it facilitates delivery of the same results

with consistent quality. As one of SAP’s Process Managers in the Finance and

Administration department explained, “[Process modelling] actually made an

impact on the daily project work of the GCMS Team, as it changed the way we

visualize processes. It accelerated and improved our collaboration. . ..” As this

Process Manager made clear, Process Managers’ opinion has changed from view-

ing process modelling as an administrative burden to seeing it as a critical activity

in fully understanding the complexity and dependencies of processes as a first and

necessary step in process improvement initiatives.

The SAP Process Map is important to the daily work of individual Process

Managers, but it also creates transparency in SAP’s key processes, roles, and
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responsibilities for the whole organization. All SAP employees have access to the

SAP Process Map and can view all published processes, which helps them to

understand the “big picture” of which their work is part, their work’s interfaces to

other processes, and the people they can contact if they have questions or plan

improvement projects. The SAP Process Map also serves as a reference structure

for a broad variety of IT projects, the enterprise architecture, idea management,

business continuity, and the data privacy and protection office.

As an example, several IT implementation projects at SAP have used the SAP

Process Map to structure their projects along end-to-end processes. This approach

helped project managers to define the exact scope of their projects (i.e., the

processes that are included or excluded) and to divide their projects into several

work streams. The SAP Process Map has been a meaningful reference structure for

discussions, as it ensures that Process Managers who are responsible for process

execution are involved in the project. In addition, the SAP Process Map enables

project managers to identify and consider dependencies on other processes or

business areas, thereby linking the project more closely to the day-to-day operation.

It also helped project managers to derive IT requirements and to monitor project

deliverables with a clear reference to critical processes.

Another example of SAP’s use of the Process Map is the company-wide idea

management, which is also structured along the SAP Process Map. SAP employees

can submit their improvement ideas via a tool that links the ideas to processes and

the responsible Process Manager. Using the SAP Process Map as reference struc-

ture for idea management ensures clear responsibilities and fast examination and

implementation of ideas.

In addition to the SAP Process Map, strong governance and BPM standards for

process maturity, measurement, and improvement support Process Managers in

their efforts to achieve process excellence. As a result, since the performance

indicators were established, the feedback from Process Managers has been over-

whelmingly positive, as they finally they have a fact-based instrument that supports

them in discussions with management and process customers and that helps them to

measure business performance.

While the immediate value of a Process Map and strong process governance is

difficult to measure, the impact of process improvement projects is not. Based on a

sample of 100 projects per year, SAP currently achieves a typical result of 20:1

payback and a customer satisfaction that exceeds 75%. In addition, many pro-

cesses’ processing time has been reduced significantly, including a process in

marketing services team that eliminated eleven process steps and reduced

processing time by up to 74%.

Another example of process improvement is a recent project undertaken with

Global Facility Management to simplify and increase the efficiency of SAP’s

internal food-counter processes. (This improvement project shows the wide range

of fields to which BPM activities can be applied.) The project resulted in significant

shortening of the waiting time for lunch and gave the PCG a chance to demonstrate

to Global Facility Management the value of process management with tangible

results.
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5 Lessons Learned

The implementation of BPM in SAP has moved a long way from the concepts and

ideas of BPM to measurable impact—in short, from paper to impact. BPM

initiatives have moved from being an administrative burden to creating a real

impact, the company’s perceptions of BPM experts has improved significantly,

and there is a high demand for the improvement services offered by the PCG. While

BPM activities had been perceived as push activities that were driven centrally,

they are now seen more as pull activities, where employees request services or

strive toward process improvement. Moving from paper to impact in BPM could

only be realized with the help of four primary success factors.

First, as is the case with most organizational activities, strategic alignment and

top management support are important determinants of successful BPM implemen-

tation. Therefore, creating a central team that was responsible for the process

management infrastructure, process governance, and improvement services and

that collaborates with the various organizational units took precedence. The orga-

nizational set-up of this central team as part of the COO function plays an important

role in ensuring a direct connection between the PCG’s portfolio and the corporate

strategy. The close collaboration with the COOs of SAP’s business units helped to

align the process-management effort with activities in the lines of businesses to

create measurable benefit and promote process management across the company.

Second, establishing strong governance was important. One important driver

was setting up the SAP Process Map as the central repository of process documen-

tation, which created transparency in organizational activities, roles, and

responsibilities. It was also important to set standards for how to document,

measure, and improve processes. The SAP Process Map also serves as a central

infrastructure for areas like risk management and data protection, which increases

its usefulness. The implementation of the SAP Maturity Model supports the goal of

process improvement and increasing process orientation in the company.

Third, the implementation of the PCG service catalog ensured the delivery of

standardized process improvements. With the help of these services, it was possible

for internal customers to focus on and resolve dedicated process issues and to

understand the services’ expected deliverables, scope, and duration. The process-

improvement projects followed standardized service descriptions, and delivery was

more efficient than it was in comparable projects. Each service delivery also

included a concrete measurement of the benefit achieved, which helped to prove

the value of the project and demonstrated the benefit of the process-management

effort.

Fourth, experience has shown that a top-down goal to increase process maturity

can motivate Process Managers only to a certain extent. In order to achieve a

sustainable increase in process maturity, the added value of a managed process

has to be communicated. To promote investment in increasing process maturity,

Process Managers regularly share their experiences in information sessions and the

yearly SAP Process Summit.
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A strong BPM community and a culture that supports BPM initiatives, where

every single employee contributes to process improvement, are essential. SAP

established the Process Excellence Award, process management events, and other

activities that contribute to the creation of a process management culture and a

deeper understanding of the value of BPM.
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Developing and Implementing a
Process-Performance Management System:
Experiences from S-Y Systems
Technologies Europe GmbH—A Global
Automotive Supplier

Josef Blasini, Susanne Leist, and Werner Merkl

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: S-Y Systems Technologies Europe GmbH develops,

manufactures, and distributes worldwide wire harnesses and associated

components for automotive electronic distribution systems. Problems

occurred with some automotive manufacturers’ ordering wire harnesses,

who sent ordering files to the intermediate S-Y Systems to be converted,

interpreted, enriched, and forwarded. Errors occurred even in the first steps

of data processing errors (e.g., name, format, structure, content), but the

exact allocation of errors in the process, the reasons for the errors, and their

origin were not apparent. Therefore, S-Y Systems faced the challenge of

investigating the processing errors, hoping to prove that the reason for most

of these errors lay elsewhere.

(b) Action taken: S-Y Systems decided to monitor their operative IT processes

and started a Process Performance Management (PPM) project. PPM uses

performance measurements to improve the performance of processes. Per-

formance planning, monitoring, and controlling actions in PPM are strongly

supported by process-oriented key performance indicators (KPIs) and IT

systems. Our case describes a PPM approach to developing and

implementing PPM systems and the results of applying this approach at

S-Y Systems.

(c) Results achieved: The findings from the case refer to the importance of a

structured, top-down-oriented development procedure and provide concrete
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indications about the appropriate, goal-oriented, and useful KPIs of the

processes to be monitored.

(d) Lessons learned: The case reveals a clear risk of PPM projects’ losing their

focus on the intrinsically relevant processes, the tasks in the processes, and

particularly the overall initial goal of the project. Losing focus explains why

many projects generate too many or inappropriate KPIs. The PPM approach

presented in this paper helps to keep the focus on the overall goal and enables

companies to develop a PPM system, including the appropriate KPIs.

1 Introduction

Process performance management (PPM) helps to monitor and manage business

processes using process-oriented key performance indicators (KPIs) (Heß 2004;

Jeston and Nelis 2008; Heckl and Moormann 2010; Cleven et al. 2010). Even

though PPM has long been applied in business practice, companies still struggle

with its challenges. The search for process KPIs that are appropriate for their busi-

nesses and their underlying processes is particularly challenging. Although several

PPM methods and concepts ask for a top-down procedure, most companies try to

identify useful, process-oriented KPIs using an unstructured, bottom-up approach.

The challenge of PPM application arises from the fact that there is no one-fits-all

PPM solution (Blasini et al. 2011). PPM has to be adapted to each company based

on (1) the company’s industry, (2) the company’s role in its industry (e.g., service

integrator, service provider, or intermediate), and particularly (3) the company’s

underlying processes and services. Moreover, process KPIs have to be implemented

in keeping with the company’s vision and strategy in order to enable it to monitor

performance consistently, right down to the processes. Thus, the characteristics of

the individual company strongly influence the application of PPM and the selection

of appropriate process KPIs (Blasini and Leist 2013).

This case deals with the development and implementation of a PPM system at a

German automotive supplier, S-Y Systems Technologies Europe GmbH (S-Y

Systems). Founded in 2001, S-Y Systems was a joint venture between the two

major, globally active companies Continental and Yazaki Europe Ltd. In 2013,

Yazaki acquired all of S-Y Systems’ shares.

At the time of our case study, S-Y Systems had about 280 employees, generated

a turnover of 420 million euros, and operated in seven sales and development loca-

tions and six logistic centers. S-Y Systems offers integrated solutions to complex

problems in the automotive industry’s electrical and electronic distribution systems

(EEDS) market (S-Y Systems Technologies Europe GmbH 2012). The company

identifies and analyzes interdependencies between EEDS to optimize its customers’

electric vehicle architecture and develops and produces wire harnesses and asso-

ciated components for automotive electronic distribution systems. Its portfolio of
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services also includes marketing and distribution, logistics, production planning,

and quality management, while Yazaki takes care of assembling the wire harnesses.

In 2012, S-Y Systems conducted a project in cooperation with the University of

Regensburg that sought to control its operative IT processes; as a result, the com-

pany implemented the PPM system. The operative IT processes were comprised of

IT service management processes such as help desk services according to the

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), and data transmission pro-

cesses, especially electronic data interchange (EDI) processes. The development

and implementation of a PPM system to monitor EDI processes constituted the

project’s first challenges.

This case describes the application and results of applying a PPM approach that

had been developed and implemented at companies in the energy industry, the

manufacturing sector, and the banking industry some years before the project at

S-Y Systems began.

After a description of the automotive supplier in Sect. 2, Sect. 3 introduces the

approach used to develop and implement PPM systems and describes its application

at S-Y Systems. Section 4 provides a brief overview of the project’s results, and

Sect. 5 summarizes the lessons learned.

2 Situation Faced

Although S-Y Systems is the market leader in the field of EEDS optimization, the

company has been strengthening its position in the system business by incor-

porating mechanical, electrical, and electronic solutions. Innovations in the areas

of automotive information and energy management for EEDS systems highlight the

company’s role as a system integrator. S-Y Systems extended its presence with

offices in Spain, France, the UK, Romania, and Turkey.

The company’s goal is to maximize customer satisfaction, so it must provide

excellent customer service. Small, flexible teams work closely with the customers;

analyze their needs, opportunities, and risks; and adapt their concepts to the

customers’ requirements. Quality is a key factor for the company, and its goal of

“zero defects” can be achieved only through advanced planning and the consistent

implementation of all necessary measures to be described later on in the paper. To

achieve its goal of zero defects, the company continuously improves its products

and processes in both R&D and production in order to offer the highest-quality

products and services. Hence, measuring process performance by implementing a

PPM system was necessary to identify potential areas for optimization.

Since the PPM system focuses on IT operative processes, S-Y Systems’ IT

department, called Central IT, was responsible for conducting the PPM project.

Central IT not only provides IT support for other departments, such as help desk

services, but also makes considerable contributions to the company’s value chain.

As the link between automobile manufacturers’ ordering the wire harnesses and

Yazaki’s assembling them, the IT department is in charge of the order monitoring,

that is, sending, converting, and receiving files like orders and invoices. Since these
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communication processes are highly automated, and only processing errors require

manual intervention, the overall process performance depends heavily on the per-

formance of the IT systems and their underlying processes.

The initial situation was that problems had occurred with the orders of some

automotive manufacturers that had ordered wire harnesses from Yazaki, so ordering

files were sent to the intermediate, S-Y Systems, to be converted, interpreted,

enriched, and forwarded. Errors occurred even during the first steps of data

processing (e.g., name, format, structure, content), but the exact location of the

errors within the process and the reasons for the errors were not apparent. Most

important, the errors’ origins were not clear: The automotive manufacturer that had

sent the files might have made a mistake when creating the files, or S-Y Systems

could have been responsible for the mistake when receiving and editing the files.

S-Y Systems needed to monitor their processes to demonstrate that the reason for

most of the processing errors lay elsewhere.

Therefore, S-Y Systems decided to monitor its operative IT processes, parti-

cularly EDI processes, and started a process-oriented measurement project. Prior to

the project, the company had not attempted to collect data on its IT processes, so it

had gained no theoretical or practical experience in applying PPM. As a result, a

structured procedure for implementing a PPM system for monitoring the EDI

processes was needed.

PPM systems that support the operative tasks of PPM are computer-supported

tools for the execution of the three phases in PPM: planning, monitoring, and

controlling the performance of processes. The pivotal points are process KPIs

that enable process managers to compare the actual and the target performances

of business processes like S-Y Systems’ EDI processes.

EDI is the electronic movement of business documents between or within firms

(including their agents and intermediaries) in a structured, machine-retrievable data

format that permits data to be transferred without rekeying from a business appli-

cation in one location to a business application in another (Hansen and Hill 1989).

Ritz (1995) and Choudhary et al. (2011) define EDI in terms of four elements:

(1) the electronic transmission (2) of structured data (business documents) (3) in a

standardized, machine-readable format (4) between trading partners’ computer

systems. Its benefits are reduced paperwork and inventories, reduction in transac-

tion times, improvements in data-entry activity, and improved communications

(Chen and Williams 1998; Choudhary et al. 2011; Hansen and Hill 1989). There-

fore, companies almost always adopt EDI for the same reasons: to enable

quick response and access to information, to gain cost efficiency, to respond to a

customer’s request, and/or to reduce paperwork and improve accuracy (Weber and

Kantamneni 2002; Hansen and Hill 1989).

As the EDI processes are time-critical, and as business processes that exchange

documents with other trading partners depend on them, the processes should be

measured and monitored. Therefore, the implementation of a PPM system is the

first step in analyzing and optimizing EDI processes.
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3 Action Taken

Against this background, a PPM project was conducted as part of a student seminar

over 4 months in 2012. Two groups of two students each were involved, guided by a

Ph.D. student. The goal of the project was to develop a PPM system for the

implemented ITIL and EDI processes for which the IT division of S-Y Systems

was responsible. Although the project achieved this development and led to useful

findings regarding the implementation of the PPM system for both process areas,

the case reported in this paper focuses on the EDI processes. In what follows, we

introduce the general approach to developing and implementing a PPM system and

explain its application in the case.

3.1 The Approach to Developing and Implementing a PPM
System

In order to implement a PPM system successfully, a structured top-down procedure

must be applied to ensure that the system monitors all the necessary aspects of the

processes that the user wants to monitor. A seven-step PPM approach was devel-

oped to ensure the design and implementation of a PPM system was done in a

structured and methodically consistent way.

Step 1: Define the goal of the PPM project: Without a clearly stated goal, the

original objective of the project may get lost and important KPIs may get less

attention than necessary, while inappropriate KPIs accidentally become part of

the PPM system. Therefore, the first step of developing a PPM system is to

define the overall goal. Examples of such goals are to improve the performance

of all customer-related processes within 18 months in order to increase customer

satisfaction or to demonstrate within 6 months that the company complies with

service-level agreements (SLAs) with another company.

Step 2: Ensure a solid basis of information: All important information—including

the company’s strategy and related success factors, its organizational structure

(organizational charts), its IT architecture, its process map, and any relevant

process models that exist—must be gathered to create a solid basis for further

steps.

Step 3: Select and model the process: The output of this step is a complete and

current model of the process selected for monitoring and performance improve-

ment. For this purpose, all existing process models must be checked for timeli-

ness and refined or enriched with missing information. If the selected process has

not been modeled as a process model, the process flow must be identified by

analyzing documents and interviewing the staff involved and then by

modeling it.

Step 4: Determine the goal of the process: Determining the process’s goal helps to

identify the process’s relevant KPIs. Process goals are either generic and
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qualitative, such as “customer orientation and satisfaction,” or specific and

quantitative, such as “reaching the minimum threshold of concluded contracts.”

Step 5: Identify the process’s critical success factors (CSFs): Examples of success

factors are time, quality, costs, and energy consumption. Depending on the pro-

cess’s goal, the process’s success factors specify the dimensions in which the

process KPIs are derived in the next step.

Step 6: Identify process KPIs: The central and perhaps most difficult aspect of

developing a PPM system is identifying the necessary and appropriate process

KPIs. Following steps 1–5 helps to ensure that only KPIs that are in accordance

with the process’s CSFs, the company’s strategy, and the overall PPM goal are

identified.

All relevant information about every KPI must be laid down in a KPI descrip-

tion, including:

• the point of measurement in the process model

• data sources, calculation algorithm, and graphic visualization

• thresholds and/or target values based on experience, previous data, SLAs,

and/or legal regulations

• staff members who are responsible for the KPI and for monitoring it

• staff members who are to be informed about violations of thresholds

There is an obvious risk of choosing KPIs that not closely interrelated and,

thus, do more to confuse than to support the monitoring and management of the

process’s performance. The process KPIs that are identified are be implemented

in a PPM system that consists of an IT system and that supports the PPM by

calculating and graphically representing the KPIs automatically. A PPM system

provides a dashboard view for the system user and visualizes the past and/or

present performance of the underlying processes by means of suitable diagrams,

such as tachometers and RAG ratings. To ensure that the process KPIs are

correctly calculated and that the PPM system works reliably, continuous quality

assurance must be conducted on both KPIs and the PPM system. The effort

required to develop, implement, and test even a single process KPI is often

underestimated and may lead to project delays.

Step 7: Implement organizational integration: To ensure that the PPM system is

regularly used and that the necessary information about past and current process

performance reaches the staff members responsible for the process, the PPM

system must be well integrated into the organization: it has to be documented

who is responsible for the operationalization of the PPM and each single KPI

(see KPI description in step 6), and for the development of the PPM system and

its KPIs.

The PPM approach has a two-sided relationship with the six phases of the

BPM Lifecycle. The most obvious relationship is that the approach specifies the

“process monitoring and controlling” phase of the BPM Lifecycle and defines

how to monitor and control a process systematically and in a goal-oriented

manner. In addition, the BPM Lifecycle phases of “process identification” and
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“process discovery” provide concretion for step 3 of the PPM approach and help

to support modeling the process that is to be monitored and controlled. Finally,

as a result of the application of the PPM approach, a new process, “Monitor and

control the EDI process,” is designed and implemented. Therefore, the BPM

Lifecycle describes the new process’s lifecycle phases of design, analysis,

implementation, and monitoring and controlling.

3.2 Application of the Approach at S-Y Systems

This section describes the application of all seven steps of the PPM approach in the

IT division of S-Y Systems and presents the results of the project.

Step 1: Define the goal of the PPM project: The goal of the PPM project was to

overcome the existing deficits in process monitoring to demonstrate that the fault

for most of the EDI processing errors did not lie with S-Y Systems but that the

performance of their processes was in keeping with agreements. The company

also wanted to strengthen its relationship with its customers. The duration of the

PPM project was planned to be 4–6 months.

Step 2: Ensure a solid basis of information: The basis for the next development

steps consisted of information about the company’s strategy, success factors, its

organizational structure, its IT architecture, and its processes, preferably docu-

mented as models. This basis of information basis was necessary to limit the

enormous number of possible KPIs to a small number of goal-related and case-

specific KPIs.

Regarding the company’s strategy, S-Y Systems’ strategic orientation is based

on customer satisfaction. To react quickly to arising problems, S-Y Systems sets

great store by being as close to its customers as possible in terms of both time

spent and geographic proximity. Quality is also a strategic top-goal, as S-Y

Systems aims at zero defects for its products and processes. In short, S-Y

Systems tries to offer the best possible quality at the lowest possible price and

to satisfy its customers completely with regard to its services and products. The

company’s IT department provides the support required to reach these strategic

goals.

A closer look at S-Y Systems’ success factors underscores the company’s

focus on quality and customer satisfaction. The most important success factor is

quality, manifesting as freedom from errors. As customer satisfaction decreases

with every error, such as errors in products received or in EDI files, S-Y Systems

cannot offer mediocre quality. Therefore, the company has to optimize its

process and product quality by eliminating errors and by continuously monitor-

ing the quality of its operative IT processes. Responsiveness is the second

important success factor, as fast responses to customer problems helps to ensure

customer satisfaction and adds to the company’s positive image. For S-Y

Systems, responsiveness also includes the more generic ability to react more
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quickly to changes in the business environment than other companies do, a goal

that may not be measurable.

Finally the information basis for the project at S-Y Systems has to be comple-

mented by its organizational structure, IT architecture, and processes:

• The organizational chart helped to clarify the company’s organizational

structures, but information about the external organizations that were

involved had to be added for the subsequent steps of the PPM approach.

After all, the company’s role as an intermediary (a service provider between

two companies) strongly influenced the selection of appropriate KPIs. Since

the IT processes of S-Y Systems depended significantly on the quality of the

incoming EDI files, a distinction had to be made between external errors

caused by external (customer) companies that occur at the start of the EDI

processes and subsequent internal processing errors for which S-Y Systems

was responsible.

• A graphic representation of the IT architecture, particularly all relevant IT

systems of the EDI section, for use in the subsequent process-modeling steps,

could be modeled from interviews with the employees responsible for them.

The IT architecture at S-Y Systems consists primarily of two IT systems

(Fig. 3). The Seeburger Business Integration Server (BIS) is responsible for

receiving and sending EDI files from and to customer companies. The BIS

also prepares the EDI files for internal use, that is, for the second main IT

system, SAP. In addition, there are three main connections: the Integrated

Services Digital Network (ISDN) and the European Network Exchange

(ENX) network for partner companies and an intranet (TCP/IP) connection

to the company’s corporate parent, Yazaki.

• Since neither a process map of the EDI processes nor detailed process models

existed, they were modeled in the next step.

Step 3: Select and model the process: To model the process map, the project team

interviewed staff members and analyzed existing documentation. The resulting

process map (Fig. 1) is comprised of four EDI core processes extending over

Partner 2,
e.g., Yazaki

Partner 1 S-Y Systems

IT system BIS (Seeburger) SAP IT system

establish connection*

guide-through service for files

register file in SAP

send SAP file

* = only 
executed 

once per 

partner 

company

TCP/IP
ISDN 

or ENX TCP/IP 

or FTP

Fig. 1 Process map, including the IT architecture
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three types of companies (the file-sending company, S-Y Systems, and the file-

receiving company) and the two IT systems at S-Y Systems (BIS and SAP).

The EDI process “establish connection” (Fig. 1) is the only one of the four

EDI processes that is executed only once for every partner. This process, which

is the basis of the other three processes, establishes a reliable ISDN, ENX, or

TCP/IP connection to the customer companies’ IT systems. After the connection

is tested, files can be exchanged between S-Y Systems and its customers. For

certain processes, S-Y Systems acts as an intermediary service provider for

Yazaki to process EDI files, receiving the files of one of Yazaki’s partners and

converting them so Yazaki’s application systems can process them—and vice

versa. This process is called “guide-through service for files.” The last two main

processes are “register file in SAP,” which includes processing incoming EDI

files, and “send SAP file,” which includes preparing and sending an outgoing

EDI file. Since S-Y Systems could provide process models for only a few parts of

the four EDI processes, most of the processes that the company intended to

monitor had to be modeled first. The project team used Business Process Model

and Notation (BPMN) (Fig. 3), a standard for business process modeling, as the

graphical process modeling language.

We focus on the third process, “register file in SAP,” because it shows the

difference between external and internal errors within the process. The “register

file in SAP” process starts when a partner sends an EDI file to S-Y Systems.

After receiving and archiving the EDI file, the BIS checks the name of the EDI

file, and specific receiving rules are activated based on the partner. These rules

determine which mapping is used to create proprietary SAP format files (IDocs)

from the received file. Once the IDocs are created, they are sent to the SAP

system either via the intranet or, if the file is too large, via an FTP server. Once

the IDocs have been sent, the BIS archives them again, and the SAP system

interprets and registers them for further use.

Step 4: Determine the goal of the process: Since every process can—and usually

does—have its own goal, all processes must be analyzed individually. The

generic, quantitative goal of “register file in SAP” is “fast processing without

errors according to the customers’ needs.” The EDI process is automated, and

manual interventions are necessary only if there are processing errors, but a fast

and reliable run through this process must be ensured, as the customers expect it.

Step 5: Identify the process’s critical success factors: Based on the process’s goal of

“fast processing without errors according to the customers’ needs,” quality and

time were identified as the process’s CSFs. To improve quality and to be in

accordance with the strategic goal of zero defects, S-Y Systems focused on

eliminating errors. Interruptions in the process flow and failures in processing

activities that were causing delays in the process had to be eliminated. Errors that

were not caused by S-Y Systems but by their business partners had to be

identified and reported to the partner company to improve process quality in

the long term. Time-related aspects of the process also had to be included in the

measurement of the business processes to meet the customers’ expectations and

ensure compliance with agreements, so it was necessary to examine the
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processes’ internal performance by means of time-related process KPIs. The

focus of measurement lay particularly on manual interventions in the process.

Step 6: Identify process KPIs: After steps 1–5 were completed, detailed process

KPIs that related to the CSFs of quality and time had to be identified. For the

“register file in SAP” process, it was not the successful processing of the tasks

but the appearance of processing errors that had to be measured. Since most of

the process tasks were executed automatically, their monitoring had to focus on

the parts of the process where the errors actually occurred and on actions to

resolve these errors.

Thus, KPIs concerning five dimensions of time and quality were identified.

The first three dimensions support the CFS of quality, while the last two

dimensions focus on time.

• Type of error: Errors can be classified into “decider errors,” “mapping

errors,” and “stop errors. (These errors are described in Table 1 and located

within the process in Fig. 3.)

• Reason: The reason for an error refers to whether it is an internal failure or

caused by an external partner (Table 1). “Stop errors” are always internal

errors because they indicate a problem with the in-house connection between

the IT systems BIS and SAP.

• Partner company: To react quickly when one a partner company sends many

incorrect files within a short time, the number or frequency of errors per

partner must be tracked in order to focus on this partner company and analyze

the reason for the errors. In any case, when an error occurs, it must be

resolved quickly. Bound by contract, S-Y Systems pays a penalty if the

process delay exceeds a certain time because of an error. Therefore, monitor-

ing the time-related aspects of the resolution to an error helps to improve the

overall process performance and to avoid the need to pay contractual

penalties.

Table 1 Overview of possible errors

Error

type Description Reason

Decider

error

No receiving rule can be found for the

incoming file, or the receiving rule

found does not match the incoming file.

The process stops

External: New file sent without having

a receiving rule, or the name of a file

has been changed

Internal: Misspelling within a receiving

rule; receiving rule is inactive

Mapping

error

The receiving rule is active, but the

mapping of the data causes an error

External: Wrong data type for an area;

no value for an area; changes in the

logical structure of the file

Internal: Incomplete mapping

document

Stop

error

The file cannot be sent or is not

accepted by the following system

Only internal: Wrong file name or

structure; errors within the connection;

interface used by other files
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• Time: The weekly average time for a particular error is compared with the

weekly average time for similar errors, and the error is examined inmore detail

if the time taken deviates from the average of similar errors. The time per error

can be split into two other KPIs: reaction time (the time between the occur-

rence of the error and the start of the resolving actions) and the time needed to

resolve the error.

• Priority according to file content: The errors can be classified into four cate-

gories of priority according to the criticality of the EDI file’s content: low,

medium, high, and critical. According to this priority rule, the staff has to

react within a specified period of time from a day to within 30 min, depending

on the priority level. If this period of time is exceeded, the IT management is

informed so it can react quickly.

For each KPI, a KPI description is made. These descriptions inform the PPM

system users about what each KPI means, what it measures, where the measuring

points are located, what problems and interrelationships exist, and so forth.

After the process KPIs were identified, a visual prototype of the PPM system

was implemented. The prototype consisted of a PPM dashboard showing the

process KPIs along the process models and used dummy data to calculate

dummy values for them.

Step 7: Implement organizational integration: Since this step requires detailed organi-

zational information and the power to enforce organizational changes in the

company, S-Y Systems itself ensured the organizational integration of the devel-

oped and implemented PPM system and the assignment of responsibilities.

4 Results Achieved

To summarize the results of the PPM project, Fig. 2 shows an overview of the

findings of each step of the proposed PPM procedure, which led to appropriate KPIs

that fully support the company’s vision and goals.

As Fig. 2 shows, each step of the approach uses the information collected in the

previous steps, making this top-down procedure structured, consistent, and firmly

interconnected.

Since the main result of the project was the PPM system prototype, more expla-

nations are provided in the following paragraphs. The PPM consisted of two levels

of aggregation.

On the initial level, a process map showed the four processes of the IT depart-

ment. Traffic lights were allocated to each of the processes, indicating the overall

status of each process, including all of its underlying KPIs. System users could

choose one of the four processes and the system led them to the second level, where

the selected process was graphically represented as a process model (modeled

with BPMN).
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Figure 3 shows the second-level view of the process “register file in SAP.” The

status of the KPIs at S-Y Systems regarding the three types of errors were allocated

to the related task in the process model using traffic lights according to the identified

thresholds in the KPI descriptions. In contrast to other dashboards, the process and

its related process model was the focus of the PPM dashboard. The KPIs were

allocated to the corresponding task within the process model, which emphasized the

importance of the graphic visualization connected to the process flow. This process-

oriented representation of KPIs differed fundamentally from other dashboards,

which usually present KPIs only as tables or independent charts, losing any link to

the underlying process.

For example, to monitor decider errors, a set of KPIs (e.g., number of errors,

number of errors per partner) are defined and represented with traffic lights next to

the task “Check name of EDI file” in the process model. This task checks whether

there is a receiving rule for the incoming file. If there is a receiving rule, the process

continues; otherwise, the process stops and a decider error occurs. For instance, a

red traffic light can indicate that the defined threshold for the number of

internal decider errors has been exceeded, providing the analyst at first view of

possible reasons for the decider error (e.g., the receiving rule contains spelling

mistakes), which can be analyzed and corrected promptly.

The implemented PPM dashboard represents KPIs as separate bar charts when

the traffic lights are clicked (Fig. 4). The bar charts in Fig. 4 represent different

combinations of the dimensions of number and frequency of errors, reason for

errors (internal and external), frequency of errors per partner company, average

reaction time according to the level of priority, average time needed to solve errors,

and average total time of errors.

Based on the defined KPIs, the allocation of errors within the process, the

reasons for the errors, and their origin are traceable. The reports derived from this

information serve as the basis for reviews with the partner companies to reduce the

number and frequency of errors.

5 Lessons Learned

A review of the PPM project and its results reveals several lessons learned.

Top-Down Approach There is no one-size-fits-all solution when implementing a

PPM system, so many companies face difficulties when trying to establish a moni-

toring system. As most companies follow an unstructured, bottom-up approach,

they often monitor inappropriate KPIs and, consequently, define unnecessary mea-

suring points. A structured, top-down approach builds a reliable basis for a

PPM system, as the results of this case show.

Internal and External Errors Because of S-Y Systems’ intermediary role, appro-

priate process KPIs were related primarily to quality. Errors were of particular

interest, especially in terms of whether they were externally or internally caused. In
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general, whenever a process starts at an external process participant (company), the

quality of the first process tasks depends on that participant, so errors in these tasks

are mainly caused externally. In contrast, monitoring the performance of the

following tasks deals primarily with the internal quality, for which the focal com-

pany is fully responsible. Therefore, KPIs that refer to quality are distinguished

based on whether they are external or internal. This view affects improvement

efforts because internal process performance improvement is much easier than

improving the process performance of external partners.

Risk of Losing Focus on the Process While carrying out the PPM project,

especially while developing the prototype of the PPM dashboard, the students occa-

sionally strayed too far from the process. For example, they lost focus on the initial

process by trying to advance the modeling and monitoring of subsequent processes,

and they first presented KPIs in separate diagrams and tables with no visual rela-

tionship to the underlying processes.

Consideration of Time Restrictions when Measuring Time-Related KPIs In

general, KPIs that relate to the operating time must take several assumptions into

account because employees do not work 24 � 7. Calculations should relate only to

the enterprise’s contractual working hours, which was the case at S-Y Systems.

Problems can also arise if the company has offices in multiple countries with differing

holidays. For example, in Turkey (where one of S-Y Systems’ affiliates is based),

December 25 is not a public holiday as it is in Germany. A PPM system’s skipping

that day in the calculation would deliver process-performance values that were too

positive and distort the KPIs when comparing performance across countries.

Problem of Variants The issue of too many KPIs is a problem caused by

several dimensions:

• Process and task

• Type of error and reason for the error

• Partner company (customer)

• Priority of errors because of the priority of the EDI file

• Time interval

• Other possible dimensions, such as type of connection (ISDN vs. ENX

vs. TCP/IP)

Since there are several possible values for each dimension, the combination of

these dimensions results in a high number of possible KPIs. For example, the

information about the number of “Internal high-priority mapping errors within

‘register file in SAP’ received from customer 1 in November” requires integrating

five dimensions (process, type of error, customer, priority of error, time interval)

into the calculation, and many KPIs can be defined just for the “time interval”

dimension (e.g., processing time, waiting, time, response time, problem solving
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time, total time). Therefore, combinations of dimensions result in a large number of

KPIs. To reduce the number of combinations and avoid losing focus, the PPM

system at S-Y Systems specifies the “process” dimension by going from the process

map on level 1 to the process model on level 2. The types of errors are located in the

process model, and the other dimensions—“reason for error,” “partner company,”

“priority,” and “time” are handled by means of separate bar charts below the

process model (Fig. 4). A detached button enables the user to select the time

interval used for calculating the KPIs.

An outlook on further activities and research projects at S-Y Systems reveals two

primary opportunities for future improvements in their PPM.

Performance Measurement across the Complete Process and across

Companies To achieve transparency beyond company borders, the complete

end-to-end process must be monitored. (See, e.g., the EDI process “guide-through

service for files.”) Such a cross-company PPM system requires synchronized data

input from all participating companies in order to give them instant information

about early or late parts of a process. In the case of S-Y Systems, its business

partners that were sending EDI files could see how many files were running on

failure at S-Y Systems because of their own bad process performance (e.g., sending

S-Y Systems files with incomplete data values and causing mapping errors).

Subsequent Student PPM Projects Other student projects will intensify the

monitoring within the BIS processes at S-Y Systems and use our university’s

computer center and the PPM approach to improve all customer-related IT pro-

cesses, thereby improving customer satisfaction. For the latter purpose, a PPM

system that focuses on time measurement will be developed and implemented.

Another KPI focus of the project could relate to energy consumption in order to

establish green processes.
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Establishment of a Central Process
Governance Organization Combined
with Operational Process Improvements

Insights from a BPM Project at a Leading
Telecommunications Operator in the Middle East

Christian Czarnecki

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Because of customer churn, strong competition, and

operational inefficiencies, the telecommunications operator ME Telco ( fic-
titious name due to confidentiality) launched a strategic transformation

program that included a Business Process Management (BPM) project.

Major problems were silo-oriented process management and missing

cross-functional transparency. Process improvements were not consistently

planned and aligned with corporate targets. Measurable inefficiencies were

observed on an operational level, e.g., high lead times and reassignment

rates of the incident management process.

(b) Action taken: The project was structured into three phases. First, counter-

measures were identified and planned based on an analysis of the current

situation. Second, a new organizational unit responsible for a central BPM

was established and equipped with BPM methods and tools. Based on the

reference model enhanced Telecom Operations Map (eTOM), a company-

wide process framework was defined. A process ownership model linked

the central governance with the execution. As a pilot implementation, the

incident management was improved on an operational level. The project

was accompanied by continuous communication and training. Third, the

project results were monitored and transferred to daily operations.

(c) Results achieved: Quantitative performance improvements in the incident

management process were achieved, such as reducing the average lead time

from 13.0 days to 3.6 days. Those results confirmed the BPM artifacts that

were developed. All of the artifacts (methods, tools, process framework,

and process models) were officially accepted and communicated. The new
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BPM department was staffed with eight employees. The process ownership

was implemented through nominations of responsible persons. In total

290 employees were trained in the new BPM methods and operational

process changes. A company-wide repository was introduced that contains

the process framework and all detailed process models.

(d) Lessons learned: (1) Process content is an important success factor in a

BPM implementation. (2) Process ownership requires consideration of the

various BPM elements. (3) Early involvement of stakeholders from top

management to the operational level is essential for successful imple-

mentation. (4) Customization of reference models requires a transparent

approach to decision making. (5) General BPM governance and methods

are important for an operational process improvement.

1 Introduction

The telecommunications industry is going through a major transformation (Grover and

Saeed 2003; Picot 2006). New, innovative players have entered the telecommunications

market, leading to a restructuring of the whole telecommunications industry (Pousttchi

andHufenbach 2011;Wulf andZarnekow2011). As a result,many telecommunications

operators have launched extensive transformation programs to adapt their structures to

the changedmarket conditions (Czarnecki et al. 2012; Czarnecki andDietze 2017). This

case describes a Business Process Management (BPM) project undertaken by the

integrated telecommunications operator ME Telco1 in the Middle East. More than

100 million customers make ME Telco a leading telecommunications operator with a

strong footprint in the region. Once a monopolist, the company now must cope with

strong competition and the need for ongoing innovation. Declining customer satisfac-

tion has led to the risk of customer churn. Furthermore, internal inefficiencies on an

operational level were observed. The project described here is part of the company’s

strategic transformation program with the objective to increase its competitive advan-

tage, customer satisfaction, and operational efficiency.

The project started with an analysis of the existing situation related to BPM,

identification of major problems, and definition of countermeasures. In particular,

central process governance and continuous process improvement were missing.

Therefore, a new organizational unit—BPM department—was established that is

responsible for the overall management of processes, comparable with the BPM
Center of Excellence proposed by Dumas et al. (2013). Establishing this depart-

ment included introducing BPM methods and staffing new positions in the depart-

ment. Based on the industry-specific reference process model enhanced Telecom
Operations Map (eTOM) (Kelly 2003; Czarnecki et al. 2013), a company-wide

1For reasons of confidentiality, ME Telco, an abbreviation for Middle East Telecommunications

Company, is a fictitious name.
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process framework was developed, and its organizational implementation was

assured through a detailed process ownership model. Improvement of the incident

management process was conducted as a pilot implementation, which led to

measureable performance improvements on an operational level, such as reducing

the lead time from 13.0 days to 3.6 days. The whole project was accompanied by

continuous communication and training, based on the identification of stakeholder

groups and their information needs. In total 290 employees were trained accord-

ing to their roles. The last project phase was the transition from the project to

daily operations as well as the monitoring of the achieved results. The project

lasted 8 months.

The case illustrates the interrelation between central governance combined with

BPM methods, mapping to organizational responsibilities, and resulting quanti-

tative improvements in efficiency. It also shows the reuse of a reference process

model and its customization through a transparent approach. The case shows the

interrelation between BPM methods and concrete process content. The identifi-

cation of relevant stakeholders and their involvement throughout the project is

explained as an important success factor. The case can be linked to the BPM life-

cycle (Dumas et al. 2013) with concrete artifacts related to a broad range of BPM

elements (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2010).

From a general perspective, the case can be used as an exemplary reference for

structuring and planning company-wide BPM implementations, especially when

existing reference process models are used. With respect to the telecommunications

industry, the case illustrates an example of the intensive transformations that are

currently typical for this industry (e.g. Grover and Saeed 2003; Bub et al. 2011;

Czarnecki et al. 2012; Czarnecki and Dietze 2017).

The situation faced (cf. Sect. 2), the action taken (cf. Sect. 3), and the results

achieved (cf. Sect. 4) are a summarized description based on the author’s obser-

vations as a consultant on the project as well as official project documentations. The

lessons learned (cf. Sect. 5) are a retrospective discussion of the case based on

general BPM concepts and literature. In addition, some of the actions taken are

related to the reuse of the industry specific reference process model eTOM. The

author has been involved in the development of those artifacts following the design

science research paradigm (Hevner et al. 2004), see Czarnecki et al. (2013) for

further details.

2 Situation Faced

The subject of this case is the vertically integrated telecommunications operator

ME Telco, which offers fixed and mobile telephony, Internet, IPTV, and business

solutions to residential and business customers in the Middle East, Asia, and

Africa. The company held a monopoly for a long time, but it is now facing com-

petition from other local telecommunications operators and IP-based Over-the-

Top (OTT) providers.
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Regular customer surveys indicated that customer satisfaction was declining.

From a market perspective, the company’s top management needed to avert the risk

of customer churn and the resulting loss of revenue. In addition, competition and

ongoing innovation of communication technologies led to a race to launch new

products and to realize additional product propositions. From an internal perspec-

tive, ME Telco was experiencing inefficiencies on an operational level. For exam-

ple, the lead times for answering requests and incident resolutions were not meeting

targets, and unclear responsibilities had led to reassignments of tasks. Those

problems were intensified by the ongoing need for product innovations. The launch

of a new IPTV offer was planned which might increase the operational problems

through additional complexity. In short, ME Telco faced the typical problems of

telecommunications operators with historically grown structures and systems (e.g.,

Grover and Saeed 2003; Czarnecki et al. 2010; Bub et al. 2011). The organization

followed a functional structure that was grouped around specifics of the technical

infrastructure. But competition and technical innovations required fast changes on

an operational level. The growing complexity was no longer manageable through

the existing structures.

Therefore, ME Telco started a strategic transformation program with the goal of

improving its competitive advantage, customer satisfaction, and internal efficiency.

This strategic program included several initiatives that were managed as separate

projects, each of which had a high level of management attention with a dedicated

sponsor from the executive board. The management of processes was identified as

one topic, with the general idea of supporting the overall objectives of customer

satisfaction and internal efficiency through the establishment of a BPM. However,

there had been no clear evaluation of the existing situation with respect to BPM.

Therefore, as a first step, a high-level analysis—called BPM diagnostics—was

performed to identify problems and define the high-level project focus and detailed

solutions.

The results of the BPM diagnostics helped to clarify the situation the company

faced. Therefore, their results are anticipated in this section, even though they are

an outcome of project phase 1 (cf. Sect. 3). Processes were managed largely in a

silo-oriented manner, so different departments had their own way of managing their

processes. The responsibility for processes was only defined on an operational

level. A cross-functional transparency and awareness of processes was not

established. Hence, processes were not aligned with corporate targets, and their

improvement was not followed-up from an overall perspective. The exemplary

analysis of the incident management process showed those problems on an opera-

tional level (cf. Fig. 1): activities between departments were not aligned. A major

effort of the incident management process was searching for the responsible person.

A high number of reassignments and long lead times were the result. With respect

to the overall strategic objectives, both customer satisfaction and internal efficiency

were impacted negatively.
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3 Action Taken

This section describes the actions taken based on observations during the project

and documented deliverables. The artifacts explained are related to design deci-

sions based on specific, practical requirements and the consensus of the executives

and team members involved. Therefore, the structure and terminology might differ

from those of general BPM references. In order to facilitate a common understand-

ing, the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013) and the six core BPM elements

(Rosemann and vom Brocke 2010) are mapped ex post to the project (cf. Fig. 2).

The case is also reflected based on these references in the lessons learned section.

The project began with the vague objective of improving how business processes

are managed and executed. At this early stage, the concrete scope and objectives

were not defined yet. As a first step, the project’s organization was defined as

consisting of a steering committee, a project management team, a core team, and

dedicated functional experts. The project management team and the project core

team consisted of both internal employees and external experts. The project manage-

ment team reported to the steering committee that was staffed with board members

and selected senior executives. The core team ensured involvement of ME Telco

employees, and additional external experts were involved for selected topics.

The project was structured into three phases (cf. Fig. 3). The first phase was a

high-level diagnostics study of the current situation with respect to BPM. The

Fig. 1 Exemplary illustration of the incident management process (as-is)
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objective was to identify and prioritize pain points and respective countermeasures.

The scope of phases 2 and 3 was defined based on the findings from phase 1.

The second phase covered the detailed design and implementation of the defined

countermeasures, which were the core parts of the project and are the focus of this

case study. The third phase was the monitoring of results and transition to the

line organization—that is, the shift from project execution to daily operations. The

monitoring results are described in the next section.

The BPM diagnostics of phase 1 served as a preliminary assessment with a focus on

the evaluation of the existing situation based on general maturity criteria. A structured

evaluation sheet related to the dimensions of design, performers, owner, infrastructure,

and metrics was used (Hammer 2007). The analysis covered the organizational

responsibilities of BPM, methods and tools used for BPM, the existing process frame-

work, and a deep dive for selected processes. The work on this analysis took 4 weeks.

The detailed analysis findings were prioritized according to the required effort

and expected impact. In summary, the findings were mainly related to process

ownership, alignment with strategic targets, and planning as well as realization of

improvement measures. Based on these findings, the focus of phase 2 was on three

Project Case
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Fig. 2 Mapping between project case and BPM references
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topics (cf. Fig. 3), including the implementation of detailed countermeasures for

each topic:

1. Development and implementation of a central BPM department: The goal was to
establish an organizational entity that is responsible for the management and

methodical governance of business processes. Its activities are comparable with

the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013). The development covered defining an

organizational structure for this BPM department, defining roles and responsi-

bilities, developing policies and templates, and selecting the required tools. The

implementation included staffing the required job positions, nominating people

for additional roles in the organization (e.g., process owners), and conducting

training based on the developed policies, templates, and tools.

2. Development and implementation of a company-wide process framework: The
process framework was based on the industry-specific reference process model

eTOM which was customized according to ME Telco’s specific requirements.

The framework followed a hierarchical process structure that was detailed to

level 2 process descriptions for the whole company. A major part of the develop-

ment was identifying and involving appropriate organizational entities and their

formal acceptance. The implementation included final approval by the executive

board, communication to all employees, changing affected documents, and

detailed employee training.

3. Improvement of a selected process: As a proof of concept, a process was improved

based on the newly introduced concepts (e.g., process framework, BPM depart-

ment). The incident management process was selected for this part of the project.

After a process analysis was performed on an operational level, the target process

was designed based on the reference process model eTOM. Then the target process

was implemented through training and changes of existing applications.
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A major structural element for the overall project was the differentiation between

the methodical prerequisites of BPM and the design and improvement of a concrete

operational process. Phase 2 was structured into four work packages (WP) (cf. Fig. 4).

WP A covered the development and implementation of the BPM department in

combination with the development of the process framework. WP B included the

detailed design of the target incident management process. The implementation of this

target process was part of WP C. All of these tasks were accompanied by continuous

project management and communication, which was covered inWP D. All four work
packages in phase 2 were conducted within 4 months.

The project included weekly status reports and core team meetings. The steering

committee was involved on a biweekly basis. The project results were divided into

three major milestones: (1) process framework and BPM completed, (2) process

design completed, and (3) process implementation completed. For those three mile-

stones the project progress and results were presented to the executive board.

In addition, all employees received a monthly project newsletter.

According to the above project plan, first, the activities of the central BPM

department were defined. Detailed guidelines and templates were developed for all

required BPM tasks. Existing blueprints of similar projects were used as references.

The major focus was on the overall management and governance.

Fig. 4 Work packages and project plan of phase 2
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Six primary tasks were defined for the new BPM department:

(a) Assure processes’ compliance with industry-specific referencemodels (e.g., eTOM).

(b) Manage the detailed design of process flows in all functional areas.

(c) Define and monitor process performance indicators and their respective per-

formance targets.

(d) Manage process implementation initiatives.

(e) Develop and conduct process-related trainings and communications.

(f) Continuously improve processes based on performance figures.

A major challenge was distinguishing between the central governance of pro-

cesses from a methodical perspective and the responsibility for the design and

execution of individual processes. Therefore, a detailed ownership model was

developed in order to ensure that the responsible persons from the line organization

were involved (cf. Fig. 5). The ownership model followed a top-down approach

Fig. 5 Ownership model
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based on the organizational hierarchies. On the top-management level, process
ambassadors were responsible for communication and required escalations. The

process owners were senior managers who had functional responsibility for pro-

cesses from an end-to-end perspective; for example, the Call Center Director was

the process owner for the request-to-answer process. For each of these processes, a

team consisting of a process team leader and several sub-process partners was

defined. This team was responsible for the detailed design and implementation on

an operational level. The central BPM department, the business process office, was
responsible for the overall governance.

As second step (in phase 2), a cross-functional process framework was devel-

oped that forms the bridge between the central BPM department and the operational

processes. The process framework provides a high-level definition of all processes

(cf. Fig. 6) based on the reference process model eTOM (Kelly 2003). Five process

domains were used as a high-level structure (Czarnecki et al. 2013):

• The customer-centric domain contains all primary activities, such as sales and

customer service. These processes were defined from an end-to-end perspective,

always starting and ending with the customer.

• The technology domain covers the roll-out, extension, operations, and mainte-

nance of the network infrastructure, as well as the development and realization

of telecommunications services.

• The product domain contains the development and launch of telecommuni-

cations products based on the services provided by the technology domain.

• The customer domain focuses on marketing activities, such as market research

and campaigns. Unlike the customer-centric domain, the customer domain’s

processes support customer-related activities like preparing successful sales

through marketing campaigns.

• The support domain contains all general support activities, such as finance and

human resource management.

Fig. 6 Process framework
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Each process domain was detailed through end-to-end process flows. For example,

the customer-centric domain contains, in addition to others, the order-to-payment
process flow (Czarnecki et al. 2013). This process framework, which was defined

up to level 2 process descriptions for all of ME Telco’s processes, provided the

topical view that was required to implement the central BPM department’s method-

ical elements. For example, the process domain was used as a structure for defining

process ambassadors.

As third step (in phase 2), the incident management process was designed,

improved, and implemented on an operational level. This task was performed

using the general concepts of the new BPM department. As a starting point, the

problem-to-solution reference process flow of the process framework was mapped

to the as-is situation. According to eTOM, the process starts with the customer

contact management that allows the reporting of incidents through various contact

channels (e.g., call center, shops) (Czarnecki et al. 2013). Then the incident is

analyzed and resolved. Based on the type of incident, these activities are divided

between the contact channels, a specialized back office, and technical experts.

Providing clear responsibilities and routing the incident to the right person are

typically key challenges in this process. After the incident resolution, the billing

process might be involved, if, for example, a credit note for a service downtime is

issued. The as-is situation for these process steps was analyzed, considering both

the existing process documents and the real-life process execution (Hammer 2010).

The findings of the as-is analysis were documented. However, detailed as-is process

models were not designed. The detailed design of the target process was based on

eTOM with consideration given to the capabilities of the existing application

systems (e.g., the trouble ticket system). Top management excluded the possibility

of replacing the current systems completely from the beginning, so changes in the

existing application systems were analyzed and considered in designing the

target process.

A major part of phase 2 was the reuse and customization of reference models,

which required a great amount of design decisions. From a general perspective, a gap

between the reference model and the current situation might require either deviating

from the reference or changing the current situation. Since the goal of the implemen-

tation is execution of the target models by the line organization, evaluating the

specific requirements and involving the line organization should be managed from

the beginning (Schermann et al. 2008). All activities and responsibilities, from

identification of the relevant stakeholders to formal acceptance of the target models,

were clearly defined. The following step-wise approach was officially agreed by the

steering committee and communicated as binding for the whole project:

1. Identify and nominate relevant stakeholders in ME Telco: The reference models

were mapped to the existing organizational structure in order to identify the

relevant stakeholders. They were responsible for the provisioning of specific

requirements, the formal acceptance of the target design, and the subsequent

implementation. These stakeholders were officially nominated by the steering

committee.
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2. Nominated stakeholders provide the specific requirements: The specific require-
ments were identified through interviews and existing documents. It was care-

fully distinguished between the currently executed situation, existing but not

implemented concepts, and new ideas for further improvements (Hammer 2010).

All of these specific requirements were evaluated with respect to their strategic

fit, required implementation effort, and improvement potential.

3. Design first-draft target models: The required target models were grouped

according to their topical focus and assigned to external subject matter experts;

for example, the call center part of the incident management process was

designed by a dedicated expert in this topic. Starting point for the target models

were the relevant reference models, which were customized based on the

specific requirements, and their evaluation.

4. Hold feedback workshops with nominated stakeholders: The first-draft target

models were presented and discussed in workshops (Schermann et al. 2008).

Important objective of these workshops was to collect all additional require-

ments and change requests. The feedback was documented and agreed upon by

all participants.

5. Finalize and formally accept target models: The collected feedback was incor-

porated in the target models. Afterwards, the formal acceptance by the nomi-

nated stakeholders and the steering committee was achieved.

The entire project was accompanied by continuous communication and training.

Achieved results and planned activities were regularly communicated in a newsletter

to all employees. The project’s progress and required decisions were reported

biweekly to the steering committee. Executive meetings with the top management

were also held throughout the project. A multitude of presentations and training

sessions were offered to all employees, which provided a general introduction to

BPM aswell as an overview of the BPMconcepts that were customized forMETelco.

More detailed training sessions were conducted for those who had specific roles in the

processes, such as the process owners, who received intensive one day training.

Activities related to implementing the BPM department included staffing it, and

detailed training for these new employees in BPM. A new BPM section was also

launched onME Telco’s intranet for communicating the BPMmethods, policies, and

templates. The process framework and target process models, designed in Business

Process Model and Notation (BPMN), were also published there as well as being

stored in a central repository. An interface between the process-modeling tool and the

intranet pagewas realized. Implementation of the target incidentmanagement process

also included training the employeeswho executed the process on an operational level.

4 Results Achieved

Because of the project’s broad scope, the results achieved are related to a variety of

qualitative and quantitative criteria (Dumas et al. 2013). The establishment of a

central BPM department and a company-wide process framework are related to the

overall governance and cultural change, which can be described qualitatively, while
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improvements of the incident management process are directly related to quanti-

tative criteria (e.g., resolution time).

From a qualitative perspective three primary results were achieved:

1. A central BPM department was established: The detailed design of the new BPM

department included the organizational structure, roles and responsibilities,

policies, and templates. All new positions were staffed, and detailed training

sessions were conducted. All nominations of personnel were based on the

process ownership model, and regular reports and committees (e.g., process

owner meetings) were initiated. The executive board confirmed and communi-

cated all results. At the end of the project, the new central BPM department has

been started its daily operations.

2. A company-wide process framework was established: The new process frame-

work was customized and detailed for all processes up to level 2, and ownership

was defined for all of these processes. All results were accepted by the responsi-

ble process owners. Understanding of the new process framework was ensured

through a broad variety of communication measures (e.g., website, training,

official announcement). At the end of the project, the process framework has

been implemented throughout the company.

3. The incident management process was improved: The detailed design of the incident
management process was conducted according to the newly introduced structures of

the BPM department, resulting in confirmation of these concepts in a pilot imple-

mentation. All responsible stakeholders accepted the operational changes. Imple-

mentation in the organization was realized through communications and training.

The IT implementation was realized through changes in existing application

systems. At the end of the project, the improved incident management process has

been started its operation.

The involvement of employees, communication, and training was a core part of

the project. The respective results are related to the people dimension (Rosemann

and vom Brocke 2010). The following figures provide an indication of the achieved

results:

• 18 stakeholder groups were identified and were involved in design workshops

during the customization of the process framework.

• 170 employees received training on the new BPM department and process

framework.

• 30 interviews and site visits were conducted during the as-is analysis of the

incident management process.

• 120 employees received an operational training on the improved incident man-

agement process.

• 8 employees in the new BPM department received a detailed off-site BPM

training.
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The improvement of the incident management process resulted in measurable

quantitative improvements in efficiency and effectiveness. Four indicators were

used to measure performance:

• Resolution time is the total lead time (in days) from when a customer reports an

incident to its closure. The indicator was calculated automatically by the

ticketing system.

• Reassignment rate is the percentage of incident tickets that are assigned to

different technical experts for their resolution, i.e., the assignment between

call center and back office as well as back office and focal point is not counted

as a reassignment. The number of reassignments was automatically counted by

the ticketing system.

• Working time (in hours) of the employees who are working in this process during

a defined period (e.g., per week). Working time was documented using the

timekeeping system. Most employees worked full-time in incident management

(e.g., incident group in the call center), so their working time was directly

derived from the system. Work distribution was estimated for employees who

worked part-time in the process (e.g., technical experts).

• Number of incidents is the total number of incidents reported in a defined period

(e.g., per day). The number was counted automatically by the ticketing system.

These four indicators had been reported and documented before the process-

improvement began. Figure 7 summarizes the effects of the improved incident

management process. All figures are averages that were calculated based on

performance for 2 months before and 2 months after implementation. For example,

the resolution time averaged 13.0 days during the 2 months before implementation

and 3.6 days during the 2 months after implementation. Because of the unclear

responsibilities for incident tickets, the pre-implementation reassignment rate was

85% (i.e., 85% of incidents were reassigned after initial assignment). This high

reassignment rate is related to the 13.0 days resolution time and 2976 working hours

per week. The improved incident management process defined clear responsibilities

through focal points for specific incident categories. The reassignment rate was

reduced to 20%. This improvement of the reassignment rate resulted in a significant

decrease of the resolution time (3.6 days) and working hours (1815 hours per week).

In addition, the number of incidents declined by 23%, perhaps because of the

elimination of the repeated reports of incidents that is typically related to long

resolution times. However, this interrelation was not analyzed in detail. Although a

positive effect of those performance improvements on customer churn can be

assumed, a measurement of customer churn was not performed during the case

study.

From a cost perspective, the project implementation can be structured into

personnel expenses for the employees, costs for the external experts, and costs of

adapting IT systems. The observed improvements were measured 6 months after

the start of phase 2, during which time the internal project management team and

core team were dedicated to the project full time. The employees from the line
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organization (e.g., process owners) supported the project with 30–40% of their

working time. In addition, a team of eight external experts was involved. All

process optimizations were realized through minor changes of existing IT systems,

which was one of the initial project requirements.

The qualitative and quantitative results illustrated in Fig. 7 are based on the

project scope described in Sect. 3. The project’s objective was the overall enhance-

ment of the process governance in order to improve customer satisfaction and

operational efficiency. Both of these goals were shown by quantitative

improvements on an operational level related to the pilot implementation of the

incident management process. However, gaining the full benefits of the project

would require application and extension to other processes. At the end of the

project, this result was not finally evaluated. Four insights provide indications for

future efforts:

• Detailed implementation tasks were only partially finished. A monitoring of all

planned implementation tasks showed that 45% were realized during the project

duration. The implementation of further 38% was started. And 17% were not

started yet.

• Planned changes of application systems were only partially finished. 40% of

these changes were realized during the project, while 60% require additional

budget and decisions.

Fig. 7 Results of the improved incident management process
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• Continuous changes in organizational positions required ongoing
re-nominations and additional training. The results achieved in the imple-

mentation of process ownership and training of relevant stakeholders were

jeopardized by parallel reorganization initiatives.

• Alignment with future initiatives was not completely ensured. Other transforma-

tional initiatives were launched during the project that were not completely

aligned with the project. For example, a reorganization of the call center was

started, which might influence the incident management process.

5 Lessons Learned

The case described here is an example of the establishment of a central BPM

organization combined with a company-wide process framework, as well as the

improvement of a selected process on an operational level. Figure 8 provides a

classification of the project context based on criteria proposed by vom Brocke et al.

(2015). In this section, the actions taken and results achieved are discussed ex post

based on general BPM concepts and literature.

According to the BPM lifecycle model proposed by Dumas et al. (2013), the case

describes one complete execution of this lifecycle. The process framework

provided a high-level architecture for the identification and discovery steps. The

Goal dimension
Focus Exploitation (Improvement, Compliance)

Process dimension
Value contribution Core processes

Repetitiveness Repetitive

Knowledge intensity Medium knowledge intensity

Creativity Medium creativity

Interdependence High interdependence

Variability Medium variability

Organizational dimension
Scope Intra-organizational process

Industry Service industry

Size Large organization

Culture Culture medium supportive of BPM

Resources Medium organizational resources

Environmental dimension
Competitiveness High competitive environment

Uncertainty Medium environmental uncertainty

Contextual Factors Case Characteristics

Fig. 8 Contextual factors of the project case
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incident management process was selected for a detailed as-is-analysis, redesign,

and implementation on the operational level. The results were monitored, and

quantitative performance improvements were identified.

The case illustrates concrete artifacts of the BPM dimensions (Rosemann and

vom Brocke 2010). The diagnostics study provided strategic alignment through the

identification of gaps and planning of improvements measures, both of which were

aligned with the overall strategic objectives. From the governance perspective,

process-related standards, roles, responsibilities, and management decisions were

centralized in a new BPM department. Methods for design, implementation, moni-

toring, and improvement were also defined and supported by information techno-

logy, for example, through a central repository for process models.

The people dimension was addressed through continuous involvement of all

stakeholders and various communication and training measures. A prerequisite of

the project was identification of relevant stakeholders and their informational

needs. Both were supported by the process ownership model and the specific

process framework. Consideration of the organizational hierarchies and a fact-

based allocation of responsibilities were important aspects of the project. Especially

during the process design, a balance between the incorporation of specific require-

ments and standardization according to reference models was essential. Therefore,

a transparent procedure for decision-making was defined and communicated at the

beginning of the project. The incident management process was improved by

executing the developed process governance and methods.

On an operational level, the process implementation was supported by changes

in application systems. Monitoring the performance improvements provided a link

between the strategic improvement planning and the process execution on an oper-

ational level.

In summary, from the general BPM perspective, five primary lessons learned are

derived from the case:

1. Process content is an important success factor in a BPM implementation. A
major part of the project was the establishment of general BPM governance and

methods. Even in an early stage of the project the knowledge of specific

processes—related in this case to the telecommunications industry—was impor-

tant. This process content was provided by the industry-specific reference

process model eTOM. The process framework based on eTOM combined the

general methods with the specific situation. For example, the nomination of

process owners for the detailed design required an understanding of the specific

processes. During the BPM diagnostics, eTOM was also used in evaluating the

existing situation.

2. Process ownership requires consideration of the various BPM elements. The
mapping between the processes and the organizational structure was an impor-

tant result of the project. This mapping should support the analysis, design,

implementation, and execution. It should provide a balance between a cross-

functional view and operational details. Furthermore, the general governance

should be differentiated from the topical responsibility for specific processes.
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The case provides an example of a process ownership model that defines

detailed roles and responsibilities. The process ownership model was mapped

to the concrete organizational positions using the specific process framework.

3. Early involvement of stakeholders from top management to the operational level
is essential for successful implementation. The successful implementation

resulted in various changes in the current situation. For example, changes in

governance were related to the overall corporate management, while operational

improvements impacted the daily work that was supported by application

systems. Already during the planning and design, the involvement of relevant

stakeholders was essential. Consensus and acceptance were in most cases a

prerequisite for an implementation. Early communication and the opportunity

to give feedback helped to avoid resistance to the planned changes.

4. Customization of reference models requires a transparent approach to decision
making. The detailed design included various decisions about specific

requirements that differed from the reference model. However, a benefit of

reusing a reference model is standardization according to general recommend-

ations. A balance between deviation and standardization was important. There-

fore, a clear approach to fact-based decision making was defined, where

responsibilities were based on the process ownership model. The official agree-

ment and communication of this approach before the start of the detailed design

was also important.

5. General BPM governance and methods are important for an operational pro-
cess improvement. The improvement of the incident management process

resulted in proven, documented performance enhancements. This improvement

was a pilot implementation of the general governance structures and methods

defined in the central BPM department. Hence, this case provides an example for

operational improvements that were strongly supported by prior establishment

of BPM. Furthermore, this case illustrates the interrelation between BPM and

operational improvements.

The transformational needs of the telecommunications industry are intensively

discussed by researchers and practitioners (e.g., Grover and Saeed 2003; Picot

2006; Czarnecki et al. 2010; Bub et al. 2011). In this context, the case provides

an example of transforming the processes of a historically grown operator to

address the typical requirements of more customer orientation and cross-functional

alignment (e.g., Bruce et al. 2008). An example of the reuse and customization of

the well-recognized reference process model eTOM (Kelly 2003; Czarnecki et al.

2013) is also provided. Hence, the case can be used as a reference for planning

transformational projects in the telecommunications industry.
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BPM Adoption and Business
Transformation at Snaga, a Public
Company: Critical Success Factors for Five
Stages of BPM
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Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Snaga is a Slovenian public company that provides a

series of waste treatment services for 368,000 citizens of the Municipality

of Ljubljana and ten other municipalities. In 2006, prior to adopting BPM

and implementing a new information system, the company had obsolete

and non-integrated IT solutions that did not provide sufficient support to

the business operations. The existing business processes were not well

organized, resulting in unnecessary duplication of work and excessive

delays. The company also faced new challenges in waste management

and new legislation that dictated the development of waste-processing

technologies.

(b) Action taken: The company’s executives were aware that the company’s

way of doing business was inadequate and that changes were necessary if

the company was to improve its business operations and maintain its

competitive advantage. The company comprehensively transformed its

business operations and adopted BPM in order to undertake the critical

examination, rethinking, and then redesigning of current business pro-

cesses, practices, and rules. The BPM project was conducted in three

phases: (1) planning for strategic business transformation, (2) business

process restructuring and information architecture development, and

(3) information system development and implementation in six interde-

pendent projects.
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(c) Results achieved: Adopting BPM brought considerable benefits to the

company. A key change brought by the BPM adoption was the transition

from a functional to a more process-oriented organization with an

increased customer focus. The company implemented an ERP solution to

support the redesigned business processes, established process ownership

and a BPM office, and introduced KPIs to measure the performance and

efficiency of processes and business operations using a business intelli-

gence solution. BPM became a way of life at Snaga, and the company has

undergone considerable transformation in the last decade, evolving from a

traditional, functionally organised and managed company in 2005 to a

process-oriented company in 2010. Today it is one of the most effective

and efficient municipal utility companies in Europe. In the past 2 years, the

company also transformed itself from focusing on waste collection and

delivery to separate waste collection, waste processing and promoting a

zero-waste society. The company’s operating results improved signifi-

cantly from 2012 to 2015, and in the 10 years ending in 2015 increased

the waste it processed after collected separately from 16 to 145 kg per user,

which ranked the company at the top of the industry in Europe.

(d) Lessons learned: The involvement—rather than just support—of top

management is one of the most important critical success factors in all

phases of BPM adoption. The role of the chief process officer, who was

enthusiastic and encouraging during all stages of the project, and business

drivers were particularly important, and the chief process officer’s com-

munication approach contributed to the employees’ openness to change,

which was essential for success. The professional guidance of external

consultants was also helpful. Identifying key performance indicators and

persons responsible for their achievement was the most important critical

success factor I the production phase. The company also integrated the

BPM philosophy with ISO 9001:2015 into a strong management system.

1 Introduction

The adoption of BPM is a complex and time-consuming process that requires

considerable effort, time, resources, and discipline. Bandara et al. (2009) observed

that many organizations have tried to change their businesses to comply with a

process orientation, yet only a few have managed to completely integrate their

business functions into end-to-end processes.

Snaga, a Slovenian public company that adopted BPM successfully, provides a

series of services for a third of the Slovenian population, including the collection

and processing of waste, the removal and disposal of municipal waste (which

accounts for only 4.5% of total waste), cleaning of public areas, restroom manage-

ment, placarding, and overhaul. Snaga is part of Public Holding Ljubljana, which

provides services to ensure efficient, economical, and user-oriented mandatory
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public utility services in the Ljubljana Green Capital of Europe 2016 (EU 2015). In

2016 the company employed 500 workers and collected more than 130,000 tons of

waste, of which 95% is processed, while the rest is disposed of.

In 2005 Snaga’s executives recognised that the company’s way of doing busi-

ness was inadequate and changes were necessary. The company comprehensively

transformed its business operations and adopted BPM by conducting several con-

secutive and interdependent projects over the next 7 years. Adopting BPM brought

considerable benefits to the company and enabled it to maintain its competitive

advantage. This chapter discusses how the organization transformed into a process-

oriented organization.

2 Situation Faced

Prior to adopting BPM and implementing a new information system (IS), the

company had obsolete and non-integrated information technology (IT) solutions

provided insufficient support to its business operations. Data acquisition for

employees was time-consuming, and many business transaction records and other

data were held manually in Microsoft Excel and Word. The existing business

processes were not well organized, resulting in the unnecessary duplication of

work and excessive delays.

In addition, the company faced new challenges in waste management and new

legislation that dictated the development of waste-processing technologies. In the

future, Snaga will have to process as much waste as possible into secondary raw

material and burn only the residue without disposing of it, so the company was

granted resources from the EU Cohesion Fund to develop a regional centre for

processing waste, the RCERO project, which started in 2003 with project planning

and finished at the end of 2016 (RCERO 2015). The regional centre entered trial

operations in November 2015.

The company’s executives were aware that the company’s way of doing busi-

ness was inadequate and that changes were necessary if the company were to

improve its business operations and maintain its competitive advantage. Therefore,

they decided to completely redesign the existing business processes and to adopt

other BPM practices.

Snaga’s main objectives in adopting BPM were to improve the effectiveness and

efficiency of its business operations, thereby reducing the costs and time spent

providing the services, increasing productivity, making the transition from func-

tional to process organization, and increasing the service quality. In addition, the

company’s executives anticipated that adopting BPM and optimizing the business

processes would enable them to select and implement the appropriate enterprise

resource planning (ERP) solution and business intelligence (BI) system to support

business processes in the company. Moreover, adopting BPM would enable the

implementation of CRM, SCM, and HRM and help the company to maintain its

quality certificates (ISO standards).
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3 Action Taken

Snaga comprehensively transformed its business operations and adopted BPM by

means of several consecutive and interdependent projects. The company used the

business transformation approach (BTA) methodology and the professional guid-

ance of external consultants.

BTA is an iterative methodological framework that focuses on business pro-

cesses, business rules, and data in a system from which all knowledge of the

business derives. It incorporates the best practices of more than 20 business trans-

formation projects and certain fundamental principles that are already known in

business system planning, BPR, and the IS development environment: business

rules and the business activity meta-model, iterative development, and prototyping

(O’Regan and Ghobadian 2002; Perkins 2002; Kovacic 2004).

BTA planning, development, and implementation can be divided into several

iterative development phases (Fig. 1):

• Strategic business transformation planning

• Business process restructuring and information architecture (IA) development

• Information system (IS) development and implementation

Strategic business transformation planning implies an attempt to alter a company’s

strength relative to that of its competitors in the most efficient and effective way

possible. This kind of planning focuses on the organization’s direction and the

actions that are necessary to improve its performance (O’Regan and Ghobadian

Fig. 1 Business transformation approach: phases and results. Source: adopted from Kovacic

(2004)
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2002). All of these results are captured in the rule repository and used in the next

phases of the business transformation process.

In the business process transformation phase, the company undertakes the

critical examination, rethinking, and then redesigning of current business processes,

practices, and rules. The as-is model is developed in several iterations, in each of

which the model is validated against the actual process for process flow by

performing several executions of the process executions and for performance by

comparing the times obtained in the simulations to average times measured for the

entire process and its segments. The final as-is model is reasonably close to the

actual process, with some minor discrepancies resulting because not all real

situations can be anticipated and modelled. Finally, the to-be model is developed

and its efficiency is analysed.

During this phase of BTA the IA is also defined. IA is the planning, designing,

and constructing of an information blueprint that covers the business process rules

on the activity level and satisfies the informational needs of business processes and

decision-making. It is derived from the to-be business process model and the

strategic business process transformation plan that is developed in the strategic

planning phase. IA calls for full recognition of the importance of business rules and

data in the design and development of an IS from the perspective of a balance

between processes and data.

The results of the business transformation and IA development phase are the

organization’s to-be business process model (Process Architecture), a global data

model (Data Architecture), and technological/organizational foundations. Determi-

nation of the global data model or data architecture is the next step in IA develop-

ment. The global data model is presented as an entity-relational model that contains

the company’s major data entities and business rules. It reflects the company’s

global information needs.

In the IS development and implementation phase, we presume that the

organization’s to-be business process model and global data model that were

developed in the previous stage contain the models’ major business rules and

information needs and are a suitable foundation for further development activities.

In the case of a proprietary development, the activities are concerned with concep-

tual data modelling and logical database design. The final results of this stage are a

database and application solutions developed for the particular application area or

business process selected.

Service-oriented architecture (SOA), ERP application solutions, and other mod-

ern software packages are emerging process-oriented tools that can enable and

implement business transformation in this phase. In this context, we recognize our

to-be business process model and business-rule model as the starting points of the

ERP implementation process.

Snaga’s adoption of BPM is discussed later using Rosemann’s (2010) frame-

work, so the BPM adoption process at Snaga is presented in Fig. 2.

The first step in Snaga’s adoption of BPM was the awareness that there were

problems with the organization’s processes and opportunities to improve them.

Snaga’s executives were aware of the future challenges and the need to change their
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business operations, so they decided to adopt BPM because, as the CEO said, they

believed “that BPM would bring Snaga greater competitiveness, better manage-

ment of business processes and long-term success.” A precondition of this decision,

which represents the second stage of Snaga’s BPM adoption, was the awareness and

understanding of BPM, which led to the desire to adopt it.

The initiator of the BPM adoption was the company’s chief information officer

(CIO), who worked closely with external consultants and garnered the support of

top management. External consultants were hired to supervise the projects’ imple-

mentation and advise the company when the projects deviated from the main

objectives of the BPM adoption.

At the beginning of the third stage of BPM adoption, the CEO appointed the

project team, which consisted of employees who had the knowledge and experience

to contribute to the successful adoption of BPM, including executives, heads of

departments, and key users. The first project they conducted was business process

modelling, analysis, and redesign. External consultants modelled and analysed

several existing business processes using a BTA methodology that had been

verified in interviews with employees involved in the process and the available

documentation. Even during the modelling and description of the processes many

uncertainties were resolved, and the employees’ understanding of BPM and busi-

ness process orientation increased.

Next, the consultants and Snaga’s managers proposed several process

improvements in line with the adopted strategy and other employees: process

optimization, introduction of process ownership, and setting up a BPM office.

During the project a number of workshops were conducted to encourage the

‘process’ way of thinking in the company. The company accelerated its training

of employees to raise their competence. The biggest challenge in redesigning the

company’s existing processes lay in changing the mentality of the people in the

processes. At the end of this stage, Snaga introduced some of the important

concepts of process orientation, such as process ownership for core end-to-end

processes.

The fourth stage of the BPM adoption at Snaga involved the establishment of the

BPM office, which is managed by chief process officer (CPO), who was once the

CIO. The company’s executives and BPM office redefined the company’s develop-

ment strategy, including the vision, mission, and strategic objectives, and identified

strategic projects to achieve them using a strategy and a roadmap for BPM adoption

(a BPM program). As the CPO said, “The company paid a lot of attention to ensure

Awareness of process
problems and
opportuni�es  

Decision on BPM
adop�on 

BPM educa�on and
training; BP modeling,
analysis and redesign  

Se�ng up the BPM
office; Defining the

strategy and a plan for
its execu�on

ERP implementa�on;
BP op�miza�on;

Process performance
measurement and BI

implementa�on

Awareness and 
understanding of 

BPM

Desire to adopt 
BPM

BPM projects BPM program Produc�za�on of 
BPM

Fig. 2 Stages of BPM adoption at Snaga. Source: Snaga’s internal documentation; Rosemann

(2010)
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proper communication, both vertically (top to bottom and vice versa) and horizon-

tally (within the business processes) among the various sectors and departments.”

By encouraging communication they hoped to ensure that all employees understood

the objectives of the BPM adoption and that a suitable organizational culture would

emerge.

In the last stage of the BPM adoption, Snaga implemented a new ERP solution to

support the redesigned business processes. Best practices from ERP solutions were

studied prior to the implementation and taken into account in redesigning processes.

Other projects (Fig. 3) conducted during this stage by several project teams

with some help from external consultants included implementation of a Balanced

ScoreCard (BSC) system and standards and criteria for measuring the business

processes’ effectiveness and efficiency. Snaga developed key performance

indicators (KPIs) for every core business process and implemented a BI solution

that allows it to measure efficiency and performance across all core business

processes. With the new BI solution’s support, the process owners monitor KPIs

Fig. 3 BPM projects at Snaga. Source: Hauc (2016)
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daily and often find ideas for improvement in the results. Snaga also re-certified the

ISO 9001:2015 quality system through which it manages and improves its business

operations.

The CEO, who was actively involved in the projects, proposed improvements

and encouraged employees to accept changes. The CPO and other members of the

BPM office cooperate with the process owners and suggest further improvements of

business processes. The BPM office is responsible for maintaining the process

models and informing employees about ongoing events via the intranet. The CPO

also writes ongoing news about the BPM adoption, which is published in the

in-house newsletter Snagec and is accessible to all employees.

4 Results Achieved

To determine whether Snaga’s BPM adoption was successful, we chose two out of

ten BPM maturity models identified by R€oglinger et al. (2012): Process Perfor-

mance Index (PPI) from the Rummler-Brache Group (2004) and the BPO maturity

model from McCormack and Johnson (2001). Both models have been validated

empirically, both are generic (i.e., they are used for business processes in general),

both produce quantitative data (i.e., they can be statistically analysed and compared

easily, independent of the assessors’ interpretations), and both take into account all

business processes in the organizations involved. In addition, the assessment does

not take a lot of time, and the assessment questions and corresponding calculations

are fully known and publicly available without charge.

Snaga’s PPI index is 47, so the company is in the third stage of process

management maturity, called “process management mastery.” For organizations

in this final stage of process maturity, BPM is a way of life and process management

is fully integrated into the organization’s planning and overall performance

evaluations (Rummler-Brache Group 2004). The BPO maturity questionnaire

gives Snaga a score of 4.6, the highest level of BPO maturity, defined as

“integrated.” This level is characterized by process-based organizational structures

and jobs and process measures and management systems that are deeply imbedded

in the organization (McCormack and Johnson 2001).

Adopting BPM has brought considerable benefits to the company. A key change

brought about by the BPM adoption was the transition from a functional to a more

process-oriented organization with an increased customer focus. The company

introduced process ownership, established a BPM office, and incorporated KPIs to

measure the performance and efficiency of processes and business operations. In

addition to process owners, the company introduced administrators of business pro-

cesses whose job it is to connect core and support business processes and, in coopera-

tion with the process owners, search for opportunities for improving business processes.

The BPM office plays an important role in the company and is at the executive

level. It is responsible for assigning tasks to the process owners and other employees

in the company and for motivating and training them to work in accordance with the

new (process) ways of working. The process owners are responsible for ensuring that

business processes are clearly determined and have well-defined CSFs and KPIs.
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Business processes are managed with the support of Snaga’s BI system, where each

process owner monitors the KPIs for his or her own process and can measure the

process’s efficiency and effectiveness on the company level.

A process-oriented culture at Snaga, which was established by educating the

employees and encouraging the ‘process’ way of thinking, is maintained by means

of continuous employee training, presentations and analyses of results of business

operations, and appropriate actions. Top-down, bottom-up, and especially horizon-

tal communication has been improved. Every year, the CPO, in cooperation with

the process owners, process administrators, and key users, reviews the CSFs,

objectives, measures, and indicators for each process, including the suitability of

process models and descriptions of process activities. To ensure realization of the

company’s strategy, they consider three critical factors for the company’s effi-

ciency and success: human resources, processes, and technology.

Employees accepted BPM as a permanent activity that is carried out in an

organised and standardised manner. At least once a year the company performs

internal audits of the management system in accordance with the requirements of

ISO9001:2015, ISO18001:2009, and ISO14001:2004. Employees who are internal

auditors are invited to look for emerging gaps and opportunities for improvement.

The adoption of BPM has yielded significant positive results for the company and

its business operations. The company gained a good overview of its business processes

and the deficiencies of the processes were exposed and eliminated, which contributed

to an increase in customer and employee satisfaction, a 50% reduction in complaints,

increased price competitiveness, and the company’s improved business value.

5 Lessons Learned

Based on our experience from the project and on additional interviews with Snaga’s

CEO and process owners, CSFs for Snaga’s BPM adoption were identified for each

stage of the adoption process, as presented in Table 1.

In the first stage of Snaga’s BPM adoption, the empowerment of employees was

important because of the company’s increased customer focus. When the company

put its customers in first place, top management became aware of process-related

problems and the need for their improvement. Another important factor identified

was openness to changes, which was critical in the company’s ability to advance to

the second stage of BPM adoption.

In the second stage top management support and a project champion were

important success factors, together with business drivers. Business drivers

(a sense of urgency) and champions are required if the desire to adopt BPM is to

be triggered (Rosemann 2010). The business drivers for the BPM adoption at Snaga

can be summarized as (1) new challenges in waste management and new legislation

that dictates the development of waste-processing technologies, as waste disposal

without processing will not be possible in the future; (2) the need to replace outdated

and inadequate IT solutions and systems; and (3) the need to establish technical and

quality control over business operations in order to enhance customer satisfaction
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through faster and cheaper provision of services. At Snaga, the project champion was

the company’s CPO, who was responsible for building support among the company’s

executives and other employees by actively promoting the BPM projects and spread-

ing information about their progress. Special attention to promoting the BPM adop-

tion is necessary to create a positive atmosphere in an organization.

In the third stage of BPM adoption, the well-communicated and clearly defined

objectives, purpose, and plan of the BPM project were essential. For a successful

business process modelling, analysis, and redesign project an organization has to

clearly define the project objectives and its purpose and communicate them to all

participants before the project starts (Indihar Štemberger and Jaklič 2007). The

project at Snaga was led by the company’s CPO, who is an expert in project

management and who paid considerable attention to communicating the project’s

clearly defined objectives, purpose, and plan, which enabled the participants to

recognize the expected benefits of the project. In addition, as the CEO and other

Snaga employees claimed, the help of external consultants who provided appropri-

ate methodology and professional assistance significantly contributed to the

project’s success. Thus, the organization avoided many problems during the proj-

ect, such as inadequately described and evaluated existing business processes,

employee resistance, and unwillingness to participate in the project because of

fear of redundancies and changes that would degrade employees’ positions.

Since the success of any project largely depends on the organization’s people and

their willingness and desire to change, communication among all employees in the

organization is important. The experience of two consultants who participated in our

case study indicated that all participants in the project have to cooperate fully and

understand the purpose of adopting BPM. Employees must be appropriately educated,

Table 1 Critical success factors at five stages of the BPM adoption at Snaga

BPM adoption stage Critical success factors

Awareness and

understanding of BPM

• Empowerment of employees

• Customer focus

• Openness to change

Desire to adopt BPM • Involvement and full support of top management

• Project champion

• Business drivers (a sense of urgency)

BPM projects • Well-communicated and clearly defined objectives, purpose,

and plan for the BPM project

• Professional guidance of external consultants

• People who are willing and motivated to change

BPM program • Involvement and full support of top management

• Vertical and horizontal communication

• Professional guidance of external consultants

• Communication

Productization of BPM • Involvement and full support of top management

• Professional guidance of external consultants

• Identification of key performance indicators and persons

responsible for their achievement

• Educated, trained and motivated employees

• Synergy between BPM and ISO9001:2015
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andmotivated to understand and adopt the necessary changes in the company. At Snaga,

the communication among employees was ensured through the intranet, meetings, and

interviews, and the education was promoted by means of several workshops.

The CSFs of the fourth stage of BPM adoption were top management support

(especially the support and involvement of the CPO and the CEO), the professional

guidance of external consultants, and good communication skills. As one consultant

said, “It is essential that top management not only provides support, but is also

actively involved.” The strategy, objectives, and implementation plan should be

specified, and the organizational culture must be open to change.

In the last stage, the people (top management support, guidance from external

consultants, and knowledgeable employees), the identification of KPIs, and

assigning individuals to be responsible for their achievement were important. The

CEO set the objectives at the company level and the employees set the indicators

for achieving these objectives at the process level.
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Enabling Flexibility of Business Processes
Using Compliance Rules: The Case
of Mobiliar

Thanh Tran Thi Kim, Erhard Weiss, Christoph Ruhsam,
Christoph Czepa, Huy Tran, and Uwe Zdun

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Insurance case work can follow established procedures

only to a certain degree, as the work depends upon experienced knowledge

workers who decide the best solutions for their clients. To produce quality

documents in such a knowledge-intensive environment, business users of

Die Mobiliar, the oldest private insurance company in Switzerland, were

guided by a wizard application that enabled them to compose insurance

documents from predefined building blocks in a series of pre-defined steps.

As these steps were hardcoded into the wizard application, the processes

could not adapt quickly enough to accommodate new insurance products

and associated documentation. Rapidly changing insurance markets pro-

duce new types of documents daily, so business users must react flexibly to

client requests. Although fully automated processes can be defined when

sufficient process knowledge exists, they seriously hinder the innovation

and business agility that is critical in insurance markets.

(b) Action taken: To overcome this problem, Die Mobiliar uses the Papyrus

Communication and Process Platform (http://www.isis-papyrus.com/e15/

pages/software/platform-concept.html) as the basis for its customized

“Mobiliar Korrespondenz System” (MKS, Mobiliar Correspondence Sys-

tem), with full functionality for online interactive business document pro-

duction (ISIS Papyrus). Our approach combines automatically executed
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business compliance rules with process redesign to provide the flexibility

that is essential for insurance processes. The original processes are split

into reusable sub-processes, accompanied by a set of ad hoc tasks that

the business users can activate at runtime to meet clients’ emergent

requirements. A set of compliance rules guarantees that the process

conforms to corporate and regulatory standards.

(c) Results achieved: The business compliance rule approach has two primary

benefits: (i) company management has a process that is well-documented

and provably compliant, and (ii) the business users can respond flexibly to

their clients’ needs within the boundaries of defined compliance rules, thus

improving the customer experience. The flexibility achieved by this

approach allows business users to adapt their insurance processes, an advan-

tage from which the whole insurance industry can benefit. The redesigned

process with few reusable core elements, combination with a set of ad hoc

tasks, decreases the number of process templates (wizard processes) that are

required to handle unpredictable situations. A smaller template library also

reduces maintenance efforts for business administrators.

(d) Lessons learned: Rigid process modeling is not suitable for highly dynamic

business domains, like the insurance industry, that are moving into the

digital era. Instead, a hybrid of declarative and imperative modeling is

best suited to such domains. Our approach provides a maximum of flexibil-

ity within mandated constraints, enabling businesses to adapt to changing

market requirements with minimal involvement by IT departments. In order

to set expectations properly, the use of the two modeling types should be

transparent to business users. The adoption of the new approach happens

gradually to cope with business considerations like the integration of

compliance checking into Die Mobiliar’s production system.

1 Introduction

The Swiss insurance company Die Mobiliar is the oldest private insurance organi-

zation in Switzerland. As a multiline insurer that offers a full range of insurance and

pension products and services, Die Mobiliar handles a large number of documents,

which are exchanged with approximately 1.7 million customers (Mobiliar: Die

Mobiliar Versicherungen und Vorsorge). An insurance document issued by Die

Mobiliar is not only a piece of paper; it serves as a business card, representing the

company to its customers. Moreover, Die Mobiliar considers well-designed docu-

ments that are rich in content as an opportunity to communicate and build a

strong relationship with its customers.

Die Mobiliar uses the Papyrus Communication and Process Platform1 as the

basis for its customized “Mobiliar Korrespondenz System” (MKS), with full

1http://www.isis-papyrus.com/e15/pages/software/platform-concept.html
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functionality for online interactive business document production (ISIS Papyrus).

MKS uses wizard processes to assist several thousand business users in handling

various types of documents related to insurance cases. A wizard contains steps that

guide business users through the document-generation process. Therefore, the

wizard resembles a dedicated imperative process modelled in BPMN (BPMN

Specification) for guiding users through a sequence of activities. To be effective

in generating high-quality documents, these processes must be well-prepared and

suitable for such a large and complex work environment. They must also comply

with requirements involving laws, contracts with business partners, general stan-

dards, best practices, and civil and corporate regulations. A rigid process configu-

ration ensures that the process execution remains controlled and satisfies these

compliance requirements; however, it does not consider the workers’ tacit business

knowledge, which is usually an underestimated source of compliance with regu-

lations (Governatori and Rotolo 2010). To be able to react quickly to changing

business needs, modern business systems must be under the control of business

departments that depend only minimally on IT departments. Process changes and

introductions of new applications must be accomplished in days or weeks, not

months or years. Rigid wizard processes that are predefined in the design process

and executed sequentially at runtime cannot meet such modern requirements. The

rapidly changing insurance markets generate requirements for new types of docu-

ments daily, obliging business users to react quickly to client requests. A case that

requires insurance documents to be generated can follow established procedures

only to a certain extent, as the task usually depends on knowledge workers’ finding

the best solutions for their clients. In our insurance context, knowledge work is

performed by insurance clerks, thus we will use the term clerks to represent know-

ledge workers through our paper. This purpose is what Adaptive Case Management

(ACM) (Tran Thi Kim et al. 2013) is designed for: customer-oriented work driven

by goals contained in a case that allows the clerks to choose the appropriate actions

from a context-sensitive set of ad hoc tasks with needed data and content to fulfill

the related goal.

In this paper, we show how to simplify the wizard design and enhance the flexi-

bility of its execution using a compliance-rule-and-consistency-checking system

embedded in an ACM system (Tran Thi Kim et al. 2015). Instead of mapping the

entire process into predefined task sequences, the system offers a selection of

up-coming tasks at runtime, which are governed by compliance rules defined by

business administrators at design time. Clerk must adhere to the loosely interrelated

task sequences defined by these rules but can decide which tasks will be executed

based on the workers’ ad hoc assessment of the situation. Thus, a case evolves

gradually instead of being predefined by business administrators who cannot

predict all knowledge-intensive scenarios.

As a consequence, this approach guides both business users at runtime when

they select from ad hoc task templates and business administrators at design time

when they define new or amend existing sub-processes. The consistency-checking

system consists of a model checker (Czepa et al. 2015) that supports process

administrators at design time, and an on-the-fly compliance checker (Czepa et al.
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2016a) that observes clerks’ behavior at runtime to ensure that both activities

comply with company regulations. We restructure the wizard process and combine

it with compliance rules in order to provide optimal flexibility for business users

during process execution. The resulting approach can be applied to any knowledge-

intensive domain and is not specific to the insurance industry.

2 Situation Faced

MKS is built on the ACM and Correspondence Solution of the Papyrus platform.

While the Correspondence Solution handles the design and content of documents,

the ACM solution’s process modeling and execution capabilities manage the

processes involved in document generation.

MKS enables clerks to generate documents interactively based on wizard pro-

cess templates and to retrieve data dynamically from various business systems. The

wizard is an ACM case that defines processes comprised of interactive user steps to

be executed by the clerks, as well as service tasks, such as web services, that the

system executes automatically for data retrieval. A document template that is

composed of text-building block templates with embedded data, variables, and/or

logic is used as artifact for steps in the wizard process. Forms, as integral parts of

the wizard definition, request that the clerks enter the document data as variable

values, populating the document in a step-by-step approach. Figure 12 shows a

typical wizard input form and the preview of the corresponding document at a

certain stage of the document generation process. The entered data are imported

directly to the document.

As shown in Fig. 2, the wizard steps executed by clerks at runtime are prepared

by business administrators as templates and stored in a template library at design

time. The processes are defined with an editor that has full functionality to edit,

visualize, and simulate the execution of wizards before they are released into

production. Transitions connect the steps, and each step defines actions that

select and add text building blocks to the document.

The motivation for this paper is to support unpredictable or unlikely situations

that could explode the number of process variants. Suppose that a clerk recognizes

during wizard execution that the customer’s address is incorrect and must be

updated in the external system that was queried by the service task. In this case,

the clerk should be able to edit the address right in the wizard form and notify the

data’s owner about the change. The clerk, who is engaged in a strict wizard process,

would benefit from the ability to perform ad hoc actions in this situation. In order to

support flexibility at runtime, we address this challenge by applying consistency-

checking methods in combination with compliance rules, as discussed in the

next section.

2This figure and others show original screenshots from Mobiliar’s business application. Relevant

items in German are translated as needed.
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Fig. 1 Wizard step with data form (1) and document preview (2). The value “3579” for applica-

tion number is entered in the form on the left side and simultaneously displayed in the document

preview of the related building block on the right

Fig. 2 Wizard template composition editor (1) with functionality to edit (2), visualize (3) and

simulate (4) the execution of a wizard containing steps that are connected by transitions (5) and

defined with actions (6)
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3 Action Taken

Our approach introduces a generically applicable consistency-checking method to

enable a more flexible execution of document-creation wizards. The following

subsections outline the approach, describe our extension of the wizards with ad

hoc tasks, and explain how to guarantee these flexible processes’ compliance

through a set of managed compliance rules. In the original operating principle of

MKS, shown in Fig. 3a, business administrators defined a wizard process template

at design time, which was instantiated by clerks for execution at runtime. Clerks

strictly followed the steps predefined in the wizard to create a document,

but because the system did not allow clerks to adapt the process at runtime,

they could not react to unforeseen situations within an insurance case.

The overview of MKS extended by the consistency-checking system is provided

in Fig. 3b. In this approach, a wizard ACM case template (Tran Thi Kim et al. 2013)

is assembled at design time from goals that are achieved through predefined

sub-processes and/or individual ad hoc tasks. Each sub-process is attached to the

goal and combines the necessary tasks in a particular sequence. The quality of case

templates is ensured by means of model-checking (Czepa et al. 2015) before the

templates are released. At runtime, the set of compliance rules assigned to the case

checks the execution of case elements—goal instances, process instances, task

instances, and ad hoc actions—on the fly (Czepa et al. 2016a). Clerks can follow

the steps defined in the templates while performing ad hoc actions to adapt to new

situations. A goal is reached when all its tasks are completed and the attendant data

Fig. 3 (a) MKS operating principle and (b) MKS with consistency checking
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are acquired. Consequently, a document is finished when all goals of a wizard are

reached.

3.1 Design of Compliance-Rules-Enabled Wizards

Figure 4a shows the original MKS wizard process, which can be divided into

beginning, middle, and end parts of the process. The beginning part of the process

retrieves the client’s personal data and selects an insurance product. The end part

defines the document-delivery channel, while the middle part is comprised of the

steps that are necessary for the specific insurance case. The system’s analysis of the

original wizard processes led to the simplified model in Fig. 4b. Numerous pro-

cesses share the same beginning and ending parts, but the middle part of each

process is distinct from the others, although they might have tasks in common.

In our approach, the original wizard processes are transformed into flexible

processes with a goal-driven structure. The beginning and ending parts are modeled

as predefined sub-processes that can be reused in various cases. The middle part is

split into several individual ad hoc tasks. A case that uses the restructured processes

Fig. 4 (a) Typical MKS processes and (b) Flexible MKS processes. The tasks in this figure are

anonymized as squares with capital letters and grouped. Arrows indicate the direction of process

execution, and dashed lines represent alternative workflows of the middle part
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is driven by two goals: Goal 1, defining the beginning sub-process, and Goal 2,
defining the ending sub-process. The tasks of the middle part are either related to

Goal 1 or Goal 2 or could be assigned by the clerks to newly defined goals. If the

tasks of the middle part must follow a certain execution sequence, they are

monitored by associated compliance rules. In other words, the rules define the

boundaries of the middle part without rigidly predefining the processes. The

consistency-checking system enables clerks to maintain compliance by high-

lighting tasks that do not comply with one or more rules. If certain tasks are optional

and do not have to follow any specific sequence, the business users can add them as

needed. Because the same rules are active when business administrators define

process templates, the rules enforce compliance at design time as well.

3.2 Constraint Definitions Using Compliance Rules

In order to govern the middle part of a wizard process, we use state-based and data-

based rules. State-based rules define the sequences of tasks based on their states,

such as “started,” “finished,” and “running.” For example, a sequence from Task K

to Task F can be described by the rule, “Task F can be started only after Task K is

finished.” This rule is expressed in the constraint language as.

Constraint No1 for MobiliarCase{

K.finished leads to F.started }

In this example the states of tasks K and F are finished and started, respectively.
The temporal pattern of type precedence is defined by the keywords leads to.

To define the temporal patterns in our system, we adapt temporal expressions

from the patterns defined by Dwyer et al. (1999):

– Existence: K.finished occurs
– Absence: K.finished never occurs
– Response: K.finished leads to F.started. In other words, only if K.finished

happens, can F.started happen.

– Precedence: K.finished precedes F.started. In other words, F.started can happen

only if K.finished has happened.

Data-based rules enable business users to define task dependencies that are

related to data conditions. State-based and data-based rules can be combined to

express a compliance requirement. For example, Task F can be started only when

Task K is finished and the value of a certain data attribute meets a certain require-

ment, such as the customer’s birth year is greater than or equal to 1981.

Constraint No2 for MobiliarCase{

(K.finished and CustomerBirthyear >= 1981) leads to F.started

}
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In unforeseen circumstances, the underlying data models might not provide

access to critical data. In order to support flexibility in such situations without the

need for explicit data definitions by IT, business users can check conditions manu-

ally using voting tasks that are guarded by compliance rules. Let us assume a

voting task called “Inquire additional customer interests” must be concluded before

the final pricing can be finished:

Constraint No3 for MobiliarCase{

InquireInterest.approved leads to Pricing.finished

}

Voting tasks like InquireInterest can be employed quickly to adapt to new situ-

ations. The business administrator can create the task template without the support

of database experts or IT people and can specify with checklists which items must

be verified with the customer. Alternatively, the business user can define the check-

list at runtime to adapt even more dynamically to the current situation. Unstructured

data is popular in real-life systems since data definitions cannot be amended quickly

in IT systems with bureaucratic change-management cycles. In a car insurance

case, for example, the result of an investigation into whether the car was damaged

intentionally or accidentally can be reported by means of a simple voting task

decided by a clerk.

Since MKS is based on the ISIS Papyrus ACM framework, processes and tasks

are reusable components of the ACM system to be shared with other goals and

cases. The sequence of the tasks in the sub-processes is modeled with transitions

and gateways following BPMN standards (BPMN). The tasks of the middle part are

ad hoc tasks selected by the clerks at runtime. Each of these tasks can be added to

the case when the clerk sees the need to do so based on the case’s content or context.

The tasks’ order of execution is not predetermined but is constrained by rules. A

User Trained Agent (UTA) implemented in the Papyrus ACM system further assists

the clerk in new situations by suggesting best next actions that were learned earlier

from similar situations faced by other users (Tran et al. 2014). Thus, knowledge

acquisition and sharing becomes an integral part of the business application,

enabled by the business intelligence component, UTA.

To demonstrate the results achieved in applying our approach, we used the

original wizard case Acknowledgement of Application (Fig. 5). Before the redesign,
an ACM wizard case was completely driven by a predefined process that contained

all of the steps of the wizard. In this insurance case, a clerk created a document that

confirmed the successful submission of an insurance application. First, the clerk

entered some identification numbers, such as the insurance ID, customer ID, or case

ID, into the system. The customer’s data was retrieved by the predefined process

through web service tasks from various sources based on the entered data. Then the

clerk selected the matching insurance holder and address and inserted specific

information for the particular insurance case. A document confirming the
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acceptance of the insurance application was generated and sent to the customer

based on the output channel determined by the clerk at the end of the process.

An ACM wizard case is not driven by predetermined steps, but by goals that are

fulfilled by the clerk. The redesigned wizard process of the Acknowledgement of
Application case is divided into three parts, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The first and last
parts require no flexibility and are linked to the goals of predefined processes. The

clerk can freely add the flexible part’s tasks at runtime, and their sequence is

determined, if necessary, by the compliance rules introduced in our approach.

Like any other ACM case, the redesigned Acknowledgement of Application
ACM case has associated goals, processes, and tasks. The First Core Goal holds
the beginning part of the process, which is configured as a sub-process for retrieving

insurance customer data from the database. The Last Core Goal contains the ending
part of the wizard process for choosing the channel by which the document will be

delivered to the customer. The tasks of the middle part are not predefined in the

wizard template but are added by the business user as necessary at runtime to

address the specific customer situation. In this specific case, the ad hoc task tem-

plates are prepared as manual input product and acknowledgement of application.

Fig. 5 Process model before redesign analyzed into three parts
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The task execution of the middle part is controlled by three compliance rules,

defined by business administrators. For example, rule R0 may express that the task

acknowledgement of applicationmust be present at least one time, while R1 defines
the dependency of task acknowledgement of application on task manual input
product when the selection product is manual input, and Rule R2 expresses the

dependency of task acknowledgement of application on task selection output
channel when the selection product is not manual input.

Constraint R0 for MobiliarCase{

acknowledgement_of_application.started occurs at least 1x

}

Constraint R1 for MobiliarCase{

(acknowledgement_of_application.finished and selection_product

equal to “manual_input”) leads to manual_input_product.started

}

Constraint R2 for MobiliarCase{

(acknowledgment_of_application.finished and selection_product not

equal to “manual_input”) leads to selection_output_channel.started

}

The two data-based rules R1 and R2 can be visually simplified by an alternative

expression using a voting task to check whether the selection product is

manualinput. The voting task is named check_selection_product_manual_input.

Constraint R3 for MobiliarCase{

(acknowledgment_of_application.finished leads to

check_selection_product_manual_input.started

}

Constraint R4 for MobiliarCase{

check_selection_product_manual_input.approved leads to

manual_input_product.started

}

Constraint R5 for MobiliarCase{

check_selection_product_manual_input.denied leads to

selection_output_channel.started

}

Compliance rules are composed in natural language by business administrators

using the Papyrus rule editor, as shown in Fig. 6. To facilitate that activity, the

editor offers a selection of elements from a list of items using business terminology.

Thus, the language of business is used to define the rule with auto-completion

features as the user types.
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At runtime, when a clerk creates a confirmation for a customer who has sub-

mitted an application, an instance of the acknowledgement of application case is

created upon the clerk’s selection of that template.

During processing of the First Core Goal, the clerk is presented with a form to

enter the insurance ID, customer ID, or case ID. When all of the first core goal’s

predefined tasks are finished, the clerk adds task acknowledgement of application,
as suggested by the consistency-checking system, which is used to create a confir-

mation of an application. Figure 7 demonstrates the use of function Add task with a
dialog showing a list of task templates that are provided to the clerk for adding an ad

hoc task on the fly.

Although the task acknowledgement of application is suggested to the clerk

because Constraint R0 was temporarily violated, the clerk can do other tasks as

well. However, as soon as an ad hoc task related to the compliance rule constraint is

Fig. 6 Compliance rule editor

Fig. 7 Add an ad hoc task at runtime by the function Add task (1) with a list of task templates (2)
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added, it will be controlled by the consistency-checking system. The constraint that

defines the occurrence of tasks is used to ensure the presence of the task that

initiates the variable middle parts, like the task acknowledgement of application.
Therefore, to complete a case successfully, the clerk must eventually execute

that task.

When task acknowledgement of application is finished, the constraints R1 and

R2 are investigated by the consistency-checking system. Since task acknowledge-
ment of application is finished, and if the selection product is chosen as

manual input, the consistency-checking system suggests the task manual input pro-
duct to the clerk. If selection product is not chosen as manual input, task selection
output channel is suggested to the clerk. Thus, the execution of the ad hoc tasks is

controlled by the consistency-checking system so the clerk does not overlook any

tasks that would violate the case’s compliance with the rules. The user can also consult

the experience of other users who have been in the same situation by asking the UTA

for best next actions. When there are no more suggestions, the clerk can continue the

steps defined in the Last Core Goal. When the goal is reached, a confirmation

document for the application is generated and the case is closed.

In summary, compliance rules can control ad hoc tasks added at runtime when

business compliance requirements demand it. Some of these tasks must be executed

in a certain order and/or depend on the availability of certain data, which is defined

by a set of compliance rules. Other tasks that do not require such control can be

added at the clerk’s discretion, such as when the clerk institutes an add additional
information task when the document is lacking required information. Therefore, our

approach enables clerks to add ad hoc tasks—tasks that may not have been foreseen

when the wizard was initially designed—at runtime under the control of the com-

pliance rule system based on the current context.

4 Results Achieved

The ACM technology used to build the wizard processes supports the definition of

tasks to be performed by business staff at design time and their selective application

by knowledge workers at runtime so Die Mobiliar can react quickly to new business

requirements without involving IT. Instead of defining rigid process models that

IT must implement with lengthy change-management and rollout cycles, the

processes can be defined directly by Die Mobiliar’s business administrators using

a process editor built on the Papyrus platform.

MKS’s ability to edit wizard templates at any time enables Die Mobiliar to

define new document and wizard templates within the boundaries imposed by the

predefined processes. The process management in ACM is highly flexible, as it

supports both automatic and ad hoc actions (Tran Thi Kim et al. 2013). Although

fully automated processes can be defined for well-behaved and predictable

domains, they hinder the innovation and business agility that is critical in insurance

markets. The clerks who come face-to-face with insurance situations should have

the flexibility to adapt the case at runtime.
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The enhanced structure of the ACM wizard gives clerks immediate flexibility

while staying within the boundaries imposed by compliance rules. Clerks can insti-

tute goal and task templates manually using the predefined wizard case for adding

new actions at runtime. A set of compliance rules in a constraint-specification

language examines the consistency of the tasks performed and verifies process

compliance (Czepa et al. 2016b).

Compliance rules are also enforced at design time through model-checking

(Clarke 2008; Czepa et al. 2015, 2016a) when business administrators develop

sub-process templates. Model-checking verifies the structural consistency of the

predefined sub-processes. By observing compliance rules at design time as well as

at runtime, business administrators and clerks are prevented from violating compli-

ance requirements, and dynamically assembled sequences of tasks are guaranteed

to meet the same structural criteria that are applied to predefined wizard processes.

Thus, the boundaries defined by the rule system ensure the compliance of the

overall case execution. This approach confers a significant benefit during the

change-management and release process by reducing tests and error-correction

efforts.

With MKS’s redesigned structure, the goal, process, and task templates can be

reused in various wizard cases, so the number of predefined process templates in the

library can be reduced considerably. Based on the subset of wizard process

templates from Die Mobiliar that we could use for our study, we estimated a

40–90% reduction, depending on the degree of the core process templates’

standardization and their efficient reuse. To that end, goals and related

sub-processes that appear in several wizards can be predefined in the wizard case

at design time. The reuse of shared items will improve the quality and consistency

of related cases and avoid redundancies, which are always a source of inconsis-

tency, especially in large-scale and continuously evolving systems. Clerks can

process the variable tasks between the predefined processes at runtime, and ad

hoc tasks instituted from task templates can be added to adapt to unforeseen

situations that require new documents. By defining a case partially at design time

and completing it with variable and ad hoc tasks at runtime, Die Mobiliar can avoid

inordinately complex wizard cases.

5 Lessons Learned

The trade-off between comprehensibility and flexibility in business process model-

ing has been addressed by both academia and industry (De Smedt et al. 2016), and

declarative and imperative models have been studied to improve the flexibility of

process models (Fahland et al. 2009, 2010; Haisjackl et al. 2016; Prescher et al.

2014). To address this challenge, we introduced a theoretical approach and its

successful application in the hybrid declarative-imperative modeling and enact-

ment of a business process. We learned lessons from this practical application and

case study.
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A rapidly changing industry like insurance presents a plethora of unpredictable

business situations. By attempting to cover all business cases up front, rigid process

modeling of such markets produces bloated process template libraries that hinder an

organization’s ability to respond to emergent requirements. The construction and

maintenance of such systems consume significant effort and resources (ISIS

Papyrus).

No specific discovery methodology was applied in this case study; the discovery

for the process redesign was based on the designers’ experience. The shared

portions of hundreds of process templates were discovered and manually extracted

as sub-processes. In the resulting approach, the tasks in the variable, transitional

part of the process—that is, the middle part—are loosely connected by constraints.

Depending on the designers, the relationships between two tasks are defined either

declaratively by constraints or imperatively in a sub-process. The hybrid model can

be evolved gradually through multiple iterations to improve the enterprise’s pro-

ductive system.

The inherent flexibility of declarative models makes them suitable to the goal-

oriented approach of ACM in providing an adaptive and flexible system to deal with

unpredictable business events. Our case study employs an ACM framework that

supports the application of imperative models to reusable sub-processes and of

declarative models to ad hoc actions within a case structure. The duality of model-

ing is hidden from business users, as the associated steps can be instituted automat-

ically, making case execution transparent.

The conversion between imperative and declarative models has been addressed by

various studies (De Smedt et al. 2016; Prescher et al. 2014), which focus on how to

obtain a set of declarative constraints from an imperative model or vice versa, or even

how to combine them into a hybrid model. Our case study is unique in that regard, as

it does not consolidate the two model types into a hybrid model at design time but

incorporates them separately into the process instances, which are manipulated by

knowledge workers at runtime without explicit modeling. The compliance-checking

employed by our approach ensures the consistency of the execution by suggesting

activities and preventing user mistakes within the boundaries described by the applied

compliance rules. We kill two birds with one stone: compliance rules maintain

compliance automatically, and they provide business users the freedom to decide

which tasks will best achieve their business goals based on their own experience.

Lessons were also learned from a practical perspective. Die Mobiliar appreciated

the benefits of this approach, which enables a customer-oriented business strategy

that focuses on service quality and the customer’s experience. In the midterm Die

Mobiliar will look into changing several of its predefined process models into

flexibly managed workflows. However, such a change would involve a paradigm

change, and its adoption will occur gradually, as the company must also address

considerations like the installation of new business user responsibilities for the

integration and maintenance of the consistency-checking solution in the production

system.
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Comprehensive Business Process
Management at Siemens: Implementing
Business Process Excellence

Bartosz Woliński and Saimir Bala

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Siemens is a complex organization with offices world-

wide. Through many years of development, it grew into a set of businesses,

each with a substantial degree of autonomy, supported by central

departments. This autonomy gives the departments the flexibility needed

to achieve customer intimacy, which requires different process flows in

different businesses. When the global initiative concerning the implemen-

tation of standard business process management was introduced and

enacted, businesses were bundled into four sectors. Every sector in the

Siemens organization, including that in Poland, was managing its pro-

cesses according to the local business specifics and needs, which made the

comprehensive process management approach challenging. The processes

were disconnected and stored in multiple conventions. Corporate

initiatives that were intended to address the effectiveness and efficiency

of business processes were not supported.

(b) Action taken: Siemens strengthened its process-wise approach and world-

wide process standardization by implementing a formalized process pol-

icy. As a first step, the Business Process Excellence (BPE) regulation (also

referred to as BPE policy) was introduced. It formulated the Siemens

Processes for Excellence (SIPEX) process standards, which replaced the

previous processes base, referred to as Reference Process House (RPH). At

the same time, process roles (sponsor, owner, and manager) and corporate
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tools with which to visualize the processes, such as ARIS, were introduced.

In the Polish organization, the program was formulated as a vehicle with

which to implement the process organization. The goal of the initiative,

which was referred to internally as “Streamlining business processes,”

included chief financial officers (CFOs) as process sponsors and the head

of the business process management team as the program manager.

(c) Results achieved: At present, on the corporate level Business Excellence

is a core element of Siemens—Vision 2020. It is embedded into the

Corporate Technology structure, which enables it be the part of innovative

products and management standards. It is also a key lever that empowers

the company’s lasting business success and strengthens its competitiveness

in the market.

(d) Lessons learned: From the implementation of the program we learned

four primary lessons:

• Complexity in many dimensions (number of processes, number of roles,

and number of formal documents and circulars) is not supportive of

effective process management.

• Having a strong, dedicated sponsor is one of the most important keys to

success.

• Not everyone in the organization will appreciate the effort at first, but

they will if an attempt is made to understand their businesses and

support their efforts.

• Be flexible: without putting one’s best effort into implementing the

corporate recommendations and without alignment with the business,

no appreciation or cooperation should be expected.

1 Introduction

Siemens is a global powerhouse that focuses on the areas of electrification, automation

anddigitization.With a presence in 190 countries, roughly 413,000 employeesworking

at 1640 locations around the globe and 176 R&D facilities, it is one of the world’s

largest producers of energy-efficient and resource-saving technologies. Its solutions

span along the electrification value chain, from power generation, transmission and

distribution to smart-grid solutions and the efficient application of electrical energy,

and to the areas of medical imaging and laboratory diagnostics. Numerous goals, such

as those related to Power and Gas, Wind Power, Power Generation, Energy Manage-

ment, Building Technologies, Mobility, Digital Factory, Process Industries and Drives

and Financial Services are pursued by the company.

Such a complex structure could easily result in the misalignment of knowledge

about the overall business process and consequent difficulties in managing the

department-specific processes. Departments were allowed a certain degree of

freedom in pursuing their goals without centralized control. This approach reduced
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inter-departmental coordination and created differing views and specializations of

the overall meta-process on the company level. As a result, the various entities had

differing levels of awareness of their processes, ranging from “islands” that already

used business process management (BPM) in a mature way, to areas that were

completely process-unaware and behaved only according to short-term goals.

The company’s top management made a first step toward increasing the synergy

among the units by focusing on improving three areas: (1) the effectiveness of

structures and processes in the organization itself, (2) the change management

culture and proactivity, and (3) collaboration among the businesses using best

practices on sharing and innovation, process transparency (i.e., processes that are

well defined, well communicated, and measured), and BPM competencies that are

centralized, not scattered throughout the company.

The implementation of such strategic alignment comes with a number of practi-

cal challenges, one of which is making employees aware of the process in which

they are involved and aware that this process belongs to a comprehensive meta-

process in the company. This challenge triggered the need for a BPM initiative on

an organizational level, which was conducted through workshops that educated the

employees about BPM.

This paper describes a case in which a global BPM policy was applied through-

out a large company. Section 2 explains the problem setting and points out the

problems before the BPM initiative was enacted. Section 3 describes the action

taken, the practical challenges, and the methods used to implement the BPM policy.

Section 4 describes the results achieved from the policy, and Sect. 5 concludes with

the lessons learned from the case.

2 Situation Faced

At Siemens Poland, as well as in the global Siemens organization, the number of

divisions changed from four sectors (energy, industry, infrastructure and cities, and

healthcare) to the nine current divisions: Power and Gas, Wind Power, Power

Generation, Energy Management, Building Technologies, Mobility, Process

Industries and Drives, Digital Factory and Financial Services). This change

decentralized expertise and created misalignment in how the departments pursued

their goals. In order to address this change, Siemens introduced a global BPM policy

for all of its affiliated companies to follow. The goal of the new BPM policy was to

increase effectiveness and efficiency across all of the company’s business processes

while standardizing them and aligning them with its goals. From a practical point of

view, this effort required that the processes be defined and their performance

measured and improved incrementally. Another aspect of the effort was that the

reworked processes had to draw from the company’s previous performance results

and strategic goals in order to minimize resource leaks and performance issues.

Adoption of a centralized framework addresses these issues by facilitating the

improvement and alignment of the processes.
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Prior to the introduction of the centralized BPM policy, the company was

divided between two levels of BPM awareness: (1) sectors that already used

BPM and were fully aware of the overall business process, and (2) sectors that

were BPM unaware. The unaware sectors used sets of tools to handle their tasks that

differed from those of the BPM-aware sectors, including non-standardized business

process schemata and other graphic representations of workflows. In contrast, the

process-aware sectors used process modeling tools like ARIS and automatic sup-

port for executing their processes.

In order to manage the processes of its complex organizational structure, the

company used the so-called Reference Process House (RPH) process corporate

framework (Fig. 1). RPH provides a high-level picture of how the company

should organize its processes and enables the company to configure its business

processes, including product, system, project, and service activities. RPH consists

of three main kinds of processes: management processes, business processes, and

support processes. The management processes control the goals and the quality of

the core processes defined in the business processes layer, so the core processes

must adhere to specified standards and requirements defined by the management

processes. The business processes, which are the core processes of the company,

typically aim at producing a concrete product. These core processes were divided

Fig. 1 Siemens’ reference process house
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into three core processes: customer relationship management (CRM), supply chain

management (SCM), and product life-cycle management (PLM). The support

processes support the execution of the core processes by providing additional

input or managing the resources the core processes need for successful execution.

Although RPH worked in some sectors, it was not sufficiently useful in the

context of Siemens, as RPH provided only a high-level picture of how the overall

process should look and how the processes should be named. In such a huge and

dispersed organization, the role of RPH was only to provide a generic guideline,

leaving out many important aspects of implementation. As a result, every sector

was managing its processes according to the local business’s specifications and

needs, which made the comprehensive process management approach challenging.

In addition, the processes were stored in various conventions and were discon-

nected, and RPH did not support the BPM initiative on addressing efficiency and

effectiveness issues. As a consequence, employees were still using various

conventions to communicate their processes, and the company was characterized

by process-aware “islands” that were surrounded by organizational structures that

had no vision of the processes in which they were involved.

Consider, for example, two core processes, sales and process execution. The
sales process is in close contact with the customer, and its focus is on delivering in

the most effective and efficient way. Process execution, on the other hand, takes

care of making the processes execute properly, which requires organizing and

managing the resources needed to accomplish the goal. In this case, the sales
processes was not modeled, and sales workers operated in an ad-hoc manner in

order to be able to react to changes. At the same time, the process execution was

already using BPM to manage the complexity of processes and resources. This

misalignment in BPMmaturity led to obstacles in the interactions between the sales

and process execution processes, as there was no way to communicate the results,

performance, or bottlenecks of the sales processes in such a way that the execution

process could provide support.

Hence, the goal of the BPM initiative was to make the employees aware that they

were part of a process; to evaluate and improve the performance of the processes; to

improve process transparency, compliance, cooperation; and to identify areas

where the processes could be automated.

3 Action Taken

This section explains the goals of the solution and the methodology used. We divide

the section into three main parts: First, we observe the requirements of the newly

introduced BPM policy. Next, we outline the steps taken toward its implementation

at Siemens. Then, as we used best practices that were supported by existing

excellence policies at Siemens (i.e., SIPEX), we describe the tools and technologies

that were adopted to obtain compliance with the BPM policy.
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3.1 Requirements of the BPM Policy

The BPM policy, referred to as BPM@Siemens, was developed from the previous

Siemens Process Framework (SPF), which used RPH as a model. However, how

SPF could address the efficiency and effectiveness requirements (Rohloff 2009)

was not sufficient to the newly defined worldwide BPM requirements. To close this

gap, Siemens strengthened the process-wise approach and process standardization

for its companies worldwide by implementing a formalized process policy based on

three principles:

• Simplification—reducing organizational complexity for process management.

• Usability—improving the structure of available data.

• Transparency—well-defined and well-executed processes.

The policy applies to all Siemens organizational units worldwide and sets a

company-wide framework for BPM at Siemens as a minimum standard. This

regulation is binding for all of Siemens’ units. The policy covers seven general

topics:

• Elements and terms of Siemens’ BPM.

• BPM organization, roles, and responsibilities.

• Process structure and process cascading.

• Process harmonization and standardization.

• Continuous process improvement.

• Methods and tools.

• Governance via regulations and processes.

The new BPM policy focused on aligning processes on the business, operational,

management, and support process levels in order to meet the needs of customers,

employees, and suppliers. To create value for customers, employees, and business

partners the focus was on:

• Excellent quality.

• Short development cycle (time to market).

• Low non-conformance costs.

• Effective communication.

• Efficient deployment of employees.

• A culture of continuous improvement.

The standardization of processes is an important success factor. An example of a

company-wide standardized process and consistency in interactions with customers

is PM@Siemens, the implementation of which has led to significant improvements

in project execution. The policy’s goal was to improve flow through the whole

value chain, creating a system of a transparent flow. More specifically,

PM@Siemens aimed to:
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• Design processes as a system (i.e., processes must be organized and

interconnected),

• Use Siemens AG conventions (i.e., processes must be standardized),

• Indicate connections (i.e., processes must be transparent),

• Continuously improve processes (i.e., processes must be iteratively refined).

PM@Siemens was implemented using two timeframes:

• On the corporate level within 12 months of publication.

• In lower-level organizational units (e.g., business units) within 24 months of

publication.

These goals were summarized to require that f existing process management

systems are changed significantly, the regulations defined (in PM@Siemens) are to

be used or the tools used are to be changed to the defined standard. This requirement

also imposed significant changes to the existing tool landscape, requiring major

upgrades, introduction of a new tool landscape, or adjustment of the functionality in

existing tools.

Taking into account business needs and costs, migration to the newly defined

standard was scheduled for the medium term. In the interim, the initiative had to

build an awareness of process management, so the training on the concept of

process management at RC Poland had to be completed within 24 months.

Standardized frameworks, such as the Business Process Excellence regulation

(BPE policy) also had to be adopted. The BPE policy formulates the process

standards SIPEX, which replaces the previous referential processes base RPH.

Process roles, including the roles of process sponsor, process owner, and process

manager, had to be defined. Tool support for processes design and visualization had

to be adopted [The corporate process tool is ARIS (Scheer and Nüttgens 2000)].
In the Polish organization, the program, named “Streamlining Business

Processes,” was formulated as a vehicle with which to implement the process

organization. A chief financial officer (CFO) was the sponsor, and the head of the

BPM team was the program manager. The program scope was divided into three

areas:

• Streamlining and improving all supporting processes (cf. Fig. 1: SCM, HR, FA,

IT, etc.).

• Adjusting the core business process as much as possible with respect to the BPE

corporate policy (standards, roles, corporate tool) while extending the scope to

every business process in use in the Polish organization during the program

realization because of growing demand from the business leaders.

• Conducting the appropriate training on process management policy.

The program team consisted of members of the BPM team, and although the

initial schedule spanned more than 2 years, it was soon extended and is now

maintained as an ongoing business since the formalized process management

approach has become an established part of the organizational culture.
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The processes were supposed to support the implementation of the company’s

strategy, so the first activity of the program was to focus on the processes prioriti-

zation from the strategy perspective. This activity involved categorizing the

existing processes into groups and assessing every process in terms of its impor-

tance and its influence on the business results. For instance, if the execution of any

activity in the process could impact the business results (e.g., income, customer or

vendor relationships), the whole process was assigned to the high-priority group.

Based on that decision, every high-priority process was assigned a process

sponsor, an owner, and a dedicated project team of business representatives and a

process consultant. The project had a clearly defined goal, a scope, and a timeline

that was aligned with the master BPE implementation program schedule. Therefore,

the scope of the whole program was based on the list of high-priority processes, an

approach that helped avoid scope creep. The approach also helped to keep the BPE

schedule on the agreed timeline. After the scope was agreed upon, the processes

were set in a sequence that supported a business logic (sales, realization, and

service). This logic was deployed in each business by streamlining the detailed

processes several times so almost the whole company was covered by process maps

and process excellence.

3.2 Implementing the BPM Initiative

The purpose of the BPM initiative was to improve the quality of the company’s

processes, so quality standards for processes and projects were fundamental.

Quality standards can be met only by adopting standardized processes that all

employees can use while still providing transparency and relatedness across

projects. Standardization also facilitates the synergies by using continuously refined

best practices, so a standardization initiative was enacted.

However, before the standardization could take place, processes had to be

identified. To address this task, Siemens took the BPM lifecycle model as a

reference (Dumas et al. 2013). The BPM lifecycle consists of an initial phase of

process identification, where the process boundaries are defined, and then iterates

the process through five activities in a loop that iteratively improves the process

(cf. Fig. 2). The actions taken fit into the first four activities of the BPM lifecycle:

process identification, process discovery, process analysis, and process redesign.

These activities of the BPM life-cycle were conducted through workshops and

tutorials that involved the organization’s hierarchy. The adopted approach to

implementing the BPM policy are described in Fig. 3 as a five-step process.

Step 1. Identify Business Process Owners
Several meetings were organized with the business process owners (typically the

managers of the divisions) to discuss the advantages of adopting BPM by compar-

ing current performance indicators with possible values after adopting BPM.
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Step 2. Nominate Process Sponsors
Process sponsors were nominated to be responsible for about 20 business processes.

Their task was to facilitate and drive the management of these processes.

Step 3. Assign Process Owners
The process sponsors nominated process owners to be responsible for one or two

processes.

Step 4. Conduct Workshops
Process owners, project managers, and the employees (domain experts) who were

involved in the processes were invited to workshops in which process identification

(from whiteboards to as-is processes) took place.

Fig. 2 The BPM lifecylce (Dumas et al. 2013)

Fig. 3 A five-step process for implementing the BPM policy
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Step 5. Systematically Refine the Process
At the first stage, workshops were held throughout the company every 2 days. Then

their frequency became weekly or monthly based on the progress of the identifica-

tion phase and the affected employees’ learning curve. The project was expanded to

a period of 3 years, so it is still ongoing in a continuous-refinement fashion, with

around 300 people participating.

Applying the methodology came with the need for some practical changes:

• Involving the project managers: Project managers had often been give unreal-

istic goals that made them unaware of the real process or caused them to

misunderstand the relevancy of the work. The main reason for this issue was

that there were no processes defined. Project managers would seek higher

production goals, allocated by process-unaware sectors. Under these

circumstances, project managers were unable to fulfill their contracts.

• Involving the financial controllers: Prior to the initiative, financial controllers

were not involved in processes. Involving financial controllers in the workshops

meant designing the processes taking the accounting, budget, audit, and other

finance-related perspectives on the process into account.

• Involving the buyers: Buyers had not been involved in the processes, but

involving them was helpful in aligning the process goals and identifying

non-value adding activities.

• Acceptance of the change: Many employees were experts in their domains but

were unaware of the business process that affected them. As a consequence,

resistance to changing their habits and adopting new tools was encountered.

Although, the resistance to technology was not particularly high, the ARIS

process modeling tools found some obstacles in adoption.

3.3 Methods and Tools for Business Process Excellence

Once the processes were defined, designed, improved, and documented, we used

existing proprietary tools and frameworks to implement our solution.

Project Business@Siemens Professional project management was a key success

factor for Siemens because nearly half of its revenue comes from “project busi-

ness,” that is, business that requires implementing a project. Siemens’ customers

expect that their projects will be handled professionally and responsibly. In the

future, Project Business@Siemens will support the comprehensive and continuous

improvement of all Siemens units that are active in the project business. The aim is

to add value to the worldwide operations and processes of the divisions and lead

countries by supporting them in reducing the risks associated with project business

and achieving operational excellence.

Quality Management Siemens delivers excellent quality by following its quality

strategy: implementing the mandatory elements of Siemens’ quality management

and continuously improving the quality of the personnel, the processes, and the

products.
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Operational Excellence The Operational Excellence department offers methods

and processes that address function-specific areas like engineering, product man-

agement, and production, as well as the business areas of software and services. The

businesses can make measurable and sustainable improvements by applying these

methods and processes.

Operational Excellence also assists the business units as a partner and a service

provider by supporting them in continuously improving their processes (e.g., in

engineering, product management, and production). The department, which is

comprised of benchmarking and productivity management, encompasses topþ,

3i,1 and other important approaches to increasing competitiveness. Lean is

addressed in Operational Excellence’s various departments.

An ongoing exchange of knowledge among the business areas is ensured by

close collaboration with the divisions and business units.

Process and Production Consulting Internal process and production consultancy

strengthen the competitiveness of Siemens’ businesses along the global value chain.

Consulting services draw on extensive expertise in the areas of innovation, research

and development, engineering, procurement, supply chain logistics, manufacturing,

services, and project and crisis management. Process and production consulting

enables Siemens units to implement world-class processes successfully and

sustainably.

topþ topþ provides the framework for business excellence and supports our

businesses in cutting costs, increasing revenue, and optimizing assets. Key elements

are the topþ approach (transparency, clear goals, concrete actions, definite

consequences); the topþ Toolbox, which provides proven Business Excellence

methodologies; and sharing of best practices. The main tool for topþ is business

benchmarking, which assesses qualitatively and quantitatively market position, sets

targets based on best practices, acquires outside learning and external knowledge,

and undertakes continuous process improvement. The topþ Business

Benchmarking Process consists of hypothesis generation, data collection, analysis

and gap calculation, scenario-based simulation, definition of actions, and

implementation.

Business Process Analysis and Optimization Siemens uses standard tools for

process documentation, modeling, and publication. The process owner for BPM on

the corporate level is responsible for specifying the standard tools and related

services. The standard tools for Siemens’ BPM are ARIS and the internal tool

Dynamic ProcessWorld (DPW). These software tools provide a framework that

supports users from process definition to process execution. These software tools

13i, which stands for ideas, impulses, and initiatives, is the idea-management program at Siemens

and is an element of continuous improvement.
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are embedded into a software architecture that takes into account KPIs (e.g.,

number of offers, hit rate, average order value per sales channel) and supports

execution. Analysis and optimization can be done by analyzing the process execu-

tion logs to identify the as-is process and compare it to the designed process.

4 Results Achieved

Three areas were improved by implementing the corporate BPM policy.

Simplification The corporate process structure benefitted in terms of simplifica-

tion, which entails increased flexibility, reduced manual conventions, and reduced

number of processes. Flexibility increased because process changes can be easily

modeled, executed, and shared among the divisions. New manual conventions were

reduced by more than 60%, leaving space for standardized processes. The number

of resource roles was reduced from eight to three: process sponsor, process owner,

and process manager.

The process sponsor, typically the CEO of the organizational unit or a person

from the top management level appointed by CEO, is in charge of defining the

process portfolio, appointing the process owner, and promoting the process man-

agement topic. The process owner is responsible for handling a process in terms of

planning, budgeting, implementation, communication, monitoring, interfaces, and

target-setting. The process manager, selected by the process owner as an expert in

the process, supports the process owner in the operational implementation, suggests

improvements, and is the primary contact for process users.

Usability Usability was improved in terms of visualization of the processes and

increases in the supporting tools’ ease of use. Such is particularly the case with the

process-unaware divisions, which moved from managing large spreadsheets to

enhanced process visualization and graphical navigation provided by the ARIS

tool. Moreover, the improved process structure helps to clarify and retrieve infor-

mation about the process.

Clarity The new BPM program brought improvements in terms of clarity. The

standardization of processes on the firm level reduced the number of regulating

circulars from three to one and the number of regulating control requirements from

three to two. Moreover, the program clearly defined the process owners and their

responsibilities and introduced a new policy as an overarching framework.

Business Process Excellence (BPE) is currently adopted on the corporate level

and has become a fundamental element of BPM at Siemens, in line with the Vision

2020 project. It is embedded into the Corporate Technology structure, so it is part of

innovative products and management standards. BPE is also a key lever that

facilitates the company’s lasting business success and strengthens its competitive-

ness. One of BPE’s objectives is to optimize the entire value chain across all

business types: product, project, and service businesses. The foundation of BPE is
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a culture of continuous improvement, openness, and trust that is anchored Siemens-

wide and is “lived” by all employees in their daily work.

Another goal achieved was the establishment of a knowledge center that bundles

all the essential tools for the businesses’ operational improvement, such as topþ,

Quality Management, PM@Siemens, and 3i, and helps to make knowledge at

Siemens usable for the company as a whole in the form of a corporate memory.

By using topþ, Project Business@Siemens, Quality Management, and Opera-

tional Excellence, the Business Excellence department, the Quality Management

department, and the topþ department bundle all of the corporate resources, essen-

tial improvement tools, and expertise needed to achieve business excellence. The

implementation of the tools in practice is also supported by the Process and

Production Consulting unit.

5 Lessons Learned

Four primary lessons were learned from the program at Siemens:

• Complexity in many dimensions (number of processes, number of roles, number

of formal documents, and circulars) is not supportive of effective process

management.

• Having a strong, dedicated process sponsor is one of the most important keys to

success.

• The entire organization will not appreciate the work at the beginning, but they

will if one does her or his best to understand their businesses and support their

efforts.

• Be flexible: Failure to align the businesses with the corporate recommendations

will lead to lack of appreciation and cooperation.
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People-Centric, ICT-Enabled Process
Innovations via Community, Public
and Private Sector Partnership,
and e-Leadership: The Case of the Dompe
eHospital in Sri Lanka

Wasana Bandara, Rehan Syed, Bandula Ranathunga,
and K.B. Sampath Kulathilaka

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: This case study is a unique example of a people-centric

ICT-enabled BPM effort that overcame many challenges through steady

championship fuelled by a multi-sectorial support network (local commu-

nity, government agencies, private sector and institutes of higher educa-

tion). Driven by a desire to make a difference, a weakly reputed regional

hospital in Sri Lanka with chaotic, mundane, manual processes became a

landmark success in its service efficiency and effectiveness via staged-

continuous improvements, collaborative ideation, creative resource utiliza-

tion, and effective management of its “people” aspects.

(b) Action taken: The project took a multi-staged people-centric approach.

Major attitudinal change efforts with staff helped to build a unified internal

workforce that was empowered to understand the patients’ needs. The

hospital’s physical environment was transformed into a peaceful, pleasant

atmosphere that was free of chaos. The entire patient-care-process was

mapped, analyzed, and transformed with IT enabled process improvements.

A new patient records management system and a mobile-channeling system

was implemented to eliminate long queues and increase the quality of
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patient care. Continued reviews and improvements are key in this case, as

the vision to make a difference does not end with a single initiative.

(c) Results achieved: The case illustrates how an ordinary government regional

hospital’s patient-care process was transformed with the collective efforts of

multi-stakeholder power. The reforms have enabled the hospital to increase

the quality of patient care, enhance staff satisfaction, gain deep support, and

get buy-in from higher authorities and the community. These process reform

efforts enabled not only a one-off improvement initiative but a sustained

success story that has received national and international attention.

(d) Lessons learned: A key takeaway is how all of the enabling elements

(championship, community, and executive support), lined up, each making

its own significant contribution. The absence or misaligned timing of any one

of these elements could have caused the effort to stall or fail. The e-champion

and his supporters selected and managed the people-centric resources and

opportunities in a highly resource-constrained environment while balancing

and strengthening the ongoing stakeholder relationships. These efforts served

as the foundation for the success and sustainability of this case.

1 Introduction

Health sector reforms, especially technology-supported process improvements in

developing nations, are known to be a challenge because of resistance that emerges

from such issues as lack of required capabilities resulting from technology phobia

among key stakeholders (e.g., doctors, nurses, and hospital administrators), fear of

losing control, and even fear of job loss (Anwar et al. 2011; Cline and Luiz 2013;

Khan et al. 2012). Even the ICT-enabled process improvements that do take place

are often not sustained; they break down after a while because of lack of resources,

poor leadership, or the system’s inability to cater to the institution’s real (and

continuously evolving) needs.

There are many stories of healthcare reform, both successful and failed driven by

top-down initiatives, where influential institutions like Health Ministries, WHO,

and other governmental agencies or funding bodies sponsor and push for the

reforms. This case is different, as the call for improvement came from within the

hospital, and it continued because of a collection of critical factors, all lining up,

each making its own significant contribution. The absence or the misaligned timing

of any one of these elements could have led the effort to stall or fail.

The case takes place at Dompe Hospital, in Sri Lanka (Daily FT 2015). Sri

Lanka’s public health care is free and open to all Sri Lankan citizens. Sri Lanka has

had considerable success in health care delivery, both in terms of development

indicators and relative ranking in South Asia (UNDP 2015). Though there has been

significant investment in the sector in terms of capital, technology, and manpower,

the hospital sector as a whole has failed to evolve as customer-centric service

providers. In hospitals, the patient experience is rarely considered, perhaps because
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of the sheer number of cases (patients) who come through the system, but it is also

influenced by weak management practices and poor staff attitude. Long queues,

confusing instructions, and unfriendly staff are common and accepted features in

almost all public hospitals. Little attention has been paid to improving patient

welfare or to making service delivery simple and efficient. It was against this

backdrop that this case emerged (Kulathilaka 2013).

Dompe Hospital is located in the Western Province of Sri Lanka, in the

Gampaha district. The only district hospital within a 25-km radius, Dompe is a

designated export-processing zone and is reputed to be an isolated, unattractive

location, far away from anything of much interest. There are idioms in the Sinhala

language, the main dialect in Sri Lanka, about “going to Dompe” that reflect

this view.

This case is the story of how Dompe changed that image and became an example

of patient-centric public health service provisioning in Sri Lanka. This change was

achieved through a multi-stakeholder-engaged reform effort that resulted in

improvements in the use of physical and personnel resources and ICT-enabled

process improvements. The rest of this chapter describes the background to the

reform work, the then as-is situation, and the actions taken, concluding with a

summary of the results achieved and a set of lessons learned.

2 Situation Faced

Dompe Hospital consists of five wards and 102 beds and is headed by a District

Medical Officer (DMO), who reports to the Regional Director of Health Services

(RDHS), Gampaha (NIHS 2008). A long-standing hospital in the area, it was

upgraded to the status of District Hospital in 1970. It provides curative and

preventive health care services for more than 500,000 beneficiaries, including the

local residents and the 20,000+ employees of the more than 60 industrial

organizations in the region.

One of Dompe’s strengths is a strong community presence, which equates to a

capability if it is appropriately channeled. As the closest public hospital for a large

area, Dompe Hospital has always been an important asset of the local community,

and collaborative efforts have taken place with the hospital and local community

welfare groups. Intense dengue1 awareness and eradication programs run in 2009 in

collaboration with the hospital staff, the local temple, and community welfare

groups connected the hospital staff closely with enthusiastic local community

members, a connection that later became a key asset in the BPM initiatives

described here.

The industrial organizations in the region had formed strong alliances with the

hospital, developed in conjunction with the employee health and safety programs,

1See details at the National Dengue Control unit at http://www.dengue.health.gov.lk/ for details

about dengue in Sri Lanka (last accessed June 14, 2016).
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mandated by regulatory requirements, to which Dompe Hospital staff contributed.

These organizations provided a continuous trickle of monetary donations to support

the hospital maintenance costs as part of their corporate social responsibility (CSR)

agendas. These funds, often deployed to meet ad hoc needs, represent another asset

if managed and used differently.

The RDHS, Gampaha and the acting director of the hospital were keen to change

the hospital’s status but lacked the resources to do so. Like many government

hospitals in developing countries, Dompe was a disorganized, overcrowded

hospital where little attention was given to the overall patient experience and

where unempathetic, discourteous health care providers and long delays were an

accepted norm.

It was the championship of a doctor who had recently been transferred to work in

the role of medical-officer-in-charge that ignited and sustained the reforms. He

became the glue that brought all the other “assets” and enablers together and

brought the digital revolution to the hospital.

The desire and willingness to improve how things were done at Dompe Hospital

emerged collectively from all these sources: the champion himself, the senior

hospital staff, and the resident and industrial community formed a group of program

leaders, an unofficial group tasked with thought leadership for the efforts. Their

vision was “happy and content patients,” and they sought to achieve that vision

incrementally, using all resources available to overcome any roadblocks that arose.

The reforms were designed and executed with a clear focus on patient well-being

and were supported and directed by a situational analysis and research on best/better

practices. The outcomes were a much more comfortable and conducive physical

environment for patients while they were receivingmedical services, transformation

of the problematic manual systems towards an ICT-enabled patient-centric medical

service delivery model, and incorporation of an online appointment system for

m-Channeling.2 Staff training and empowerment, which was a key focus (and

challenge) throughout this initiative, and the development of steady and strong

leadership, especially for the ICT aspects of the initiative (hereafter referred to as

e-leadership), are important results of this case.

The initial support from government bodies was minimal, but the results pro-

duced by the early stages of the efforts provided the evidence needed to manage and

communicate upward at later stages in order to gain the buy-in and support required

to sustain the initiative. The program leaders’ network which had excellent rapport

with senior members in the public health sector, access to ICTA,3 and community

connections) was a primary factor in achieving this goal.

2‘m-Channeling’ is short for ‘mobile-channeling’, which is an Interactive Voice Response method

(IVR)-based patient appointment system.
3ICTA, the Information Communication and Technology Agency, leads and supports IT

innovations and implementations in Sri Lanka’s public sector. See https://www.icta.lk/ for details

(last accessed June 24, 2016).
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The initiative was a success due to the partnerships among the public sector, the

community (with support from professionals in the community), the private busi-

ness sector (large and small), and academia. This case demonstrates the feasibility

and success of a new service model that can be emulated and adapted broadly.

Cases like this bring a paradigm shift to public sector management in developing

nations by pointing to new management models that bring together a public-

private-community tripartite to overcome critical resource challenges.

The initial step, a situational analysis, commenced early in 2011 and lasted

approximately 3 months. The goal of the analysis was to determine the current

service standards and derive a vision and mission. The analysis was done through

an informal survey of the nursing and reception desk staff based on their

observations at both peak and off-peak times and by talking with other staff,

patients, and other stakeholders. The focus was on patients’ waiting time and

their experiences during that time. These techniques served to get the staff engaged

in the discussions and to “break the ice,” thereby empowering the staff to be active

stakeholders in the project and helping to ensure that rich insights were obtained

across the board. These techniques also created a need within for improvements,

which resulted in an environment in which staff were encouraged to raise areas of

concern and exchange ideas for improvements.

One critical bottleneck (and opportunity) in the hospital’s process concerned

how its physical space was used and managed. For example, there was only one

narrow entrance gate to the hospital and one six-foot-wide corridor at the entrance

(Fig. 1). This corridor was:

– The main access to the emergency, OPD, pharmacy, and injections and dressings

areas;

Fig. 1 The congestion observed at the hospital entrance
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– Where patients queued to collect their ‘tickets’,4 so it also held a line of chairs

for patients who were waiting for their tickets;

– Where visitors gained access to the wards to visit loved ones during visiting

hours; and

– Where external institutional transfers occurred in the hospital.

Surely no further explanation is needed to depict the chaos in this single hospital

corridor alone!

Medical records are paramount in a good health system. In most public hospitals

in Sri Lanka, these records are paper-based and are kept manually, as was the case

in Dompe Hospital as well. The records were stored in a separate records room and

were often disorganized (Fig. 2).

For each visit to the hospital, patients registered, queued, and waited to get a

number before being seen by a doctor. Patients with previous records and

prescriptions went to the records room and queued again to retrieve their medical

history and records. The number-issuing counter opened at 7:30 a.m. daily, and

patients began lining up as early as 6:00 a.m., sometimes leaving home at dawn to

reach the hospital on time to be ahead in the queue. Some previously registered

patients registered as new patients, lying about their medical history, in the hope of

avoiding the records queue and getting faster service. This practice created dupli-

cate and incomplete records for the same patient and interfered with the doctors’

ability to perform accurate diagnoses and holistic treatments. Even when a doctor

Fig. 2 A shelf from the old records room

4‘A ticket’ is a term commonly used in the Sri Lankan health system to refer to the piece of paper

that denotes the patient’s number and relevant service for the waiting queue.
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asked patients about their medical history, such patients would not mention the

medications they had taken earlier for fear of being caught as a previous patient.

When doctors cannot see a patient’s history, allergies, and so on, they cannot

guarantee the correct diagnosis nor the prescription of the most suitable medication,

as they can see only a small fragment of the patient’s medical situation.

In addition, since out-patients at Sri Lankan public hospitals cannot choose the

doctors they see, when such patients were not allocated their preferred doctors, they

sometimes discarded medications and advice received from visits with other

doctors and visited repeatedly until they were allocated their preferred doctors,

creating an unwarranted capacity issue in the hospital. Patients waited an average of

1 h 41 min, with a minimum waiting time of 1 h 15 min and a maximum waiting

time of 2 h 30 min (Fig. 3).

All work was done in silos, such that a patient’s overall experience at any given

visit was never considered. The patient’s experience was always a fragment of

activities, where they were sent from one place to another. For example, if a

returning patient was not reminded to collect his or her medical records and went

in to see a doctor, he or she would have to go back, stand in the queue to get the

medical records, and then stand in queue again with the records to see a doctor.

What’s more, if the numbers for retrieving prior medical records were already

issued or if it was later in the day, the patient would have to come back the next day

and start over.

The need for a change was clear. United with the local community and

supporting authorities, Dompe hospital executives, commenced work with the

motto: We need to fix this!

3 Action Taken

The Sri Lankan public sector is governed by strict regulations and compliance

requirements. In addition to the provincial and ministerial health authorities, the

employee unions (e.g., for doctors, nurses, and minor staff) also have a say,

especially in regard to changes in work practices and duties. Any changes must

Fig. 3 Long waiting times and patients left in discomfort
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be reported and approved through multiple channels prior to enactment, and there is

little tolerance for any “trial and error” with any initiative (because of legitimate

concerns about the risks). Such approvals took a long time and sometimes were

unobtainable. This aspect of the problem was not easy to manage.

One key success factor was the support from Dompe Hospital’s executives,

particularly the DMO, who embraced the opportunity to make a change and vested

trust in the people driving it: the champion, the supportive resident and business

community, staff, and patients. The executives were willing to take the risk of

proceeding without seeking approval from the provincial or ministerial level, which

could have delayed and blocked the initiative.

The recommendations were proposed and planned as incremental steps. Change

management was a core pillar and was started immediately (and it continues to date

as an ongoing dynamic). The incremental process improvements started with input

from the situational analysis, which studied six processes: patient registration,

out-patient management, pharmacy and drug management, clinic management,

in-patient management, and emergency patient management.

The initial focus was on the first three processes with the goal of having “happy

and contented patients” through three targeted areas of work: creating a comfort-

able and hassle-free physical environment for patient welfare and care, designing

and implementing requisite changes to the existing manual system in pursuit of a

patient-centric medical service delivery on an ICT-based solution platform, and

incorporating an Interactive Voice Response method (IVR)-based patient appoint-

ment system, referred to as “m-Channeling”.5

How these three goals were achieved is described below.

3.1 Changes in the Physical Environmental

The end-to-end process models were documented along with a map of the hospital’s

physical spaces. The hospital floors were reorganized to minimize the spatial

disruptions to the patient-care process. Rearrangement and upgrading of main

service points, such as Admission, Emergency Treatment Unit (ETU), Dispensary,

Laboratory, Consultation, Dressing, Injection, and the Out-Patient Department

(OPD), took place along with upgrades common utility areas like internal roads,

staff restrooms, and the Health Education Room. The overall changes made to

improve the hospital’s physical space included simple things like building a new

(second) gate for the hospital and routing all visitors through that gate to improve

flow, creating an opening in one of the ward walls to ease access from this new gate,

5m-Channeling refers to “mobile channelling service” an option that allows patients to make their

appointments using Interactive Voice Response (IVR). IVR is a voice-activated system for easy

human-system interaction (For more information, see https://www.techopedia.com/definition/

1525/interactive-voice-response-ivr; last accessed Sept 19, 2016).
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and organizing the spaces so what each section was doing was clearly

communicated, helping the patients to navigate within the hospital premises.

The mapping invented a new flow system for services at the hospital and

provided the blueprint for all of the physical infrastructure’s layout and human

skills needed. It also showed how the proposed new physical layout and staff

allocations were aligned with the proposed revised process flows and IT system.

The costs for these physical changes were paid from the local industrial organi-

zation donations mentioned earlier. Additional donations were sought through

community involvement and hospital staff networks. In return, donors were

recognized through signage placed in these spaces and through other social market-

ing strategies (see Appendix). This incentive encouraged individuals and

companies to sponsor the improvements in the physical infrastructure. The ongoing

relationships between the hospital staff and resident community members played a

key role in winning these sponsorships.

3.2 Patient-Centric ICT-Enabled Processes for Delivery
of Medical Services

The patient records management process was a clear candidate for an ICT-enabled

solution. An environmental scan/market research was conducted to identify the best

solution, and the Hospital Health Information Management System (HHIMS) was

chosen. The HHIMS was introduced in Sri Lanka during the 2004 tsunami-recovery

period to support patient records management, and the software was licensed for

open-source use in the Sri Lankan public sector health organizations (formalized by

ICTA through their e-government programs6), but had rarely been used since.

ICTA’s support was sought at this stage in order to gain access to the licensed

software. The program leaders also applied for ICTA’s e-society grant scheme and

received LKR 4.15 million through the grant, which paid the costs of the IT

components’ wired networking and computer hardware and software. The grant’s

funds were managed through the Gampaha District Director of Health, as Dompe

Hospital was not qualified to handle funds. The District Director of Health set up

the required governance for the funds and the program management. The network-

ing services were obtained through Sri Lanka Telecom, the project leaders managed

the overall project internally as a joint effort, and costs were reduced where possible

with additional community contributions.

Site visits to where the HHIMS had already been installed (but had failed in

overall implementation and adoption) were conducted to study the system func-

tionality and identify the system requirements. These site visits confirmed that

massive customization was required if the system was to be implemented at

Dompe Hospital, and they triggered a series of in-depth discussions and

negotiations with the vendor that resulted in a revised system: HHIMS V 1.3.

6See http://www.hhims.org/ for additional details.
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The IT budget remained a challenge. The community contributed man-hours to

arrange the physical environment so it was ready to implement the technology. This

work included a thorough clean-up of the hospital premises and other efforts, such

as excavation for the installation of the fiber-optic network cable.

The use of the HHIMS has significantly improved the hospital’s patient life

cycle management process. Patients’ details are added to the system when the

patients arrive at the hospital for the required treatment. The process starts with

the patient’s arrival at the OPD, when the system generates a unique barcode for the

patient that is then used to generate a patient identification number and a barcoded

patient heath card. The barcoded card contains the required personal and health-

related details of the patient. For each visit, a “Today’s Token” is issued using the

Electronic Queue Management Centre. The token guides the patient to the relevant

service queue and doctor, reducing the chance of incorrect diagnosis and service

delivery.

At the Electronic Queue Management Centre, a doctor, equipped with a laptop

and a barcode scanner, can access a patient’s medical history with a simple swipe of

the patient’s health card and update to the HHIMS the patient’s diagnosis details,

drug prescriptions, and required medical procedures or tests. Patients are then

transferred to the required hospital unit for the prescribed treatment, drugs, or

medical tests (i.e., dispensary, dressing room, injection room, emergency ward, or

sample-collection center).

The staff at each unit can also retrieve the patient treatment details by swiping

the patient’s health card from the central database. The consulting doctor receives

updates as soon as a unit updates the details of prescribed treatment in the system.

The medical records of patients who are admitted to a ward are updated, and a

system-generated diagnosis card is issued at the time of discharge.

The system can also use email to notify the relevant staff on the nature of

diseases treated at each clinic in the hospital. Independent clinics (i.e., the medical

clinic, the family clinic, and the screening clinic for non-communicable diseases)

are also linked with the centralized system. The DMO can monitor the hospital’s

performance online.

All operational reports (e.g., the OPD register, drugs dispensed) are now

generated by the system. Sensitive patient-health data is stored in encrypted form

in the in-house server as a secure location instead of on individual computers.

System access is maintained by usernames and passwords, with a pre-defined user-

access policy.

A three-layered disaster-recovery strategy is in place to minimize data losses

that are due to system failures. An automatic online system backup that is

maintained at the DMO’s offices (in a remote location) is scheduled at three

times each day (mid-day, evening, and midnight). Data is also stored on a CD

every day (off-line), and printed copies of the OPD register and drugs dispensed are

maintained in the medical records room under the custody of the chief pharmacist

for reference and auditing requirements.

The system has other built-in security features to ensure security of sensitive

patient data. The server is kept in a secure place under the direct supervision of the
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doctor on call. Every user is given an individual user name and password. To

prevent unauthorized access, each user data-access level is predefined.

3.3 m-Channeling

Subsequent to making the physical improvements and putting an improved patient

records management system in place, the m-Channeling system was brought in. this

system was not used previously in Sri Lankan public hospitals. Equipped with

growing support from the staff and the community, an online consultation appoint-

ment system was launched on 5 November 2013.

The m-Channeling system is an automated consultation appointment system that

uses the IVR method and allows patients to book appointments using their mobile

phones. The service is offered to the public through a hotline (+94711370370). The

system, which allows patients the convenience of selecting the required medical

services, is designed to be tri-lingual, using Sinhala, Tamil, and English, the main

languages used in Sri Lanka, although it currently uses only Sinhala. Upon dialing

the hotline, the user will be prompted to select the language (when all three

languages are available) and the hospital.

Once the hospital is selected, the system prompts the user to select the required

date and OPD session time. (The user can book two consultation slots at a time.)

The system generates a confirmation SMS with appointment details and send it to

the user. At the time of the appointment, the patient presents the confirmation SMS

to the reception staff, who then guide the patient to the doctor appointed to

m-Channeling patients. Patients collect the prescription drugs from a dedicated

drug counter.

Administrative staff update the appointment schedule using a web-based

hospital administration portal. The doctor appointed to deliver m-Channeling

services receives the appointment details by SMS and email. The administration

also has access to incident reports and a visual display of reservations.

3.4 People Factors: Supporting the Change

People are at the heart of processes. (Jeston and Nelis 2010, p. 5)

Employees play a major role in the success of health sector reforms, especially in

an e-health context. The engagement of Dompe Hospital’s staff commenced at the

situation-analysis stage, when the staff at all levels were given a voice in what was

going well and what was not.

Lack of appropriate technology skills is a common issue in ICT-enabled

improvement initiatives, and such was the case here as well. The training of the

system’s users (60 of the 102 staff members) was done systematically through input
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from the HHIMS vendor, Lunar Technologies.7 In order to avoid creating a barrier

between those who knew IT and those who did not, a detrimental obstacle to

employee buy-in and team spirit in many other e-health initiatives (Kimaro and

Twaakyondo 2005), the opportunity for general IT training was offered to all staff,

including janitors. This effort helped to maximize support from all staff by making

them feel that they were part of the reform and members of the team. The aim was

not to have all staff use the system but to increase the staff’s overall technology

literacy and keep the team’s unity intact. Resourcing such a massive effort to

increase skills was a challenge, as a series of hands-on workshops was required.

(See Fig. 4 for a visualization of how these workshops were conducted.) Getting all

staff members to commit to attending the sessions was a challenge as well, and a

carrot-and-stick approach was used as needed. For example, staff were given a day

off to attend the trainings and were sometimes rewarded with things like an internet

dongle (sponsored by the industry network). The few who did not oblige were

called upon for explanation by the senior hospital staff and required to attend. No

one was exempt.

A thirst for basic IT knowledge and the desire to attend was created by position-

ing the workshops as a mechanism through which to gain essential life skills. The

workshops were often held at times and settings when not only the staff but

sometimes their family members could attend, and the trainings were positioned

as a community effort to improve technology skills, driven by the IT-skilled

community members who supported the initiative.

The head of the University of Moratuwa’s8 IT Department provided university

students as trainers. The design, conduct, and evaluation of these workshops were

done as a student project. The students were hosted on Dompe Hospital’s premises

as residential trainers for 2 weeks, using vacant staff quarters.

The workplace organization method 5S (Brandao de Souza 2009; Young 2014)

was also integrated into the project as part of the organizational culture

Fig. 4 Staff ICT training

7See http://www.lunartechnologies.net/ for details about the vendor; last accessed June 28, 2016.
8University of Moratuwa is the leading technology university in Sri Lanka. See https://www.mrt.

ac.lk for details.
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development to help create a professional workplace that supports productivity.

The method was taught to staff at all levels and encouraged not only as a workplace

practice but also as a home-productivity practice so the concepts would be firmly

instilled in each employee. The 5S principals have enabled the staff to know where

things are and how things are used. 5S was also used in the implementation of

technology solutions. Figure 5 shows an example of where a clear demarcation for

all of the technology equipment at a doctor’s desk was made. The minor staff’s

roles were enlarged to include handling IT equipment so they could set things up for

daily use. They knew exactly how to do this as an outcome of the 5S approach and

the generic IT training.

The program leaders conducted internal training programs as well as Outbound

training for staff at all levels (Fig. 6). The Outbound training took the staff away

from the hospital premises and were designed to enhance mindset/attitudinal

changes, create an environment that helps to build trust, and convince the staff of

the importance of addressing the challenges the hospital faced. This training also

helped to build a sense of ownership in that such challenges must be addressed

collectively, as each person’s role (no matter how senior or junior) made a differ-

ence in the patients’ experience. Some of the funds from local industry were used

for outbound training, and a senior executive from one local industry donated his

personal funds to support this important task of culture-building. The Outbound

training groups were selected to enable and enhance the staff interactions in the

hospital, and each group consisted of hospital staff across levels. This choice was

important for team-building purposes to break down the wall between the staff

groups (i.e., doctors, nurses, and minor staff). This approach had a positive effect on

the overall change-management effort, as it developed and sustained a team spirit

among the hospital staff and encouraged the “we are all from one unit—Dompe

Hospital” attitude. The segregation of the staff groups in the Sri Lankan health

sector has been a barrier in many reform attempts, but it was carefully managed

Fig. 5 5S principals applied at the doctors’ diagnostics tables
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here. The training and workshops had an inclusive agenda, where a mix of staff

minimized segregation and ice-breaking team-building activities were embedded to

support the overall change-management efforts in the long term.

A range of activities/programs are in place to sustain and develop the team-

spirited culture created during the program’s implementation. An annual staff trip is

held to help maintain the relationships formed, and a “best worker of the year”

competition encourages staff to initiate and lead improvements as a way to instill a

continuous-improvement mindset. Ongoing events, such as pirith ceremonies,9 in

partnership with the hospital staff and the community, are organized to sustain the

valuable community network and their contributions.

Celebrating success is an important aspect of a positive organizational culture.

Each year, on 27 December, the go-live date of the new patient record system, the

hospital celebrates its success and the ongoing achievements in enhanced patient

care and recognizes the contributors’ efforts. These celebrations tend to be

ceremonies in which hospital staff cut a “birthday cake” for the project, and plaques

of recognition are presented to key contributors (hospital staff, resident community

leaders, and industry sponsors) as further encouragement for continuous support

(Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 6 Outbound training for staff at all levels. (a) Moments from outbound training. (b) Team-

building across multiple staff levels. (c) Making a group pledge to commit to positive change. (d)
Building trust in the teams

9“Pirith (or paritta) is a collective term designating a set of protective chants or runes sanctioned

by the Buddha for the use of both laymen and bhikkhus” (Kariyawasam 1995, p. 22). Pirith-

chanting is a popular ceremony among the Buddhists of Sri Lanka.
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Educating the patient community on the upcoming changes was an important

aspect of the project for which the resident community leaders played a central role.

They took the message of the changes to the patient care processes to the village

community via workshops (i.e., at community gatherings in the local temple), mini

Fig. 7 Celebrating success annually with all staff

Fig. 8 Formal recognition of community leaders for their ongoing support. (a) Recognition of

staff leaders. (b) Recognition of resident community leaders. (c) Recognition of individual donors’
support of the initiative
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road trips in the community, and one-to-one discussions. Listening to the details

from a Dompe community member helped the patients believe that the changes

were for their own benefit. The hospital staff was also trained to assist the patients in

the transition process, so the patients were educated and supported as they came in

for services after the new implementations. Senior hospital staff used invitations to

address the industrial worker community and present how and why Dompe Hospital

was different as a result of the new processes. The project champion spent many

hours of his personal time interacting with patients to build a rapport, educate them

one-to-one, and to understand remaining challenges from the patients’ perspective.

The patients’ experiences with the reformed Dompe Hospital and their word-of-

mouth advocacy related to how positively different Dompe Hospital is now were

the most powerful methods in getting other patients’ buy-in.

The program’s success depended heavily on the champion, especially because of

his transformational leadership skills, IT expertise, and passion to make a differ-

ence. As he is a central pillar of the community and force behind the initiative, the

sustainability of the project would be at risk if he left. A core team of seven—two

doctors, a head sister, and four nurses and a secondary team of five nurses was put in

place to address this risk. They meet formally once a month and informally daily;

the champion visits the operational “in-production” sites with the team and engages

in the conceptualization and implementation of ongoing improvement efforts.

These team members are in training, shadowing the champion and developing

both transformational and IT leadership skills to create sustained leadership at

Dompe Hospital.

4 Results Achieved

The physical space improvements were completed within 3 months of the situa-

tional analysis. The ICTA e-society grant was received by August 2011, and the

initial system implementation for the ICT-enabled patient care process was

completed on Dec 27, 2011. These improvements enabled patients to access the

services they needed easily and effectively.

Multiple entry points introduced in place of the single entry eased congestion

and created space for the staff to perform their duties effectively and efficiently.

Patient waiting time was reduced, and patient feedback that “Dompe Hospital is a

better place now” began to emerge. The hospital became a pleasant place to visit

instead of a chaotic one, with the inward rush reduced and people knowing where to

go and what to do.10

10This YouTube video clip demonstrates the changes in the environment that have resulted from

the reform efforts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v¼-YqujXDfHHQ; last accessed June

14, 2016.
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The bigger impacts took place with the implementation of the digitized health

management information system (HHIMS V1.3) on 27 December, 2011. The

system-supported process improvements have benefitted multiple stakeholders in

multiple ways:

• Introducing the electronic queue management system made management of

patients’ waiting time more efficient, and generation of daily reports improved

OPD staff’s productivity.

• Doctors have real-time access to patients’ medical history and demographic

details, the availability of drugs in the stores, and lab reports. The availability

of this vital information has helped to improve the doctors’ efficiency and

accuracy in making diagnoses. Access to the stock reports help doctors to

manage the ordering and monitoring of inventories in line with the procedures.

Doctors can also analyze their own performance by accessing performance

reports.

• The efficiency and productivity of nursing staff have improved as a result of

them having easy access to treatment instructions from doctors. Access to the

patient treatment information has helped the nursing staff improve their ward

planning and scheduling activities.

• The pharmacy staff has access to legible prescriptions and automation of the

required quantities of prescribed drugs for patients. The automation of stock

counts and inventory processes has significantly reduced the staff workload.

• Appropriately labelled lab samples that are now delivered to the lab technicians

have improved the accuracy of the lab analysis reports and reduced human error.

• Administrative staff can easily monitor operational performance and make

effective decisions by analyzing the required statistical data.

• The ultimate beneficiaries are the patients, whose healthcare services have

improved as a result of the improvements in the processes and culture of

Dompe Hospital.

The OPD nowmanages the records of those who make appointments through the

m-Channeling system, which not only eliminates wasted time by patients but also

reduces congestion in the hospital premises.

Several positive outcomes have been achieved;

• Patient information management and drugs information management, which had

been run manually, are now IT-based.

• Changing negative public opinion to one that is positive has resulted in more

people seeking hospital services and consultations. Walk-in OPD patients get

service within an average of 40 min, as opposed to ~2 h previously. Patients who

use m- Channeling are served in a 15–30 min from arrival to exit.
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• Changing the staff’s mindset to being patient-centric and helping them to realize

who their real customer is have resulted in doctors’ having more time to make

better diagnoses through the use of the IT-based health information system and

ready assistance from the support staff.

• The information gathered through the systems enables the decision-makers to

make more timely and more informed decisions.

Dompe Hospital has become a landmark success story in Sri Lanka’s

ICT-enabled government process-transformation efforts. The initiative received a

national productivity award11 from the Sri Lankan Presidential Secretariat (Fig. 9)

and an e-Swabhimani12 award in recognition of its ICT-enabled transformations,

making Dompe Hospital an example for future government initiatives in Asia.13

The Ministry of Health, Sri Lanka and ICTA are driving an effort to take the lessons

learned from Dompe Hospital, particularly with regard to electronic records man-

agement, to other public hospitals in Sri Lanka. A national program is in place that

will help 300 of the 1084 public hospitals in Sri Lanka to implement the process and

Fig. 9 Award from the nation’s president in recognition of enhanced productivity at Dompe

Hospital

11See details of Dompe Hospital receipt of a national productivity award at http://www.ft.lk/

article/414253/ICTA-project-Dompe-e-hospital-wins-prestigious-National-Productivity-Award;

last accessed June 14, 2016.
12e-Swabhimani, an initiative of the Information Communication Technology Agency (ICTA) of

Sri Lanka, recognizes excellence in digital content creation. See http://www.eswabhimani.lk/ for

additional details; last accessed June 14, 2016.
13See http://drdigible.com/2013/12/02/ehospital-dompe-in-the-international-spotlight/, which

positions Dompe Hospital in the spotlight of future government initiatives in Asia; last accessed

June 14, 2016.
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systems changes deployed at Dompe Hospital. The goal is to create electronic

patient records that can be accessed nationally for 80% of the country’s population

by 2018. The champion of Dompe Hospital, who is a senior consultant for these

efforts, has been building on and sharing Dompe Hospital’s experiences nationally

and internationally.

5 Lessons Learned

This story of Dompe Hospital is unique in terms of its stakeholders, its resource

mobilization, and its management. This case study brings a number of lessons,

especially in relation to the culture and “people” facets of BPM, which Rosemann

and vom Brocke (2010, 2015) describe as two core pillars of BPM. Rosemann and

vom Brocke (2010, p. 113) describe the “people” factor as “individuals and groups

who continually enhance and apply their process and process management skills and

knowledge in order to improve business performance,” and explain that this factor

should be seen in the light of an organization’s human capital and its ecosystem. This

case study demonstrates how wide that ecosystem of human capital can be. The

collaboration between public and private sectors and the community in this case

shows that the set of stakeholders who can have a positive impact on BPM initiatives

is much broader than the narrow stakeholder analysis typically done within BPM

projects indicates. A typical stakeholder analysis is often limited to those who are

within the current process or organization’s boundaries, but social networks’ ability

to expand these boundaries is rarely considered. Formal and informal social

networks (physical and virtual) can play an important role across the BPM life

cycle (Dumas et al. 2013) in the identification, discovery, analysis, redesign, imple-

mentation, monitoring, and controlling of processes. The case also provides insights

into the mechanisms of tapping into these social networks. The project is also

evidence of the essential role of a champion, particularly an e-leader in the case of

ICT-driven process change. The e-leader does not have to be a top-level executive;

in the Dompe case, the champion was a humble middle manager with IT expertise

and a passion for having a meaningful impact. He maximized the technology’s

affordance to optimize and streamline the processes. The case demonstrates that an

e-leader must have strong interpersonal skills to be able bind everything and

everyone together.

Rosemann and vom Brocke (2010, p. 113) describe the culture factor as one that

“incorporates the collective values and beliefs in regards to the process-centred

organization.” Culture and change management play a vital role in all process-

reform work (De Bruin 2009), especially in the sustainability of these initiatives.

The desire to make meaningful changes has to be instilled into employees, and the

ability to do so provisioned for staff at all levels. The overall change-management

efforts here were creatively integrated by presenting the initiative to the staff as an

essential life-skills learning opportunity, through which the phobia about technol-

ogy and process changes was overcome. The optimistic “can-do” attitudinal

changes were the energizing catalyst that kept the important “people” aspect of
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the project intact and in harmony. The case also demonstrates that support from

senior management can be challenging to obtain but can be obtained when

evidence-based initial outcomes are presented. The support of the Health Ministry

was non-existent at the start of this case but was gained with the demonstration of

positive outcomes. This strategy is a powerful one for BPM professionals who are

managing and communicating upward. A takeaway message is to commence with

what you can and show results, and the required support will follow. The need to

“sell” BPM efforts with impactful, evidence-based success stories is well

established (Taylor 2012) but is not often practiced. (Denning 2005) “story-telling

guidelines” are a useful resource in this effort.

This narrative also presents creative means of resource identification and utili-

zation, especially in a highly resource-constrained environment. Constraints can

sometimes lead to innovative practices (Johnson 2013; Stokes 2014). As in many

developing countries, funding was a key inhibitor to getting started in this case. The

initiative succeeded because of the partnerships among the public sector, the

community, the private business sector (large and small), and academia. While

the business community undertook the expenses for the physical changes, the local

community provided funding support at times and manpower on a voluntary basis,

with support from able professionals in the community. ICTA paid for the IT

equipment, and the university sector contributed the resources required for the IT

training for the whole staff. These partnerships formed an unprecedented new

multi-sector service delivery model in the hospital. The project champion tapped

into the resources, orchestrated them, and built them into the initiative’s overall

project planning.

This case can inspire individuals and communities to see what they can do to

address key challenges and improve their surroundings and their services. BPM

program leaders should see powerful multi-sector and community-driven or

supported initiatives as a valued capacity and tap into them.

We leave the reader with four primary thoughts to consider in their own BPM

efforts:

– What are the physical and virtual social networks in the targeted BPM context

that can play a role in creating impactful, innovative, and sustained process-

improvement initiatives, and how can they be tapped?

– When resource constraints exist, can other options (e.g., open-source systems,

grant schemes, people’s talents and skills beyond their normal job roles,

collaboration with local institutions) be used creatively?

– What change management efforts are in place to continue, succeed, and sustain

the outcomes?

– How can a project champion identify and orchestrate the use of available

resources?

Process-reform work is a complex undertaking, and one needs to be proactive

and creative in identifying and deploying all resources available. There are many

idle assets, human and otherwise, that can be tapped to support such initiatives
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(Rosemann 2013; Skurkova et al. 2013) Constraints will always exist, but instead of

being discouraged, project champions should embrace such limitations to support

creative problem-solving (Euchner and Henderson 2011; Garriga et al. 2013;

Stokes 2014). Championing these efforts and deploying the right change-

management practices that fit the context best may be more of an art than a science,

but they certainly get better with each attempt, so the keys are persistence, a thirst

for positive change, and an open mind that invites opportunities in.
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Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Autogrill Belgium, part of the world’s largest provider of

catering services to travellers, drifted into a worrisome position in 2006.

The company had just gone through a merger, was experiencing financial

difficulties, and appeared unable to respond adequately to a changing

market context.

(b) Action taken: The case addresses Autogrill’s approach to aligning its staff

with the company’s vision and strategy, and increasing internal communi-

cation and cooperation between functions and departments using a business

process perspective as part of a holistic approach to business transformation

that led to organisational survival in adverse conditions.

(c) Results achieved: The main outcomes of the business transformation were

the establishment of an internal customer orientation, increased decision-

making speed and the organisational resilience required to thrive under

adverse market conditions.

(d) Lessons learned: The Autogrill case study provides a valuable example of

and insights into how business transformation can be managed successfully.

The story triggers critical thinking about major pitfalls and success factors

and how the business process perspective can add value to a holistic

approach to business transformation.
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1 Introduction

Autogrill Belgium, part of the world’s largest provider of catering services to

travellers, drifted into a worrisome position in 2006. The company had just gone

through a merger, was experiencing financial difficulties, and appeared unable to

respond adequately to a changing market context. This case follows Chief

Operating Officer (COO) Mario Orinx and Chief Sales and Operations Officer

(CSOO) Stan Monheim over a period of 8 years as they led the company through

an enterprise-wide business transformation that expanded from Belgium to the

Netherlands and France. The story touches upon Autogrill’s approach to aligning

its staff with the company’s vision and strategy and increasing internal communi-

cation and cooperation between functions and departments using a business process

perspective as part of a holistic approach to business transformation that led to

organisational survival.

In early 2014, Orinx and Monheim were still guiding the region through an

organizational transformation, as they had been since 2008, helping the company

increase its internal customer orientation, decision-making speed and resilience.

They had started their transformation journey in Belgium, expanded to the

Netherlands, and then went on to France. The transformation was far from over,

but the approach they had adopted seemed to be working so well, that they were

intent on promoting it throughout the rest of Autogrill, as their approach had caught

the attention of Autogrill’s headquarters in Milan.

Monheim and Orinx agree that they have come a long way since they first took

charge of Autogrill Belgium. Autogrill Belgium was in tight financial spot, and the

way the company was run and how it managed its employees were miles away from

the current situation. In hindsight, they say that, if they had not changed the

company’s way of working, it would have been bankrupt or acquired by a compet-

ing company by now. Today, the company is in calmer waters, and Monheim and

Orinx are contemplating how to explain and pitch their business transformation

approach to their colleagues in the company’s headquarters. This case focuses on

that business transformation approach and its implications in the period between

2006 and 2014.

2 Situation Faced

Autogrill, with corporate headquarters in Milan, Italy, is the world’s leading

provider of catering services for travellers. Operating mainly through concessions

along motorways and in airports, the company offers a wide selection of products

and concepts, including proprietary brands like Ciao, Bistro and Beaudevin and

third-party brands like Starbucks and Burger King. Its 55,000 employees offer food

and beverage services to 900 million customers each year, bringing in revenues of

4.3€ billion in 2015.

The company began in 1977, when Italian state-owned conglomerate IRI

acquired and merged three Italian restaurant groups. Autogrill was privatized in
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1995 and listed on the Milan stock exchange 2 years later, marking the start of

enormous expansion, including takeovers in North America, South America,

Africa, the Middle East and Asia, as well as in France, Belgium, the Netherlands

and the rest of Europe. Autogrill first entered the Belgian market in 1998. Figure 1

provides a timeline for Autogrill’s history in Belgium.

In Belgium’s travellers’ catering services market, two companies had

dominated: AC Restaurants and Hotels, a company that started out as part of the

Albert Heijn Dutch supermarket chain in 1963 as a continuation of The American

Lunchroom; and Carestel, which was founded in 1977 by the Van Milders family

with restaurants along motorways and in airports and which quickly became the

biggest motorway catering group in Belgium.

In 1998, Autogrill acquired AC Restaurants and Hotels, establishing a solid

market share in Belgium’s motorway catering services market. Eight years later, in

2006, Autogrill took over Carestel too, becoming the largest provider of catering

services to travellers along motorways in Belgium and establishing a foothold in the

Brussels Airport catering business. This action merged two companies that had

been the two largest competitors in the Belgian travel catering market.

Acquiring Carestel meant merging two fierce competitors and taking over a

company that had been dangling on the edge of bankruptcy for 2 years. Once

Carestel became the biggest motorway catering group in Belgium, the Van Milders

family decided to expand internationally and go public, but it soon became clear

that the company wasn’t financially prepared for its expansions in France, the UK

and Scandinavia. To save the company, management decided to sell most of its

business units. When Autogrill acquired Carestel in 2006, Carestel had refocused

on its core business of food and beverage along motorways and at airports, and had

managed to save itself financially.

Things did not go well after the 2006 merger, especially with the former Carestel

and AC Restaurants management teams. After following their own strategies for

decades, they had a difficult time communicating, let alone collaborating. Autogrill

Fig. 1 Timeline for Autogrill’s history in Belgium
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Belgium’s CEO engaged a transformation consultancy organization, which invited

Autogrill’s management team to a 2-day workshop on strategy and communication.

The workshop, held in 2008, started out in a defensive mood. As soon as the

small group of directors from marketing, finance, operations and other departments

walked in, the consultants started firing questions at them. Did they have a vision

for the company? How many employees were aware of this vision?

The directors’ first reaction was to dismiss the question: “Of course we have a

vision like every other company. We even have framed vision statements on the

walls of every restaurant and shop we own, so obviously all of our employees are

aware of it!”

But the consultants’ questions kept on coming and became more complex: What

was the added value of their products for their customers? Who were the customers

they were targeting, and how often did they communicate with them? How were

they dealing with the changing market? Opinions differed, sometimes widely,

especially between the former AC Restaurants and Carestel employees. Some of

the questions were left unanswered.

The workshop ended in silence, as the participants paused to understand what

had just happened. There was a rapidly growing awareness that something needed

to change fundamentally in order to create strategic clarity and achieve alignment

between departments and hierarchical layers.

The workshop acted as a wake-up call for Autogrill’s management team in

Belgium. For the past 2 years—(between 2006 and 2008)—they had done their

work as usual, operating in a near-monopoly environment and once in a while

opening new sites or introducing new concepts that they thought would appeal to

their customers.

But outside the company, things had been changing:

• The need for restaurants near motorways was declining, as cars could drive

much greater distances than before, and the current models had air conditioning

and the amenities to store and cool food and drinks.

• Petrol stations and shops were becoming competitors, selling food and beverages

and offering a range of products to motorway travellers that was broader and

cheaper than Autogrill’s.

• Customer preferences were changing, as people were increasingly interested in

particular concepts or brands that Autogrill could only sell under licensing

agreements, which meant sharing margins with the brand owner.

• Changing customer preferences were also reflected in the lifecycles of catering

concepts. In the old days, catering concepts would last 20 years; now the

lifecycle was down to about 5 years.

• Economic circumstances like rising prices for raw materials and energy were

pushing Autogrill Belgium into an increasingly difficult financial situation, with

declining margins and decreasing returns on investments.

The workshop made clear that Autogrill was having trouble getting everyone on

board in order to work through these turbulent times, and they had some homework
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to do: The consultants suggested that they create a dream image of their ‘to be’

company and then perform a gap analysis with the ‘as is’: What should Autogrill

look like? To what extent did that image differ from the company they knew today?

After a few weeks, the team reconvened to agree upon and show their commit-

ment to a vision “to be seen as the market leader in multi-brand food and beverage

operations by offering an ‘A-star’ experience for people on the move” and the key

areas on which to work toward it. This was the start of what would grow to become

an enterprise-wide transformation programme aimed at changing Autogrill’s way

of working, engaging, and making decisions. The consultants would be there to help

along the way.

But first Orinx and Monheim had to ensure that the rest of Autogrill’s managers

would embrace the new vision so they could execute the vision as a unified team.

3 Action Taken

“Getting everyone involved in how we saw Autogrill’s future was not easy,” Orinx

explained.

Our whole culture was like a restaurant’s kitchen: Every kitchen has a chef, and he or she is

called ‘chef’ for a reason. People were not used to asking questions of their supervisors.

You simply did what you were told to do. For example, when we needed a new marketing

plan, the marketing department devised one based solely on their own ideas and expertise.

When it was finished, they just forwarded the plan to the operational managers, who were

left to figure out how to perform their new tasks.

Autogrill’s lower management echelons weren’t used to being involved in

strategic issues, as they focused primarily on carrying out the work that was

given to them, but Orinx and Monheim were convinced that involving them in

discussions about implementing the company’s vision was indispensable to getting

everyone on board and motivated to turn the company around. The company

organized several workshops for its top and middle management to discuss the

company’s vision and make sense of it from their points of view: Why was

transformation necessary? How would they be involved? How would their unit be

impacted? What was in it for them?

The 10–20% of the workforce that these managers represented was then expected

to cascade the vision down through the organization. To help them do so, the

company offered 2-day coaching sessions in which managers were trained on

coaching employees, critically reviewing their management style, adapting to the

maturity of employees, and providing continuous feedback. They were also urged to

visit the restaurants and shops themselves and to talk to the staff who performed the

customer-contact work and observe for themselves how things were done. They

were stimulated to engage with every other staff member in the company, regardless

of their roles or functions.

Monheim and Orinx hosted breakfast meetings to engage with their managers.

There was no formal agenda: They listened, asked questions, ensured that everyone
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understood what was going to happen, and invited everyone to express their

concerns without holding back. The attendees were expected to replicate these

meetings to get their own people involved and even received a scenario with

detailed instructions for preparing for and hosting such meetings.

The intended effect of these initiatives was to quicken decision-making across

the organization and to improve directors’ and managers’ understanding of the

company’s strategy so they could align their decisions with it and to help everyone

see the decisions positively by understanding them in light of Autogrill’s vision.

A significant challenge was how to move the employees from habitually follow-

ing their old routines to making time to attend workshops and focus on change. As

Monheim explained,

Long-term change should be driven by the employees, but a company has to support this

expectation by providing training and a context in which employees can focus on change.

The trick is to bring people together at an external location where they can forget about

their day-to-day jobs for the duration of the training session. And a leader has to push the

short-term change to bring people together; after that, the momentum for change can come

from the people themselves.

3.1 Internal Customers

As Orinx explained,

Involving our managers in strategic and high-level discussions and decision-making wasn’t

the only thing that we needed to achieve. People simply weren’t used to talking, let alone

collaborating, with colleagues from other departments. More often than not, you would

have to rework an assignment because your colleague would deliver something completely

different from what you had expected them to deliver.

To overcome this issue and make people more aware of for whom they were

working, the concept of internal customers was introduced such that every manager

was an internal supplier of products or services to an internal-customer colleague.

All of the tasks that a manager performed were framed from this perspective.

To facilitate this process, a framework was provided that consisted of nine

elements of a customer-supplier relationship. The nine elements are relate to; no

action is involved. Formulating answers to nine questions, or asking your customers

questions regarding these nine elements structures the managers’ thinking (and that

of his or her internal customers) into nine key elements, shown in Fig. 2.

These 9-elements framework served as a guide for managers to get a clear and

holistic view of aspects of the project that were important in achieving a sound

customer-supplier relationship. Among other questions, managers had to ask them-

selves who their customers were and what expected from them, what they could

deliver, how they were going to communicate with their customers, and how much

time they were going to spend on the assignment.
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Fig. 2 The 9-elements framework, developed by ViCre, the transformation consultant firm that

guided Autogrill’s transformation process
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To help identify their internal customers, managers were introduced to the

company’s value chains to see where their own roles were situated and who

would use their output in the next step of the value chain. Once the managers had

a version of the 9-element framework adapted to their individual situation, they

drafted an agreement called ‘the 6 points’ with each of their internal customers that

specified what and how they would deliver to their internal customers. Figure 3

summarizes the 6-points framework.

By drafting agreements with your (internal or external) customers, you show 

commitment and set expectations. You promise something, and you agree to keep

your promises. The left side of the 6 points framework deals with understanding 

the customer (the ‘photo’ of the customer), and the right side deals with the 

solution (the ‘photo’ of the supplier or the solution).

First, you must understand your customer, as only then can the customer 

understand you. An agreement contains the following points:

Starting points: What is the customer’s present situation? 

Objective: What is the objective, the goal, the desired result? 

Critical success factors: What are the minimum demands for both parties to 

ensure a successful result? These conditions are necessary but not sufficient. 

Plan of approach (solution): Who is going to do what? When will it be 

delivered?

Investment/Budget: What purpose does the investment serve and how much

resources are needed?

References: Has the supplier executed a similar project with successful results?

Fig. 3 The 6 points, developed and implemented by ViCre, the transformation consulting firm

that guided Autogrill’s transformation process
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3.2 The 9 s and 6 s

The 6-points agreement serves as a personal business plan for every manager and

aids them in delivering the promise, that is, delivering the service or product to their

internal customers as they agreed in their 6-point agreement. The agreement was

made official only when they had discussed and agreed upon it with their internal

customers.

For example, unlike the past, when Marketing would use its own expertise and

ideas to generate the marketing plan, they first sit down with all of their internal

customers (e.g., the CSOO and colleagues from operations) to devise a marketing

plan based on their combined input, supplemented by input from site landlords and

feedback received through social media channels. Autogrill’s increased focus on

internal customers also impacted its relationship with external customers. For

example, the concession contract with Brussels Airport was renewed partly because

of a new way of engaging with the landlord.

The staff’s increasing awareness of the variety of internal customers with whom

they were engaging helped them to ‘connect the dots’ for end-to-end customer

value creation and motivated them to take charge of their parts in the process,

creasing the atmosphere of bottom-up empowerment and improvement that

Monheim and Orinx had hoped for when they started their transformation journey.

For example, some employees set up an internal message board on which anyone

could post a request for help on any kind of task, and people from all over the

organization responded and offered their help.

Once a month, each manager discussed his or her 6-point agreements with his or

her supervisor, a natural opportunity to review the manager’s objectives and tasks,

verify their alignment with the company’s strategy, and discuss how he would

contribute to the strategy.

At the end of 2014, the challenge for Autogrill was to determine how to make the

9-element and 6-point frameworks work for all employees—even waiters and

kitchen personnel. While Autogrill’s management was grappling with this issue,

the 9 s and 6 s became a standard management frame for all who had been exposed

to it. Orinx and Monheim made sure to carry the torch by consistently using the

framework and its terminology in management meetings and whenever projects

were proposed or re-viewed.

3.3 Managing 100 Years of Experience

Frank Vandillewijn, Autogrill’s Continuous Improvement Manager, explained how

the company’s core business pro-cesses lacked disciplined design and careful exe-

cution, fundamental problem:

Now we were all sailing in the same boat, heading in one direction, which was a very

important achievement. But we were still launching new products without in-depth market

research and opening new establishments from scratch, acting on our gut feelings rather
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than involving knowledge from previous efforts. It was striking that a company that owned

restaurants that were over 100 years old didn’t feel and act like a company that had over

100 years of experience.

New product-market combinations were introduced in ad hoc ways, and new

stores were opened without using carefully conceived, standardised scenarios.

There was process documentation, but it was simply not used. As a result, products

and concepts that might have been good in their own right were targeted at the

wrong customers or introduced in the wrong places. What’s more, there had been

little knowledge management at Autogrill over the years.

To help establish best practices and knowledge-sharing, the company introduced

a system of micro-communities that focused on fixing these broken business

capabilities. Each community consisted of a mix of profiles who worked together

to improve a set of business processes. Monheim and Orinx kicked off the work of

each micro-community by inviting a selection of staff members to join them for a

‘vision creation’ workshop. Then the micro-community selected a few smaller

business process redesign projects to promote business process orientation. It was

important for Autogrill to have these small success stories at the start to get people

accustomed to a new way of working that emphasized process discipline and

knowledge-sharing, but as the community and the organization became more profi-

cient at improving business processes, more complex process redesign projects

could be tackled.

Annual employee surveys helped to identify effective interventions. The use of

employee surveys was not new at Autogrill, but there had never been a standard

practice for using the survey results effectively. In an attempt to make better use of

the surveys, the company sent a team of HR and operations managers to an off-site

location for 2 days to come up with a process for following up and acting on the

survey results. This process was institutionalized to inform the yearly planning for

process cultivation and redesign projects.

“Mapping and improving processes still scares people,” Frank Vandillewijn

said. “This has improved over the past 2 years, but people still have trouble seeing

the long-term benefits. It’s something that takes a lot of time and effort to get people

accustomed to, so we have to keep investing time and money in it.”

3.4 The Master Plan

Year after year, the management team agreed on an objective or target state for the

next year’s transformation (Table 1), which was then translated into the support

initiatives that comprised a maturity growth master plan. The plan included five

types of projects that together enabled the organization to mature in a progressive

and balanced way over time: vision creation projects, vision focus projects, knowl-

edge management projects, personal contribution projects, and progress manage-

ment projects.
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1. Vision Creation Projects

The purpose of vision creation was to introduce mechanisms that helped

management create focus and ensure strategic targets were set accordingly.

These projects included organizing sessions with the heads of the region and

board of directors.

2. Vision Focus Projects

Initiatives in the vision focus category sought to create buy-in to the vision

and pursuing targets with the employees. Management breakfast meetings fell

into this category. Over time, vision focus initiatives were cascaded down

through the organization so an increasing number of employees were exposed

to the vision and became oriented toward its execution.

3. Knowledge Management Projects

Initiatives to increase business process orientation and internal customer

orientation were catalogued under knowledge management.

4. Personal Contribution Projects

Personal contribution initiatives introduced routines that helped individual

employees commit to vision execution by, for example, discussing the 6-point

agreements with their supervisors.

5. Progress Management Projects

Progress management projects introduced mechanisms that exposed and

allowed employees to discuss the transformation’s progress, to exchange experi-

ences and best practices among the department managers, and to address com-

monly occurring hurdles collaboratively.

Table 1 Transformation initiatives timeline

Vision

creation

Vision

focus

Knowledge

management

Personal

contribution

Progress

management Objective

2008 0 0, 1 2 1 0 Vision

alignment board

of directors

2009 0 0, 1, 2 0 1, 2 0 One language,

one method

2010 1, 2, 3 1 1, 2 0 Vision

implementation

2011 0, 1 0, 1, 2,

3

0, 1 0, 1, 2 0 Collaboration

HQ and

operations

2012 0, 1 0, 1, 2,

3, 4

0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2, 3 0 Focus on cash

flow

2013 0, 1 0, 1, 2,

3

0, 1, 2 0, 1 0, 1 Integration

BeNeFra

2014 0, 1 0, 1, 2,

3, 4

0, 1, 2 0, 2, 2 0, 1, 2 Integration NW

and corporate

Note: the numbers indicate which layers of the organization were involved: 0 ¼ COO and CSOO;

1 ¼ board of directors; 2 ¼ managers; 3 ¼ restaurant managers; 4 ¼ restaurant personnel
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All of the initiatives in the master plan were tracked monthly to ensure follow-

up, continuity and balance in the transformation approach. Over the years, as more

employees across Belgium, the Netherlands and France were exposed to the

new ways of working, consultancy guidance intensified.

4 Results Achieved

They used to say that big fish eat small fish, but now I would rather say that fast fish eat slow

fish, and we were steadily becoming one of those faster fish. We were gradually evolving

from a rusty and static organization to an adaptable company that wasn’t afraid of the

changes yet to come.—Stan Monheim

Throughout the long transformation effort, yearly objectives had been set

(Table 1) and consistently met. In the initial years, Monheim and Orinx focused

the company’s objectives largely on its internal functioning in the belief that doing

so would lead to survival first and better performance in the long term.

Orinx and Monheim successfully merged Autogrill Belgium with Autogrill in

the Netherlands in 2010. Thanks to the new way of working, employees knew how

to deal with change and what was expected of them in the merger. Orinx and

Monheim were in the process of establishing a North West Europe Region

organization that spanned operations in Belgium, the Netherlands and France.

Business development, finance and IT were centralized at the corporate level and

reported directly to headquarters. The creation of North West Europe was a pilot

project to see whether and how Autogrill could improve bottom-line results and

returns on investments by mutualizing costs and investments on a regional basis.

In principle, this next step would not cause any major upheaval in how the

transformation was supported, as Orinx and Monheim had introduced a transfor-

mation maturity framework in 2008 that, in their view, could support this next stage

of the transformation perfectly.

Although the creation of the North West Europe region made financial sense,

with several departments now reporting directly to headquarters, the regional man-

agers faced another cultural challenge: Their new bosses were not familiar with the

9 s and the 6 s, which by that time had become a standard engagement routine in the

region.

Perhaps the biggest achievement was the transformation of a financially unsta-

ble, old-fashioned regional organization into a stable, change-ready and flexible

body that was ready to realize growth, adopt structural changes and withstand

external market shocks. Some of Autogrill’s regional financial results had improved

over the years. For example, Autogrill in the Netherlands regained positive store

cash flows after years of financial distress, and in Belgium, the company had

reinforced its financial position, in part because of a licensing contract with Star-

bucks, a new partner.

Therefore, Orinx and Monheim felt that headquarters could benefit from repli-

cating the approach across the group, which would also solve the communication
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issue that had emerged from the centralization of certain functions. Orinx and

Monheim were convinced of the value of their transformation approach and

decided to convince the Milan headquarters to subscribe to the new way of working.

It was the right time to tell the tale of the last 8 years. Several former North West

Europe managers who then held positions at headquarters joined in the meeting

with the company’s top management as a sign of their support for the proposal.

5 Lessons Learned

Business transformation has been described as the orchestrated redesign of a corpo-

ration’s genetic architecture (Gouillart and Kelly 1995). It is a way of systemati-

cally altering the basic elements that make up an organisation’s DNA, that is, its

structure, processes, strategy and so on. It is also a term that is hyped in manage-

ment practice as companies experience ever-increasing turbulence as a result of

global economic shifts, changes in governmental regulations, mergers, competitive

threats, performance crises, and more. Therefore, we believe that the ability to

conduct a successful business transformation has become a condition for business

continuity and long-term success.

The case study provides a valuable example of and insights into how business

transformation can be managed in practice. The story triggers critical thinking

about major pitfalls and success factors and how a business process perspective

can add value in a holistic approach to business transformation. The most important

lesson here is that every aspect of the organisation must be incorporated into the

transformation approach, so every element of Galbraith’s Star Model should be

paid attention to: strategy, structure, processes, people and rewards (Galbraith

1973). The case triggers questions related to whether the transformation approach

is holistic, some aspects of transformation are missing and what the company

should have done differently and why. To dive more deeply into the transformation

approach, another question concerns why the approach worked. The following

sections explain some of the lessons learned from this case, making use of existing

BPM frameworks. Three elements and theories of leadership also come to mind as

reasons for the transformation approach’s having worked: leadership style,

culture change and psychological contract theory.

5.1 BPM Reference Frameworks

First of all Autogrill had a burning platform, the transformation was led and

supported by top management, and they actively involved employees in the trans-

formation. These would be common success factors in any BPM initiative and is

generally included in BPM reference frameworks such as the Rosemann and vom

Brocke (2015) framework. For example, the ‘leadership attention to process man-

agement’ variable probes for the leadership’s commitment to process management

practices. After the acceptance that the organisation needed to be fixed, Autogrill’s
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leadership has shown true commitment towards the transformation, the approach

and the process management practices that it entailed. Employee involvement,

largely covered by the ‘Culture’ and ‘People’ dimensions in Rosemann and vom

Brocke (2015), was included as a central element in the approach from the start,

with initiatives such as the breakfast meetings and project teams around several

process improvement trajectories. The more formal dimensions of the framework,

such as process documentation and methods, were less present in the Autogrill

approach.

Furthermore we can relate the success of the Autogrill approach to the BPM

context framework by vom Brocke et al. (2016), which advocates a context-

sensitive BPM implementation, instead of a one-size-fits-all. The transformation

approach has been worked in such a way that it fitted the Autogrill environment as

much as possible. That does not mean it has been without friction, as the case

mentions, but still they managed to avoid fatal showstoppers. The tools that were

used, have been adapted to a language and tone of voice that is recognisable and

acceptable for Autogrill employees. Technical BPM lingo and concepts were

purposely avoided, as the transformation leaders and consultants felt that this

would risk being perceived as too engineering-like, too complex, or overhead,

rather than useful improvement methodologies. Moreover, the approach has been

adapted over time as it expanded to other geographical regions and lower tiers in the

organisation.

5.2 Leadership Style

The leadership style exerted by Monheim and Orinx and why it was successful in

leading and supporting the transformation is particularly interesting. We like to

propose two frameworks here: Transformational Leadership (Avolio et al. 1991)

and Instrumental Leadership (Antonakis and House 2002). In essence, Transforma-

tional Leadership is a process of building commitment to an organisation’s vision

and objectives and then empowering followers to accomplish those objectives. In

contrast to focusing on where the organisation is today, transformational leaders

look at where the organisation should be heading. A transformational leader does

this by using four types of behaviour:

• Inspirational Motivation: devising and communicating a vision that is inspiring

to followers.

Example from the case: organising workshops to inform managers about the

company’s vision.

• Idealised Influence: acting as a role model for followers.

Example from the case: Orinx and Monheim use the ‘9 and 6’ language and

tools for every project and every meeting.

• Individualised Consideration: attending to each follower’s needs and actively

coaching them. This also stimulates the individual contribution that each fol-

lower can make to the team or the company.
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Example from the case: breakfast meetings with Monheim, and individual

coaching sessions.

• Intellectual Stimulation: encouraging followers to be innovative and creative.

Example from the case: involving managers in strategic and process

workshops.

When looking at Transformational Leadership, the question remains: How can

we incorporate this vision and leadership behaviour into the DNA of our organi-

sation and make these things less dependent on particular people? And how do we

not only clarify the vision but also translate it into a strategy and make sure people

can reach that vision and the goals we set for them? This is where Instrumental

Leadership comes in, which also consists of four types of behaviour:

• Strategy formulation and implementation: when leaders formulate an inspiring

vision, like the Inspirational Motivation behaviour from the Transformational

Leadership framework, they have to design a strategy to achieve this vision and

implement it with specific objectives and policies for employees.

Example from the case: using the ‘9 and 6’ to align employee behaviour with

the vision.

• Environmental monitoring: leaders also need to be able to scan the environment

for opportunities and threats and incorporate them in the company’s vision.

Example from the case: changing customer preferences (threat) and a

new licensing contract with Starbucks (opportunity).

• Path-goal facilitation and outcome monitoring: providing followers with the

necessary resources and feedback to attain their goals.

Example from the case: supervisors following up and giving feedback on the

managers’ 6 point agreements.

5.3 Culture Change

To discuss why Autogrill’s 9 elements and 6 point agreements worked well to

increase internal customer orientation, we focus on the cultural change framework

and on the concept of psychological contract. For cultural change, we refer to the

organisational culture model of Schein (1992) and later additions by Shook (2010).

Autogrill’s 6 point agreements may carry the risk of acting as a straitjacket instead

of leading to a real change in culture (promoting networking in the organisation).

Nevertheless, this can actually lead to culture change in the long run, according to

Schein’s and Shook’s models of culture. According to Edgar Schein, an organi-

sation’s culture consists of three layers: basic assumptions, values and attitudes, and

artefacts:

• Artefacts are the physical representations of a company’s culture and consist

mostly of signs and symbols. This layer can most easily be recognised by people

outside the culture.
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• Values and Attitudes contain the company values, attitudes and behavioural

rules. This is what people usually talk about when describing their company’s

culture.

• Basic Assumptions—the core layer of organisational culture—are the uncon-

scious beliefs and unspoken assumptions in a company that everyone accepts.

This is the culture layer that we would want to ultimately change. The difficulty

is that this layer is hard to observe and we don’t have direct access to it.

Schein’s original model suggests taking the difficult route of changing culture by

influencing the basic assumptions that will, in their turn, influence the values,

attitudes and artefacts. Recent work by Shook (2010) suggests starting by changing

artefacts (behaviour and symbols) and values (the way people talk in and about the

company culture) and be consistent in this until the basic assumptions change over

time as well. For this to succeed, a lot of time, consistency and patience is required.

The latter approach to changing culture is exactly the one Autogrill adopted by

installing the language of the ‘9 and 6’. Instead of trying to directly influence

people’s basic assumptions about internal customer orientation, they installed

physical representations of internal customer orientation—like the 6 point agree-

ments—to change people’s behaviour and, in the long run, influence basic

assumptions.

5.4 Psychological Contract Theory

Another way to frame Autogrill’s 6 point agreements is with psychological contract

theory. A psychological contract is a mental representation of the unspoken mutual

beliefs, perceptions, and informal obligations between an employer and an

employee (Rousseau 1989). It contains beliefs regarding the exchange arrangement

outside the formal written employment contract. This concept of a psychological

contract can also be applied to the exchange relationship between employees.

Psychological contract theory suggests that adherence to the contract, assuming

the expectations match, results in better employee performance and satisfaction

levels (Turnley et al. 2003). The strength of the 6 point agreement at Autogrill is

that it has operationalised part of this psychological contract between employer and

employees, as well as between employees, and made it explicit. In the

pre-transformation phase, employees and supervisors did not seem to have a mutual

understanding of the company vision and how it impacted their personal tasks and

objectives. In fact, the psychological contract seemed missing or broken. In con-

trast, the transformation has resulted in clear communication and mutual agreement

about expectations, restoring the psychological contract between employees. More-

over, instead of just assuming that employees would be internally customer-

oriented, Autogrill made this explicit and traceable by installing the 6 point

agreements.
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5.5 Advocating a Business Transformation Approach

Finally, the case inspires to consider how transformation leaders can leverage their

efforts by positioning their approach as a repeatable process. In the Autogrill case, it

comes down to the regional management readying themselves to convince the

corporate headquarters in Milan. Why would corporate Autogrill even need this

approach? Would this approach work if corporate Autogrill’s original situation was

different from the one Belgium was in? Which results could they use to build their

arguments on? How would you deal with a lack of hard numbers to support the

approach? To what extent is the transformation approach repeatable? Was Autogrill

successful in setting up a repeatable transformational routine—so that they’re ready

for future changes by being able to transform over and over? Or, did they merely go

through a one-off business transformation?

Because they successfully imposed the introduction of the regional and matrix

structure, one thing that corporate Autogrill is already aware of is the fact that North

West Europe is now quick to adapt to change. To make a strong case to convince the

stakeholders, they would also need financial results and measurements of specific

transformational capabilities, which are harder to come by. However, hard numbers

might not be needed after all, as long as there is strong belief in the approach within

the organisation that is conveyed by a strong group of influencers.
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Part II

Methods



The NESTT: Rapid Process Redesign at
Queensland University of Technology

Michael Rosemann

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: The higher education sector faces like most information-

intensive industries an opportunity-rich, digital future. Nowadays, students

demand contemporary, multi-channel learning experiences and fast

evolving digital affordances provide universities with a growing design

space for their future processes. Legislative changes, a globalizing market

of learners and educational providers, and the emergence of new

technology-based business models (EduTech) are further features of the

current situation in this sector. In order to prepare for and to capitalize on

this changing environment the Queensland University of Technology

(QUT), like any university, needs to ensure operational inefficiencies are

addressed as part of the required organisational transformation. However,

traditional BPM approaches are often time-consuming, exclusively focused

on pain points and not tailored to immediate process transformation, mean-

ing a new, dedicated and agile approach for QUT was needed.

(b) Action taken: A rapid process redesign methodology called the NESTT

was developed by QUT, facilitating accelerated process improvement in the

four stages of ‘navigate’, ‘expand’, ‘strengthen’ and ‘tune/takeoff’. An

integral and defining feature of the NESTT is the way physical space is

used as part of the methodology. Each of the four walls and the floor of the

workshop space carry specific meaning leading to a new process design

experience. Two such NESTT rooms have been established at Queensland

University of Technology and a number of processes have been redesigned

based on this methodology. Further, the involvement of QUT’s human
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resource experts ensured that the NESTT experience is embedded into

QUT’s capability building framework.

(c) Results achieved: The NESTT led to three tangible outcomes for QUT.

First, the performance of the processes, which were redesigned using the

NESTT, has been significantly improved. Many of the ideas were

implemented within a 20 days timeframe and proposals for 20 months

and by the year 2020 now guide QUT process implementation teams.

Second, the NESTT, as a methodology, a dedicated physical space and

with its growing team of trained facilitators has provided the organisation

with a much valued, business-as-usual redesign capability and capacity.

Third, participation in the NESTT has been an important up-skilling for the

QUT staff involved (across a broad range of designations) and has had a

positive impact on the organisational culture and attitude towards change.

(d) Lessons learned: It is proven possible to rigorously redesign complex

business processes in 20 days. However, a number of success factors

needs to be addressed including (1) a sound methodology with short term

milestones and well articulated and monitored intentions for each stage,

(2) participants who are intellectually agile, collaborative and have a

positive attitude towards emerging design options and the changes required

to today’s process, (3) facilitators who are able to guide conversations

under time pressure on multiple levels of conceptualization, from vision

to individual idea assessment, (4) a decisive attitude among the NESTT

team and the judging panel, and (5) a smart utilisation of the spatial

affordances, in particular the ability to articulate the right level of informa-

tion and to ensure an always correct, relevant and easy to use display of

information across all dimensions of the NESTT space.

1 Introduction

The digital age has triggered a shift from an economy centered around corporations

to an ecomomy of people. As a consequence new customer engagement channels,

business models, revenue streams, sourcing strategies and pricing models have

emerged in many information-intensive sectors. Higher education is no exception

and universities around the globe are exposed to a rich design space promising new

value propositions while at the same time existentiell disruptive forces emerge

(Coaldrake and Stedman 2016).

Queensland University of Technology (QUT) in Brisbane, Australia, proactively

engaged in this context by establishing the REAL Difference project. With more

than 46,000 students, QUT is an established, but still young university with a focus

on transdiscplinary research and a contemporary under-graduate and post-graduate

curriculum grounded in a strong focus on the real-world requirements of today and

tomorrow.

Motivated by the possibilities of the digital economy, students who are

expecting personalised service delivery and driven by legislative changes to the
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economic model of higher education in Australia, the REAL Difference project is

dedicated to creating both new and unlocking hidden value across the entire

university.

A subset of this initiative has been the requirement to develop the capability and

capacity for rapid process improvements in order to quickly secure operational

efficiency gains for essential decision making processes. However, current Busi-

ness Process Management methods and tools are not designed for fast process

change. They tend to be either selective in their scope (e.g., resolution of problems

via lean management) and are analysis-intensive making them a time-consuming

undertaking. Thus, the QUT team needed to design and implement an entire new

approach that was not just dealing with short-term fixes, but also catered for new

digital opportunities.

This approach was named the NESTT, an abbreviation capturing the main four

stages navigate-expand-strengthen-tune and take-off. This chapter will outline its

unique methodology including the way spatial affordances are used, reflect on

QUT’s experiences and elaborate on the perceived success factors. The article is

grounded in the higher eduction sector, but the methodology and findings are so

geneneric that the NESTT will be of interest for organisations in all types of

industry sectors.

2 Situation Faced

In the context of the REAL Difference initiative, QUT desired to establish a rapid

process redesign capacity and capability for the following reasons

• Identify and benefit from quick wins for operational gains within selected, high

volume decision making processes,

• Contribute to a culture of positivity with regards to the changes required,

• Create a capacity that accelerates design activities in other, significant REAL

Difference projects such as travel management and

• Upskill QUT staff in the areas of process analysis and design.

It was important that the new methodology aligned with the endorsed design

principles of the REAL Difference project such as user-centred design, manage by

exception, standardise where possible or simple and sustainable.

The opportunity to create an entire new process redesign methodology was

facilitated by the fact that QUT is home to one of the largest and most influential

Business Process Management Disciplines in the world. The availability of unique

intellectual property in the area of systemic ideation (Recker and Rosemann 2015)

allowed the accelerated development of the NESTT methodology and ensured

availability of qualified facilitators. The ambitious goal was to redesign one
decision-intensive process every month.
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3 Action Taken

Based on the need to develop a fast and engaging process improvement methodol-

ogy, the NESTT approach was developed. The acronym NESTT stands for navi-

gate-expand-strengthen-tune/take-off, i.e. the four main stages of its methodology.

Inspirations for the NESTT came from a number of areas including

• Business Process Management (Hammer 2015; Rosemann and vom Brocke

2015), in particular simple process visualisations, issue identification and reso-

lution and process design principles,

• Design Thinking (Brown 2008), in particular, customer and employee journey

mapping, customer/employee empathy, acting out of process scenarios and the

use of space as part of the redesign and

• Agile methodologies and sprint approaches in terms of speed and decisiveness of

the process, but also in terms of the use of visualisations (Larman and Vodde

2004; Knapp 2016).

The NESTT consists essentially of a space with five viewpoints, a methodology

and a number of teams, i.e. the innovation team, the panel, the facilitators and the

implementation team.

3.1 The NESTT Space

It is a unique characteristic of the NESTT that it takes full advantage of the spatial

affordances of a dedicated room. The room needs to be able to cater for a group

between 8 and 10 people and should allow the use of all four walls and the floor.

Each wall and the floor itself depict a different viewpoint on the process. This

design was loosely inspired by the IGOE approach (Long 2012) where a process

integrates the four areas input, guidelines, enablers and output.

3.1.1 The Future
The most important wall within the NESTT is ‘The Future’. This wall describes the
ambition for the future process and is broken down into the three columns 20 days,
20 months and 2020. Each of these columns (drawn on the wall) is a place to

capture related ideas as they emerge during the NESTT. With the intention of the

NESTT to be a rapid redesign capability, it is not surprising that a core focus of the

work in the NESTT is on 20 days improvements.

The heading above these three columns is the process vision. A process vision is

a motivational, simple statement articulating the ambition and future state of the

process. Examples for a vision are ‘The zero-touch claim process’, ‘One-click

shopping’ or ‘Every applicant gets a job’. In particular, the process vision helps

to channel the subsequent ideation. For example, calling an insurance customer

regarding the status of a claim submitted is not a design option, if the vision is a

zero-touch claim process.
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In the ideal case, it is be possible to define a vision that captures the demand for a

streamlined process as well as possible new design opportunites. An example is the

vision, ‘Minimum effort, maximum impact’, the process vision that was derived as

part of QUT’s NESTT on travel management. Here, minimum effort captures the

idea of a friction-less, self-service process, and maximum impact is related to the

opportunity of capitalising on the consolidated years QUT staff is spending every

year overseas as part of their travel. These two parts of the vision can then be used

for each of the three timeframes (20 days, 20 months, 2020) and help to cluster the

emerging ideas.

Articulating the right process vision is one of the most important, but also most

difficult activities within the NESTT. It is desired to have the process vision and the

unconditional commitment of the team to this vision early on in the process.

However, often the vision will be the result of an iterative process and only shapes

up in its final form in the second part of the NESTT.

3.1.2 The Now
The wall opposite to The Future is called The Now. This is essentially the as-is

model of today. This wall is used to:

• Capture the core value chain of the process. It is recommended to break down

this value chain into three to four stages to derive a simple point of reference.

These will be often a sort of apply/request, use or produce and consume or other

post-usage activities.

• Model a detailed, swimlane visualisation of the process describing the main

activities in each of the value chain phases. Where possible, the process should

be modelled with not more than five stakeholders involved (swimlanes) and not

more than 15 activities. These constraints help to make discussions about the

process intuitive. It also channels the team to the right level of conversation,

i.e. ideas should have, where possible, an impact on these activities, and not be

simple micro-improvements to single activites only.

• Describe the emotional state along the process in the form of three states (happy,

indifferent, disappointed). These states are modelled above each activity and

follow the idea of customer journey mapping. Depending on the customer, this is

an internal and/or an external customer. Capturing the employee journey can be

helpful in identifying gaps between customer and employee experiences.

• Capture issues along the process leading to a so-called ‘pain wall’. Issues will be

written down on post-it notes in individual colors depicting specific types of

issues, e.g., these could be the seven types of waste as per the lean management

approach or policy/system/people issues.

• Capture any further information about the process, e.g. number of instances,

processing time, probabilities or areas that are supported by systems.

Depending on the context of the specific NESTT project, different aspects of the

NOW will be more important than others. For example, if the focus is on reducing
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processing time, this would get more attention than creating new customer

experiences.

3.1.3 The Resources
The third wall captures all the resources involved in the current and in the future

process. Again, this wall graphically displays three vertical sections called

(1) systems, (2) people and (3) documents. Each of these sections is further

differentiated into the Now and the Future sections.

1. The systems section consolidates all the IT artefacts involved in this process.

These could be enterprise systems, apps, databases or specific hardware.

Screenshots and identified issues with any of these systems will also be captured

on this wall.

2. The people section summarises all human resources involved. This could

include relevant organsational charts, job descriptions, roles, external

stakeholders such as vendors or customers or interaction diagrams.

3. Finally, the document section is the place where the paper or digital forms used

within the process are visualised.

3.1.4 The Policies and Procedures
The wall opposite the Resources wall has the purpose to capture all existing internal
and external policies and procedures that guide and often constraint the process.

Depending on the comprehensiveness of the related policies and procedures, this

means the relevant documents will be attached to the wall. Like the pain wall in the

Now, this could lead to a visually dramatic display of the comprehensiveness or

variety of policies and procedures. Color coding helps to differentiate between

policies that can be changed and policies that cannot. Like the resources wall, this

wall is seperated into the two sections The Now and the Future.

3.1.5 The Ambition
Finally, the floor is used to articulate the ambidextrous ambition of the NESTT

(Rosemann 2014) and is differentiated via a line in the middle of the room into

problem resolution and opportunity deployment.

Problem resolution is the half of the room closest to the Now wall.

Improvements as part of the problem resolution are initiated by the current state

and the reactive analysis and overcoming of identified issues. They can be

characterised as ‘pain relief’ and most of the solutions generated in this half of

the room are result of a ‘reactive ideation’. Such ideas tend to be predictable and

constraint-driven. Typical BPM methods and approaches such as root cause analy-

sis and weakness-focused approaches such as lean management and Six Sigma are

typically used here.

The room half closest to the Future wall is called Opportunity deployment.
Working in this half of the room requires much more design than analysis, ‘proac-

tive ideation’ and a strong sense for what (else) is possible (as opposed to what is

broken). Working and thinking in this part of the room is driven by the process
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vision, i.e. the future state. In this space, there is a scarcity of tools and finding

appropriate methods and capable facilitators for this second half of the NESTT is a

significant challenge. Additionally the vocabulary used in this space is positive and

future-focused, discouraging of certain language and unrestrained by known

constraints typical of the Now sector.

The figure below captures these two halves of the room using the common Kano

model (Kano et al. 1984). Problem resolution is depicted as the bottom curve and

characterizes that this has largely become a hygiene factor. Opportunity deploy-

ment is visualized by the curve above the line (Rosemann 2014) (Fig. 1).

The populated walls and the ambidextrous ambition of the NESTT are a defining

feature and make the act of process redesign tangible. In fact, when QUT staff

talked about the NESTT they often meant first of all the actual room. The following

figures visualises the use of the four walls in the NESTT (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 The ambidextrous NESTT: Working above and below the line

Fig. 2 The use of the four walls in the NESTT
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3.2 The NESTT Methodology

The physical space comes to life with the NESTT methodology. Overall, the

NESTT consists of three main stages over a period of 3 months. The first 4 weeks

are dedicated to scoping the initiative, defining expectations, constraints and

forming the team. The second stage, the focus of this article, is concentrated on

the actual redesign of the process. The final stage then takes the NESTT ideas and

implements these where possible within a 20 day timeframe and under the leader-

ship of an implementation champion (Fig. 3).

According to QUT’s intention of ‘one process change every month’, stage 2 of

the methodology (Innovate) had to be constrained to a roughly 20 working day

period. The 20 days are split into the first 10 days being dedicated to divergent

thinking followed by the second 10 day period dedicated to convergent thinking.

Each of the 4 weeks will be outlined in the following.

3.2.1 Week 1: Navigate
The focus of the first week is on the initial population of all four walls of the

NESTT. This includes activities such as

• Deriving the process vision and essential attributes characterising the vision

(e.g., agile, free of paper, self-service, one click),

• Collecting and grouping ideas regarding possible future states for the three

timeframes 20 days, 20 months and 2020,

• Modelling the current value chain and a more detailed process in swimlane

notation,

• Capturing emotional states, KPIs, efforts and issues along the process (customer/

employee journey mapping) and

• Capturing information regarding the Now of the resources (systems, people,

documents) and policies and procedures.

In addition to these activities, the first week is spent on activities such as

agreeing on the overall objective of the NESTT project, defining its scope,

i.e. the unit of analysis and also team bonding.

3.2.2 Week 2: Expand
Based on the process contextualisation as the main outcome of week 1, week 2 is

exclusively focused on the ‘The Future’ wall. The activities in this week are

dedicated to rapidly broadening the design space and to derive a comprehensive

set of ideas with a focus on the 20 days period. The main methods used here are

derived from QUT’s systemic ideation methodology (Recker and Rosemann 2015).

Thus, selected days are concentrating on

• Enhancing the existing process using improvement patterns such as elimination,

resequencing, integrating or specialisation and reactively generating ideas based

on addressing the issues as depicted in the ‘pain wall’,
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Fig. 3 The NESTT methodology
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• Deriving ideas from different industries either in the form of general industry

patterns (e.g. dynamic pricing/airlines; pockets of creativity/film production;

intelligent triage/emergency department) or via learning from specific

organisations. The latter means inviting representatives from these organisations

to selected sessions into the NESTT,

• Utilising idle assets which could be systems, (big) data, employees, customers,

physical assets, etc.,

• Desiging new experiences based on design-led innovation techniques. A partic-

ular feature of the NESTT is a session in which a drama teacher faciliates acting

out current and future process experiences leading to much deeper, authentic

insights into the emotional states along the process than what could be derived

via whiteboarding or process modelling.

At the end of the second week the possible design space, i.e. a comprehensive set

of clustered, interrelated and numbered ideas should be defined.

3.2.3 Week 3: Strengthen
The third week starts with the allocation of idea champions to each of the identified

ideas. Based on individual expertise, passion and closeness to the required data and

users, each member of the NESTT team will take ownership for one or more ideas.

The essential document during this week is called ‘Idea on a Page’. It is literally
a one page document capturing the essence of each idea and it is the main working

document for each idea champion.

In this document, each idea is profiled in terms of its timeframe (20 days,

20 months, 2020) and the relevant stage in the value chain. The idea champion is

named and the idea is briefly described. The next two sections are used to quantify

current and future efforts (e.g., costs of execution, time required) or experiences

(e.g., net promoter score) leading to a defined impact statement. Depending on the

process and the data available this will require making assumptions. This work is

similar to the develoment of a brief business case (for each idea).

In addition to the analysis-intensive work of writing these mini business cases,

user validations are required. Here, and in line with design thinking principles,

selected ideas are presented by the idea champions to and discussed with user

groups allowing early feedback and important input to the further development of

each idea. In QUT’s NESTT, such user validations are attended by approx.

30 colleagues and the draft process changes are socialised by the idea champions

in preperation for the final executive panel presentation.

Finally, and this requires a dedicated session with a representative from the

internal risk management team, each idea needs to be risk assessed and where

required risk mitigation strategies need to be described.

A successful third week leads to completed, validated and risk-assessed ideas-

on-a-page documents and idea champions who are excited about and proud of their

achievements. It is to be expected that after the validations in this week a number of

the initial ideas as derived in week 2 will be excluded from further consideration.
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3.2.4 Week 4: Tune and Take-off
The fourth and final week in the NESTT is all about the 20 days ideas and getting

these ready for the ‘take-off’. The ideas-on-a-page documents are the key input and

complemented with further artefacts needed for their implementation.

The week starts with developing a framework consolidating and interrelating all

ideas-on-one-page, i.e. an investigation into any cause-effect relationships among

these ideas. This could, for example, mean aligning the ideas along the value chain.

This framework will also be used to calculate the total impact of the NESTT project

on this process.

Tuning every idea involves activities such as developing revised policies and

procedures, crafting new forms as required by the new process or a detailed

assessment of the compliance of an idea with external requirements. Job

descriptions might need to be revised requiring HR involvement or minor IT

changes need to be discussed with the IT department.

A highly interactive session during this week is about the pitching of the idea as

ultimately each idea champion will have to ‘sell his/her idea’ to the panel.

The most important milestone of the entire NESTT is the presentation to the

panel, i.e. a group of senior stakeholders who judge the ideas. A ‘Decisions-on-a-
page’ document lists all ideas per row and the panel will be asked to endorse, or

reject, each idea. The panel receives all ideas-on-a-page documents in advance and

might fast track some obvious ideas while question other ideas in more detail.

Ideally, a decision can be made for each idea by the panel in this assessment

session. The decisions need to be documented and provide the go-ahead for the

idea implementation, i.e. the take-off.

A seperate implementation team will work on the accelerated idea implementa-

tion. Selected members of the innovation team might be members of the imple-

mentation team to ensure the design intentions are considered. In many cases

implementation might entail an incubation phase where an idea is further tested

in one area (e.g. a school in the context of a university) before the company wide

roll out (take-off) of the (revised) idea.

3.2.5 Process Selection
In order to select the most relevant business processes for the QUT NESTT three

focus groups involving more than 40 senior leaders (Head of Schools, Directors and

Faculty Admin Managers) have been conducted. In these focus groups particpants

were introduced to the overall intentions and high level methodology of the

NESTT. Each participant was given the opportunity to propose business processes

that should be considered for upcoming NESTTs. These processes needed to be

decision-intensive, repetitive, involving a number of stakeholders and be of

medium complexity. Each process was discussed in smaller groups and the

improvement potential for each process was captured. All processes were then

depicted in a two-dimensional framework covering impact of change and likelihood

of success. Processes rated as high in both dimensions were shortlisted. The REAL

Difference project steering committee selected finally the first three processes,

i.e. corporate card, web page approval and travel management.
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3.3 The NESTT Teams

The NESTT consists of four teams, the innovation team, the facilitators, the panel

and the implementation team.

3.3.1 The Innovation Team
The innovation team is made up of approx. 8 stakeholders from across the

organisation and consists of the following roles.

1. The innovation champion is the inspirational, positive, consolidating leader and

external interface of the team assembled for the process. The innovation cham-

pion has to be carefully selected as this person needs to have the right authority,

respect, mindset, ambition and network. As the core node, the innovation

champion has to manage the dynamics of the internal team, liaise regularly

with and provide feedback to the facilitators and be the spokesperson to the

outside world. Communicating updates about the NESTT at QUT included

activities such as a NESTT-Open-Day or regular updates via the social enter-

prise solution Yammer. In the context of QUT’s redesign, the innovation

champion is typically a Faculty Admin Manager, a Director or a Head of School.

2. Two intensive users ensure the ongoing inclusion of customer viewpoints and

understanding of and empathy with the user requirements. The users involved

should be diverse (e.g., an academic and a professional staff) and should have a

consumption view on the process, i.e. they do not need to be aware of the

technical details behind the line of visibility.

3. The service/process owner will have a vested interest in improving this process.

However, it is essential that the NESTT is not perceived as an opportunity to

push pre-formulated ideas and concepts to accelerated implementation.

4. Two service providers ensure that access to substantial end-to-end process

experience, but also expertise with all process-related viewpoints, e.g. policies,

systems or job descriptions is available. These stakeholders will often be tasked

to provide relevant figures such as transaction volumes or probabilities.

5. The process expert is the team member closest to the process. This role

represents the micro-expertise needed to discuss every single step and will be

invaluable for detailed feasibility assessments.

3.3.2 The Panel
The panel ultimately judges, and in this capacity endorses, the ideas proposed by

the innovation team. As such, the panel needs to have the authority and the

competence to assess the proposed process changes. The panel will meet the

innovation team shortly after the 20 days period when all ideas are consolidated

into a ‘Decisions-on-a-page’ document leading to simple go-or-stop decisions.

Ideally, the head of the panel is the most senior executive available. In the

context of QUT, the NESTT panel was regularly made up of the Vice Chancellor

(head of the panel), the relevant Deputy Vice Chancellor, a senior service owner

(e.g., director of marketing), an intensive user, an outside challenger (e.g., a partner
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of a consulting company) and a member of the REAL Difference Project Leader-

ship Group.

3.3.3 The Facilitators
A number of facilitating roles are needed to ensure the success of each NESTT

initiative. Besides the senior facilitator who takes care of the entire management of

the initiative including methodology, facilities, team composition and communica-

tion, other facilitators contribute as moderators of sessions, analysts, ideators or

coaches for pitching, business cases, etc. As the NESTT captures the entire process

lifecycle from process vision to detailed idea implementation, faciliators need to

have a broad, comprehensive skillset not just of typical BPM methods, but also

design, communication, conflict management, team work, project management and

motivation skills.

A specific feature of QUT’s NESTT is a drama facilitator, i.e. a facilitator

trained in helping stakeholders to uncover experiences, emotions and improvement

ideas by acting out current or future process scenarios. In our case, this has been a

drama teacher from QUT’s Creative Industries faculty.

3.3.4 The Implementation Team
Once the ideas have been presented and endorsed, an implementation team takes

over. It is of importance to keep up the momentum and aim towards rapid imple-

mentation and communication of the change. In many cases, this might first involve

further discussions of detailed concerns with selected stakeholders as the panel

might not have been able to go to this level in their assessment. At QUT, we

conducted road shows at both campuses to communicate the changes as resulting

from the NESTT project.

In addition to the innovation team, the panel, the facilitators and the implemen-

tation team, a number of other stakeholders are involved in ad-hoc engagements

within the NESTT, including vendors (of current systems or new vendors showcas-

ing future development pathways of their systems), selected benchmark

organisations (ideally from outside the sector) for the ideate-via-derivation exer-

cise, internal HR, IT, legal or policy advisor as needed as well as internal risk

managers.

3.3.5 The Processes in the NESTT
As the time of writing this article, QUT had engaged in four NESTT initiatives

covering the following processes, corporate card, web page approval, travel man-

agement and research grants. As an example, we will elaboate on the corporate card

process in more detail.

A complex, costly corporate card process becomes a roadblock to the wider roll-

out of corporate cards and the related benefits, as the administrative costs-to-serve

are higher than the benefits gained from card payments. At QUT, approx. 500 staff

used the corporate card in more than 20,000 transactions annually leading to approx

5,000 monthly statements. Besides addressing the immediate process issues within

the corporate card process, an improved corporate card experience also facilitates
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significant improvements in other substantial processes such as procurement or

travel management.

The NESTT innovation team working on corporate card was headed by a

Faculty Admin Manager and included representatives from finance, selected inten-

sive users (e.g., alumni manager, academic) and experts on the different aspects of

the process.

The vision created in the NESTT for this process was ‘Enabling business,
anytime, anywhere’. 2020 ideas related to near field communication (NFC) and

cardless payments were generated, but the core focus was on immediate 20 days

improvements. The process was broken down into the stages issue card, use card

and reconcile expenses. It became clear that the act of issusing a card was approval

intensive (up to seven signatures), paper-intensive (up to ten documents) and as a

consequence time consuming and costly to facilitate. Furthermore, the

reconcilation was constrained by system limitations leading to time-consuming

coding and approval processes.

In summary, it became obvious in the navigation stage (week 1) of this NESTT

initiative that this process had significant potential for improvement.

3.4 Results Achieved

The NESTT innovation team worked for 4 weeks on the corporate card process

following the four staged methodology and using the NESTT room. The ideation

stage involved acting out future corporate card scenarios and in fact being the

corporate card (!). Vendors from large Australian banks were invited to elaborate

on the features of their related future services.

In total, ten significant ideas were developed ranging from streamlined, self-

training and single approval arrangements as part of the issuing of the card over to

an increased use of credit cards replacing purchase orders and reimbursements to

digital receipts and declarations (instead of time-consuming state declarations).

Revised, streamlined procedures complemented these process-centred ideas.

The ideas were presented to a panel consisting of QUT’s Vice Chancellor, the

CFO and further senior stakeholders where the majority of the ideas were approved.

In follow-up meetings, details of the implementation (e.g., risk assessment, policy

implications) were discussed with relevant stakeholders leading to a dedicated

roadshow a few weeks after the presentation to the panel. During this roadshow

the new process was communicated to the wider QUT community. In summary,

these ideas eliminated the administrative efforts per corporate card process by more

than 50% and eliminated the majority of approval steps and documents involved.

In addition to these tangible process performance improvements, the NESTT

had a substantial impact on the mindset and design capabilities of everyone

involved. Staff involved in the NESTT appreciated the insights into design-centred

process improvement, the positive, constructive and decisive energy and the satis-

faction of the fast idea-to-implementation cycle. As a consequence, other

colleagues expressed an interest in being involved in future NESTTs.
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3.5 Lessons Learned

The experiences with the NESTT have demonstrated that rigorous process change

can be done quickly and that conducting such change can be a highly enjoyable

experience for everyone involved. As such the NESTT adds a new capability to the

BPM framework and provides in particular new approaches for governance, meth-

odology and people as part of the six elements of BPM framework (Rosemann and

vom Brocke 2015). Consequently, the three essential lessons learnt affiliated with

the NESTT are in the areas of governance, participants (people) and facilitation

(methodology).

Decisive Governance
It is essential to embed the rapid NESTT approach into an equally rapid governance

structure. Otherwise, the NESTT loses its momentum and the desired accelerated

idea-to-implementation is impossible to achive. At QUT, this was addressed by fast

tracking the implementation in the form of an endorsing, decisive panel immedi-

ately after the NESTT work was finalised. Furthermore, a senior executive (Deputy

Vice Chancellor) was the named executive sponsor overseeing the work of the

innovation champion and the implementation champion.

Intellectually Agile Participants
The NESTT relies heavily on the creativity, energy, mindset, competence and

attitude of the participants. Over a period of 4 weeks, the team will see each

other on a daily base 1–2 h per day and working constructively as a team is

essential. This will be often challenging, in particular when there is no aggreement

regarding controversial ideas, but the constrained NESTT timeframe requires quick

decision making processes. Participants may also arrive opionated at the NESTT.

However, being stuck to past ideas and being reluctant to consider design

alternatives will become a roadblock to progression.

Our experiences show that working in the problem resolution part of the NESTT

comes easy to most participants, but that the second half of the room is at least

initially a challenge as most participants, including trained BPM professionals, will

not be used to this sort of thinking and ideation.

Finally, participants need to be receptive to the guidance of the facilitator. In

particular, it is crucial to channel conversations into the right sessions, i.e. to

decouple, for example, conversations regarding the current state from their

weaknesses and possible solutions.

Comprehensive Facilitators
The core of the BPM body of knowledge abstracts from the role of the facilitator. In

fact, most BPM methods and techniques are people-agnostic and ignore the impact

of the facilitator on the quality of the outcomes.

The NESTT is the opposite and the role of the faciliator is propobably the most

critical success factor (Rosemann et al. 2011). NESTT facilitators are not expected

to be domain experts, but they must have the following characteristics
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• Being able to work in the second half of the room, i.e. strong design capabilities

and an ability to develop shared stories of compelling future process scenarios,

• Strong conceptualisation and system thinking skills, for example the ability to

quickly ‘see’ essential process triage opportunities or clusters of ideas,

• Being decisive and being able to guide conversations in a limited timeframe

towards the desired outcomes and

• Being able to work with stakeholders who are diverse in terms of seniority and

attitude towards change.

A common mistake of the facilitators has been to be too enthusiastic with

collecting lots of information. In the spirit of the moment, it is exciting to see the

flood of input and a significant amount of post-it notes are seen as the outcome of ‘a

great session’. However, it is important that each wall at any point in time will be

intuitive, concise, relevant and simply ‘beautiful’. Thus, it is required to continu-

ously reflect on the content of each wall and redesign, synergise and literally clean

up a wall before beginning the next session. This could mean rewriting post-it notes

to ensure they are consistent and actually can be read.

Ultimate future success with the NESTT will come in three ways. First, the

NESTT has significantly improved the performance of a number of essential,

decision-intensive processes at QUT. Only tangible success provides credibility—

now there is a long queue of processes lined up for future NESTT sessions. Second,

the NESTT is exposed to an over-supply of staff members who like to be part,

contribute and benefit from this rapid redesign methodology. Third, and ultimately,

success will mean the NESTT has become a widely used verb, i.e. when staff are

exposed to a process problem they propose ‘to nestt’ it.
Beyond our very own organisation, success would materialise in other

organisations, across industries and regions, replicating NESTT-like initiatives

and making these a successful part of their business-as-usual operating model.
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Kiss the Documents! How the City of Ghent
Digitizes Its Service Processes

Amy Van Looy and Sabine Rotthier

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: The case focuses on the digitization of service processes

in the City of Ghent. Front-office e-services are integrated into the corpo-

rate website and into the back office thanks to digitization of the internal

way of working in value chains. Before 2014, the City’s digital services

were limited primarily to web forms offered by three departments for taxes,

mobility and parking affairs, and citizens’ affairs in a non-integrated way,

as the departments used different applications and a considerable amount of

manual work in the back office. Other departments focused primarily on

downloadable forms that were available on the corporate website.

Customers could also create profiles for some services, resulting inmultiple

user names and passwords to be managed for the same customer. Because

of this silo mentality, the digital investments did not pay off, and a more

integrated approach was needed to make the digital service processes more

efficient in terms of return on investment (ROI) and customer-oriented.

(b) Action taken: The City of Ghent formulated a digitization vision based on

fifteen reusable building blocks, including that facilitate the use of an

authentication platform, a single customer profile, a digital signature

platform, and a service-oriented architecture. These building blocks

guide projects that digitize the total value chains or business processes.

To stimulate reuse, the building blocks were built as generic components
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or process activities that e-services typically contain (e.g., “create profile,”

“pay electronically”). The generic components were first translated to the

digitization of three pilot chains regarding taxes, environment-related

subsidies, and citizens’ affairs. The pilots were chosen based on their

having volunteered to participate and their opportunities to take advantage

of digitization.

(c) Results achieved: Although the pilot for citizens’ affairs is still running, the
results of the pilots for digital tax submissions and environment-related

subsidies are already positively perceived. All environment-related subsidy

requests are now digitally processed in the back office, with a digital alterna-

tive in place for the process steps of receiving and responding to the subsidy

requests in the front office since 2015. The number of digital tax submissions

increased to a third of all submissions in 2016, compared to only five

percentage in 2014, while the number of input forms was cut in half in

favor of prefilled tax proposals. Besides being generalized to apply to all

services in the City of Ghent, the digitization approach with building blocks

and building projects will also be applied in other business processes and

future projects such as a participation platformor intranet, so it is not exclusive

to e-services. Themain idea is to develop once and then to reuse it maximally.

(d) Lessons learned: The case concludes with five lessons learned, fromwhich

other public and private organizations may benefit. First, from the perspec-

tive of reuse and inter-organizational collaboration, data about products or

services should align semantically with external partners. The City of

Ghent used linked open data for this purpose. Two lessons learned promote

a pragmatic approach to achieving success by concretizing initial principles

and temporary workarounds to achieve quick wins. The fourth lesson was

the need for assistance by an internal support office or competence center.

Finally, the demonstrated advantages arise from working with a single

profile per customer, rather than working in silos.

1 Introduction

The case of the City of Ghent (“the City”), a Belgian public-sector organization,

contributes to the broader discussions of e-government, e-citizenship, digital

identities, and smart cities. Belgium has closely followed international

e-government trends (Rotthier 2004) and is one the first countries to require

(since 2003) a mandatory electronic identity card (eID) for all citizens of age

twelve and older, which facilitates authentication efforts and creates new

opportunities for e-services.

The case fits within a master plan called “LEO” to make all services delivered by

the City more customer-oriented and more closely driven by the demands of local

citizens, organizations, and associations. The master plan seeks to optimize the

City’s physical and digital services, with digital service delivery taking the lead in
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the long term based on the concept of “do it yourself” (DIY). In terms of the

contextual factors of vom Brocke et al. (2016), the case thus concerns the

innovation of core processes, which tend to be repetitive in nature and not highly

creative or variable (Table 1). LEO’s future vision is described as follows:

The administrative services in the City of Ghent maximally run through digital channels.

The products delivered by the City of Ghent are offered in an efficient and customer-

friendly manner through the digital channels. Citizens are maximally aware of the digitally

offered products. (Translated from Stad Gent 2014, p. 3)

Ghent is the second largest city in the Flemish community of the federal state of

Belgium. According to Stad Gent (2016), the City as a local government in Belgium

(Western Europe) has approximately 250,000 citizens, plus 65,000 residential

students registered in another town, and about 3000 employers. The City itself

employs about 5000 civil servants. The City hasmultiple physical locations, including

an administrative center and local community centers. Intergovernmental relations are

required, mainly with the Flemish government, but the City also collaborates closely

with the Public Welfare Center of Ghent and with Digipolis, an organization that

offers technical support to the local administrations, Public Welfare Centers, and

police of the cities of Ghent and Antwerp (i.e. the largest city in Flanders).

The environment in which the City operates is less competitive and more certain

than the average organization (Table 1), which explains to some degree why the

departments are accustomed to working in silos, rather than in the multidisciplin-

ary, customer-oriented culture that typifies Business Process Management (BPM)

and Business Process Orientation (BPO) (Van Looy et al. 2014). Nonetheless,

recent budget savings due to the need to cut down on expenses force people to

better handle the workload more efficiently and effectively.

The contextual factors in the City are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 vom Brocke et al. (2016) contextual factors applied to the City of Ghent

Dimension Contextual factor Characteristics of the City of Ghent

Goal Focus Exploration (innovation)

Process Value contribution Core processes

Repetitiveness Repetitive

Knowledge intensity Medium knowledge intensity

Creativity Low to medium creativity

Interdependence Low, medium, and high interdependence

Variability Low to medium variability

Organization Scope Intra- and inter-organizational processes

Industry Service industry

Size Large organization

Culture Medium supportive to not supportive of BPM

Resources Medium organizational resources

Environment Competitiveness Low competitive environment

Uncertainty Low environmental uncertainty
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2 Situation Faced

The departments in the City are accustomed to working in silos. For instance, before

2014, three departments offered web forms for taxes, mobility and parking affairs, and

for citizens’ affairs. All of these web forms were developed by the same IT supplier,

who also took care of the back office applications in which the forms were processed.

However, the usage figures for these web forms were disappointing (e.g., only forty

digital tax submissions per year); not all web forms were browser-independent,

resulting in customer complaints; and the back-office processing of web forms was

not always fully digital. Some services worked with loose e-forms developed in

various technologies, and numerous forms could be downloaded (i.e., in MS Word

and PDF) that customers had to fill out, print, and post or deliver physically.

In 2014, the corporate website (https://stad.gent/) was renewed to feature a more

intuitive structure and advanced search functionalities so customers could easily

find the information they were looking for. For instance, customers can now launch

a search query based on a keyword or filter their results based on themes. The new

corporate website is also based on Search Engine Optimization (SEO), because

most website visitors arrive at a webpage directly by means of a search engine like

Google instead of navigating to the homepage and browsing it. In addition, an

increasing number of unique visitors use the corporate website, providing evidence

for the value of more investment in e-services.

Inspired by the digital evolution in society, the City wants to take another leap

into digitization.

2.1 Needs

• A more customer-oriented way of working

• A more uniform way of working

• Higher ROI from IT projects, especially lower costs to conduct and maintain IT

projects

• Increased reuse of digital investments (e.g., by means of a common IT architec-

ture and moving away from a silo mentality)

2.2 Constraints

As a public organization, the City faces some specific constraints:

• High privacy concerns (higher than those in an average company)

• Limited budget because of the need to cut down on expenses (budget savings)

and because of customer expectations about an efficient use of tax money

• Monopoly on most services, which requires service delivery through multiple

channels instead of relying only on digitization
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• Services largely specified by legislation and politics, resulting in limited degrees

of freedom

• Large set of heterogeneous services (i.e., about 300 products)

• Large set of heterogeneous customers (i.e., citizens, students, organizations, and

associations)

• If in-house development is not possible, an official call for outsourcing should

always be launched publicly

• Historical evolution of working in silos (more than an average company),

resulting in a large number of applications

2.3 Incidents

Three departments offered digital services for taxes, for mobility and parking

affairs, and for citizens’ affairs before 2014. Customers had to log on for each

digital service separately, such as, for citizens, using their eID or token or, for

enterprises, using an “Isabel” card. In addition to these initial digitization efforts,

several other departments started with a specific profile per process (e.g., to apply

for a job as local civil servant, for internships, for the library), so the same customer

had to cope with multiple user names and passwords. Moreover, the various web

forms were often complex, and the use of some were limited to specific browsers.

Therefore, only a few customers used the digital services, and customer complaints

were rising. These incidents also illustrate a silo mentality, which was the main

reason that the early digital investments did not pay off.

The City provides about 300 services, each of which required considerable

manual intervention in the back office. For instance, in 2015 the City processed

about 3000 tax submissions, 851 environment-related subsidy requests, and 68,850

citizens’ affairs certificates in 2015, most of which required manual effort on the

part of the citizen and the City. Digitizing such business processes would provide a

significant gain in efficiency.

2.4 Objectives

The City’s goal was to digitize more and to digitize better. The City’s digitization

effort not only targets its direct contact with customers on the corporate website (front

office) but also its internal way of working (back office). In 2010, the City decided to

go beyond the digitization of downloadable forms into e-forms, which would be little

more than window-dressing. While the initial focus was on simplifying the adminis-

trative forms, the emphasis expanded to including the simplified forms in optimized

and automated business processes in 2014. In other words, business processes would

be translated into digital chains that build as much as possible on generic components

to facilitate reuse for both the front office and the back office. Possible examples of

reuse across value chains (and, thus, across departments) include a standardized way

to authenticate users (i.e., employees and customers), to sign a document
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electronically, and to pay for an online service. Information and forms regarding

e-services should be available on any browser and on any device.

3 Action Taken

With respect to the typical stage models of e-government (Lee 2010), the case

organization can be positioned as having had a web presence for many years and as

moving from interactions to more transactions with ideally a fully digitized front

office and back office. The “LEO” master plan focuses on all physical and digital

service delivery, including vertical integration with external partners and horizontal

integration across the City’s departments. The case differs from other e-government

stages related to digital democracy or political participation and is thus closely

linked to the domain of BPM.

This section starts with a brief description of the actions taken by linking them to

the process literature. The measures regarding process innovation are situated

throughout the entire lifecycle of a business process (Dumas et al. 2013; Van

Looy et al. 2014). The core business processes were modeled using the standard

BPMN process language for process identification, discovery, and analysis (OMG

2011), albeit with different modeling tools in each department (e.g., ARIS and MS

Visio). The process-redesign phase was driven primarily by the optimization

approach or philosophy of Lean Thinking (Ohno 1988; Womack and Jones

2003), which seeks to minimize (or even eliminate) waste and to maximize

customer value by means of logical reasoning in order to do more with less.

Next, for process deployment and implementation, a service-oriented architecture

(SOA) was chosen to reuse service components and to create a common architec-

ture (Rosen et al. 2012). For each digitization project, the process lifecycle phases

are managed by two project managers, a business project manager and an IT project

manager, who collaborate closely. The IT project manager typically coordinates the

public tender procedure: After inviting tenders or deciding on an in-house develop-

ment, the IT project manager acts as the single point of contact for the IT suppliers

chosen or internal developers. The IT project manager is also responsible for timing

the development, roll-out, and testing and for coordinating feedback during the

testing phase. The business project manager is responsible for the overall planning

(including communications) of the project, modifications to the employees’ way of

working, and the overall impact on the workplace. The business project manager

also manages the testers and is one of the active business testers. The business

project manager typically plays a unifying role between the departments and

Digipolis, and takes into account the interest of the entire organization in order to

counter any silo effect. After a project is deployed and implemented, process

ownership remains on the business side, and the IT project manager focuses on

another process or value chains to be digitized. Since the digitization projects

consider chains within departments, the role of a process owner (or process man-

ager) has been departmental rather than cross-functional so far (Müller et al. 2016;
Van Looy et al. 2014).
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The case can be linked toRosemann and vomBrocke’s (2015) six core elements of

BPM:methods, information technology, strategic alignment, governance, people, and

culture. The City follows the typical process lifecycle, as well as BPM’s core elements

of methods and information technology The core element of strategic alignment is

covered by starting with a digitization vision, the LEO master plan, that focuses on

more efficient and customer-friendly services based on top-down coordination and

planning. Until now, the focus had been more on these first three core elements and

less on the others. For instance, the governance element is restricted to the notion of

process ownership, while the people and culture elements are supported primarily by

process-management leaders and leadership attention, given the top-down approach

taken. The City is relatively weak in terms of being a process-oriented organization,

focusing instead on a project-based BPM approach. By starting from a story of digital

chains in which employees participate actively, the realization of BPM is also

pragmatic. Although the corporate culture is still strongly based on a silo mentality,

the need for budget savings caused a change in the employees’ perceptions: While IT

was initially perceived as job-threatening, employees now increasingly believe that IT

may help to make their workloads easier to handle. Moreover, resistance against the

LEO master plan is also countered to some extent because a physical alternative for

service delivery will remain for the customers.

Thus, the six core elements of BPM are all covered by the City, albeit to

differing degrees. The City conducted a BPM maturity assessment based on similar

elements almost eight years ago, inspired by the need for work transparency and to

avoid knowledge losses. Its use was discontinued later because of high costs and

because the maturity model’s focus was more on BPO or the entire process portfolio

instead of specific processes or projects (Van Looy et al. 2013). With the current

digitization vision, the City intends to relaunch the idea of a process-oriented way

of working.

The remainder of this section provides details about the case. In particular, the

digitization vision in the City builds on fifteen principles called “building blocks,”

shown in Fig. 1. The principles were drawn from the maximum of what a public

service may include and what is required for such a maximal service. For this

purpose, existing service processes were compared to obtain an overview of

possible process steps.

The two general principles shown at the bottom of Fig. 1 are the fundamentals

from which to start: corporate identity and “KISS the documents.” All e-services

should comply with the corporate identity of the City (e.g., using the same colors,

fonts, logos). The acronym in “KISS the documents” stands for “King,”

“Individualized”/“Immediate,” and “Simple”/“Stupid.” In other words:

• The customer is king.

• Services are immediate and individualized without corrective actions needed

and without requesting the same information multiple times (e.g., a customer’s

address and phone number).

• Keep it simple (and stupid), for instance to be easily usable for an heterogeneous

audience of users and customers from across the society.
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The principle of “KISS the documents” should avoid translating downloadable

forms directly into a web form; it should digitize, not just automate. Which

information is required for each service should be verified, along with in which

sequence this information should be acquired, and the degree to which the questions

in the web form can be dynamic (i.e., questions to be added or removed depending

on previous answers in the form). From the perspective of administrative simplifi-

cation, the processing of web forms in the back office will also be reconsidered in

order to be optimized. This principle is important since the City offers about

250 products that must be requested by means of a form.

The other digitization principles in Fig. 1 are more technology-oriented. As a third

principle (or building block), the City should have an authentication platform that is

based on the type of authentication. For instance, when strong authentication is

needed, the eID platform can be used, and when a weaker authentication suffices,

the MyGhent authentication platform, which is based on a user name and password,

can be used. MyGhent requires a single profile per customer and can be used for

purposes other than only authentication. For instance, it allows customers to check the

history of service requests, to subscribe to newsletters, or to add profile data them-

selves (e.g., a personal e-mail address, mobile phone number, the names and birth

dates of their children, and their interests in events, such as sports or youth events). As

such, citizens can specify and modify their data themselves, which is in line with the

more global trend of digital identitymanagement and citizens providing their own data

(Sullivan 2016). Although the authentication platform and MyGhent, the third and

fourth principles, are closely related, the authentication platform is a separate building

block because it is not limited to MyGhent, and it facilitates the log-in using strong

digital keys (e.g., concerning an eID or token) offered by the federal government.

Nonetheless, the City intends to create a coupled profile with the eID in the long run.

As for the fifth building block, the City intends to use a single form generator to
create any form in a uniform way. A citizen who logs on using MyGhent should be

3/ Authen�ca�on 
pla�orm

6/ Digital 
signature

5/ Form 
generator

1/ KISS the 
documents

4/ MyGhent

8/ ePayment 9/ Digital safe2/ Corporate 
iden�ty

12/ ESB

13/ Product 
catalog

14/ Case 
management

15/ Digital Back 
office

11/ Master data

7/ Validity of e-
signed documents 10/ Open services

Fig. 1 Digitization principles (building blocks) in the City of Ghent, translated from (Stad Gent

2014)
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able to see his/her personal data prefilled in the digital form. If the forms were built

using different technologies, an additional link would be needed per technology.

This fifth building block requires only the development of a single technological

link for MyGhent and the chosen form generator. As for the sixth and seventh

principles, both customers and employees should be able to sign documents elec-
tronically, including a check of the signature’s validity to verify whether the

document the customer receives fully corresponds with the document sent by the

City (i.e., that the document was not changed meanwhile). Signature verification is

particularly important for certificates (e.g., regarding birth, family composition or

an extract of criminal records) that the City delivers to its citizens and other parties

(e.g., an employer). The system also supports an eighth principle, electronic
payment for services by means of the e-payment service provider Ingenico (for-

merly Ogone). The ninth principle refers to a digital safe to store (signed)

documents and share them both internally and externally. Reuse by external parties

can be realized by means of the tenth and eleventh principles, open services and
master data. For example, energy-saving measures may also be relevant for use in

forums or websites in the construction sector. Master data should also facilitate

maximal reuse of what the City already knows. One example is a dropdown that

includes a list of all official street names from which the user can choose when

filling out a form (e.g., when requesting a car-free street). Reuse is also enabled by

means of the twelfth principle, an Enterprise Service Bus supported by Digipolis.

The City also targets an interdisciplinary product catalogwith record cards for each
product that contain all product information. The product catalog is currently

designed as linked open data (i.e., Open Data Protocol) and is aligned with the

catalog of the Flemish government as a semantic web. Such an ontology-based

approach with open standards, data dictionaries, and a central data front office

across governments can be created on the long run. Finally, the fourteenth building

block of case management, which ensures that requests will be followed up, or the

15th principle, of a customized digital back office, relate to each other in an “either-
or” way, as either a generic case-management system will be used when a back

office application is not yet in place or should be changed (e.g., when work is still

based on MS Excel or MS Access), or an (existing) service-specific back office

application can remain (e.g., the customized software for taxes called “Unibel”). In

any case, the City intends to replace the customized back office applications with a

generic case-management system to the degree possible.

Using these fifteen principles, the City identified generic components shared

across business processes in order to encourage reuse. The analysis shows that a

service in the City typically contains the generic components shown in Fig. 2

(multiple generic components per service, but not necessarily all of them).

Figure 2 also presents the links between the principles or building blocks and the

generic components in a digital chain.

Next, the generic service components were translated to the digitization of three

pilot chains (Table 2) before generalizing the approach to all services and translat-

ing all business processes into digital chains. The use of pilots is commonly seen as

a conversion strategy with relatively low risks, medium costs, and medium time

required (Tegarden et al. 2013).
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The City selected these three pilot chains for several reasons. The “taxes” chain

was chosen because of the disappointing results for the existingweb form and because

of political aspirations of the elected representatives. Regarding the “environment”

chain, the department itself asked to participate in the pilot, as it saw digitization as the

next logical step after having made its subsidies uniform. The citizens’ affairs chain

was targeted because of political aspirations of the elected representatives, because

other Belgian cities had digitized their citizens’ affairs, and because of the high

workload related to citizens’ affairs, so digitization would ensure a positive and

quick ROI. Since the citizens’ affairs department handles more forms than other

departments in the City do, it is likely to have the most to gain from e-services.

More specifically, the business processes related to taxes, environment, and

citizens’ affairs were considered in identifying the generic service components

shown in Fig. 2, in line with the principles shown in Fig. 1. The initial translation,

presented in Fig. 3, indicates the high degree of reusability in the pilot digital

chains.

Some of the digitization principles in Fig. 3 refer to building blocks that

became chain-dependent (e.g., in the chain for taxes) or could be eliminated

Table 2 Overview of the digital chains that serve as pilots

Digital chain Functionalities

Taxes Submitting taxes

Environment Requesting and handling an energy-saving subsidy (5 types)

Citizens’ affairs Requesting and delivering a certificate (11 types)

“M
yG

he
nt

”

CITIZEN AFFAIRS: requesting & delivering a certificate (fall 2016?)

TAXES: submitting taxes

ENVIRONMENT: requesting and handling a subsidy

Corporate 
branding

KISS the
documents

Digital back 
office (Unibel)

Product 
catalog

Corporate 
branding

KISS the
documents

Digital 
back office

Product 
catalog

Digital back 
office (CEVI)

Product 
catalog

Validity
document Digital safe

ESB Signature
(ci�zen)

MyGhent

Form 
generator

Authen�ca�on
pla�orm

Signature
(city)

MyGhent

MyGhent

Authen�ca�on
pla�orm

ESB

Form 
generator

Signature
(city)

Fig. 3 The degree of reusability in the pilot digital chains
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because of administrative simplification (e.g., in the “environment” chain). Since

the pilot chain for taxes still uses a service-dependent or customized back office

application, not all of the intended generic components were adopted in this pilot.

Nonetheless, unlike a front office application, a back office application does not

necessarily have reuse as an ultimate goal. Instead, the City could choose between a

specific back office application (the fifteenth building block) or a generic case

management system (the fourteenth building block, which was not yet available).

Some of the building blocks indicated in Fig. 3 remained to be implemented when

this article was written (e.g., in the “citizens’ affairs” chain).

4 Results Achieved

The preliminary results of the pilots were evaluated in 2016. In particular, the number

of digital tax submissions and digital subsidy requests increased immediately after the

actions taken. The results are thanks in part to the realization of most principles or

building blocks, but the reusable component of MyGhent (single profiles) was

realized only for citizens and students; because of some practical hurdles, the single

profiles for organizations and associations will take more time than expected.

Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 4 present the preliminary results for each pilot.

Regarding the “taxes” chain, the City handles about 3000 tax submissions each

year. A distinction should be made between input forms that require significant

input from the customer-organizations and prefilled proposals to which customer-

organizations must react only if they do not accept the prefilled data. Table 3

compares the total number of tax submissions in 2014 using the previous e-forms

to 2016 using the newly developed e-forms linked to the back office application.

The number of input forms was almost halved, and the percentage of digital tax

submissions for both the forms and the proposals increased from 5.5% to 28.9% of

Table 3 Changes in performance measures for the “taxes” chain

Chain

Performance

measures Before After

Taxes Number of

submissions

Total (2014): 2952

• Forms: 1,579 (of which 5.5%

are digital)

• Proposals: 1373 (of which

2.6% are digital)

Total (2016): 3136

• Forms: 808 (of which 28.9%

are digital)

• Proposals: 2328 (of which

35.5% are digital)

Table 4 Changes in performance measures for the “citizens’ affairs” chain

Chain Performance measures Before After

Citizens’ affairs Number of certificates Total (2015): 68,850

• E-forms: 8552

• E-mails: 17,104

• Physical: 43,194

Unavailable
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the total tax submissions. These digital performance measures are expected to

increase as customers become more acquainted with the new forms.

In the second pilot, shown in Fig. 4, the “environment” chain has to cope with

several types of subsidy requests (e.g., for energy-saving measures, for green roofs,

for reusable diapers, for environment-friendly mobility, for climate projects). A

response letter should be sent for each subsidy request. The back office has been

fully digitized for all these environment-related types of subsidies since May 2015,

while the front office had already offered the possibility of an e-form on for the

energy-saving measures. However, a signed paper-based version was still required

due to the lack of a strong authentication until July 2016. The roll-out of the e-form

for reusable diapers took place in July 2016. Based on this experience, the other

types of subsidies will follow soon.

The response letters were still paper-based for all environment-related subsidy

requests until December 2015, but they required only scanned (instead of real)

signatures. Optimizations in line with Lean Thinking allowed further streamlining

of the “environment” digital chain by eliminating an initial component. In particular,

it turned out that a digital signature suffices for requesting an energy-saving subsidy,

and a digital signature of a civil servant or a political representative on the response

letter was not required. A City employee describes the early benefits as follows.

Thanks to the elimination of an additional digital signature, we are now working with

scanned signatures included in the template. This decision meant that we did NOT have to

go to the alderman and the city secretary to sign the response letter about 850 times in the

past six months. Consequently, we also gain time, and the customers will know more

quickly whether they get the requested subsidy or not.

X
May 2015

X
Dec. 2015

X
July 2016

Back office: tool for all environment-
related subsidies
Front office: digital requests possible 
for energy-saving measures, but a 
signed paper version should follow

Response letters by e-mail (if known) for all requests

Front office: digital requests also 
possible for reusable diapers

eID authentication, thus no signed 
paper version needed

Total 851 926

Energy-saving 
measures

572 690

Green roofs 63 35

Reusable diapers 61 99

Environment-
friendly mobility

149 95

Climate projects 6 7

Fig. 4 Changes in performance measures for the “environment” chain
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Since December 2015, these response letters have been sent by e-mail if the

electronic mail address of the requester is known, even for paper-based requests.

Therefore, the subsidy requests are now digitally processed in the back office, and

customers are offered a digital alternative, whereas all subsidy requests were still

paper-based before. This second pilot also illustrates the need for a step-by-step

approach and for taking small steps at a time. For instance, approximately a third of

all requests for energy-saving measures are already made via the new e-form. If the

City had waited to go live until the eID authentication in July 2016, hundreds of

requests would have had to be retyped in the back office. An additional advantage

of working with the tool is access to figures for management reporting, which may

result in useful insights that support management decisions in the long run.

The digital chain for “citizens’ affairs” involves certificates like certificates of

residence (with or without history of addresses), family composition, legal cohabi-

tation, birth, marriage, life, death, the method of interment, nationality, and crimi-

nal records. This third pilot is not yet live because of the time needed to create a

generic digital signature platform and because the legal department in the City

prefers sending signed documents with a link to a digital safe rather than as an

e-mail attachment. Therefore, this digital chain cannot be fully evaluated (Table 4).

Nonetheless, the numbers may act as a future point of comparison and provide

insights into the opportunities and ROI that already exists since this department

handles the largest number of forms in the City. While the large numbers in Table 4

give evidence for the central role of citizens’ affairs in the City, the current digital

alternatives (i.e., e-forms and e-mails) illustrate an interruption between a digitized

front office and a manual back office. After the pilot, this interruption will be

eliminated by also digitizing the back office. For instance, a citizen might receive

a link to the personalized certificate electronically only a few moments after

requesting for it. The massive number of physical visits is also expected to be

significantly reduced.

Based on the promising pilot results, the City will continue investing in the

digitization of its services with reusable components in digital chains. Since the

approach of using building blocks is not exclusive to e-services, the goal is to reuse

the digitization principles in future projects and other business processes. For

example, the authentication platform and the digital signature platform could also

be used to develop a participation platform or to improve the intranet. The idea is to

develop something once and then to reuse it maximally. In other words, e-services

can be seen as the first realization of a larger digitization vision in the City. From

this perspective, master data serve as a source of information and facilitate reuse of

information for other applications.

5 Lessons Learned

Other organizations may benefit from the lessons learned in this case. The most

important (and most surprising) lesson from this case is that departments that are

accustomed to working in silos can be convinced to work from an organization-
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wide vision instead as long they understand “why” and the potential benefits. Firms

should also work toward their final objective with small steps at a time. In particu-

lar, the City’s departments are aware of the overall vision because the story of

building blocks and digital chains was explained in person using a strong visual

representation. Therefore, employees acknowledged the benefits of working with

generic components and started thinking along those lines. For instance, the strong

organization-wide way of thinking in the pilot of the “environment” chain

encouraged employees to reflect on how to digitize the subsidies in other

departments as well. What the City would do differently is to start the difficult

phases of the projects soon after a new legislature so there is no short deadline for

elections and more margin for time-intensive decisions that fit the overall vision.

Overall, there were five main lessons learned.

5.1 Align with External Partners Semantically

The product catalog is aligned semantically with an external business partner in the

chain, the Flemish government. This strategic choice created the availability of

open data and will eventually lead to a shared catalog for public services. This

shared catalog may be a new open-data source for contact information that will

allow customers and governments to find an up-to-date catalog of services and

serve the customers beyond governmental borders. Currently, linked open data

already allows information to be reused in the product catalog.

Other (public or private) organizations may profit from open standards and from

using ontologies to increase semantic interoperability and optimize data sharing.

For instance, supply chains are only one example beyond the city council context of

the need for close collaboration with external partners. In particular, the case

emphasized the importance of data dictionaries and a central data front office.

5.2 Be Pragmatic Instead of Dogmatic

The initial idea was to use a single tool to generate all forms, but streamlining

documents of simple documents turned out to be difficult. For instance, the proce-

dure became burdensome for an online feedback sheet concerning a simple ques-

tion like: “Did you find what you searched for?” As a result, the City decided to

define different types of documents (e.g., registration forms, evaluation forms, and

administration forms), each with a specific procedure. As such, a uniform procedure

was established, albeit per document type.

In other words, sometimes taking a more pragmatic and “lean” view on an initial

idea can avoid new types of waste. This lesson is applicable to any project, even

outside the context of process innovations.
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5.3 Assist Departments

Although the principle of “KISS the documents” is useful, the departments lacked

experience in BPM and were unable (or uncomfortable) to reconsider their routines.

Therefore, they were assisted by Organization and Development, a centralized

competence center in administrative simplification. Employees perceived this

assistance as positive, resulting in high scores in an employee satisfaction survey.

In sum, one way to overcome resistance is by giving centralized assistance to the

departments (e.g., by means of a support office or competence center with experts

or internal consultants) in order to undertake the endeavor together. Since change

management is key for any innovation project, this lessons is not limited to the

context of a city council.

5.4 Be Open to Temporary Workarounds to Achieve Quick Wins

Since the digitization vision in the City requires generic components, the imple-

mentation was more complex than merely providing the functionality required for a

single chain. For instance, signing documents in Belgium can be realized by means

of an electronic identity card (eID), but the City decided to make the component for

signing documents more generic by means of a digital signature platform. Since this

decision had a tremendous impact on the timing of the pilots, a pragmatic view was

taken to release a first version with a more simple eID signature as a temporary

workaround.

Thus, the quest for generic components may affect the timing of related IT

projects. Although reuse is beneficial in the long run, quick wins (and less resis-

tance) can be achieved by means of a pragmatic approach with temporary

workarounds. Workarounds are common practice in many IT projects and are not

limited to e-government projects, so they may support change management since

early success stories are critical to convincing employees to undertake a new way of

thinking.

5.5 Switch from Silos to a Single Profile per Customer

The switch from customer profiles per department to a single profile per customer

suits the high expectations of customers. For instance, customers frequently send

messages to inform the City about a changed telephone number or e-mail address.

With multiple profiles across departments, either the customer remembers to

change only one, leaving some departments with incorrect data, or he or she has

to repeat the process several times. Another problem solved by single profiles

concerns the multiple user names and passwords customers had to remember for

multiple services.

Customer expectations can be met more appropriately by means of a single

profile. Although this lesson seems especially relevant to multilayered
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governments, the message of creating a single point of contact for customers is also

relevant to private organizations. This final lesson is also closely linked to the idea

of a (social) Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system, which is fre-

quently present in private organizations.
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Application of the Design Thinking
Approach to Process Redesign at
an Insurance Company in Brazil

José Ricardo Cereja, Flavia Maria Santoro, Elena Gorbacheva,
and Martin Matzner

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: During the review of an information system for medical

material purchasing at a Brazilian insurance company, it became clear that

part of the process supported by this system was done informally and there

was no consensus among the employees about some of the related funda-

mental concepts and procedures.

(b) Action taken: A consulting firm hired by the insurance company to find

a solution to these challenges proposed to use the Design Thinking

approach to process redesign, by aligning the Design Thinking stages

with the phases of the Business Process Management (BPM) lifecycle.

A series of workshops that applied various Design Thinking tools was

conducted with representatives from all of the company’s departments

that deal with the purchasing process, as well as a team of information

technology (IT) professionals.

(c) Results achieved: The Design Thinking approach facilitated the following

outcomes: (1) formalization of the employees’ perceptions regarding the

existing purchasing process, (2) design of a to-be process for material

purchasing, which was approved by all stakeholders, and (3) formalization

of requirements for the new information system for managing the material-

purchasing process.
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(d) Lessons learned: The case demonstrated the value of applying the Design

Thinking approach to process redesign and improvement, adding useful

instruments for BPM analysis. The BPM lifecycle phases correspond well

with the Design Thinking stages, and Design Thinking techniques match

BPM’s social-construction viewpoint well.

1 Introduction

The insurance market in Brazil is dominated by a few large companies that operate

in various segments and offer insurance services ranging from protection of prop-

erty and assets to securing events (e.g., funerals) and covering health issues. In an

insurance company, each of these segments functions as an individual business or

division with its own budget, rules, and value chain, so business processes can

differ substantially from division to division. Each of the divisions has its own

information system to support its routines related to services (e.g., hospital services,

cargo transportation) and products (e.g., cars, computers).

The company described in this case study (“the Insurer” hereafter) is the largest

independent insurance company in Brazil. Founded more than 100 years ago, the

Insurer currently employs more than 5000 people. In 2014, the company generated

R$16.9 billion of revenue (around US$4.2 billion), obtaining a profit of R$548.7

million (US$138 million) and serving about seven million customers.

The health insurance market in Brazil has seen significant changes recently,

especially in the process of purchasing raw materials for medical treatments. In

responding to these changes, the Insurer reviewed its health insurance information

system (a proprietary system developed internally called “Sourcing Saúde”) to

determine whether it (1) could support great demand from hospitals quickly and

adequately, and (2) could help to control the entire purchasing process, from

purchase authorization, to acquisition, delivery, and payment to suppliers.

When the Insurer reviewed the features of its health insurance information

system, it was clear that part of the material-purchasing process was done infor-

mally instead of being implemented through the system. Moreover, there was no

consensus among the stakeholders about some of the process’s fundamental

concepts and procedures that the system must support. These challenges occurred

partially because of the absence of a common understanding of which materials did

not require authorization—the “Authorization Not Required” (ANR) materials—

and the process for purchasing such materials. Therefore, the Insurer employed

ADDTECH (http://www.addtech.com.br/en/), a business consultancy that

specializes in the areas of business, management, and technology. ADDTECH

suggested using Design Thinking techniques to collect requirements for the new

information system’s features and designing a new process model for material

purchasing. This chapter reports on the actions taken and the results achieved.

The chapter is divided into five sections. The initial situation faced by the Insurer

is described in Sect. 2. The action taken and the details of the Design Thinking

approach application are detailed in Sect. 3. The results achieved in the series of
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Design Thinking workshops are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, lessons learned are

presented in Sect. 5.

2 Situation Faced

The insurance market for health services in Brazil is facing many changes. Earlier,

the material procurement procedure was implemented when the request for material

was created by a doctor, who then forwarded it to a brokerage company, which

executed the material purchase and delivery. Each request was marked as either

regular for periodic treatments or immediate in case of emergency. An application

for authorization of the purchase was sent to an insurance company, and after

analyzing required quantities and material prices, the company authorized

(or not) the clinical procedure and payment of related expenses.

However, this process allowed issues that insurance companies wanted to avoid.

In particular, doctors and hospitals often received commissions from producers of

medical equipment and pharmaceutical companies for giving preference (often

unjustified) to their products, which resulted in more expensive and, even worse,

suboptimal treatment. Insurance companies’ decision to take control of this pro-

curement process launched significant changes onto the market. As a result,

hospitals are now obligated to send the material requests directly to insurance

companies, who are responsible for quotation, selection, approval, and delivery of

materials, significantly reducing costs. In addition to initial resistance from doctors

and hospitals, who no longer had the decision power on purchasing, the insurance

companies, had to create new, robust structures for the purchasing process and

develop appropriate information systems to manage and control this process.

Because the Insurer had to restructure its purchasing process, it acquired a new

information system for research, quoting, and selection of the most appropriate

material. However, the existing internal purchasing process came into conflict with

the new system, so the Insurer tried to create a “supra-system” (as part of the

internally created “Sourcing Saúde” system) to control the information system and

perform operations related to materials analysis, approval, purchase, and payment.

However, the initiative was again not entirely successful. The Insurer used the term

“supra-system” to reflect that it was a superior information system that incorporated

the previous one. However, there was a huge overlap of information stored in the

two systems’ databases because they belonged to different vendors (Orizon http://

www.orizonbrasil.com.br/ and GSMi http://www.gsmi.med.br/) and were not

integrated. In other words, there were two information systems in operation,

automating two different parts of the same process.

The root problem, though, was that some items that doctors and hospitals

requested that were classified as “basic” for certain procedures were released

immediately for purchase without being registered in the information system. The

entry of these ANR materials was not considered a priority because of the ease of

evaluation and approval. However, over time, four major problems emerged:
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• ANR materials did not have a standard definition, so deciding a material was an

ANR material was subject to the individual interpretation of the professional in

charge.

• The share of ANR items increased to 40% of all ordered materials, but because

they were not considered relevant to be registered, they were ignored during the

development of the “supra-system.”

• ANR materials were purchased outside the information system using a manual

process and using phone and email for communication and decision-making.

• The number of frauds involving ANR materials increased.

Therefore, the Insurer assigned to its information technology (IT) team the task

of collecting the requirements necessary for the development of an updated,

improved, unified information system that could fulfill two primary objectives:

• Make the material purchase process efficient and consistent, excluding the

intermediate information system.

• Include management of ANR materials in the information system in order to

eliminate manual and uncontrolled actions.

The IT team first used traditional procedures, such as meetings and interviews, to

elicit the information necessary to meet these objectives. More than 100 meetings

were held over nine months with representatives of all departments involved in the

purchasing process (e.g., the departments responsible for material analysis, autho-

rization, and payment). These meetings failed to result in a satisfactory outcome,

because people could not communicate their problems and needs in a clear and

effective way. Therefore, the Insurer decided to hire the ADDTECH consultancy to

help in gathering requirements for the development of information system func-

tionality, encompassing the needs of all departments involved in the purchasing

process.

ADDTECH proposed using the Design Thinking approach (Meinel and Leifer

2011) to address the problem. To make participants active in designing the desired

purchasing process, a series of workshops were held. At that time, the ADDTECH

team incorrectly assumed that the issues related to the definition of ANR materials

and their incorporation into the purchasing process had already been resolved

internally.

3 Action Taken

ADDTECH proposed applying the Design Thinking approach to gather

requirements for the information system that would manage the redesigned pur-

chasing process of materials, particularly ANR materials (Meinel and Leifer 2011;

Fig. 1). Design Thinking focuses on finding creative and innovative responses to

specific demands (e.g., Brown and Rowe 2008); in this case, it was used to improve

the purchasing process through process discovery, analysis, and redesign. The
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Design Thinking approach was followed in several phases of the Business Process

Management (BPM) lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013).

The Design Thinking approach, which brings together a set of practices to

address challenges and develop projects or even new businesses, has been

characterized as encouraging innovative thinking and leading to an accumulation

of distinct ideas about an issue (Brown and Rowe 2008). Collaboration is essential

in this process, where members of a multidisciplinary team are stimulated to open

their minds to insights and to provide input about their perceptions of the problem

and possible solutions. According to Brown and Rowe (2008), the Design Thinking

approach can comprise five iterative stages: empathize, define, ideate, prototype,
and test (Fig. 1). The empathize stage seeks understanding about the target audience
(end users, customers, or clients) for the action. The define stage focuses on

identification of root causes of a problem to be addressed. Solutions to the problem

are developed in the ideate stage. The selected solution is then implemented in the

prototype stage and, finally, assessed in the test stage. However, the Design

Thinking stages are not linear, but iterative and dynamic, which supports creativity

and innovation (Brown and Katz 2011; Dorst 2011; Liedtka 2015; Lydon and

Garcia 2015; Rowe 1987; Simon 1969).

The Design Thinking stages can be mapped onto the five phases of the BPM

lifecycle suggested by Dumas et al. (2013): The empathize stage is related to

process discovery, the define stage to process analysis, the ideate stage to process

redesign, the prototype stage to process implementation, and the test stage to

process monitoring and controlling. Figure 2 visualizes and Table 1 describes the

mapping of the Design Thinking stages to the BPM lifecycle phases.

The ADDTECH consultancy proposed forming three multidisciplinary working

groups (WGs) of members of each of the eight areas that deal with the Insurer’s

purchasing process. In addition, a project team (PT) of eight members of the IT

Fig. 1 Design thinking stages (Source: Stanford Design School, http://dschool.stanford.edu/;

Brown and Rowe 2008)
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department responsible for the improvement of existing information system was

organized. As a result, the project involved four groups and thirty-two people. Each

group participated in a series of Design Thinking workshops (the Sessions) in

September 2015. Table 2 summarizes who participated in each workshop and

how many meetings took place.

Table 1 Comparison of the design thinking stages (Brown and Rowe 2008) with the BPM

lifecycle phases (Dumas et al. 2013)

Design

thinking

stage

BPM lifecycle

phase Comparison

Empathize Process discovery The empathize stage stimulates the discovery of

contextual elements that might clarify a process

Define Process analysis The define stage provides the problem analysis that

supports the design of an as-is process model

Ideate Process redesign The ideate stage supports finding creative and

implementable solutions to be reflected in the to-be
process

Prototype Process

implementation

The prototype stage comprises execution of the to-be
process

Test Process monitoring

and controlling

The test stage keeps the solution running, acquiring

insights into how it could be improved

Fig. 2 Correspondence of the design thinking stages (Brown and Rowe 2008) to the BPM

lifecycle phases (Dumas et al. 2013)
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Figure 3 presents the workshops that took place in each Design Thinking

stage and the tools applied at each workshop. These tools were inspired by

Osterwalder’s studies (e.g., Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010), which proposed,

among other tools, the Business Model Canvas (Fig. 10), a visual chart template

divided into blocks that supports the development of new or documents existing

business models. Its elements usually describe a company’s or a product’s value

proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances. Based on practical needs,

ADDTECH extended the Business Model Canvas for a variety of purposes. The

canvasses used in this case study, presented and described in Appendix 1 (Figs. 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, 12 and 13), were used to extract and organize the participants’ thoughts,

leading to the solution development.

Nine collaborative Sessions took place and all followed a similar structure. First,

the Session facilitator, an ADDTECH representative, created empathy among the

participants by clarifying what results the Session was intended to achieved and

using what tools. The main idea and goal of each canvas was explained and the

tasks to be performed were clarified. For each task, a strictly defined period of time

was set and controlled by the facilitator, an approach called timeboxing. The goal of

timeboxing is to speed the work and encourage the participants’ cognitive pro-

cesses. Then the facilitator described the brainswarming technique, which elicits

ideas about ways to achieve a goal or address a problem, taking into consideration

the available company resources. Members freely expressed their thoughts by

writing them on sticky notes, which were then placed on part of a canvas. Next,

the facilitator guided the participants in selecting, organizing, and synthesizing the

ideas placed on the canvas. The solution that came up was adjusted until a

consensus among all Session participants was achieved. Additional information

about the workshops conducted and the tools applied is provided in Appendix 1.

Table 2 Summary of workshops conducted and participants

Workshop Participants Number of meetings

Kick-off All participants 1 meeting

Immersion PT 3 meetings and 1 visit to the

organization

WG representatives 1 meeting

WGs 3 meetings (1 for each WG)

Material definition WG representatives 1 meeting

Process design WG representatives 2 meetings

Business model PT and WG

representatives

1 meeting

Stories and

requirements

WGs 1 meeting with 3 WGs simultaneously

Prioritization PT and WG

representatives

2 meetings

Functionality

refinement

All participants 2 meetings

Development planning All participants 1 meeting
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Fig. 3 Workshops and tools applied at each design thinking stage
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3.1 Action Taken During the Empathize Stage

The actions performed during the empathize stage correspond to the BPM

lifecycle’s process discovery phase. According to Dumas et al. (2013), it is neces-

sary first to understand how a business process operates in order to represent it in a

model properly. Therefore, multiple stakeholders with differing but complementary

skills might collaborate on this task, which typically involves communication and

information-gathering.

In this case, the empathize stage was intended to establish a consensus on the

issue the Sessions were to address. It was important to understand not only the

wishes and needs of the clients (members of the three WGs), but also issues other

than those presented a priori. In order to clarify the problem, the immersion
workshop was conducted after the kick-off workshop. (See sub-section “Workshops

Conducted and Tools Applied During the Empathize Stage” in Appendix 1 for

additional details.)

3.2 Action Taken During the Define Stage

The actions performed during the define stage correspond to the BPM lifecycle’s

process analysis phase. According to Dumas et al. (2013), the identification and

assessment of the opportunities for process improvement take place during the

process analysis phase. In the define stage the information acquired in the empathize
stage is analyzed and synthesized, and the participants generate insights and

patterns that help to define the problem context.

At the beginning of the define stage, the groups agreed that the purchasing

process of ANRmaterials (the ANR process) was critical enough to be incorporated

into the purchasing information system. Since this process was not contemplated in

the as-is process model designed during the previous stage (Fig. 4), the Session

schedule was adjusted to include the activities related to the ANR process design

and its incorporation into the purchasing process, supported by the information

system. As a result, three workshops were performed during the define stage: the

material definition workshop, the (desired) process design workshop, and the

business model workshop (Fig. 3). (See sub-section “Workshops Conducted and

Tools Applied During the Define Stage” in Appendix 1 for additional details.)

3.3 Action Taken During the Ideate Stage

The actions performed during the ideate stage correspond to the BPM lifecycle’s

process redesign phase, which is typically informed by the ideas and directions

elicited during the process analysis phase. Process redesign is not always conducted

in a systematic way but is instead a creative activity (Dumas et al. 2013). Similarly,

the ideate stage is the most creative stage of the Design Thinking process.
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After the collection, organization, analysis, and synthesis of all relevant infor-

mation, as well as the immersion into the context and root causes of existing issues,

creative solutions that address the clients’ needs and desires emerge. The Stories

and Requirements workshop and the Prioritization workshop were conducted

during this stage. (See sub-section “Workshops Conducted and Tools Applied

During the Ideate Stage” in Appendix 1 for additional details.)

3.4 Action Taken During the Prototype Stage

The actions performed during the prototype stage correspond to the BPM

Lifecycle’s process implementation phase. According to Dumas et al. (2013), the

process implementation phase comprises the execution of the to-be process by

bringing into practice the necessary changes in how the work is done (organiza-

tional change management) and in the IT systems (process automation).

During the prototype stage, WG representatives validated and brought into force

the outcomes of the previous Sessions. Together with the PT, during the Function-

ality Refinement workshop and the Development Planning workshop they

discussed the final list of the features (with priorities) to be implemented by the

information system. (See sub-section “Workshops Conducted and Tools Applied

During the Prototype Stage” in Appendix 1 for additional details.)

3.5 Action Taken During the Test Stage

The actions currently being performed during the test stage correspond to the BPM
Lifecycle’s process monitoring and controlling phase. This stage closes the “cycle”

and serves as a basis for the new loop of Design Thinking. Once the implementation

is completed, continuous monitoring and controlling of the process execution is

required in order to determine whether any adjustments are needed (Dumas et al.

2013).

In the Insurer’s case, the test stage is still underway. Many of the main features

have been implemented and validated, but comprehensive results of implementing

and monitoring the redesigned purchasing process are yet to be reported.

4 Results Achieved

This section summarizes the outcomes of the workshops that were related to each

Design Thinking stage (empathize, define, ideate, and prototype), as well as those of
the overall case.
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4.1 Outcomes of Applying the Design Thinking Approach

In the empathize stage, applying the Process Design Canvas (Fig. 7) resulted in the

as-is process model of the existing purchasing process (Fig. 4). Table 3 in Appendix

2 lists the acronyms used in the model. As a next step toward the to-be process, the

Value Proposition Canvas (Fig. 8) generated 133 requirements to be met by the new

information system.

During the define stage, the Definition Canvas (Fig. 9) was used to facilitate the

inclusion of the participants’ perceptions and opinions about ANR materials,

resulting in a common definition: “ANR is a specific concept for materials that

facilitates the provision of the services that streamline the authorization process.”

Then a task force was assigned to identify all the materials covered by this

definition in order to add them to a single ANR database.

Members of WGs could then formulate the desired purchasing process’s

characteristics by again using the Process Design Canvas (Fig. 7). As a result, the

to-be purchasing process (Fig. 5) and the sub-process for procurement of ANR

materials (Fig. 6) could be modelled. The to-be process improved the as-is process

in three primary ways: It included the formalized model of the process flow for

procurement of ANR materials, the process was optimized by identifying and

eliminating unnecessary activities, and the to-be process anticipated the automation

of parts of its flow, which ensured the new workflow’s quality and security.

Finally, in order to determine the value of the information system to its users,

future users, and the company as a whole, value propositions (requirements), direct

customers, aspects of user support service, key activities and features, and key

partners were formalized using the Business model Canvas (Fig. 10).

During the ideate stage, the requirements and associated features to be

implemented in the information system were further structured and prioritized.

With the help of the Story Cards tool (Fig. 11), the initial set of 133 requirements

that was revealed during the empathize stage was reduced to 43 key requirements.

Table 4 in Appendix 2 presents the final list of requirements. In order to decide what

requirements should be implemented, the related features were ranked using the

Prioritization of Requirements Canvas (Fig. 12). The ranking was done based on the

value a feature brought to the overall improvement of the information system, as

well as the levels of difficulty and effort required for its implementation.

In the prototype stage, the PT discussed the features to be implemented with the

representatives of the working teams. As a result, all participants had a shared

understanding of the system’s desired functionality. The PT then used the Project

Model Canvas (Fig. 13) to visualize the elements required to manage the software

implementation project. Finally, the prototypes of the new features that

corresponded to the to-be process were developed.
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4.2 Contributions of Applying the Design Thinking Approach

The results achieved during the Sessions addressed the gaps between existing and

desired features of the information system in managing the purchasing process and

sub-processes. In particular, during one of the first workshops, the absence of a

common understanding of what materials should be classified as ANR materials

was revealed. Therefore, reaching a common definition of such materials and

streamlining the related sub-process for their procurement was accomplished dur-

ing the Sessions.

The Design Thinking approach that the Sessions followed facilitated the attain-

ment of a considerable amount of useful information for the company. The two

major outcomes were formalizing the clients’ perceptions regarding the existing

purchasing process and the designed to-be process, which was simpler and more

objective than the as-is process and included significantly fewer steps to be

performed.

The Sessions were initiated after unsuccessful attempts to collect requirements

for the improved information system. After more than 100 meetings conducted over

more than nine months, neither a definition of ANR materials nor sub-processes for

their procurement was specified. The Design Thinking approach made

accomplishing this task within a single working day (8 h) possible. The approach

supported simultaneous and non-linear actions throughout the Sessions. Analyzing

at each step the previous step’s resulting information allowed the outcomes of

previous steps to be validated and reworked where necessary. Consequently, a

robust, co-created solution could be developed with a high chance of successful

implementation and adoption.

The requirements and desired features of the new information system that

resulted from the Sessions were organized and delivered in a feature-specification

document that reflected the wishes and needs of the clients from all of the

departments involved in the purchasing process. The clients’ recognition of the

improvements in the purchasing process is an important result of the Sessions.

The redesigned purchasing process is still being implemented so, although we

can report the desired approach’s preliminary success by referring to the attained

results, we cannot yet draw conclusions on the overall project’s outcomes and

success. The consulting team from ADDTEC is still following the case and keeping

in contact with the IT team that is performing the process implementation. Once the

overall project is completed, we will analyze the information system’s operation

and the employees’ reaction to and feedback about using the new procurement

process. We will report on the results of this analysis in a future publication.

5 Lessons Learned

This chapter discussed a real-world BPM case of a Brazilian insurance company,

the Insurer, which applied the Design Thinking approach to redesign its medical

material-purchasing process and derive requirements for further development of its
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related enterprise information systems. This case provides organizations with

general insights on how to apply Design Thinking to process redesign. Based on

the lessons learned from the practical application of the innovative Design Thinking

techniques, we can report on three important observations that reflect the overall

case:

1. Design Thinking added useful instruments to BPM analysts’ tool set, as the case

demonstrated the successful application of Design Thinking for process redesign

and improvement. The BPM lifecycle phases correspond well with the stages of

Design Thinking. Details of the Design Thinking techniques applied in the case

are summarized in Appendix 1.

The initial series of conventional workshops, which required tremendous

effort by the Insurer, were unsuccessful in achieving the required change of

processes and systems, so the company requested the assistance of the

ADDTECH consultancy. The consultants faced a tricky situation, but their

novel techniques opened up the company’s perspective and allowed it to create

innovative and unconventional solutions. While the traditional workshops failed,

the Design-Thinking-fueled workshops made a difference and achieved the

desired goal.

A possible cause for the success of Design Thinking techniques is that they are

geared toward achieving a consensus in multidisciplinary groups that have been

tasked with finding a solution to a design problem. The techniques encourage

and facilitate the group members’ joint and interactive acquisition of knowledge

about the design problem by establishing the feeling that the group can collec-

tively construct a solution.

These characteristics of Design Thinking techniques match the social-

construction viewpoint of BPM, where the design of business processes is

understood as a social process that connects actors who jointly envision potential

process designs and then negotiate the roles and responsibilities for each

sub-process and activity (Smeds and Alvesalo 2003). Such a social-construction

perspective requires the people involved to co-operate “despite possible

conflicting interests, dispersed knowledge, [and] differing management

strategies” (Becker et al. 2013, p. 41). Design Thinking techniques provide

ways to promote co-operation, so a particularly promising phenomenon to be

investigated in future research is the question concerning why Design Thinking

techniques could address two design goals at the same time: finding a novel

solution and achieving agreement through the group.

2. The case described here is likely to render a methodological contribution to the

Design Thinking approach. Contrary to the common procedure, ADDTECH

consultants implemented a “pre-immersion” stage at the project outset, preced-

ing the Design Thinking empathy stage. It is likely that this decision was central
to the project’s success. This stage was created with the intention to extract the

domain knowledge that was required to validate the requirements regarding the

project’s scope and process up front. Thus, the time spent in the later empathy
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stage was significantly reduced, as that the project work was grounded in

maximum objectivity and focus had been assured.

This additional “pre-immersion” stage included activities of three types. First,

the consultants performed additional work that focused on clarifying the

Insurer’s needs and motivation in undertaking the process. Second, they put in

place instruments to organize the project’s processes and stages. Third, they

organized the physical space for the process innovation and design project. A

meeting room was exclusively reserved for the interviews and workshops, where

the materials produced by the groups were constantly available to be accessed by

the participants. The “pre-immersion” stage consisted of conducting interviews

and required the physical presence of the facilitator during collaborative

workshops. The facilitator socialized with the representatives of all the

departments and IT professionals involved in the project and acquired the

required information by asking questions in order to understand the operation

of the existing information system. While implementation of the “pre-immer-

sion” stage was useful in the reported case, the specific circumstances under

which the application of this stage is beneficial and the contribution of this stage

to the project success call for a detailed investigation in the future.

3. A final observation relates to the flexibility of Design Thinking techniques in

making adjustments to their procedure. The case included examples of such

modifications after the empathize stage, when the understanding, validation, and
development of solutions were executed repeatedly until the users’ needs were

met to a sufficient degree.

Appendix 1

Workshops Conducted and Tools Applied During the Empathize
Stage

Workshops Conducted During the Empathize Stage

Kick-off Workshop
During the kick-off workshop, a facilitator from ADDTECH clarified all aspects of

the planned Sessions to the members of all four groups involved. The facilitator

presented and discussed the work proposal, reached a consensus about the activities

to be performed, and emphasized that participation and engagement in the Sessions

was vital for their success. All participants then collaboratively defined the

procedures and rules during the Sessions, and the facilitator answered the

participants’ questions.

Some participants (mostly supervisors and managers) tried to divert the workshop

focus to activities with which they were more familiar. As a result, the facilitator

had to stop the workshop occasionally to explain again the stages of work and

improve cooperation among the participants.
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Immersion Workshop
The purpose of the immersion workshop was to clarify the problem and its

characteristics from the client perspective. Resulting customer requirements could

then guide the development of the services to be offered by the information system.

During this workshop, it became clear that the WGs had no common understanding

of ANR materials, as the participants disagreed on what should and should not be

considered ANR materials and how such materials could be registered in the

information system. ADDTECH also saw that the existing information system

had been developed without a comprehensive understanding of the processes it

was intended to support, so it was necessary to review the planned Sessions and

work steps to address both the definition and the procurement process for ANR

materials.

Tools Applied During the Empathize Stage

Process Design Canvas
The goal of the Process Design Canvas (Fig. 7) was to compare the existing

information system’s features with those the users (clients) wanted. In order to

understand the existing process (the as-is process), representatives of each WG

described (a) the course of the process, (b) results of the process, (c) resources

required to perform the process, and (d) existing obstacles to performing the

process. Figure 4 depicts the resulting as-is process model.

Fig. 7 Process design canvas (designed by José Ricardo Cereja)
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Value Proposition Canvas
The goal of the Value Proposition Canvas (Fig. 8) was to set the path from the as-is

process to the to-be process by following the concept that each product or service

must deliver value to the customer/user. Members of all WGs participated in the

canvas development. First, each participant described (a) current “pains”

(difficulties) related to the use of the procurement system and (b) the “gains” they

would obtain (or expect to obtain) if the system works optimally. Then the

participants described (a) what products or services correspond to customer/user

activities specified, (b) what “pain relievers” could address the existing difficulties,

and (c) what “gain creators” could support achieving the potential gains specified.

In the next step, the participants used the same procedure to select, cluster, and

synthesize the information from all Value Proposition Canvasses. These syntheses

were then compared, generating 133 requirements for the desired information

system that reflected the users’ needs and expectations (called “value

propositions”). Information about these value propositions formed part of the

Business Model Canvas built in the next stage.

As a result of the previous step, the participants learned the as-is process, agreed

on its authenticity, and recognized the need to review the activities and tasks. They

also tried to analyze the process’s system use, but no one could explain why the

system was built as it was and why it had the identified gaps. The use of Value

Proposition Canvas revealed (a) the global quality issues that should be addressed

by the system, such as agility, accuracy, and reliability, and (b) the features

necessary to implement improvements.

The participants faced problems in understanding how to apply this tool. The

Value Proposition Canvas should be filled in the following order: (1) user activities,

“pains,” and “gains” and (2) what products and services can meet the users’

activities, what solutions address the “pains,” and what generates the “gains.” It

was difficult for the participants to distinguish these aspects of the issue, so their

Fig. 8 Value proposition canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010)
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responses were analyzed and revised in an iterative way. The confusing responses

were clarified and rewritten, and similar responses were grouped.

Workshops Conducted and Tools Applied During the Define Stage

Workshops Conducted During the Define Stage

Material Definition Workshop
The Material Definition workshop involving WG representatives was not planned

initially but was added once ADDTECH realized that there was no shared under-

standing of ANRmaterials. These materials had been ordered by email or phone with

no prior analysis, authorization or registration in the information system. The aim of

the workshop was to reach a consensus among the WGs on the definition of ANR

materials.

Process Design Workshop
The goal of the Process Design Workshop involving WG representatives was to design

the to-be process, where the information system would be employed to manage the

procurement process of all company materials (including ANR materials). Prior to

designing the to-be process, participants had reached a common definition of ANR

materials and a common understanding of how the procurement process (particularly

purchasing of ANR materials) had been performed. The participants could then define

the target purchasing process and the features the new information system should have.

Business Model Workshop
The subsequent Business Model workshop involving PT members determined the

value that the updated information system was to bring its users, future users, and

the company as a whole. Based on this knowledge, the PT could then determine

how this value could be delivered in the most efficient way and the associated costs.

Tools Applied During the Define Stage

Definition Canvas
The goal of the Definition Canvas (Fig. 9) was to support finding a common definition

of ANR materials. For that, WG representatives specified, why ANR materials need

to be there. Participants used sticky notes to express their ideas, and then each

participant went through and considered all the points made by the whole group

and proposed a list of features that might define an ANR material. Finally, WG

representatives agreed on a common definition of an ANR material (presented in the

Sect. 4).

This work was first attempted through an open discussion in an effort to include

individual perspectives, but it was soon apparent that brainswarming was required.

The applied Product Definition Canvas gave the participants the opportunity to present

their perceptions and understanding about what ANRs are and what they should be.
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Process Design Canvas
The goal of the Process Design Canvas (Fig. 7) at this stage was to support the

design of the desired material-purchasing process (“to-be process”), with the

procurement of ANR materials as one of its sub-processes. Application of the

Process Design Canvas followed the same steps as were followed during the

empathize stage for the as-is process model design. The resulting to-be process

and the ANR sub-process are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

Business Model Canvas
The goal of the Business Model Canvas (Fig. 10) was to formalize (a) the

requirements of the information system, derived from the resulting Value Proposition

Canvas developed during the Immersion sessions, (b) the customers who receive

direct benefits from using the information system, (c) how user support should be

organized, (d) the information system’s key activities and the key features required,

and (e) partners who would be key to ensuring the system worked properly.

Workshops Conducted and Tools Applied During the Ideate Stage

Workshops Conducted During the Ideate Stage

Stories and Requirements Workshop
During this workshop, the participants of all three WGs gathered to describe as

stories each of 133 requirements that they generated through the Value Proposition

Canvas during the empathize stage. Each story focused on describing a service that

Fig. 9 Definition canvas (designed by the ADDTECH Team)
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fulfilled a client need or desire. As a result, duplicate or similar requirements were

identified and merged, and the requirements were reviewed and rearranged,

resulting in 43 requirements that were fundamental to improving the information

system.

Prioritization Workshop
During the subsequent Prioritization workshop, the participants of all three WGs

met to analyze the 43 final requirements that had been extracted, grouped, and

ranked during the Stories and Requirements workshop. The goal was to identify the

most important features that should be prototyped and implemented.

Tools Applied During the Ideate Stage

Story Cards
The goal of the Story Cards tool (Fig. 11) was to translate the clients’ requirements to

the features to be implemented in the information system. Each of the three WGs

received about a third of the 133 value propositions identified during the empathize
stage. The task was to describe the service behind each requirement. The interdisci-

plinary nature of each WG and the opportunity to communicate with the members of

the other WGs facilitated the discussion of the nature of each requirement and

ensured consideration of diverse opinions. The check for duplicate or similar value

propositions reduced their number from 133 to 80. The stories written for the

remaining 80 value propositions contained customer identification (department,

Fig. 10 Business model canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010)
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position), the requirement’s level of importance to the customer, and the perceived

benefit from incorporating this requirement in the information system. In the next

step, the PT analyzed and classified the 80 Story Cards and concluded that, in many

cases, one solution could address more than one requirement. As a result, the PT

defined 43 features that addressed all 80 requirements.

Participants could describe easily who would benefit from implementation of a

certain feature but often faced difficulties in formalizing the motivation for

implementing this functionality. Although the initial plan was to write individual

stories by each participant, in the course of the workshop the participants organized

themselves into groups that interacted with each other. This collaborative process

accelerated the stories’ construction, which were beneficial in understanding the

required system features.

Fig. 11 Story card (designed

by the ADDTECH Team)
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Prioritization of Requirements Canvas
The goal of the Prioritization of Requirements Canvas (Fig. 12) was to support

ranking of the features to be implemented in the information system, based on three

criteria:

Added value: the extent to which the functionality a requirement generated

improved the overall service the information system delivered.

Technical competence: the level of expertise required from the development team

to implement a requirement.

Development easiness: the level of effort (time) required of the development team

to implement a requirement.

Workshops Conducted and Tools Applied During the Prototype
Stage

Workshops Conducted During the Prototype Stage

Functionality Requirement Workshop and Development Planning Workshop
Based on the input from the Prioritization Workshop, during the Functionality

Refinement workshop WG representatives and the PT jointly categorized each

feature’s importance as large, average, or small. All participants then discussed

Fig. 12 Prioritization of requirements canvas (designed by the ADDTECH Team)
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and elaborated on the plan for implementing the feature during the Development

Planning Workshop.

Tools Applied During the Prototype Stage

Flip Chart
The goal of the Flip Chart was to encourage the participants to express their

thoughts on detailing, adjusting, and ratifying the features to be developed and

implemented.

Project Model Canvas
The goal of the Project Model Canvas (Fig. 13) was to assist the participants in

elaborating on the project plan for implementing the improved information system.

The participants placed on the canvas the important attributes to be considered

when managing any project, including the work to be done, the timeline, and the

effort required. The plan was designed following the agile software-development

methodology, where the tasks are accomplished in iterations (sprints).

Fig. 13 Project model canvas (Finocchio 2013)
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Appendix 2

Table 3 List of abbreviations

PPV: Prior Procedure Verification

SMR: Special Material Request

OPSM: Orthosis, Prosthesis, and Special Material

MTM: Materials Technical Management

SM: Sourcing Management

MMAM: Material and Medicine Analysis Management

IMAM: Internal Medical Audit Management

MAS: Medical Authorization Supervisory

SUSRM: SUS Reimbursement Management

AIR: Additional Information Request

SLA: Service Level Agreement

SHUT: Supplementary Healthcare Unified Terminology

ABC curve: The diagram used to control material types (A is the most valuable material, 20% of

the amount; B is intermediate value material, 30% of the amount; and C is less valuable material,

50% of the amount)

ENR: Electronic Note Resource

Table 4 List of final requirements

Register marketing fee

Assign the cases negotiated by analyst

Calculate marketing fee

Register the supplier/negotiate with the suppliers that are not in Orizon

Register reversed prioritized requests

Request ANR materials

Queue requests already negotiated for technical analysis

Monitor based on the analyst case

Cancel SMR

Include ANR materials by provider

Register material

Visualize marketing fee

Register SLA

Check material charged x-audit system

Control values per supplier

Control marketing fee

Receive electronic billing

Reopen PPV

List materials of “direct purchase”

Choose providers of “direct purchase”

Communicate between areas

Visualize unified table with information for electronic validation

Code SHUT

(continued)
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Collaborative BPM for Business
Transformations in Telecommunications:
The Case of “3”

Thomas Karle and Kurt Teichenthaler

Abstract

Many business changes in the telecommunications sector are initiated by

mergers and acquisitions, and the fast pace of this sector requires that businesses

adjust or extend business processes in a minimum of time. “3,” the mobile

communication brand of CK Hutchison Holdings, whose headquarters are in

Hong Kong, is a leading global mobile telecommunications, data services

operator, and pioneer of mobile broad-band technology. Therefore, “3” con-

stantly faces the challenges associated with take-overs and mergers. To master

these challenges a comprehensive social BPM environment with predefined

process structures was developed to master these challenges within given time

restrictions. Corresponding process structures support the merging of telecom-

munication processes during a merger and can be used for collaborative drafting

of business processes across organizations. The key task in these projects is to

use the knowledge and experience of all parties involved efficiently and in a

short amount of time in order to carry out process consolidations or to build

comprehensive processes. Therefore, support for collaborative work was

implemented on all project phases, from requirements specifications for design-

ing, implementing, and testing the respective software components to launching

the new processes and providing training.
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(a) Situation faced: Many business changes in the telecommunications sector

are initiated by mergers and acquisitions, and the fast pace of this sector

requires that businesses adjust or extend business processes in a minimum

of time. “3,” the mobile communication brand of CK Hutchison Holdings,

whose headquarters are in Hong Kong, is a leading global mobile

telecommunications company, data services operator, and pioneer of

mobile broadband technology. Therefore, “3” constantly faces the

challenges associated with take-overs and mergers.

(b) Action taken: A comprehensive social BPM environment with predefined

process structures was developed to master these challenges within given

time restrictions. Corresponding process structures support the merging of

telecommunication processes during a merger and can be used for collab-

orative drafting of business processes across organizations. The key task in

these projects is to use the knowledge and experience of all parties

involved efficiently and in a short amount of time in order to carry out

process consolidations or to build comprehensive processes. Therefore,

support for collaborative work was implemented on all project phases,

from requirements specifications for designing, implementing, and testing

the respective software components to launching the new processes and

providing training.

(c) Results achieved: A business process repository with predefined process

and function documentation was built, and a collaborative BPM environ-

ment, embedded self-service training components, and integrated test man-

agement system were established to provide the basis for conducting

projects during acquisitions, mergers, and other businesses transformations.

(d) Lessons learned: Four lessons learned were identified: (a) Successful

implementation of BPM in a company requires combining it with other

fields of operation, such as testing and training; (b) interconnecting a

variety of model types helps to manage the increasing demands regarding

speed of change and complexity of both business and IT; (c) embedding

BPM in a collaborative environment also supports active knowledge

management; and (d) business transformations require that management

provides the necessary strategic control.

1 Introduction

“3” is the mobile communication brand of the Asian corporation CK Hutchison

Holdings (CK Hutchison), whose headquarters are in Hong Kong. CK Hutchison is

a conglomerate with five core businesses—ports and related services, retail, energy,

infrastructure, and telecommunications. In 2015 it had a turnover of 36.8 billion

euros and 278,000 employees in more than fifty countries. The company’s success

is founded on a commitment to innovation and leading-edge mobile technology.

Because of the brand’s commitment to innovation and leading-edge mobile
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technology, mergers and acquisitions have to be managed in as little time as

possible. What’s more, changes in business processes, which occur regularly in

this fast-paced segment, must be implemented both technically and organization-

ally on short notice. “3” relies on a global single instance (GSI), which is based on a

global ERP instance, to implement its processes in the areas of finance and logistics

(Karle and Teichenthaler 2015).

To meet the challenges, “3” wanted to build an extended social BPM environ-

ment for the GSI. To build such an environment, the company pursued a strategy for

enriching the GSI using a BPM repository, collaboration functions, integration of a

test management system, and integration of self-service training components.

The GSI’s core are the processes and functions implemented with an ERP

standard software (Oracle E-Business Suite). In addition, a BPM repository with

all the documentation of the processes implemented was created that contains both

organizational processes and technical-detailed processes. In building this reposi-

tory, the company implemented a process hierarchy based on the organization’s

processes, with the activities and the respective business roles on the upper levels

and the technical, detailed processes and concrete user instructions on the lower

levels. A collaboration platform was implemented on top of this BPM repository

that allows a joint design of GSI processes both organizationally and technically.

The foundation for this collaboration was laid by providing a synchronous interface

between the BPM repository and a wiki-environment.

In addition, a test management system was integrated technically through a

corresponding interface and methodically with an integrated BPM approach.

Thus, the detailed processes in the process hierarchy down to the ERP software

user instructions are automatically transferred to the test management system and

are tested there, partly automatically and partly manually.

The BPM repository also contains self-service training components for the

business users. Here, the micro-processes of the system-handling for each possible

business transaction were recorded with an appropriate tool. The components can

be used in various training modes and are provided in the BPM portal’s process

model descriptions.

The extended collaborative BPM environment that was realized provides an

adequate base for fast analysis, design, and implementation of the requirements

during mergers, acquisitions, and other business transformations in a global con-

text. The detailed process documentation supports comparison of processes

between two companies. New global requirements can be evaluated quickly

based on available process variants for different countries, and rollouts can be

done efficiently based on predefined processes, including documentation, test

cases, and self-service training components. Collaboration functions and connec-

tions between different model types and artefacts help to manage complexity and

knowledge.
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2 Situation Faced

2.1 Problem

“3” conducts acquisitions and mergers in Europe, requiring numerous adjustments

in processes across organizations because of, for example, changes in partners in

the supply chain. These adjustments lead to many business transformations that

must be managed. When businesses are merged, the challenges can include consoli-

dating divergent business processes and joining implementations that often have

different system components. Whenever processes across organizations are

changed, they must be managed well, especially concerning procedures related to

technical details, system components, required integration, and organizational

business processes. The “3” Group Europe pursues the GSI concept, which requires

a centralized ERP system with consolidated business processes for every associated

operating company (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015). The concept is shown in

Fig. 1. This centralized ERP instance, which is physically located in Vienna,

Austria, provides common and country-specific ERP processes and functions that

the company uses also in other local operating companies in the “3” Group Europe

(Ireland, the United Kingdom, and Italy).

The GSI consists of the standard ERP system Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS) and

the so-called Belt Systems. Modules for nine areas are used within the scope of the

standard ERP system (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015):

Fig. 1 Global single instance (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015; Map from OpenStreetMap)
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• Order management

• Inventory management

• Manufacturing

• Purchasing

• Receivables

• Payables

• Assets

• Cash management

• General ledger

The Belt Systems, custom-developed systems that are integrated into the ERP

standard software (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015), are connected via standard inter-

faces and are also an element of the GSI. Individual components of the Belt

Systems are usually developed based on a database and specific development

tools. One of the biggest GSI Belt Systems at the moment is the SCM Hub,

which covers the specific logistical telecommunication requirements in an indi-

vidually realized component.

The current solution, based on configurable business software and the global

business processes it supports, has reached such a high level of complexity that it is

barely manageable.

2.2 Needs

A BPM solution had to be implemented for the GSI that met nine requirements:

• Support the implementation of new or adapted processes and functions of the

global ERP instance.

• Provide an extensive documentation of processes, functions, and the corre-

sponding IT implementation.

• Ensure efficient management of mergers and acquisitions—that is, alignment

and adjustment of processes and functions.

• Establish an environment for and an approach to a global requirements manage-

ment system.

• Support execution of rollouts of the centrally administered ERP system.

• Harmonize global business processes and local particularities.

• Provide an integrated test management system; that is, use the defined business

processes to create corresponding test cases in a semi-automatic way.

• Establish knowledge management for all parties involved (e.g., business, IT,

management).

• Ensure that the approach and environment can manage the complexity of the

global ERP instance, including process variants, the IT systems to be integrated,

and so on.
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After building an adequate BPM environment, the ERP solution of the GSI must

be documented with models for the business processes, business objects, and the

corresponding GSI solution functions and components (Karle and Teichenthaler

2015). These models should be used for changing and merging businesses. The

essential processes had to be predefined for the global solution to be aligned and

possibly extended according to new business requirements. Mergers and business

process implementations across organizations should be supported based on an

extension for collaborative business process management that includes all phases,

from requirement analysis to training. The content provided should be used as a

knowledge base for the rollout of ERP processes in order to minimize the risks of

such extensive ERP projects.

2.3 Objectives

3 Group Europe wanted to build such an environment for the implementation and

extension of business processes across organizations within the frame of differently

sized ERP projects (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015). During this BPM case, the

business processes that had already been implemented in the GSI were initially

provided as models in a centralized repository and were subsequently extended and

adapted collaboratively by all parties involved. In order to do so, the environment

had to support the alignment and definition of country-specific variants for parti-

cular operating companies, as well as corporation-wide business processes across

organizations, such as corporation reporting.

3 Action Taken

This section describes the decisions made and actions taken to create a social BPM

and knowledge management environment for the corporation. Social BPM

combines the classic BPM with a collaboration that includes a corresponding

integrated environment and a specific approach (Erol et al. 2009; Swenson 2011).

The case covers all phases of the typical process lifecycle: identification, discovery,

analysis, design, implementation, and monitoring and controlling (Dumas et al.

2013). The corresponding ERP implementation projects were done based on a

phased approach, and an agile approach for implementing new projects is in

evaluation. There is no focus on a specific area of BPM capabilities; the objective

is to build capabilities in strategic alignment, governance, methods, information

technology, people, and culture in all areas (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015).

In a first step, a BPM repository for the GSI processes was created, the BPM

environment was extended by means of collaborative functions, and a corre-

sponding approach was established at the company. Based on this approach, the

divergent business processes of different business entities were coordinated and the

technical integration between relevant system components was aligned. Finally, the
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BPM environment was integrated with the test management system to provide a

generation of test cases based on the business process models.

3.1 Creation of a Business Process Repository for the GSI

“3” conducts projects for the realization of business processes across organizations

on the basis of predefined reference processes that depict the current state of the

global solution (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015). The purpose of these reference

process models is to describe business processes (e.g., procurement process, order

process), business objects (e.g., order, customer, item), functions (e.g., order entry,

order approval), and their relationship to each other in order to depict and commu-

nicate the possibilities for realizing business processes using already existing GSI

system components (Karle and Teichenthaler 2014). The management of the

operative business and the further development of such complex solutions is

supported by the separation of business process descriptions on several levels,

each with a particular amount of detail. The process descriptions are based on the

assumption of generally intelligible business processes on the highest abstracted

level, which are specified on the lower detailed layers through a realization that is

predefined by the GSI solution. In addition, more models that deal with process

descriptions are provided that support the implementation of business software like

business object structures, organization structures, and work instructions for the

system’s use in particular business transactions. Furthermore, a link between the

business transactions and procedures to respective test cases can be executed

automatically. The models and other artifacts in the repository are linked to each

other, enabling an extensive view on the business processes. The GSI reference

processes are generally structured like the business’s core processes—that is,

Order2Cash, Procure2Pay, Work Orders and Manage Stock, and so on. Figure 2

shows an overview of the core processes of the applied GSI reference model.

Figure 3 shows the GSI repository’s general process structure, including the

process hierarchy and the types of process models and levels that are currently

being used. The rough, top-level business services and the detailed procedures of

the underlying levels are described. Business transactions are depicted by business

use cases (BUCs), which describe cases of the daily business from the specific

business department’s point of view. BUCs are assigned to the individual process

steps, so they are depicted in the GSI processes and functions. On the lower

function level, the standard functions and detailed procedures of the available

GSI are provided, and predefined integration components in the form of main

integration processes (MIPs) are documented. A MIP describes the technical

process within the integration of involved systems. It is common that user interac-

tion is needed when processes are based on standard ERP functions or special

telecommunication-specific extensions of the underlying ERP software. In the

GSI repository, this need for interaction is documented using correspondent

instructions, also called user instructions. These instructions are micro-procedures

that describe the GSI handling. On this level self-service training components are
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Fig. 2 Core processes of GSI reference model (Karle and Teichenthaler 2014)

Fig. 3 Core processes of GSI reference model (cf. Herfurth et al. 2008)
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also provided that offer exemplary handling records for the particular procedure

while also offering the possibility for the user to document and practice interac-

tively. In addition, the link to the test management system is shown, for which

BUCs are carried over as logical test cases. They stand for basic, subject-specific

groups of individual physical test cases on the test management system’s environ-

ment side.

The BPM repository for the GSI consists of three main components, as shown in

Fig. 3 (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015):

• Horus Business Modeler: Hierarchical business process and business transaction

descriptions

• Oracle User Productivity Kit: Additional self-service training components on the

functional level of the business process hierarchy

• HP Quality Center: Test cases that are linked to the particular business trans-

actions (BUCs)

3.2 Implementation of a Collaborative BPM Approach

In order to use the knowledge of all parties involved in the projects effectively, the

design and the implementation of business processes is supported by an extension

of the BPM environment for social media to provide a collaborative environment

(cf. Erol et al. 2009). Process experts and IT can simultaneously adapt the models

needed for realization of the new business processes in the modeling tool (Karle and

Teichenthaler 2014). The key users from the departments use wikis that contain the

self-service training components for the business users, made possible by using a

wiki environment that is linked to the business process modeling tool with a

bidirectional synchronization mechanism. The processes that IT must implement

technically are deposited in the IT view and linked to the subject-specific business

processes. As a result, all three views of a business process (business, process, and

IT) can be created, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the wiki access for the department in which key users can submit

textual changes easily (Karle and Teichenthaler 2014). They can also share

comments on necessary diagram modifications that are then handled by business

process modelers. Figure 5 also shows the synchronization between subject-specific

input from the wiki and the changes in the business process model made by the

process modeler. Here, modifications can be aligned and conflicts can be resolved

when modifications have been made on both sides.

3.3 Coordination of Business Processes Based on Environment
and Approach

The alignment of the future business processes of merged businesses or other

business transformations usually starts with mapping the business transactions in
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the form of BUCs (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015). Then the essential process level

must be discussed and adapted to the appropriate level. First, the GSI must be

analyzed based on the predefined procedure, looking for modifications of the global

process that need to be made. If there are modifications or extensions identified

during the analysis, they are highlighted in the particular process. In this context,

some activities in processes are covered by GSI standard functions, and no modifi-

cations are needed, while some activities must be modified or existing functions

must be extended. Some process steps represent integration steps between systems

are additionally, and some are extensions—that is, additional developments that

accompany the standard software.

These technical components are part of the parallel processed system architec-

ture, which is described in the same tool with special system architecture models.

As a result, the allocation of individual modules of the ERP software or technical

components like additional development packages or interfaces is possible. Since

the system architecture models are constructed hierarchically, the process models’

abstraction levels can be used with the respective levels of the system architecture.

Individual extensions and interfaces are provided on the lower levels of the system

architecture.

Figure 6 shows an exemplary process for creating new sales orders. Sales

orders have to be imported from web shops or distributor systems via interfaces

within the scope of predefined business transactions, but it must also be possible for

sales orders to be manually created in the ERP system. All recorded and imported

Fig. 4 Views of business processes for adaptation (Sch€onthaler et al. 2012)
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sales orders must be checked and approved. For each process step, one or several

business transactions (e.g., BUCs), the department responsible for the execution of

manual tasks, and the necessary system components are assigned to the activities of

the detailed processes. Assigned system components can either be MIPs needed for

integration or an extensions that have to be developed.

In the example at hand, both the integration and the checking of orders must be

changed and extended within the project scope. Such changes often occur in these

kinds of projects based on systems to be integrated, or other distribution channels

must be taken into consideration. Even the process of checking sales orders often

differs from one country to another.

The Oracle User Productivity Kit (UPK) (Oracle User Productivity Kit 2016)

records handling by business users, which records can be used to attune business

process details. Descriptions of detailed processes on the user instruction level can

also support this task. Here, procedures related to handling of individual business

transactions are documented in the scope of GSI documentation with UPK. Users

can then work with them in several modes, including a mode called “See It,” which

exemplarily demonstrates a particular business transaction or another mode called

“Try It,” which enables the user to practice treating the respective business

transactions with the implemented GSI solution functions. The special handling

knowledge is deposited with the business process models at the appropriate steps

and is provided by the wiki environment, creating a coherent model and artifact

knowledge base that broadly describes the whole system.

Fig. 6 Definition and alignment of detailed processes (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015)
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Figure 7 shows the “See It” mode for handling the ERP software. Here, the user

is shown step by step how to create a supplier for the Procure2Pay process in the

system (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015). The user is guided through the system and

gets handling tips every step of the way. These tips, short texts that are shown in the

corresponding forms, explain how the particular fields or other system controls

should be handled. The systems’ micro-procedures, which match the detailed pro-

cedures on the level of the business process hierarchy function, are executed in the

“See It” mode based on example data. Analogously, the user can practice a pro-

cedure in the “Try It” mode, where the user’s entries are validated according to the

rules that have been set.

3.4 Alignment of the Technical Integration

Communication among all included parties’ IT experts on a technical level is

needed to align the technical integration (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015), so tech-

nical detailed procedures and data structures from the previously covered process

level must be clarified for every step. Figure 8 shows the technical procedure for

transferring and importing sales orders in a particular MIP. The starting point for

the technical process is the ERP standard software, after which it is controlled by

the middleware Qorus. PL/SQL programs are called up and executed depending on

the process. The data is automatically transferred through preparation steps, loaded

into staging tables, and then imported by the order management module via the

order interface. Many of these technical integration processes must be checked and

extended by IT experts in the scope of mergers of businesses or ERP rollouts, but it

Fig. 7 “See It” mode for self-service training (Oracle User Productivity Kit 2016)
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is often sufficient to adapt the individual components in terms of the particularities

of the data structures that need to be handled. The according data structures are also

a part of the BPM documentation of the GSI.

3.5 Integration of BPM and Test Management

The test management system was integrated into the BPM repository to realize

adapted business processes and their IT-technical implementation by implementing

an interface that delivers each detailed step of the micro-processes such that all

possible runs of the ERP system’s handling on the lower level of the process hier-

archy are forwarded to the test management system (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015).

When respective tagging of possible runs in the micro-processes are created, all

known outcome possibilities are marked within the process model. The allocation

of the BUCs on higher levels allows for an automated inquiry of all underlying

process models down to detailed levels. Consequently, all defined possibilities of

micro-processes for a BUC can be established and delivered to the test management

system as single steps, as shown in Fig. 9. This requirement is essential for further

preparation of the test cases because of the test cases’ structuring in the test

management system. Here, each physical test case is summarized into a container,

where one logical container exactly corresponds to one BUC and holds all physical

test cases that are necessary for the functional test of the BUC. The single test

execution is maintained in the test management system, while some tests are also

automated in the test management system. If required they can be executed by the

system itself.

Fig. 8 Definition and alignment of technical integration (Karle and Teichenthaler 2015)
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4 Results Achieved

Based on the realized BPM environment and the developed approach, many posi-

tive effects resulted from the actions taken.

4.1 Deliverables

4.1.1 Collaborative Global BPM Environment
In addition to the implementation of logistics and finance processes on a global

instance, the main result is documentation of the entire global business process for

the corporation on three levels: business services, rough business processes, and

detailed business processes with assigned roles and system components. This docu-

mentation considers common processes and local, country-specific process vari-

ants. The corresponding technical processes are also documented in detail.

A collaborative environment supporting communication and cooperative work

on business processes was also established. The new possibilities of collaboration

based on social media were used for efficient access to experience-based knowl-

edge, creative solution management, and implementations of best practices. Social

BPM was realized by combining the procedures and technologies of social media

with BPM methods.

4.1.2 Establishment of a Social BPM Approach for Projects
A corresponding approach for the projects was established based on the social BPM

environment. Socialization in the projects starts with business requirements engi-

neering, where the business members of involved companies and organizations are

granted access to the social BPM environment for the purpose of modeling,

analysis, design, and evaluation of the business processes to be discussed. In the

social network, the requirements of the involved parties can be exchanged and

BUCs, process models, and other artifacts can be defined for a common solution.

An important improvement is the ability to collaborate to produce designs that are

to be implemented based on previously defined requirements, such as the design of

process consolidations and cross-organizational processes. The implemented envi-

ronment supports this collaborative design by connecting the experts from different

organizations and domains (business and IT). The processes are monitored after

they are implemented, for which the functional key figures and the execution of the

technical process instances and the social BPM environment are used. A general

benefit of the combined use of social media and BPM was that the employees at CK

Hutchison had fun at work and the motivation of the team that was working on a

common solution increased.

A specific approach to managing mergers and acquisitions was created, starting

with the existing GSI reference models in the BPM repository to compare processes

between companies and to identify required adaptions. The alignment and design of

consolidated processes are based on this documentation.
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The BPM environment and the approach are also used for a global requirements

management. New requirements from a country can be evaluated in terms of

potential benefits for other companies operating in the corporation and in terms

of these requirements’ dependencies with particular implementations for other

countries, based on implemented and documented process variants.

The use of social BPM also enables a much more effective alternative of global

coordination and collaboration compared to the doing so through many face-to-

face-meetings. On the basis of a repository that contains the respective GSI refer-

ence models, the reconciliation is accomplished in a social network using func-

tionalities like context-related chat, forums, wikis, and collaborative modeling in

combination with BPM in an integrated environment.

4.1.3 Active Knowledge Management
Another important result was creation of a knowledge net based on types of models

that are connected with each other (e.g., process models, object models, organi-

zation models, system architecture models). This net provides information about

the dependencies of business processes and their technical realization. The net helps

to identify efforts and license costs for changes or rollouts to the corporation’s other

operating companies and, since it is provided in the collaboration functions of the

social BPM environment, all involved parties (e.g., business, IT, management) can

use it. In combination with the collaboration functions, the knowledge net supports

active knowledge management.

4.1.4 Support of Process-Based Testing
The predefined test cases linked with the corresponding process models support a

fast rollout of business processes in newly acquired operating companies. Test

cases for new business processes can be created semi-automatically out of the

process models based on the process descriptions on the detailed levels (e.g., user

instructions and technical process executions). To create the tests, the business

analyst who is responsible for implementing a set of requirements defines possible

testing paths and outputs with the testing team, tags these paths in the process

models, and transfers them to the test management system as physical test cases. An

interface between the BPM system and the test management system generates the

individual steps of the test, each of which contains the required information, such as

the description of the activity, the system component used, and the expected output.

The relationship between process models and test cases is also used during the test

execution to clarify the testers’ current test task by showing it in context of the

process. A recording of an automatic test execution is done in the test management

system for some of the test cases, as changes in these processes cause the test cases

to be adapted and recorded for automatic execution. This recording can be identi-

fied by the links between process models and corresponding test cases. The self-

service training components integrated into the BPM environment’s process docu-

mentation support the objective of efficient rollouts. Involvement in the test man-

agement and in the training provide “living” process models that are permanently

in use.
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4.1.5 Management of Increased Complexity
The combination of predefined GSI reference process models and social BPM has

proved to be helpful in managing the existing complexity. The predefined pro-

cesses, functions, business objects, and system components define a basis on which

the communication regarding cross-company processes between parties involved

(e.g., in supply chains) can be coordinated. When a merger or an acquisition of

companies occurs in this sector, using the described approach to identify and con-

solidate differences and similarities provides a substantial advantage. The key to

managing the complexity is the associations built between the different types of

models and between models and other artifacts, such as test cases and self-service

training components. These associations provide transparency about the as-is state,

allow navigation through the knowledge net, and help to identify deltas to estimate

the effort required for changes and to support design, implementation, documenta-

tion, education, and testing.

4.2 Business Outcomes

The collaborative BPM environment and the established approach provide fast

implementations of ERP projects; for example, a rollout of the finance modules

was accomplished in 3 months. Regarding the collaborative work based on this

social BPM approach, there is currently almost no staff turnover among the people

working in this area.

5 Lessons Learned

This section describes the four lessons learned from the HK Hutchison case.

5.1 BPM Must Be Combined with Other Fields

BPM must be combined with other fields of activity to provide “living” process

models. Considered only by themselves, process models are often created and used

only in certain phases of projects, such as analysis and design, and tucked away

after the projects are finished, never to be used again. If the process models are

connected with related areas like test management or training, they become “living”

process models. “3” has a large software-testing team, and connecting the BPM

environment with the test management system improves the collaborative work

between the business analysts and the testing team. A second field of activity that is

combined with BPM at “3” is education. In addition to documentation, the self-

service training components were integrated in the process portal of the BPM

environment to make the training units available in the process context. That is,

employees to be trained navigate in the process models to get to self-service

training components for the ERP software in order to use training modes like
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“See It” and “Try It.” This combination helps employees become permanently

aware of the processes and improves their understanding of their processes’

dependencies on other departments involved in the entire business process.

5.2 Complexity Management Requires Linking Artifacts

Management of complexity in global environments can be managed only by linking

model types with each other or with other artifacts. Separate models offer only

limited help in managing complex systems for global processes and their imple-

mentation. The associations between model types are necessary to provide the

required information in the corresponding business transformations. The affected

processes should be directly visible or retrievable in the BPM environment, as one

must determine which system components are used in the processes in order to

identify the consequences of a change and know which process variants are imple-

mented in the corporation for different countries. If business objects need to be

extended, the dependencies to the assigned processes that use these objects should

be retrievable. All process activities of a specific role of the organization model

have to be identified for staff analysis and changes. Furthermore, associations with

more strategic model types, such as objective models, strategy models, SWOT

models, and key performance models, help to define the right priorities during a

project. Business processes can be discussed in a more concrete way by also going

through predefined test cases or showing the integrated use of the system by

integrated training components.

5.3 Social BPM Increases the Effectiveness of International Work

Social BPM helps to connect people in an international environment to enable

effective collaborative work. The combined use of a BPM environment and social

media provides a framework for working together efficiently in a global context.

People are accustomed to acting in social communities in their private lives, so

building a community for specific BPM cases via social BPM is more cost-efficient

than face-to-face-meetings in an international project. Social BPM also helps to

limit work to specific artifacts instead of sending one e-mail after another.

5.4 Business Transformations Require the Involvement
of Management

Embedding the steering of business transformations into the corporation’s mech-

anisms for governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) is an important success factor.

Business transformations are strategic projects, and they need the awareness and

support of top management. Such projects can change the corporation’s business

model (cf. Sch€onthaler 2014) and can affect the business architecture by affecting

the products, services, and corresponding business processes such that the software,
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hardware, and other technical infrastructure have to be changed. Many decisions

must be made, and the best way to make them efficiently is to include the business

transformations in the corporation’s GRC mechanism. The governance aspect

provides the corporation objectives, strategies, and the global corporate culture,

while the compliance aspect deals with rules, laws, norms, and standards, and the

risk aspect covers the corporation’s risk management. Business transformations

must have support, and they have the best chance to be successful when they are

included in this corporate management mechanism.
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Process Management in Construction:
Expansion of the Bolzano Hospital

Elisa Marengo, Patrick Dallasega, Marco Montali, Werner Nutt,
and Michael Reifer

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Frener and Reifer (F&R) is a leader in engineering,

fabricating, and installing facades with non-standard designs. The company

was looking for comprehensive, domain-specific approaches to improve the

company’s control over facade processes, from design to execution and

monitoring. What makes process management particularly challenging in

this setting are some peculiarities of the domain, such as high levels of

variability, unpredictability, and inter-organizational synchronization (vom

Brocke et al., BPM Trends, 1, 2015), as well as the non-standard and

non-repetitive nature of the designs, which complicates the ability to

formulate reliable estimates. Indeed, in many cases the installation depart-

ment exceeded the number of hours that were initially estimated.

(b) Action taken: A group of researchers developed a domain-specific

methodology, called PRECISE, that provides methods with which to sup-

port the process lifecycle (Dumas et al., Fundamentals of business process
management. Springer, 2013) in construction. F&R applied the methodol-

ogy to construction of the hospital in Bolzano, Italy, by implementing three

steps: (i) collaborative process design, with the main figures taking part in

the construction project (e..g the project manager, the architect and the

foreman on site); (ii) process implementation, which involves defining

short-term (i.e., daily or weekly) schedules for tasks based on actual data
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on the progress of the work; and (iii) continuous monitoring and measure-

ment of the progress of the work on site.

(c) Results achieved: By applying the methodology, which supports a detailed

modelling and monitoring of the activities, F&R could perform reliable

estimates of progress on tasks and expected cost to completion. For

instance, F&R recognized that the budget it had initially estimated was

too tight. By analyzing the up-to-date data on the progress of the work and

consulting with the workers on the construction site, the company could

identify problems and sources of delay promptly and act to mitigate their

effects. During the application of PRECISE, F&R recorded an increase in

productivity that was estimated to have saved 400 man hours.

(d) Lessons learned: Application of the methodology singled out some aspects

of the process that should be addressed to improve process management.

Flexibility, which is required in dealing with the domain variability, is

achieved by defining a process model and a short-term schedule, while

the availability of reliable and up-to-date data on the progress of the work is

obtained by applying continuous, detailed process monitoring. Engagement

of the workers in the process management allows the project to benefit from

their expertise (Rosemann and vom Brocke, Handbook on business process
management, introduction, methods, and information systems. Springer,
2015), which is the basis of the collaborative approach. However, better

IT support for the methodology is needed (Rosemann and vom Brocke,

Handbook on business process management, introduction, methods, and
information systems. Springer, 2015; Dumas et al., Fundamentals of
business process management. Springer, 2013).

1 Introduction

Frener and Reifer (F&R) (2016), a medium-sized enterprise, is a leader in engi-

neering, fabricating, and installing facades with non-standard designs. The context

in which the company works is characterized by non-repetitive processes that have

a high level of originality (vom Brocke et al. 2015). As a consequence, management

of the façade-realization process cannot be standardized and can rely only partially

on experience gained from other projects. Among the main challenges are (1) the

engineering and construction of non-standard components; (2) their fabrication; (3)

the need for specialized manpower for all of the phases, from engineering to

physical installation; and (4) the need for on-site training of the installation

workers. These issues make the overall project management challenging for the

company, complicating aspects of the project like the estimation of the resources

required. Additional challenges come from peculiarities of the construction sector,

including high variability (vom Brocke et al. 2015) because of customers’ changing

requirements and unavoidable, unpredictable events, such as bad weather
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conditions that preclude installation. In addition, multiple trades must be on site

simultaneously, which requires that they synchronize their activities.

It is important for the company to make an accurate budget estimate and to

respect it while executing the process. While the budget should be sufficient to carry

out the project, the company has to make appealing offers that beat its competitors,

so it usually designs tight budgets for which the process must be efficient and

planned carefully.

In this setting, F&R had a problem with lack of control over the project’s

execution. When the company’s installation department exceeded the estimated

man hours needed to perform the work on site, the company could not identify the

causes of the delay or predict them in advance in order to mitigate them. Tradition-

ally, the execution plan is not defined in detail but only identifies the main mile-

stones to be achieved. It is then refined on a daily basis by the foreperson on site,

who has inadequate IT support and no way to analyze the project’s overall progress.

As a consequence, a delay is discovered only when the established deadline is

not met.

With the aim of improving the project management, F&R collaborated with the

Faculties of Science and Technology and the Faculty of Computer Science at the

Free University of Bozen–Bolzano and with the Fraunhofer Italia Research Center

in the context of the research project build4future (Build4Future 2014). During that
project a methodology called PRECISE was defined (Dallasega et al. 2013) that the

company applied to the Bolzano hospital project. The methodology provides

methods that support the construction process (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015;

Dumas et al. 2013) by focusing on (1) process design, supporting the definition of a
process model; (2) process implementation, defining a short-term and detailed sche-

duling of the activities; and (3) a continuous process monitoring and controlling.

2 Situation Faced

In 1998, the province of Bolzano issued a call for refurbishing and then expanding

its hospital by building a new clinic composed of three wings and a new entrance

area. The work started in 2008 and was estimated to end in 2015 with an overall

budget of 480 million Euros, later updated to 610 million Euros. F&R was responsi-

ble for the design, engineering, fabrication and installation of the facades of

the three wings of the new clinic, which were planned for completion by the

end of 2016.

F&R proposed a solution that was tailored to the project. For instance, the com-

pany designed large, high glazing instead of single windows to improve both the

internal lighting and the view of the landscape. To guarantee optimal illumination,

several customized solutions were designed for the facades based on their orienta-

tion to the sun. Sliding sun-protection elements were also built that could operate

both individually and via the building automation system. The single semi-finished

components for the facades were delivered separately to the site and then integrated

into it.
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A number of issues made the management of this project challenging for F&R.

Specifically, the process is non-repetitive and requires a high level of creativity

(vom Brocke et al. 2015), as the components for each part of the facade differ. The

company had to ensure that the components were available when needed and that

they were unloaded at the right place on site. In addition, to avoid delays, F&R had

to synchronize its activities with those of the other companies that were working on

site. For instance, the installation of the high glazing required the use of the tower

crane that is shared among the companies working on the site, so F&R had to agree

on a plan with the other companies regarding its use. This need emerged only when

the project had already begun, and since the companies did not define a usage plan

up front, the crane was not available for F&R when it was needed for facade instal-

lation. F&R also had to synchronize plans with the company that installed the

building’s automation system, which had to be connected with the sun-protection

elements installed by F&R. Synchronization among the companies is needed also to

avoid that two companies work at the same time in the same area. This in order to

avoid interferences among them.

Overall, F&R wanted to improve different aspects of the process management,

to improve its control over the execution process. With the traditional approach, the

company compared the costs incurred with the planned costs to determine whether

a process was running on time, although these two values rarely coincided, and

F&R wanted to understand the causes for the discrepancy. The company also

wanted to know about potential delays sufficiently in advance to implement recov-

ery plans that would prevent or to limit them. In short, the company wanted to

improve the process design, implementation, and monitoring phases of their pro-

cess management lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013).

Process Design: Lack of a Detailed Process Model The aims of a process model

are to communicate with the customer and to synchronize at a high level the work of

multiple companies. Traditional process models rely on Gantt charts or similar, but

because of strict budgets and few resources, such process models often contain few

details, thus providing only an abstract idea of the process execution. Moreover,

these models typically focus on the long term without accounting for the actual

progress of the work or the performance estimate, so they are rarely used as guides

in the process execution. A more detailed process model could support the early

discovery of potential problems or inconsistencies in the process, thus allowing the

company to define more feasible milestones and more effective plans to achieve

them. Such a model could also be used as a basis for synchronizing the work of

multiple companies.

Process Design: Difficult Synchronization Among the Company’s Depart-
ments F&R not only installs facades but also engineers and fabricates the facade

components. However, the company’s departments work with tasks at differing

levels of granularity: the engineering department focuses on elaborating floor

drawings, the fabrication department focuses on producing components, and the

installation department focuses on performing all of the required tasks on site. This
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misalignment among the departments complicates the internal synchronization and

the alignment with the construction site. One way to achieve the desired coordi-

nation was to rely on a common process model according to which the three depart-

ments could synchronize their activities.

Process Implementation: Lack of Support for Detailed Scheduling In most cases,

detailed scheduling of the activities to be performed on site is left to the foreperson,

who has inadequate IT support so must rely on oral communication with the

workers and on pen and paper to define a daily schedule. F&R could rely on experi-

enced forepersons who can manage complex processes, but this approach intro-

duces risks because it is prone to error and binds the success of the project closely to

the abilities of one person. For instance, if a foreperson leaves the company

mid-project, fundamental knowledge about the project leaves with her.

Process Monitoring: Unreliable Measuring of the Project’s Progress In general,

the progress of the work on site is measured in terms of expenses incurred rather

than in terms of the work performed. This approach has two main consequences for

the project management: First, delays are discovered only when a task that should

be finished is not, but by then it is often too late to identify the causes and define

repair mechanisms, so the delay typically delays the end of the project. Second,

aligning the production of components with the progress of the work on site is

difficult, although it would allow F&R to avoid both the expenses of storing the

produced components and interruptions in the process when components are not

ready when they are needed. Such alignment is possible only when the company has

a reliable way to monitor the process.

3 Action Taken

In the context of the project build4future, the research partners and 12 small and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) from the Bolzano province, developed a method-

ology called PRECISE (Dallasega et al. 2013), the purpose of which was to support

and improve the phases of the construction process-management lifecycle (Dumas

et al. 2013). The PRECISE methodology supports primarily three interconnected

project phases: (1) process design, by supporting collaborative process modelling;

(2) process implementation, by supporting detailed short-term scheduling of the

activities; and (3) process monitoring, by supporting short-term monitoring and

measurement of the construction progress.

3.1 Development of the PRECISE Methodology

Process Design The first phase of the methodology is the process design, which

consists of defining a process model that captures the set of tasks to be executed on

site and the temporal dependencies among them. The aim of a process model is
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twofold: to synchronize the activities of the various companies involved and to

synchronize the activities of one company’s departments.

To achieve a reliable process model that organizes the work to improve the final

result, the methodology suggests the involvement of experts from the various com-

panies involved (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015). They define the model in a

collaborative way based on the methodology, organizing collaborative workshops

in the project’s early stages, once the overall design of the building is clear and

when the participating companies are established. The workshops are orchestrated

by a neutral moderator who has no economic interest in the project.

As a first step, starting from the approval and the shop floor drawings, the com-

panies define an abstract representation of the building by identifying precisely the

locations in which the tasks are performed (Dallasega et al. 2015). For instance, a

building can be organized in sectors (identifying the different parts of the building

like wings), each of which is organized in levels (floors) and sections (identifying

the technological content of an area), which are then enumerated with unit numbers.

Based on this definition, a location would be identified by a sector (e.g., sector A),

a level (e.g., level one), a section (e.g., room), and a unit (e.g., unit 4).

As a second step, the companies discuss the main tasks to be performed based on

which their activities are synchronized. Each task is defined by (1) the specification

of the job’s content, (2) the responsible trade and the skills required to execute it, (3)

the (shared) resources needed, (4) the location(s) where it must be executed, and

(5) the expected productivity, i.e. the amount of work that should be completed in a

certain period of time. To represent the expected productivity, the methodology

introduces the concept of pitch (Dallasega 2016) which defines the number of

locations in which work has to be performed by what kind of crew and its size

(e.g., three locations with a crew of two plumbers) during a specific period (e.g.,

1 day).

The final step of the process modelling concerns the definition of the temporal

dependencies among the tasks on which the companies involved have to agree. The

dependencies are conceived as a set of mandatory constraints that rule the temporal

execution of the tasks—for example, the floor has to be installed before the window

in each location—but they do not define a strict sequence according to which other

tasks should be performed—that is, other tasks can be performed between the floor

and the window installation. All that is not specified by a process model, such as

when a task should start, is left to the companies.

To support the collaborative nature of the approach, PRECISE defines a graphic

representation of the process models (Marengo et al. 2016). Figure 1 reports the

representation of a task. A temporal dependency among two tasks is defined by

drawing an arrow between them to indicate that one should be performed before the

other.

Process Implementation The second phase is the process implementation, which,

starting from a process model, details it with additional information. The result is a

short-term schedule that specifies (1) at what points in time work on tasks is to

commence and (2) how many workers are needed per day, including who is to work

on individual tasks or groups of tasks, which determines the duration of the tasks.
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In addition, decisions are made concerning when to make resources like cranes and

materials available.

Information about the tasks, such as the job content, the locations where they are

performed, the required skills, and the expected productivities (pitch), is specified

in the process model. However, collaborative models usually specify only the main

tasks among which synchronization problems among the companies involved may

arise. When schedules are set, it might be necessary to refine the tasks by specifying

them in terms of subtasks, with their corresponding expected productivities and

dependencies.

To specify a schedule, the foreperson defines: (1) the period of time (a specific day
or week), (2) which activities to perform in that period, (3) by whom they should be

performed, and (4) where to perform them. The foreperson also considers the tem-

poral dependencies from the process model in order to schedule tasks in such a way

as to satisfy them.

The PRECISE methodology defines certain criteria to support the schedules’ reli-

ability. In particular, in order for a schedule to be reliable, it must cover only a short

period of time and be based on actual data from the site, such as information about

the tasks that have been completed. Long-term schedules rely heavily on forecasts

of the progress of the work and are inevitably less detailed since less information is

available to the foreperson at scheduling time. Accordingly, the methodology

suggests defining daily or weekly activity scheduling such that a weekly schedule

best suits the initial phases of a construction process, when there are fewer inter-

actions among the companies and the tasks’ execution takes longer (e.g., excavating

or pouring concrete). In the subsequent phases of the process execution, more

companies have to work in the same locations (such as when companies work on

the facade and the interior), and the tasks usually require less time to be completed.

In this case, a daily activity schedule is more reliable and is better for task syn-

chronization among companies.

When making a schedule, the foreperson also defines the crews of workers and

assigns them to the tasks. To facilitate this activity, the methodology suggests a

presence list—that is, a list of workers who are expected to be present on site on that

particular day/week.
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Fig. 1 Task representation
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Monitoring the Construction Process The aim of monitoring is to collect data on

the progress of the work on site. The methodology suggests using this data as a

starting point for scheduling so the scheduler has updated information on the tasks

that are not yet completed. For instance, if the schedule for the following week is

defined at the end of the current week, then it must be based on the data from

monitoring the current week. Relying on the information on the schedule rather

than on the monitoring may lead to incorrect assumptions about the progress of the

work and to a schedule that is not feasible. It is often the case that unpredictable

events like bad weather conditions introduce significant delays, in which case, the

scheduled activities may progress more slowly than foreseen or be postponed in

favor of other activities.

The data from the monitoring is also used to update the expected productivity for

the tasks in the process model. The expected productivity is initially estimated in

the collaborative workshops by defining the pitch for each task. It is continually

refined based on current data and considering the learning curve effect when

multiple instances of the same task are performed by the same crew, and thus the

task is performed faster.

The companies can take advantage of the monitoring data by performing various

kinds of analysis to evaluate the project’s overall progress. Among other kinds of

analyses, they can determine whether the project is progressing on time and within

the estimated budget by comparing the budgeted hours with the number of

completed locations, the resources used, and hours consumed. Based on this infor-

mation, they can forecast the amount of work yet to completed in a detailed and

reliable way.

3.2 Application of the Methodology

This section presents how the PRECISE methodology was applied in the Bolzano

hospital project.

Bolzano Hospital Process Design The PRECISE methodology was developed in

the context of the build4future project. As one of the participating companies, F&R

decided to apply the methodology to its Bolzano hospital project. However, since

none of the other companies that were working on the hospital project was also

taking part in build4future, they did not participate in the collaborative process

modelling phase.

Before F&R executed the process on site, the Free University of Bozen-Bolzano

and the Fraunhofer Italia Research Center, as scientific partners of the project,

organized a collaborative workshop involving the project manager and the fore-

person. The workshop participants first agreed on how to represent the locations by

identifying four elements as characterizing the building’s locations (Dallasega et al.

2015): (a) level: four levels, identified as 1–4, from the ground floor to the fourth

floor; (b) wing: three wings, identified as A, B, and C; (c) orientation: four facades,
identified as north, east, south, and west facades based on their orientation to the
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sun; and (d) units: small parts of similar size, where the space between the two main

axes of the building was used as a reference to define the units.

After this phase, the main tasks were identified in keeping with the seven main

phases of facade installation: substructure, frame assembly, inner connection,

sealing and insulation, glazing and installation of panels, paneling, and final assem-

bly. The tasks were represented as in Fig. 1. The information on the tasks (e.g.,

location, productivity) was specified, along with the dependencies among the tasks,

as shown in Fig. 2.

When modelling the dependencies among the tasks, the participants found that

the modelling language lacked some details needed to capture the nature of a

dependency. In particular, only one kind of temporal relationship was provided in

the language. As a result, the language was extended to define three kinds of

dependencies: workflow, which captures a temporal dependency on the execution

of two tasks; information flow, which captures whether tasks need specific informa-

tion, such as detailed measurements, in order to be performed; and material flow,
which captures whether tasks need specific components in order to be performed.

Magnetic white-boards were used as a support for the definition of the process

model. At the end of the workshop, the process model was copied and transformed

into a digital document.

Fig. 2 Excerpt of the Bolzano hospital process model defined on a magnetic board
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Scheduling of the Tasks Once the process model was defined, it provided a signifi-

cant amount of detailed information on the tasks (e.g., the locations where a task

needs to be performed, the resources needed to execute them). The next step was to

plan the tasks’ execution based on the process model and the dependencies among

the tasks. When the process model defined no strict temporal constraints on a task,

the company could decide when to schedule the task according to internal priorities

and preferences.

When the methodology was applied, there was no specific IT support, so the

scientific partners provided the foreperson with tables like the one shown in Fig. 3

to support scheduling. The tables were generated ad hoc, relying on the information

from the process model and using Microsoft Excel. Each table concerns a specific

period of time according to which a schedule had to be specified. In line with the

methodology, short-term (weekly or daily) schedules were required. By filling in

these tables, the foreperson could schedule the activities to be executed in that

period, the locations where they would be executed, and the crews assigned to them.

In particular, a table obtains from the process model the list of tasks, the expected

productivity, and the possible locations.

The foreperson could schedule a task to be completed at a location by filling in

the cell at the intersection of the row corresponding to the task and the column

corresponding to the location. If the cell is not empty, the task cannot be scheduled

there.

After defining the tasks to be performed, the foreperson defines the presence

list—that is, the list of workers who are expected to be present on site at that parti-

cular time—and the number of hours they are expected to work. Then, the fore-

person forms the crews by assigning workers to the scheduled tasks.

The foreperson usually defined the schedules on Friday afternoon for the

upcoming week using Microsoft Excel, filling in the tables that were prepared by

a researcher from the scientific partners. Excel allowed the foreperson to visualize

the saturation of the workers, which was generated automatically, as a chart plotted

a comparison between the number of hours a worker was available and the hours

spent on tasks he or she was assigned. The tables were linked to each other so

scheduling information could be propagated to the subsequent periods. For

instance, a task scheduled for 1 day could not be scheduled for the next day as well.

On Monday morning, the foreperson hung the scheduling tables at the construc-

tion site, where workers could see to which tasks they were assigned.

Monitoring of the Work on Site In line with the methodology, the progress of the

work was monitored daily and at the end of each day’s work hours, the installation

teams met to record the tasks performed, the hours spent, and the completed con-

struction units. When the productivity for a task was lower than that which had been

estimated, the reason was noted. Tables similar to those used for the scheduling

(Fig. 3) were used for this purpose, and every Friday afternoon a researcher from

the scientific partners collected the data and copied it into Excel spreadsheets. The

information on the (un)completed tasks was automatically propagated to the tables

so the foreperson could plan the activities for the next week using the most current

information. Then the tables for the next week’s scheduling and monitoring were

printed and hung.
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The Excel spreadsheets allowed the monitoring data to be elaborated in order to

support analysis of the project’s overall progress. In particular, the data was used

to compare the actual progress of the work with the initial project forecasts; to plot

the number of hours consumed and the estimates to completion for each location;

to compare the hours that should have been consumed on the completed tasks with

the number of hours actually consumed; and to plot the difference between the

estimated and the effective hours. A positive difference corresponded to an

increase in productivity.

All of these charts were hung at the construction site so every worker had an

overview of the project’s progress.

Continuous Improvement Workshop on Site Four “continuous improvement

workshops” were held to analyze the data collected from the construction site and

the charts produced from it. During these meetings, the project director, the project

manager, the construction foreperson, and the vice-foreperson discussed the general

overview of the construction performance, focusing on the most recent 4 weeks.

Causes of problems and delays were discussed to avoid their recurrence and

estimated productivity for the tasks (pitch) was adapted to the actual conditions

on site.

4 Results Achieved

F&R’s employees were initially skeptical about using the new methodology, but

after the initial phase they saw that it did not require significant time expenditure in

addition to their other activities, nor was it used to control them. On the contrary, it

was used so the workers could have more control over the process management.

F&R was satisfied with the results it obtained and has already applied it to other

projects (e.g., the construction of a new library, research center, and archive for

St. Antony’s College in Oxford).

By applying the methodology, F&R was able to see that its estimated budget had

been too tight, although the approach was applied to the Bolzano hospital project

when an initial budget estimate for cost and time had already been made. However,

when implementing the collaborative planning phase, the foreperson could provide

cost and time estimates at the task level, based on which the estimated budget for

the overall project could be computed and compared to the initial one. Of course,

the tasks’ level of productivity provided by the foreperson was an estimate, so it

could also have led to wrong conclusions, but by monitoring the actual progress on

site, it was possible to refine the estimated productivity to make it increasingly close

to the real conditions on site. Without the monitoring, F&R could rely only on the

budget estimate, and the only way to determine its reliability would have been to

wait until the end of the project or, in the best case, to check the progress at

predefined milestones that occurred approximately every 6 months. This kind of

infrequent monitoring would have limited the possibilities for intervention in the

process execution or for adjusting the budget.
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Another important result was an increase in the productivity as a result of

improved scheduling of the activities, monitoring the progress of the work, and

holding the continuous improvement workshops, where problems and solutions

were discussed collaboratively. During the 4 months in which these workshops took

place, indeed, there was an increase in the productivity on site, estimated as saving

400 man hours (Dallasega 2016). Once the workshops were halted, productivity

began to decrease.

Our analysis could not quantify how much of the savings in man hours were

thanks to the application of the methodology and how much was applicable to other

factors (e.g., good weather conditions, greater availability of the resources). How-

ever, improved control over the process and schedules that covered short time

periods allowed the company to react promptly to problems that arose during the

process execution. For instance, the company discovered a decrease in productivity

that was attributable to the lack of synchronization with the other companies for the

use of the crane, which was sometimes unavailability for relatively long periods of

time. The problem affected several tasks since materials to be installed could not be

unloaded from the trucks. After a synchronization plan was established with the

other companies, productivity began increasing again.

Applying the methodology allowed F&R to identify one of the main causes of

variation in productivity, as the company concluded that the learning curve effect
had an impact on individual tasks. The company compared the productivity when

the same crew performed a task several times with the productivity when a new

crew was assigned to the same task for the first time. Using an experienced crew

may result in performing activities faster, but it could also cause a misalignment

between the production line and the construction site when productivity for a task

increases too much. By monitoring the progress of the work, the company discov-

ered several such possibilities in advance and increased the production of certain

components or scheduled different tasks according to the resource availability. The

effect of the learning curve is an important aspect of the process that should be

investigated by the company and its scientific partners.

The methodology also improved the synchronization among F&R’s depart-

ments. Each task was labelled with the components required, and thanks to the

process model and the detailed scheduling of the activities, it was possible to relate

the engineering department’s drawings, the components to be produced by the

fabrication department, and the tasks for the installation department and to syn-

chronize the scheduling with the production line (e.g., to start the production early

enough to supply the necessary material for a scheduled task, or to prevent the

scheduling of tasks for which the components were not ready).

Another effect of applying the methodology was improved transparency of the

process’s execution. Information was consistently available on the planning board,

where the daily schedule, the tables for monitoring the progress, the charts on the

overall process, and the issues identified to that point were posted and accessible by

every worker. This kind of approach improved the working environment, as the

workers felt engaged and like important contributors to the project’s success,

rather than just like executors of tasks (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015).
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5 Lessons Learned

One of the main characteristics of the methodology is its collaborative nature, which
support the active involvement of the main figures that take part in the project. This

collaboration was done in the course of the Bolzano hospital project by involving the

main figures from F&R in the process modelling and in the continuous improvement

workshops. Ideally, the methodology also fosters collaboration across companies.

One of the advantages of this approach is that each worker all of the companies are

experts in their own areas of competence. By involving them in the process manage-

ment, F&R could take advantage of their expertise and put them in the position of

agreeing on a strategy that benefits both the project and the companies themselves

(Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015). Collaboration supports inter- and intra-

organizational synchronization (vom Brocke et al. 2015), as the methodology

supplies a way for companies to discuss how they want to execute the process and

find an agreement that suits all of themwhile still guaranteeing the quality of the final

result. A company can also discuss the process model internally in order to identify

possible problems in advance and implement ways to overcome them.

Another important aspect of the methodology is that the process management

must be flexible in order to address the variability of the processes that are part of

construction projects (vom Brocke et al. 2015). Given the number of unpredictable

events that often occur on site and that are often responsible for delays, if the

process is flexible, such delays can be reduced more easily by defining a process

model that, by capturing only the main dependencies among the tasks, can be

changed easily if needed. The methodology also foresees the need for defining

short-term, detailed schedules. Traditional approaches usually use long-term sched-

ules for bidding purposes or for communicating with the customer, who is probably

not interested in the details of how the process will be carried out, but these sched-

ules are less precise than are schedules with shorter terms, so when a problem

occurs, how to address its cause to limit delays is often unclear.

A reliable measurement of the progress of the work on site is a prerequisite for

making reliable schedules. If these schedules are based on forecasts of the con-

struction project’s progress, they are likely to become inapplicable soon. Reliable

measurement of progress also allows a company to identify and limit possible

sources of delays, thanks to the approach’s flexibility. Finally, reliable measure-

ment makes multiple kinds of analysis possible that can suggest how to improve the

process, how to redistribute or acquire new resources, whether the deadlines are

going to be met, and so on.

Workers’ empowerment is an aspect of the methodology that is seldom consi-

dered to be important. However, such empowerment can improve the process’s

overall execution (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015). Giving people responsibility

and helping them to feel actively involved in the process creates a working environ-

ment in which workers are motivated and feel like important elements in the

project’s success. Empowerment in the Bolzano hospital project was achieved by

implementing the collaborative approach and transparency of the process

execution. At any time, workers could access the planning board on site to see
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the schedule for the week, the daily progress reports, the charts that plotted the

productivity analysis, and so on.

The application of the methodology also showed that good systems for process

management are lacking, so IT support needs work (Rosemann and vom Brocke

2015). An IT system must be easy to use and non-intrusive if it is to be adopted by

employees. The workers in the Bolzano hospital project expressed some skepticism

when the new approach was introduced because they perceived that it would require

additional work. The non-intrusiveness of the methodology and its ease of use

helped to overcome this resistance: The process modelling was performed with the

support of a graphic and intuitive language, which allowed the process designers to

use it with little additional effort, and the scheduling and monitoring were realized

by means of Excel. Thus, workers were asked to work with tools with which they

were already familiar.

The Excel spreadsheets were developed in an ad-hoc way for the project, but the

approach can be generalized to any construction project and automated with the

support of suitable technologies (Dumas et al. 2013; Rosemann and vom Brocke

2015). In particular, we are developing a software prototype (Dallasega et al. 2015;

Marengo et al. 2016) that will generalize the concepts of the PRECISE methodo-

logy; support the graphic process modelling; generalize the Excel spreadsheets by

automatically gathering the data from the process model to configure the scheduling

and the monitoring; implement some automatic checks, such as a check on the

process model’s feasibility and the schedule’s compliance of a schedule with the

model; suggest schedules that are optimal with regard to desired criteria; and

generate charts and reports for the productivity and progress analyses as soon as

data from the monitoring is inserted in the system.

The prototype is designed to be used with digital touch boards that reproduce the

planning boards that are currently used on site so the workers will have concepts

and tools with which they are already familiar. The prototype will have fewer

functionalities than commercial tools like ConstructSim Planner (2016),

Sitesimeditor (2016), and Vico Software (2016), but these commercial tools are

often complicated to use and require specific competencies. From this perspective,

the approach that we will adopt is less intrusive since it will not require specific

training for its adoption nor long configuration procedures in order to start working

on a project. For this reason, we believe that this solution will better suit SMEs,

which often lack the resources to invest in expensive products (vom Brocke et al.

2015).
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Exposing Impediments to Insurance Claims
Processing

Compulsory Third Party Insurance in Queensland

Robert Andrews, Moe Wynn, Arthur H.M ter Hofstede, Jingxin Xu,
Kylie Horton, Paul Taylor, and Sue Plunkett-Cole

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Processing injury-compensation claims, such as compul-

sory third party (CTP) claims, is complex, as it involves negotiations

among multiple parties (e.g., claimants, insurers, law firms, health

providers). Queensland’s CTP program is regulated by the Motor Accident

Insurance Commission (MAIC). The Nominal Defendant, an arm of

MAIC, determines liability for claims when the vehicle “at fault” is

unregistered or unidentified and manages such claims from injured

persons. While the relevant legislation mandates milestones for claims

processing, the Nominal Defendant sees significant behavioral and perfor-

mance variations in CTP claims processing, affecting the costs and

durations of claims. The reasons for these variations are poorly

understood.

(b) Action taken: The BPM initiative took a process-mining approach that

focused on the process identification, discovery, and analysis phases of the

BPM Lifecycle. We undertook automated process discovery and compar-

ative performance analysis with the aim of identifying where claims

processing across cohorts of interest to the Nominal Defendant differed.

In parallel, we conducted a context analysis with the aim of identifying the

context factors that affect claim duration and cost. The personal injury
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literature and interviews with representative Nominal Defendant staff

informed our selection of data attributes.

(c) Results achieved: Process models were developed to facilitate compara-

tive visualization of processes. The Nominal Defendant was particularly

interested in differences in the processes for specific cohorts of claims:

(i) overall claims, (ii) claims involving unregistered vehicles versus

unidentified vehicles, and (iii) direct claims versus legally represented

claims. The model facilitated identification of aspects of claims processing

where there were significant differences between cohorts. Data mining/

feature selection techniques identified a set of process-related context

factors affecting claim duration and cost. Models utilizing these context

factors were able to distinguish between cases with short and long

durations with 68% accuracy and between low-cost and high-cost claims

with 83% accuracy.

(d) Lessons learned: This multi-faceted process-mining study presented

many challenges and opportunities for refining our process-mining meth-

odology and toolset. Data-related challenges arose because of the replace-

ment of claims-management software during the study. Legislative

changes, changes to key personnel, and the semi-structured nature of

CTP claims-processing introduced issues related to concept drift. Each

of these issues affected process discovery, but close collaboration with the

stakeholders proved valuable in addressing these issues. Novel visualiza-

tion techniques were developed to support delivery of insights gained

through comparative analysis that will guide process improvement. Con-

sideration of context considerably broadens the scope of process mining

and facilitates reasoning about process specifics.

1 Introduction

Processing injury-compensation claims, such as compulsory third party (CTP)

claims, is complex, as it involves negotiations among multiple parties (e.g.,

claimants, insurers, law firms, health providers). In Queensland, Australia, CTP

insurance operates as a fault-based system that provides motor vehicle owners,

drivers, passengers, and other insured persons an unlimited liability policy for

personal injury caused through the use of the insured vehicle in incidents to which

the Motor Accident Insurance Act 1994 applies. For an injured third party, the CTP
scheme provides common-law rights that allow the injured person to seek compen-

sation from the person at fault for the injury and other related losses. Since it is a

fault-based system, a valid claim requires the injured party to prove liability—that is,

to establish the presence of negligence—against an owner or driver of a motor

vehicle.

The Queensland CTP scheme is governed by the MAI Act 1994 (“the Act”) and

is underwritten by four licensed, commercial insurers who accept applications for
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insurance and manage claims on behalf of their policyholders. CTP premiums,

collected as a component of vehicle registration, contribute to the insurers’ pre-

mium pool and are used to pay compensation to accident victims. The Nominal

Defendant (ND), a statutory body established under the Act, manages claims when

the vehicle at fault is unregistered or unidentified (i.e., not covered by CTP

insurance so not within the ambit of the participating licensed commercial

insurers). The ND is considered a licensed insurer under the Act and is funded by

a levy within the CTP insurance premium. The CTP program is regulated and

monitored by the Motor Accident Insurance Commission (MAIC), and the ND is an

arm of that commission.

During the project, the ND had ten staff members, eight of whom had claims

portfolios to manage. Over the most recent three fiscal years, the ND received an

average of 230 claims per year, which were distributed across the claims officers

based on the claims’ characteristics and the claims officers’ experience.

2 Situation Faced

The legislation governing the CTP scheme—that is, the Act—includes certain

provisions for the establishment of a claim by an injured person with a CTP insurer

(i.e., the ND when the vehicle at fault is either unregistered or unidentified). The

provisions prescribe the time that may elapse between when the injured person’s

notifying the insurer of his or her intention to claim compensation by lodging a

Notification of Accident Claim (NOAC) form following the occurrence of an

accident involving a motor vehicle and when the insurer receives the claimant’s

NOAC form and determines whether (1) the claim complies with the legislation,

(2) the insurer will meet the injured person’s rehabilitation expenses, and (3) the

insurer is liable for the claim.

The Act also requires that the insurer, as soon as practicable after receiving the

claimant’s NOAC form, make a fair and reasonable estimate of the damages to

which the claimant is entitled in an action against the insurer, and make a written

offer of settlement, or invite the claimant to do so. A party who has received an

offer must indicate acceptance or rejection of the offer within 3 months. Under the

Act, failure to respond provides the party that made the offer the option of making

application to the court.

Once the claim has been established—that is, compliance with the Act and

liability has been determined—the time required to reach settlement is generally

driven by (1) the claimant’s willingness to settle the claim, and/or (2) the claimant’s

reaching a point of medical stability such that further recovery is not likely. The Act

provides several modes by which the cost of attaining expert medical opinion as to

the extent of medical impairment may be met or shared by the claimant and the

insurer. The Act also makes provisions for various forms of settlement negotiations,

including informal agreement, mediation, a formal compulsory conference, and

litigation. (See Fig. 1 for an overview of the general claims-management process.)
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CTP claims processing involves interactions between many organizations (e.g.,

the insurer, ambulance and police services, hospitals, law firms, independent

medical experts, investigators, social welfare bodies like Centrelink and Workers

Compensation, rehabilitation services providers). CTP claims processing is also

affected by factors like the size of the claims portfolio managed by the insurer, the

insurer’s internal claims management process (and supporting information system),

the claims-management personnel’s experience and skills, the level of resourcing,

and so on.

Despite the legislation’s mandating certain milestones for claims processing and

providing for various pathways for the claim to be progressed and finalized, the ND

(and other CTP insurers) see significant behavioral and performance variations in

CTP claims processing and variations in the costs and durations of claims. For

instance, of the 306 settled cases in the study’s dataset in which the injury severity

was rated “minimal,” the duration from notification to settlement ranged from a

minimum of 0 months to a maximum of 171 months, and the administrative and

settlement costs ranged from AU$0 to AU$864,300.1 Grant et al.’s (2014) study of

recovery outcomes for traffic accident-related personal injury compensation

claimants concluded that process-related stressors like claimants’ ability to under-

stand the process and the duration of the process affected claimants negatively,

leading them to suffer from high rates of disability, anxiety, and depression.

While the Act provides the overarching framework that governs the general

processing of CTP claims, the individual parties’ behavior–that is, the context in

which the process is executed—has a bearing on how any individual claim

progresses. Dey (2001) defined context as “any information that can be used to

characterize the situation of an entity.” Here, we define context as the set of internal

and extrinsic properties that affect the execution of a business process. Rosemann

et al. (2008) argued that understanding of the effects of context on process execu-

tion indicates the ability to anticipate “relevant changes in the business environment

[in order to] trigger the timely adaptation of business procedures, [leading to]

increased process flexibility, decreased reaction time and improved risk manage-

ment.” Similarly, van der Aalst and Dustdar (2012) contended that context data

Fig. 1 Schematic of the general CTP claims-management process

1The median settlement figure for “minimally” severe injuries was AU$50,000, and the average

settlement figure was AU$77,000. In this particular case, the claimant had a history of prior CTP

and Workers Compensation claims.
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(especially process, social, and environmental context) plays a pivotal role in

understanding the differences in process behaviors and levels of performance.

The aims of the current study are to (1) identify process-related factors that

affect claim duration at the ND, (2) investigate the differences in process behaviors

for certain cohorts of claims that are of interest to the ND (i.e., context factors that

ND sees as having an impact on claim outcomes), and (3) identify sets of previously

unrecognized context variables that affect claim outcomes in terms of duration

and cost.

3 Action Taken

Prior to the commencement of this study, the ND conceived a multi-pronged

process-improvement strategy that was based partly on cultural changes related to

adopting a more proactive approach to claims management and partly on certain

claims-management initiatives. The modifications to the claims-management pro-

cess included (1) changing how the ND engaged with its advising law firms by

altering the fee basis of the engagement away from hourly rate to an agreed fee and

encouraging a more collegial relationship in order to foster more in-house manage-

ment of claims under advice from the supporting law firm, rather than outsourcing

the management of entire claims to the law firm; and (2) encouraging claimants to

manage their claims themselves, where appropriate, rather than engaging a legal

representative. Further changes, particulary in the notification to liability decision

phase of the claim, are envisioned for claims that involve unregistered vehicles.

The BPM initiative took a process-mining approach that focused on the process

identification, discovery, and analysis phases of the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al.

2013). We undertook a process discovery and comparative performance analysis

for the ND with the aim of identifying differences in how claims were processed

across cohorts of interest to the ND. The ND had instigated some changes in claims

management for these particular cohorts of claims and was seeking an assessment

of the changes’ effects on claims processing. In parallel, we conducted a context

analysis with the aim of identifying context factors the ND had not recognized but

that affect claim duration and cost.

The study had seven phases:

1. Domain familiarization (process identification)—Researchers familiarized

themselves with the domain, including the legislation that governs the CTP

program, formal process models already in existence, informal process-support

documentation (e.g., guidelines for assigning claims officers to cases), and

electronic process data available from MAIC’s and ND’s information systems.

2. Preparation of a set of context data—Researchers determined candidates for

process-related context attributes from the literature related to personal injury

compensation (Cassidy et al. 2000; Glover et al. 2006; Kenardy et al. 2013;

Murgatroyd et al. 2011; O’Donnell 2000; Roberts-Yates 2003; Yang et al. 2010)

and from interviews conducted with key ND staff. The 49 resulting context
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attributes were grouped into attributes that relate to the claimant, the claimant’s

history of personal-injury claims, the accident, the claim itself, the injury, legal

representatives involved, damages and costs, third parties involved in the claim,

and details of staff/teams involved in processing the claim. The candidate set

was reviewed by key ND and MAIC staff and then amended according to what

was possible to collect from available data (e.g., MAIC’s Personal Injury

Registry).

3. Preparation of a claims data set—The initial data extraction consisted of 4371

finalized claims records dating from December 2002 to March 2015, inclusive.

After initial analysis and consultation with key ND and MAIC personnel, the

study data were restricted to claims that were finalized between September

2012 and November 2015 or were been lodged since September 2012 but not

yet finalized. This process resulted in a data set consisting of 1599 claims (1117

finalized claims and 482 open claims), which was reduced to 1523 claims

(1049 finalized claims and 474 open claims) following data cleaning.

4. Assessment of data quality and data cleaning—The raw log data for both claims

and context was scrutinized to determine its quality and suitability for the

purposes of the study. We used the event log quality framework proposed by

Bose et al. (2013) to classify the quality issues discovered in the raw logs.

5. Process discovery—Process models in the form of workflow nets were derived

from the existing, formal process maps and the cleaned claims event log.

6. Analysis of process performance—Various performance measures were derived

that relate to overall process performance and comparison of the process perfor-

mance for cohorts of interest to the ND.

7. Context analysis—The context data set was analyzed using data mining

techniques (supervised learning) to determine sets of context variables that can

be used to distinguish between short- and long-duration claims (time between

the liability decision and claim settlement) and between low- and high-cost

claims.

A critical success factor in any data-driven analysis is the selection and prepara-

tion of the data. Data that is both aligned with the purpose of the analysis and of

high quality ensures that the data itself is not an impediment to deriving meaningful

insights from the analysis. We provide more detail on two of the phases of the

study—preparation of the set of context data and assessment of data quality and

data cleaning—that related to selecting, pre-processing, and formatting the data to

be suitable for use in our process-mining analysis.

3.1 Preparation of a Set of Context Data

The context data selected for the study was grouped into attributes that relate to the

accident in which the claimant was injured, the claimant himself or herself, the

claimant’s employment pre- and post-accident, the claimant’s injury type and

severity, and legal aspects (whether the claimant engaged a law firm, whether the
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ND engaged a “panel” law firm, whether the claim was settled as a result of court

proceedings).

Context variables that the literature indicated have a bearing on the outcome of

personal injury compensation claims but which that could not be populated from

available data sources were (1) variables related to the claimant’s psycho-social

background (history of mental illness, history of absenteeism, expectations regard-

ing recovery, effect of the accident on mental health), socio-economic status,

perception of the process (transparent or opaque), and willingness to settle);

(2) variables related to the claims officer’s individual work behavior (workload,

rate, work ethic), relationship with team members, and manner of dealing with third

parties (e.g., law firms, police, ambulance, hospitals, Centrelink, Work Cover)

involved in the claim; and (3) variables related to third parties (internal processes

for dealing with requests for information from ND, resourcing).

The context data used in the study was collected from information claimants

provided when submitting their claims (i.e., information on the NOAC form) and

from the ND’s event logs. Neither of these sources included fields that directly

recorded or facilitated calculation of the candidate variables.

The context data set used in the study consisted of data related to the claim status

(finalized or open); the accident’s location, time of day, vehicle class involved, and

vehicle type (unregistered or unidentified); the claimant’s gender, age at the time of

the accident, marital status, home location; the claimant’s employment (employ-

ment status and occupation at the time of the accident, whether and when the

claimant returned to work, and the claimant’s occupation at the time of settlement);

medical data (whether an ambulance and/or hospitalization was required, injury

severity, presence of whiplash, and treatment code); data related to legal issues

(e.g., the number of Work Cover claims, the number of previous CTP claims,

whether the claimant was legally represented, information about the claimant’s

solicitor (name, specialization, location, organization size), whether the claimant

used ND’s legal advice and the name of the panel law firm, whether an independent

medical examination was required); claim-related costs (e.g., expenses incurred by

the ND in meeting the costs of the investigation, independent medical

examinations).

3.2 Assessment of Data Quality and Data Cleaning

The data-quality assessment and data cleaning aspect of the study revealed a

number of quality issues in the event log. We discuss the major data quality issues

from the event log—incorrect time stamps, incorrect activity names, irrelevant

events, and concept drift—and use the data quality framework and naming

conventions described by Bose et al. (2013) to categorize them.

Incorrect Timestamp Distinct sets of activities that had timestamp irregularities

included (1) activities with only date values for the entirety of the period covered by

the data extraction, so all of these activities ultimately had a time component of
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“00:00:00” in the event log; (2) activities with a date value recorded in the source

data only after a particular point in time (at or around 27 June 2005), prior to which

the activities have a time component of “00:00:00”; (3) activities with “minute”

values in the range of 1–12, indicating that the “month” values had inadvertently

been written in the “minute” component of the event timestamp.

These timestamp-quality issues had the potential to affect negatively both the

process discovery analysis and the process performance analysis by, for example,

ordering activities incorrectly and providing incorrect durations of activities.

Timestamp issues were addressed by requesting a second data extraction to resolve

the month/minute transposition and then removing cases that included events

recorded before 27 June 2005.

Incorrect Activity Name Sets of activities that displayed incorrect activity names

manifested in the log as (1) activities that represented the same processing step but

were recorded with different names for the activity because the event log contained

data extracted from both the legacy system and the replacement Connect system,

each of which had their own naming conventions; and (2) an unusually high number

of activity labels in the source logs. The information systems from which the source

logs were extracted were not “process-aware information systems” so they did not

explicitly record events and activities. The activity labels were constructed as the

concatenation of two (possibly) free-form text fields in the log that were derived

from the values recorded in form fields of the underlying system. There were

initially 3775 distinct pairs of the form fields in the log.

The incorrect activity names had the potential to create unnecessarily complex

models, which would negatively affect the performance analysis. The activities in

(1), above, were identified but retained in the final event log in order to distinguish

claims handled in each of the systems. With reference to (2), above, using string

matching and consultation with domain experts, we reduced the 3775 label pairs to

a set of 85 consistent activity labels.

Irrelevant Events Irrelevant events manifested in the log as (1) activities that could

be performed at any time in the process (e.g., setting of a diary note by the claims

officer), so they were irrelevant to both process discovery and performance analy-

sis; and (2)

1. Activities that occur multiple times in a claim, often on the same day (e.g., the

recording of every offer and counter-offer made during a mediation/conference),

as individual offers were irrelevant events from a process-discovery and

performance-analysis point of view. We added a single record indicating the

offer/counter-offer cycle.

These irrelevant events were removed from the log.

Concept Drift The changeover from a legacy claims-management system to the

“Connect” claims-management system was revealed in the distribution of certain
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activities in the log (i.e., some activities occurred only prior to the change-over date

and others occurred only after it) and the granularity of timestamp recordings in

event log records (i.e., some activities that migrated from the legacy system had

only a date component to the timestamp, so the time component defaulted to

“00:00:00”).

4 Results Achieved

The results achieved from the study are discussed in terms of the process-mining

results achieved and the outcomes the ND derived from the study.

4.1 Process Discovery

A workflow net discovered from the event log was a “hybrid” in the sense that it

consisted of activities drawn from both the legacy and the Connect claims-

management systems. The initial model suffered from “underfitting,” as it permit-

ted behaviors that were not evident in the event log. The model was manually

adjusted based on domain knowledge and verified by replaying the event log on the

model to ensure that fitness remained high (approx. 80%). Achieving this level of

fitness required the inclusion of many “silent” transitions that allowed activities to

be skipped, including business steps that are not compulsory in all cases (e.g.,

conferences) and some transitions to deal with differences between the legacy

system and the Connect system. For instance, the two systems use different activity

names to represent the same business step, such as three names in the legacy system

that refer to the operation of deciding liability (“accept liability,” “reject liability,”

and “accept partial liability,” but only one name (“approve liability decision”) in

the Connect system.

4.2 Process Performance Analysis

In this phase of the study, the discovered process models and event logs were

analyzed to determine performance differences between the claim cohorts of

interest to the ND. Because of the models’ complex nature and the fact that

processes are, by nature, knowledge-intensive and semi-structured, we used the

average time taken for a claim to reach certain key processing steps relative to a

fixed (starting) point in the process to measure performance (e.g., the occurrence of

the “receive claim form” event, indicating that a claimant had lodged a NOAC

form). Only “finalized” claims were considered.

Unregistered Versus Unidentified Vehicles Figure 2 highlights the 14 activities

for which there was greater than 20% variation between cohorts in terms of the

average time required to reach certain key events (and where there were more than
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ten cases in both cohorts that reached the key activity). The comparative perfor-

mance analysis revealed that claims that involved an unregistered vehicle generally

proceeded faster from notification through to making a liability decision than did

claims that involved an unidentified vehicle. However, from this point on, the

unidentified vehicle claims proceeded to finalization faster than the unregistered

vehicle claims did, as the former were completed an average of 3.7 months faster

than the latter.

Legally Represented Claimants Versus Direct Claimants Figure 3 highlights

activities in which there was greater than 40% variation between cohorts in terms

of the average time taken to reach certain key events (and where there were more

than ten cases in both cohorts that reached the key activity).
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As Fig. 3 shows, there are clear differences in the average time taken to reach

key milestone events, as the cohort of direct-claimant claims take less time on

average to reach the milestones than does the cohort of legally represented claims.

This evidence indicates that the process changes that related to direct claimants had

a positive effect on claims-management and process outcomes.

4.3 Context Data Analysis

Analysis of the context data was carried out using the RapidMiner2 modelling tool.

In one investigation, the aim was to identify a set of context variables that would be

useful in predicting the duration of claims. The aim of a second investigation was to

identify a set of context variables that would be useful in predicting the cost of

claims. Figure 4 shows the major milestones in the claims process and where in the

process values for the various sets of context variables become known.

Supervised learning (a decision tree) was used with the set of cases to undertake

a binary classification of the cases as being “short” or “long” in the case duration

investigation and “low” or “high” in the costs investigation. RapidMiner’s “binning

by frequency” operator was used to split the data into the two categories for each

investigation. Binning by frequency results in each class having approximately the

Fig. 4 Process milestones and availability of context data

2https://rapidminer.com/
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same number of cases. In the duration investigation, “short” duration cases were

those in which settlement was reached within 22.5 months of notification, and

“long” cases were all others. In the costs investigation, “low-cost” cases were those

in which the total (administrative plus settlement) cost of the claim was in the range

of $45.00–$62,735.50, and “high-cost” cases were all others.

The decision tree algorithm achieved 68.21% accuracy, correctly predicting the

class for 268 of 396 claims used in the claim-duration investigation. Analysis of the

tree revealed that the ND’s decision to appoint its own legal advisor was the key

factor in differentiating between short- and long-duration cases. Other

differentiating factors included the claimant’s employment status, whether the

claimant engaged legal representatives, whether the legal representative was a

personal injury specialist, the severity of the injury (particularly whether the injury

was whiplash), and whether the case involved an independent medical examination.

The decision tree algorithm achieved 83.15% accuracy, correctly classifying

592 of 712 claims used in the claim costs investigation. Analysis of the tree

revealed that the requirement for an independent medical examination was the

significant factor in differentiating between low-cost and high-cost cases. Other

factors indicated by the model included the claim duration (period between insurer

accepting liability and a settlement amount being accepted by the claimant), the

claimant’s age at the time of the accident, the severity of the injury, the claimant’s

pre-accident occupation, and whether the claimant’s legal representative had a “no

win, no fee” fee basis.

5 Lessons Learned

This multi-faceted process-mining study presented many challenges and

opportunities for refining our process-mining methodology and toolset. Data-

related challenges arose as a result of the replacement of claims management

software during the period of the study and the largely manual task of transforming

data extracted from source information systems into a log file that was suitable for

use by process-mining tools. Legislative changes, changes to key personnel, and the

semi-structured nature of CTP claims-processing introduced concept drift. Each of

these issues impacted the study, but close collaboration with the stakeholders and

using domain knowledge helped immeasurably in addressing these issues.

CTP claims management may best be described as a semi-structured, knowl-

edge-intensive process. Semi-structured processes are characterized by not having

a formal process model, although they usually have an informal process descrip-

tion; by having many points at which different continuations are possible, and by

being driven largely by content status and human decision-making (Lakshmanan

et al. 2011). The semi-structured nature of the CTP claims-management process

posed its own difficulties in our ability to conduct performance analysis in terms of

durations between key events. Analysis on a direct-follow and even an eventual-

follow basis proved inconclusive. The best results were obtained by comparing

cohorts based on the time they took to reach key milestones.
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The comparative performance analysis showed, in the case of legally represented

claims versus direct claimants, that there was a distinct difference in the perfor-

mance of the two cohorts and indicated that the process-improvement initiatives that

relate to direct claimants had resulted in overall shorter case durations.

The analysis of the cohorts of unidentified vehicles versus unregistered vehicles

showed that significant differences related to investigations in the processing occur

early in the claim process and differences related settlement and finalization occur

toward the end of the claim process. These two areas are aspects of claims

management where process-improvement initiatives could be targeted.

The context analysis resulted in a set of indicator variables that can be consid-

ered predictors of claim behavior. Of interest to the ND was a particular cohort of

claims in which the injury is not severe, the injury type is whiplash, and the

claimant is female and middle-aged. This cohort, as the context analysis revealed,

had an unusually long claim duration compared to other low-severity whiplash

claims. There is also some support for the presence of this phenomenon in the

literature (Harder et al. 1998; Sterner et al. 2003), so this cohort may be a likely

subject for targeted process-improvement initiatives.

Follow-up meetings with the key process stakeholders revealed that the project

had delivered valuable insights to the stakeholders, raised additional questions for

investigation, and generated opportunities for further collaborative research.

A key lesson learned from this case study was that there are particular

deficiencies in the process-mining toolset for conducting process-performance

comparisons across cohorts of claims. In particular, there was a requirement that

we conduct performance analysis one cohort at a time and then manually combine

the results to compare the cohorts. This one-cohort-at-a-time analysis involved a

separate data preparation phase for each cohort, a performance-analysis phase, as

well as a manual- comparison phase, all of which proved to be tedious and time-

consuming. Therefore, we developed a multi-cohort, multi-perspective, compara-

tive performance process-visualisation tool with automated support for defining

cohorts.

Another lesson learned from the case study is that the consideration of context

factors broadens the scope of process modelling beyond simply uncovering

sequences and durations of events to facilitate reasoning about process specifics

(e.g., differences in performance) and even predictions about process behavior.
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Mining the Usability of Process-Oriented
Business Software: The Case of the ARIS
Designer of Software AG

Tom Thaler, Sabine Norek, Vittorio De Angelis, Dirk Maurer,
Peter Fettke, and Peter Loos

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: The quality of the technical support of business processes

plays an important role in the selection of corresponding software products.

Against that background, software producers invest considerable capital and

manpower in improving their business software’s usability with regard to

customers’ needs and process-related requirements. However, existing

approaches from the field of usability engineering generally require laboratory

environments, which do not cover the real user behavior without limitations.

Therefore, the case described here seeks to improve a user-centric UX

approach based on the idea of automatic identification of real customer needs.

(b) Action taken: For that purpose, the German Research Center for Artificial

Intelligence (DFKI) and Software AG analyzed the issues in the currently

available UX process at Software AG. Research and practice were searched

for additional approaches to the critical point of understanding the user.
Finally, a four-step approach based on process mining, consisting of user
monitoring, trace clustering, usage model derivation, and usage model
analysis was conceptualized and evaluated in a user study.

(c) Results achieved: The application of the developed approach showed high

flexibility and scalability in terms of the level of detail. Despite the small
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number of participants, it was possible to identify several process-related

software issues and to reduce significantly needed resources (e.g., cost and

time). Hence, a promising alternative to the existing techniques of under-
standing was found, leading to important improvements regarding a com-

prehensive and continuous lifecycle.

(d) Lessons learned: The adapted UX approach increases flexibility and a

widens the spectrum to proceed to the development of a user-centric

business software. Although the improved procedure had a promising

performance for further application in production environments, there are

some open questions, such as handling the possibly high amount of upcom-

ing data or privacy aspects that must be addressed in the future. Indepen-

dently and regarding the transferability to other application scenarios,

promising potential were identified, such as a mechanism for controlling

the software’s evolution, the inductive development of usage reference

models, and an approach to measuring the ease of learning a new business

software.

1 Introduction

Software AG empowers customers to innovate, differentiate, and win in the digital

world. Its products help companies combine their existing systems on their premises

and in the cloud into a single platform to optimize and digitize their businesses. The

combination of process management, data integration, and real-time analytics on

one Digital Business Platform enables customers to drive operational efficiency,

modernize their systems, and optimize processes for smarter decision-making.

Building on over 45 years of customer-centric innovation, Software AG is ranked

as a leader in many innovative IT categories. It has more than 4300 employees in

70 countries and in 2015 had total revenues of 873 million euros.

Business process models play an important role in the Digital Business Platform,

from the analysis and design of business processes to their implementation, exe-

cution, monitoring, and controlling. Therefore, business process models are key

artifacts in business process management. Traditionally, process models are gener-

ated by human modeling experts using modeling tools like the ARIS Designer, the

market-leading BPM tool and one of Software AG’s main products. Although ARIS

has stood for professional business process design in more than 20 years in practice

and research, many facets of the process of process modeling still need research.

Against that background, the Software AG has applied expert interviews,

pre-release usability tests, and other established usability methods in order to

improve the ARIS software. Therefore, a comprehensive user experience (UX)

approach was established that understands the user as a key to identifying and

defining existing usability issues and to designing and testing possible solutions.

The user experience research for ARIS has covered 10 years of usability testing and
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interviews with more than 300 users all over the world, which led to over 400 h of

recorded video sessions, thousands of person hours in usability sessions, and the

evaluation of the recorded and collected data. Still, there are many aspects of the

supported business processes to discover. The challenges in the users’ daily work

are often unknown or cannot be explicated easily, in part because of the mostly

strong focus on particular functionalities or cuttings of the software.

Since we also understand business software as tools that support particular

business processes, the aim of improving its usability requires not only analyzing

the technical aspects of software that affect their operability, but also analyzing the

supported processes for areas of improvement. In addition, since customers have

the deepest insights into their processes, we see them as a key to that task. Hence, in

the context of a research project, we were looking for new approaches that take user

behavior in their real environments and in their daily work into account in order to

improve the modeling tool based on actual, not yet identified customer needs.

Therefore, the case at hand seeks to develop a method for analyzing the dimensions

of usability whereby both the system design (in terms of a technical support of the

process of process modeling) and the business process it supports are explicitly

addressed. For that purpose, existing methods and techniques from the field of

process mining are adapted and enhanced with basic ideas of usability engineering

in order to improve the current UX approach.

The resulting approach was applied to a use case that focuses on the process of

modeling business processes with the ARIS 9 Designer. Therefore, participants

were asked to perform some generic modeling tasks with the software, and the

recorded user behavior was then analyzed with regard to the issues mentioned

above using the developed lifecycle approach. Finally, the approach covers

several phases of the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013) and generally starts with

recording the user behavior in order to reveal and continuously improve, implement,

monitor, and control the supported processes. We were able to produce promising

results and revealed several new improvements that support the process of

process modeling.

Section 2 describes the current UX approach at Software AG and the initial

situation regarding its issues. The basic ideas of improvement and the corre-

sponding actions that focus on the parts of the UX approach that are lacking are

presented in Sect. 3. Section 3 also presents the user study that supports the whole

improvement process. The improved UX process is then demonstrated and

explained in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the lessons learned and outlines

further potential for the proposed approach.

2 Situation Faced

In order to develop useful, efficient, and appealing products, Software AG defined a

user-centric development process that is influenced by the ideas of design thinking,

collaborative design, and lean UX. Embedded in an agile development
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environment, the process leans heavily on learning early and often. The basic

phases and methods of this user experience process are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The process starts with understanding the users and their problems (understand
problem). Methods like contextual interviews with members of the target group,

surveys, and non-participatory observations are used to gather as much information

as possible about the users’ goals, tasks, and pain points. These methods also help

the team to build empathy with the user and to keep the user in mind during the

whole product-development process.

The first step generates many useful insights and considerable amounts of data.

Therefore, the second step, describe problem, creates a common understanding

about the most important pain points in the process. Methods like brainwriting,

clustering, and voting help to facilitate this process, and instruments like personas

and user stories are used to document the results.

Only when the problem is well-defined does the team start to ideate on possible

solutions in the create solutions step. In addition to typical creativity techniques,

sketches, wireframes and prototypes are used to visualize, communicate, and select

ideas.

The last step, validate solutions, tests selected ideas with real users and real tasks
by running local or remote usability tests or by doing internal walkthroughs of

typical tasks.

If needed, this process runs in iterations. For example, a usability test conducted

in the validation phase may reveal that the test participants are not able to pursue

their goals. In this case, additional interviews are needed, which requires

re-entering the understanding phase. In other cases, a series of usability tests may

show that none of the tested ideas leads to satisfactory task completion rates or

execution times. In these cases, the ideating phase, create solutions, must be

re-entered.

While large projects like projects for creating new products or developing new

components require the full set of methods, smaller projects like projects for

Fig. 1 The UX process at Software AG
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implementing new features can get along with a subset or slight variations of the

methods mentioned above.

For an existing application, the problem may be easiest to understand by

conducting a combination of interviews and usability tests. Interviews focus on

identifying typical tasks, which may be known to a certain extent, as they reveal

users’ opinions. Usability tests, which focus on identifying problems that occur

when performing these tasks within the current solution, reveal users’ behavior.

In a smaller project, defining the problem might mean agreeing about the most

important problems found in a usability test. Creating solutions might be done by

discussing a few hand-drawn ideas by hand, and then implementing the solution in

the code itself. To validate this solution, the usability test may be repeated.

The basic process approach has been applied successfully in many development

and customer co-innovation projects, and considerable effort is expended to

improve the software. However, the investigations so far have been focused on

particular functionalities and have often relied on (pre-release) tests, the statistical

validity of which is limited. In addition, the costs of performing these tests and

analyzing the results are high. For example, since it is necessary to talk to the test

users during the test run(s), it is also necessary to have employees on site, which

may lead to travelling or workshop expenses in addition to the costs of the user

experience research’s core activities.

Moreover, the functional focus and the essential laboratory environment hinder a

holistic view of the software since the test users have the considered function in

their minds. However, distorted results are generally expected in non-participatory

observations of real-life scenarios. At the same time, a holistic view of the software

is necessary to identify the customers’ everyday challenges. There are also typical

situations in which users cannot adequately explicate the problems they have with a

particular functionality or the software as a whole. Hence, the main objective is to

develop a comprehensive, methodical approach that facilitates the target-oriented

further development of process-oriented business software, especially in order to

improve the user experience. Therefore, it is necessary to observe the users in their

daily work without spying on them or measuring their performance. In addition, the

costs incurred should be as low as possible.

The general idea is to use established process-mining techniques to derive usage

models automatically, which can then be enriched by data like GUI information

(e.g., element positions) and random user, system, or context data (e.g., user

experience). Therefore, a second objective is to extend and improve the current

UX approach in a cost-efficient way by using the possibilities of automating that

result from the application of process-mining techniques. This approach makes it

possible to analyze real user behavior in order to improve the IT support of a

business process, especially in terms of its usability. The term “business process

usability” should be understood as referring to the extent to which a business

software can be used for the effective, efficient, and satisfactory execution of

business processes.
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3 Action Taken

As a first step toward improving the existing UX approach in the intended way,

alternative techniques for understanding and covering the state of the art are

identified and analyzed in both business information systems engineering (espe-

cially process mining) and software engineering (especially human computer inter-

action and usability engineering). Adequate knowledge in all fields involved is

required, as only then can the two disciplines be combined meaningfully. A broad

analysis of relevant aspects in these fields was carried out in Thaler et al. (2015a).

Approaches from the field of usability engineering and the resulting effort in terms

of data analysis are expensive, and they usually require a laboratory environment.

Although some work has already been done (Hilbert and Redmiles 2000; Siochi and

Ehrich 1991) in deriving process models (petri-nets) and addressing some possi-

bilities for usability analyses, the mining techniques that were used lean toward the

rudimentary, as they do not take into consideration such aspects of process mining

as dealing with noise and harmonizing the log data of multiple systems. Consider-

ation of current methods and techniques from information systems research is also

missing.

At the same time, current approaches, such as genetic algorithms (Alves de

Medeiros 2006) and cluster techniques that handle noisy data or avoiding

spaghetti-like models (van der Aalst 2011) could be helpful in making it possible

to derive meaningful models or meta-information that enables practitioners and

researchers to draw concrete conclusions about the usability of business software.

Moreover, metrics from the various research disciplines may make it possible to

quantify automatically some aspects of the quality, understandability, and usabil-

ity of business processes and their application. However, a practical, integrated

application of the concepts discussed in the context of usability has not yet been

observed.

Hence, the identified methods and techniques from the fields of process mining

and usability engineering were analyzed with respect to their applicability in the

given case. The relevant methods and techniques were consolidated in a four-step

approach to understanding the user. That approach is described in detail in what

follows and is evaluated by means of a user study in the context of a Software AG

product.

3.1 Design of the User Study

Several users were asked to work on tasks in the context of business process

modeling using Software AG’s ARIS Designer, Version 9. The objective was to

evaluate whether the identified techniques could serve as an alternative to existing

approaches to understanding the user. Hence, the focus is on an automatic identifi-

cation of the problems the users have in performing the tasks. Thirteen students

were asked to use the rich modeling client of Software AG’s ARIS Designer, which
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is based on natural language text descriptions, to (1) model an organigram,

(2) model an EPC, and (3) modify an EPC. The exercises cover basic actions of

business process modeling and do not focus on particular functionalities. The

study’s objective was to learn how users act in reaching a solution, not to evaluate

the correctness of the solution itself. Ten of the students had modeling experience,

while the other three had not, so the exercises also revealed information about how

users with no prior knowledge interacted with the software. The average time

needed to execute the tasks was 47 min. In order to identify concrete usability

issues from the analyses, the user screen was recorded by a screen-capturing

software.

3.2 A Four-Step Approach to Understanding the User

For the design of an adequate approach with corresponding tool support, the idea of

process mining was adapted with regard to the specific requirements of usability

engineering. Referring to Thaler (2014) and Thaler et al. (2015b), the steps (Fig. 1)

are user monitoring, trace clustering, usage model derivation, and usage model
analysis. In contrast to previous approaches, the steps can be applied during live

operation, so they take real user behavior into account and expensive laboratory

experiments are not usually necessary (Fig. 2).

3.2.1 User Monitoring
Process execution data (instance data) is the basis for business process usability

mining. Depending on the analysis’s objectives, the requirements for log data differ.

It is usually necessary to fulfill the traditional log data requirements of process

mining (case, task, originator, timestamp) (van der Aalst 2008), and these data

should then be extended with additional information depending on the context.

When weak points in usability are identified, it might be helpful to log information

like GUI information related to element positions and case-specific data. Collecting

additional information may require the use of other data sources, such as an enter-

prise database, external services, or sensors. Since Software as a Service plays an

increasing role in the business context, (web) server logs or error logs—which are not

traditionally considered in the context of process mining—are possible sources as

well. Against that background, one must design a logging strategy based on the

Fig. 2 Understand the user: a four-step approach
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objectives of the analysis or the application scenario and implement it in the software

being addressed. Consolidating the various data sources is also important.

Evaluation in User Study In addition to the traditional log information of process

mining, he callitem, which describes how the user triggers particular actions

(e.g. with a mouse, using a shortcut, using an item on the symbol bar), and the

objects involved (e.g., the elements on the grid) are recorded as well. A sample log

file generated by the ARIS 9 Designer in the user monitoring phase is presented in

Fig. 3.

3.2.2 Trace Clustering
Trace clustering, the task of clustering traces within log data using a specific cluster

criterion, is a traditional challenge in the context of process mining. As business

software and BPM tools usually cover a multitude of business processes, a

corresponding log file covers all of these processes too. Discovering a process

model based on a non-clustered log file usually leads to highly complex models that

cannot be read by humans (so-called spaghetti-like models), so processes or

instance classes must be identified in order to generate less complex process models

(e.g., Ekanayake et al. 2013; Jagadeesh and van der Aalst 2010). Therefore,

the choice of a particular trace-clustering technique depends on the analysis’s

objectives (Thaler et al. 2015c). Trace clustering may have any of many criteria,

including:

• Processes: variants, patterns, occurrence of loops or tasks, etc.

• Resources/performance: time, budget, hardware, load values, etc.

• Cases: value of a shopping cart, etc.

• Users: experience, age, groups, etc.

• Software: version, device, etc.

Fig. 3 Sample log file generated in the user monitoring phase
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Therefore, the recorded log data can be interpreted as a multidimensional data

cube whose dimensions are partially not known a priori. In fact, some dimensions

are given by the log specification (the recorded attributes), while others, such as the

actual recorded process, are unknown. Therefore, it is possible, at least in part, to

apply slicing-and-dicing approaches from the area of data warehousing. However,

especially in the context of business process usability analysis, the identification of

new information and patterns related to the processes and variants, possibly

depending on user profiles, is important. A good overview of existing trace-

clustering techniques with their corresponding implementations and an evaluation

of their applicability in various contexts is presented in Thaler et al. (2015c).

Evaluation in User Study Since the user study contains three exercises, in the

trace-clustering phase we initially focused on separating the log file based on the

processes that are equivalent to that exercise. Prior to the clustering, we knew that

each of the exercises contained actions that are usually not performed in the other

ones. Referring to Thaler et al. (2015c), we used the known causal dependencies

(case-specific tasks) as a basis for separating the log file. Then we separated the log

file based on the information concerning whether a user had experience working

with ARIS.

3.2.3 Usage Model Derivation
Process mining distinguishes three fields of inquiry: process discovery, confor-

mance checking, and enhancement (van der Aalst 2011). Process discovery seeks to

derive a new process model based solely on log data, while conformance checking

compares the as-is process to the to-be process. Enhancement focuses on the

derivation of new information from log data in order to extend or improve an

existing process model.

Against that background, all three of these fields of inquiry play important roles

in business process usability mining in general and in the phase of usage model

derivation in particular. In that phase, one derives a process model based on the

clustered log data and enriches it with information like performance data, execution

probabilities, correlation matrices, and additional (scenario-specific) data and

metrics. Many process-mining techniques that produce output models with differ-

ing characteristics already exist; they differ in terms of the fitness and appropriate-

ness of the resulting models to the underlying log files, such as in their simplicity,

their abstraction level, and the resulting model type (e.g., petri-nets, EPC, FSM)

(Thaler 2013), or in their approach to calculations. Therefore, a concrete algorithm

should be selected based on the concrete objectives of the analysis (e.g. Alves de

Medeiros 2006; van der Aalst et al. 2004; Weijters and Ribeiro 2011; Weijters et al.

2006). In contrast to discovery and enhancement, conformance checking should be

seen as belonging to the phase of usage model analysis (phase 4), as it might be

important to know whether the users use the software in the intended way.

Evaluation in User Study We applied the Heuristics Miner (Weijters and Ribeiro

2011) with default parameters to derive the usage models based on the clustered log
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files. In so doing, we prepared the log files in two settings: (1) task, callitem, and

elements are consolidated and use a task description like “place event ‘Event’ by

HOTSPOT_SYMBOL_BAR,” and (2) the task is used as it is recorded, such as

“place event.” Extracts of the resulting EPC models from the two settings are

presented in Fig. 4, which shows that the models’ complexity differs to a high

degree, grounded in the fact that setting 1 produces much more detailed node labels

and, thus, a significantly higher absolute number of nodes than setting 2. Hence, the

degree of detail in the task description again depends on the analysis’s objectives.

3.2.4 Usage Model Analysis
There are several possibilities for analyzing the usage model. Many metrics from a

variety of research fields exist to characterize the model(s) and give first indications

of weak points:

• Model metrics: complexity, extent, cross-connectivity, etc. (Melcher 2012;

Mendling et al. 2012).

• Process metrics: execution count, execution time, error rates, cancellation

rates, etc.

• Usability metrics: irrelevant actions, undo actions, using help function, etc.

These categories can be broken into subcategories, such as size and complexity

in terms of model metrics or placement, and time aspects in terms of usability

metrics. Other performance metrics may include:

Fig. 4 Detailed vs. abstract usage model visualized with the RefMod-Miner
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• Achievement of objectives/conformance checking: In the context of business

processes and their management, there are often objectives that should be

achieved at process execution. These objectives could include the process’s

overall execution time and consumption of resources. Business rules that are

obligatory at the process execution, such as legalities, might be important in

determining conformance.

• Causal dependencies: Process models may contain causal dependencies between

activities or process fragments that are not evident in the process model. A

correlation matrix may reveal those dependencies.

• Core and exception fragments: Process models often contain activities or

fragments that are executed in a high percentage of cases (core actions) or

those that are seldom executed (exception actions). Knowledge about frequency

helps in keeping the focus on the most important system points during

development.

• Non-supported processes: Sometimes users use a system to execute processes

that were not intended by the system’s producer. Identifying these processes

helps in the effort to improve a system in light of customer needs or to identify

other business areas that can use the system.

• System avoidance: Users can avoid a software’s particular functionalities, even

though they are available, which may indicate a non-working or badly imple-

mented functionality that needs analysis.

In short, simple statistical indicators might provide hints concerning process or

software usability issues, although these indicators cannot be used to analyze these

issues in detail. In most cases, further information on the process and its execution

logs is needed based on input from human experts.

To calculate the metrics, we implemented a tool support in the research proto-

type RefMod-Miner.1 An extract of the available metrics and statistical analysis

techniques is illustrated in the screenshots presented in Fig. 5. It is also necessary

for the tool to have functionalities that allow graphical navigation through the

model, like the visualization of a node’s predecessor and successor nodes or the

highlighting of particular nodes (like help or undo calls). The application of these

analysis techniques may provide concrete hints about weak points in the technical

support of modeling and how to prevent them.

Evaluation in User Study Analyzing the models with the RefMod-Miner led to

the identification of several aspects from which to view the models, ranging from a

purely technical perspective to a professional one. Three of these perspectives are

presented in Fig. 6.

The first example shows that users could not understand the toggled-edge

mode. When the mode was activated, they expected an automatic connection of

edges based on the element positions, which led to the effect that some modelers

1RefMod-Miner: http://refmod-miner.dfki.de
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placed connectors over the edges that connected several nodes. In contrast to their

expectations, the connector was not automatically connected.

The second case takes a more professional perspective. Some modelers placed

organizational units on the grid and connected them to an activity. They expected

the connecting edge to be undirected, but the system automatically produced a

directed edge from the organizational unit to the activity. The only solution to the

problem was to delete the edge direction manually for all corresponding edges. A

similar case showed that it was not possible to modify the edge direction, and this

limitation might be meaningful in many contexts.

The third case reveals other strategies in modeling. While some modelers

placed the nodes and labeled them immediately, others added a set of nodes

and labeled all of them afterwards, a strategy that consumes much more time.

Fig. 5 Extract of metrics and analysis tools implemented in the RefMod-Miner
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4 Results Achieved

In order to clarify whether the four-step usability-mining approach meets its

objective, one must determine whether the subsequent phase of the overall UX

approach, describe problem, can be processed based on the generated results. In

other words, it should be possible to explicate the customers’ needs in order to

design improved IT support for their business processes.

The first identified issue results from users’ inability to interpret the meaning of

the “toggled-edge mode,” a problem derived from the users’ interaction with the

software, where the corresponding button was clicked several times in sequence

without the intended effect. Renaming the functionality might improve its under-

standability. The second issue is a bug that can be fixed by allowing the user to

modify the edge directions. Since the third issue uncovers a user demand

(a modeling strategy that had not yet been considered), a new functionality that

supports that strategy is necessary. Continuous labeling in the placement order

might be a meaningful feature in meeting that demand.

Hence, despite the early stage of studying and applying the approach in a real

context and although the number of participants in the user study was small, we

identified ten issues, ranging from minor bugs and general weak points to specific

user demands. The derived information was also sufficiently detailed to be

Fig. 6 Presentation of three identified issues
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described in a professional way and to be addressed with concrete improvements,

which are currently being implemented. Therefore, there is potential for application

of the approach in a broader user study with pilot users and beyond.

The instantiation of the phases showed that the approach is highly flexible and

scalable. Starting at the user monitoring phase, the log information could be

enhanced with information like the heart rate of a user or parallel interaction with

other cases or software tools. An analysis’s level of detail can also be individually

scaled, as shown in the usage model derivation phase. Moreover, the graphic

representation of usage models enables human observers to easily conceive the

human interactions in a broad context and, thus, to replay critical cases in order to

detect issues and develop possible solutions.

Especially in a real business environment, the application requires additional

thought and action on privacy. Since the procedure might enable employee moni-

toring, concepts for reliable anonymization are essential to ensure that the recorded

information is not traceable to a particular employee or used to measuring the

performance of departments. The end users must be able to decide whether they

agree to the process of recording and transferring the resulting log data to the

software-providing company.

In summary, the four-step usability-mining approach meets expectations. Since

it can be applied in customers’ production environment, a laboratory environment is

not necessary (although it may be necessary in the case of user studies). Problem

situations and their locations in software can be detected automatically based on

metrics from the areas of usability engineering and business process models. Thus,

much of the work that is traditionally performed by usability analysts is done by the

analysis tool. Even so, it is not possible for these metrics to detect all issues, so

analysts are still necessary; additional application of qualitative interviews in

particular might be meaningful. At the same time, visualization of the usage models

enables analysts to understand real user behavior and the issues that result from

them more easily, more effectively and more quickly. Thus, the necessary resources

in terms of costs and time can probably be reduced significantly, although concrete

data is missing in the current state.

Finally, promising results led to an enhanced UX process that includes an

additional understand approach and several effects on the overall UX process

(see Fig. 7). In fact, the proposed usability-mining approach reveals a new way to

understand the software users based on their real behavior in their daily work.

Hence, an alternative was found to interviews in terms of both the procedure and the

results. Interviews can provide both high-level deep-level insights on particular

aspects of a process and are appropriate for discussing solutions that have not yet

been designed or implemented. In contrast, usability mining focuses on the details

with which users are confronted, facilitating a broad or overall evaluation of all user

interactions with a software, which is not possible with interviews. However,

interviews can also be an appropriate technique with which to analyze that quanti-

tative results of usability mining in a qualitative way.

Since the necessary data for usability mining are acquired automatically, it is

possible to redo the usability-mining steps on that data, as well as on new data.
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Hence, it is easy to determine whether a particular issue is fixed by recalling the

corresponding usage data in the next software version. This process, Focused
Usability Mining, has two important effects. First, comprehensive and perhaps

expensive prototyping with a corresponding usability test walkthrough is not

necessary before the general roll-out, as the effect of a fix can be measured with

the upcoming version. As a consequence, the release cycle can be shortened so

there are more resources for the further development of the software. Second, the

UX process should not be considered a straightforward process with a fixed start

and end and several iterations but as a lifecycle, which allows the continuous and

target-oriented further development of a software. Hence, the borders between

validate and understand are often blurred since understand in particular covers

the users’ understanding not only to identify unknown issues but also to verify the

solution to known issues in a continuous way.

In summary, the developed method significantly enhances the capabilities of the

UX work since it enables continuous screening of usability issues in a semi-

automated way. At the same time, focused work is still important, especially in

cases like those of developing new products or functionalities and redesigning

existing ones.

5 Lessons Learned

Although the results are promising, there are still some aspects of the user study that

remain to be discussed. First, the statistical relevance of the found issues and

user demands to general user is currently unknown. Another study with more

participants would have to use statistical tests, such as the p-Value to make this

determination. Second, from a technical point of view, the amount of upcoming log

data will require the use of methods that can handle it. Depending on the degree of

detail of the log files (e.g., every click, every mouse movement), the number of

Fig. 7 The improved UX process
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monitored users, and their intensity of use, its processing will require considerable

memory. Therefore, the content of these log files will become more complex and

challenges like user tracking, clustering of the log files, and the potentially high

complexity of resulting usage models, which are difficult for humans to interpret,

will have to be met. First methods and techniques that address these challenges

already exist (e.g., Ekanayake et al. 2013; Evermann and Assadipour 2014) and

should be evaluated with regard to their applicability in this context.

Another challenge refers to the case of hidden tasks. Hidden tasks are user

actions that cannot be recorded by the logging mechanism since they occur apart

from the analyzed software, such as manual tasks or tasks done using another

software. A typical example is asking a colleague about a functionality by tele-

phone or in person.

One might also ask whether it is more expedient to improve the usability of

software tools that support a particular business process than it is to train the

end users. While adequate training might help the users to work more effi-

ciently, effectively, and satisfactorily with a modeling tool, individual

approaches to modeling business process models based on the end users’ habits

and preferences are equally important. Therefore, it is necessary to do both:

train the end users and improve the software’s usability based on the end users’

needs. Whether user training or software improvement leads to more promising

results in terms of business process usability—efficiency, effectiveness, satisfac-

tion, and costs—must also be determined, as these are important factors, espe-

cially for small and medium-sized enterprises. The cost factor is a major

strength of the method developed here.

The UX approach (Fig. 7) used here uses an interview technique for understand-
ing the user, as usability mining does not replace it. Interviews may also be

important in evaluating qualitatively the quantitative results from usability mining

in terms of indications regarding particular usability issues. When one is developing

new functionalities or software, it is also necessary to include the users in the design

phase. Usability mining is not applicable here since the software is already rolled

out. Nevertheless, it can meaningfully applied to validate generated solutions.

In addition the important improvements to the UX approach, as presented in

Sect. 4, usability mining can deliver insights into the software usage that have not

yet been addressed. Among others, several design-related questions can be

answered as well:

• What are the core application scenarios on the user side? Which implemented

processes or functionalities are not used?

• Are there observable user profiles other than user role and user experience?

Are there significant differences in how users use a system?

• Are there observable case profiles for a process that influence its execution?

• Are there other functional requirements on the user side?

• Are there ways to improve the supported process (e.g., user- or case-sensitive

processing, adding new functionalities, data preloading, reorganization of

forms)?
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With regard to the transferability of the developed method to other domains and

applications, the analysis of the real user behavior can also be seen a basis for

working in several application scenarios (Thaler 2014; Thaler et al. 2015b):

• Controlling the Software Evolution. Further development of a software is in the

nature of a product’s lifecycle, although it can be challenging to determine

whether such a development leads to the desired effect and whether it is used

as it is intended. This issue affects both new supported processes and existing

ones. Since the developed method analyzes real user behavior, it is possible to

follow the software evolution from the user side. This benefit can also be seen in

Thaler et al. (2013).

• Inductive Usage Reference Model Development. Information about a process’s

performance, resource consumption, and other collected data facilitate the

inductive development of reference models with a best-practice character.

Based on the process instances, a process model could be derived that pursues

objectives like minimizing costs or resources or optimizing output quality.

• Ease of Learning. One quality criterion of a business-process-supporting soft-

ware is the effort required to learn to execute it. An analysis of users’ usage

models over time would visualize their learning effects and allow the derivation

of individual learning curves.

In summary, the paper at hand presents a method for assessing the usability of

process-supporting software tools based on process mining. It addresses important

areas that must be investigated in order to gather insights about the further devel-

opment of the software based on users’ needs. While the phases of user monitoring,

trace clustering, and usage model derivation have an established theoretical and

technical foundation that can be adapted to apply to usability, a detailed analysis of

the resulting data is challenging. Several ideas have been proffered to quantify the

usability of a software system and process models, but these ideas are yet to be

developed, conceptualized, implemented, and evaluated.

We showed that the developed method links the software-engineering view and

the process-oriented view on business-process-supporting software, which suggests

the potential for their design and further development. We also identified several

promising scenarios for meaningful application of the method in other domains that

will be addressed in future work.

Finally, the developed method has several advantages over extant approaches. It

can be applied to processes already in production and in real environments, so it

involves real user behavior. At the same time, it clarifies measurement results,

which are usually problematic in direct observations. Moreover, the measurement

and analysis of aspects of usability can, in many cases, be arranged automatically or

with only a little input, so costs are lowered, making the method attractive for use

by small and medium-sized enterprises. The approach also significantly improves

the overall UX approach by considered it as a broad and continuous lifecycle

instead of a focused process with fixed start and end points.
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Improving Patient Flows at St. Andrew’s
War Memorial Hospital’s Emergency
Department Through Process Mining

Robert Andrews, Suriadi Suriadi, Moe Wynn,
Arthur H.M. ter Hofstede, and Sean Rothwell

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Improving Emergency Department (ED) patient flows in

terms of processing time, resource use, costs, and patient outcomes is a

priority for health service professionals and is vital to the delivery of safe,

timely, and effective patient care. Poor patient flows manifest as

overcrowding in the ED, prolonged length of stay (LoS), patients

“boarding” in EDs and “access block” for admission to inpatient wards.

Consequences include poor patient outcomes, reduced access for new

patients who present at the ED, and negative effects on staff, including

dissatisfaction and stress. Further motivation for improving patient flows

in EDs arises because Commonwealth- and state-sponsored financial

incentives for hospitals are tied to achieving targets for improved patient

access to emergency services. One measure of such improved access is

meeting nationally agreed targets for the percentage of patients who are

physically discharged from the ED within 4 h of arrival.

(b) Action taken: A key challenge in deriving evidence-based improvements

for patient flows is that of gaining insight into the process factors and

context factors that affect patient flows. The case study reported here

adopted the BPM Lifecycle reference framework to improve patient

flows. In particular we focused on the process identification, discovery,

and analysis phases of the BPM Lifecycle. Process-oriented data-mining
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techniques were applied to real practices to discover models of current

patient flows in the ED of St. Andrew’s War Memorial Hospital

(SAWMH) in Queensland, Australia. The discovered models were used

to evaluate the effect on patient flows of certain context factors of interest

to stakeholders. Case histories of 1473 chest pain presentations at

SAWMH between September 2011 and March 2013 were analyzed to

determine process differences between ED patients with short stays

(<4 h) and those with long stays (>4 h).

(c) Results achieved: Process models were discovered for the hospital’s ED

patient flow. From a control-flow perspective, only minor differences were

observed between short- and long-stay patients at SAWMH, although there

were timing differences in reaching specific milestone events. Waiting

time in the ED following a request for hospital admission added signifi-

cantly to overall ED LoS.

(d) Lessons learned: This project demonstrated that process mining is appli-

cable to complex, semi-structured processes like those found in the

healthcare domain. Comparative process performance analysis yielded

some insights into ED patient flows, including recognition of recurring

data-quality issues in datasets extracted from hospital information systems.

The templated recognition and resolution of such issues offers a research

opportunity to develop a (semi-)automated data-cleaning approach that

would alleviate the tedious manual effort required to produce high-quality

logs. The project highlighted the importance of hospital information

systems collecting both start and end times of activities for proper perfor-

mance analysis (duration, wait time, bottlenecks). Additions to our

process-mining toolset include novel comparative process-performance

visualization techniques that highlight the similarities and differences

among process cohorts.

1 Introduction

Improving Emergency Department (ED) patient flows in terms of processing time,

resource use, costs, and patient outcomes is a priority for health service

professionals and is vital to the delivery of safe, timely, and effective patient

care. If patients are not moving through the system efficiently, other patients may

experience delays in accessing care, with possible deleterious consequences.

Inefficiencies in patient flow may also raise the cost of providing healthcare

services through the failure to make the best use of available resources, such as

the time of skilled staff (Liew and Kennedy 2003).

Recent years have seen an increasing demand for ED services in Australia’s

public hospitals (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2015) without a

corresponding rise in inpatient beds. Table 1 highlights the steadily increasing
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number of patient presentations at public hospitals’ EDs. (The increase in the

overall number of reporting hospitals is due to a large number of smaller hospitals’

reporting patient presentations in their EDs, so interpretation of changes over time

should take these changes of coverage into account.)

In July 2011, the National Health Reform Agreement—National Partnership
Agreement on Improving Public Hospital Service was signed by all of Australia’s

states and territories. Under this agreement, financial incentives were established

for public hospitals to meet targets. In particular, the National Emergency Access
Target (NEAT) was created to improve patient access to public hospitals’ EDs.

Performance against the NEAT is measured as the percentage of patients who

physically leave the ED within 4 h of their arrival. (The term “physically leave”

includes patients who leave without treatment, are discharged from the ED, are

admitted to another hospital unit (including the short-stay unit attached to the ED),

or are transferred to another hospital). Incremental NEAT targets for Queensland

were 70% in 2012, 77% in 2013, 83% in 204, and 90% in 2015.

Although no state or territory, including Queensland, has consistently achieved

its NEAT, the initiative has seen a reduction in average Length of Stay (LoS) in

Queensland’s public hospitals’ EDs from 280 min in July 2011 to 198 min in June

2014 (Queensland Audit Office 2015) and has motivated changes in EDs’ and wider

hospitals’ procedures (Queensland Clinical Senate 2014). Two significant

innovations have been the introduction of short-stay units attached to EDs, specifi-

cally for patients who require monitoring for up to 24 h, which allows patients to be

discharged from EDs to short-stay unit, and the introduction of the Emergency

Department Information System (EDIS), which is used by most major public

hospitals to record real-time admission/discharge information. EDIS features a

sort of traffic-light system that gives operators a visual indication of the current

patient waiting time (Queensland Audit Office 2015).

Patient flows have been adopted as a management strategy to systematize the

processing of patients from arrival at the ED to either discharge from the ED or

admission to hospital. In March 2010 the Queensland Government launched its

patient-flow strategy with the aim of reshaping Queensland Health’s processes so

the healthcare system could cope with increasing demands, deliver improved

performance, reduce delays, increase access, and ensure best practice across the

state (Queensland Health 2011). While patient flows alone cannot resolve all of the

issues that affect equitable delivery of care to ED patients, improving patient flows

has been shown to have a positive impact in terms of time, costs, and patient

outcomes (Showell et al. 2012) and is one of the key priorities in the healthcare

domain.

Evidence-based process improvement is an approach to process improvement in

which the improvement initiatives are driven by the results of an empirical analysis

of process-related data derived from the as is process. The analysis is designed to

reveal process inefficiencies like bottlenecks, protracted activity durations, and

rework loops. A key challenge in deriving evidence-based improvement to patient

flows is that of gaining insight into the process factors and context factors that affect

patient flows. This project involved a detailed analysis of patient flows in
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St. Andrew’s War Memorial Hospital’s (SAWMH) ED using a process-mining

methodology with the aim of providing insights into the as is processes in the ED,

particularly as these processes apply to patients who present with chest pain. The

project also sought opportunities for improvement in existing process-mining

methodologies and tools (particularly in the areas of process comparison and

visualization). St Andrew’s Emergency Centre is a private ED that is not subject

to the public EDs’ NEAT-based financial incentives, but it does report the NEAT

data publicly, and it is benchmarked against public EDs’ NEAT performance. The

project identified differences in patient flows between short LoS (<4 h) and long

LoS (longer than 4 h). Process analysis quantified the effect of waiting time (the

time between when it was determined that a patient required admission to hospital

and the time of admission) had on overall ED LoS. While it was not possible to

determine the root cause of these effects, they form the basis for potential process

improvements that would have direct impact on achieving the NEAT. The project

also drove the development of several novel visualization tools for comparing

processes.

2 Situation Faced

Processes in healthcare settings, especially in hospital EDs, are often semi-

structured. Semi-structured processes are characterized by their lack of a formal

process model (although they usually have an informal process description), many

points at which different continuation paths are possible, and being driven largely

by context factors and human decision-making (Lakshmanan et al. 2011). In the

ED, while specific treatment plans for each patient can be designed after a triage

assessment, the delivery of the treatment requires flexibility and ad-hoc decision-

making because of regular disruptions in patient flows (Catchpole et al. 2013).

Disruptions to patient flows arise from such issues as those related to resources

(e.g., lack of medical personnel and “access block”), teamwork (e.g., lack of

communication that ensures smooth transition from one activity to another), and

external interruptions (e.g., slow turnaround time for pathology tests) (Wiegmann

et al. 2007) and manifest as long wait times, delays in administering/reporting on

ordered tests, “boarding” of patients in the ED, ambulance ramping (ambulance

arrives at ED and there is a delay in handing over the patient to ED staff requiring

ambulance officers to continue administering care to the patient), and overcrowding

in the ED. Overcrowding and prolonged LoS in the ED (for admitted patients) is

associated with poor outcomes, including increased mortality rates (Richardson

2006; Sprivulis et al. 2006; Forero et al. 2010). The constant need to adjust patients’

treatment plans likely contributes to a high level of variations in patient flows in

hospital settings. This phenomenon is consistent with insights reported in Suriadi

et al. (2014) and Partington et al. (2015).

To illustrate the complexity of healthcare processes and ED processes in

particular, consider the BPMN process model/abstraction of Queensland Health’s

Possible Cardiac Chest Pain Clinical Pathway (Queensland Health 2015), shown in

Fig. 1.
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Clinical pathways are standardized, evidence-based, multidisciplinary manage-

ment plans that identify an appropriate sequence of clinical interventions,

timeframes, milestones, and expected outcomes for a homogenous patient group

(Queensland Health Clinical Pathways Board definition 2002). Clinical Pathways

are guidelines made available to all hospitals, while patient flows are generally

hospital-specific and devised by each individual hospital. Each Clinical Pathway is

published with the advice to clinicians that “clinical pathways never replace clinical

judgement” and that “ care outlined in [the] pathway must be altered if not clinically

appropriate for the individual patient.” Each step in the process model is itself a

multi-step sub-process, with many of these steps being the performance of clinical

tests. Decision points in the pathway are generally expressed in terms of “if any of

the tests. . .” or “if none of the tests. . ..” In the ED that was analyzed for this case

study, the usual sequence of events is for a patient’s arrival at the ED to be recorded

and then the patient to be triaged and then later by a member of the medical staff

(a doctor, a registered nurse, or both). To highlight the non-structured and patient-

centric nature of patient flows, in accordance with the recommendation that clinical

judgement take precedence, in 45% of the cases in our study of patients presenting

with chest pain, the patient was seen by a doctor before being triaged, a flow that is

not in accordance with the typical pathway shown in Fig. 1.

SAWMH was particularly interested in identifying the differences between

patient flows for the cohort of chest-pain patients who spent <4 h in the ED from

time of arrival to discharge from the ED and the cohort of chest-pain patients who

spent longer than 4 h in the ED. Of further interest to SAWMHwas the impact of its

practice of routinely requesting blood tests and radiological imaging of patients

who present with chest pain.

Devising an effective improvement plan for patient flow requires a baseline

understanding of where variations in patient flow occur in the end-to-end treatment

of patient cohorts and, most important, how the variations manifest. The study was

expected to deliver an objective evaluation of SAWMH’s treatment practices for

chest-pain patients, including a performance analysis with particular emphasis on

factors that influence LoS in the ED. The ultimate aim was to identify potential

improvements to patient flows that could contribute to improvements in SAWMH’s

performance against the NEAT.

Fig. 1 Abstraction of Queensland Health’s Cardiac Chest Pain Clinical Pathway
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3 Action Taken

The focus of this project was the application of process-mining techniques to derive

evidence-based insights about the behavior and performance of patient flows at

SAWMH, from which comparisons of patient flows across patient cohorts could be

made. We adopted the BPM Lifecycle reference framework, focusing on the

process identification, discovery, and analysis phases. Table 2 shows the steps

taken and the key challenges phased in each phase of the BPM Lifecycle.

In the next section, we discuss the key challenges faced in working through each

of the project’s phases.

3.1 Process Identification

Identify research questions that are relevant to SAWMH

The research questions identified were:

• What are the differences in the patient flows between patients who stayed in the

ED for <4 h and those who stayed for more than 4 h?

• How much delay was introduced to the patient flows as a result of conducting

routine clinical activities, including blood tests and X-ray imaging?

• What are the factors that influenced the patients’ LoS?

Table 2 BPM lifecycle phases and key challenges

Steps in lifecycle phase Key challenges

Process identification phase

• Identify research questions that are relevant

to SAWMH

With respect to the research questions of

interest, define the aspects of ED and hospital

patient flows to be investigated

• Extract process-related datasets from IT

system(s), including data pre-processing

Identify relevant data from hospital

information systems

Identify and (if possible) resolve any data-

quality issues evident in the extracted data so

event logs that are aligned with the study’s

aims can be constructed

Process discovery phase

• Discover as is process models that show

dominant care paths

Deal with the highly variable, patient-centric

flow to discover readable models that capture

the dominant (most frequent) care paths

Process analysis phase

• Extract performance-related information for

each patient cohort and conduct comparative

process-performance analysis

Extract comparative process-performance

metrics

Visualize comparative process-performance
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Key challenge—With respect to the research questions of interest, define

the relevant aspects of ED and hospital patient flows to be investigated

A key challenge was to limit the study’s scope to patient-flow events in the ED and

the hospital that affected the research questions. After consultation with ED

clinicians from SAWMH, events related to ED arrival and discharge, clinical

activities conducted as part of the patient’s stay in the ED, blood and imaging

tests ordered for the patient, and hospital admittance events were selected as being

within the study’s scope.

Key challenge—Identify relevant data from hospital information systems The

case histories of all patients who presented with chest pain at the ED between

September 2011 and March 2013 were identified as being relevant to the study.

Four tables from four hospital information systems were identified as holding the

relevant data:

• Encounter table: The Encounter table recorded the arrival and departure of

patients from the ED using a unique “encounterID” value. As patients may

present at the ED multiple times over time, a unique patient identifier (Medical

Record Number) was associated with each patient and recorded in the Encounter

table. Encounters were classified as either “emergency,” indicating an ED

presentation, or “hospital,” indicating a hospital admission. The encounterID

value was used as the common identifier in the remaining tables so records could

be linked.

• Emergency table: The Emergency table recorded the key intra-ED patient flow

milestone events, such as when a doctor was assigned to a patient, when the

doctor first saw a patient, and when triage was started.

• Clinical table: The Clinical table recorded results of clinical observations of

patients, including the initial assessment, ongoing nursing observations, periodic

nursing, and medical notes.

• Orders table: The Orders table recorded orders for pathology tests, imaging

tests, and other medical procedures requested for patients.

Key challenge—Identify and (if possible) resolve any data-quality issues

evident in the extracted data so event logs aligned with the study’s aims can

be constructed

The most significant data-quality issues that affected the extracted data were issues

related to correlation, diverse activities with the same timestamp, inadequate

granularity of event names, duplicate events, references to the same event in

multiple tables, irrelevant events, events that represented case attributes, and

missing events.

• Correlation: The same patient (the same Medical Record Number) with multiple

Encounter table records on the same day, where one was an “emergency” and one

was a “hospital” encounter type. This represented a single case, so records from

the four tables with either encounterID value were merged into a single case.
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• Multiple activities with the same timestamp: Many events in the Clinical table

were recorded with the same timestamp. This concurrency came about through

the affected events being extracted from different fields in the same on-line form

with the timestamp associated with each event being the time the form was

“saved”. Such events were assumed to be related to the same clinical activity, so

clinical events were grouped by timestamp and a set of cleaning heuristics based

on the occurrence of patterns of events in the groups were applied to reduce the

group of events with the same timestamp to a single event (or sometimes a pair

of events) that represented the actual clinical activity performed.

• Inconsistent granularity of event names: The Orders table recorded orders at a

finer level of granularity than was required for the analysis. For instance, Orders

table records that related to pathology tests listed the individual blood

components to be tested for, and Orders table records that related to imaging

used shorthand references like “xr” and “rad exam”. We addressed these issues

by aggregating multiple requests for individual blood tests into a single event

named “Blood test” and replaced occurrences of “xr” and “rad exam” with

“Radiology”.

• Duplicate events: Some cases contained sequences of Clinical table and/or Order

table events with only a few seconds’ time difference. Where groups of events

occurred with no more than 15 s’ time difference between neighboring events,

duplicated events in the group were removed. The duplication was deemed to be

an artefact of system logging rather than an indication that the event actually

occurred more than once.

• References to the same event in multiple tables: We found that certain process

steps were recorded with different activity names in two tables. For example, the

“Register_in_Emergency” event from the Encounter table coincided with the

“Arrive_Start,” “Arrive_Request,” and “Arrive_Complete” events in the Emer-

gency table. These events were replaced with a single “Arrive” event. Other

instances were observed in the Orders table and Clinical table. Again, a single

event was retained and the related events removed.

• Irrelevant events: After consultation with the domain expert, a set of events that

were not relevant to the analysis, such as when all events happened after a patient

had been admitted to a hospital ward, was identified and removed.

• Events that represented case attributes: For some events, it was more important

to know that the event had occurred in the case than it was to know when it had

occurred. For instance, the value associated with the “Glascow Coma Score”

event is of more interest than was the time the score was determined. For such

instances, the events were removed, a case attribute (named after the event) was

added, and the value was recorded against the case attribute. In a similar vein,

each of nine events associated with ED discharge indicated the discharge

destination. A case attribute that represented the discharge destination was

added, and the nine events were reduced to a single “ED Discharge” event.

The final log contained 40 case attributes.

• Missing process-related events: A research question SAWMH proposed dealt

with determining the impact of conducting routine tests (blood and imaging) on
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chest-pain patients. While references to orders for such tests were present in the

Orders table, no reference to either the performance of the test or the return of

results was evident in the source data. Investigations into the recording of blood

and medical imaging test results undertaken with SAWMH’s data manager

revealed that no medical imaging results and few blood test results were

recorded electronically in such a way that they could be matched to the original

order. For this reason, events associated with blood tests and medical imaging

results were not included in the final event log.

3.2 Process Discovery

Key challenge—Deal with the highly variable, patient-centric flow data

to discover readable models that capture the dominant (most frequent) care

paths

After data cleaning, the event log contained 1473 cases, representing 1472 different

execution paths—that is, only two cases followed exactly the same path—reflecting

the semi-structured, patient-centric nature of ED patient flows. The initial discov-

ered model reflected the “spaghetti”-like process. There were 30 separate activities

in this version of the log. To discover readable models, the log was partitioned into

four parts representing major milestone events of a patient’s journey through the

ED, the major clinical activities, cases in which ED LoS was <4 h, and cases in

which ED LoS was longer than 4 h. Disco,1 a commercial process-mining tool, was

used to filter the log to abstract the relevant partitions from the log, from which

readable but still meaningful process models were constructed.

3.3 Process Analysis

Key challenge—Extract comparative process performance

Extracting differences between cohorts’ processes required manual inspection of

models and manual compilation of observations. While doing so is possible, it is not

an efficient way to discover and highlight variations in performance.

Key challenge—Visualize comparative process performance

Visualization, the depiction of non-visual data in visual form, provides an effective

way to communicate, particularly where the raw data is large or complex. The

visualization aspect of process comparison is still in an exploratory stage (Pini et al.

2015), so the challenge was to devise novel forms of visualization to highlight

differences in process performance across multiple perspectives for the cohorts

being compared.

1http://fluxicon.com
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4 Results Achieved

In this section we detail the outcomes of the process discovery and analysis phases

of the case study.

4.1 Process Discovery

The discovered process model shown in Fig. 2 represents the dominant (most

frequent) pathways for the major milestone events in the patient flow for chest-

pain patients. For example, there are 1473 cases with an “Arrive_Start” event, and

the major milestones are arrival and departure from the ED (to either home or

hospital), triage, and when the patient is first seen by medical personnel (a doctor, a

registered nurse, or both).

The initially discovered process model for clinical activities was complex and

unreadable. Events in the Clinical table are the main contributors to process

variability (1263 different execution paths in 1471 cases). To discover a simpler

process model for clinical activities (Fig. 3), the set of activities was reduced

(in consultation with the process stakeholder) to include only key activities from

the Clinical table: “Pre-Arrival Note,” “Nursing Assessment,” “Nursing—Primary

Assessment,” “Nursing Progress Notes,” “Medical Note (final),” and “Discharge

Letter.” Figure 3 depicts the process model with the most frequent paths (those in

the top 9% of process variants), although only 21% of the cases follow this process

model.

To address SAWMH’s research question about process differences between the

cohort of patients with a LoS of<4 h (short LoS) and the cohort with a LoS of more

than 4 h (long LoS), separate process models were discovered for each cohort.

Figure 4 is the discovered model for short ED LoS, and Fig. 5 is the discovered

model for long ED LoS.

An area of interest to SAWMH was the relationship between routinely

requesting blood tests and imaging for patients presenting with chest pain and the

patient’s overall LoS. Do such practices introduce delays into the patient flows?

Blood testing for SAWMH is carried out by a third party pathology laboratory, but

the two organizations’ information systems are not integrated to the point at which

orders for tests can be sent directly from SAWMH to the laboratory. SAWMH

records orders the tests in its own clinical IT system, however the pathology lab

only becomes aware of the order when blood samples and printed test request

physically arrives at the lab. On completion of the tests, the laboratory faxes test

results to the ED, as this is the currently fastest method of returning test results to

the treating physicians. Further, as the two organizations do not use a common

patient identifier, it was almost impossible to match cases across the two systems.

Because electronic records of imaging tests are not stored in the data sources that

were available to the study, only a small sample of matching orders and results were

obtained, which was too small for proper process discovery or analysis.
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4.2 Process Analysis

This section lists the main findings of process analysis as they relate to the

discovered process models.

Four primary observations with respect to the general ED patient flow could be

derived from the milestone events model (Fig. 2):

• There is a logical flow of activities to which most cases adhere.

• The Medical_Assign event can occur before the Triage event and even before

the Arrive event.

• Fewer admission request events are recorded than the number of hospital

admissions (i.e., 458 admission requests vs. 662 admission events).

Fig. 2 Process model describing the main patient flow (major milestone events). In this model,

each rectangle represents an activity, and the color density of the rectangle represents the

frequency of the activity. Arrows represent transitions between activities, and the width of the

arrow represents the frequency of the transition. The numbers on the arrows and in the boxes
indicate the case frequency
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• Patients in all but 48 of 1473 episodes were ultimately discharged home, while

the remaining patients were discharged otherwise (e.g., they were discharged to

a different hospital, they did not wait, or they died), so these 48 episodes are not

captured by the model.

Three primary observations with respect to clinical activities could be derived

from this model (Fig. 3):

• Nursing activities form the backbone of the clinical events—that is, the majority

of activities/interactions with patients in the ED are carried out by nursing staff.

• Even though it represents only 9% of the variants, it is still a complex process

model, so it shows that the treatment processes are highly patient-specific in

terms of the fine-grained clinical activities and their registration.

• Simple process visualizations cannot provide significant insights.

The (control-flow) process models in Figs. 4 and 5 show “direct follow”

activities and reveal some differences in patient flows between short-stay and

long-stay patients:

Fig. 3 Most frequent process paths for clinical activities. Arrows are annotated with case

frequencies
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• Approximately 7% of short-stay patients proceed immediately from Triage to

ED Discharge, but no long-stay patients do.

• The “Admission Request” event occurs in 48% of long-stay cases, compared to

only 22% of short-stay cases.

• 58% of long-stay cases are ultimately “Admitted to Hospital,” compared to only

39% of short-stay cases.

Extract performance-related information for each patient cohort and conduct

comparative process-performance analysis (including visualizations)

LoS in the ED was calculated as the time between the “Arrive_Start” event and one

of the two events—“ED_Discharged” and “Admitted_to_Hospital”—chosen as

marker events representing the patient’s physically leaving the ED. Under these

conditions, 63% (972 of 1472) of cases completed the transit through the ED in

<4 h (average transit time 2.9 h), and 37% (500 of 1472) of cases took more than

4 h to transit through the ED (average transit time 7.3 h).

The short- and long-LoS cohorts were also filtered to show the ED discharge

destination. Table 3 shows the average time taken to reach certain key events.

Fig. 4 Discovered process model for ED LoS up to 4 h
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It is clear that the event timing for the two cohorts is similar until blood tests are

ordered. Differences in event timing are observable from the “RN Assign_Start”

event. We could not determine the causes of this difference.

An even more stark contrast between the short- and long-stay cohorts is evident

in the timing of the “Admission_Request” event, as shown in Fig. 6. The

“Admission_Request” event occurs significantly earlier in the patient transit for

short-stay patients than it does for long-stay patients. A similar discrepancy in the

time from “Arrival_Start” to “ECG (Ordered)” is also observed. Again, we could

not determine the cause of this observed difference.
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Fig. 5 Discovered process model for ED LoS longer than 4 h
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Figure 7 shows the additional time spent in the ED between the time it was

decided that hospital admission was necessary and the time the patient was actually

admitted to hospital. It is clear that the waiting time in the ED following admission

requests contributes significantly to overall LoS.

Visualize comparative process performance

This project highlighted the deficiencies in current approaches to comparative

process-performance visualization. A parallel development of novel visualization

approaches in Pini et al. (2015) resulted in three styles of visualizations, to which

the authors referred as the general model, the superimposed model, and the side-by-
side comparison. The general model shows the differences in performance (dura-

tion and frequency). The superimposed model compares the process flows of

cohorts from the perspective of one of the cohorts such that correspondence of

Fig. 6 Time from Arrive_Start to Admission_Request (ED LoS comparison)

Fig. 7 Time from Admission_Request to Admitted_to_Hospital
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activities is visualized through alignment and superposition of an activity element.

The side-by-side comparison, which is specifically concerned with the time

perspective, exploits the process model’s logical flow to describe temporal

dependencies between activities through predecessor and successor nodes of a

directed graph. The superimposed model and side-by-side comparison were applied

to aspects of the SAWMH case study, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Figure 8 shows a superimposed model that compares the relative execution times

of events between cohorts of long-stay and short-stay ED patients from the per-

spective of the long-stay cohort.

Figure 8 shows that the “ECG (O)” event occurs later in the process for short-

stay patients than it does for long-stay patients, while the “Medical_Note_Final”

event occurs at approximately the same point in the process for both cohorts.

The side-by-side comparison model (Fig. 9) shows the process difference

(in terms of execution time) between the two cohorts. The side-by-side model is

particularly useful in highlighting process delays. Considering the process

fragments for the activities “Medical Note_final” and “Discharge Letter” in models

for long-stay and short-stay patients makes clear that the individual activity

durations and the waiting time between activities are significantly shorter for the

short-stay cohort than they are for the long-stay cohort.

Through a combination of process discovery, analysis, and novel visualization

techniques, we were able to detect differences in process behavior for cohorts of

interest to SAWMH and obtain three important insights. First, there are fewer

admission requests than actual hospital admissions. Second, significant differences

in time spent in the ED between short-stay and long-stay patients become evident at

the “RN Assign_Start” event and become more pronounced as the patients’

journeys proceed. Third, there is evidence of patients “boarding” in the ED follow-

ing the decision that the patient requires hospital admission, so the patient stayed in

the ED waiting for a hospital bed to become available or to be transported to a ward.

While we recognized these three points in the process where improvements can be

made, we could not determine the causes of the differences. Nevertheless, these

insights form a starting point for improvements in patient flow that would have

direct impact on achieving the NEAT.

Fig. 8 Superimposed model of long-stay and short-stay cohorts (Pini et al. 2015). To illustrate

how a superimposed model is used for comparative process performance visualization, two events

are exploded out of the model to highlight their relative temporal ordering
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5 Lessons Learned

From a clinical perspective, this project showed that process mining can be applied

to a complex, semi-structured process like that found in a hospital ED. Through

comparative process-performance analysis, we identified a point in the overall

process at which variations between cohorts of interest (chest-pain patients who

left the ED in <4 h and those whose LoS was longer than 4 h) became most

apparent. The performance analysis also quantified the effect of waiting time (the

time between its being determined that a patient required admission to hospital and

the time of actual admission) on overall LoS in the ED. These two observations

provide a starting point for patient-flow redesign and process-improvement

initiatives.

From a data-quality perspective, this case study proved to be similar to other

case studies with which we have been involved, in that the process of preparing

event log/s suitable for process mining required considerable manual effort and

benefited from the input of a domain expert in terms of attaching meaning and

Fig. 9 Side-by-side comparison of long-stay and short-stay cohorts (Pini et al. 2015). The

exploded sections of the models (bottom of the figure) represent the activity duration (width of

the colored rectangle to the right of the activity name) and the waiting time between activities
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context to source data. A positive outcome was the identification of several recur-

ring quality issues. For example, we found multiple instances of sets of events with

exactly the same timestamp as a result of a forms-based information system’s being

used to record aspects of the patient’s case. Users (e.g., doctors and nurses) click a

“Save” button to record data captured on the form, with the effect of associating all

data on the form with the same timestamp (the time the user clicked “Save”).

Ignoring such an issue would have led to unnecessarily complex models, as all

events with the same timestamp would have been modelled in parallel. The solution

was to aggregate events with the same timestamp into a single event that

represented the process step associated with the use of the particular form. Identifi-

cation and resolution of the first instance of each such problem provided a

templated recognition-and-resolution strategy that was applied repeatedly and

that significantly sped up the data-preparation phase.

Another data-quality issue resulted in the project’s inability to address one of the

key questions from the project’s stakeholders, that is, the impact of conducting

routine clinical activities on patient transit times. Our inability to do so was because

the data required to address the question was not stored in accessible format in the

hospital information systems. This issue highlights the importance of aligning data

with research questions (and research questions with data) if the prosecution of a

process-mining analysis (or any form of analysis) is to be successful. We offer two

recommendations to address this issue: improving hospital information recording

practices through real-time, electronic recording of data, and introducing methods

that allow hospital data to be correlated with related data held by external health

services providers (e.g., pathology labs).

Finally, we found that there was no existing automated, intuitive way to perform

process-performance comparison, particularly where multiple process models were

involved. This issue led to the design initiative described in Pini et al. (2015) and to

the development of static and animated multi-model and multi-cohort comparison

techniques described in Conforti et al. (2015). These techniques are general enough

to be applicable in a wider context, including to other hospital processes and to

other domains.
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CrowdStrom: Analysis, Design,
and Implementation of Processes
for a Peer-to-Peer Service for Electric
Vehicle Charging

Martin Matzner, Florian Plenter, Jan H. Betzing, Friedrich Chasin,
Moritz von Hoffen, Matthias L€ochte, Sarah Pütz, and J€org Becker

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: An inadequate number of publicly available charging

points is among the main reasons that consumers do not buy electric

vehicles (EVs). To address this problem, we suggest a peer-to-peer (P2P)

sharing approach for private charging infrastructures. We formed a joint

consortium between academia and industry to design and implement a web

platform and an underlying business model for an infrastructure of indi-

vidually owned EV-charging stations for public use. Currently, there are

no standardized processes for EV charging, so we had to look elsewhere

for processes that could be adapted or partly adopted as a foundation for

the proposed web platform.

(b) Action taken: We interviewed representatives of seven organizations that

are already operating in the domain of EV charging about the relevant

business processes. Applying the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al.,

Fundamentals of business process management. Springer, 2013), we
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analyzed the resulting as-is processes for best practices and redesigned

them for the scenario of a P2P platform for EV charging.

(c) Results achieved: Sixteen to-be processes that comprised registration,

authentication, charging, billing, and administration were modeled in

BPMN and implemented in a software prototype. The prototype and

associated processes are currently being evaluated to ensure their validity

and effectiveness in the target environment while the partnering utility

company prepares the solution’s staged roll-out to operate their own

charging stations and then open the system to other providers.

(d) Lessons learned: Analyzing and then designing business processes to

reach a common goal has been a unifying factor in our joint research

project, where partners from industry and academia have differing

backgrounds, expectations, and individual goals. BPM practices enabled

the project team to create an innovative business model and corresponding

business processes that will have an impact in practice.

1 Introduction

In 2010, Germany’s Federal Government announced the goal of one million

registered electric vehicles (EVs) in Germany by 2020 (BMBF 2010). Although

this goal might be too ambitious, increasing the number of EVs that are fueled by

power from renewable sources is still a goal worth pursuing in the effort to reduce

global carbon dioxide emissions.

Since EVs have a comparatively low range of distance, effective electric mobil-

ity must be built on an extensive network of charging points (Steinhilber et al.

2013). Currently, only 5800 public charging points at 2500 public charging stations

are available in Germany (BDEW Bundesverband der Energie- und

Wasserwirtschaft e.V. 2016) for the approximately 18,000 registered EVs and

100,000 registered hybrid vehicles in the country (Kraftfahrtbundesamt 2016).

Figure 1 compares the number of registered EVs to the number of publicly

accessible charging points in Germany from 2006 to 2015. A sufficient network for

the target of one million EVs requires, in addition to private charging points,

roughly 110,000 charging points in semi-public spaces and 70,000 in public spaces

(Nationale Plattform Elektromobilität 2014). Developing such an extensive charg-

ing infrastructure for EVs requires a substantial investment that would be rational

only if demand increased well over its present level. So what should come first:

demand with insufficient supply or supply with insufficient demand?

The joint academia-and-industry research project “CrowdStrom” addresses this

“chicken-and-egg” problem. The local utility Stadtwerke Münster and the global

testing and certification organization TÜV SÜD collaborated with researchers from

the University of Münster’s departments of Information Systems and Marketing

and the University of Duisburg-Essen.
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The project’s main goal is to support the establishment of a well-developed

network of publicly accessible charging stations that can help to accelerate the

diffusion of EVs. Our central tasks are to design, implement, and evaluate a

business model, business processes, and the IT architecture of a peer-to-peer

sharing service for charging EVs that networks individuals and small businesses

and their charging stations with charging-service customers. A major obstacle in

this endeavor is the absence of standards and best-practice processes for EV

charging because of the novelty of and rapid technological developments in this

field. The innovativeness of the proposed business model also requires additional

processes that are new to either the field of EV charging or that of P2P sharing and

so require modifications or even new development from scratch. Our review of the

German market for EV charging identified seven organizations that participate in

this market. We interviewed these players to capture and model their existing

processes, scanned them for best practices, assessed these practices’ applicability

to the proposed business model, and remodeled them into to-be processes for the

service. We are currently evaluating the resulting software prototype regarding the

socio-technical aspects of the service and its viability for real-world application. Its

roll-out in several stages into live operation is planned.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: The next section delineates

the current situation in more detail, focusing on the participating parties’ motivation

and existing obstacles. The third section describes the steps we took to derive to-be

processes for CrowdStrom from several related organizations’ as-is processes. The

fourth section describes the analysis of the as-is processes and the resulting to-be

processes in detail. The article concludes with a summary of the findings and

lessons learned for future cases.
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EVs Charging points

Fig. 1 Number of EVs and publicly accessible charging points in Germany from 2006 to 2015

(Nationale Plattform Elektromobilität 2015; Kraftfahrtbundesamt 2016)
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2 Situation Faced

An EV owner typically purchases a private charging point along with her or his EV

in order to be able to charge the car more quickly than it is possible using a regular

household outlet. Because there is usually only one user, these charging points tend

to be underused. In the spirit of the sharing economy, the use rate and productivity

of these charging points can be increased if they are rented to other people when the

owners do not need them, an approach that would simultaneously increase the

number of available charging points for other EV owners and make the purchase of

an EV more practicable. This basic idea has been implemented in many peer-to-

peer sharing and collaborative consumption (P2P SCC) business models, such as

Airbnb (sharing of rooms) and Uber (sharing of cars).

The charging infrastructure landscape is fragmented, with many isolated small

providers and little interoperability. These isolated solutions present a major obsta-

cle for EV owners who travel long distances and must search for charging points

along the way. Intercharge networks like ladenetz.de and Hubject approach this

problem by interconnecting existing public charging providers. CrowdStrom

follows this approach but expands it to include private providers to create an

open charging infrastructure.

Sharing a charging point in return for monetary compensation requires the

individual charging station to adopt the general P2P SCC paradigm, which poses

challenges because of the nature of the resource that is shared. In addition, the

whole process should be fully automated so the need for the provider’s direct

intervention is minimal or, at best, unnecessary. That the individual charging points

are embedded in systems and have limited influence on their internal behavior adds

another layer of complexity to the business processes because the processes have to

be carried out within and across these systems, rather than by only one or a few

application systems. In addition to the lack of knowledge about the required

processes and how they should be implemented, the diversity of stakeholders’

perspectives and expectations creates complexity. In a P2P SCCmodel, participants

can take a variety of roles so service and monetary flows become bidirectional.

Facing the absence of standards or reference models for many aspects of the service

to be developed, we found the adoption of BPM practices like the BPM lifecycle

appropriate for structuring and guiding our efforts. Our focus was not primarily on

improving processes but on identifying best practices and their consequent

adaptations for our project. In addition, Business Process Model and Notation 2.0

(BPMN 2.0) is a valid instrument for modeling the processes and communicating

the various roles and tasks involved in service delivery in a way that every

stakeholder can understand.

A crowdsourcing-based approach for the expansion of the charging infrastruc-

ture adds challenges concerning legal implications and the service’s profitability.

The proposed business model poses novel legal questions regarding network

technology, laws for electricity-providers, and calibration and measurement

techniques (Chasin et al. 2015). The service’s profitability depends heavily on

external factors like the prevalence of EVs and users’ acceptance of the service,
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especially users who provide the charging infrastructure. Because of the approach’s

novelty and the general public’s lack of involvement in the EV domain, many

aspects of the service are not yet clearly defined. For example, the factors that

motivate potential service providers to use CrowdStrom and how to incent them to

participate remain unknown.

The project partners from industry provided important insights for the project’s

success. As a local utility, Stadtwerke Münster provides customers with electricity,

heat, water, and public transportation and offers the PlusCard program, which

enables their customers to do cashless payment for services provided by various

partners. In the field of electric mobility, Stadtwerke Münster operates a local

charging infrastructure for EVs. However, proper accounting is a major issue for

the company, as customers of the utility currently charge their cars for free because

of legal and technical restrictions. Consequently, Stadtwerke Münster’s goal in

participating in the project is the development of a profitable business model for its

charging infrastructure that can be integrated into its current PlusCard service

environment and accounting infrastructure.

TÜV SÜD is a German-based global certification and testing company with

24,000 employees in more than 60 countries. The company also provides consulting

services in the EV mobility domain. Its focus in participating in the CrowdStrom

project is on the development of data privacy, data security, and governance

mechanisms in the business model and business processes.

3 Action Taken

The emerging domain of EV charging has brought organizations with a variety of

business models and processes into the market. Therefore, instead of developing the

necessary processes for the CrowdStrom web platform from scratch, we analyzed

other organizations’ existing processes for their suitability for CrowdStrom. The

seven organizations whose processes for EV charging we analyzed are

introduced next.

Stadtwerke M€unster
The local utility Stadtwerke Münster introduced a radio frequency identification

(RFID)-based customer card (PlusCard) for the authentication and payment of

certain cashless services, including parking lots, taxis, and associated services.

The experience of Stadtwerke Münster from the everyday use of the PlusCard

system can inform the derivation of RFID-based customer processes for EV

charging.

Ebee Smart Technologies

Ebee develops and distributes components for setting up and managing charging

infrastructures to customers who provide infrastructure as a service. As a unique

characteristic, Ebee’s charging points are compact enough to be mounted on

ordinary streetlights. The primary customer group consists of municipalities,
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municipal utilities, and electricity-supply companies. Ebee acts only as a hardware

provider, not as the operator of charging points, and does not compete with the large

number of charging-point operators. A similar business model with an extended

focus on private providers is offered by PunktLaden.

Hubject

Hubject, founded in 2012 as a joint venture of car manufacturers and electric

utilities, is an IT service provider in the domain of EV and charging infrastructure

integration that serves all of Europe. The Hubject IT platform has been available

since 2013, offering the possibility of eRoaming for charging-point infrastructures

and enabling the independent use of charging points by connecting existing isolated

solutions. While this roaming approach grants end users access to a large network

of charging points, Hubject’s core business area is in the B2B area. Primarily

addressing end users is not part of the company’s business model or processes.

ladenetz.de

Founded in 2010, ladenetz.de is a cooperation among municipal utilities with the

goal of introducing, developing, and facilitating a well-developed charging infra-

structure. Smartlab, ladenetz.de’s parent company, was founded in 2010 as a

subsidiary of Stadtwerke Aachen, Duisburg, and Osnabrück (municipal utilities

of the cities of Aachen, Duisburg, and Osnabrück). These utilities focus on the

development and distribution of innovative services, products, and concepts in the

area of EVs, mainly directed at local energy utilities and municipal utilities.

RWE Effizienz

RWE Effizienz is a subsidiary of the large German electric utilities company RWE,

which is primarily active in the domain of EV charging. The company offers the

technical infrastructure and an extensive portfolio of services for the installation

and operation of charging infrastructures. RWE Effizienz also manufactures charg-

ing points with two lines of its own charging points that are targeted to private and

business customers, respectively.

The eLine products, which do not support any form of communication with

backend systems, target primarily private users. The stations do not offer authenti-

cation methods, but RWE offers the possibility of regulating the access via locking

systems in the context of private use.

eLine Smart offers several authentication methods, differentiated between local

and remote authentication methods. The latter include requests to unlock the station

via RWE’s smartphone application and requests sent via text message. Local

authentication methods are supported through intelligent charging cables with

Powerline Communication and the use of RFID cards.

sms&charge

The research project sms&charge developed a simple authentication and account-

ing system for charging stations. Users write and send text messages to

sms&charge, which then grants access to the charging point for a certain time
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slot. Since virtually every potential user carries a mobile phone, this solution gives

users non-discriminatory access to the public charging infrastructure. Services used

are billed through the user’s mobile service provider.

The New Motion

The New Motion, founded in 2009 in the Netherlands, offers charging infrastruc-

ture and services for EVs. The New Motion, which develops intelligent charging

points and advanced charging services for EVs, is currently working on a compre-

hensive network of charging points. Since 2012, The New Motion has also been

active in Belgium and Germany (The New Motion Deutschland). Its widely used

charging network is the largest in Europe, with over 12,000 charging points. The

NewMotion provides services to both businesses and private customers. In addition

to the distribution and installation of charging points, the company offers to operate

the stations and to manage accounting of charging transactions.

Following Dumas et al.’s (2013) BPM lifecycle, our approach is comprised of

the phases of process identification, process discovery, redesign, process analysis,
process implementation, and process monitoring and controlling. In process iden-
tification, processes that are relevant to the problem are identified, their scope is

delimited, and relationships between the processes are identified. Process discovery
(or process modeling) describes the phase of documenting the process, as in as-is
process models. Process analysis includes the identification and assessment of

issues in the as-is processes. Process redesign addresses the issues identified in

the previous phase and identifies and analyzes potential remedies that result in to-be

process models. Process implementation performs the changes necessary to reach

the to-be processes. Finally, during the process monitoring and controlling phase,

relevant data is collected to identify necessary adjustments to the processes.

In the following, we describe the steps we undertook in applying the BPM

lifecycle to our case. First, we conducted process identification by means of several

workshops in which researchers, students, and company representatives who were

involved in the project identified four process categories with regard to the pro-

posed business model for an EV-charging service. In the process discovery phase, a
comprehensive market analysis identified the aforementioned seven organizations

that provide charging services. These organizations’ processes were then elicited

with regard to the processes category identified in the process identification phase,

resulting in 23 as-is processes being modeled in BPMN 2.0. The as-is processes

were then analyzed for best practices and their suitability for the CrowdStrom

business model. Processes that indicated weaknesses during the analysis phase

were redesigned. Eventually, a total of 16 to-be processes were derived and

implemented in a software prototype that is currently being used in a field test in

which two actual charging points are being operated. After the initial implementa-

tion of the to-be processes, an iterative improvement of the to-be processes began. It

started with using the insights gathered during the first process monitoring and
controlling phase to identify gaps in the processes landscape and to trigger the

subsequent iterations of the BPM lifecycle. Continuous process improvement is

important in the CrowdStrom case, as the developed software is scheduled to
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operate all of the project partner’s charging points in the near future. Figure 2

visualizes the chosen approach according to the BPM lifecycle.

3.1 Process Identification

Since the focus of this assessment is on the operation of the charging service and all

related processes, identifying all processes from authentication to billing of the

charging service was required. Four process categories—registration, authentica-

tion, charging, and billing—were identified as particularly critical in this context.

Registration

The registration process is the basis for all user-oriented and provider-oriented

processes. It collects all of the involved persons’ relevant data and initiates the

contractual relationship between the company and the users and providers of the

service. All subsequent processes are designed based on the initial registration.

Authentication

The purpose of authentication is to ensure that only eligible persons are granted

access to the service (in this case, the use of a charging point) so the provider is

assured of receiving payment for the service. The legitimacy of use is evaluated

through an identification measure determined by the provider. In most cases, the

Fig. 2 Approach based on the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013)
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identification measure is a customer-specific ID that can be read and compared to a

list of authorized IDs (whitelist) and unauthorized IDs (blacklist). If the potential

user does not have such an identification measure, or in case of authentication

failure, he or she will not be granted access. If the authentication is successful, the

person can use the service and be billed accordingly.

Charging

The charging process starts after successful authentication and continues until a

stopping event—such as unlocking the charging cable on the vehicle side, cancel-

ling the request via mobile application, or repeating the authentication at the

charging point—occurs. The transaction data must be transmitted and saved

throughout the charging process, as they are required for subsequent billing

processes.

Billing

Billing is considered from two perspectives in the context of CrowdStrom: the user

billing and the provider settlement. The user billing refers to the billing of services

used by the user—that is, the consumption of electricity at a charging point after

successful authentication. The transaction data gathered at each process step build

the basis for the user billing and are used to create an invoice that is delivered to the

user. The billing process is concluded after the invoice is paid.

The provider settlement refers to the payment for services that a charging-point

provider delivered to a user. After each charging process, transaction data are

transmitted from the charging point and allocated to a single, distinct charging

point. They are then aggregated and the total costs calculated in order to pay the

provider on a monthly basis.

3.2 Process Discovery

Since companies’ processes are generally not public, we conducted interviews with

business professionals from the organizations we identified. All of these

organizations have been operating successfully for some time, so they are likely

to have reliable processes in place. In the interest of capturing the processes in detail

and observing their interactions, the interviewees we chose were all domain experts

who were deeply involved in the processes or even the process owners or managers.

The project team drafted an extensive questionnaire with 85 questions on the

topics of registration, authentication, charging, and billing to ensure comparability.

The questions focused on the identification of a process’s systematic series of

actions, the actors involved, and the master data and documents that were relevant

to the process. An interview guideline in the form of a checklist was created to

provide guidance in preparing and conducting the interviews and modeling and

documenting the processes. One interview was conducted in each organization,

with two interviews taking place during personal meetings and the remaining

five done via phone. Each interview lasted from 45 to 90 min, and each was
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tape-recorded, transcribed, and sent to the respective interviewee for audit and

confirmation. We worked in groups of two, with one person responsible for tracking

the questionnaire and the other guiding the interview.

3.3 Process Modeling

Based on the interviews, we modelled 23 as-is processes in BPMN 2.0. As

expected, the organizations we interviewed handle their core processes differently,

so we identified up to five variants per process category. Provider and user billing

was identified and modeled only twice, as not all of the organizations had

implemented these processes. The as-is processes were numerous and diverse, so

they provide a good basis for identifying and deducing the to-be recommendations

that take place during the analysis and redesign phases. Table 1 provides an

overview of the processes we modeled and the organizations from which they

were derived.

Table 1 Overview of as-is processes and corresponding organizations

Process category Process identified Organization

Registration Registration ladenetz.de

Registration PlusCard Stadtwerke Münster

User registration The New Motion

Registration for customer portal The New Motion

Provider registration The New Motion

Authentication Authentication Hubject

Remote authentication Hubject

Authentication ladenetz.de

Authentication sms&charge

Authentication Stadtwerke Münster

Authentication The New Motion

Charging Start charging procedure ladenetz.de

End charging procedure ladenetz.de

Start charging procedure sms&charge

End charging procedure sms&charge

Service use and response Stadtwerke Münster

Charging procedure The New Motion

Billing Response Hubject

User billing Stadtwerke Münster

Provider billing Stadtwerke Münster

User billing The New Motion

Provider billing The New Motion

Administration Administration of customer account Stadtwerke Münster
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3.4 Process Analysis

The modeled as-is processes were subsequently analyzed and used as a foundation

for the derivation of to-be processes. In the first step of the process analysis, we

grouped the as-is process models according to the categories of registration,

authentication, charging, billing, and administration. In the next step, we analyzed

the as-is processes qualitatively. Traditional techniques for qualitative business

process analysis, such as value-added analysis and root-cause analysis, were not

applied because they would not have been expedient in our context. As our goal was

to identify best practices and processes that were suitable to the proposed business

model, we analyzed the modeled as-is processes for similarities, differences, and

consistency with regard to their planned application. We selected three predefined

process categories for later application: standard processes that were not specific to

EV-charging (e.g., billing), large parts of which could be reused without

modifications, especially when they included direct customer interaction;

EV-related (but not EV-specific) processes that revealed new concepts and com-

prehensive best-practices for planned operations (e.g., a variety of options for

authentication); and processes that were directly related to EV-charging, especially

processes connected to communication between the backend system and charging

stations using the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP), for which we treated the

communication part as a black box that was implemented after the protocol’s

documentation. Additional information that the interviewees provided and that

could not be fit into formal process models, such as Hubject’s remote authentication

procedure,1 was taken into account. As a result, five best-practice process models

out of nine core processes and additional details were derived from the information

gathered on the elicited process models and the advantages and disadvantages of

specific models. Since CrowdStrom’s focus is on charging EVs, we did not classify

administration processes as core processes.

3.5 Process Redesign

During the process redesign phase, we designed the to-be process models based on

the identified best practices with regard to their applicability in the project context.

The application of a P2P sharing approach to EV charging results in certain

characteristics that differ from those of the established providers we interviewed.

For example, the integration into the network of customers as peer-providers

requires differentiating customers as peer-providers, peer-users, or both. Other

issues included the processes’ suitability for use with the future providers’ existing

1A requirement for using Hubject’s method is a backend system at the charging-point provider that

can communicate with the Hubject backend system via the Open InterCharge Protocol. Such

requirements were not modelled explicitly in BPMN but were considered informally in the

accompanying textual descriptions.
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processes as well as those of the local utility, and the partner concept that enables a

third party (a partner) to offer participation in the CrowdStrom network and its

corresponding services as a (white-label) service to the partner’s own customers.

These issues required individual changes and additions to the identified best-

practice processes and even whole processes to be conceptualized and modeled

anew in order to obtain the desired to-be processes. In the end, we designed

16 processes, out of which we defined nine core processes. While five core

processes were derived from best practices, the remaining 11 processes were

designed from scratch to align with CrowdStrom’s new concept. For example,

registrations will be possible directly at CrowdStrom but also via contract partners

like Stadtwerke Münster.
Applying the Heuristic Process Redesign methodology, we followed the three

stages of initiate, design, and evaluate that Dumas et al. (2013) suggested. In the

initiate stage, the project team gained a deep understanding of the targeted domain

of EV charging by conducting the interviews and modeling the respective as-is

processes. The goal of applying the BPM lifecycle was to devise suitable best-

practice processes for the software prototype. Therefore, the primary focus in the

application presented was not the traditional goals of process redesign, such as

flexibility, time, cost, and quality (Dumas et al. 2013) but adapting and altering the

existing processes so the resulting solutions comply with the proposed business

model’s technical and business requirements.

For the second stage, design, we considered Dumas et al.’s (2013) design

heuristics; however, because of the project’s special character, we deemed only

the heuristics from three classes to be applicable: customer heuristics, technology
heuristics, and external environment heuristics.

From the class of customer heuristics, we applied the heuristics control reloca-
tion and integration to the integration of peer providers into the processes by giving
them access to the web platform, where they can add their charging stations and

configure parameters like opening times and prices. We applied contact reduction
to the process of customer registration, rejecting other alternatives in favor of

online-only registration for direct customers in order to save administrative

resources.

From the class of technology heuristics we applied the heuristics of activity
automation and integral technology. We added new technology, such as that which

enables user authentication via smartphone and offers users an integrated data

analysis tool with a dashboard in the web platform, wherever possible. In order to

increase the level of automation, we deliver bills only digitally, eliminating manual

postal processes.

From the class of external environment heuristics we applied the trusted party
heuristic by adding the partner concept, enabling third parties to add their customer

bases to the CrowdStrom network and offer them participation in the network as a

value-added service.

The project team and experts from our project partners, Stadtwerke Münster and
TÜV SÜD, conducted the final stage of evaluate, after which we deemed the

resulting to-be processes to be ready for implementation. After the processes
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were implemented in the software prototype, we conducted an extensive qualitative

evaluation by means of several workshops with experts from Stadtwerke Münster,
resulting in new insights and minor alterations to the prototype.

4 Results Achieved

Here we describe the resulting to-be processes sorted for each process category. For

reasons of clarity, we do not describe all to-be processes in detail or show the

respective process models. Instead, we provide four process models that illustrate

our approach and the results.

Registration

The processes we captured differentiate between online and offline registration

(service desk) procedures. The latter cannot be considered a best practice, as our

goal is to provide fast, standardized process-handling. The installation of service

desks also leads to additional cost and disproportionate effort. Since all of the

providers we consulted offered online registration—with the offline option simply

an optional addition—the online registration was determined the best practice. The

online registration collects data on the customer’s surname, first name, address,

e-mail address, and payment method. (At present, only a bank account from which

charges can be debited and to which payments can be deposited is allowed.)

The best-practice process identified was extended to include application for the

CrowdStrom RFID card and the possibility of the customer’s adding his or her own

charging points and becoming a provider. The partner concept requires a special

process with which to add a partner’s customers to the CrowdStrom database. In

this process, the partner transmits the customer’s ID, a related RFID card number

(if available), and existing charging points to be added to the CrowdStrom database.

In return, CrowdStrom provides transaction data to the partner, who handles the

billing of his or her customers.

Authentication

We captured authentication processes from six organizations that have only a few

principal differences. The organizations can be categorized in terms of the authen-

tication medium they apply, with the most common medium (five out of six

providers) being the RFID card. Figure 3 depicts an extract of an as-is process

using RFID technology that we observed during our interviews. The customer

initiates the authentication by holding the RFID card in front of the charging

station’s card reader. The charging station requests authentication using the

provider’s information system, which looks up the transmitted contract ID and

checks it for validity. If it’s valid, authentication is successful, and the customer

may continue.

Ebee, Hubject, and ladenetz.de provide the additional service of unlocking

charging points via a smartphone app, although only sms&charge provides authen-

tication via text message. When issues arise during the authentication procedure
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because of unreadable cards, The New Motion offers authentication via phone call.

The best-practice process in the context of CrowdStrom is the authentication via

RFID card, as it is the most common variant, it corresponds to the recommendation

of the project partner Stadtwerke Münster, and it was the method of choice in a

survey that measured the preferences of potential customers (Matzner et al. 2015).

In the resulting to-be process, during the authentication process, the system

automatically determines whether the current time falls within the opening hours

the provider set. This feature was added for CrowdStrom since private charging-

station owners should be able to define when others are allowed to charge at their

stations. Figure 4 illustrates how we derived the to-be process from the as-is

Fig. 4 Section of to-be authentication process with adaptations

Fig. 3 Section of as-is authentication process
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process represented in Fig. 3. While the tasks and messages covered by the green

boxes (number 1 and 3) are directly derived from the as-is process, the parts within

the yellow box (number 2) only differ in detail, but handle similar tasks. However,

the contents within the red box (number 4) introduce our new approach of checking

opening hours before continuing with authentication. The card ID should be

compared with the customer data on the backend. A whitelist that is locally stored

in the reading device supports the authentication services in case the Internet

connection is temporarily interrupted, so charging points that are ready for

CrowdStrom must support RFID and be able to store a whitelist locally. The

alternative authentication via smartphone app (e.g., with a customer number and

a PIN) should also be integrated. For this purpose, the charging point could be

equipped with corresponding QR codes, which simplify transmitting the charging

point’s ID and speed up the unlocking process.

An optional smartphone app would enable authentication when users do not

have their RFID cards, thereby enhancing the customer experience. (Reasons to

decline an authentication also include non-readability of cards, a missing card ID in

the customer data, and defective charging points—.) Such an app also has potential

to offer additional services, such as searching for nearby charging points,

navigating to the chosen one, and inspecting the most recent charging transactions

and the corresponding costs or profits from the customer’s or provider’s point of

view. An optional smartphone app was also reflected in the survey that measured

user preferences (Matzner et al. 2015).

Charging

Processes that are related to the vehicle-charging procedure were elicited from

Ebee, Hubject, ladenetz.de, sms&charge, and The New Motion. The analysis

revealed that communication between charging points and the backend depends

heavily on the charging point and the supported communication protocol. Most of

the interviewees implement the OCPP 1.5 protocol2 for initialization but use a

variety of ways to cancel the charging process.

The user’s authentication is required twice during the charging process: at the

beginning to insert the charging cable into the charging station and start charging,

and at the end to unlock the charging station and remove the charging cable from

the station (or the vehicle). As authentication via RFID was identified as a best

practice, it was implemented as the default solution to both start and terminate the

charging process. With this approach, the RFID card’s ID is transmitted from the

charging point to the central charging station controller at the company’s backend,

which verifies whether the user is eligible to start/terminate the charging process.

When the verification is successful, the charging process is started/terminated

2Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) is an open standard that was published in 2010 by the Dutch

E-Laad Initiative. Its purpose is to create independence between the charging station and the

backend or the control center. As a result, a charging station’s provider can choose among all

available electricity suppliers without being dependent on proprietary interfaces.
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centrally by the backend, ensuring that only eligible users (i.e., registered customers

for starting and users who initiated the charging process for terminating) can order

the start/termination of the charging process. The entire communication uses the

OCPP 1.5 protocol. Ebee, ladenetz.de, and The New Motion all use this approach.

Another possibility for initiating and terminating the charging process is direct

communication with the backend. For example, text messages or a smartphone app

can be used to communicate with the backend and to ensure proper authentication.

The backend verifies whether either the phone number or the content of the text

message (e.g., user ID) indicates the sender is eligible to use charging services. For

maintenance and emergency service purposes, we implemented the ability to start

or terminate a charging process remotely by a technician or service staff via the

backend (Fig. 5).

The best-practice processes we identified include the application of the OCPP

1.5, with the data stored in a database at the company’s backend and exported from

there. Transaction data can also be stored locally in the charging point in case there

are connection problems. The separate storage of customer data and transaction

data can also be considered a best practice. No adjustments to the best practices

identified had to be made for the CrowdStrom’s to-be termination process.

Billing

In the CrowdStrom business model and its business processes, billing is considered

from two perspectives: user billing, which is concerned with the settlement of all

services provided (i.e., the power consumed at a charging point); and provider

billing, which is concerned with monetary compensation for the services provided

(i.e., the charging point, parking spot, and energy). The processes for user billing

are the authentication and charging procedures discussed above, as they capture all

relevant transaction data for the billing process.

We captured processes regarding end-user billing from Stadtwerke Münster and
The New Motion, both of which conduct user billing monthly and send a personal

invoice; the only major difference is that The New Motion sends the invoice via

Fig. 5 Section of CrowdStrom’s subsequent authorization and remote start-charging processes
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e-mail, while Stadtwerke Münster uploads the invoice to its web portal. As for

provider billing, both organizations bill monthly, calculating the amount payable

using transaction data and the corresponding price models. They differ primarily

in that The New Motion serves as an intermediary, collecting all data captured by

the charging point and starting the billing process based on this data, while

Stadtwerke Münster has service providers collect the data themselves and then

send an invoice to Stadtwerke Münster.
The resulting to-be processes for billing consist of monthly billing for both users

and providers via e-mail and within the web platform. The partner concept must

also be considered in adapting these best practices for the CrowdStrom to-be

processes. The user- and provider-billing of partner customers is not done directly

via CrowdStrom but indirectly by the partner from whom the customers came. In

another adaptation the peer providers are not charged for using their own charging

points, and the difference between balances from the provision of charging points

and from charging at other charging points is settled in the monthly billing. Invoices

are created only when there have been transactions associated with the user—that

is, when the user has charged at other charging stations or other users have used the

user’s charging station (Fig. 6).

Administration

In addition to the core processes, we designed to-be process models for administra-

tive tasks that are concerned with actions that the user can perform on the online

portal. Since the focus of the process analysis is on registration, authentication,

charging, and billing, only one reference process was captured (from Stadtwerke

Münster), and the remaining processes were designed from scratch. Required

processes are concerned with registering a bank account, applying for (and possibly

suspending) an authentication card, registering and removing charging points,

changing opening hours, and eventually deactivating the user account.

Registering a bank account is essential for the CrowdStrom service, as at present

customers can use the service only if they register a valid bank account. Customers

can register a bank account in the customer portal, which is then validated by

Fig. 6 Section of CrowdStrom’s user billing process
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CrowdStrom. If a registered bank account is invalid, the customer is informed via

e-mail and asked to correct the details; otherwise, the customer is prompted to

authorize a SEPA direct-debit mandate.

The CrowdStrom RFID card, which is required for customers to authenticate at

the charging points of the CrowdStrom network, can be ordered via CrowdStrom’s

customer portal. The card is sent only if a valid bank account has been entered;

otherwise, the customer is prompted via e-mail to enter a valid bank account. Only

one active card is allowed per customer, so customers who request duplicate cards

are informed that they can receive a new card only if the old one is suspended.

When the card is sent, the card’s ID is connected to the customer’s user account.

The card is sent by mail and is instantly operational.

If the card is lost or stolen, the customer can suspend the card via the customer

portal. The request is transmitted to CrowdStrom, and if a card is linked to the

requesting customer, the card’s ID is removed from the customer data and stored in

an archive with the customer ID, and the card can no longer be used for

authentication.

Customers can register additional charging points on the user portal at any time

by entering the required data into a form and transmitting it to CrowdStrom.

CrowdStrom determines whether the customer has a valid bank account, assesses

whether the charging point conforms to CrowdStrom’s standards, and informs the

customer of the result via e-mail. Then an external service provider connects the

charging point to the CrowdStrom network, after which CrowdStrom determines

whether the information entered conforms to the actual charging point and whether

the station is connected to the power network correctly. Only after the station passes

these tests is a corresponding record created in the database.

Active charging points can be removed from the network when a customer

requests it on the customer portal. In such cases, the charging point’s status is

changed to “deactivated” in the database so users can no longer be authenticated

and so the charging point is no longer displayed by the search function on the

homepage.

Opening hours ensure that the owners of charging points can use their station

exclusively at certain times. Opening hours are defined during the initial registra-

tion of a charging point but can also be changed on the customer portal. Changes

take effect immediately, as long as the charging point is not in active use by a

customer.

Customers can also disable their accounts via the customer portal. Deactivated

customers cannot offer charging points or authenticate at the charging points within

the CrowdStrom system.

Sorted by the respective process category, Table 2 provides an overview of all

to-be processes for CrowdStrom that were the result of the process analysis and
process redesign phases.
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5 Lessons Learned

After eliciting and analyzing as-is processes from organizations that are working in

the EV-charging field for best practices and their applicability to CrowdStrom, we

derived to-be processes tailored to CrowdStrom’s requirements. Most of these to-be

processes have already been implemented in a software prototype3 that is currently

used to gain insights into how well the processes perform in a real-world environ-

ment. In line with the process monitoring and controlling phase, the experience and
feedback is being used to resolve issues and to adjust and improve the processes and

the corresponding software.

Looking back at the approach chosen and the results achieved, we made several

observations and derived corresponding lessons learned.

A joint research project with consortium members from industry and academia

benefits all stakeholders but also poses challenges. Divergent interests and cultures

must be combined and aligned in order to reach a common goal. In our case,

analyzing and adapting the as-is processes to derive the to-be processes for

CrowdStrom was the connecting and unifying element. Although the participants’

understanding of and approaches to business process management differed initially

because of their different backgrounds, discussing and deciding on final to-be

Table 2 Overview of

to-be processes for

CrowdStrom

Process category To-be process

Registration Registration

Registration via contracting partner

Authentication Authentication

Charging Start charging procedure

End charging procedure

Billing User billing

Provider billing

Settlement contracting partner

Response to contracting partner

Administration Register bank account

Apply for CrowdStrom card

Suspend CrowdStrom card

Register charging point

Remove charging point

Change opening hours

Deactivate user account

3A link to the prototype web portal can be found at the project’s website, www.crowdstrom.de.

The prototype is still under development and is subject to frequent changes. The online version is

for testing and demonstration purposes only and is not connected to real charging stations or fed

with real customer data. The project’s website and the prototype web portal are available only in

German.
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processes provided all members with a joint basis for future activities regarding the

further development of the project. Furthermore, joint research activities can have a

real impact. We created real innovations regarding the business model and the

corresponding business processes that Stadtwerke Münster plans to put into practi-

cal application.

Another observation concerns the nature of our case. Developing a P2P sharing

platform for EV charging requires combining the technical aspects of EV charging

with the allocative function of the Sharing Economy that connects supply and

demand in a market. EV charging can be seen in the context of concepts like

Industrie 4.0 and Cyber-physical systems, where the goal is to develop a smart
service. The P2P business models of the Sharing Economy focus on administrative

processes that connect users and provide them with a comfortable customer experi-

ence. Although connecting these two domains poses a plethora of challenges, most

of the fundamental problems can be solved by means of existing solutions that are

either directly applicable to the case (administrative processes from the Sharing

Economy) or adaptable to the requirements of the case (technical processes regard-

ing the charging of an EV).

Based on the results from the application of the BPM lifecycle, CrowdStrom will

advance in the near future into a mature solution operated by Stadtwerke Münster.
Once the system has proven its functionality in the Stadtwerke Münster environ-
ment, the next step is to test the inclusion of peer providers in a local market. To this

end, an extensive market analysis is underway to determine the number of potential

customers (both providers and users) in the local market and the potential users’

willingness to pay for such a charging service.

The BPM lifecycle provided the right tools for the problems we faced in our

project—the absence of standards and reference models for the domain of EV

charging—by providing a framework with which to elicit process models from

organizations active in the field and to analyze, redesign, and implement them in a

software prototype that is on the brink of live operation.
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Enabling Flexible Laboratory Processes:
Designing the Laboratory Information
System of the Future

Christoph Duelli, Robert Keller, Jonas Manderscheid,
Andreas Manntz, Maximilian R€oglinger, and Marco Schmidt

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Recent developments in the medical and industrial labo-

ratory market have increased the need for highly flexible laboratory pro-

cesses. This pressure results from new requirements that have accompanied

the internationalization of laboratories and the digitalization of paper-

based, bureaucratic work practices. The execution of laboratory processes

is supported by laboratory information systems (LISs), which handle the

control and information flow of incoming orders end-to-end. State-of-the-

art LISs do not feature sufficient flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change

capabilities. To prepare medical and industrial laboratories for the

challenges ahead, LISs require more advanced flexibility capabilities that

meet the need for flexibility in complex laboratory processes.

(b) Action taken: To address the challenges of medical and industrial

laboratories, MELOS, a leading German LIS provider, and the Project

Group BISE of the Fraunhofer FIT conducted the LIS4FUTURE project.

The project team compiled requirements on the flexibility of laboratory
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processes and derived corresponding requirements for the LIS’s flexibility-

to-use and flexibility-to-change. The lack of configuration capabilities and

modularity across all layers of the software architecture was identified as a

major inhibitor of flexible laboratory processes. Following an agile devel-

opment process and grounded on extant knowledge, the project team

developed the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator, a process-aware LIS with a

modular architecture and a rule-based configuration mechanism.

(c) Results achieved: Based on identified requirements, the project team

iteratively developed and evaluated the modular architecture and the rule-

based configuration mechanism as part of the development of the

LIS4FUTURE demonstrator. The modular architecture allows for the com-

plete replacement of process steps at build time, while the rule-based

configuration mechanism makes it possible to meet the ever-increasing

demands for flexibility at runtime. The LIS4FUTURE demonstrator,

which shows the applicability of the developed concepts in real-world

scenarios, will help MELOS develop an innovative release of their LIS.

(d) Lessons learned: During the LIS4FUTURE project, the project team

learned that: (1) advanced flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change IS

capabilities are needed to prepare for flexibility demands on the process

level; (2) radical redesign of existing processes and systems should be

preferred over incremental improvement in order to tap the disruptive

potential of innovation opportunities; (3) the LIS architecture must be

aligned with the process paradigm if it is to be flexible; (4) discussions

among academics and practitioners are more effective if they are based on

running prototypes rather than on theoretical concepts; and (5) project

results improve if project team members work a substantial fraction of

their time at the same location.

1 Introduction

Flexibility has become an increasingly desirable corporate capability, particularly

in the services industry, which is the largest and most rapidly growing business

sector in many industrial nations (Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons 2013). In search

of an optimal level of flexibility, insurance companies, for instance, must continu-

ally balance the benefits of automated and standardized and manual and flexible

claims-handling processes.

In medical and industrial laboratories, daily operations may use a few highly

individual samples or tens of thousands of standardized samples. A typical laboratory

process starts with an order entry, such as one that uses a blood sample. The order

requests that an examination, such as a hemogram, be performed on the sample. The

examination results in a diagnostic interpretation, which must be validated by a

physician before being sent back to the requesting physician. Finally, the process

ends with accounting of and billing for the order. Despite this simple sequence,
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laboratory processes have considerable need for flexibility because of their content-

and market-related complexity. From a content perspective, there are many process

variations and exceptions (e.g., interdependencies of an examination or test within a

single process instance or across multiple instances), as well as country-specific

regulations that change regularly. From the market perspective, a high level of cost

pressure leads to the laboratory market’s increasing consolidation and globalization.

Therefore, medical and industrial laboratories tend to expand their service offerings in

order to realize economies of scale via, for example, mergers and acquisition.

Laboratories also explore new market segments, offer new services (e.g., for human,

veterinary, environmental, hygiene, or microbiological purposes), or follow the trend

toward digitization (e.g., eHealth or mHealth) in providing advanced graphic

diagnostics or keeping electronic health records. In short, the future of medical and

industrial laboratories will be connected, diverse, complex, and fast, so laboratory

processes need a highly flexible process-enactment infrastructure (van der Aalst

2013), commonly referred to as a laboratory information system (LIS).

In automating processes with a significant need for flexibility, a firm must

consider business process flexibility and information systems (IS) flexibility jointly.

Business process flexibility refers to volume and functional flexibility (Afflerbach

et al. 2014), where volume flexibility, a partial abstract of installed capacity, helps a

firm cope with risky demand, and functional flexibility helps the firm execute

process variants and create even unplanned process output to satisfy customers’

needs. While volume flexibility has been researched primarily from a capability and

revenue-management perspective, functional flexibility has a rich tradition in

business process management (BPM) (Schonenberg et al. 2008). One way to

achieve functional process flexibility is to use flexible process-aware IS (Reichert

and Weber 2012). IS flexibility can be split into flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-

change (Gebauer and Schober 2006), where flexibility-to-use refers to process

requirements that can be supported without requiring major changes in the IS that

underpins the process, and flexibility-to-change refers to the ability to extend IS to

remain aligned with changing process requirements.

Against this background, LIS must evolve into flexible process-aware IS. In

particular, there is a pressing need for an integrated and innovative approach that

allows for the configuration and modularization of all software architecture layers,

including data management, application logic, control flow management, and user

interaction at both runtime (flexibility-to-use) and build time (flexibility-to-

change). Because of extensive user-specific configurations and regulations, a LIS

also requires capabilities related to efficient development and maintenance (flexi-

bility-to-change).

To contribute to enhancing existing LISs so they are more flexible process-aware

IS, collaboration in the research project Laboratory Information Systems for the

Future (LIS4FUTURE) between September 2014 and October 2016 was undertaken

by the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology (FIT), a research

institute that is experienced in the development of custom-tailored applications; its

project group, Business and Information Systems Engineering (BISE), which

specializes in BPM; and MELOS, a technological leader in the field of medical
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and industrial laboratory software solutions. Using the MELOS LIS as an example,

the partners designed the LIS4FUTURE, a process-aware LIS with a modular

architecture and a rule-based configuration mechanism that facilitates laboratory

processes’ functional flexibility. The LIS4FUTURE demonstrator exemplarily

implements the design and architecture with respect to the accounting step of the

laboratory process in order to verify the theoretical concepts’ applicability and

usefulness. The LIS4FUTURE project was funded by the Bavarian Ministry of

Economic Affairs and Media, Energy and Technology’s R&D program Information
and Communication Technology Bavaria. The LIS4FUTURE project relates to the

“process implementation and execution” capability area of the IT factor discussed

in Rosemann and vom Brocke’s (2015) six core elements of BPM.

2 Situation Faced

Before sketching the situation that leads to highly increased flexibility requirements

for laboratory processes and LIS, we look at medical and industrial laboratories in

terms of the laboratory process and the current market situation. We also provide

information about the MELOS LIS that served as one of many reference points and

as an example throughout the LIS4FUTURE project.

The laboratory process consists of all steps from order entry to accounting of the

laboratory service (Fig. 1). After an order is made, the samples to be analyzed and

the specification of the required examinations arrive at the laboratory. An order

could request a hemogram involving a blood sample or an investigation for cancer

in a tissue sample. Based on this information and enriched with customer-specific

master data, the laboratory analyzes and tests the samples and summarizes all test

results in a single report per order. A laboratory physician then validates the results,

checks the report for plausibility, and adds further diagnostic information if needed

before the laboratory transfers the validated results back to the customer. Finally,

the laboratory charges for the services provided in line with current price lists and

regulations.

Many content- and market-related factors affect the nature of the laboratory

process. The BPM context framework from vom Brocke et al. (2016) offers

guidance in characterizing relevant contextual factors, particularly the factors of

repetitiveness, knowledge-intensity, interdependence, and variability.

Laboratories receive an average of about 20,000 samples per day, with three to

four required examinations per sample. Because of the high number of orders and

the standard examinations that are available, the laboratory process is generally

characterized by repetitiveness. The processing of samples is highly standardized

Fig. 1 Overview of the laboratory process
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and automated. (E.g., laboratory devices analyze most samples automatically,

sometimes leading to follow-up examinations based on pre-defined business

rules.) The accounting of laboratory services also follows complex but strict

guidelines, so there is little need for manual interaction and creativity. Pattern-

detection mechanisms support or replace physicians’ work in validating diagnoses.

For common cases, physicians formulate rules that automate the process of

checking plausibility, enabling them to spend more time on complex cases. Never-

theless, the diagnosis and device setup require domain-specific knowledge, so parts

of the laboratory process are characterized by knowledge-intensity. As each order

focuses on distinct samples, customers, and examinations, there is almost no

interdependence on the process level. Cross-references need to be considered

only for accounting purposes, when examinations are summarized on a quarterly

basis and cumulative regulatory provisions apply.

Regarding variability, the laboratory process is a routine or runner/repeater

process (Lillrank 2003; Johnston et al. 2012). The comparatively simple laboratory

process includes an arbitrary but fixed number of variants and defined outputs.

Variants of the laboratory process must be specified at design time so samples can

be analyzed and orders can be billed. When orders are paper-based, the laboratory

process includes an OCR scan, but whether a report is paper-based or not, urgent

examination results can be reported immediately via fax or phone. In addition to

industry-scale laboratories, specialized laboratories handle a small number of orders

and place considerable effort into each order. Such laboratories run the risk that

changes in routine or runner/repeater process instances become semi-structured or

unstructured problems, referred to as non-routine or stranger instances (Johnston

et al. 2012; Lillrank 2003). The processing of such instances requires functional

process flexibility, as the following example (“the Example” hereafter) shows:

A Spanish tourist in France is infected with Salmonella. She appears in person at the

medical laboratory for blood sampling, as is usual in Southern Europe. Based on a

cooperative arrangement with other laboratories, the French laboratory transfers the sample

to a German laboratory close to the border for analytical and diagnostic purposes. However,

since the sample was taken in France and it involves a Spanish tourist, both French and

Spanish regulations and legal requirements apply. As a consequence, French regulations

require that the German laboratory store detailed information on the blood sample (e.g., the

place where the sample was taken and the distance from there to the laboratory), and

Spanish regulations require that the German laboratory store the patient’s health insurance

data. In addition, the invoice is split among the patient, her employer, and her health

insurances in Spain and France. In Germany, the accounting distinguishes only between

private and legal insurance. If the patient were from Austria, the laboratory would also have

been required to check the information stored on the patient’s electronic healthcare card

online.

The current situation in the medical and industrial laboratory market has pushed

LIS providers to redesign their systems substantially in order to enable flexibility.

For examples, with blurring national boundaries, as illustrated in the Example,

medical and industrial laboratories must consider increasing numbers of country-

specific regulations that increase complexity and their processes’ need for
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flexibility. In addition, national authorities like Kassen€arztliche Bundesvereinigung
(National Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians) in Germany and

the Centre National de Dépôts et d’Agrément de l’Assurance Maladie in France

update price lists and thresholds for medical values at least once per quarter. This

complication becomes even more complex with laboratory mergers that occur

because of the competitive environment and cost pressures, as when a laboratory’s

subsidiaries are located in multiple countries, the LIS must comply with all national

regulations. Further, the configuration mechanisms implemented in state-of-the-art

LISs are geared primarily toward trained experts with strong backgrounds in

computer science, but future demands will come from people with non-technical

backgrounds (e.g., physicians) who are expected to use a laboratory’s LIS. There-

fore, among many other topics, future LISs will have to focus much more on

convenient user interfaces and a transparent representation of configuration

capabilities that non-technical people can understand. Despite the high number of

variants in the laboratory process, most of these variants are substantially constant

and require only one-time configuration. One notable exception is the price calcu-

lation in the accounting step of the laboratory process, which is subject to frequent

changes. Future LISs must be able to implement changes in the laboratory process

and changes that affect the accounting logic without touching the system’s imple-

mentation, such as the system’s database and software architecture. This capability

can be achieved by leveraging metadata management, a modular architecture, and

rule-based configuration mechanisms. These examples provide an impression of the

overall need for improvement that LISs must implement in order to meet laboratory

processes’ need for flexibility.

From a technical perspective, LISs offer support for the control and information

flow of laboratory orders end-to-end, so they must be aligned with the steps of the

laboratory process. To cope with the high and varying number of orders per day, the

order-processing must be highly industrialized, with a high level of automation and

interfaces that enable automated communication with external IS and technical

devices like CRM systems, medical devices, and specialist software. In response to

laboratory processes’ increasing flexibility demands, LISs must ingrain highly

integrated flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change capabilities in all layers of

the software architecture and in all software modules (Gebauer and Schober 2006)

to enable functional flexibility of laboratory processes in both the short term and the

long term. The foundations of flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change are rule-

based configuration mechanisms, modular software architectures, and efficient

development and maintenance concepts. A module is a self-contained unit that

includes data, business, and processing rules and, in some cases, a user interface.

Each module should be as independent from other modules as possible so it is

configurable by a specific configuration mechanism that is based on rules stored as

master data of the LIS. Laboratories should be able to customize these rules without

having to recompile the LIS.

Although MELOS, with its current generation of LIS, is among the leading LIS

providers in Germany, it has to prepare its LIS for a connected, diverse, complex,
and fast business environment and the related flexibility demands. The MELOS LIS
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features powerful mechanisms for configuring and individualizing the IT support

for complex laboratory processes. Its software architecture enables profound

changes to the information and control flow and provides configurable interfaces

for both users and technical equipment. However, these flexibility capabilities do

not go far enough to meet the future flexibility demands on LISs.

Currently available LISs are too inflexible to cover laboratory processes’ future

demands for flexibility, so MELOS and the project group BISE of Fraunhofer FIT

initiated their collaboration in the LIS4FUTURE project to develop a process-aware

LIS with a modular software architecture and a rule-based configuration

mechanism.

3 Action Taken

To enable functional flexibility of laboratory processes, the LIS4FUTURE project

team designed and implemented a process-aware LIS into which are integrated a

modular architecture and a rule-based configuration mechanism. The project team

iteratively developed the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator following an agile software-

development process in order to respond quickly to changes from newly identified

requirements (Beck et al. 2001). The team used the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator to

validate the developed concepts’ applicability in real-world scenarios. The

LIS4FUTURE project was comprised of four major phases: (1) requirements

engineering, (2) design of the process-aware LIS with a modular architecture and

a rule-based configuration mechanism, (3) implementation, and (4) validation of

these concepts by evaluating the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator (Fig. 2). These phases

were conducted iteratively and in an interleaving manner following the agile

software development principles.

3.1 Phase 1: Engineering Requirements

In this phase of the project, the project team raised and structured requirements for

the design of a process-aware LIS by analyzing the laboratory market, the state of

the art in the related BPM and computer science literatures, and the architecture and

components of the MELOS LIS. To take a comprehensive perspective, the project

Fig. 2 Plan of the LIS4FUTURE project
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team used a multi-method approach to gathering requirements: The team first

conducted interviews with industry experts and examined the extant LIS-related

scientific literature to collect external demands and ideas for solutions regarding

flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change. The literature review included work on

software architectures, modular data models, software configuration and

customizing, rule processing, and declarative business process modelling. Then

the team drew from the expertise of the MELOS software developers inside and

outside of the project team in order to acquaint themselves with relevant design

decisions and to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the MELOS LIS. A

detailed analysis of LIS-related use cases identified during a series of workshops

led to a broad coverage of possible process variants and process-related

requirements. Next, the project team technically analyzed the inputs and outputs

of the MELOS LIS, which yielded structural information about the system’s

functionality without the team’s having to review the code itself, an endeavor that

would have been much more complicated because of the dominant monolithic

software architecture and code structure.

The insights gathered during these steps were aggregated to compile the relevant

requirements regarding the modular software architecture and the rule-based

configuration mechanism. Some external requirements emerged from the labora-

tory market and the laboratory process (discussed in Sect. 2), and some

requirements emerged from system-internal—that is, functional and technologi-

cal—boundary conditions of the current MELOS LIS, which already incorporated

basic configuration capabilities. These requirements resulted from lessons learned

during past efforts or from the technological continuity undertaken to reduce

maintenance costs. Examples are the LIS-wide applicability of a single configura-

tion mechanism and the protection of live data from user-defined configuration

settings.

3.2 Phase 2: Designing the Process-Aware LIS

Given the requirements identified in the project’s first phase, the LIS4FUTURE
team designed a process-aware LIS that enables advanced flexibility-to-use and

flexibility-to-change. The LIS4FUTURE team consolidated scientific literature and

collected insights on their practical implementations in order to review existing

approaches to flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change. We found the state of the

art of process flexibility from the BPM domain and that related to software

configuration in general to provide no ready-made solution that could be directly

adapted to the case at hand. However, this review yielded promising approaches,

such as the idea of modular software architectures (Sulivan et al. 2001) to enable

flexibility-to-change and the use of domain-specific languages (Mernik et al. 2005)

for implementing flexibility-to-use in terms of rule-based configuration.

Before flexibility-to-use can be considered, flexibility-to-change must build a

solid core, enabling developers to adjust the laboratory of the future quickly to

emerging requirements. The modular software architecture must implement
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flexibility-to-change capabilities, enabling developers to adjust the process

sequence by easily reconfiguring existing interfaces and module interdependencies.

With their own experiences in mind and influenced by the scientific approaches, the

developers designed and refined a fundamental modular software architecture on

which the future LIS can be based. A thorough analysis of the MELOS LIS’s

existing processes pointed to modules required in the LIS4FUTURE architecture.

However, the concept of modular software architectures fundamentally differs from

the MELOS LIS’s monolithic structure, which is not process-aware. In general,

modular software architectures are well established in computer science and are

based on largely independent modules that operate on a determined set of input

parameters and compile a predefined output. When modules call one another, a

hierarchical or network-like structure emerges. By standardizing the communica-

tion among modules using contracts that define the information flow and reduce

dependencies among modules, the project team boosted the modules’

interchangeability.

This solid core paved the way for the integration of flexibility-to-use—that is,

the independent configuration of single modules at runtime. Although this approach

is not completely new to LISs, the targeted extent of configurability was unprece-

dented. Current configuration capabilities included various rule-based languages

that are limited to single LIS modules. Each of these languages have a unique

syntax and encompass over 1000 different operators that perform highly specific

tasks within the respective domain. Because of limited rule-based configurability,

the LIS also differentiates many special cases within the code base, a circumstance

that hampers easy maintenance and code transparency. Discussions in the project

team and with industry experts emphasized the need for a configuration mechanism

that allows emerging flexibility demands to be implemented across module

boundaries at runtime, facilitating the future daily use and the further development

of the LIS.

The designed configuration mechanism builds on only two components: rules

and plug-ins. Rules enable users to change and influence the fine-grained process

flow of the laboratory process, while plug-ins can be provided only by developers,

enabling the implementation of complex requirements that cannot be addressed by

user-written rules. Rule-based configuration focuses on the demands of users who

are working with the LIS on a daily basis and need to be able to adapt the LIS easily

to their needs. A typical LIS contains more than 2000 rules, of which about

600 rules describe exceptions in the pricing process in the accounting module,

such as: “A specific examination can be accounted only twice per quarter of the

year for each patient,” “The sum of the prices of several examinations is limited to a

maximum threshold of, e.g., 20€ per patient and order,” and “The accounting of an

examination prohibits the accounting of another examination in the same order and

for the same patient.”

For some examinations, several rules may apply simultaneously, leading to

dependencies among rules that can result in unforeseeable behavior. Therefore,

the project team refined the configuration mechanism to support the writing of rules

with verification capabilities that ensure correct rule-processing. Besides validating
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syntax and semantics, the verification detects and warns about possible conflicts

and rule interdependencies by statically evaluating rules without the need to access

real data. Consequently, this mechanism enables users to monitor flexibility-to-use

in the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator and facilitates the identification of undesirable

behavior in the module in advance.

The LIS4FUTURE project team operationalized the rule-based configuration by

providing a central rule parsing and processing module that evaluates each rule

syntactically and semantically before initiating it. To enable the ex-ante verification

of rules, the syntax is based on imperative programming languages like JavaScript

to capture the modification algorithmically instead of using individual operators for

each task. We designed the functional modules to allow module-specific rule-

execution routines to be integrated seamlessly, operating on a domain-specific

data model that limits the rules’ access to a distinct subset of readable and writable

data and prevents the mechanism from altering live data.

Configuration demands that go beyond the rule mechanism’s capabilities can be

supplied to users as plug-ins written by developers upon request. These plug-ins can

attach automatically to mounting points within or between modules. Since mount-

ing plug-ins has been a concept in software development for years, we refrain from

providing details here.

In sum, the developed concepts implemented in the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator

enable flexibility-to-change through a modular software architecture so LIS

developers can change the laboratory process if needed. In addition, flexibility-to-

change is extended by the ability to write and mount plug-ins that can enhance the

LIS’s functionality based on customer requests. Flexibility-to-use is integrated by

means of a verifiable, rule-based configuration mechanism, providing users with a

straightforward rule language to adapt future LIS.

3.3 Phase 3 and 4: Developing and Evaluating the Demonstrator

The project team implemented and refined the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator in the

course of an agile software development process. The LIS4FUTURE demonstrator

focuses on implementing the essentials of the modular software architecture and

those of the rule-based configuration mechanism while enabling the developed

concepts’ applicability to be validated based on real data. On the process level,

the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator focused on the accounting step and on the account-

ing module’s interplay with other modules. This focus was reasonable, as the

accounting module is the most complex part of the LIS and it is subject to the

most burdensome customer requests and flexibility demands. In fact, all identified

requirements on flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change could be checked using

the accounting module as example. However, the monolithic architecture and

manifold interdependencies among existing modules aggravated the refactoring

of the existing accounting module and the integration of the new concepts, so the

LIS4FUTURE demonstrator was implemented from scratch, which allowed us to
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incorporate modern software engineering concepts, such as modules with clearly

defined interfaces, dependency injection, and unit tests.

Once we familiarized the MELOS developers with these modern software

engineering concepts, the development started in a Scrum-like agile development

procedure that involved defining features that could be implemented during the next

sprint, which we set to 2-week cycles. The wording of features’ definitions, which

are referred to as “user stories” in Scrum, emphasized the user-oriented benefit that

comes with their attainment. The results of each sprint were reviewed at the end of

each sprint, and adjustments to the backlog (i.e., the user stories to be processed)

were discussed when planning the next sprint. This method facilitated the stepwise

integration of the accounting module’s functionality and the configuration

mechanism’s and modular software architecture’s validation based on the use

cases collected in the project’s first phase.

The team frequently discussed the project’s overall progress and the

LIS4FUTURE demonstrator with project-external stakeholders like MELOS

employees who were not involved in the project, laboratories that employed the

MELOS LIS, and independent industry experts. Feedback from these stakeholders

helped to improve the modular software architecture and the rule-based configura-

tion mechanism in iterative cycles. Exemplary feedback was that LISs available on

the market lack the ability to track the price calculations back to specific rules. This

feature was not part of the initial backlog, but it was included after the preliminary

LIS4FUTURE demonstrator was presented to external stakeholders for feedback.

Thus, the project team extended the demonstrator with a price-tracing module that

makes the price-calculation logic transparent to users. Although the price-tracer is

currently limited to the accounting module, traceability and advanced logging of

process executions can be applied easily to other parts of the process-aware LIS.

Figure 3 illustrates relevant parts of the modular software architecture’s imple-

mentation of the accountingmodule in the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator, although the

figure simplifies the architecture for communication purposes and abstracts from

interfaces to other modules beyond the accounting domain, as well as from multiple

rule-execution routines that are linked to one component. The core module is the

Quarterly Accountingmodule, which calls the Order Price Computationmodule to

account the order stack and initiates the price computation of single examinations

(Examination Price Computation). Each of these steps provides additional Rule
Execution modules, enabling the configuration of underlying processes. Each step

also allows for the mounting of plug-ins, such as plug-ins to implement distance-

dependent shipping costs. Finally, the customer is billed using the Invoice Export
module. The architecture also includes the Price Calculation Tracer mentioned

above.
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4 Results Achieved

The actions taken in the LIS4FUTURE project resulted in the design of a process-

aware LIS, prototypically realized in terms of the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator. As a

preparatory task, we reviewed the need for flexibility in complex laboratory pro-

cesses and extracted requirements for technological support by a process-aware

LIS, considering content-related and market-related context factors. Then we

focused on two major deliverables: (1) a modular and process-aware software

architecture with largely independent modules and (2) a rule-based configuration

mechanism that enables laboratory employees to customize by changing the LIS

without recompilation and redeployment. The LIS4FUTURE demonstrator verified

the developed concepts and confirmed their practical applicability.

4.1 Modular Architecture

To incorporate flexibility-to-change capabilities in future LIS, we designed a

modular software architecture that facilitates the LIS provider’s ability to add

new functionality easily via modules. On the architectural level, modules can be

added or replaced with significantly reduced effort. Although new modules still

require the LIS to be partially recompiled, existing modules can be activated or

deactivated during build time. The use of dependency injection as a software design

pattern also helps to resolve dependencies between modules. As a result, the

communication between two modules is managed by a third component (the

injector). Modules need only a well-defined interface and a service level agreement

that specify the communication and interaction standards, and other modules can

use this interface to communicate with one another. In doing so, a nearly infinite

combination of modules is possible to define new paths in the laboratory process.

Fig. 3 Architecture of the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator’s accounting module
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For instance, referring to the Example, a French accounting module could easily

replace or enhance German accounting functionalities.

We also modularized the LIS’s support modules. In order to abstract data

management from the real data source and to allow the data bases to be inter-

changeable, we added an intermediate data layer that provides defined interfaces for

communication with databases and that can be adapted easily to new data sources.

We also logically separated the module’s configuration mechanism from the

syntactical parsing and domain-specific processing of rules, which is enabled via

a LIS-wide rule engine (Fig. 3). This measure also contributes to efficient further

development and maintenance.

As a positive side effect, the modular software architecture is not restricted to the

laboratory process but can be extended easily to other supportive LIS

functionalities. For instance, we developed a rule-editor module to facilitate

users’ ability to configure the LIS directly in laboratories. In fact, this editor is an

autonomous application, but it uses shared functionality in publishing syntactical

keywords, which reduces future maintenance efforts.

4.2 Configuration Mechanism

We designed a rule-based configuration mechanism to support ongoing process

adaption and LIS adaptation through flexibility-to-use capabilities. The configura-

tion mechanism covers most of the laboratory process’s flexibility requirements in

terms of routing and calculation decisions, based inter alia on examination results

and price lists. Consisting of rules and plug-ins, the configuration mechanism

provides software developers and LIS users alike with a high level of

customizability.

Rules enable LIS users to modify the process definition at runtime. Based on this

foundation, all or selected currently running process instances can be migrated to a

new process definition that is, for instance, requested by an external stakeholder.

(E.g., physicians can ask for discounts or divergent processing in case of certain

diagnostic findings.) Rules are clustered in collections based on the specific type of

rule and can be enriched by metadata. In contrast to the existing rule languages, the

new mechanism benefits from its own database that is built exclusively for the rule

execution at runtime and that consolidates configuration capabilities across module

boundaries.

We developed the rule-editor module to prevent the downside of user customi-

zation (e.g., higher risk of error). This module supports users using syntactical and

semantical rule checks. As the probability that rules will interact increases with the

number of rules in the LIS, we also integrated into the LIS a rule-checker that

reduces the risk of unpredictable and unintended behavior that is due to disregarded

sequence dependencies. This component enables the configuration of rules to be

verified and controlled and ensures their compatibility. Overall, the measures taken

significantly strengthen data security and increase the transparency of both process
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design and execution. The rule mechanism that is extended by the editing support

reduces complexity and facilitates the refactoring of existing rule bases.

The configuration mechanism also includes plug-ins to add functionality that

simple rules cannot cover. The plug-in concept replaces programs that have unpre-

dictable effects when data is manipulated and that address highly complex, very

specific, or seldom-used functionality that exceeds the LIS’s core functionality

(e.g., route optimization for sample collection by a laboratory’s customers). The

technical integration of plug-ins into the LIS is also based on well-defined

interfaces and specific mounting points. Nevertheless, as plug-ins are not part of

the LIS’s core functionality, they add functionality without the need to recompile

the entire LIS. Therefore, they are located at the intersection of flexibility-to-use

and flexibility-to-change.

4.3 Summary

The modular software architecture and the rule-based configuration mechanism

enable the future LIS generation to be highly customizable. Their practical appli-

cation was confirmed by the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator. Whereas the modular

architecture focuses on flexibility-to-change by allowing for the insertion or the

replacement of modules, the configuration mechanism provides flexibility-to-use

by enabling rules to be adapted and plug-ins to be added. Together, these two

concepts help to address future requirements regarding the functional flexibility of

laboratory processes by reducing the customization effort in daily business

operations and facilitating procedural and technological innovation. Accordingly,

LIS providers and laboratories can react to content-related and market-related

context factors with a manageable level of effort.

5 Lessons Learned

To meet the upcoming flexibility requirements of laboratory processes, the project

team developed and implemented the LIS4FUTURE demonstrator, a process-aware

LIS with a modular architecture and a rule-based configuration mechanism. In so

doing, the project team had first-hand experiences that can be classified into

process-specific, architectural, and organizational lessons learned. We share the

most important of these lessons from our perspective.

5.1 Lessons Learned from the Process Perspective

Lesson 1: Rely on both flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change IS capabilities to
prepare for future flexibility requirements on the process level.

As illustrated in our laboratory market example in Sect. 2 (the Example), new

requirements for process flexibility based on such conditions as new regulations,
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environmental changes, and other unforeseeable factors can pop up anytime and

anywhere. In most cases, new requirements refer to process steps that are part of the

extant configuration, but this assumption does not hold true in all cases, as the

Example illustrates by highlighting the importance of multi-country support.

Demanding requirements can even require inserting additional process steps or

eliminating existing ones, a circumstance that usually requires significant changes

in the underpinning information technology (IT) systems. We propose to implement

flexibility-to-use and flexibility-to-change IS capabilities in order to enable the user

to react easily to future changes and to consider flexibility at the time a process-

aware LIS is designed.

Lesson 2: Incremental improvement is not always sufficient to achieve a target.
A well-known principle is that employees should question current work

practices and refrain from excuses like “that’s what we have always done.” People

are often hesitant to think in terms of radical process reengineering, getting lost

instead in best practices, incremental improvements, and local optimization. The

LIS4FUTURE project radically redesigned the software architecture and many

modules of the MELOS LIS, particularly the accounting module. This radical

redesign was rewarded with a significant increase in flexibility-to-use and

flexibility-to-change as a result of replacing old, inefficient modules that have

been grown historically and incrementally adapted to changing requirements.

Radically rethinking existing modules and the architecture opened up completely

new opportunities.

5.2 Lessons Learned from the Architecture Perspective

Lesson 3: The software architecture must be aligned with process thinking.
LISs that automate large parts of laboratory processes were once extremely

complex. As we experienced in the LIS4FUTURE project, a significant part of

this complexity stems from an inappropriate architecture. Following Stevenson and

Pols’ (2004), we dived deep into the MELOS LIS’s software architecture to find a

monolithic architecture that made even small adjustments highly complex. There-

fore, we designed a modular and (in particular) process-aware architecture that

substantially decreased the effort required in implementing changes and increased

the potential of long-term-oriented flexibility-to-change, such as the replacement of

entire modules (e.g., country-specific accounting mechanisms).

5.3 Lessons Learned from the Organizational Perspective

Lesson 4: Discussions among academics and practitioners are more effective if they
build on running prototypes instead of theoretical concepts.

Although the MELOS management and employees supported the LIS4FUTURE
project, experienced software developers and architects were skeptical about radi-

cally rethinking, based on the latest academic insights, previously made
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technological, architectural, and process-related design decisions. We explained

this skepticism as being based on the recent rejection of some technologies and the

well-known resistance-to-change phenomenon. Bad experiences, when changes

that were due to novel requirements or developer initiatives led to enormously

increased software complexity, intensified this resistance. There was also general

uncertainty about whether academic insights can be useful in solving real-world

problems like the design and implementation of a LIS. We learned that just talking

about innovations like modularity and configurability on a conceptual level did not

help to overcome the practitioners’ skepticism. As a result, we switched to a

discussion that was based on running code as an outcome of agile development

sprints. This approach facilitated a much more constructive and effective discussion

of essential ideas and targets. Moreover, theoretically promising but practicably

infeasible solutions could be discarded much more quickly.

Lesson 5: If you want your team members to communicate, co-locate them.
In contrast to our initial plans, which intended team members to collaborate as a

distributed team, the project team decided to work at the same location to foster

informal communication among the academic and industrial team members. Since

all MELOS developers worked at the same location anyway and were not familiar

with distributed work environments, this measure significantly helped the project

team get to know each other and to give feedback more directly and openly. The

collaboration also improved in terms of the assessment of each other’s strengths and

weaknesses, which allowed us to anticipate realistically the outcome of work

packages like sprints in our agile software development process. Based on our

experience in the LIS4FUTURE project, we recommend that project teams share a

common work location, at least during the project’s setup phase.
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Managing Environmental Protection
Processes via BPM at Deutsche Bahn

FINK: The Information System for Nature Conservation
and Compensation

Ingo Rau, Iris Rabener, Jürgen Neumann, and Svetlana Bloching

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: The law demands environmental compensation for

interventions in nature and landscapes through the Federal Nature Conser-

vation Act. Deutsche Bahn, one of the largest construction facilitators in

Germany, encounters several hundred new such compensation obligations

per year. Deutsche Bahn plans and develops compensation measures that

usually require long-term maintenance. The Federal Railway Authority

demands regular reports on the state of these obligations. Prior to the

beginning of the case study described here, Deutsche Bahn had no IT

system that could meet these requirements.

(b) Action taken: In order to create a comprehensive and legally compliant

report, Deutsche Bahn initiated the project called FINK. Compensation

obligations can last 30 years or more as they progress through various

of Deutsche Bahn’s business units. This life-cycle of a compensation

obligation was initially modelled as a process using BPMN and, with the

participation of stakeholders, an improved target process was developed. In

order to control the transitions of responsibility within Deutsche Bahn and

to ensure the quality of data, a web application based on Open Source

components was developed, the core of which is a Business Process

Management System (BPMS).

(c) Results achieved: The FINK project was initiated to engage intensively

with the process of compensation obligations at multiple levels in Deutsche
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Bahn. Today, committees at both the management level and the user level

coordinate the processes across the business units. The result is a uniform

understanding of what data needs to be stored for compensation obligations

in order to ensure quality-controlled reporting. An interdisciplinary team of

environmental experts, process experts, and software engineers developed

FINK using agile methods. In the spring of 2016, the system was handed

over to Deutsche Bahn and began regular operation. It is now used by a

multitude of employees at Deutsche Bahn and by many external partners.

(d) Lessons learned: Successful BPM projects involve change. Business

departments lacking sound competencies in process analysis, process

design, and requirements management can build expertise gradually with

the help of external experts. Mapping from quality requirements to business

rules can largely automate the quality-assurance process, and the notation

standards of BPMN and DMN integrate well. The use of a BPMS can also

facilitate monitoring, documentation, and verification duties. Finally, a

consistent Open Source approach using standard Java components was

successful in the project presented here.

1 Introduction

Operating in 130 countries, Deutsche Bahn AG is one of the world’s leading

passenger and logistics companies. As part of the DB2020 strategy, Deutsche

Bahn seeks to remain a profitable market leader and to become one of Germany’s

top ten employers and an eco-pioneer (Deutsche Bahn AG 2016a, b). One of its

environmental goals is to improve nature and species conservation, so when it

builds new lines or upgrades old ones, it avoids destroying or even interfering with

natural habitat right from the beginning of the planning process. When

interventions with landscape and nature cannot be avoided, it creates an acceptable

alternative or replacement so natural habitats for endangered species are not lost

(Deutsche Bahn AG 2016c).

The handling of these interventions in nature and landscape is regulated by the

Federal Nature Conservation Act (Bundesministerium der Justiz und für
Verbraucherschutz 2016), which results in that the entity responsible for any

intervention is also responsible for the implementation of three phases of ‘compen-

sation obligations’:

• Planning: Nature conservation specialists plan the compensation measure and

seek official approval.

• Implementation: With the official approval, the compensation measure is

established and developed, usually over several years.

• Maintenance: In most cases, after successful implementation, the measure must

be maintained for up to 30 years.
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The spectrum of issues related to such action is broad. Sometimes animals must

be relocated to alternative habitats, and even then, construction may proceed only

after the animals have settled in successfully at the new location. If the construction

of a railway line impacts on the landscape or trees have to be cut down, new trees

may have to be planted at a suitable alternative location, and the compensation

obligation is fulfilled only if the trees actually grow and are still thriving several

decades later.

The compensation obligation is not new, and the business units of Deutsche

Bahn have taken responsibility for it for many years. The motivation for the case

study presented here was an amendment to the Federal Nature Conservation Act in

2010, which stipulates that a competent authority must monitor the implementation

and maintenance of compensation obligations and that the intervening party must

provide a comprehensive report to that authority. The Federal Railway Authority,

Deutsche Bahn’s supervisory authority, requires an annual report on the state of all

compensation obligations under Deutsche Bahn’s control since 1st March, 2010. By

the end of 2016, Deutsche Bahn had about 4000 such obligations, with several

hundred being added every year. The number continues to grow, as many of these

obligations must be maintained for up to 30 years.

This case study describes how Deutsche Bahn met these requirements as part of

a Business Process Management (BPM) project and how, in the spring of 2016, the

project culminated in the launch of the Information System for Nature Conservation

and Compensation (Fachinformationssystem Naturschutz und Kompensation),
known as FINK. The core of this web-based application is a BPM System (BPMS).

2 Situation Faced

The requirements for quality-assured implementation and ongoing maintenance of

compensation obligations and their annual reporting to the Federal Railway Author-

ity led to the establishment of a new project that Deutsche Bahn called ‘Compen-

sation Obligations’. The members of its steering committee knew that the topic had

to be anchored strategically within the organisation in order for the project to

succeed. Even though they were not yet familiar with Dumas et al.’s (2013) Process

Life-Cycle model, the steering committee started the Process Identification phase,

as one work package was exclusively dedicated to the target process. Later in the

project we took the stakeholders systematically through all phases of the model: the

Discovery, Analysis, Redesign, Implementation, Monitoring, and Controlling of

business processes.

At the time, there were few corporate compliance guidelines for compensation

obligations. Each of Deutsche Bahn’s business units was developing its own

protocols, and processes were defined only for certain segments of work. No end-

to-end process was described, from initial planning to ongoing maintenance in any

of the business units involved, largely because Deutsche Bahn’s responsibilities for

any one compensation obligation change over time and many stakeholders are

involved. We identified Deutsche Bahn’s internal stakeholders as builders,
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planners, property agents, purchasers, property dealers, maintenance contractors,

and nurturing partners, and its external stakeholders as regulatory authorities,

nature conservation authorities, planners, landscape constructors, commercial real

estate agents, eco-point vendors, landowners, and conservation partners.

As none of the Deutsche Bahn’s business units had software to keep track of the

company’s obligations systematically, all documentation for planning, implemen-

tation, and maintenance of compensation obligations was paper-based. Environ-

mental planning documents were not kept separate but were part of the technical

files and were stored in filing cabinets after the project conclusion.

The specialist department for environmental issues in Deutsche Bahn, DB

Environment, is the main contact for the Federal Railway Authority in terms of

reporting, and it acts as the central interface with Deutsche Bahn’s business units.

Neither the Federal Nature Conservation Act nor any other German law specifies

how to manage and report on environmental compensation obligations, so one of

the first project tasks was to define the content and format of future reporting in

conjunction with the Federal Railway Authority and the various Deutsche Bahn

stakeholders. It became clear early in the process that an efficient software platform

was needed to fulfil this reporting commitment.

In order to produce the initial report by the end of 2012, an interim solution

based on Microsoft Access was introduced. DB Environment distributed the appli-

cation on CDs and consolidated the collected data in a central database, which took

several months. Reports were created as PDFs and Excel files and delivered to the

Federal Railway Authority, but the final results were not satisfactory to any of the

parties involved. The data acquisition process was time-consuming, expensive, and

error-prone, and the Federal Railway Authority could not use much of it because of

the quantity and the data structure’s complexity. From this process, we learned

several important lessons:

• All data collected regarding compensation obligations must be recorded digitally

from the start. While information was being collected for the first report, many of

the associated projects were already completed, and not all of the various parties

involved were available any longer. As a consequence, accessing information on

particular compensation obligations and their ongoing changes during planning

and construction was cumbersome and laborious.

• External planners must be able to enter data without discontinuity of media. In

construction projects, environmental planning is usually assigned to external

planners, who also provide the bulk of the data needed for the first report. Since

these external partners usually have no access to the Deutsche Bahn intranet, a

solution had to be found whereby they could contribute data easily.

• Before being given to the Federal Railway Authority, the report must undergo an

internal data-quality check and gain the approval of the responsible Deutsche

Bahn business units.
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3 Action Taken

In view of the situation faced, Deutsche Bahn decided on an action plan with three

project phases:

• Creation of a preliminary study (econauten 2016) to provide recommendations

for process redesign, a suitable IT-infrastructure, and key requirements of the IT

system.

• Development of a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the chosen system

architecture’s feasibility.

• Development and rollout of the productive system.

3.1 Preliminary Study: First Half of 2013

To be able to define the target process across the company, Deutsche Bahn’s

participating business units had to develop a common understanding of the tasks

necessary to fulfil compensation obligations. The econauten, a team of external

experts who specialise in digitising business processes, led the effort to improve the

status quo (process discovery) and the search for weaknesses and potential remedies

(process analysis).
In the initial workshop with stakeholders from all Deutsche Bahn business units

involved, the econauten developed a BPMN 2.0 model (Object Management Group

2011) of the current end-to-end process. BPMN proved to be suitable for visualising

the various stakeholders’ perspectives such that who does what in the process was

clear to all through the model. The stakeholders’ roles were reflected in the model’s

swim lanes, which also captured communication flows, decisions, documents, and

the systems involved. The standardised and formalised presentation of the process

helped workshop participants to comprehend which processes were unique for

particular departments and which were essentially the same activities with different

titles. The modelling work motivated the departments to agree on a common

language and a standardised process.

In a second workshop, large-format prints of the current process formed the basis

for a qualitative process analysis. Reporting to the Federal Railway Authority

required analysing when and from where the required data was produced and in

what quantitative distribution, which led to a redesign of the target process. We

noticed that much of the data had to be recorded (on paper at that stage) when

planning the measure and submitting the approval documentation to the Federal

Railway Authority. Not much more data had to be added later in the process, during

implementation and maintenance. Visualising the overall process made where else

this data would be needed apparent.

The modelling also made clear that the compensation obligation process is a

long-term process. From initial planning to actual implementation, a compensation

measure can take years. An external planning office usually does the planning, and

a public authority is responsible for the approval. These measures must often be
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maintained over several decades. As part of an analysis, participants evaluated the

individual process steps and used User Stories (Cohn 2010) to highlight data-

quality assurance and legal-related procedures, including regulatory approval and

acceptance and transitions of responsibility between the business units, as critical to

business value. Knowing that the measures are based on validated data proved to be

an important requirement for the target process and a prerequisite for legally

compliant reports to the Federal Railway Authority.

Inter-organisational processes were also clarified. An open and constructive

dialogue began with the Federal Railway Authority, one of the key external

stakeholders, on how best to fulfil the reporting requirements for both parties.

Over several meetings, misunderstandings were clarified and participants described

the difficulties they had experienced in the review and verification of the first report.

As this first report was delivered in paper form and as an Excel spreadsheet, a

systematic review was all but impossible. Therefore, the Federal Railway Authority

decided to build its own IT system for storage and analysis of the data. On

econauten’s recommendation that all of the report data be defined as stipulated in

an XSD schema, both Deutsche Bahn and the Federal Railway Authority

familiarised themselves with XML, a data-exchange format that is understandable

to both humans and machines.

Several key requirements for the IT system were derived from specialist

workshops in conjunction with evaluation by Deutsche Bahn’s legal department:

• Compliant, legally secure recording, storage, and provision of all necessary

environmental data.

• A role-based access concept that enables Deutsche Bahn’s internal and external

users to access the system.

• Direct mapping of identified target processes in the system, where possible.

• Highly flexible and changeable processes that can be changed (preferably) by the

department itself.

• Automatic monitoring of data quality.

• Quality checks with approvals by authorised process participants.

• Clear delegation of tasks and automated alerts.

• Automatic reporting to the Federal Railway Authority directly from within the

system.

• Good price-to-performance ratio.

Such an application was not available at the time of the preliminary study either

in the software pool of DB Systel GmbH (the IT subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn) or on

the free market of environment specialist IT systems. A completely new IT system

had to be developed from the ground up with three primary characteristics:

• Web-based. Nearly all professional applications run by Deutsche Bahn operate

exclusively inside the company’s own network. A Deutsche Bahn computer is

usually necessary to access these applications, but external consultant are

contracted for the majority of environmental planning at Deutsche Bahn. Access
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to the new system had to be made available to these planners without providing

everyone with a Deutsche Bahn computer, so the new system had to be designed

with a web interface that required a user to have only a modern web browser to

gain access. The application would then be available to external users via a

proxy server with a suitable firewall in place.

• Open Source. To develop an IT system within the available budget, the prelim-

inary study recommended reliance on Open Source components as much as

possible. Deutsche Bahn already had a Java standard operating environment

based on Linux that contained the Open Source portal Liferay as the standard

user interface. The company chose the JSF Library Prime Faces to provide a

richer user experience.

• Process Automation. Because of the requirements’ obvious process nature, it

made sense to use a BPMS, which made operating asynchronously and handling

processes in the background possible. Users can enter data into the system

without waiting for further processing or delegation, and the BPMS automati-

cally manages and forwards tasks to the user via a task list. Because a number of

processes had already been modelled in BPMN, closer attention was paid to

systems that could execute native BPMN 2.0. The decision was made to use

Camunda BPM, which promised to be highly flexible and developer-friendly. To

complete the software stack, Drools was selected for executing business rules.

3.2 Proof-of-Concept: September 2013 Until July 2014

After the preliminary study, it was necessary to set up the IT project to address the

requirements. DB Systel GmbH, which would later operate the system, took over

the project management. Although analysis and a preliminary study had already

delivered important insights into how the future application should be designed,

many of the requirements were still too vague for technical implementation. It was

clear that some requested details would be able to be described accurately only

weeks or months ahead. An in-house decision committee was created to manage

coordination of important decisions with all business units.

As the next report to the Federal Railway Authority was due, we could not delay

the project any longer, even though not all requirements had been fully defined.

Therefore, DB Systel opted for an iterative approach based on the agile method

Scrum (Pichler 2008). Using Sprints, which are fixed-term (often fortnightly)

working periods, a defined number of functions are implemented and (ideally)

presented in a working order. This method produces in advance no comprehensive

specification sheet that defines all functions.

Organisational and technical prerequisites were established in order to apply

Scrum in a practical manner. The participants met at a kick-off event in Berlin,

where the typical Scrum project roles were discussed and assigned as follows:

• Product Owner—Product owners represent the business side of the system and

define its functional properties. DB Environment took over this role,
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representing the involved DB business units. Two employees from DB Environ-

ment were allocated to focus specifically on this project.

• Scrum Team—The Scrum Team is made up of software developers and

architects. Ancud IT, a company that specialises in Open Source and Java

projects, was commissioned to do the software development. Over the course

of the project, the size of the team varied from one to three software developers,

plus additional resources for project management.

• Scrum Master—Scrum Masters monitor compliance with the method and

ensure that the Scrum Team is supplied with a sufficient number of clearly

defined functional descriptions for each Sprint. These specifications are

described in Scrum as User Stories. A project leader from DB Systel GmbH

took the role of Scrum Master.

• Product Owner ‘Proxy’—The role of product owner ‘proxy’ is not explicitly

described in Scrum, but in this case it linked the environmentally competent

Product Owner and the IT-technically competent Scrum Team by specifying the

requirements in such a way that the Scrum Team could implemented them

consistently. This role was occupied by the econauten, a team of three specialists

who had chaired the requirement workshops and developed the preliminary

study.

The preparations for the technical project included the installation of a number

of project management tools. Of particular interest were a ticket system in which

the to-be-converted User Stories were described and managed in a scrum board, and

a project wiki in which detailed conceptual notes and mock-ups of individual

functions were recorded. Because the team would be working from a variety of

geographic locations, the entire project infrastructure had to be available securely

via the web.

After the kick-off in Berlin, all of the parties to the Scrum project started their

work. The preliminary study had supplied a rough outline of the system architecture

that had been refined, and the Scrum Team then began building this architecture. A

web application based on Liferay was developed, and custom-designed input forms

allowed users to input data regarding compensation obligations. This information

was stored in a database in the background. In the next step, the BPMS Camunda

was connected to the portal.

Meanwhile DB Environment and the econauten concentrated on clarifying the

requirements. In a new round of workshops, representatives from all of the business

units involved were asked to write User Stories in which they stated in which role

they needed a specific feature and how they would benefit from it.

Over the following weeks, the new IT system was developed in 2-week sprints.

After the end of each sprint, the Product Owner examined the implemented

functions and processes via a test system. To collect feedback from future users

as quickly as possible, selected users were able to enter test data using the first

release on an additional proof-of-concept system after only a few weeks. Release

1.0 was presented to the decision committee with the following results:
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• All data collected in 2012 via MS Access could be imported into the new system.

• The technical path adopted was effective, and a base system was set up in a

relatively short time for users to log on and enter data via a web-interface.

• The key business process, collecting data and submitting an annual report in

XML format to the Federal Railway Authority, had been automated.

3.3 System Development: September 2014 Until Spring 2016

After seeing the proof of concept, the decision committee approved the further

development of the system. User Stories were written, prioritised, and implemented

by the development team, and pilot users’ experiences were used to improve the

reporting process, masks, and the data model itself. Based on the User Stories and

the high-level target process developed earlier, five additional processes were

identified for automation in the new IT system:

• Managing requests for DB owned property on which a compensation measure is

possible.

• Generating the Maßnahmenblatt (obligation fact sheet) exclusively via the

system to summarise the data on which the project gains approval from the

authority.

• Controlling the transition from the planning phase to the implementation phase,

based on regulatory approval.

• Planning and documenting nature conservation approvals.

• Coordinating transitions of responsibility for a compensation obligation from

establishment and development to maintenance.

Before the roll-out of the productive system in the spring of 2016, the project

team and future users tested the system. Today the Information System for Nature

Conservation and Compensation (Fachinformationssystem Naturschutz und
Kompensation, or FINK) is available to all who deal with nature conservation and

compensation obligations at Deutsche Bahn.

4 Results Achieved

Looking back at the initial situation, the most important goal was to create an IT

system that could submit compliant data on compensation obligations to the Federal

Railway Authority. In order to meet this goal, it was necessary to manage compen-

sation obligations in this IT system consistently throughout the DB Group in

Germany. With the launch of FINK, the original goal was achieved and some

expectations were even surpassed.

FINK is a hybrid of a BPM system and a web-based data application. Internal

staff from all of the DB business units that are responsible for compensation

obligations now have full access to FINK, as do their external consultants. The
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implementation of a roles and rights concept ensures that users can access only the

system functions that are specific to their entitlements. DB Environment stipulated

that the user management be based largely in the business units themselves. Today,

segment administrators manage all accounts within their business units, setting up

new users and assigning appropriate roles.

The demand for an IT system was the starting point for the project. While this

demand could have been satisfied with classic software development, the experts

opted for a software architecture in which a BPMS runs as the core application. The

key concept of a BPMS is to execute logic described in business process models

that can be changed easily, so system behaviour can be changed whenever business

processes change, whether the system is in development or in operation. The model

was improved with every iteration of the report process, and the application in

operation reflected these changes soon after. All of these steps led toward an

effective target process. Analysis of the most recent version of the report process

and the effort to get there made clear that fewer resources were required as time

went on; by that stage, the processes’ inherent flexibility had paid off because

knowledge was represented in the models instead of being hidden in software code.

Today the report process is started by the individual nature conservation experts

whose job it is to submit data on compensation obligations to the Federal Railway

Authority. The process invokes a rule set that compares the data entered in the

system with predetermined quality rules. The results are immediately displayed via

the user interface, where each test result highlights the exact data mask on which

the quality problem was found. Thus, users can gradually correct the data until the

desired quality is reached. The process then delegates the task of approving the

pre-validated data to the task list of the person responsible for releasing the report

to the Federal Railway Authority.

Only after this person has approved the data can the process engine initiate the

conversion of the data in XML format. This procedure is run through all of the

Deutsche Bahn business units involved. Then, in a final step, the process renders

the actual report, including the XML input from all business units, which is then

sent to the Federal Railway Authority.

FINK can do more than generate reports on compensation obligations. What

users particularly like about FINK is that it supports their specific work contexts.

For example, the system helps them to coordinate the transition of responsibility

between the business units involved. They appreciate that processes guide them

through their tasks over several masks on which all important contextual informa-

tion is readily available. FINK is an expert system; the goal was not to automate

everything with the BPMS but to use FINK to help expert users deploy their

knowledge in the best possible way via intelligent processes and business rules.

Human knowledge and interaction will continue to be significant when it comes to

dealing with compensation obligations.

The BPM project initiated a more holistic approach with regards to compensa-

tion obligation processes throughout the DB Group in Germany. The visualisation

of the processes, roles, and decisions involved, as well as the underlying data,

message flows, and systems involved were all central to a consistent perspective on
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the status quo for all stakeholders. BPMN has proved its worth as a notation

standard. Even people with little experience in analysing and visualising business

processes found the diagrams easy to understand, as long as they were created with

a limited number of modelling elements (Freund and Rücker 2012) One participant
on the steering committee wrote: “Compared to the mapping of processes in other

software, I find the representation in swim lanes much easier to understand.” In this

project, the BPMNmodel of the target process became the basis for a new corporate

guideline at Deutsche Bahn.

With BPMN it was easy to model who participated in a process, in which

particular role they acted, what decisions were necessary, and what tasks had to

be completed. However the data on which these decisions were based and how this

information had to be displayed on the user interface was not part of the BPMN

model. The complex behaviour of the user interface had to be described in other

ways through additional text and mockups. Also additional programming was

necessary, as this was the only way to deliver an easy-to-use, dynamic interface

on which users could manipulate large amounts of data in one process step.

Many of the ideas to improve the system that arose during the iterative develop-

ment not only touched the process model of the application but also the user

interface behaviour and the underlying data model. It was at this point that the

customers’ expectations regarding easy modification of the system could not be

met. A project participant at DB Environment described the situation thus: “I had

expected more flexibility, especially when setting up new processes. I had seen

prototypes in other projects where it seemed easier to design and change processes.

To me, this is very important when further developing the system.”

BPM projects usually require an approach that differs from one that is suitable

for classical software development projects. Many BPM projects aim to give the

specialist departments increased ability to customise the IT systems to their

requirements. As such, greater configurability through the departments should be

implemented wherever possible, but the additional effort necessary must be bal-

anced with the option of implementing other relevant features.

In the future, and with little extra effort required, the revision of quality rules

could be transferred entirely to the specialist departments, which now define the

criteria for data quality and document these rules in Excel spreadsheets. These

spreadsheets form the basis of the rule definition in DRL, the domain-specific

Drools Rules Language. These rules can be documented even better with the

relatively new OMG standard DMN for decisions (Object Management Group

2015; Debevoise and Taylor 2016). Like BPMN, this notation is based on an

XML scheme that can be executed by suitable systems (i.e., the current version

of Camunda BPM). Following the DMN standard, decision tables can be built and

filled with rules directly by specialist departments, and the BPMS calls these rules

out of a process and executes them. Switching to DMN is planned for a future

release of FINK.
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5 Lessons Learned

For BPM projects to be successful, specialist departments must have sufficient

expertise

Specialist departments are typically faced with challenging demands with respect to

IT projects, especially BPM projects, as the responsibility for their success lies

increasingly with the departments themselves. In order for these specialist

departments to work as equal partners with the IT department, they must couple

their professional expertise with other kinds of expertise. For example, in addition

to having a common understanding of processes in general, the recording and

reading of process diagrams requires knowing a modelling language—in this

case, BPMN. Although the notation is easy for most people to understand, creating

process diagrams, even if only a few modelling elements are used, requires some

practice. Competency in process analysis and re-design is also necessary.

Department representatives (in this case, environmental protection and nature

conservation representative) must contribute their expert and practical knowledge

to completing software requirements. Especially with agile products, considerable

responsibility rests on the Product Owners, who represent the business side. The

Product Owner is responsible for specification and final acceptance of the various

features and their prioritisation and is involved in release planning and cost and risk

analysis. If the Product Owner is not sufficiently available or qualified, the whole

project can be delayed.

In this particular case, the Product Owner’s capacity and knowledge were not equal

even at the initial stage to managing this complex IT project. Therefore, an external

team supported the environmental experts and ensured the continued availability of

a strong Product Owner throughout the development. Expertise was gradually

transferred to the department, enabling further independent development in-house.

The success of BPM projects also depends on effective communication and coop-

eration between specialist departments and IT experts. All too often there is a lack

of understanding of the other side’s tasks and responsibilities. Technical vocabulary

can be misinterpreted, and misunderstandings, fears, and prejudices can lead to

conflicts.

The parties involved recognise the benefits of BPM only when the depicted

processes are relevant to them

In order for an organisation’s BPM initiative to fall on fertile ground, the first

process to be implemented should be chosen wisely. Those who have had little

experience with BPMmay not immediately see the benefit in such projects, as much

of it can sound abstract and can even be daunting. Immediate attention is paid to

such an initiative if it addresses significant issues of those involved. In the present

case, the first process to be implemented was the group-wide, quality-assured

establishment of a standardised report on compensation obligations to the Federal

Railway Authority. Before the introduction of the BPM application, this report

process was highly complex, so the prospect of its creation being supported by IT
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and obtaining a higher quality report at a lower cost was motivating for the

participants.

The chosen process must be relevant to the organisation, but it cannot be too

complex or it will quickly overload the participants. Ideally, a large process

previously described in BPMN should have sub-processes identified for possible

automation, but it is not as useful to specify them to the last detail as it is to deliver

still ‘raw’ but ready to run to the subsequent users. In dealing with processes

directly in the BPM system, users can quickly identify where further specification

is needed, and the fine-tuning is then based on previously implemented processes.

This approach saves both time and resources and establishes an iterative working

method right from the beginning. The specialist departments and IT experts

concluded that requirements face continuous refinement, and BPM was the right

choice for that dynamic environment.

Adding systematic quality checks to processes can easily be achieved

using DMN

How can those responsible at Deutsche Bahn ensure that their reports to the Federal

Railway Authority conform with agreed quality standards? The two most important

answers are:

• Quality must be contextually defined in rules.

• Compliance with these rules must be systematically and automatically checked.

In this example, the goal was achieved by combining processes with decision logic

in a Rules Engine. A relatively simple process guides the user through the masks of

the automated quality inspection. As per Rules Task, a set of rules is called upon

from within the process, against which the collected data is checked. The user sees

the identified quality problems prepared in a table and eliminates them one by one

until the desired level of quality is reached.

The automatic quality inspection can also be invoked as a sub-process from other

processes. Depending on the context, a particular rule set is used, but the basic

structure of the inspection process remains the same. Without this approach, the

quality assurance in the complex area of nature conservation would not have been

possible.

The fulfilment of monitoring, documentation and reporting compensation

obligations is significantly simplified with a BMPS

In the context of compensation obligations, the Federal Railway Authority are not

the only body to which Deutsche Bahn must report. DB Legal Department requires

specific documentation of relevant process steps as well, and Deutsche Bahn itself

has employee representation guidelines and monitoring and compliance

requirements. Some of these guidelines were initially non-specific but were

recognised by the stakeholders as important non-functional requirements.

Expectations behind these requirements could be anticipated and translated into

concrete functional requirements for the system.
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The target process’s required procedures and responsibilities were mapped directly into

roles, rights, and business rules. Adopting this approach made it easy to extract relevant

information automatically for documenting and verifying obligations directly from the

BPMS. Proof required in the form of journal entries that document, for example, the

results of a completed process instance could be developed cost-effectively.

Another important component of the BPMS in this context is the integrated process

monitoring. Each initiated process instance can be traced step by step so bottlenecks

and problems that arise during its execution can be identified easily. With an

increasing load on the system and a growing number of processes passing through

it, patterns and vulnerabilities can be identified andmethods continuously improved.

The standard compliant JAVA Process Engine and Portal Solution are good

choices in the development and deployment process

The components of the new system were entirely implemented in Java and fitted

seamlessly into the standard deployment and operating environment of DB Systel,

Deutsche Bahn’s IT subsidiary. Development and operation of this BPM applica-

tion is no different from that of other Java enterprise applications, so the risk of

unexpected side effects is predictably low. This prerequisite was important in

meeting DB Systel’s requirements and competing against the well-established

solutions of major manufacturers and their heavyweight components. Easy embed-

ding of the system into the heterogeneous IT landscape was a given, and other well-

established technologies of the Java EE standards, such as reporting, monitoring,

and logging components, could also be integrated easily into the system, all in

addition to the pure operating environment. Since all of the components are Open

Source, the risk of a software vendor lock-in was reduced and access to the large

Open Source developer community was possible.

Successful BPM initiatives are anchored in the organisation as change projects

BPMS projects are equal parts organisational and IT projects, but IT is no longer

necessarily the dominant partner, as it is seen to be on equal footing with other

organisational areas. In this project, the necessity of standardising processes across

business-unit boundaries was recognised early, and the steering committee assumed

responsibility for the strategic implementation of this standardisation across the

organisation.

The steering committee also established successful cooperation between the vari-

ous departments and assisted the BPM development team throughout the project.

The business units involved were well aware that they had to provide resources and

make decisions over the long term, but the steering committee’s and the decision

committee’s support for the successful implementation of the BPMS project

contributed significantly to the project’s success.

The steering committee coordinated feeding the results from the BPM project back

into the business units and entrenching them. Heavy users of FINK regularly

exchange ideas at top-user meetings, discussing aspects of the system and the various

processes and flagging potential improvements. They share their knowledge of

processes and how to work efficiently with FINK with users both inside and outside
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the DB Group. The ongoing establishment of FINK in the DB Group ensures that the

processes represented in the IT system stay in sync with the organisation.
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Hybrid Process Technologies
in the Financial Sector: The Case
of BRFkredit
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and Tijs Slaats

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Exformatics, a Danish adaptive case-management vendor,

wanted to leverage declarative process tools to support the flexible pro-

cesses found at BRFkredit. However, switching from the more common

flow-based notations to a declarative notation brought new challenges in

terms of understandability. We undertook the project described in this

chapter to investigate and address these challenges.

(b) Action taken: We started our investigation by having several full-day and

half-day meetings to discuss BRFkredit’s requirements. Based on these

requirements, we proposed and developed a prototype hybrid process-

modelling approach with which models are defined declaratively, but the

possible behavior of the model can be viewed and investigated using flow-

based notions. The prototype was then presented to BRFkredit for

feedback.

(c) Results achieved: Our investigation helped to clarify the requirements for

making declarative process models understandable to end users at BRFkredit

and showed how a hybrid approach could be used to satisfy these

requirements. Based on these insights, we developed tools to enhance our

existing declarative modelling framework with flow-based visualizations.
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(d) Lessons learned: Different stakeholders have different needs and preferred

levels of abstraction when process models are used as tools for communi-

cation. However, one model that seems to fit most situations is a simple

no-branches sequential swimlane diagram that was extracted automatically

from a more detailed declarative model. These observations enabled

Exformatics to enhance its declarative modelling framework to make it

more attractive to end-users.

1 Introduction

This chapter describes an investigation by Exformatics A/S, a Danish vendor of

adaptive case-management (ACM) solutions, into the feasibility of applying its

declarative workflow modelling and execution engine in the financial sector. This

investigation was carried out in collaboration with the Process and System Models

Group of the IT University of Copenhagen and BRFkredit, a Danish mortgage

credit institution.

In order to accommodate the diverse requirements of BRFkredit’s process

models, Exformatics extended its declarative modelling tools to derive from any

model representative traces and other relevant flow-based visualizations. Through

this extension, the tools now support a hybrid modelling approach in which

processes are modelled declaratively based on their underlying business rules, but

the behavior supported by the model can be visualized in more familiar flow-based

notations, both in full and as representative traces. The new hybrid’s features and

the broader perspectives of the technology were well received by BRFkredit, but a

more thorough evaluation with more users and case studies is needed before any

firm conclusions on their use in practice can be drawn.

Exformatics A/S has a customer base of approximately forty organizations, both

Danish and international and both private and public. Exformatics’ core product is a

case-handling system for knowledge workers like lawyers who work with intellec-

tual property protection or real estate management, engineers and project managers

who design and construct large power plants, marketing employees who plan

campaigns for broadcasting, and case workers in areas like human resources,

political hearings, and workforce-related political issues.

Exformatics believes in the need for formal workflow modelling notation as a

way to

• strengthen communication of requirements from client organizations

• strengthen communication within client organizations post-deployment

• expedite development

• enable run-time system updates
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However, for its current clientele of knowledge workers, Exformatics has found

flow-based modelling notations insufficiently flexible. The cases Exformatics’

clients handle are in some ways uniform, yet never actually equal. They typically

follow a common set of rules, but the details of each individual case invariably

differs a great deal. Hence, Exformatics co-developed and adopted a declarative

workflow modelling notation, DCR Graphs, originally conceived at the Process and

Systems Models Group of the IT University of Copenhagen, which is headed by

Thomas Hildebrandt.

Exformatics has invested considerable resources into bringing DCR Graphs

from an academic vision to a practical, marketable product in the form of a

process-Execution Engine and Workflow-Modelling Toolkit (Marquard et al.

2015). The former has been deployed in Exformatics’ solutions, most notably

with a complete model of the workflow of the Danish foundation, Dreyers Fond

(Debois et al. 2014).

However, the use of formal workflow modelling has, from the perspective of the

customer, been an implementation detail, a technical “trick” Exformatics uses to

speed implementation. Exformatics’ vision is that (suitably authorized) expert end

users should be able to update or even create models themselves, with the

Exformatics Process-Execution Engine automatically reflecting such updates.

With that vision in mind, Exformatics has been looking for a mature process-

intensive, knowledge-worker–heavy company, preferably in the financial sector,

with which to experiment with the possible future directions of Exformatics’

Workflow-Modelling Toolkit.

Such a company was found in Danish mortgage credit institution BRFkredit. In late

2014, a formal collaboration was established among Exformatics A/S, IT University

of Copenhagen, BRFkredit, and Visuel IT within the purview of and financially

supported by the Copenhagen Fintech Innovation and Research Network (CFIR).

BRFkredit is a Danish mortgage credit institution that lends against collateral on

owner-occupied homes, commercial properties, and subsidized housing. On the

Danish housing market, mortgage loans are not typically taken out from a bank but

from specialized credit institutions like BRFkredit, that issue mortgage bonds that

pool together many borrowers and investors, thereby spreading the associated risk.

BRFkredit’s loans for residential purposes account for the majority of its lending

while corporate lending is done for office and business properties, private rentals,

and cooperative housing. BRFkredit finances its current lending by continuously

issuing covered bonds and mortgage bonds, that is, as tap issues.

BRFkredit A/S is owned by Jyske Bank A/S through the holding company

BRFholding A/S. BRFkredit’s market share of the total Danish mortgage market

is approximately 8%. Jyske Bank/BRFkredit is Denmark’s fourth-largest financial

institution. BRFkredit has lending of around DKK 213 billion (approx. EUR

28 billion) distributed on around 120,000 mortgage loans that are managed by

just over 750 full-time employees.1

1BRFkredit in Brief. Accessed August 2015 at http://www.brf.dk/Investors/About-BRFkredit/

Additional-information/BRFkredit-in-brief
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2 Situation Faced

Exformatics adopted a declarative notation because of a strong belief in their

clients’ need for flexibility. Knowledge-worker end users are the experts and should

be inhibited in their possible actions only if required by law or business rules. As the

academic literature often claims (Pesic and Schonenberg 2007), Exformatics

contends that declarative notations are better suited for describing such laws and

business rules than imperative or flow-based notations are.

However, declarative notations have been shown to be more challenging for end

users to understand than are more common flow-based notations, such as BPMN

(Zugal et al. 2014). Hence, the primary objective of the investigation for

Exformatics was to determine how the DCR Graph process modelling can be

made more accessible to expert end users. A secondary objective was to determine

the motivation for and role of manual process modelling in financial institutions and

the applicability of DCR Graphs to the same. Another secondary objective was to

carry out a practical (yet anecdotal) test of the hypothesis that potentially collabo-

rative simulation can be a useful tool for expert end users’ work with process

models. Exformatics places a high priority on support for simulation in its tool

offerings (Marquard et al. 2015), contending that the ability to simulate and “play

through” a process will help users understand the ramifications of a particular

declarative model.

2.1 The Context of BPM in BRFkredit

Viewed in terms of the BPM Context Framework (Brocke et al. 2016) the focus of

BPM initiatives at BRFkredit has been on exploitation, that is, using process models

primarily to help case workers determine how to handle their cases while remaining

compliant.

Both core processes and support processes are modelled. Examples are process

descriptions of loans’ lifecycles and models the customer service department use to

determine how to respond to customer inquiries. As BRFkredit targets regular

consumers with standardized loan options, most processes are highly repetitive.
Processes are typically highly knowledge-intensive, and the case workers are

required to have a deep understanding of the mortgage products offered. A medium
level of creativity is required of the workers: The options for a particular loan can be
highly diverse and can depend on a customer’s unique situation, but unique cases

also tend to be outliers, and many customers fall into common classes for which the

best solution has been determined and little creative thought is required. There is a

medium level of interdependence at play: Many of the processes interact on some

level; for example, customer-service processes typically depend on the status of the

customer’s loan process. The processes at BRFkredit are highly variable: Not only is
there a significant amount of variability in the products (loans) offered, but the case

workers also have considerable flexibility in how they support customers, leading to

a high degree of variability how activities are ordered and how they occur.
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Most of the processes at BRFkredit are inter-organizational in the sense that

each department has its own organizational structure, and most processes span

many departments. As a mortgage institution, BRFkredit is a large organization
that falls mostly within the service industry, as while the loans can be seen as

products, they are not physical products. The culture at BRFkredit is highly
supportive of BPM practices, with BPM diagrams of important processes adorning

the hallways around the case workers’ offices, so a significant amount of the
organization’s resources is dedicated to creating and maintaining these diagrams.

Finally, the BPM activities at BRFkredit are performed in a medium-level competi-
tive environment with a medium level of uncertainty.

2.2 Related Work

The direction taken in this project relates closely to the recently initiated work on

hybrid business process modelling notations and technologies that seeks to combine

the strengths of the flow- and constraint-based process modelling paradigms

(Reijers et al. 2013). A common approach in this field is to provide hybrid

modelling notations that combine both flow- and constraint-based elements

(De Giacomo et al. 2015; Sadiq et al. 2001; van der Aalst et al. 2009; Westergaard

and Slaats 2013). Our approach, on the other hand, uses the two paradigms

separately: a constraint-based notation is used to model the process, whereas a

flow-based notation is used to gain insight into the behavior supported by the

models. This approach relates closely to recent work (De Smedt et al. 2015;

Prescher et al. 2014) on mapping from the declarative Declare (Pesic and

Schonenberg 2007) notation to Petri nets; however, contrary to the work presented

here, these techniques are not being used in commercial tools or being applied to

industrial case studies.

3 Action Taken

The investigation took the form of a sequence of full- and half-day meetings in

early spring 2015 in which BRFkredit’s needs for process modelling and the

required extensions to the DCR Graphs tools to meet those needs were discussed.

The present case study reports only on the conclusion of these discussions.

The objective of process modelling at BRFkredit is to communicate within the

company. The constructed models are then used by stakeholders that include the IT

department, which uses process descriptions as partial requirements specifications for

IT systems that support new and updated financial products; caseworkers, who use

processmodels as roadmaps for their dailywork; andmanagement (atmultiple levels),

who use process models as abstracted views of “what goes on in the company.”

For BRFkredit, process modelling has enough value as a communication tool

alone to merit allocating resources to its construction and maintenance. However,

BRFkredit reported that its use of such models faces two major challenges:
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Different stakeholders use different process-model notations, and the level of

abstraction that is appropriate for a model depends on the stakeholder who uses it.

We treat each of these challenges in turn.

3.1 Different Stakeholders Use Different Notations

Attempts to introduce a small subset of BPMN as a standard modelling notation

used everywhere in BRFkredit have not been successful. Most departments, includ-

ing IT, find that notation unhelpful, not because those stakeholders are adverse to

process modelling but because some departments have produced their own exten-

sive and comprehensive models of their processes for internal consumption.

These models appear to have two primary commonalities across departments2:

First, the models are trace models—that is, each model describes a single “happy-

path”—the most common variant of a particular process—of the process in ques-

tion—and typically include little or no possibility to choose between activities or

reordering them. Second, the models heavily emphasize roles, whether occupied by

humans or IT systems. Diagrams are invariably some form of swim-lane diagrams

that are typically produced in PowerPoint.

The emphasis on single traces over branchingmodels is in linewith recent research

on the understandability of processmodels (Haisjackl et al. 2013; Zugal et al. 2011). It

appears that, for the majority of stakeholders, understandability far outweighs preci-

sion or generality when it comes to models’ usefulness as tools for communication.

For discussion and communication, a representation of a single “happy path” is far

more helpful than a branching model like BPMN, as the greater precision afforded by

the branching model sours discussion by bringing in irrelevant detail.

Where detail is required—when process models are used as requirements-

specification for IT or when process model are used as roadmaps for

caseworkers—BRFkredit simply produces more single-trace models. For example,

the processes for granting various kinds of mortgages have grown to more than a

thousand. BRFkredit mentions that this approach is burdensome when internal

processes change, such as in response to changes in business requirements or the

regulatory climate. It is likely that the large number of processes can profitably be

represented as minor variations on a small number of core processes.

In a large company like BRFkredit, difficulties in agreeing on notation go

beyond process notation. For example, a seemingly simple and precise notion like

“client” means different things to different departments: For the sales department,

the client is a person who might be interested in obtaining a mortgage, while for the

Loan Monitoring department, the client is someone who has an active loan with

BRFkredit, and so forth.

The differences in (ad hoc) model notations and terminology have the unfortu-

nate consequence that two diagrams, one depicting a process as seen by IT and one

2For confidentiality reasons, we cannot include actual examples of the various customized models.
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as seen by sales, may result in the observer’s failing to realize that the two diagrams

depict aspects of the same process.

3.2 The Level of Abstraction Appropriate for a Model Depends
on the Stakeholder Who Uses It

This challenge is most easily explained by example. For instance:

• Caseworkers need process descriptions that show only the process variant on

which they are working on and need not know details about the underlying IT

processes.

• Sometimes managers need process descriptions that are precise about

interactions between departments but do not contain details about what goes

on inside departments.

• At other times managers need process descriptions that describe only the part of

processes that pertain to particular (financial) products or product lines.

• IT needs process descriptions that contain every possible process variant and full

detail on the process’s interaction with IT systems, but IT does not care at all

about human interactions (e.g., prospective client meetings).

Reconciling differences in terminology in a large organization is a problem

beyond the scope of process modelling, so we focus on notation.

3.3 Regarding Differences in Notations

We contend that the differences in the process notations employed at BRFkredit do

not arise from any inherent difference in the preference for modelling notations but

from the absence of a single notation that is suitable for all stakeholders. BPMN is

apparently not it, not for want of flexibility but simply because of its plethora of

symbols and less than intuitive semantics.

Recall the observation that most of the ad-hoc diagrams with which we have

been presented present only a single trace with precise distinction between roles.

That notation is, then, apparently the appropriate notation for the majority of

stakeholders. As such, we envision a mechanism for presenting process models in

terms of a small number of representative traces. This idea fits well with the idea of

declarative or constraint-based process modelling: A declarative model is a concise

representation of a typically large number of admissible traces with semantics that

allow us to compute efficiently whether a trace is admissible (Pesic and

Schonenberg 2007). If BRFkredit’s processes were represented as a single or,

more realistically, a small number of general processes, one could extract from

these models representative traces that “represent” the process in internal

communications.
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This idea begets the question: Which traces? Among all the possible traces

admitted by our hypothesized general model, how do we find an appropriate set

of representative traces?

We contend that, in a given process model, we can name activities whose

execution is the objective of the process. In the case of BRFkredit, the objective

of, say, an instance of a mortgage application process is the evaluation of that

application. Variants of that process arise as different opportunities present them-

selves for reaching that goal. For instance, in one variant the value of the property

that secures the mortgage can be appraised statistically, without a visual inspection.

Another variant arises when the property is in an insufficiently uniform neighbor-

hood, so the process model’s constraints forbid the statistical appraisal.

In summary, at least in this instance, the process’s objective can be defined as the

execution of a particular activity (e.g., “assess loan application”), and the process’s

variants can be identified by which activities are executed in pursuit of that

objective (e.g., “statistical appraisal” or “on-site appraisal”).

This approach yields a method for identifying relevant traces: Domain experts,

who must be consulted anyway when one is constructing the model, help to figure

out which activities characterize the process’s objective and the key activities that

identify (collections of) process variants.

3.4 Regarding Differences in the Appropriateness
of Abstractions

For the single-trace model representatives suggested above, determining the appro-

priateness of an abstraction is simply a matter of projecting the trace in question,

that is, leaving out activities that are unwarranted at the desired level of abstraction.

Example 1 Caseworkers need process descriptions that show only the process

variant on which they are working and need not know details about the underlying

IT processes. Proposed solution: Given a complete trace, remove all activities that

do not directly involve the caseworker.

Example 2 Sometimes managers need process descriptions that are precise about

the interactions between departments but do not contain details about what goes on

inside departments. Proposed solution: Given a complete trace, remove all activities

that are not adjacent to an activity of a different department.

Example 3 At other times managers need process descriptions that describe only

the part of the processes that pertain to particular (financial) products or product

lines. Proposed solution: Look for a trace that concludes in, say, “assess additional

loan application” to fulfil this requirement in part.

Example 4 IT needs process descriptions that contain every possible process

variant and full detail on interactions with IT systems but does not care at all
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about human interactions (e.g., prospective client meetings). Proposed solution: In

this case, where we do need branching structure, the picture is less clear. For IT,

process descriptions often play a role as part of a requirements specification, so the

process model must describe all of (and only) the desired system’s behavior.

However, we may assume minimal sophistication with formal models and so use

the general DCR model as the appropriate model.

For DCR graphs, the possibilities for semantically well-founded projection has

been well studied, so getting rid of “human interactions” in amounts to employing

one of the known sound projection methods (Hildebrandt et al. 2011).

4 Results Achieved

To present the ideas of Sect. 3 to BRFkredit staff, Exformatics extended its existing

workflow modelling tool with a proof-of-concept analysis tool that (a) presents

projected traces and (b) generates minimal traces that are executing or not

executing given activities.

The tool presupposes a single DCR Graph-based process model that

encompasses a family of processes, including a particular class of mortgage loan

application processes. For confidentiality reasons, we cannot report on an actual

model here, but we constructed a fictional and somewhat simplified process that is

heavily inspired by the actual processes at BRFkredit. This DCR Graph model is

presented in Fig. 1 and can be found as a public graph (BPM 2015 BRF Example)

at http://dcrgraphs.net. Boxes indicate activities and arrows indicate constraints.

Fig. 1 DCR Graph model of a (simplified) mortgage loan application process.
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Each box is labelled (in the middle) with the name of the activity and (at the top)
with the roles that participate in the activity. The arrows with a bullet in the end

(yellow in the tool) indicate conditions, so we cannot “Assess application” before

we have executed, among other processes, “Collect documents.” Arrows with a

bullet at the beginning (blue in the tool) indicate required responses, so whenever

“Submit budget” is executed—that is, whenever the prospective client updates his

or her budget—“Approve budget” must be executed again. The graphic notation for

conditions and responses is consistent with the notation for precedence and

response constraints used in DECLARE (Pesic and Schonenberg 2007). The arrows
with % and þ at the end (and red and green in the tool) indicate exclusion and

inclusion, respectively; arrows with diamonds at the end (purple in the tool)

represent “milestones”; however, it is not necessary to understand these in detail

to read the remainder of this report, so we omit further details and refer the reader to

previous papers on DCR Graphs [e.g. (Debois et al. 2014; Hildebrandt and

Mukkamala 2010)] for more details.

This model is only potentially suitable for the IT stakeholders as a requirements

specification for implementation purposes. Accordingly, using Exformatics

Workflow Editing Tool’s plug-in infrastructure, we constructed a plug-in that

provides perspectives on this model to be used by the other stakeholders (case-

worker and management). One such perspective is the full state-space of the DCR

Graph model in a flow-graph notation; this representation provides the full detail of

the model, including branching structure (decision points), so it can be helpful for

implementors, but it is generally far too detailed. The example in Fig. 2 shows the

complete (but somewhat overwhelming) picture.

For stakeholders who are interested in representative traces, the prototype tool

has a panel for specifying such, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figures 4 and 5 show examples of input constraints and the resulting trace.

Starting from the same constraints, we may restrict our attention to different

roles. Figures 5 and 6 exemplify such different perspectives of the constraints

entered in Fig. 4.

The new tool aims primarily at the process analysis stage of the BPM Lifecycle

Model (Dumas et al. 2013) by making visible to the user what paths are and are not

allowed by the declarative model. However, the tool can also be used as a part of the

process implementation stage: If the user is interested only in executing particular

happy paths that are allowed under the declarative rules, then they can be generated

using the tool and used as executable process models instead of the more flexible

declarative model.

5 Lessons Learned

During the project we made a number of useful observations on the use of business

process models at BRFkredit:

1. BRFkredit uses process modelling primarily as an internal communication tool.
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2. Different stakeholders have radically different uses for the resulting process

models.

3. Different stakeholders prefer somewhat different process notations.

4. Many stakeholders are content with representing processes as “representative

traces.”

Fig. 2 Flow-graph representation of the model in Fig. 1

Fig. 3 Pop-up panel for specifying single-trace parameters. One specifies under “Scope” the

activity that should be the starting point of the trace, the ending point, and optional activities that

must or cannot occur along the way. Under “Perspective,” one may indicate a projection onto

specific roles or groups. The tool will then find the shortest trace that satisfies the given constraints

(e.g., variants of the loan application process in which the property in question needs an on-site

appraisal) by searching through the transition graph
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5. Such representative traces should contain only activities that are relevant to the

business case at hand.

We speculate that many of these lessons can be observed at other large

organizations as well, particularly in the financial sector.

Driven by these observations, Exformatics A/S extended the plug-in architecture

for its Workflow Editing Tool to encompass the proof-of-concept technology

reported here as an APP and evolved the proof-of-concept to an important feature

of its current offering.

Fig. 4 Specification of a process variant requiring on-site appraisal

Fig. 5 Trace resulting from the parameters entered in Fig. 4
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In conclusion, this case demonstrates anecdotally a clear need for different

visualization of processes for different stakeholders. In addition, the proof-of-

concept implementation of the semi-automatic generation of “representative

traces” was well received by BRFkredit. Both of these points are likely independent

of the concrete case presented here and the notation used, although it is also likely

that the possibility of producing the projections depends on the use of a formal

declarative model like DCR Graphs. The solution is available at http://www.

dcrgraphs.net.

Based on these observations we propose that there is a clear opportunity for

hybrid process modelling approaches that provide different views of the same

process to the various stakeholders of a process. Exformatics has made a first step

in this direction by incorporating functionality for the semi-automatic generation of

“representative traces” in their declarative modeling tool, but there are many

opportunities for improvements, both in terms of tool-development and research.

First of all, the proposed approach needs to be tested on a larger audience,

following a rigid experimental methodology, to determine if the hybrid approach

taken by Exformatics truly benefits the understandability of declarative models.

Secondly, more encompassing hybrid approaches could be tried: instead of only

using flow-based models for the visualization of relevant traces, one could also

combine modeling notations directly and produce truly hybrid models. Alterna-

tively, one could adopt a methodology where a flow-based notation is used to

capture specific instances of a process that are interesting to individual stakeholders

and then use these models to verify the correctness of a general declarative model

that captures all possible behaviors, which would be of greater interest to e.g. a

programmer who is tasked with developing software that can support all potential

uses cases of the process.

It is not clear yet if the notations chosen by Exformatics are those best suited to

the hybrid approach. For example, by using purely sequential swimlane diagrams,

they extremely limit the local behavior that can be presented to a stakeholder in a

single diagram. It would be interesting to experiment with a larger subset of BPMN

that also supports constructs such as choice and parallelism.

Fig. 6 Trace resulting from the parameters entered in Fig. 4, but keeping only the “Mobile

Consultant” and “Caseworker” roles
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Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the possible application of hybrid

models to other parts of the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013), such as process

implementation, monitoring and discovery.
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Business Process Management
in the Manufacturing Industry: ERP
Replacement and ISO 9001 Recertification
Supported by the icebricks Method

J€org Becker, Nico Clever, Justus Holler, and Maria Neumann

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: A family-owned manufacturing company recently went

through the transfer of management from the older to the younger family

generation. A number of problems were uncovered during this process,

such as prevalence of tacit knowledge, an inefficient decision-making

process, outdated IT system support, and an urgent need for certification

of production processes according to quality-assurance standards (ISO

9001). Each of these problems required thorough documentation of the

as-is business processes in the organization to guide their improvement.

(b) Action taken: To ensure that the created process models serve as a valid

communication medium, the company’s process landscape was created

during an initial workshop between the executives and external BPM

consultants. Then the information on processes in the company’s various

departments was gleaned from semi-structured interviews with the depart-

ment employees. At the same time, process weaknesses and potential

improvements were derived and discussed with the functions’ management.

The succeeding depiction of the to-be process framework was achieved

with the help of the icebricks modeling method and the corresponding

software tool, which is a lightweight, standardized approach to ensure

high quality of process models.
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(c) Results achieved: During the modeling phase of the project, external BPM

consultants documented the process landscape, thereby explicating the

company’s knowledge and good-practice processes. The process landscape

served as basis for well-informed decisions regarding the implementation

options of a new ERP system, which was introduced on time and on budget

in the second phase of the project. The ISO 9001 recertification of produc-

tion processes was achieved in the third project phase with the help of the

process documentation that had been created.

(d) Lessons learned: Simply deploying process models on the company’s

intranet platform does not necessarily lead to their desired comprehension

and use. All employees have to be trained that process models are a means

of communication and are never finalized, a notion that also applies to

continuous process improvement. Process owners must be defined so they

take responsibility for adjustments to the process environment beyond the

project’s lifecycle, but such responsibility is not solely that of a project

manager. Furthermore, the project demonstrated the appropriateness of the

icebricks modeling method for the manufacturing domain, although it was

originally designed for the retail industry.

1 Introduction

The founder of a medium-sized family-owned manufacturing company retired, and his

children took over the company’s management. The takeover process uncovered

certain deficiencies in the company’s organization that had to be addressed as quickly

as possible in order to maintain the company’s leading position in the market. The

company’s original specialization was in assembling trucks’ rear doors with rubber

seals, but the production portfolio grew to include a wide range of products and services

in the area of computer numeric control (CNC) production, machining, assembly, and

coating. Currently, the company has about 200 employees and a 20,000-m2 site in

northwest Germany. The company acts primarily on the B2B market; it has about

23,000 customers and more than 90,000 production orders per year.

The dynamic market environment and increasing competition required the

company to optimize its production processes in terms of time and costs and to

prove compliance with modern quality standards. The new management wanted to

improve the company’s production processes and safety record. Moreover, since

the company was highly dependent on its existing customer base, which at the time

of the ownership transfer consisted of several large automotive producers, manage-

ment wanted to empower the development of new products and services in order to

enter new markets and become more independent and diversified.

Overwhelmed with these far-reaching change initiatives, the new owners needed

support in structuring and organizing the modernization activities. Identification

and documentation of the organization’s existing business processes was seen as the
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most appropriate approach to managing the complexity of these activities. Invited

consultants spent 6 months documenting the internal as-is processes, discussing

them with the management and representatives of functional departments, deriving

optimized to-be processes, and putting them to use by introducing a new ERP

system, conducting ISO 9001 certification of the production processes, and laying

the basis for the introduction of continuous management of process knowledge in

the company. This paper focuses on the process-modelling phase of the project and

highlights the rationales for the modeling technique that was applied.

The case is structured as follows. Section 2 provides details about the situation the

company faced before the process modeling began. Section 3 discusses the chosen

approach for the process-modeling project and the actions taken to address the

company’s problems. Section 4 presents the results of all three of the project’s phases.

We conclude with a discussion of the lessons learned from the case study.

2 Situation Faced

Lack of Process Documentation

Since its foundation in 1981, the company has been a family-owned organization

with an autocratic management style. It was an effective organizational form at the

early days of the firm, but with the growth of the organization, the effectiveness and

efficiency of this management style decreased. The founder’s management style and

the concentration of decision-making power at top made the growth and further

development of the organization problematic. According to the company’s new

CEO, “What was functioning well 30 years ago no longer satisfies the needs of an

organization with 200 employees.” The single decision point—the founder—slowed

the management process, and in some cases, the founder changed decisions that had

been made proactively at lower management levels. This situation demotivated the

employees and produced a negative image of the company among them.

The autocratic management style also hindered the creation of a knowledge-sharing

culture in the organization. Since the tacit knowledge of single process managers

was seldom exchanged, there was no comprehensive overview of the existing

processes in the organization. Even the CEO lost the “big picture” once the

organization increased in size. Tacit knowledge was also prevalent at the lower

organizational levels. Therefore, it was apparent that the missing process documen-

tation was a major shortcoming and a barrier to effective knowledge management.

When the new generation took control, they understood that everyone in a manage-

ment position had to know the core company functions and to have at least a general

understanding of the processes in the organization’s various departments. This idea

led to the decision to start a process-modeling project for the documentation of as-is

processes. The main requirements for the documented processes were comprehensi-

bility and completeness. Since the managers were not specialists in conceptual

modeling, the modeling notation used for the project had to be as simple as possible,
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but it also had to allow for the depiction of a variety of elements in the organization.

The company wanted each documented process to capture the process owners, to

offer textual process descriptions, and to be accompanied by known weaknesses and

potential for improvement. Besides representing the chronological order of activities,

the process descriptions had to incorporate the IT systems’ and organizational

support’s perspectives (Berente et al. 2009).

Outdated Information System Support

Outdated information system support added to the necessity for internal business

process documentation (Berente et al. 2009). The existing ERP software had been

introduced in the company in the year 2000 and suffered from a wide range of

functional and usability problems. The company admitted that the ERP system

lacked certain functionalities, such as efficient material requirements planning and

reporting modules, which led to inefficient and ineffective decision-making and

management. Because of the absence of an integrated reporting module, the

company had to purchase ad-hoc reports from an external data analytics company,

which was costly and time-consuming. For example, a single query cost about

500€ and 2–4 weeks of processing time. Moreover, since the most communication

with the company’s large customers was performed through the ERP system

interface, the system had to function flawlessly, which was not the case with the

existing ERP software. The company’s employees often complained about the

incorrect price listings or erroneous calculations performed by the CRM module.

The new owners wanted to replace the outdated software, but before starting the

process of selecting and implementing a new ERP system, they had to know which

processes had to be automated and to what extent. Moreover, it was sensible to

perform at least some process improvement before the introduction of new ERP

software, since automation of inefficient or superficial processes brings no benefits

to the organization (Becker 1997).

Outdated Quality Assurance

Finally, the market and, in particular, the company’s most important customer had

demanded that the organization continuously demonstrate its compliance with the

latest standards of production processes in terms of quality and safety at the

workplace. Most of the company’s competitors have undergone this certification,

and while the company had once done so as well, the certificate was outdated and

had be renewed as soon as possible. One of the most important certification

standards was the ISO 9001, which demands well-documented production and

quality-assurance processes.

Table 1 summarizes the problems faced by the company and their respective project

goals.
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3 Action Taken

The BPM project described in this case was carried out according to the procedures

proposed in the frameworks of Becker et al. (2011) and Dumas et al. (2013). According

to Becker et al. (2011), the first step in any BPMproject should be the preparation of the

modeling endeavor, which includes defining the overall modeling goal and selecting a

modeling method with specific rules for syntax and semantics, along with a modeling

software tool that supports the selected modeling method.

Preparation for Process Modeling

The BPM project described in the current case had three major goals: (a) creation of

clean and resilient business process documentation that the company’s manage-

ment and employees could understand and use, (b) implementation of the new SAP

Business One ERP system with follow-up end-user training, and (c) recertification

of the company’s production processes according to the ISO 9001 quality standard.

The first goal is covered by the process identification and discovery steps of Dumas

et al. (2013) framework. The latter two goals are highly dependent on the business

process documentation created and can be seen as parts of the process analysis,

redesign, and implementation steps of the same framework.

In preparing for process modeling, the choice of a suitable process-modeling

method depends on factors like the BPM project’s goal, the structure of the

modeling team, and the model users’ level of BPM knowledge. The current case

required a process-modeling language that was easy to use and understand, but the

company did not want to use textual descriptions in Microsoft Word or generic

drawing tools like Microsoft Visio since these tools do not have the features that are

necessary for BPM projects, such as management of the collection of process

models, model analysis, or model creation by a distributed modeling team.

In the end, the icebricks modeling method and tool were chosen for the simple

syntax and structure of its modeling language, predefined layers of abstraction, a

semantic standardization approach using domain-specific glossary, and the use of

attributes for storing related process information, particularly attributes of a hierar-

chical nature (Fig. 1). icebricks’ corresponding web-based modeling tool has a

central process repository, provides the user with a convenient way to create a

Table 1 Problems faced and resulting project goals

Problem faced Resulting project goal

Lack of process documentation with regard to

knowledge management

Comprehensive documentation of as-is and

to-be company processes

Ineffective decision-making and management

because of outdated information systems

support

Replacement of outdated ERP system

Outdated quality assurance because of missing

recertification

ISO 9001 recertification through production

and quality-assurance process documentation
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Fig. 1 Characteristics of the icebricks modeling method
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standardized domain glossary, and allows model creation at different levels of

abstraction by a distributed team of process modelers (Becker et al. 2013b).

Framework Construction

The new management required a comprehensive overview of all the processes in

their company, but before starting the process identification cycle with detailed

process analysis and redesign, it was necessary to reach agreement regarding the

company’s main processes and present them in the form of a process framework.

For this purpose, external consultants who had been invited to conduct the

modeling and analysis part of the project organized and moderated two half-day

workshops with the new owners and the relevant management representatives of the

company departments. The revealed processes were organized graphically in a

logical order, forming a company-specific process framework. The definition and

acceptance of the process framework has significant influence on the overall

modeling project’s chances of success, as it provides structure and orientation for

the modeling team and helps the model users to navigate efficiently through the

process landscape (Meise 2001; Becker et al. 2011). In order to ease the process of

defining the final form of the framework, the external consultants moderated the

workshops, highlighted the important aspects of the framework, and provided

examples of best-practice frameworks for the company’s domain, such as the

Y-CIM model (Scheer 1997). The company’s strategic direction must also be

taken into account when defining the process framework, so all of the high-level

processes that had been identified were classified into management, support, and

core processes (Porter and Millar 1985).

The icebricks modeling tool was easily applied to the creation of the frame-

work. Its modeling language is based on the principle of abstraction, which is an

inherent characteristic of every model-creation process (Stachowiak 1973).

icebricks uses four layers of abstraction, which guide the modeler in creating a

model. The first layer, the process framework, provides a high-level overview of

the organization as a whole in the form of a process landscape. Under the process

framework is the second layer, which consists of main processes, and here the

various functional areas to be covered in a modeling effort are specified. The

third layer consists of detailed processes, which specify the main processes on a

more detailed level. In the fourth layer, the detailed processes are broken into

process bricks, the most atomic process elements. These four layers, the result of

long consultancy experience in the area of BPM and process-modeling projects,

are depicted in Fig. 1.

After the external consultants reconciled the workshops results, the management

agreed on the framework with 17 main processes, as depicted in Fig. 2.

As-Is Modeling

The next step of the BPM project, in compliance with Becker et al. (2011) and

Dumas et al. (2013), was to record the detailed as-is process information regarding

each of the 17 main processes. To accomplish this phase within 4 weeks, the

consultants conducted semi-structured interviews with knowledgeable
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representatives of each department. The as-is processes had to be optimized with

respect to efficiency and strategic fit before they could be used as templates for the

ERP implementation. Therefore, possible improvements were identified by

investigating the recorded process information and including the domain knowl-

edge and practical experience of the employees, who were encouraged to discuss

Fig. 2 Process framework

(anonymized and trimmed

screenshot)
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weaknesses in and possible improvements for the processes during the interviews.

Finally, the interview information was transferred from the consultants’ notes into a

form that was easily accessible by the modeling team in order to allow for

continuous process improvement during the project and by the company afterward.

The modeling team consisted of eight invited BPM consultants, each of whom

was responsible for the creation of a particular functional department’s process

models. Comparability of each modeler’s modeling results was ensure so single

models could be merged into a uniform process landscape at the end of the

distributed modeling phase (Mendling et al. 2010b; Schütte and Rotthowe 1998).

In order to achieve such comparability, the element labels were standardized to a

certain extent (Mendling et al. 2010a). The icebricks semantic standardization

approach builds on the guidelines for labeling process elements from Rosemann

(1996), Kugeler (2000), and Delfmann et al. (2009). Simple verb-object phrase

structures are the most comprehensible (Mendling et al. 2010a), so every process

element in icebricks is labeled in the form “<verb, imperative>” (<noun,

singular> OR <noun, plural>)—for example, “pay invoice.” Semantic compara-

bility of icebricks process models is ensured through the use of a domain glossary,
which consists of business objects (nouns) and procedures (verbs) that can be

carried out on these business objects (Becker and Kahn 2011).

In the current project, the domain-specific glossary had to be created before the

modeling activities began. The Retail-H reference model was used as a basis for the

glossary (Becker et al. 2013b; Becker 1997), but the glossary was constantly

expanded and adapted to the manufacturing sector during the creation of the as-is

process models, so in the end it consisted of 305 business objects, 218 procedures,

and 659<business object, procedure> combinations. The modelers were restricted

to using only these combinations of business objects and procedures in labeling the

process elements. The use of these phrase structure conventions and the domain

glossary allowed the creation of unambiguous and semantically standardized as-is

process models that were comparable and could be directly used for (semi-)

automatic analysis.

One of the most important requirements to the as-is process models was their

simplicity so they could be understood easily. An excessively large set of modeling

elements in a modeling language often leads to their erroneous use and to process

models that their intended audiences cannot comprehend (Chen and Scheer 1994;

Dehnert and Rittgen 2001; Kindler 2006; Langner et al. 1998; Leymann and

Altenhuber 1994; Nüttgens and Rump 2002; van der Aalst 1999; van der Aalst

and ter Hofstede 2005; Wynn et al. 2005). Unlike general-purpose modeling

languages like the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and the Event-

driven Process Chain (EPC), the icebricks method uses just two modeling elements:

activities and a control flow. Since these elements are used in all other modeling

notations, the icebricks method uses a subset of existing and empirically approved

language elements, rather than introducing new ones. The control flow in the

icebricks method refrains from complex branching mechanisms and connectors,

allowing only for simple, single-level branching with an arbitrary number of

successor elements.
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Use of this simple element set resulted in clear and understandable process

models on both the main processes and the detailed processes. The largest main

process contained 11 detailed process elements, and only two main processes

included branching logic. The longest detailed process consisted of 13 process

bricks. Because of their more specific nature, almost all of the detailed processes

were created using branches to depict either parallel or alternative execution logic.

To increase the process models’ simplicity and comprehensibility and reduce

unnecessary branching, the concept of process variants, introduced in the icebricks
method, was used in the creation of as-is process models. It is often observed in

practice that the result of a process can be achieved in multiple ways (Becker et al.

2013a; Hallerbach et al. 2008), and the processes in the current project were no

exception. Without using the variants, all of the alternatives to achieving a

process’s desired result must be represented in the same graphical model, which

often leads to additional process elements to cover every circumstance and, in the

end, to complex process models (Hallerbach et al. 2008, 2009). In the current

project, nine additional non-standard main process variants and ten additional

non-standard detailed process variants were created. The variants overlapped as

little as possible. The rule of thumb regarding when to create a new variant is to do

so whenever the input and output of a process match but at least one process step

differs fundamentally from the steps in the standard execution. This rule of thumb

was applied in the current project.

Process models can contain a great deal of information. Especially when the goal

of the project is implementation of an ERP system, the detailed processes must be

defined precisely in order to be translated correctly into the system workflow logic.

In general-purpose process modeling notations, this information is included directly

in the graphic process models by using additional model elements like data objects,

aspects of the organization, or textual annotations. However, doing so increases the

model’s size and makes it more difficult to read and interpret, which contradicts

with the principle of simplicity. Therefore, icebricks introduces attributes to store

additional process information. The icebricks method provides a variety of attribute

types, including simple textual attributes, numerical attributes for enhanced

analyses, and more complex attributes like HTML pages, color annotations, and

combination attributes, which allow attributes to be stored in various predefined

combinations (Holler 2015). In the current project, such attributes as textual

description, average execution time, number of executions per day, external refer-

ence, and attachments with relevant documentation were used in creating the

process models. icebricks also provides the possibility of annotating a process’s

elements with hierarchical structures. The current project used this feature to

annotate particular process steps with information about organizational

responsibilities (elements of the company’s organizational structure) and IT system

support (elements of the company’s IT architecture diagram).

Figure 1 summarizes and gives examples of the main aspects of the icebricks

process modeling method.
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Process Analysis and Improvement

After the creation of the as-is process models, the information about weaknesses

and improvement potentials that was extracted from the semi-structured interviews

and information from the literature and experiences of the involved consultants

were used to develop improved to-be process models. The focus of these to-be

models was on all three of the projects’ goals: preparation for implementation of the

new SAP Business One ERP system, ISO 9001 recertification, and rigorous docu-

mentation of the complete process landscape. The results achieved with the process

documentation are presented in the next section.

4 Results Achieved

The company achieved all three of the project’s goals: documentation of the

process landscape, implementation of the SAP Business One ERP system, and

recertification of the company according to the ISO 9001 quality standard.

Process Documentation

The outcomes of the first phase of the project, which is the focus of this case, fully

satisfied the company’s and the consultants’ expectations. After the consultants

formally handed over the process descriptions to the company, the new manage-

ment had a complete and optimized process documentation at their fingertips.

Figure 2 depicts the final process framework, which provided the company with

structure and orientation in its process landscape. The printed version of the

processes’ documentation, in which all of the depicted processes and their attributes

are described, has 238 pages. The process landscape consists of 17 main processes

and 135 detailed processes, for a total of 372 process building blocks, not including

the elements of the nine non-standard variants on the main process level and the

11 non-standard variants on the detailed process level. Besides these processes on

icebricks’ four layers of abstraction, IT infrastructure and organizational charts

complemented the process landscape with the help of icebricks’ attribution

functionality.

From this point on, the manufacturing company’s IT department could use the

web-based modeling environment for continuous process improvement. The sim-

plicity of the icebricks method facilitated employees’ participation in the investi-

gation of the process models, identification of potential improvements, and

maintenance of the defined attributes for the process steps. Therefore, the outcome

was simple, with mostly linear process models, but expressive enough and full of

annotated attributes as a basis for the next two phases of the project: ISO certifica-

tion and ERP implementation.

Always current process documentation improved new employees’ on-the-job

training. During periods of high workload the company hires additional workers,

who need a quick overview of the processes that are relevant to their tasks.

Depending on the terms of employment, new employees receive either a printed

version of the relevant processes, including the annotated attributions, or a user
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account with read-only access to the web-based tool so they have continuous

access to the models. The line managers, who are also process owners, are

provided with user accounts with “read and write” access so they can suggest

and directly implement changes to the models of the processes for which they are

responsibility.

ERP Replacement

The SAP consultants in the EPR-implementation phase of the project relied on

the harmonized to-be processes that were directly accessible in the web-based

environment to align the ERP system to the desired behavior. This affordance

reduced the communication effort with respect to workshops and interviews

between the SAP consultants and the company’s employees. Hence, the SAP

consultants were able to present a system prototype with the expected system

behavior in less time than they anticipated, based on their project experience with

less-documented companies. This accomplishment was a main driver in

introducing the SAP Business One solution within budget and with satisfactory

quality in only 1 year. In particular, the company’s management appreciated the

increased functional range provided by the new system in perfect alignment to the

processes. Because the new ERP system was capable of supporting the functional

areas and the defined processes directed the system behavior, it was possible to

incorporate end-to-end processes. Furthermore, issues regarding non-working

material resource planning in combination with new orders because of missing

inclusion of bill-of-material logic are now resolved. Another issue that hindered

efficient production was the expensive (and all but impossible) adjustments that

were needed for the old ERP software. With the new SAP system, the company

can adjust the system’s behavior more easily through simple customization. The

same applies to information demands through ad hoc reports. With the SAP

system there is no need for external suppliers to perform ad hoc reports since

the SAP system’s integrated query functionality allows the IT department to

satisfy the departments’ information demands, saving time and reducing costs.

Finally, end-users’ training materials can be built based on the documented

processes, aligned with the ERP system functionality.

ISO 9001 Re-certification

The ISO certification had some challenges in terms of the necessary adjustments of

the mostly optimized production processes. After overcoming these challenges, the

improved and documented to-be processes fully satisfied the requirements of the

ISO 9001 quality standard, with some minor remarks for further improvements in

on-the-job safety. The ability to view and export the process documentation easily

using the icebricks modeling tool eased the certification process. The certifier was

given read-only access to the process models in the icebricks web-based modeling

tool. Moreover, with the icebricks tool, the certifier could access the most recent

documentation within minutes using the integrated Microsoft Word export

functionality.
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Continuous Process Management

After the project’s successful conclusion, a work group made of representatives of

the company’s middle managers was established to discuss the company’s pro-

cesses regularly and to identify the additional improvements and adjustments

necessary for the company to keep pace with its dynamic market. This form of

continuous process management is probably the most valuable result of the overall

modeling endeavor, and it fits well with the process monitoring and controlling

phase of Dumas et al. (2013) BPM lifecycle model.

5 Lessons Learned

The BPM project at hand produced several lessons. From a general, methodological

point of view, the selection of a web-based, lightweight modeling tool and a method

with a high degree of pre-structuring helped to save time and budget. In particular,

it made discussions about the level of model abstraction, naming conventions, and

model layout obsolete. This time efficiency is likely also to be achieved in larger

companies and in other industries. Nevertheless, certain difficulties arose during

each of the project’s phases, which are discussed in the next paragraphs. Several

lessons can be derived from the ISO certification phase of the project. Since only a

continuously recertified company can compete in the market, the conclusion of one

successful certification project must mark the beginning of the next one. The

certifier’s input must be used as a basis for future process adjustments and the

continuous process-improvement cycle. The potential of a easily comprehensible

and used modeling method like icebricks must be exploited by creating pre- and

post-certification versions of the processes. Thus, the certifier’s suggestions can be

presented transparently in the next certification process, and the company does not

endanger its recertification.

Another lesson learned is the need to take full advantage of the web-based

modeling and presentation environment. The company’s quality-management

employee was not accustomed to working with the digital versions of process

models and so depended heavily on the print-outs. Although a print-out can be

handy in meetings, the advantages of digitally reachable process models in a central

repository must be communicated to non-digital naives. In the dynamic setting of

the three phases of the project, there was a danger that people would be working

with outdated print-outs. In the modeling phase of the project, the models changed

regularly, particularly during the first weeks of modeling, so only the models in the

central repository were sufficiently resilient for discussions and planning. This issue

also applied in the two subsequent phases of the project, although the processes had

reached a mostly stable state by that time and were adjusted only for further

optimization or for alignment with the ERP system implementation.

Regarding the new ERP system, the implementation of any modern system

would have improved the overall situation, but the rigorous selection process was

time well invested. Although the external SAP consultants claimed the full budget

because of some unforeseen adjustments, the selection of the system that fit best
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with respect to functional coverage, interfaces, and customization effort was a main

driver of the project’s staying on time and on budget with the required quality. Two

main areas of improvement from introducing the ERP system were the end-user

training and system testing. Because of missing test data and the line managers’

commitment to providing test cases, the project manager was too involved in

gathering the necessary data and even conducted some of the tests himself.

Hence, the system was not tested to the desired extent, which led to some issues

in the first 2 weeks after the new ERP system was introduced. The second issue

regarding the implementation phase of the project was insufficient end-user train-

ing. Since the training was not mandatory before the introduction and offered only

for interested employees, some of untrained employees had difficulty understand-

ing the new system when they had to. A mandatory training plan during working

hours would have had a clear advantage over training on voluntary basis.

The business process modeling itself had some challenges to overcome regard-

ing the big team of consultants that conducted the interviews and consolidated the

information into the final model. In particular, the icebricks modeling tool had no

versioning functionality, hindering efficient collaborative modeling. Distinct

versions of the models had to be created so information recorded by another

consultant was not endangered. Although the diverse alternative solutions for

version management worked out for the consultants, a specific versioning approach

would have increased clarity and working efficiency. A positive lesson the

predefined set of attributes that had to be filled for each activity in the process

model, which allowed the IT systems and organizational structures that supported

the processes to be compared and managed in a structured and, therefore, easy

reporting style.

The use of the employees’ knowledge about possible improvements was valu-

able input for the optimization of the as-is and construction of the to-be processes.

This value demonstrated that it is not necessary to apply sophisticated and time-

intensive means, such as process simulation or process mining, to perform process

improvement. In general, it is enough to ask the subject matter experts what is the
longest action in this process and where do errors usually occur. The year-long

experience of the department workers and use of appropriate facilitation techniques

in to-be process construction workshops often bring results similar to those of

complex analysis techniques but with fewer resources invested.

Overall, the advantages of the web-based process model documentation must be

actively introduced in the company and understood by all employees. Only then can

possibilities like end-user training support and preparation for certification prepa-

ration be exploited to their full extent.
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Why Are Process Variants Important
in Process Monitoring? The Case
of Zalando SE

Matthias Schrepfer, Matthias Kunze, Gunnar Obst,
and Juliane Siegeris

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Business process models serve various purposes. As precise

documentations of an implemented business processes, they provide inputs

with which to configure process monitoring systems, enabling the specification

of monitoring points and metrics. However, complex business processes have

a quantity of variants that can impede the activation of process monitoring. To

mitigate this issue, we seek to reduce the number of process variants by

performing behavioral analyses.

(b) Action taken: Variants of a business process originate from points in the

process model where the control flow might diverge, such as at decision

gateways and racing events. We systematically identify the underlying seman-

tics to choose from a set of alternative paths and characterize the resulting

variants. This effort offers the opportunity to reduce the variability in business

processes that is due to modeling errors, inconsistent labeling, and duplicate or

redundant configurations of these points.

(c) Results achieved: For a sub-process of an order-to-cash process from the

e-commerce industry, we discovered 59,244 variants, of which only

360 variants lead to a successful continuation of the process. The remaining

variants cover exception handling and customer interaction. While these

variants do not lead to a successful outcome and might not qualify for the

“happy path” of this process, they are crucial in terms of customer satisfaction

and must be monitored and controlled. Using a set of methods (actions taken),
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we reduced the number of variants to 11,000. These actions reduced overhead

in the process and normalized decision labels, thereby significantly increasing

the process model’s quality.

(d) Lessons learned: We elaborate on the impact of variants on the configuration

of a process monitoring system, and show how the number of model variants

can be significantly reduced. Our analysis shows that the semantic quality of

the process model increases as a result. This reduction effort involves a

structured approach that considers all variants of a business process, rather

than focusing only on the most frequent or most important cases.

1 Introduction

Business process management is an established discipline that is widely used in

industry. Many companies focus on established methods to design, analyze, con-

trol, and optimize their business processes and to ensure high levels of cus-

tomer satisfaction and close alignment with IT systems (cf. Hammer 2010).

Rapidly growing multinational companies in the e-commerce sector in particular

must overcome challenges in business process management in order to scale up

their businesses and reach ambitious business goals, so business processes in this

sector are largely automated. Setting up consistent and scalable process monitoring

and process controlling helps firms to detect problems, derive remediating actions

and to address these problems quickly.

1.1 Business Process Management at Zalando

Business process management found its entrance into Zalando in 2012, when the

company set out to document its core processes in a structured way. Because of the

company’s rapid growth, we decided to develop and tailor to our needs our own

ERP system, Zalando E-Commerce Operating System (ZEOS). For the require-

ments specification of this system and to ensure proper alignment between the

business and IT, all departments involved contributed to the precise documentation

of the relevant business processes using BPMN. Over time, increasing numbers of

processes in Zalando’s value chain were documented and integrated into the com-

pany’s process landscape.

One year later, we began to use the documented business processes for oper-

ational tasks. We experimented with a self-developed process engine to automate

our core order processes, which led eventually to the integration of an open source

BPM engine and the first fully automated business process’s going live early in

2014. Since then, we have continuously increased the automation of our processes.

We also found significant value in detecting anomalies in the execution of our

processes, including non-automated and hard-coded behavior. We devised an

approach that enables business processes to be monitored using real-time event
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data that are provided from all IT systems involved. Using a highly scalable archi-

tecture, we can monitor hundreds of thousands of orders per day and provide early

warnings and near real-time detection of anomalies for our end-to-end core pro-

cesses. The data created remains available for ex-post analysis and as a basis for

continuous improvement.

BPM has become one of the driving forces and key factors of success in

Zalando’s endeavor to become a widely used platform that connects people with

fashion beyond its core business.

1.2 The Role of Process Monitoring

Enabling process monitoring requires that process models contain all of the busi-

ness logic required by underlying business scenarios and that they consider pro-

cesses across the IT landscape and organizational boundaries. Doing so typically

results in a large number of detailed and complex process models that capture all

possible cases. While the creation of models of high syntactic and semantic quality

is challenging in practice, it is required for process monitoring and it bridges the gap

between business and IT, so it builds the basis for process execution, compliance

checking, and continuous improvement.

Effective process monitoring ensures that business goals are met by conti-

nuously checking the state of and performance of business processes (Dumas et al.

2013). This monitoring includes detecting process problems and raising warnings

and alarms when there are problems or deviations. While this monitoring may

sound straightforward given detailed process models, it is subject to several con-

straints in practice. What makes process monitoring so complicated?

To detect and resolve problems with a business process rapidly, all process

instances must be monitored. In the e-commerce setting of a large organization,

where core processes are highly automated and executed many times, the number of

process instances quickly rises beyond 100,000 in 24 h. It is critical that the

productive and efficient operation of every one of this instances persists in a highly

competitive environment, which is already a technical challenge in terms of the

scalability of the monitoring system.

Furthermore, the more complex the process, the more complex the process

monitoring because all process variants must be treated separately. Here, the term

process variant refers to all possible paths in a process model that must be monitored

(Dumas et al. 2013). Different process paths are triggered by parameters like the

shipping or payment method chosen. Each parameter yields an individual process

flow in such a way that individual values, such as those for payment methods like

credit card and invoice, are handled properly. Business and IT users must know

whether all of these flows are executed properly in order to ensure conformance with

the process. However, each variant that is monitored should be treated separately,

which results in the need for an enormous effort to set up the monitoring system.

The lower the number of process variants in a process, the easier its activation. In

this chapter, we present approaches to analyzing the parameters that trigger process

variants in an effort to reduce the number of process variants. By analyzing process
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variants, we also show opportunities to increase the quality of process models from

a semantic point of view. Our goal is to reduce the effort in and increase the

efficiency of activating process monitoring.

2 Situation Faced

We illustrate our approach using part of an order-to-cash process, a real-world

example depicted in Fig. 1. The part of the process we investigate starts with the

placement of a customer order and ends with the decision concerning to which

warehouse the shipment of the ordered goods is assigned. The business process,

Fig. 1 Order-to-cash main process and subprocesses: The process model shows only the branching

structure for our order-to-cash process, as we removed activities and labels. We annotated control

flow edges with the number of variants that can pass through these points in the process model
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modeled using BPMN, consists of one parent process and three subprocesses. The

original models consist of 20–100 elements and contain both basic and advanced

process modeling structures, such as error-handling, process hierarchy, and

attached boundary events. In our case, all process steps are executed sequentially;

that is, the business process contains no concurrency.

In Sect. 3.2, we discuss in greater detail how the number of process variants—

59,244—were computed. Subprocess B (Fig. 1) can be initiated by 736 variants,

and the subprocess itself creates 80 variants as continuations of each of the

incoming variants. Hence, the number of variants multiplies when subprocesses

are included, leading to 58,880 variants after the subprocess is completed.

Along the process, we established several measurement points for which our

monitoring system records the time and process data. Our monitoring solution

allows us to compute the time period between two measuring points continuously

to compare these metrics with threshold values, and to visualize the current and

historic performance of a business processes. If the threshold value for a given

metric is exceeded for a certain number of instances, the system notifies affected

personnel.

As we show in the remainder of this chapter, the number of variants is an

upper bound that can be significantly reduced.

3 Action Taken

The methods presented in this chapter refer to the discovery of process variants in

business process models. The literature advocates two approaches: The multi-

model approach uses a number of related process models to capture variants,

typically as a result of manipulating one central reference model (Li et al. 2011;

Sakr et al. 2011), while the single-model approach consolidates all possible variants

into one process model that offers different configurations for a particular variant

(Hallerbach et al. 2010; Rosemann and van der Aalst 2007). In the second approach,

some gateways are marked as configuration points, where different variants follow

different branches. Still, in both cases, a process variant is a complete business

process model that includes control-flow branching structures.

In this chapter, variants are understood as distinct sequences of activities and

events, similar to the notion of traces in process mining (cf. Dumas et al. 2013;

van der Aalst 2011). Process mining analyzes the logs of business process

executions and strives to define process models by reverse-engineering ordering

relationships between activities and detecting where a path in a process might

diverge. In contrast to process mining, our approach does not use process logs as

the basis on which to generate a process model but starts with the model itself to

reveal all possible variants. The number of variants is related to the cyclomatic

number of programs (McCabe 1976; Myers 1977). However, in our case, iter-

ations of the same process model fragment are also considered individual

variants.
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Based on the variants discovered, this work seeks to improve the quality of a

process model by reducing the number of variants and increasing the consistency

within it. Model quality has been the focus of a wide range of research, as an over-

view of the factors that affect process models’ quality shows (Mendling et al. 2009).

Our primary focus is on the process models’ semantic and pragmatic quality

(Reijers et al. 2010).

One particular issue that has not been addressed in the literature is the consis-

tency of the configuration of points in business process models, where process

execution diverges. We refer to these points as trigger parameters for variants of a
process model. For instance, if two distinct exclusive-choice gateways model the

same decision, they should be labeled identically. The following sections present

our approach to discovering, characterizing, and reducing process variants and to

normalizing choices within a process model.

Other proposals related to increasing the quality of process models include

Mendling’s Seven Process Modeling Guidelines (Mendling et al. 2010), which

introduces rules based on empirical research to keep process models simple,

consistent, and easily comprehensible. While these guidelines can improve a

single model and reduce its cognitive complexity, refactoring of process models

(Weber and Reichert 2008) strives to increase the consistency among several

models in a collection, such as through consistent labeling of activities across all

models. Weber and Reichert (2008) use of the term variants uses a different

meaning than we use here.

Many of these approaches to increasing process models’ quality had already

been applied when our business processes were modeled, such as the labeling of

objects and the extraction and linking of common subprocesses. Figure 1 illustrates

the linking of processes, subprocess C is linked to processes A and B. However,

these approaches do not change the semantics of a business process model but their

organization, so they have no impact on a process model’s number of variants.

3.1 Variants in Business Processes

In contrast to the related work discussed in the previous section, where process

variants refer to different versions of a complete business process model, we define

a process variant as a class of process instances:

A process variant is a complete and unique sequence of activities, events, and decisions

carried out in compliance with a business process model. Every process instance of this

model belongs to exactly one process variant.

Zalando’s order-to-cash process is executed among a number of independent and

distributed software systems, each of which adds fragments and execution alter-

natives to the process. Our definition of a business process variant embraces this

aspect of distributed IT environments and captures one variant of the overall
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process as a particular ordering scenario. Variants must be complete with regard to

the start and end of the process.

3.2 Identification of Process Variants

Having defined the term process variant, we ask how variants can be identified.

Business process mining offers a straightforward solution to the identification of

unique variants—examining a process log—but in our scenario, such a log is not

available, as our goal is to set up a monitoring solution prior to the rollout of a

business process. Even so, it is possible to derive process variants from a process

model if it is normative and sufficiently detailed, that is, if it is on an executable

level. Essentially, all model constructs that yield alternative outcomes lead to a set

of process variants such that each alternative adds another process variant. In the

case of BPMN, such constructs can include exclusive gateways and interrupting

boundary events.

Our approach to computing the number of variants in a process model is based

on Sadiq and Orlowska (2000), who present an approach to identifying behavioral

anomalies in sequential process models by iteratively eliminating paths in the

model that are correct. For instance, a set of n alternative paths that are split and

joined in a well-structured fashion are reduced to a single path. If the remaining

model only contains single paths, then the original model was correct. Models that

show deadlocks or lack of synchronization cannot be reduced completely.

In our case, the process models underwent a verification process a priori, so they

are considered to be correct, but we reused the iterative reduction technique to

identify variants in process models. For every reduction, we counted the number of

variants that were created by the reduced fragment. Given the aforementioned set

of alternatives, we would infer n variants and then annotate the number of variants

to the outgoing control flow sequence. The number of variants is the input for the

next fragment to be reduced. Subprocess C in Fig. 1, shows two fragments, each

with two alternatives, which results in an overall count of four variants. Similarly,

hierarchical decomposition in process models—that is, the use of subprocesses—

adds significantly to the number of the business process’s variants.

This method for deriving process variants is applicable only with well-

structured, sequential process models (van der Aalst et al. 2002). Furthermore,

the interwoven execution of parallel paths quickly explodes the number of process

variants (Valmari 1998). In our case, the prerequisites of having well-structured

models and sequential execution of activities apply because all parts of the end-to-

end business process are carried out sequentially by different IT systems.

3.3 Characterizing Process Variants

A small number of process variants—perhaps around 500—is not problematic for

process monitoring, as not every activity, event, or decision is tracked by a
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monitoring system. In our example, we computed the number of variants according

to the method described above for the first part of our end-to-end business process,

which resulted in 59,244 process variants, a number that becomes unmanageable if

our monitoring system is configured manually. The high number of variants was not

expected, but it confirmed our initial concerns about process complexity.

As shown in Fig. 1, only 360 variants are successful—that is, only 360 lead to the

order-to-cash process’s continuing to the next subprocess—which is often referred to

as “the happy path.” Comparing this number with the overall number of variants

shows that most variants address deviations from the happy path, and a semantic

analysis shows that almost all other variants cover parts of the process for error-

handling and customer interaction, such as order cancellations triggered by customers.

3.4 Reducing Process Variants

With 59,244 process variants for only part of an end-to-end business process, we

sought to determine why variants are triggered. To this end, one goal was to remove

variants whenever possible to ease process monitoring. Such a large number of

variants may also be a sign of the potential to increase the quality of our process

model. In this section, we report on the approaches to reducing variants that

we identified by studying the process model and related information.

3.4.1 Zero Variants
One of the first reasons that process variants are triggered is paths in the process

model that can never occur, which we call zero variants. Although we reviewed all
of our process models prior to the variant analysis, our review was flawed from a

semantic point of view. An example from subprocess B (Fig. 1, and shown in detail

in Fig. 2) internally handles an error before escalating that error to the parent scope.

The process path identified by the outgoing blank end event of the subprocess is

unreachable because the subprocess always terminates with an error event. An ana-

lysis of this path indicates that it increases the effort required in understanding the

model and may lead to misinterpretations. Hence, all paths with zero variants

must be refactored to increase model quality.

a) b)

Fig. 2 Zero variants. (a) Original model (b) Refactored model
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3.4.2 Duplicate Variants
The semantic analysis of process models—that is, the matching of model elements

like activities, events, and decisions to their counterpart in our business—revealed a

second opportunity to improve the quality of the process model and reduce the

number of variants. Choices from among a set of alternatives in the process models

are frequently not made completely independently; that is, the choice made at one

point may depend on a choice made earlier in the course of executing the process.

Figure 3 illustrates this factor with a fictitious example.

The business process shown in Fig. 3 contains a number of decisions. Two of

them, prepayment required and prepayment processed, refer to the point at which

the payment for an order is carried out. If the customer chose a form of prepayment,

payment will be carried out before the order is shipped, but if the customer did not

choose prepayment, the payment must be obtained after the order is shipped.

Looking only at the model, the process produces six variants, one for each

combination of alternative paths. Taking into account the actual implementation

of these decisions, we discovered that both decisions regarding payment are

based on the customer’s chosen method of payment. From a set of payment methods,

one part qualifies for prepayment, whereas the remaining part does not. Hence,

these two decisions are based on the same semantic context, so there are actually

only four variants in the process model.

We introduce trigger parameters, configuration parameters, and methods to

identify such dependencies and resolve them.

A configuration parameter (CP) is a variation dimension—that is, a set of values that

denote alternatives.

A trigger parameter (TP) denotes a variation point in the process model that uses CPs that

specify how to choose from among alternatives.

TPs characterize variants based on either conditions, such as at an XOR gate-

way, or based on events, such as at attached intermediate boundary message events,

so they correlate process variants with elements of the process model. To identify

duplicates, all TPs are listed separately with unique IDs, the condition of a gateway

or the name of the event, and the process in which it is contained. Then a number of

Fig. 3 Non-normalized decision
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checks are carried out to identify duplicate and redundant TPs, duplicate trigger

configurations, and merging of events.

3.4.3 Duplicate Trigger Parameters
Duplicate labels of TPs are identified and marked, but corresponding points in the

model are not yet refactored, as there is a chance of finding replicas of the TP, and

duplicate labels do not necessarily imply duplicates, as the CPs for these TPs must

also coincide.

Currently, the duplicate detection uses only a simple string comparison, and

language processing is done by a domain expert to identify duplicates. In the future,

natural language processing could assist (cf. Leopold 2013). A second quality check

focuses on labels assigned to TPs—that is, their corresponding conditions and event

names. TPs’ labels should comply with a style that ensures that readers can quickly

comprehend the semantic information. As a labeling style, we focus on a best-

practice approach. See, for instance, Mendling et al. (2010):

for events: object þ past perfect verb

for gateways: a question attached to the gateway; condition expressions must be an answer

to the question stated at the corresponding gateway; both question and answers are brief and

precise.

The result of these checks is stored along with the specification of TPs. Labels

that violate these standards are marked for refactoring. However, refactoring

labels is still postponed because of the need for additional checks. Moreover,

not all labels may be refactored, as some are used in a close business-IT align-

ment. Thus, some labels, particularly event names, are also used in the imple-

mentation of IT systems and are used for monitoring. Hence, best practices

may be neglected to keep models and implementations in sync.

3.4.4 Redundant Trigger Parameters
The next check focusses on TPs that can be eliminated, which will decrease the

number of variants. The check determines whether a process model can be

refactored in such a way that the TP is eliminated without changing the process

semantics, as otherwise the process logic would change. This task is performed by

process experts and domain experts to ensure consistency. A reduction in the

number of TPs improves the model’s comprehensibility and increases its quality.

Figure 4, which shows an excerpt of our example process, illustrates the check

for redundant TPs, with one fragment showing a split XOR-gateway that

corresponds to a TP. Assuming that only a single variant is provided as input,

there will be two variants—one that includes the timer event and one that does not.

The question addressed at the split gateway and the condition at the intermediate

timer event are similar, so from a semantic point of view, the condition is checked

twice: If the time has not progressed far enough, the process will wait for it using a

timer event. An equivalent logic is also shown in Fig. 4, where only the
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intermediate timer event is used. The TP is avoided, reducing the complexity of the

model and eliminating another variant.

3.4.5 Duplicate Trigger Configurations
Identification and documentation of duplicate and redundant TPs are the first steps

toward understanding why variants occur. Information on TPs already supports the

analysis of variants, and actions can be derived from the analysis results that can

lead to removal of TPs and, consequently, decrease the number of process variants

and increase the model’s quality.

The next step toward reducing process variants is analysis of CPs, which are

used to split up a business context, such as payment methods in the order-handling

process. CPs are bound to TPs by assigning information about the business context.

A TP that is linked to a specific process model element determines the process’

behavior based on the information from a CP.

In the example shown in Fig. 3, the decision concerning which path is chosen is

based on the customer’s choice of a payment method for two out of three gateways.

However, the information in the process model alone is not sufficient to determine

whether these decisions are made under identical conditions. In practice “yes” and

“no” do not determine which path to choose; instead, the actual selection of the

payment method is required. In the future, it could payment methods that require

both a prepayment before and a final payment after the shipment could be possible,

but here CPs come into play, as they bind the actual conditions of TPs to values

from a business context. For each CP, we store a unique ID, its name, and all of its

unique values.

We distinguish among three types of CPs, which indicate how the value of the

parameters is determined.

design-time CP: The parameter is static; for example it is used to configure an IT system.

a priori run-time CP: The parameter is determined at the creation of a process instance

and does not change; for example, it is based on the received order that triggered a process

instance.

live run-time CP: The parameter is determined during the run of the process instance; for

example, it is the outcome of a human task or a value that is computed by an IT system.

a) b)

Fig. 4 Redundant trigger parameters. (a) Original model (b) Refactored model
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These types of CPs are closely related to process variants. (See Sect. 3, where one

variant is comprised of a complex model, including decisions.) Here, the design-time
CP and a priori run-time CP can be used to exclude certain variants (in our definition)

from the process model when a process is instantiated. Design-time CPs are compa-

rable to configuration points in complex variant definitions.

In our example, the CP “payment method” consists of the values credit card,

Paypal, invoice, and cash-on-delivery; the first two options are prepayment options,

and the last two are payments after shipping. The type of CP is a priori run-time
because it is based on the customer’s choice of a payment method recorded in the

incoming order. The CP is used for the TP of two gateways in the process model of

Fig. 3.

The binding of a CP’s values to the conditions of the outgoing paths of the

gateway bridges the gap between domain knowledge, that is, the actual process

execution and TPs in process models. Using this connection, we can identify TPs

that use the same CPs. In combination with the search for duplicate TPs, we can

normalize the process model by making decisions that are identical or similar con-

sistent in their labelling.

First, we verify that all duplicate TPs are actually duplicates, that is, that they use

the same CP values for the decision. If this is not the case, the labels in our model

are ambiguous, which should be resolved by renaming one or both of the TPs in the

model. Duplicate TPs with identical CP values are recorded as actual duplicates on

the list of variants and are later refactored manually.

Second, we analyze TPs that have the same CP values. If a number of choices

with semantically identical TPs and CPs occur in one process instance—that is, if

they lie on a common path in a process model without concurrency—then a

decision for one choice determines the decision in other choices, which reduces

the number of variants.

3.4.6 Merging of Events
During our analysis of the process model, we found another opportunity to reduce

the number of process variants. In some cases, variants were triggered by two or

more message-receive events that indicated the same business trigger but differed

in the data payload. Such variants can be treated as a single instance as long as some

constraints are met:

All events must have the same scope; for example, boundary events are attached to the

same scope.

The control flow of all events must be merged directly succeeding the message events.

These constraints ensure that different events, such as different messages, do not

have different effects on the state of the business process. The decision concerning

whether events can be merged must be made by domain experts, who must agree in

terms of whether some events cannot be distinguished later on in the monitoring

system. If they do not agree, the monitoring system must be configured in such a

way that all events are monitored.
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4 Results Achieved

We have presented several approaches to decreasing the number of process

variants. We computed the number of variants for the first part of our end-to-end

business process as 59,244, an unmanageable number if the monitoring system is

configured manually.

As Fig. 1 shows, only 360 variants are successful—that is, only 360 lead to the

continuation of the order-to-cash process. Comparing this number with the overall

number of variants demonstrates that most variants address deviations from this

“happy path.” A semantic analysis shows that almost all other variants cover parts

of the process for error-handling and customer interactions, such as order

cancellations triggered by customers.

With the help of these approaches, we reduced the number of variants to 11,000.

Because of the process hierarchy, the number of variants on the happy path dropped

from 360 down to 120, significantly easing monitoring. This immense reduction

was triggered by optimizing only two local areas, and the changes applied to the

process model also reduced overhead, normalized decision labels, and increased the

quality of our process model significantly.

4.1 Handling Zero Variants

Refactoring took place in the handling of “zero variants” and was performed

without changing the process semantics from a business point of view. For instance,

the quality of the process model in Fig. 2b increased without changing the number

of variants. However, such may not be the case for process models that stem from

other scenarios. We tested the approach presented here, and for several models the

number of variants did change, even increasing in some situations, such as when the

model contained boundary events. Hence, the number of variants must be computed

again after model refactoring.

4.2 Handling Duplicate Trigger Parameters

Twenty-three duplicate TPs were detected in the first part of the order-to-cash

process. An evaluation of these TPs for best-practice standards revealed that only

four complied with best-practice naming standards, a very low success rate (~17%).

Another 5 of the remaining 19 TPs could not be renamed because of their reuse in

IT systems (~22%). The last 14 TPs (~61%) were adjusted according to best-

practice naming standards.

4.3 Redundant Trigger Parameters

Although process models are checked for quality, TPs may be modeled in a redun-

dant way, so our approach detects these triggers and applies remediation. The
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number of variants that are due to TPs can multiply throughout the process, such as

when there are subprocesses, so saving even one variant locally can reduce the

global number of variants significantly.

In fact, using our approach to eliminating redundant TPs decreased the number

of variants to approximately 36,000, a 39.3% reduction. We had not been aware that

such large reductions could be achieved in practice, but the effect is so large

because the removal of a single TP may affect the complete process hierarchy.

When processes or parts of processes are scoped by boundary events, the decrease

in local variants might also significantly decrease variants on a global scale, as our

example shows.

4.4 Duplicate Trigger Configurations

Variants are created based on TPs, so the evaluation of process variants also

includes determining the configuration of those TPs, revealing the underlying

conditions. Upon applying our approach, we found two TPs tagged with “gift

voucher” and “gift voucher bought,” suggesting a potential duplicate. However,

the values of the corresponding CPs revealed that the first one addressed the

payment of an order using a gift voucher, whereas the second one incorporated

the purchase of a gift voucher. This example highlights the importance of verifying

duplicates using CPs.

In order to refactor the process model, one must determine why the same busi-

ness context, that is, the set of CPs, is applied to TPs with different labels. In our

case, the main reasons were errors in process models and a gap or mismatch

between modeling and interpreting business information. Process experts and

domain experts clarified how to remediate this discrepancy by deciding upon the

TP and updating the label of the other to match the context if necessary. Then

duplicate TP entries can safely be eliminated, which reduces the number of

variants.

Another example is that of TPs tagged with “articles exist” and “article exists.”

The first conveys the impression that all articles must be available, whereas the

second suggests only one article was sufficient. However, consulting domain

experts and CPs led to the decision that the two TPs are identical, and one was

renamed accordingly.

Out of the 23 TPs identified initially, 4 were removed because of duplicate

TPs or duplicate CPs, which increased the consistency and reduced the ambigu-

ity of the process model. The labels now better fit the domain knowledge. Even

more important is that readers of the process model can determine which domain

information is used in TPs and how variants are triggered. The semantic binding

helped to increase the process model’s quality significantly, even though the

number of variants was not decreased in the real-world example for this

approach.
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4.5 Merging Events

With regard to process monitoring, it is reasonable to merge events that fulfill the

requirements stated in Sect. 3. In Fig. 5, we identified two variants that were

triggered by two message events, respectively, of which only one is processed

according to the event-based gateway that precedes these events. Both events

indicate an incoming payment, but subtle differences led to their distinction in

the model. After the issue was disclosed following the conditions above, domain

experts confirmed that it was possible to merge the events for the purpose of

monitoring. The original model was not changed in this case, and the refactored

model is used only to configure the monitoring solution. This approach has the

disadvantage of requiring that two models are in synchronization. Still, in many

cases, the benefit of reducing variants outweighs the cost of maintaining two

models.

5 Lessons Learned

We introduced an approach to characterizing and reducing variants in business

process models based on the notion of TPs and CPs that provide insight into the

data and logic that is applied when control flow diverges within the process

model. Here we summarize our experiences and the insights gained during our

study.

No Exclusion of Variants Implementing monitoring solutions often requires

focusing first on important parts of a business process. Although we may not

monitor all variants of a process, we cannot exclude any part of the process

model from monitoring a priori. Even domain experts typically do not know

a)
b)

Fig. 5 Merging of events. (a) Original model (b) Refactored model
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which variants are infrequent without a proper throughput analysis, so it is virtually

impossible to identify the most important parts upfront. The only chance is to

enable monitoring in such a way that monitoring considers all variants. If variants

are excluded from monitoring, experience has shown that process problems are

detected late, if at all. One should carefully judge whether and why to exclude

variants from monitoring.

Bias for the Happy Path In process analyses it is common to concentrate on the

happy path first, but it is not sufficient to just focus on the most common and

expected behavior if complete monitoring of a process is the goal; 100% of the

process variants must be monitored. One important observation we made during

the identification of process variants is that happy paths typically contain only a

minor portion of all variants, so it is likely that most of the process errors or

problems are ignored in the happy path, although they must be considered

as well.

Automation for Analyses Currently, all of our approaches are based on manual

work. Because of the manual effort and likelihood of errors, we sought to reduce the

manual work in favor of automated solutions. For instance, we researched the

automatic discovery of variants and focused on recommendations for reducing

variants. We also considered concurrent activities on different process paths.

Consequently, different orderings of interwoven activities must not be considered

as distinct variants if they follow along the same paths in the process model. This

conclusion is contrary to the notion of process variants that originate from process-

mining scenarios, which has also been applied here.

High Number of Process Variants We did not expect such a high number of

variants from applying our approaches to the first process, but they confirmed

our initial concerns of process complexity. We used several process models to

verify our approaches, and in all situations the final number of process

variants was surprisingly high. Even domain experts and model experts were

surprised, but they ultimately understood why reducing the number of variants

is needed in order to activate process-monitoring solutions quickly and

efficiently.
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Adoption of RFID Technology: The Case
of Adler—A European Fashion Retail
Company

Roland Leitz, Andreas Solti, Alexander Weinhard, and Jan Mendling

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Adler Modemärkte AG (Adler hereafter) is a fashion

retailer that operates mainly in the German-speaking countries. At the begin-

ning of the twenty-first century, first movers in the fashion retail sector began

to adopt RFID technology. Adler monitored this new technology and decided

to adopt it in 2010, even though it was not sure at that stage whether its use

would be profitable. However, Adler hoped to improve process efficiency

and effectiveness in the long run to increase customer satisfaction through

faster checkout. Moreover, the company expected that RFID technology

would help to prevent theft, and to provide better visibility of inventory.

(b) Action taken: Careful planning is required if the goals and promises of

RFID are to be achieved. With the help of a consultancy, Adler managed

the adoption of RFID as a project that spanned 2 years. The overall concept

was first sketched and designed, followed by selection of a suitable provider

for the required hardware and tag supply. Next, the concept was realized

and prepared for rollout before employee training was provided and the new

technology was rolled out in more than 170 stores.

(c) Results achieved: Most of the project’s goals were achieved. Inventory

accuracy and transparency of the flow of items contributed to an increase in
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sales. RFID also improved the follow-up procurement of items, resulting in

additional increase in sales. The efficiency of in-store processes was

improved through faster item registration, and the speed of the customer

payment process at the point of sale was significantly improved, thanks to

parallel scanning by RFID-enabled cash desks. Finally, retail shrinkage was

reduced.

(d) Lessons learned: Careful planning is required when conducting large

improvement projects, including delegating responsibilities, as consultancy

companies are specialized and experienced in managing such transition

projects; doing an early check on the feasibility of process improvement

projects; waiting for the right moment to conduct the project; and consider-

ing the project’s critical risks and people’s sensitivities.

1 Introduction

Adler Modemärkte AG (Adler hereafter) is one of the leading textile retail chains in

Germany and one of the largest. At the end of 2015, the group operated 177 stores,

153 of which were in Germany, 21 were in Austria, 2 were in Luxembourg, and

1 was in Switzerland. With more than 4000 employees, Adler focuses on large

stores with spacious sales floors, wide aisles, and spacious fitting rooms and rest

areas. The company sells an average of around 27 million items per year. The

company also operates an online shop at www.adlermode.com.

Adler’s management first considered radio frequency identification (RFID)

technologies in 2002, when they envisioned migrating to the novel and improved

processes that advocates of RFID technology promised (Chappell et al. 2003).

However, since preliminary estimations of the costs entailed in transitioning were

high, the company’s management put the idea on hold until 2005 when, encouraged

by some early success stories, the company reconsidered the idea. Adler conducted

a thorough feasibility analysis of a shift to the RFID technology, but the costs of

equipping all of its products with RFID tags still outweighed the expected gains

with respect to process optimization. The idea needed more time.

In 2009, after some changes in the company’s management, Adler re-evaluated

the issue (Adler Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 11). The new management recognized

the potential of RFID to provide benefits like highly transparent logistical pro-

cesses, improved in-store replenishment, and more effective electronic article

surveillance (EAS) (Thiesse et al. 2009). As increasing numbers of the company’s

competitors transitioned to radio frequency technology for the purpose of source

tagging and theft prevention and there was a dramatic drop in the cost of tagging

items with RFID labels, the visionary ideas from 2002 finally became practicable in

2010. Changes in the company’s infrastructure, such as replacing the exit gates,

were overdue to improve theft prevention, so management decided to use the

opportunity to make a full transition to RFID technology. In 2012 Adler invested

roughly 3.4 million euros in its RFID project (Adler Modemärkte AG 2013, p. 39).
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2 Situation Faced

The adoption of RFID technology at Adler was driven less by the need to solve

problems than by the potential benefits of the new technology. We use the Business

Process Management (BPM) Context Framework developed by vom Brocke et al.

(2016) to describe the situation the company faced in Table 1.

The Goal Dimension Even though RFID is seen as an innovative technology,

Adler’s main goal was to improve its existing processes. Distinguishing between

articles on the sales floor and articles in the stockroom had not been feasible

because tracking transitions between the two areas would be slow and cumbersome

if employees had to scan every item brought back and forth. Consequently, there

was always a high risk that popular sizes and colors of high-volume articles were

not available on the shelves, even though they were in stock. With an average of

70,000 items per store, Adler faced the potential of lost revenue (Adler Modemärkte

AG 2015, p. 11). With RFID technology, a fixed scanner could be installed between

the stockroom and the sales floor to scan the passing items automatically, requiring

only that the employees traverse the gate carefully to ensure high accuracy in the

system. In order to minimize errors, Adler conducted training sessions so that the

employees knew how to pass through the gates correctly when they were carrying

store items.

The Process Dimension Adler redesigned its structured repetitive core processes
based on the needs of the RFID technology. At the start of the project, efficiency

and standardization of the processes were in focus. Most processes were simple and

Table 1 BPM context framework (vom Brocke et al. 2016) applied to the Adler case

Dimensions Characteristic Value

Goal Focus Exploitation

(Improvement, Compliance)

Process Value contribution Core processes

Repetitiveness Repetitive

Knowledge-intensity Medium knowledge-intensity

Creativity Medium creativity

Interdependence Medium interdependence

Variability Low variability

Organization Scope Intra-organizational processes

Industry Product industry

Size Large organization

Culture Culture medium supportive of BPM

Resources High organizational resources

Environment Competitiveness High competitive environment

Uncertainty Medium environmental uncertainty
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had only a medium level of knowledge-intensity, and the process variability could

be considered low because the processes were standardized across all Adler stores.

One potential process improvement was at the goods-receiving step. Before the

use of RFID, the delivered merchandise had first to be removed from boxes. Then

an employee checked to ensure that the delivery matched the order by scanning

each item individually by hand. With RFID, apparel delivered on hangers are

scanned with a handheld reader in an instant, and the stock management system

captures the new goods (Adler Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 10). Boxed items can be

scanned in one batch.

The RFID technology also promises significant process improvements for the

point-of-sale process. Originally, barcodes of every item purchased were manually

scanned at checkout with an installed or hand-held barcode scanner. Now, however,

the RFID-enabled tags can be read in a batch when a number of items are placed on

the checkout desk. The cashier needs only to count whether all items were detected

by the system and does not have to look for barcodes.

Adler’s previous electronic article-surveillance system relied on attaching bulky

and expensive anti-theft hard tags. Employees and suppliers had to perform a time-

consuming process to apply (and remove) the hard tags, which carried the risk of

damaging the items if the employees executed the process incorrectly under time

pressure. In addition, only 20% of the stores’ articles could be secured this way, as

the cost of this process was not feasible for items of lower value (Adler

Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 12).

Finally, the RFID technology speeds up manual inventory counts, as RFID

handheld scanners can simultaneously detect hundreds of items. Therefore, labori-

ous and expensive manual counting can be reduced or eliminated in favor of more

frequent inventory “sweeps.”

The Organization Dimension Over 3 years, Adler invested 8 million euros into

its RFID project. Thus, the resources allocated to the project can be characterized

as high.

Intra-organizational processes were most of the project’s focus. However, in

order to fully leverage the benefits of RFID technology, some of the company’s

third-party suppliers also had to change their barcode-based processes.

The Environmental Dimension BPM is important for Adler because the high

level of competitiveness in the retail fashion sector makes streamlined processes

that waste no resources essential. Customer demand is difficult to forecast in the

industry, which leads to some uncertainty. In addition, new developments in RFID

technology require rapid modification of existing processes in order to realize the

new technology’s full benefits. For example, Adler is considering using robots

equipped with RFID readers to perform the stock-taking. Consequently, the level of

environmental uncertainty can be characterized as medium.

Another example of a source of uncertainty is new technological advancements

that allow RFID tags to be integrated into sales articles, such as by being sewn into

garments or placed in shoe soles, in order to make it difficult for a customer to leave
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the store with unpaid items. These measures make it necessary for Adler to change

the existing process but also help it to mitigate the problem of theft.

Table 2 summarizes the project’s goals and relates them to KPIs that benefit

from the RFID technology. For example, RFID allows a retailer to conduct inven-

tory checks more frequently using handheld devices, leading to earlier detection of

misplaced, lost, or stolen items. In such cases, employees can replenish the missing

items from the stockroom or order them. Consequently, the chance of lost sales

opportunities is reduced, as customers are less likely to encounter situations in

which the items they want are not on the shelf.

Not only is anti-theft protection increased because the RFID tags and can be

attached to more items than was possible with the previous technology with hard

tags, but the RFID tags are cheaper.

3 Action Taken

The first planning for the RFID project began in 2010, when Adler began to search

for suitable software and hardware solutions. In order to manage the extreme

complexity of such an RFID project, Adler needed qualified system-integration

experts as well as software and hardware components that integrated well into its

existing system (Adler Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 12).

The adoption of a new technology in multiple locations requires thorough coordi-

nation and planning, so Adler hired an independent consultancy to manage the

transition project. The project was partitioned into three main phases, with an initial

business case analysis and trailing economic feasibility studies. The project plan is

outlined in Fig. 1. In the following subsections, we describe each phase in detail.

3.1 Concept and Provider Selection

In a first step, Adler’s project management team and a hired consulting firm

analyzed the company’s and customer’s requirements, including an analysis of

the existing ERP system (Adler Modemärkte AG 2014, p. 13).

The project management team screened potential suppliers of RFID equipment

that were located in the vicinity based on Adler’s envisioned solution and required

Table 2 Project goals and the corresponding KPIs supported in the RFID process-improvement

project

Project goal Supported KPI

Increased inventory accuracy and transparency of commodity flow Turnover

Reduced “off of shelf” situations Turnover

Parallelization of scanning activities Processing time

Faster checkout process Customer satisfaction

Increased anti-theft protection Shrinkage
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tools and processes. In addition to economic considerations, Adler had to consider

the slight differences in the RFID reader technologies in selecting a provider.

Spending time on the selection process is important because switching to another

provider after installation might require replacing parts of the infrastructure at

additional cost. In 2011 Adler selected its Weiterstadt store as a test store (Adler

Modemärkte AG 2014, p. 13). First, it tested several software tools and hardware

components in order to evaluate how well they interacted with each other. After a

period of several months, Adler had a list of the most suitable hardware and

software and corresponding suppliers (Adler Modemärkte AG 2014).

The conceptual design of the to-be processes requires a thorough understanding

of the business and in-depth knowledge of the new technology’s merits and

potential pitfalls. For example, the company did not know initially to what extent

RFID gates had to be physically shielded from the surrounding shop area to prevent

false reads when store items passed near the gates. The cost of correcting an

improper initial setup are much higher than the costs of adding extra shielding in

the first place.

3.2 Concept Realization and Preparation for Rollout

Once the suppliers had been selected and planning of the placement of readers and

processes had been set up, Adler was ready for the realization. To prepare for

smooth rollout, feasibility of the new technology had to be tested. A conceptual

prototype was set up in a test environment to validate that the components all

worked together as expected and were ready for use in the stores. An example

installation covering the focal points in a store with RFID readers is shown in Fig. 2.

The figure shows a receiving cage, the replenishment gate between the stockroom

and the sales floor, the checkout, and the EAS gate. The fitting rooms can also be

equipped with RFID readers to offer customers additional information (available

sizes, colors) about the products they bring to the fitting room.

Fig. 1 Project plan for the adoption of RFID. Three main phases are depicted, each followed by a

business case analysis
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After selecting the supplier, Adler began the pilot project in Weiterstadt in the

spring of 2012. The store was equipped with all systems, such as the chosen RFID-

enabled handheld devices and RFID printers, and all garments were tagged with

RFID transponders. The pilot was intended to demonstrate whether the assumptions

the company had made about RFID were correct, whether the selected systems

worked as expected, and whether the project’s goals could be achieved. Months of

testing preceded the pilot because employees had first to be trained on how to

interact with the RFID infrastructure and systems and convinced that the new

processes were better than the old ones so they would use them appropriately

(Adler Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 13).

The pilot was expanded to five more stores in Germany and two stores in

Luxembourg, all of which had different architectural layouts. This expanded testing

provided a broad dataset that verified the positive results from the first pilot in

Weiterstadt (Adler Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 14).

After briefly evaluating the feasibility and efficiency of the setup in the eight

pilot stores, the upgrade was extended to six additional stores in late 2012. Mean-

while, tag delivery for source tagging was set up so the suppliers could integrate the

tags required by Adler into their own processes. The IT infrastructure for handling

the RFID events and providing monitoring and reporting was set up in summer

2013. Simultaneously, the stores were equipped with handheld devices for uses

from inventory counting to tagging of new items.

The RFID gates and scanners were planned in autumn 2013. Important monitor-

ing points for the processes in retail stores are points at which items enter and exit

the store, the transition between the sales floor and the stockroom, and of course the

point-of-sale counters.

The goods-receiving process was almost completely automated with scanners, as

depicted in Fig. 3 for hanging garments and in Fig. 4 for boxed items. The automatic

processing frees the staff to focus on core processes like assisting customers.

All required infrastructural changes were due to be implemented in January 2014

so a timely rollout could be ensured with subsequent tagging of the inventory.

Fig. 2 Sketch of RFID gates and readers in a retail store
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Fig. 4 Receiving boxed items

Fig. 3 Receiving hanging garments
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3.3 Rollout

One essential step in the use of RFID technology is the tagging of all the items in the

store. This step required 9 months, from July 2013 until March 2014, and consider-

able effort. Meanwhile, the stationary readers were installed so employee training

and go-live could be performed in succession.

The rollout was scheduled for a transition period from August 2013 to April

2014. Adler began by equipping four stores per week with RFID technology. Then,

with more routine and first lessons learned, the company was able to double the

pace to eight stores per week.

The rollout was smooth and saw no further delays or complications, so Adler

stayed on plan and completed the rollout by April 2014, 5 months ahead of schedule

(Adler Modemärkte AG 2015, p. 14).

After all of the stores went live, additional training and software releases that

catered to Adler’s specific needs took place fromMay 2014 to June 2014. The RFID

adoption project was finalized by the end of June.

4 Results Achieved

The adoption of RFID technology at Adler was strategically relevant to the

company’s management. Besides economic factors, the modernization and the

more efficient checkout process positively affects the company’s brand image. In

short, the improvement project was a success, with improved inventory accuracy,

follow-up procurement, process efficiency, processing at the points of sale, and

source tagging and theft protection. The following subsections discuss these results

and how they contribute to the business goals.

Better inventory accuracy and transparency of the flow of items between the

back of the store and the sales floor. The new technology makes it feasible to track

items’ movements in the stores in real time. The inventory management system can

identify items that need to be replenished from the back of the store, reducing the

chance that customers will miss a certain type or size of garment that is only in the

back of the store. The higher inventory accuracy in the system supports an increase

in the turnover.

Improved follow-up procurement is enabled by improved inventory accuracy.

When items go missing from the sales floor because of theft, administrative

mistakes, or other reasons, early detection of these issues can be improved by

regular inventory “sweeps.” In these inventory sweeps, employees walk around in

the store with the handheld RFID devices to detect inventory anomalies. Adler

assumes 99% accuracy for RFID-enabled stock-taking (Adler Modemärkte AG

2016) and has begun to test robotic counting in one of its flagship stores using an

RFID-enabled robot that counts inventory on the sales floor each day. Even though

stock-taking with an RFID-enabled handheld device is much faster than a bar-code-

based inventory count, “it is manual work that ties up capacities of staff,” according

to the company’s head of IT. With the help of the robot, RFID-enabled counting can
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be conducted more often to improve the accuracy of the inventory data and allow

staff to focus on their core tasks of consulting and sales. Adler started the deploy-

ment of the robots in October 20151 and expanded its pilot to three more stores in

2016. Adler evaluates and analyzes the collected data and economic impact

in 2017.

To illustrate the benefits, consider the example case of an item’s having been

stolen. Before the introduction of RFID technology, many of these cases could not

be readily detected, so they led over time to a growing disparity between the store’s

theoretical and real inventory. With RFID and regular sweeps through the store, the

inventory counts can be corrected, missing items can be detected earlier, and

replacement orders can be made more accurately and timely, resulting in increased

sales.

Increased process efficiency was achieved in the management of items. For

example, the recording of incoming and outgoing items is now made in batches by

packet, instead of having employees scan each individual barcode manually.

The process efficiency of full inventory counts also improved. The scanning

speed of RFID sweeps beat that of manual scanning, so overall inventory accuracy

has significantly improved using more regular sweeps. Full-inventory scans are still

performed annually to verify the RFID accuracy and detect anomalies like

destroyed tags.

Faster processing at points of sale. Faster processing at points of sale deserves

separate discussion, although it also relates to the process-efficiency category.

Efficiency at the points of sale are especially important, as customers must queue

there in order to purchase their items. Studies have shown that waiting time impacts

the perceived quality of service (Davis and Vollmann 1990), so speeding the point-

of-sale process is more important than, for example, speeding the process of

receiving items in the stockroom.

The speed-up in service at the points of sale was due to two changes in the

process. First, the RFID tags allow the employee to batch-scan the customer’s items

instead of manually finding and scanning each item’s bar code. Second, the manual

step of removing hard tags is dropped with the introduction of RFID tags, which

provide the EAS capabilities that the hard tags once provided. Consequently, the

gain in efficiency at the points of sale results in lower queuing times and, thus, in

higher customer satisfaction. In fact, most customers at the cash registers are

amazed by the speed of item identification. The two most common questions the

customers pose are: “Is that already the total amount?” and “Are you already done

scanning everything?” (Adler Modemärkte AG 2015).

Source tagging and theft prevention by means of RFID technology. Instead of

costly hard tags that were attached by suppliers and removed at the point of sale,

lightweight and affordable RFID tags are mounted on each item’s price tag. These

tags and the tags sewn into garments allow for a broader coverage of article

surveillance. More than 90% of the items at the Adler stores are equipped with

1http://www.rfidjournal.com/articles/view?14057/
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RFID tags. In particular, the entire textile inventory is covered with this theft-

preventing technology, in contrast to the costly hard tags that were used to secure

only high-value items. The introduction of RFID technology clearly resulted in

reduced retail shrinkage.
One of Adler’s goals—improving the goods-reception process—was not

completely achieved because of some of the suppliers’ incomplete coverage of

items with electronic product codes. Adler is currently working on this issue and

will re-evaluate the potential for improvement when all of its suppliers have

adopted the required tagging procedures. Meanwhile, this goal is excluded from

the project’s goals for evaluation purposes.

5 Lessons Learned

Realistic goals with respect to the expected benefits must be set when a company

adopts a new technology. Otherwise, a bad impression remains even if the project

succeeds despite its failure to meet overly optimistic goals.

There is often unreasonable hype around new technologies. RFID technology

was hyped in the late 1990s (Sparks 1999), with all the promises and expected

improvements of a new technology. Adler wisely resisted the urge to adopt RFID

too early, when it was not yet economically feasible for the company with respect to

its strategy, resources, and culture.

Once the decision to conduct the process improvement project was made, the

support of specialists proved worthwhile, as did splitting the project into distinct

phases with trailing evaluations, which helped to ensure that the project stayed on

track.

Adopting a new technology requires not only economic feasibility and meticu-

lous planning but also knowledge about the risks that are introduced with the new

technology. For example, by thoughtlessly gathering unlimited (sensor) data in the

current era of big data, we face potential privacy risks for employees and customers.

To avoid this threat, Adler keeps its data in physically disconnected systems and

participates in the SERAMIS research project, which researches privacy-related

risks in this context.

When faced with process-related challenges in the course of an improvement

project, companies must get their employees on board. To this end, it is better not to

argue using the technology or its merits but to take a process-oriented view, where

the technology is merely a means by which to achieve the process goals that will

make their jobs easier. Process-improvement projects sometimes face reluctance or

even outright rejection by the employees in large part because of cases in which

employees have lost their jobs as a result of process improvements (Hammer and

Champy 1993). For example, instead of telling employees that “we are adopting

RFID to optimize our processes,” make the goals and aims of the process improve-

ment project transparent by asking employees, “How can we improve on the

procurement of goods to prevent customers from being disappointed and moving
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to competitors when they can’t find the items they want? How can we ensure that

goods are always in reach of our customers?”

To conclude, the adoption of RFID has paid off for Adler and will serve as a

basis for further process optimizations, such as robots that automatically perform

stock-taking.
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Automate Does Not Always Mean
Optimize: Case Study at a Logistics
Company

Jan Suchy, Milan Suchy, Michal Rosik, and Agnes Valkova

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Dynamic growth of digitized information creates space for

the systematic collection of data related to business processes. Extraction of

this data is an enormous challenge because of the existence of many

systems, which store data in many formats. The logistics company exam-

ined here has fully automated its Purchase Order and Invoice Approval

processes, driven by a BPM system. Logistics always deals with optimiza-

tion and cost reduction, and the company asked us whether it was possible

to optimize its processes further.

(b) Action taken: In our work, we focus on the extraction, pre-processing, and

analysis of data that is stored in BPM systems. We presented the methodol-

ogy with which to extract business-related events from processes of the

logistics company, analyzed the BPM system, deployed processes to

develop a connector for extracting event data, and used process mining

techniques to reconstruct processes from event logs. Advanced analytics

techniques make it possible to present collected data in an “as-is” view of

processes and to find bottlenecks, loops, delays, and deadlocks.

(c) Results achieved: We identified the structure for stored data and the

attributes attached to the metadata of the processes. Then we imported

newly created process logs into a process mining tool. Next, we introduced

a process model and its statistics based on the extracted processes. Finally,

we pointed out characteristics and points for improvement in individual

human activity. As a result, we identified bottlenecks, loops, suppliers’
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characteristics, and found in the Purchase Order process over-allocated

employees to dedicated tasks via the social network.

(d) Lessons learned: Today’s businesses are process-driven; everything done

in a business is a process. A process-driven application is a software that

provides automatic execution of business processes and logs the executed

activities. Most systems have design-time data that defines the processes

and runtime data that includes information on executed activities. One can

use connectors to extract the data in the desired process log structure.

Process mining techniques allow us to reconstruct the process from logs,

analyze it, and find optimization points. Processes can be analyzed from

several perspectives: as human to human processes, human to system

processes, and system to system processes.

1 Introduction

Most industries today automate their processes via workflow systems (van der Aalst

and van Hee 2004). Efforts to capture and automate the desired behavior in industry

processes can bring many benefits, but automation may also hide ineffective

behaviors and instances. Therefore, when automating processes, companies must

monitor them to see what takes place to enhance the processes so they meet

changing business needs and eliminate risks.

Capturing processes’ current conditions can be complicated and complex. What

is needed is a team of people who will monitor all of the resource processes for each

activity and record the individual steps that provide solutions to their problem areas.

Thus, the team will be able to create a visible and interactive process model with

dedicated timeframes for the people involved with each activity. The process model

can be represented in a graph-based modeling language like Petri nets (van der

Aalst 1998), BPMN (Wohed et al. 2006), or YAWL (van der Aalst and ter Hofstede

2005) so the resulting model holds all of the subjective views of the process analysts

who contributed. On the other hand, process mining technology can reconstruct and

visualize processes with an objective view in a fraction of the time. Reconstructing

a process using process Mining technology requires acquiring all of the data

recorded regarding all processes and transforming them into the structures needed

for the reconstruction process to occur. Process mining makes it possible to

reconstruct processes rapidly and to see the “as-is” reality of a process using a

common and objective view. Process mining can reveal what actually goes on in an

organization, providing a reality check that reveals the flaws and inefficiencies that

must be worked out to enhance the firm’s processes and the overall outcome.

Our goal was to show a precise picture of what really goes on in the Purchase

Order and Invoice Approval processes. First, we became familiar with the

specifications of the processes. Then we defined the structure in which we recorded

the data. After familiarizing ourselves with the architecture of the BPM system, we

developed a connector that extracts raw data and creates structured event logs. We

then imported the event logs into a process-mining tool and introduced the
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process’s basic statistics and characteristics. Finally, we focused on the key human

activities, resources, and suppliers involved and gathered the knowledge and

optimization points for both processes.

Our job was to provide to the logistics company tools for continuous business

process improvement using three phases of the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013).

Using the combination of the connector and the process-mining tool we developed,

the company was able to perform the activities related to the phases of process

discovery and process analysis, as well as the activities of the process monitoring

and controlling phase. Using the connector makes exporting data in predefined

intervals possible, and with the help of the process-mining tool, the company can

analyze the variations in the process flow and the performance deviations in the

set KPIs.

2 Situation Faced

Our logistics company is dealing with large numbers of invoices and purchase

orders, covering their transportation business as well as overhead expenses. The

number of invoices and orders was rising and the company was about to make

several decisions related to hiring additional accountants, eliminating due dates,

and loss of invoices. Scanning, automatic recognition, and data extraction and

processing of invoices was the first solution the company needed. It was also

important to implement a purchase order management system and document

management system for storing, searching, and management of the documents.

The key element of the solution that would be deployed was workflow automation

for the Purchase Order and Invoice Approval processes based on the digitized

version of the documents involved.

The benefits of implementing the solution were clear after short period of

operation. The new invoice-approval process allowed the company to forego hiring

the additional personnel and to process twice the number of invoices with the same

personnel. The rate of lost invoices and invoices not approved on time fell to a

negligible rate. The new purchase order approval process eliminated the need for

double approval in most the cases.

Process automation introduced significant benefits, but it also raised the need for

monitoring, controlling behavior, and searching for the additional optimization

points. The company wanted to find out how to measure processes and how to

measure the resources involved in the process execution. Its main interest was in

controlling the fulfillment of enterprise-level KPIs and business rules, analyzing the

purchase order process from the viewpoint of suppliers, and measuring

discrepancies in the delivery of purchased goods. The increasing volume of rejected

invoices was a concern. Data from active process instances were stored in a new

system, but for analytical purposes a way to extract the historical data was needed

as well.
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2.1 Process Definition

To analyze and discover optimizations, we were provided with the Purchase Order

process and the Invoice Approval process. Processes are implemented in a process-

driven application and driven by a workflow engine. The Process Owner provided

us with models and specifications of certain processes through which we became

familiar with the individual steps and the process’s attributes. The main objective in

this part of work was to identify the flow of processes so we could validate the

extracted process models.

2.2 Purchase Order Process

The Purchase Order process describes the creation and approval authority when

orders are made. The system provides the users the ability to create a new order in

the form of editable structured forms, so the user can fill any number of items

ordered. Ordered items are defined by a set of attributes. After a new order is

created, it is automatically launched into the Purchase Order process. The system

then selects, based on the data entered, a tree of authorized users/group of

authorities to approve the Purchase Order. Subsequently, the system assigns the

approver/approvers tasks by email notifications. The approver may then approve

orders or reject them. After the approval process, the system can decide, based on

the financially authorized limit, whether the stock level is sufficient to approve the

order and, if not, it initiates a reselection process from the existing tree of authori-

tative users/group of authorities. This process is repeated until all approvals have

been acquired. If the order process is deemed approved in the system, the author

will be notified of the outcome and the status will change to “Approved.” If an order

has been rejected, the system will change the status to “Declined,” and a notification

will be sent out to the appropriate author along with the reasons for refusal. If an

order is rejected, the process and the order ends. With approved orders, the system

identifies whether it is a cyclic order1 and, if not, it continues and assigns tasks to

those involved in the ordering process, who have been designated by the author of

the order during its formation. In this part of the process, the user will have

established and forwarded approved orders to its suppliers. The process then

continues to confirm receipts of the ordered goods/services. The system then

assigns tasks to authorized employees, who are given a chance to confirm a

completed delivery order, confirm any partial deliveries, or cancel the order if the

customer has cancelled the order. When a partial delivery takes place, the employee

can wait for delivery of missing parts of the ordered goods or declare the order as

partially delivered. Subsequently, the system marks the order as “Closed,” and the

process comes to an end.

1If the process is identified as a cyclic order, the system automatically declares it to have been

delivered, and the process comes to an end. Cyclic orders are characterized by regular repetition.
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Figure 1 shows the process diagram for the Purchase Order process, which

creates four human tasks and sixteen system tasks.

2.3 Invoice Approval Process

The Invoice Approval process is automatically prompted when an invoice is

scanned/digitized. First, the system automatically assigns invoices to the correct

order based on the order number. This solution was achieved by means of the

combination of BPM and document-centric software. If the order is not found, the

system will generate a task for manual entry of the order and assign it to a group

known as “Accountants,” whose goal is to find the order and pair it with its invoice.

After assigning the order, the system automatically compares the total amounts, and

if they do not match, the system checks the correctness of the cost center and

continues to process the invoice in the approval process.

The Invoice Approval process has the same procedures as the Purchase Order

process. The system generates tasks to confirm the accounted invoice. In this part of

Fig. 1 Process diagram of the Purchase Order process
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the process, the employee checks all other information pertaining to the invoice

and, if the employee finds no discrepancies in the invoice, the system generates

tasks to complete the accounting part/accounts payable process of the invoice,

whereby the process will come to an end. However, if the employee finds

irregularities, the process will continue, and the system will generate tasks to

resolve them. At this point, the employee may reject the invoice and the process

ends, or obtain missing data to enable the system to return the invoice to a

re-approval state. Figure 2 shows the process diagram of the Invoice Approval

process, which creates seven human tasks and thirteen system tasks.

Fig. 2 Process diagram of the Invoice Approval process
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3 Action Taken

In order for us to analyze the two processes and what takes place within them, we

had to extract data from the company’s databases and structure it. Data extraction is

a challenge because data may be located in the database as well as in other formats

(e.g., message logs, flat files, transaction logs, document management systems, ERP

systems). Our main objective is to analyze the data obtained from a process-

oriented perspective. In this section, we discuss information that should be present

in such event logs.

Table 1 shows a fragment of an event log in which the information typically

needed to analyze are presented. The main assumption is that the event log contains

data related to a single process. Each event of the case is related to a single process

instance, frequently marked as “case.” Table 1 shows that Event ID 45678–45681 is

related to Case 1. Another important factor is that every event must be related to an

activity. As Table 1 shows, events refer to activities like Process Order, Being

Approved, and Lowest level. In order for process analysis to take place, one must

define the minimal requirements for the log: Case ID and Activity. If the log does

not contain a timestamp, the correct chronological sequence must be secured at the

first stage of events. Table 1 also indicates other information for each event, so we

can see all events that have a timestamp. Without correctly ordered events we

Table 1 Fragment of the event log

Case

ID

Event

ID Activity

Start

timestamp

End

timestamp

Event

type Resource

1 45678 Order

delivered-

26.11.2014

12:51

26.11.2014

12:51

1 System

1 45679 Closed 26.11.2014

12:51

26.11.2014

12:51

1 System

1 45670 Waiting 23.10.2014

13:58

23.10.2014

13:58

1 System

1 45680 Approved 23.10.2014

13:25

23.10.2014

13:25

1 System

1 45681 Process

order

23.10.2014

13:25

23.10.2014

13:58

2 USER2358

2 45682 Process start 23.10.2014

10:36

23.10.2014

10:36

1 System

2 45683 Being

approved

23.10.2014

10:36

23.10.2014

10:36

1 System

2 45684 Lowest level 23.10.2014

10:36

23.10.2014

10:36

1 System

2 45685 Process end 25.11.2014

7:18

25.11.2014

7:18

1 System

2 45686 Approving 23.10.2014

10:36

23.10.2014

11:13

2 USER2358

2 45687 Approving 23.10.2014

11:13

23.10.2014

13:18

2 USER0357
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would not be able to detect casual dependencies in process models. The number of

timestamps recorded per event can be analyzed from a performance perspective,

such as in terms of the duration between implemented events, where the activity

itself has a duration value of zero; the duration of performed events, where the

durations between events is zero; and the individual duration of that process

instance, referred to as a throughput time. Other than the duration of events, we

can further examine events between implementations, or waiting time. Table 1 also

includes the resources attribute, which distinguish the personnel dedicated to

specific activities. Attributes can be examined on two levels: an event-level attri-

bute and a case-level attribute. A case-level attribute holds information regarding

concrete process instances in which attributes’ values are noted for all events

corresponding to its case. Event-level attributes hold information that pertains to

events within a case, so the values of these attributes are within a case within an

event that may vary.

To be able to reason in regard to logs and to specify the requirements for event

logs, we formalized several notions (van der Aalst 2011).

Definition 1 (Event, Attribute) Let E be the event universe, that is, the set of all
possible event identifiers. Events may be characterized by various attributes, such
as an event that has a timestamp, corresponds to an activity, is executed by a

particular person, or has associated costs. Let AN be a set of attribute names. For

any event e ∈ E and name n ∈ AN, #n(e) is the value of attribute n for event e. If
event e does not have an attribute named n, then #n(e) ¼ ⊥ (null value).

Definition 2 (Case, Case Attribute, Trace, Event log) Let C be the case universe,
that is, the set of all possible case identifiers. Cases, like events, have attributes. For

any case c ∈ C and name n ∈ AN, #n(c) is the value of attribute n for case

c (#n(c) ¼⊥ if case c has no attribute named n). Each case has a special mandatory

attribute trace: #trace(c) ∈ E*. c¼ #trace(c) is a shorthand for the trace of a case. We

assume #trace(c) 6¼ ‹›, that is, traces in a log contain at least one event.

A trace is a finite sequence of events σ ∈ E* such that each event appears only

once; that is, for 1 � i < j � |σ|: σ(i) 6¼ σ( j).
An event log is a set of cases L � C such that each event appears at most once in

the entire log; that is, for any c1, c2 ∈ L such that c1 6¼ c2: ∂set(c1) \ ∂set(c2) ¼∅.

If an event log contains timestamps, then the ordering in a trace should respect

these timestamps; that is, for any c ∈ L, i and j such that 1 � i < j � |c|: #time(c
(i)) � #time(c( j)). Events and cases are represented using unique identifiers. An

identifier e ∈ E refers to an event, and an identifier c ∈ C refers to a case. This

mechanism allows us to point to a specific event or a specific case, as there may be

many events with identical attributes; for example, the start events of activity amay

have been recorded for other cases, and there may even be multiples of such events

within a case. Similarly, there may be several cases that followed the same path in

the process. These identifiers are just a technicality that helps us to point to

particular events and cases, so they do not need to be present in the original data
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source but may be generated when we extract the data from the various data

sources.

Extracted data from the data sources must be saved in a suitable format. The

standard format for storing and exchanging event logs is Mining eXtensible Markup

Language (MXML). Using MXML, one can store event logs like the one shown in

Table 1 using an XML-based syntax.

Another format is eXtensible Event Stream (XES) (Günther 2009), which is the

successor to MXML. The XES format has been made less restrictive and extendible

based on many practical experiences with MXML.

The most widely used format used is comma separated values (.CSV). This

format is less restrictive than XES, but it only enables one to store data, not to create

one’s own extensions.

We met many challenges when extracting the event logs (van der Aalst 2011).

One of the challenges is known as correlation events, which are events that need to
be related to each other. Dealing with legacy and a variety of interconnected

systems requires additional effort to correlate events; see (Ferreira and Gillblad

2009) for an example of an approach with which to correlate events with no a priori

information. Events must be ordered per case, which does not require timestamps in

principle, but when merging data from different sources, one must typically depend

on timestamps to sort events in order of occurrence. In extracted data, we can come

across existing cases, which are still running, so event logs typically just provide a

snapshot of a longer running process. Another challenge is the scoping of the event
log. Information systems may have thousands of tables, so one must know which

tables incorporate the relevant data and know how to locate the required data and

scope it. The granularity of logged events is also an issue in the system, as some

systems produce low-level events. There are several approaches to preprocessing

these types of events; for instance, low-level patterns that appear frequently can be

abstracted and merged into a new event that represents the performed activity (Bose

and van der Aalst 2009).

3.1 Event Log Extraction

We designed and implemented a connector that extracts event logs from a process-

driven application that ensures a proper process-monitoring functionality. All data

is present in relational databases. We used design-time parts of the database to

define processes, activities, events, cases, and case-level attribute data. Activity,

events, and their metadata distinguish the monitored processes, and we extracted

data from runtime parts in the database.

Design-Time Data The design-time data contains all process definitions. For the

individual processes defined, information is available regarding the date of imple-

mentation, actual running versions, and the historical record of previously

implemented versions. In addition, all process have defined their activity

sessions/lines and their metadata. For individual activity, corresponding events
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are defined as one of two types: human or system. Information about the users who

performed the human activities in the process was also available. The important

information was that which involved the setup process concerning the amount of

detail that will be logged, where the most necessary values represent complete

logging. Throughout the process of logging all activities, attribute values pertaining

to process instances regarding individual process activities were important for

analysis.

Runtime Data The runtime data contains all the data for the running instances of

processes and their components. Each released process instance contains unique

identifiers. Unique identifiers and the foreign key for a process instance in which it

took place are recorded for activities carried out in the process. Individual events

are recorded for activities that contain unique identifiers that themselves contain a

foreign key to an associated activity instance (which is specific to when an event

instance occurs). For individual events, timestamps are recorded and the human

activity type holds the employee that performed the activity. Metadata related to

process, activity, and event instances are linked via specific foreign keys.

Figure 3 demonstrates a scheme for the processes extracted in an event log.

Using the information about processes gained from the design-time areas of the

database, we extracted data from the runtime parts of the database. Table 2 contains

a list of attributes needed to reconstruct individual processes. The attributes

“Resource” and “Event Type” are expandable attributes for reconstructed social

networks and in respect to the server or human activity.

Data extracted from processes and supplementary information regarding

suppliers were supplier name, supplier city, and supplier state as case attributes.

Fig. 3 Scheme of event log extraction

Table 2 Base extracted attributes

Attribute name Orders Invoices Description

Case ID ✓ ✓ Process instance identifier

Activity ✓ ✓ Activity + event name

Start timestamp ✓ ✓ Event start time

End timestamp ✓ ✓ Event end time

Event Type ✓ ✓ 1 system, 2 human

Resource ✓ ✓ Resource name
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For the Invoice Approval process, user comments data was extracted to identify the

most frequent reason for refusal of invoices. An additional case attribute was the

case status, which helped to reveal the differences between completed, running,

error, and deleted process instances. Analyzed data is provided only in regard to

actual versions of processes.

Logs were stored in .CSV files. If we were to rate the quality of logs based on

maturity levels (IEEE Task Force on Process Mining 2011), their rating would be

five stars because logs are derived from a BPM system. Events are recorded in an

automatic, systematic, reliable, and safe manner. Given such recording, the recon-

struction of the processes did not require pre-processing of the data. The connector

we developed enabled us to export the process instances according to the design-

time information, which were completed and executed in the latest versions of both

processes.

3.2 Process-Mining Techniques

We used a process-mining technique for reconstructed processes, as this technique

can extract information from event logs. The goal of process mining is to discover,

monitor, and improve processes. Process mining includes discovery process models,

conformance checking (comparing model and log), social networking, organiza-

tional structure mining, case prediction, and history-based recommendations.

A number of tools for process mining is available for commercial and academic

use. Commercial tools for process mining offer simple visualizations for end users

and are significantly faster than other tools are in processing Big Data. Academic

tools offer more algorithms, which may be difficult for less skilled users to apply.

However, academic tools may have a wider range of use, and in the process of

reconstruction they can expand support for concurrency (van der Aalst 2016).

Because of the possibility of a large volume of data, we chose to use the commercial

tool Minit2 for the process analysis, as we are familiar with its functionality and it

offers the most modern process-discovery algorithm, which is similar to fuzzy

mining (Günther and van der Aalst 2007). With Minit we can import datasets for

a wide range of possibilities in analyzing process models in a logistic company and

their statistical characteristics. It was importance in our analysis to analyze the

social network in order to bring out the fine details of each zoned resource in all

processes.

After we imported the event log intoMinit, identified process maps were created.

Figure 4 shows a Purchase Order process map, and Fig. 5 shows an Invoice

Approving process map. Both of the process maps3 portrayed contain the case

count metric.

2www.minitlabs.com
3Both process maps were redrawn for better readability after they were printed on paper.
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Fig. 4 Purchase Order process map
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Fig. 5 Approve Invoice process map
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4 Results Achieved

Our overall goal was to reconstruct and analyze process models from an event log.

First, we identified the main process flows and their deviations. Then we analyzed

social networks and selected activity processes. Statistical findings and analysis

were performed only for completed process instances. Table 3 contains the basic

statistics of the reconstructed processes.

4.1 Control Flow Identification

Processes’ main streams were identified as their most numerous variants. A process

variant is defined as the presence of unique activity sequences.

Purchase Order In the order-approval process, five of the most numerous variants

accounted for 88% of the overall behavior. Table 4 indicates the basic

characteristics of chosen variants. Variant 1 describes when an order is approved

on the second level, so “Approving on a specific level” occurs twice. Then orders

are approved without additional activity; that is, an order is approved, processed,

and its goods are delivered. Variant 2 describes when a purchase order is approved

without the approval of a higher-ranked individual, so they are approved once,

Table 3 Overview of processes characteristics

Orders Invoices

Timeframe 166 days 7 h 48 days 3 h

Cases 720 5322

Events 12,328 65,985

Activities 20 20

Event attributes 3 3

Case attributes 17 20

Variants 28 54

Resources 42 45

Table 4 Characteristics of the most numerous variants in the approval process of Purchase Orders

Variant ID Cases coverage Events per case Events coverage Mean duration

Variant 1 36% 17 35% 10d 23 h 15 min

Variant 2 20% 14 16% 5d 21 h 51 min

Variant 3 18% 20 21% 12d 21 h 34 min

Variant 4 11% 18 12% 8d 5 h 55 min

Variant 5 3% 21 4% 7d 9 h 2 min

Table includes how many cases and events are included in the monitored variants, along with

information about their mean duration
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without any additional activities. The approval of the Purchase Order thereafter is

completed upon delivery of all goods. Variant 3 describes when a Purchase Order is
approved in the third level, so “Approving on specific level” takes place three times.

Purchase Orders are approved without carrying out any further activities, and the

approval of the Purchase Order thereafter is completed upon delivery of all goods.

Variant 3 and Variant 4 describe behavior when Purchase Orders are approved in

the second (Variant 4) and third (Variant 5) level. These Purchase Orders are

approved and processing takes place, but goods delivered are carried out with

discrepancies.

Invoice Approving Four of the most numerous variants accounted for 89% of the

overall behavior in the Invoice Approval process. Table 5 indicates the basic

characteristics of the selected variants. Variant 1 describes when an invoice is

successfully mapped to compare the difference in prices found, followed by the cost

center’s verifying the data. The invoice is approved at the first level without the

need for a higher authority, and no further activities take place at this stage. All

invoices in this variant are directed to a special Cost Center (CC). Variant
2 describes when the invoice does not have a purchase order labeled and one that

is manually labeled must be secured to complete the invoice’s missing data. Price

comparison reveals a difference. The CC’s checking takes place, and the center that

will take further action to process the order is correctly defined. At the first stage,

the invoice does not need the approval of a higher, so there is no further activity. All

invoices in this variant are directed to a special CC. Variant 3 describes when a

purchase order number pertaining to the invoice is not labelled, so a manually

labelled order must be secured. Price comparisons reveal a difference, and an

inspection is followed by the CC’s checking and defining which center will process

further. The invoice at the second level is approved without the need of a higher

authority or further activity. All invoices in this variant are redirected to a special

division of the CC. Variant 4 describes when an invoice that has an unlabeled order
number requires that a manually labeled order number be secured. The prices

comparison reveals a difference. The CC is correctly selected. Invoices are

approved at the second level. Invoices are approved without further activity, and

no invoices in this variant are directed to the CC but they are approved and sent to

accounts payable.

The most frequent behavior and performance properties were revealed. Both

processes have a common bottleneck, where multi-level approvals take place. Both

Table 5 Characteristics of the most numerous variants of the Invoice approval process

Variant ID Cases coverage Events per case Events coverage Mean duration

Variant 1 50% 11 44% 1d 3 h 54 min

Variant 2 28% 12 27% 1d 11 h 46 min

Variant 3 8% 15 9% 2d 22 h 48 min

Variant 4 4% 18 6% 8d 10 h 45 min

This table indicates how many cases and events were obtained in the monitoring of variants, along

with mean duration values
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processes had a remarkable growth in throughput time when multiple approvals

took place. In the Purchase Order process, throughput times in the second-level

approvals were 1.8 times higher than an approval on the first level, and they were

2.2 times higher in the third level. In the Invoice Approval process, throughput

times on the second level were 2.5 times higher than an approval on the first level

and 4.5 times higher on the third level.

4.2 Points of Interest in the Purchase Order Process

In this section, we tend to the possibilities of optimizing the Purchase Order

process. We identify areas in which we see processes that hold statistical value or

performance problems, focusing on the approval of purchase orders, the people

involved in the process, and their social network.

4.2.1 Approval Level
Activity seen in this section pertains to the approval of purchase orders. All orders

must be approved when the approver can do so the first time (or request additional

information). A problem was discovered in the distribution of work, as the approver

with the highest number of approvals approved 288 orders in an average of 20 h,

while the approver with the second highest number of approvals approved

208 orders in an average of eight minutes.

For seventeen process instances, research found procedural irregularities, where

one user approved on multiple levels, although the rules state that the approver

cannot approve at multiple levels.

In one instance, 23 orders were approved for one supplier with the same amounts

in each other and three users carrying out the same order of processing. Seeing this

procedure take place allowed a cyclic procedure to be implemented to save time in

process.

4.2.2 Resources in the Process
Over-allocated resources were discovered in the Purchase Order process. Resources

in the process provide multiple tasks, where they carry out all or some of the

required human activity. Unclearly defined working tasks for employees show

strained and overworked employees comparing one another. Within the process,

42 resources were seen, but five employees performed 55% of all human activities

and 57% of all process instances. Process owners were advised to relieve these

over-allocated resources. The research also revealed that some employees had to

communicate with a larger number/group of employees to process purchase orders

and that a pair of resources shifted their work among other areas of work in 27% and

20% of process instances, respectively. Over-allocated resources are clearly shown

in the social network of the Purchase Order process (Fig. 6). Their communication

is also compared to that of others.

When purchase orders are created for individual resources, there is often insuf-

ficient knowledge regarding the work process. The slowest employee performed an
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activity 30 times slower than the fastest employee. In addition, the duration of

activities ranged widely, with the longest difference being 17 s for the shortest

duration compared to 21 days and 18 h for the longest. Over-allocated resources

were more likely to take longer than average to complete an activity.

4.2.3 Suppliers’ Characteristics
Through the “Delivery confirmation” activity, we identified discrepancies in the

delivery of goods/services for individual suppliers and information about the

number of discrepancies that took place. Contractors were also identified who

reported discrepancies in all of their deliveries of goods/services. From this infor-

mation we were able to predict the time it would take to deliver goods/services for

individual contractors together and the likelihood that the order would be

completed. This information helps process owners accurately plan and schedule

orders for the delivery of their goods/services.

4.3 Points of Interest in the Invoice Approval Process

In this section, we tend to the Invoice Approving process. We investigated activity

that took place in “Manual enter order number” and saw that it accounted for

approximately 50% of all process instances. Focusing on the “Solving rejected

invoices” activity, we applied text-mining techniques to see the most common

causes of rejected invoices.

Fig. 6 Social network for the Purchase Order process with event-count metric
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4.3.1 Manual Entry of Order Numbers
The system identifies invoices with incorrect or missing IDs. For unidentified

invoices, the system allocates tasks among the staff to enter correct order numbers

manually. We identified the suppliers that needed the most such manual entries. By

introducing these suppliers to the process owners, we reduced the number of

invoices that had to bemanually labeled, saving up to 7 h in invoice-processing time.

4.3.2 Resolving Rejected Invoices
Invoices can be rejected at the first level of approval or at the payment-processing

stage. Rejected invoices are directed to a human activity that examines why the

invoice was rejected and determines whether to end the activity (Decline the

invoice) or to correct the problem and begin the process again. The process

owner allocated three employees to complete the tasks involved in this activity,

planning to divide tasks equally among the three. However, the reality was that the

three employees differed in terms of how often they were assigned a task, as one

performed 56% of all tasks, another performed 34%, and the third performed only

10%. The person with the highest number of tasks in this activity obtained the

shortest average duration time in resolving rejected invoices, taking only 13 h,

while the employee with the lowest percentage of assignments took an average of

15 days. These “reality checks” were presented to the process owner so the work

habits of the most efficient employee could be presented to the other employees to

improve their effectiveness.

Through analysis of this information, we found that, if an employee devoted less

than 2 days to solving a rejected invoice, the invoice was declined 85% of the time

and only 15% were approved. A ratio of 50% approved and 50% declined were

obtained if an employee was solving a rejected invoice more than 2 days.

In order to establish the most common grounds for refusal regarding invoices, an

expansion of the event log was made to contain “User comments.” Data was

extracted and reserved for this activity alone using a frequency analysis of phrases

in the users comments to obtain the most common causes of rejection. The most

frequent phrase was “wrong verification,” which appeared in 29% of the rejections.

The second most frequent phrase was “wrong amount,” which appeared in 24% of

the rejections. Less frequent phrases included “missing date” and “invoice in the

wrong language.” With these phrases identified, the process owner was able to

address these frequent shortcomings and help the overall process to run more

smoothly.

5 Lessons Learned

For analyses of processes to have value, the logs must be of high quality, so a

significant challenge lies in pre-processing the data from multiple systems to create

high-quality logs. All events and information that were recorded in the midst of all

operations in processes had to be included, and the higher the quality of the

information in the logs, the higher the quality of the resulting details about the

processes.
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We focused on the extraction, pre-processing, and analysis of data that was

stored in a process-driven application. This software automatically executes busi-

ness processes and logs the executed activities. In most of the systems, one can find

design-time data, that is, process definitions and runtime data, including informa-

tion on activities executed during the process. We defined the structure for stored

data and defined the attributes attached to analyzing the processes.

Data was extracted using a connector we developed to identify design-time data

automatically and extract runtime data into the desired process log structure, which

must at least include an instance identifier and process steps in the form of an

activity identifier to enable frequency analysis. If the process log does not include a

timestamp attribute, events in the log must be ordered chronologically before the

log is imported into a process-mining tool. Performance analysis can show the time

between executions of two consecutive activities if at least one timestamp attribute

is logged. However, when two timestamp values are logged—one describing the

start and one describing the end of an event—we can reconstruct the process model,

including the active time and waiting time for activities and the paths between

them. One of the most important features of analytical tools is their ability to

aggregate data, because sometimes the mean value does not have the same infor-

mative value as the median value. The process logs of two processes were exported

using a comma-separated values format. Thus, we can gain insights using process-

mining techniques for analyses and evaluations.

Process mining, along with business process modeling and analysis, provides an

important bridge between computational intelligence and data mining. The idea of

process mining is to discover, monitor, and improve real processes by extracting

knowledge from event logs stored in information systems. One of the major benefits

of using the technology is improved process transparency. By reconstructing the

process models, we discovered the main process flow, as well as its deviations.

Identified delays and bottlenecks become visible for both processes. Social

networks were also reconstructed, and over-allocated resources were identified.

As process-mining techniques also include data mining, they can help to identify

how input parameters influence process flow. Historical data can be used to predict

the duration of process instances. We also focused on attributes that describe

invoice rejections, where text-mining techniques helped to uncovered the most

frequent reasons for rejecting an invoice.

Process discovery via process-mining methodology is faster and more cost

effective than process reconstruction using a team of consultants. The goal should

be use process mining and its advantages daily in order to conduct process-mining

based on real-time event data. Using the real-time data makes it possible to enrich

process model in several ways. For example, users involved in a process can

navigate through the process in non-standard situations, and real-time data can be

projected on process map to show a process’s status, thereby informing employees

about delays and other problems. Process mining should be viewed as a continuous

process that provides actionable information.

One of the possibilities that was not pursued in this work is how to analyze

processes within a BPM system. Our study analyzed primarily human activity, but

system activities can also be analyzed to detect performance characteristics,
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communication, and bottlenecks that pertain to individual systems in a process. By

modifying logs or using selected filters in the process-mining tool, we can select

and analyze parts of processes that most needed attention.
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Integrate Your Partners into Your Business
Processes Using Interactive Forms: The
Case of Automotive Industry Company
HEYCO

Bernhard Schindlbeck and Peter Kleinschmidt

Abstract

Situation faced: The automotive industry company HEYCO-WERK Heynen

GmbH & Co. KG (HEYCO) wanted to improve how it handled purchase order

confirmations. Its purchase department spent a lot of time entering incoming

purchase order confirmations from its vendors into its SAP system. This process

had to be automated with the most suitable technology to make it more time- and

cost-efficient.

(a) Action taken: Before doing anything else, we had to choose the technol-

ogy to support the process. Based on an empirical study, we developed a

comparison scheme for business-to-business (B2B) technologies. We con-

sidered three types of technology, electronic data interchange (EDI),

online portals, and interactive forms. Unlike the first two categories,

interactive forms are seldom considered in the literature as an alternative

B2B technology, but they turned out to be the best technology to support

the purchase order confirmation process. Therefore, we chose them to

support the process.

(b) Results achieved: With the implementation of interactive forms as a B2B

solution to process purchase order confirmations, we achieved essential

efficiency gains in time and quality. Working with interactive forms is well

accepted by the process owners in the purchase department, who were able

to automate the recording of purchase order confirmations with more than

100 vendors within 6 months.

(c) Lessons learned: Interactive forms turned to be a highly flexible and

powerful tool in avoiding media breaks in document-driven processes.
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We present the results of a feedback round with HEYCO’s process owners,

which was carried out 9 months after the introduction of the new proce-

dure. Based on the input from those interviews, we discuss useful

enhancements for the application to meet changed requirements and to

accelerate technology adoption.

1 Introduction

For some time, companies have been using information technologies (IT) like EDI

and online portals to support the exchange of data with their business partners

(Allen et al. 1992; Hart and Saunders 1998). The benefits of using IT in B2B have

been confirmed by many studies (Schindlbeck 2015). For example, IT improves

collaboration between firms (Campo et al. 2010), inventory turnover and delivery

performance (Li et al. 2009), and performance indicators of the supply chain like

time, cost, quality, and flexibility (Wecker 2006). In spite of these positive impacts,

many companies are still focusing on integrating a small portion of their partners

into their business processes. Instead, the focus could be on achieving a high level

of technological diffusion to support data exchange with as many of them as

possible (Schindlbeck 2015). Hence, there is room for new technologies that can

automate data transfer between firms so companies can integrate more of their

partners.

One of the technologies of interest is interactive forms. Unlike electronic data

interchange (EDI) and online portals, interactive forms are seldom discussed in the

scientific literature as a technology to support B2B processes. We define interactive

forms as electronic forms that can be generated from an enterprise application like

enterprise resource planning (ERP) or customer relationship management (CRM),

enriched with application-specific data. The form can be sent by e-mail to an

external recipient, who completes it with the requested data using free software

and sends the form back to the application, where the data are extracted and

processed automatically. Additional processes can also be initiated.

This article presents a real-life scenario in which interactive forms are used to

redesign an automotive-industry company’s purchase order (PO) confirmation pro-

cess by automating the recording of PO confirmations in the ERP system. The

scenario was implemented as a prototype, and 9 months later feedback was solicited

from the process owners in the purchasing department. Therefore, this paper

discusses:

• how well the technology was established after 9 months in operation,

• what lessons can be learned after 9 months of operation, and

• what improvements can be made to accelerate technology adoption.
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2 Situation Faced

The scenario took place in the company HEYCO-WERK Heynen GmbH& Co. KG

(http://www.heyco.de/) (HEYCO hereafter). Founded in 1937, HEYCO employs

about 900 people at production sites in Germany, Ireland, and the Czech Republic.

The company, a supplier for the automotive industry, produces hand tools, plastic

parts, and forgings. Many components from various vendors at home and abroad

are needed for the manufacturing process, and goods for maintenance, repair, and

operations (MRO) are purchased from a number of suppliers. The company has

integrated some of its most important vendors into its business processes using EDI

solutions, but PO confirmations for delivery dates and quantities were not yet

processed automatically. In fact, the data transfer by EDI supported less than 2%

of all current suppliers. A solution for a more efficient handling of confirmed

delivery dates and quantities in the ERP system was needed.

Figure 1 shows the steps of the original version of the PO confirmation process

before interactive forms were implemented.

The PO confirmation process starts when a HEYCO purchaser enters a PO in the

company’s SAP ERP system. When creating the PO, the purchaser determines the

vendor and enters the articles, the requested quantities, and delivery dates. After

saving the PO, the system generates the PO form as a PDF document and sends it to

the supplier, which checks for the availability of the requested articles. Depending

on the ATP (available-to-promise) situation, the supplier confirms or changes the

quantities and delivery dates and sends a PO confirmation document by surface

mail or e-mail to HEYCO. Then the purchaser finds the corresponding PO in the

SAP system and enters the confirmed data (quantities, delivery dates, and the

Fig. 1 Original process for purchase order confirmation
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vendor’s PO confirmation number) for each item on the PO. The material resource

planning (MRP) module in SAP uses the confirmed data, not the requested data, for

its computations. Finally, the purchaser archives the PO confirmation document for

controlling purposes.

Because of its impact on MRP, the original process required accurate handling to

guarantee high-quality data for planning purposes. The time required to enter a

confirmation for one PO item averaged 150 s, so based on more than 12,000 PO

confirmations entered in 2012, more than 500 h of work could be saved per year by

automating this process.

3 Action Taken

The first step was choosing a suitable technology to support the process with as

many vendors as possible. We considered three types of solutions for automating

the process, which can be categorized as one-to-one technologies, one-to-many

technologies (Wirtz and Bronnenmayer 2011), and interactive forms.

3.1 One-to-One

One-to-one technologies include those that are used to integrate each partner

individually. These connections are characterized by a mutual exchange of infor-

mation and efficiency gains for both sides. However, establishing these connections

requires that each partner make certain investments. A typical example of a one-to-

one technology is the automated exchange of business documents between two

partners’ ERP systems using EDI or extensible markup language (XML) messages

(Wüstner 2005).

3.2 One-to-Many

One-to-many technologies enable companies to integrate their partners in a flexible

way, without extensive coordination. These technologies can be implemented by

portals (Gmelch 2012), online platforms, or e-marketplaces (Petersen et al. 2007)

integrated into the enterprise’s ERP system. However, these technologies usually

force the interacting partner to enter the required data into a web form manually, so

efficiency gains from eliminating a media break are mostly those of the company

that implemented the technology.
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3.3 Interactive Forms

Interactive forms are electronic forms generated from an enterprise application

(Hauser et al. 2011) that contain both application-specific data and interactive

elements like input fields and dropdown lists. Users can enter data into the forms

and save them in a structured way (mostly technically in XML structures). Because

of the structured storage of information, the data entered can be extracted and

automatically processed in the source application to eliminate media breaks and

initiate other processes. Interactive forms can also be dynamic in that they can

change their layouts depending on the user’s actions (e.g., making it possible to

provide a user-friendly form). Certain areas are hidden until the user needs them.

Embedded scripting allows the system to react to users’ actions by means of

warnings and error messages, and to calculate key figures based on the values

entered. Examples of providers of interactive forms are Adobe, with its product

Adobe Interactive Forms, and LUCOM, with the application FormsForWeb.

One may argue that interactive forms belong among the one-to-many

technologies, as they share a number of characteristics, including integrating

partners in a flexible way without any individual implementation effort and

eliminating the media break in the process only for the company that generates

the form and processes it in its ERP after it is completed. However, it seems

justified to put interactive forms in a category of its own because of some unique

characteristics, including the offline capability of interactive forms. In contrast to

the web forms that are used in typical one-to-many scenarios, completing an

interactive form does not require an internet connection, as all data and scripting

are usually embedded in the form. Offline capability generally goes hand in hand

with the possibility of saving intermediate results and of printing the form, so users

can interrupt the data-entry process, save the form, and complete it later and can

retain a paper copy for their own controlling purposes. Hence, interactive forms

have advantages in converting paper-based scenarios to electronic processes.

What’s more, most users are well acquainted with Adobe forms.

3.4 Comparison of the Technologies

We set out to find the most suitable technology by comparing the three categories

with respect to the requirements of HEYCO’s purchase department. Relevant entry

barriers for one-to-one and one-to-many technologies were identified by an empiri-

cal study with 95 German manufacturing companies (Schindlbeck 2015). Based on

the most important barriers determined in the study and the characteristics of the

technologies, a comparison scheme was developed consisting of six indicators.

• Evaluation of Return on Investment (ROI)

• Process Expertise and User Acceptance
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• Flexibility

• Partner Acceptance

• Possible Level of Automation

• Possible Functional Scope

Evaluation of ROI: Project managers must always be able to explain how a new

solution generates significant benefits for the company, but depending on the

technology, it may be more or less difficult to calculate the solution’s ROI. One-

to-one technologies are usually used to support one specific process, such as when

enterprises exchange orders with their partners electronically using EDI. It is

comparatively easy to determine the costs and benefits of the implementation

because orders would not have to be entered into the system manually anymore.

Like one-to-one technologies, interactive forms usually support a single process

and can be evaluated well. In contrast, one-to-many technologies like online

platforms and portals frequently provide a wider range of functionalities and are

implemented to support a wide range of scenarios. Therefore, it is more difficult to

estimate all costs and benefits and to break them down to the supported processes.

Consequently, one-to-one and interactive forms have advantages over one-to-many

technologies the ability to evaluate ROI.

Process Expertise and User Acceptance: The use of technologies in B2B often

leads to significant changes in the process. With our example of orders exchanged

by means of EDI, the purchaser creates the PO in the system, prints it, and sends it

to the vendor, and after the vendor enters the PO, a sales order is automatically

created in the vendor’s system. The PO form used in the original process is

obsolete. In addition, one-to-many solutions often replace paper-based or electronic

forms with web forms, so users must be trained in the new process, and resistance to

the technology can occur because of the changes in the process flow. Interactive

forms usually do not touch the process and are similar to paper documents because

of they can be handled offline, so they do not require much training and are likely to

be more readily accepted by users than are other B2B technologies.

Flexibility describes how easily a new partner can be integrated using the

solution. The integration of a partner with one-to-one technologies requires indi-

vidual coordination: data structures have to be mapped, interfaces must be

implemented, and communication channels for the data exchange have to be

established. Therefore, previous investments are lost (sunk costs) when the trans-

action is no longer executed. Implementation makes sense only if a high volume of

data is exchanged between partners and if the business relationship is stable, so one-

to-one is preferred for strategic partners. For partners to participate in a one-to-

many solution, it is usually sufficient that they log on to an online platform with a

provided user name and password, which is even easier with interactive forms, as

everyone who receives and completes a form can take part in the process.
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Partner Acceptance: There are (at least) two sides in B2B, so the partner must

willing to take part in the process. In dealing with one-to-one technologies the

partners faces the same challenges as the company itself, so only partners with a

high volume of data exchange are likely to accept the investment required to

establish a one-to-one connection. On the other hand, one-to-many technologies

eliminate media breaks only on the side of one company, so these technologies may

make even higher demands on the partners in a process supported by a one-to-many

technology because they have to enter data into a web form manually. Like one-to-

many technologies, interactive forms avoid media breaks only for the company that

generates and processes them, but interactive forms’ ability to be managed offline

gives them some advantages over web forms (one-to-many). For example, the

partner can keep a copy of the form for its own controlling purposes, it does not

have to enter all of the data in one step but can save intermediate versions and

complete the form later, and it does not have to log on to a platform but can provide

data as soon as it has received the interactive form.

The highest Level of Automation can be achieved by one-to-one technologies, as
data exchange that is free of media breaks can be possible if the systems of both

transaction partners are integrated with each other. On the other hand, one-to-many

technologies have limited capabilities to automate processes because data

processing is automated on only one side, although it is at least possible for the

user to execute more than one process step when using a web form. Web forms are

usually connected to a database, so the information entered can be handled imme-

diately in the backend systems and additional steps can be initiated based on the

input. Interactive forms perform poorly in this regard. Because interactive forms

can be processed offline, all the information that is needed during the data entry,

such as data for validation, different layouts, and data screens, has to be stored in the

electronic document. A document can never compete against a database in that

respect.

Functional Scope describes the range of functionalities offered by a technology

to support the interaction between companies. One-to-one technologies are power-

ful in automating on both sides, so they can optimize process flows across

companies, but their functions are generally limited to the transfer of data. Limited

resources due to the offline capability force developers to keep interactive forms

simple so the forms are used primarily as data collectors with basic functions like

validations and the ability to change their layout. One-to-many technologies are the

most powerful in terms of functional scope, as they run on servers and are

connected to databases, so they have access to almost unlimited resources. Nearly

every type of application could be developed based on these platforms, including

the integration of media files, data sharing, collaboration rooms and much more.

Based on this analysis, we visualize the evaluation of the three technology

categories as network diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3.
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HEYCO’s requirements for choosing a software were that:

• the necessary investments be justified by means of a qualified calculation of

ROI;

• purchasers could use the technology without intensive training, so the new

process had to be as similar to the old process as possible;

• nearly every partner could be integrated into the system, even B- and C-partners

with low volumes of data to exchange.

We first excluded one-to-one technologies because of their lack of flexibility.
The individual coordination required with each partner would be profitable only

Fig. 3 Evaluation of one-to-many technologies and interactive forms

Fig. 2 Evaluation of one-to-one technologies
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when a high volume of data is exchanged, so businesses with less data to exchange

would not agree to make the necessary investments.

As Fig. 3 shows, one-to-many technologies and interactive forms can integrate

all types of partners because of their advantages in terms of flexibility and partner
acceptance. While a portal solution and interactive forms were both shortlisted for

HEYCO, purchasers preferred interactive forms because of the ROI. While there

were expenses for implementation, infrastructure, and licenses, the estimated time

savings were sufficient for the solution to be profitable. The portal solution would

have provided some additional functions for the vendor, such as the possibility of

printing HEYCO-compatible delivery notes, it was more important to HEYCO to

support the core process with a computable cost-benefit ratio.

In addition, with interactive forms the original process flow changes very little.

The PO confirmation document is replaced by the interactive form, but the proce-

dure remains the same, so purchases do not need much training. With the portal, the

PO confirmation form would have been replaced by a web form, and instead of just

completing the PO confirmation document, the vendor would have had to log on to

the portal, search for its POs, and enter the confirmations. Therefore interactive

forms are better in terms of the second requirement because of the advantages

indicated by process expertise and user acceptance (Fig. 3).
Finally, higher ratings in terms of flexibility and partner acceptance make

interactive forms more suitable for integrating nearly every partner. The supplier

does not need any specific technical skills but just completes the received form and

sends it back.

The new PO confirmation process is a simple, linear procedure: The vendor

enters the confirmed delivery dates, quantities, and its order confirmation number,

so the interactive form covers only one process step (entering the confirmations).

Therefore, interactive forms’ lower ratings for level of automation and functional
scope compared to the ratings for one-to-many technologies do not matter in this

scenario.

3.5 Implementation of the Scenario with Interactive Forms

The solution was created using a rapid prototyping approach. A first prototype was

presented to HEYCO’s main actors that was based on the company’s initial

requirements. Then their feedback was integrated into the prototype to refine it

step by step. In the end, the solution consisted of four main components:

• Form processing module

• Status management module

• Inbound processing module

• PO confirmation monitor
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The form processing module generates an e-mail with the interactive PO confir-

mation form as an attachment as soon as a purchaser creates a PO in the system. The

module selects the application data in SAP ERP, implements the interface for the

transfer of the application data to the interactive form, and provides the form layout

of the PO confirmation.

The status management module tracks the status of each form. Every mailed

form is identified by a globally unique identifier (GUID) that is generated from the

form processing module. With its own data model developed in SAP, the status
management module documents (among other things) the timestamps

• when the form was sent to the supplier

• when the form was received back

• when the form was processed by the purchaser in SAP with regard to that GUID.

Possible statuses are confirmation not received yet, ready to process, completed,
and form received multiple times.

The inbound processing module extracts the data from incoming forms,

validates it, and updates the status management module’s database tables. The

module also archives received forms in a content server.

The PO confirmation monitor reports on the content of the status management
module’s tables so the user can display all generated forms and their statuses. The

user can also choose to see the archived PO confirmation.

4 Results Achieved

The flow of the PO confirmation process with interactive forms (Fig. 4) is similar to

that of the original procedure (Fig. 1), as only the manual transfer of the PO

confirmation form to the SAP system is replaced by the automatic processing of

the interactive form.

Saving the PO in SAP ERP generates, in addition to the PO document, an

interactive PO confirmation form that is sent to the supplier. It looks similar to

the PO document and contains the requested delivery dates and quantities for each

PO item. Interactive input fields allow the user to enter the confirmed dates and

quantities and the vendor’s order confirmation number. Mandatory fields are

marked by a red frame, which disappears as soon as the field is filled, so the user

can easily identify the fields that still require values.

Figure 5 shows a plain example of a PO confirmation with one item. The

company requests 80 pieces of a material to be delivered on 18 December 2015.

In our example, the supplier confirms the quantity and the delivery date and then

sends the form back to HEYCO’s SAP system using a send button in the form. With

a click of that button, a number of validations are performed. For example, the

system checks to ensure that all mandatory fields are filled in, after which the form’s

interactive functions are switched off, and no changes are possible, so the document

can be used for audit-proof archiving. In addition, an e-mail is created
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automatically that contains the SAP system’s email address as the receiver and the

completed PO confirmation form as an attachment. As soon as the e-mail is

delivered to HEYCO’s SAP ERP, the data entered are extracted by the inbound
processing module and stored in the system’s database. The form is also automati-

cally stored in the content server with a link to the PO in SAP.

The purchaser can use the PO confirmation monitor to display received PO

confirmations. The monitor shows one reporting line for each confirmed delivery

date, along with information like requested and confirmed delivery dates and

quantities, vendor name, material, related PO number and item, and timestamps

for sending and receiving.

Possible exceptions are:

• The confirmed quantity or delivery date deviates from the requested one.

• The vendor rejected the confirmation.

• The related PO item is already confirmed in SAP ERP (e.g., because

someone had already entered the confirmation manually).

• The related PO item was deleted in SAP ERP in the meantime.

• The confirmation is not up to date because the requested quantity or delivery

date of the related PO item was changed in SAP ERP in the meantime.

With the monitor, the purchaser can check all of the confirmations at a glance,

and the exception groups identify problematic confirmations so the purchaser can

clarify deviating confirmations with the vendor. All of the accepted confirmations

can be selected and processed with one click, at which time the confirmations are

transferred to the related PO items in SAP ERP. Henceforth, SAP MRP considers

the dates and quantities to be confirmed. In addition the purchaser no longer has to

Fig. 4 Process for PO confirmation with interactive forms
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enter confirmations manually. The archiving of the form is also obsolete, as all

confirmations can be monitored easily and are well arranged.

4.1 Extent of use

In September 2014, HEYCO’s purchasing department began using interactive

forms to automate the PO confirmation process with its vendors. Nine months

later, feedback was solicited from purchasers to discuss their experiences in using

the application. In general, the purchasers were convinced of the quality of the

solution, mentioning several advantages:

• The solution simplifies the process of recording PO confirmations in SAP ERP,

so it is helpful in daily business.

• From the point of view of most vendors, it is a low-tech-solution that required

only a slight modification from the original process, so many suppliers were

easily convinced to accept the new procedure.

• Vendors who have used interactive forms once work with them in a reliable way.

• The PO confirmation monitor is easy to use. It provides a good overview of sent

and outstanding PO confirmations, and received data can be handled efficiently.

Critical PO confirmations are easily identified by the exception groups, while the

rest can be processed with one click.

• The transparency of the process is improved because incoming forms are

archived with a link to the PO in SAP ERP.

In the first month of use, 45 vendors confirmed POs with interactive forms, and

about 15 new vendors were integrated every month thereafter (Fig. 6). Figure 6 also

shows that the average number of suppliers that actually used the interactive forms

Fig. 6 Number of vendors who participated in the new process since September 2014.
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during a 1-month period grew slowly, from 45 in September 2014 to 60 in April

2015. Therefore, vendors with less than one PO per month (and, therefore, a

comparatively low volume of data) use the solution, too, so the solution is suitable

for all types of vendors.

Figure 7 describes the percentages of PO confirmations processed with interac-

tive forms in relation to all recorded PO confirmations in SAP ERP. The blue line

shows the percentage for each month. The red line is a logarithmic trend line, which

was calculated with the monthly data. In the first month (September 2014), 14% of

the data volume was already processed with interactive forms. The coverage

increased strongly in October 2014, but then it declined again and settled at a

level of around 23%, in part because the solution is also used with C partners, so an

increase in the number of participating vendors did not lead to a commensurate

increase in the monthly data exchanged using the system.

5 Lessons Learned

While the automated recording of 23% of the PO confirmations makes a strong

contribution to improving process quality and efficiency, we expected more

vendors to adopt the solution during the first 8 months. Therefore, we asked

HEYCO’s purchasers why the percentage did not increase faster. It turned out

that, even with the simplicity of interactive forms, there are some barriers to

adoption and some challenges in convincing vendors to work with the solution.

Before a vendor receives its first interactive form, the responsible purchaser

explains the new procedure in order to obtain the vendor’s commitment. Some

vendors try to avoid even small change in processes because of a general mistrust of

process changes. A good way to support purchasers in their attempts to remove their

vendors’ concerns is to provide purchasers with a conversation guideline and to

Fig. 7 Percentage of the PO confirmations processed with interactive forms.
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provide vendors with a short documentation of the PO confirmation process with

interactive forms so communication with vendors is standardized.

A second reason that vendors resisted working with the interactive forms was

that they could not confirm a HEYCO PO if purchase prices had changed and the

prices on the interactive PO confirmation were not up to date. Therefore, the

solution would be enhanced by a function that could change and confirm prices in

the interactive form.

Users also suggested implementing a way to report statistics regarding the extent

of the use of interactive forms in SAP ERP, including:

• the monthly percentage of received PO confirmations via interactive forms in

relation to sent interactive forms for each vendor (response rate)

• the monthly percentage of PO confirmations processed by interactive forms in

relation to all the recorded PO confirmations for each vendor (coverage of data

volume)

• the monthly percentage of PO confirmations processed by interactive forms in

relation to all the recorded PO confirmations for each purchaser (internal

adoption)

The first two vendor-specific figures, which are generated automatically in SAP

ERP, can be used in periodical reviews and evaluations with the suppliers. As part

of the evaluation, the supplier can be encouraged to use the technology by using the

third key figure to agree on purchaser-specific targets for process automation.

With these activities, the technology adoption can be accelerated and the per-

centage of PO confirmations processed by interactive forms increased.

5.1 Conclusion

We described some challenges in the process of introducing HEYCO’s technology

changes, but the general results of the first 8 months are satisfactory for a medium-

sized company like HEYCO, with up to 31% of PO confirmations processed by

interactive forms and 133 vendors working with the solution.

The main process actors gave positive feedback, and they are confident that

implementation of the planned improvements will result in even better and faster

adoption of the technology.

Interactive forms were evaluated as a suitable way to integrate all types of B2B

partners into business processes. The positive experience with the PO confirmation

scenario underscores these forms’ ability to enable companies to automate more of

their processes with a larger number of their partners. The comparison scheme we

developed can help decision-makers choose the appropriate technology for their

particular situations.

The feedback round also resulted in discussions about other processes that could

be supported by interactive forms, such as requests for quotations, 8D reports, and

suppliers’ declarations. Other projects with interactive forms are planned.
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Because of the platform independence of PDFs and low entry barriers, interac-

tive forms can help to integrate all types of partners (A/B/C). However, all barriers

and characteristics of technologies should be considered with respect to the

requirements of the process before choosing a technology for automation. The

comparison scheme developed here helps companies to choose the best technology

for their needs.
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Leading 20,000+ Employees with a
Process-Oriented Management System:
Insights into Process Management at
Lufthansa Technik Group

Mirko Kloppenburg, Janina Kettenbohrer, Daniel Beimborn,
and Michael B€ogle

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Structured documentation of an aviation company’s pro-

cesses is a prerequisite to gaining an authority’s approval for aircraft

maintenance, repair, and overhaul. Processes had been documented in a

continuously growing number of PDF-based text documents, but the grow-

ing complexity of processes meant that this approach to process documen-

tation no longer provided easy-to-understand work instructions for

employees that fulfilled the authorities’ requirements.

(b) Action taken: Lufthansa Technik Group implemented a process-oriented

management system called IQ MOVE, the goal of which is to provide

concise, easy-to-read documentation of processes in the form of process

maps and swim-lane-based process descriptions. The system is designed to

ensure seamless integration of normative and legislative requirements into

the processes to avoid cross-references and to separate process documenta-

tion into multiple points of view. Moreover, IQ MOVE applies the “Frame-

work for Assignment of Responsibilities” (FAR+) to strengthen process-

management roles and increase employees’ acceptance of the system.

(c) Results achieved: 20,000+ employees at Lufthansa Technik use IQ MOVE

in their daily work. A periodically performed employee survey shows a
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high level of acceptance by the employees and increased awareness of the

process-management roles (e.g., Process Owner, Process Architect, and

Process Manager) based on the implementation of FAR+ and the integrated

BPM Lifecycle approach.

(d) Lessons learned: Key success factors of the system are the easy-to-under-

stand process-modeling notation, the seamless integration of normative and

legislative requirements into processes, the clearly defined process-

management roles, the holistic process-modeling team, and the comprehen-

sive process operations concept that Lufthansa Technik Group applied.

1 Introduction

The Lufthansa Technik Group, the technical division of Lufthansa Group, provides

aircraft maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) services to about 800 customers

around the world. At its 30 subsidiaries worldwide, more than 20,000 employees

perform tasks like aircraft overhaul, component maintenance, and V.I.P. cabin

completion. The basis for all aircraft-related tasks are the approvals of the respec-

tive aviation authorities from 69 countries. To gain these approvals, Lufthansa

Technik must demonstrate to these regulatory authorities its compliance with

international laws and standards. The company accomplishes this requirement

based on the process-oriented management system called IQ MOVE.

IQ MOVE consists of a web application with two modules. In the background,

“requirement management” covers all applicable legislative and normative

requirements (e.g., EASA Part-145, EN 9110), which are interpreted and assigned

to all processes to which they are relevant. At the front-end, these processes are

presented to the users in the system’s process-management module, in which all

relevant processes are mapped in concise and easy-to-read process-modeling lan-

guage that is designed to fit to the employees’ needs.

Since the beginning of the IQ MOVE implementation in 2002, “Finding all

relevant procedures quickly and easily” has been the guiding vision of the develop-

ment and operation of the system. Its acceptance by the employees is the key

indicator of the success of the IQ MOVE implementation.

Today, IQ MOVE covers a wide range of processes, from production to admin-

istration. In the beginning, the implementation project focused on modeling pro-

cesses that are under regulatory supervision, but processes from areas like human

resources, accounting, and innovation were also included. Regarding employees’

acceptance of the system, most of the efforts was directed toward production

processes, particularly the repair and release-to-service of aircraft and aircraft

parts processes, which are performed by about 12,000 mechanics all over the world.

An essential step in increasing employees’ acceptance was the introduction of a

process-management role concept that facilitates clear assignment of management

responsibilities to specific roles, such as Process Owner, Process Architect, and

Process Manager (for process responsibility) and Line Manager (for disciplinary
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responsibility). Intensive training and coaching for these roles has helped to

improve the operation of processes by, for example, keeping processes up-to-date

and providing process training to employees.

2 Situation Faced

Performing aircraft MRO requires the approval of the respective customer’s avia-

tion authority. For example, to provide aircraft maintenance to a customer with

U.S. registered aircraft, approval by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for

performing the corresponding tasks is a prerequisite. To gain approval, the com-

pany has to prove its processes’ conformity with the respective law in terms of both

process documentation and the practical execution of processes.

Prior to the implementation of IQ MOVE, the company demonstrated its

procedures’ conformity with international laws and standards in a conventional

way using more than 360 PDF documents issued by multiple departments and

developed by about 250 employees across the company. These documents varied

in length from 2 to 120 pages, contained a large number of cross-references, and

described procedures from multiple points of view. For example, the process of

“Creating quotations for the repair of aircraft components” was described from the

workshop’s point of view as well as from customer service’s point of view. The two

responsible departments issued separate procedure documentations that described

the specifics of the process, often without matching the content.

Therefore, when an employee wanted to perform a specific activity, he or she

had first to identify the relevant procedures and then to look up the relevant content.

Because of the continuously growing number of documents written from multiple

points of view and containing numerous cross-references, it was challenging to take

all relevant procedures into account, and increasing numbers of inconsistencies

caused coordination issues, not to mention irritation. As a consequence, the system

had to be redesigned.

3 Action Taken

The core idea of the new system was to replace the existing documentation by

means of a process-oriented, integrated management system that provides in one

place all relevant information to performing an activity, taking all applicable

norms, standards, and internal and external regulations into account. To implement

this idea, a web-based application was developed in close cooperation with the

future users of the system, particularly employees from production, such as aircraft

mechanics and engineers.

This system was named IQ MOVE. “IQ” reflects the “integrated quality man-

agement” approach of combining several requirement disciplines in one system,

while “MOVE” represents the flexibility and the ongoing development of the

system and its content.
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The overall target of the IQ MOVE implementation was—and is—to ensure the

“safety first” principle by providing to employees around the world all of the

information that is relevant to the safe execution of processes and informed

decision-making.

3.1 Requirement and Process Management Form the Basis
of IQ MOVE

The IQ MOVE application consists of two major modules: A “Requirement Man-

agement” module and a “ProcessManagement” module. The Requirement Manage-

ment module is designed for the implementation of all requirements, such as EASA

Part-145, EN 9110, and OHSAS 18001.1 Target groups for this area are authorities,

certification bodies, and customers’ auditors. To build the content of the requirement

database, internal Requirement Managers interpret all applicable requirements into

actionable tasks and document these tasks in the requirement database.

The Process Management module contains the organization’s processes. All

processes are modeled so they are easy for employees to understand. Processes

are stored in IQ MOVE’s Process and Document Database.

To connect requirement management and process management, tasks that result

from requirements are assigned to processes in the course of the Requirement

Manager’s “conformity check” and integrated into processes by process modeling

teams before the processes are published. Figure 1 provides an overview of the

connection between these two modules.

3.2 Process Modeling in IQ MOVE

The integration of requirements into processes is enabled by the application of a

concise process-modeling methodology that consists of multiple modeling levels

with increasing levels of detail. The highest level of the “process world”—the level

with the least detail—consists of “process maps” that structure processes from a

process-oriented organizational perspective. This structure is detailed by several

levels of process maps until the next-highest level, a “process display,” is reached.

A process display consists of six swim lanes that contain the process’s roles and

activities and provide an overview of the process flow and how the roles interact.

Every activity in the process is further explained by “info boxes,” the third level,

which present detailed information on how to perform the respective activity on

1EASA Part-145 describes the requirements for achieving and maintaining the aviation authority’s

approval as a maintenance organization for aircraft and aircraft components in the EU. EN 9110

describes the requirements for a quality-management system of the EN 9xxx family, with specific

requirements for aviation and aerospace maintenance organizations. OHSAS 18001 describes

requirements for an occupational health and safety management system to eliminate or minimize

risks to employees.
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responsible roles, applicable IT systems, and related documents. These “activity-

related documents” are the lowest level of the documentation and provide the

highest level of detail in terms of checklists, forms, examples, and so on (Fig. 2.).

A closer look at the design of process displays in IQ MOVE is shown in Fig. 3,

which shows an example of a process display. A swim lane consists of nine cells.

The first cell is reserved for the role that executes the activities and decisions placed

within the remaining eight cells of the swim lane. Activities and decisions are

connected by either the standard workflow or by optional (alternative or additional)

connections. Roles, activities, decisions, and connections are the core elements of

the modeling notation used in IQ MOVE. Two swim lanes at the bottom of the

process refer to upstream and downstream processes for navigation between pro-

cess displays and to activity-related documents for quick access to more detailed

information. An end-to-end process initiated and ended by the customer (internal as

well as external customers) can be modeled along several process displays.

The reduced modeling methodology IQ MOVE uses is the result of several

workshops with about 100 employees during the design phase of the IQ MOVE

development project. The goal of these workshops was to identify a way to do

process modeling that employees can understand easily. As a consequence, more

complex modeling elements, such as operators, events, and interfaces, were aban-

doned. Workshop participants evaluated notations like UML2 activity diagrams and

Event Driven Process Chains. (BPMN3 was not available in 2002.)

Not only the process maps but also other paths enable the users of IQ MOVE to

access the process world. Because of the assignment of roles to an organization’s
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Fig. 1 Processes and requirements are connected by tasks in IQ MOVE

2UML ¼ Unified Modeling Language.
3BPMN ¼ Business Process Model and Notation.
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structure, visual organizational charts can be used to open up the processes that

belong to specific roles. Personalized bookmarks also enable direct access to

frequently used processes and documents, and a search function makes it possible

to look up information throughout the whole process world. Based on the role-based

modeling approach, it is possible to limit content (e.g., within search results) to

processes in which a user is involved. Figure 4 shows the interconnections based on

the integration of roles and activities into IQ MOVE’s process database.

To explain the difference between management system documentation and

operational information, Fig. 5 presents the characteristics of both levels of

Process Map
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Fig. 2 Four levels of detail are used to describe processes in IQ MOVE

Fig. 3 Example of a process display in IQ MOVE
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information. IQ MOVE focuses on generalized standard processes—that is, it

avoids modeling product, customer, and location specifics. The specific information

related to a process (e.g., detailed technical documentation for the maintenance of

all of an aircraft’s components) is provided by operational systems (e.g., a

The way we map our processes

Process Display

Organizational Chart Process Map

Activity

Activity related Documents

Fig. 4 Interconnection of elements in IQ MOVE

Requirement documentation

Technical documentation

job cards,
manufacturer manuals,

engineering orders,
service bulletins…

Operational structure Organizational structure

generalized 
standard processes

specific
information

Fig. 5 Differentiation between management system and operational documentation
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document management system called eDoc for the distribution of component

maintenance manuals). Therefore, the detailed description of an activity contains

a reference like “Please repair the component according to the applicable compo-

nent maintenance manual in eDoc.”

3.3 The IQ MOVE Editorial Process

In addition to processes from production and administration, also the way how

Lufthansa Technik creates its process documentation is modeled in IQ MOVE.

Figure 6 presents the process map of the editorial process in IQ MOVE.

The beginning of the process reflects the two areas of IQ MOVE: The process

“Editing regulations in IQ MOVE” explains how to update the requirement data-

base by registering and revising all relevant requirements as the basis for the

subsequent conformity check. In parallel, the process documentation is created as

described in the two processes “Editing IQ MOVE processes” and “Accepting

processes in IQ MOVE.”

Before they are published, all new processes and selected updated processes

have to pass a conformity check to ensure compliance with all applicable norms and

laws. The conformity check is split into an internal check and an external check.

The internal conformity check is performed by the internal Requirement Managers,

who specialize in interpreting and company-specific implementation of laws and

standards. To demonstrate compliance, tasks that were initially created in the

Fig. 6 Process map of the editorial process in IQ MOVE
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process “Editing regulations in IQ MOVE” are assigned to all relevant processes,

content is integrated into the process models, and a “conformity confirmed” or

“adjustment necessary” status is set. Only with a confirmed conformity check can a

process proceed in the editorial process.

Most processes will be published right after successful completion of the

conformity check, but some processes require an external conformity check by a

supervisory authority, such as the Luftfahrt-Bundesamt, the German aviation

authority.

The process “Updating public area in IQ MOVE” explains the weekly and

monthly activities for publishing processes in IQ MOVE. Finally, all IQ MOVE

revisions are archived for later reference.

The process map of the IQ MOVE editorial process is completed by means of a

support process for translating processes. The goal of this part of the editorial

process is to ensure that all processes provide their information in English and

any other languages made mandatory by the respective authorities. Mandatory

languages are defined for each legal entity according to local requirements. For

example, Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey GmbH provides processes only in

English, but Lufthansa Technik AG provides processes in both English and German

as a result of coordination with the worker’s council.

3.4 BPM Governance Based on the Framework for Assignment
of Responsibilities (FAR+)

An adapted version of the Framework for Assignment of Responsibilities (FAR+)

was implemented in 2014 as the basis for the operation and improvement of

processes (Kettenbohrer et al. 2013, 2014) to enforce process governance. The

underlying idea of the FAR+ concept is the split of managerial responsibility into

“process responsibility,” which defines how employees are supposed to perform

processes, and “disciplinary responsibility,” which defines what employees are

supposed to do. Both responsibilities must be defined for every position.

The core role in process responsibility is that of the Process Owner. According to

a RACI classification4 (Loshin 2008), the Process Owner is accountable for defin-

ing, improving, and coordinating the process on the level of detailed processes

described by one or more process displays. The Process Architect role is assigned to

specialized employees who are responsible for defining and improving the process.

The Process Manager role is assigned to persons who are responsible for

coordinating process execution inter-organizationally in the various process

instances (e.g., location-specific, customer-specific, product-specific process exe-

cution). The fourth role in the realm of process responsibility is that of the Process

4R ¼ the role is responsible for an activity; that is, the role performs an activity. A ¼ The role is

accountable for an activity; that is, the role is ultimately liable for an activity. C ¼ The role has to

be consulted. I ¼ The role has to be informed. Only R and A are applied in this example.
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Domain Owner, who is accountable for the strategic direction of the processes and

sub-domains in the respective process domain.

In the realm of disciplinary responsibility, the Line Manager is accountable and

responsible for the assigned organizational unit’s accomplishing the process,

including organizational-unit-specific budget fulfillment, assignment of roles to

employees in the organizational unit, coordination of target agreements, and per-

sonnel development (Kettenbohrer et al. 2013, 2014). In contrast to the theoretical

FAR+ concept, Lufthansa Technik did not implement a separate role for the

administrative management of employees (e.g., signing of work contract) but

integrated this responsibility into to the Line Manager’s role for the time being.

The Line Manager role is assigned to managers of organizational units on all

hierarchical levels. Figure 7 provides an overview of the roles.

In addition to the roles, structured communication flows between the roles

ensure the smooth operation of processes, provide a platform for decision-making,

avoid unstructured escalation in case of a dispute, and align process strategy

(assigned to process responsibility) with business strategy (assigned to disciplinary

responsibility).

3.5 The Procedure of Process Modeling in IQ MOVE

To ensure the applicability of process documentations, modeling of the processes in

IQ MOVE is performed by three parties in joint process modeling sessions, based

on the FAR+ concept. As the first party, the Process Owner and Process Architect

represent the mandate of defining a process. As the second party, Process Managers

Fig. 7 Roles of the Framework for Assignment of Responsibilities (FAR+) (Kettenbohrer et al.

2013, 2014)
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and/or employees participate in process-modeling sessions to bring in the detailed

expertise of real-life process execution. As the third party, a Process Modeler

moderates the process modeling session and handles the actual documentation in

the system. The Process Modeler is experienced in Lufthansa Technik’s process-

modeling methodology and has completed moderator training (Fig. 8).

Process modeling itself is initialized by the Process Owner, who contacts the

Process Modeler to request a process modeling session. The Process Owner

(supported by Process Architect) and the Process Modeler agree on the scope,

timeframe, and participants of a process-modeling session. During the meeting,

the process is modeled live in the system, although several sessions are often

required. In the end, the Process Owner is asked to accept the new process within

a workflow in IQ MOVE.

3.6 IQ MOVE’s Operational Concept

To protect the investment in IQ MOVE and to improve the system, at the end of the

project the project’s review board requested a concept for the system’s operations.

As a result, the IQ MOVE’s Operational Concept shown in Fig. 9 was developed.

Then operation of the system and the editorial process were handed over to the

Process Owner of IQ MOVE’s editorial process.

The concept is structured as a Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. The core of the “Do”

phase is the process “Performing IQ MOVE editorial process”, which summarizes

all processes that relate to the editing of content in IQ MOVE. To fuel this process,

those who hold the editorial roles of the system (e.g., Process Modelers, Require-

ment Managers) must be trained, while user roles like those of employees, Line

Fig. 8 Three parties participate in IQ MOVE process-modeling sessions
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Managers, Process Owners, and External Auditors have to be trained in the use of

IQ MOVE. In parallel to these core processes, the Process Owner of the IQ MOVE

editorial process cultivates the IQ MOVE community by facilitating the exchange

of experiences by those who hold the roles involved. For example, all Process

Modelers are invited to a yearly “IQ MOVE Process Forum,” the goal of which is

facilitate their getting to know their colleagues, to train Process Modelers on

changes in the editorial process, and to identify ideas for improving the system.

The “Do” phase is completed by undertaking processes to define activities for

internal and external communication related to IQ MOVE and processes to improve

the IQ MOVE IT application and the IQ MOVE Operational Concept itself.

Every 2 years, as part of the “Check” phase, all users of the system—that is,

participants in the IQMOVE editorial process, such as employees, Process Owners,

Line Managers, and Process Modelers—provide feedback concerning IQ MOVE’s

strengths and weaknesses. Based on this IQ MOVE user feedback, key result areas

for improving the system are identified and measures for implementing these

improvements are developed. The IQ MOVE user feedback is also used to evaluate

the system’s acceptance by the users with regard to the system’s vision of “finding

all relevant procedures quickly and easily.”

Finally, in the “Act” phase, the developed measures are presented to the Process

Domain Owner and the process participants’ senior management (i.e., the

Lufthansa Technik Board) for approval. Based on this committee’s decision,

measures are implemented in the “Plan” phase.

Fig. 9 IQ MOVE’s operational concept
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4 Results Achieved

Results of the biannual IQ MOVE user feedback (according to the IQ MOVE

Operational Concept) indicate a constant level of acceptance by the employees,

but ensuring the IQ MOVE vision of “finding all relevant procedures quickly and

easily” is met in daily work remains a challenge.

In general, the results of IQ MOVE user feedbacks confirm that the implemented

process modeling methodology, with its varying levels of detail (i.e., process maps,

process displays, info-boxes of activities, and activity-related documents) and

reduced number of process modeling objects (i.e., roles, activities, and decisions),

is easily understood and simple to use. However, because of the complexity of the

real-life processes, the complexity of process documentation increases over time,

and Process Owners, Process Architects, and Process Modelers must work to keep

documentation as concise as possible.

The development and implementation of FAR+ was initialized as result of IQ

MOVE’s 2011 user feedback to strengthen the role of the Process Owner, facilitate

continuous process improvement, ensure proper accomplishment of processes at all

locations, and provide comprehensive training of process participants. First results

of the evaluation of the FAR+ implementation confirm that the concept helps to

improve the system in these ways, but it is clear that the assignment of the FAR+

roles alone does not fully enable all employees to perform their roles. As a result,

additional workshop series have been started, especially to support Process Owners

and Process Architects by offering a structured process-operation concept. This

concept was developed based on the generalized IQ MOVE operational concept,

and training will be offered to all Process Owners in the near future. The core of this

generalized process operations approach is a simplified BPM lifecycle based on

Dumas et al.’s (2013) BPM Lifecycle, which is supported by BPM tools and

methodologies. To apply this concept to the individual processes, the workshop

series will guide Process Owners and Process Architects through the individual

setup of operational concepts. For example, it will provide tools and methodologies

with which to develop a process strategy based on the corporate strategy, to

innovate processes, to implement process changes, to steer processes based on

indicators, and so on.

5 Lessons Learned

Even after 10 years of BPM at Lufthansa Technik, the vision of “finding all relevant

procedures quickly and easily” still drives all BPM activities. Along the journey to

fulfilling this vision, key factors to increase the system’s acceptance by the

employees were identified.

How process modeling is done in IQ MOVE is a core element of the project’s

success. The four modeling levels (i.e., process maps, process displays, info-boxes,

and activity-related documents) offer a flexible approach to mapping processes and

provide easy access to the documentation, while the concise process-modeling
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language for process displays (i.e., swim lanes with roles, activities, and decisions

only) increases the readability and usability of the process documentation in IQ

MOVE. Both of these aspects of the system positively influence its acceptance.

The seamless integration of legislative and normative requirements into process

descriptions also helps to increase employees’ acceptance of the system because it

reduces the complexity of process documentation. In the IQ MOVE editorial

process, specialized experts check all process models for compliance before publi-

cation and ensure that all requirements are integrated into the process descriptions.

Therefore, employees can work according to the process descriptions without

worrying about all the requirements in the background.

In addition, the clear definition of process-management roles (i.e., Process

Domain Owner, Process Owner, Process Architect, and Process Manager) increases

employees’ awareness of process management and facilitates the precise assign-

ment of process-management activities to positions. In particular, the differentia-

tion of roles related to process responsibility vs. disciplinary responsibility

according to FAR+ was a major step in promoting process management and

strengthening the role of the Process Owner. In an additional step, the introduction

of BPM role-oriented training modules contributed to the professionalization of

process management in the organization by providing tools and methodologies

along the process lifecycle.

The role concept also helps to improve process modeling by bringing the right

parties together: Process Owners and Process Architects represent the mandate to

define the process and drive process improvement, while Process Managers and

employees bring practical experience into process modeling. The Process Modeler

has the expertise to moderate process modeling sessions and to map processes in an

easy-to-understand way.

Finally, the key to keeping the process management system on track is the IQ

MOVE operational concept, which is the basis for the system’s continuous

improvement and that helps to structure and steer its global operation. The under-

lying Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle collects the users’ feedback and integrates their

needs into the system’s development. In addition, the integration of top manage-

ment into the system’s development is ensured by regular reporting to and discus-

sion with the organization’s senior line managers.

These key factors, which enabled Lufthansa Technik Group to implement a

stable and robust process-oriented management system that is used by 20,000+

employees and managers around the world, may also help other organizations to

strengthen their process management systems.
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“Simply Modeling”: BPM for Everybody-
Recommendations from the Viral Adoption
of BPM at 1&1

Florian Imgrund, Christian Janiesch, and Christoph Rosenkranz

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: 1&1 is a German Internet service provider that embraced

business process management (BPM) in 2010 as a way to optimize its

processes. The company expected BPM to increase corporate performance

by realizing such customer-centric goals as high quality standards, reduced

set-up times, shortened time-to-market cycles, and increased adaptability to

changing customer requirements. 1&1 decided to use the Business Process

Model and Notation (BPMN) for its business process models, but the

specification offers no pragmatic advice on how to introduce and adapt

the modeling method in a company. 1&1 started with a conceptual process

architecture—a lightweight process modeling infrastructure—and invested

in a BPM initiative using a bottom-up approach. The resulting viral spread

of BPM led to a “success disaster” with a high adoption rate and a high

number of models but low model quality.

(b) Action taken: 1&1 turned around the proliferating trend of low quality and

barely usable process models by means of carefully targeted decisions. An

initial analysis showed that the key factors in the disastrous situation were

insufficient training and the lack of modeling conventions. While no

changes were made to the process architecture, the company increased

the integration of system architecture components, resulting in improved

knowledge management as increasing amounts of information became

retrievable through the enterprise information portal. Quality assurance
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was mandated through a few selected modeling conventions to guide and

constrain but not restrict the modelers. Finally, the BPM initiative grew

larger with more volunteer trainers and more differentiated courses that

helped to ensure an appropriate level of process modeling competence for

each employee’s tasks.

(c) Results Achieved: Because of its lightweight implementation, BPM at 1&1

can enable continuous process adjustments triggered by any employee at

any time and on every level, so it can achieve short time-to-market for core

business products and services, as well as rapid changes in business pro-

cesses. Business knowledge and expertise is extracted from all of the

company’s corporate levels and is merged and presented in the process

models. The company currently uses as its production environment the

Signavio Process Editor, which relies on a repository of more than 12,000

process models and more than 1800 active process modelers.

(d) Lessons learned: The BPMN specification provides no guidance on how to

introduce and use BPMN in the individual corporate context. While it is

often useful to follow a reference approach for the adaptation and use of a

modeling method and the associated IT infrastructure, there is none avail-

able for BPMN. Based on the 1&1 case, we present recommendations that

can be considered best practices for setting up and steering a large-scale

BPM initiative based on process modeling that emphasize process

modeling technology, user training, modeling regulations, employee man-

agement, and time management.

1 Introduction

OnMarch 29, 2016, Martin Petry, expert in business process management (BPM) at

1&1, gave another training course on Business Process Model and Notation

(BPMN). Petry’s training courses, which contain a high degree of interaction

between trainer and participants, had been held since 2010, but this one was

different. At the beginning of the course, Petry often asks attendees to say in

what department they work, and the participants often answer that they work in

such departments as finance, human resources, and customer support, but most of

them work in one of the technology and development departments. On that day,

however, not a single person with a technical background was in the room.

Although the number of participants from non-technical departments had been

increasing, this was unusual because the historical nucleus of BPM was the

technology and development department, which had a clear focus on executable

processes. “This has never happened before,” Petry pointed out, going on to

associate this phenomenon with how process modeling has spread in the company.

Apart from the introductory event in which new employees learn about the avail-

ability of the BPMN training courses, there is no central initiative or dedicated

program that obligates employees to take part. Instead, Petry likens the situation to

a viral dissemination of modeling in 1&1.
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In this context, “viral” refers to a behavior that spreads quickly and widely using

person-to-person communication (Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary 2016).

Translated to 1&1, “viral” behavior means that there is no need to motivate people

to take part in such training nor to increase participation levels by stressing the

value of modeling because, as employees who have participated in the trainings

have observed, “We make full use of process models in our finance department

[so] I need to deal with them” and “Processes are ubiquitous in meetings, working

instructions, etc., [so] when I became aware of that, I enrolled in the next BPM

training immediately.”

Of course, this viral behavior was not present from the outset; it was a gradual

process that started with a customer-facing project. As a turning point while

progressively developing BPM, 1&1 experienced a “success disaster,” as Petry

calls it. Because of the lack of pragmatics in the BPMN specification, large

quantities of qualitatively low-quality process models spread throughout the enter-

prise. The models could not be executed within the BPM environment, and contin-

uous maintenance of such a large quantity of process models was out of the

question. However, despite these difficulties in the adoption of BPM in the initial

few years, 1&1 has managed to institutionalize BPM in a way that not only

overcame these difficulties but also increased the company’s efficiency and led to

the rise of a community of cooperative process modelers who virally spread the idea

of process modeling throughout the entire enterprise.

Several factors were decisive, including adapting a process architecture,

interventions in the training concept, and adjusting the level of governance. There-

fore, the case of 1&1 offers a set of best practices on how to adopt BPMN in large

companies and how to support the development of a collaborative community of

process modelers. In order to depict the development as a whole, we first recapitu-

late the prerequisites for BPMwhen it was first implemented at 1&1. We then detail

the adjustments that were introduced in response to the “success disaster.” Finally,

we describe a set of best practice recommendations, which are discussed in the

lessons learned section. This case shows that even large companies can implement

BPM in a bottom-up and lightweight way that neither restricts modeling nor leads

to inflexible structures.

2 Situation Faced

2.1 Origin of BPM at 1&1

1&1 is a German Internet service provider whose head office is in Montabaur,

Germany. It specializes in Internet-access products and hosting and e-business

solutions in the cloud. Companies like 1&1 operate in highly competitive and

dynamic markets that are characterized by rapid price changes, increasing inter-

changeability of products, and/or short product lifecycles. Participants in such

markets have no guarantee of long-term prosperity, so enhancing productivity

increasingly appears to be a key factor to success. As a result, companies began
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to reflect on their business processes to maximize their performance (Dumas et al.

2013). To provide companies with the ability not only to depict process models but

also to analyze and improve them, the Business Process Management Initiative

(BPMI) and later the Object Management Group (OMG) published BPMN in 2004.

The notation has evolved to become today’s de-facto standard for process modeling

and is used in companies all over the world (Recker 2010). Its current version also

includes execution semantics (OMG 2013).

1&1 acknowledged the merits of BPMN’s graphic representation in managing

business processes when the enterprise delved into BPM as a way to optimize its

processes in 2010. Gradually superseding a function-oriented management

approach implemented by an enterprise resource planning system, BPM was

initially intended to support the simultaneously launched Customer Satisfaction

Offensive (CSO). (This approach is common in other companies as well.) In doing

so, 1&1 sought to increase corporate performance by realizing such customer-

centric goals as high quality standards, reduced set-up times, shortened time-to-

market cycles, and increased adaptability to changing customer requirements. The

CSO primarily dealt with process standardization and automation with the initial

goal of making processes executable, but over time it became key to promoting

BPMN as the graphic representation of business processes. Employees recognized

the ease of using process diagrams as a means of communication in a process-

oriented enterprise.

BPMN became a popular means of communication, although using the notation

was not always straightforward. A lack of clarity concerning linguistic subtleties

yielded to uncertainty, redundant design, and even low-quality process models,

partly because, in contrast to its well-defined syntax, the BPMN specification

(BPMI 2004; OMG 2013) offers no pragmatic advice on how to introduce and

tailor the modeling method to a company’s needs. Several general purpose

frameworks are available (e.g., Becker et al. 2011; Rosemann and vom Brocke

2010), but not all were as refined in 2010 as they are today, and they often do not

focus on modeling or BPMN. Specific advice on how to adapt and institutionalize

BPM(N) outside a consulting project is scarce, so 1&1 had to take matters in its own

hands.

2.2 Prerequisites and Early Decisions at 1&1

Here we introduce 1&1’s process architecture and its IT infrastructure. Figure 1

shows the system architecture, which consists of a Process Editor, a Business
Process Management System (BPMS) for executing processes, an Enterprise Infor-
mation Portal (EIP) for gathering and analyzing information from across the

enterprise, and a connection to the organizational user management using an

Identity Management System (IMS). The EIP is a tailor-made portal for importing

data from other systems and providing data via sophisticated information-retrieval

options. The EIP also takes care of in-house knowledge management. We refer to

knowledge management at 1&1 as “the systematic and explicit management of
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knowledge-related activities with the goal to build and exploit intellectual capital

effectively and gainfully” (Wiig 1999, p. 3–3).

The five-level process architecture, which provides an overview of the existing

processes by classifying them into levels of abstraction, is depicted symbolically as

a pyramid. The interplay between the system architecture and the process architec-

ture helps to integrate an intuitive-to-use modeling environment in order to inte-

grate BPM fully into the company.

However, in order for the architecture to function as intended, 1&1 had to meet

five prerequisites. First, 1&1 had to identify the value-adding processes and map

them in an overall framework. At 1&1, the process architecture starts with level 0,
the highest level of abstraction, where management and support processes are

displayed as value chains and the management processes are kept simple and

functional. They are based on four core activities, which cover the full spectrum

of added value, such as Offer to Order and Order to Fulfillment. Each management

process has sub-processes, such as the new orders, tariff change, and termination of

a contract sub-processes for Order to Fulfillment. The main activities on level 1
identify the key processes that complete the business transactions that occur in the

value chains (level 0). Level 2 clarifies which product- and market-specific variants

exist to implement the main processes. Level 3 is the most important layer for

modeling, as it covers the end-to-end processes. On this level, specific tasks are

depicted that describe how a specific business case is performed. On level 4, global
services, which support the execution of level 3 processes, are detailed.

Management processes are clearly communicated to employees, but there is no

substantial limitation or constraining guidelines for modeling on lower levels,

especially on level 3. The process architecture is neither fully or centrally managed

nor—with the exception of level 0 and level 1 processes—prescribed in its structure

Fig. 1 System architecture and process architecture at 1&1
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and content. The process architecture with all its processes is often referred to as a

process map or a process house. (The meanings of the terms process architecture
and process house differ only slightly at 1&1, where the process architecture

describes the overall structure of the five levels of processes in the enterprise, and

a process house is a running instance of the process architecture that is adapted to

the needs of the particular department to which it is applied. Consequently, each

department has its own process house that adopts its activities on level 0 and level

1 from the overall architecture but acts independently on levels 2, 3, and 4.)

As a second prerequisite, 1&1 had to develop a suitable system architecture to
support the modeling and execution of processes (Fig. 1). For modeling purposes,

1&1 uses the Signavio Process Editor (Signavio GmbH 2016), which can be used

either as software as a service (SaaS) or as on-premises software. 1&1 runs the

latter, a self-hosted deployment model, to escape receiving the automatic updates of

SaaS applications that are subject to increased risk of integrity issues with

pre-existing models (Cheng et al. 2010). Such is the case in particular for execut-

able process models. Signavio’s process model editor appealed to 1&1 because of

its ease of access and ease of use.

Third, 1&1 had to decide which management approach to apply for BPM: a

bottom-up approach or a top-down approach. The OMG offers no official support

regarding how to implement BPMN and its methods and procedures into an

individual business environment—the pragmatics of modeling (Freund and Rücker
2014; Imgrund and Janiesch 2016; Zur Muehlen et al. 2010)—so 1&1 had no

substantial advice on implementing its process architecture, ensuring the system

architecture’s integrity, or selecting an appropriate direction of action. The last is

the reason for highly varying application scenarios in practice (Bjeković et al.

2014), which focus on either strong top-level management support or a more

user-oriented bottom-up approach.

Fourth, 1&1 had to choose between a top-down or a bottom-up approach for

BPM. It chose a bottom-up approach in part because it did not want to create only a

small user base that can read and create process models, but instead wanted to make

the capability of modeling available to a large number of employees. When 1&1

decided to apply a bottom-up approach, it was aware of its large number of product-

specific processes with a strong focus on technical feasibility using the BPM

system, but the company follows a highly user-oriented modeling approach and

does not want to neglect the actual users’ needs. Furthermore, 1&1 considers

activities on level 3 as its starting point for each modeling activity, so it rejected

a fully managed process architecture and accepted the risk of isolated, stand-alone

solutions for specific problems.

Finally, 1&1 started a small BPM initiative to provide governance, to keep the

technical infrastructure operative, and to teach modeling by providing training.

Even if processes play a central role and can be found everywhere in the enterprise,

Petry is the only person who is responsible for BPM full time. All other BPM

coaches are volunteers a variety of divisions, although most are from the technol-

ogy department.
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2.3 The Success Disaster

As a result of its bottom-up approach, 1&1 observed a rapid spread and popularity

of process modeling in the enterprise shortly after it was introduced—that is, BPM

“went viral.” However, this development did not provide only benefits for the

company. What at first seemed positive when thinking about 1&1’s objectives

emerged as problematic in 2013, when the enormous number of new users (i.e.,

process modelers) and new process models became a serious organizational and

administrative challenge. As Petry explains, “In light of the significant number of

process models, in a certain sense it was not clear whether this was a success, a

disaster, or both.” The reasons for this initially mixed assessment of the approach’s

outcome were closely related to the quality of these models.

3 Action Taken

3.1 Identification of Issues and Associated Responses

1&1 has an operational system architecture and a well-structured process architec-

ture that carry the company’s vision. At first glance, neither the process architecture

nor the system architecture differs significantly from that found at its peer

companies. 1&1 provides training to enhance its employees’ modeling capability,

but it faced serious organizational and administrative problems with BPM in 2013.

However, during this success disaster, another unplanned effect of the approach

became apparent: the employees at 1&1 used almost every opportunity to share

process models. Despite the suboptimal quality of some of these models, 1&1

identified a promising advantage in this mentality of “simply modeling” as offering

the potential and opportunity to transform 1&1 into a highly process-oriented

enterprise. Consequently, the first activity in addressing the success disaster was

to identify causes that contributed simultaneously to the initiative’s success and

failure. 1&1 also sought to identify effective countermeasures for the issue of poor-

quality models while retaining the drive of the grass-rooted viral effect. Naturally,

the number of users—about 2000 process modelers by 2016—and the approxi-

mately 12,000 shared process models were a main reason for the models’ erratic

quality. Variance is to be expected with such numbers because, as Petry puts it, “At

1&1, you can compare the creation of process models with the creation of a

PowerPoint presentation: no one asks for a specific use case of a single model.

No matter if a process model maps an executable process or if it is just for

individual use or serves as a basis for discussion, there is virtually no limitation

for the case of process modeling.”

Despite the resulting low quality of many process models, 1&1 did not want to

reduce or limit this development, as it considered employees’ eagerness to engage

in modeling as a highly positive improvement and provided access to every

employee who was interested in modeling. Hence, 1&1 tried to strengthen this
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phenomenon with several adjustments, such as automated rule checks, that were

intended to improve quality while not constraining users with too many guidelines.

At first glance, insufficient training may have been seen as the only cause of

poor-quality models and as a bottleneck for improving model quality. However, a

detailed investigation of possible reasons revealed that the causes for the situation

were more complex. Hence, 1&1’s sophisticated reaction multiple interdependent

factors into consideration.

Table 1 displays each area that is associated with process modeling activities and

the important adjustment opportunities for improving the quality of modeling in a

process-oriented enterprise like 1&1. In the case of the process architecture, 1&1

decided that no further adjustments were necessary.

3.2 The Technical Baseline: Process Architecture and System
Architecture

The general process architecture outlined above worked well and was not affected

by the changes made to increase model quality, so no action was taken.

The system architecture is the process architecture’s technological counterpart.
The four core applications—the Signavio Process Editor, the BPM system, the EIP,

and user management—have to be synchronized, which entails a full integration of

and interchangeability between the tools. Therefore, a primary focus lies on the

EIP, as it may be represented as the nerve center of the enterprise. All information

that is relevant to the day-to-day business is gathered or linked here, so not only are

Table 1 Objective of actions taken, divided by area

Area Actions Objective

Process

architecture

None – Five-level architecture with end-to-end processes on

level 3

– Adoption of a bottom-up approach to guarantee an open

system architecture

System

architecture

Minor

adjustments

– Full integrity and availability

– Full interoperability of all software programs and tools

Quality assurance Minor

adjustments

– Improved training system

– Increased number of volunteers

– Enterprise-specific modeling conventions without too

many restrictions

BPM initiative

and governance

Minor

adjustments

– Ensuring both the quality of modeling and the

functioning of the overall process architecture, without

enforcing overly restrictive quality rules

– Maintaining the quality of BPM in full at a high level

using volunteers and by spreading important content

throughout the enterprise

Knowledge

management

Major

adjustments

– EIP as a central operational database that is fed with data

from all relevant systems

– Availability of structured data

– Availability and company-wide access
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access and links made to all shared process models from Signavio, including

metadata and information about employees and their organizational units, etc.,

but the EIP is fed through interfaces to almost all of 1&1’s systems (e.g., tracking

and project management tools, intranet, contact databases). The minor adaptions

mentioned in Table 1 deal with interface-connection optimizations to the

applications. For example, the attachment of an extended glossary to the system

architecture enables Signavio to reuse document templates or system-specific

information.

3.3 Improving Process Modeling Quality: Quality Assurance

Meaningful data is the backbone of today’s enterprises, as there are strong

relationships between data quality and system quality (Wixom and Watson 2001).

However, because of 1&1’s user-oriented approach to modeling, it is a major

challenge to have not only quantitative data but also qualitative data. To improve

data quality sustainably, 1&1 had to put several measures into place. The quality-
assurance measures included training and the nature and content of modeling

conventions.

Concerning the organization of training, 1&1 increased both the number of

trainers and the frequency of training. The main topics in the 1-day basic course

on BPM—“Introduction to BPM and BPMN,” “Introduction to Signavio,” and

“Modeling with Signavio (hands-on)”—have not changed much, but short, 2-h

courses offer interested employees the opportunity to deepen their knowledge by

learning how to build high-quality process models and learning about topics like

release notes on new Signavio versions.

Petry has remained the only full-time employee responsible for BPM, while each

of the other eleven trainers teaches voluntarily. Course announcements and the

internal marketing also remain unchanged; only new employees are specifically

made aware of the courses in their introductory event. There are other ways

employees can be informed about courses, although none is actively promoted.

Even incentives to take part in such courses barely exist.

At the same time, the modeling conventions have been tightened. 1&1 takes a

clear stand in giving as much freedom as possible and constraining or restricting

only where it is deemed necessary and/or useful to do so, such as in providing

conventions that prevent common pitfalls. Signavio distinguishes between “errors”

and “warnings,” as the software’s rule engine recognizes both but treats them

differently in the conventions: if the process model contains one or more errors,

the modeler is required to correct them in order to save the diagram, but if the

process contains warnings, the software tool merely warns the modeler with a

listing of the findings. While warnings might be incorrect or missed labels, errors

might refer to mandatory fields or type definitions in the process model. For

example, if the type of the process model is missing, the modeler can choose the

process to be a level 3, a level 4, or a sub-process. If nothing is suitable, the process

model can be clarified as unofficial. If the modeler chooses level 3, the process has
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to be associated with the appropriate part (or sub-part) of the value chain, and if a

process is declared to be executable, an operator has to be clarified.

Beyond errors, 1&1’s modeling conventions advise its process modelers that a

task should have only one input and one output, that an AND gateway should not

merge with multiple conditions, and that a process name should follow a specific

format. Other than errors, recommendations do not prevent the modeler from

storing the process model but indicate that there are shortcomings in the model,

as minor conventions have been violated.

However, 1&1 does not restrict the modeler in other areas, such as regarding

limitations on a process’s granularity, which is directly dependent on the objec-

tive of the model. Because of the variety of modeling cases in the enterprise, 1&1

sees no value in limitations on that level. The same applies to the folder structure

in the modeling tool, as there is no higher-level control system on the naming or

the structure of folders and no restriction on how to classify process models. The

adjustments in response to the success disaster tended to be subtle changes that

took the form of minor adjustments to the conventions.

3.4 The BPM Initiative’s Lean Governance

The main task of the BPM initiative at 1&1 is to guide the development of BPM and

process modeling to ensure transparent and high-quality processes with a focus on

practicability. It is fair to assume that the workload increased significantly after the

activities related to the quality-assurance measures were introduced, yet there were

no changes in support for Petry. Petry’s main duty is to coordinate and execute

governance activities and to increase the quality of modeling sustainably. However,

to meet the increasing demands, Petry is supported by a growing number of

qualified volunteer trainers, who deliver, according to their skills, basic courses,

advanced courses, or intensive (short) courses on selected topics. Since all courses

could hold interest for each of 1&1’s employees, there are no barriers to participa-

tion—but there is also no obligation to participate.

For their part, the approximately 50 BPM coordinators, act as multipliers in the

enterprise by attending regular meetings and spreading news concerning BPM or

modeling to their departments. While the BPM initiative coordinates the overarch-

ing governance at 1&1, the same activities on the department level are left to the

multipliers, who decide what information is relevant to their particular departments.

3.5 Making Knowledge Visible

Knowledge management is increasingly critical in the management of an

enterprise’s corporate memory and intellectual assets (Geisler andWickramasinghe

2015). The purpose of knowledge management is to generate and provide mean-

ingful information to the right people at the right time (Duffy 2001). 1&1 is aware
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of the need for a high-quality knowledge database to prevent another proliferation

of low-quality process models.

The main focus and effort in this area was to make knowledge centrally and

transparently available. In doing so, knowledge management provides a way to

make employees’ tacit process knowledge retrievable by other colleagues. The

increased networking of systems plays a major role in this context, as the system

architecture provides the basic building block of any activities in this area. Knowl-

edge management was also already available to employees who regularly used

Signavio. The necessary skills consist merely of identifying and structuring impor-

tant knowledge and making it available to stakeholders, the latter of which was

achieved by using the centrally available EIP as the access point. Actions like

introducing a ranking algorithm for processes and an intelligent search function

now assist in the purposive representation of the desired information, helping the

users.

1&1’s primary concern was to develop a sophisticated concept to improve the

quality- and quality-assurance of models. Although the individual changes

described here were minor, the result was more than the sum of the actions taken.

Multi-annual and always progressing adjustments were necessary to sustainably

increase the quality of modeling. 1&1 took the situation seriously, responded with

focused actions while retaining the positive viral effect, and achieved not only a

wealth of knowledge and experiences, but also the valuable results that are

described in the next section.

4 Results Achieved

In 2013, 3 years after the introduction of BPM, 1&1 was in the middle of its success

disaster. Today, after about 5 years of continuous adjustments and improvements,

the enterprise sports a high-quality, mostly maintenance-free BPM approach that

has created a highly dynamic and innovative process-oriented environment. A

closer examination reveals two key aspects of the company’s success in particular:

An unusually strong viral spread of modeling ability and substantially improved

architecture, governance, quality assurance, and knowledge management. “To be

frank,” Petry says, “neither development was expected on this scale, [but] [because

of] the way BPM evolved and is applied, it is now an irreplaceable capability in the

enterprise.”

4.1 Benefits of Today’s Situations

Here we explain the value of BPM from a user-centric perspective, taking the

viewpoint of Ana-Maria, a Solution Designer at 1&1. We start from her first day at

the enterprise:

“I already knew that 1&1 was a very process-oriented enterprise. Both my

vocational education and my personal interests focused strongly on BPM. It did
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not surprise me when I heard that there was a “BPM basic course” and the

“availability of short courses on priority topics.” However, the information that

each employee could apply to be a potential trainer did. But after a few weeks at the

enterprise and after completing the first two training sessions on BPM (basics) and

BPM (advanced), the overall situation became clear. BPM can be found almost

everywhere at 1&1 and it is on virtually everyone’s lips. It’s like, “Hey, how was

that again with that order process?” and the answer is “Have a look at the process

model; EIP or Signavio will link you, and you will find everything you need,” or

even “What do I have to do to in order to get my business trip approved?” and

anyone would reply something like, “Search for ‘business trip’ in the intranet. The

search results will link you to the process that describes how to apply and which

documents to fill in. Don’t forget to search for ‘travel expense accounting.’” Almost

any information you do need for your day-to-day business can be acquired through

tool-based process models. The EIP is particularly useful when seeking helpful

information.”

In fact, asking questions using the EIP yields consolidated search-and-retrieve

results from 1&1’s distributed databases. Its index and data are updated every night.

Without the need for additional input, this new solution designer can learn about

literally every process that occurs in the enterprise. This structured and explicit

knowledge base is also a useful tool to document tacit procedural knowledge, as

another positive impact of the widespread use of modeling is the spread of

modeling capability. Process innovation can occur at any employee level in

1&1’s large and proactive user community, where everyone can help everyone.

As a result, the company is a strong, cooperative workplace and has a high level of

expertise regarding process modeling. The strong viral effect and the improved

knowledge management is the overall outcome from the implementation of several

sub-targets. We illustrate them using again the example our new process designer at

1&1.

The basic training on BPM taught Ana-Maria a lot about the basic infrastructure

at 1&1. She learned about the activities in the value chain and their levels of

abstraction, which form the enterprise’s process architecture. At this point, she

observed an important characteristic regarding the direction of action, as 1&1 uses

both top-down and bottom-up approaches. While the activities of the value chain

are prescribed using the top-down manner, the employees’ activities, i.e. level 2 to

level 5 processes, follow a bottom-up approach. Metaphorically speaking, drawers

are provided that build the classification framework for activities on lower levels of

the process architecture, and other activities are coordinated and carried out at the

employee level. This approach not only reduces the administrative effort consider-

ably but also gives the employees with a high level of responsibility. Therefore, it is

up to the departments to optimize their functions and to build and manage their own

processes and even their process house, which contributes to the value of the

enterprise. Effectively, this approach for 1&1 applies to function-oriented

departments like HR and finance as well as to departments that have to demonstrate

consistency for auditing purposes.
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Moreover, the direction of action affects how modeling is done at 1&1. As there

is neither regulation nor restriction on the use case of modeling, once an activity can
be supported by creating a process model, it is supported by creating a process

model. By now, the resulting process models fulfill the quality requirements,

demonstrating the success of the training courses and the viral spread of modeling

capability.

Now that Ana-Maria has learned about the basics of BPM, she takes a short

course that deals with the EIP. Once she hears a short explanation of the system

architecture at 1&1 and a more detailed one on the EIP, she understands that the

interplay between the components is a prerequisite for requests like “What systems

are relevant to or affected by the process XY?,” “To which processes am I linked?,”

“In which processes is System X used?,” “In how many (and which) processes is

my department involved?,” or even “How many findings/errors (syntactical or

semantical) do my process models include?.” The high degree of crosslinking

between the underlying systems makes the EIB a highly effective knowledge-

management tool. Ana-Maria remembers the unguided folder structure in Signavio,

which she at first interpreted as an obstacle to the management of processes and as

difficult to understand for employees from other departments. However, in combi-

nation with the EIP, which sorts processes clearly, and depending on the needs of

the user, the unguided folder structure turns out to be more advantage than disad-

vantage. Without an enforced structure, similar to a process house, the folders are

governed by their users and so are generally up-to-date. The short course concludes

with the statement that the EIP obtains its power by evaluating structured informa-

tion from various data sources and providing bundled information in a central

location—an added value that a tool run in isolation could not provide.

4.2 Capabilities Necessary for Success

On completion of the advanced training, Ana-Maria seized the opportunity to ask

the trainer some questions. She wanted to know how a company with about 2000

process modelers could employ just one person working full time to coordinate the

BPM efforts. The answer describes one significant characteristic that is most

responsible for the whole concept’s ability to work: everyone realizes that process

modeling supports his or her daily work, so they not only use BPM but are also

willing to help others directly or by delivering training courses. In addition, the

lightweight restrictions imposed by the modeling conventions increase the quality
of modeling. As Petry argues, “While it was almost impossible for a token in a

process model to move from left to right a few years ago, today these errors happen

rarely. Moreover, not only the quality of the process model is improved, but also its

administrative management. Signavio forces the modeler to declare the type of the

process so it can be classified and found more easily.”
These lightweight adjustments entailed not only a viral spread of the models

themselves but also a viral distribution of modeling capability. As Petry also notes,

“The spread of BPM capabilities has accelerated at a rate no one expected. After
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facing this situation barely 3 years ago, today it is not necessary to constantly

remind employees to take part in training courses. Process modeling has penetrated

various application contexts, and the majority realized quickly that they have to

learn the skill of modeling in order to boost their efficiency.” In particular, wide-

spread tool support and meaningful modeling conventions that enabled a less

formal interpreted governance that was not prone to inflexible regulations and so

retained a high degree of flexibility laid the groundwork for the viral spread of BPM

at 1&1.

Figure 2 provides a summary of how process modeling went viral at 1&1 and

indicates how knowledge was made transparent and available in the company. The

system architecture provides the required infrastructure, the process architecture

provides the framework for structuring or classifying the process information

through the process house, the quality assurance ensures meaningful content, and

both the BPM initiative and lean governance ensures the sustainability of the whole.

Bringing these factors together allows employees to find high-quality information

using the EIP. 1&1 created both the opportunity and incentives for modeling. While

a proper system architecture and process architecture served as enablers of process

modeling, the ease of use and increasing acceptance of process models as a standard

of communication encouraged use of the notation. Eventually, the presence of a

large number of potential process modelers promoted the viral dissemination of

BPM. At 1&1, the adoption and use of process modeling spread exponentially in

several stages, starting in the technical department and then penetrating

departments involved in business analysis, requirements measurement, and enter-

prise business intelligence before reaching departments with broader operational

and business-oriented orientations, such as finance and human resources.

Fig. 2 Viral BPM adoption at 1&1
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1&1’s BPM approach has been successful and has helped the company to

increase its efficiency in many ways. The organization was able to adopt and use

BPM(N) holistically in its entire value chain. With a deliberately lightweight

implementation, the approach is highly responsive to change from inside or even

outside the enterprise and enables continuous process adjustments triggered by

nearly any employee on every level while also providing top management support

and respecting the users’ requirements and those of the integrated BPM system. As

Petry explains, “This approach offers several advantages for us: from a macroeco-

nomic perspective, the efficiency promises short time-to-market cycles and the

ability to make rapid changes in organizational processes. 1&1 is globally competi-

tive and can adapt quickly to changing customer needs. Although virtually all

activities in the organization are mapped by processes, the administrative effort is

still kept at a minimum.” BPM became a highly valuable asset in creating a

dynamic and innovative process environment. In short, BPM has become indis-

pensable for 1&1.

5 Lessons Learned

The case of 1&1 provides useful insights that can be summarized in

recommendations for the adoption of BPM as a paradigm. Figure 3 provides a

graphic overview and structure. The list of recommendations is in no particular

order of importance or urgency, but all can be related to the five areas of improve-

ment that were introduced in Table 1.

(a) Create a working process-modeling environment.
Creating new knowledge by modeling is the first and most important use

case, so users should be able to start modeling whenever they see the need to

do so.

• Provide a sound and integrated infrastructure that facilitates the creation,

viewing, and sharing of the result. Ensure that all conditions for

implementing a BPM modeling tool are met.

• Provide a sound BPM modeling platform that is well integrated into the

existing system infrastructure. Ensure that the tools in the system architec-

ture do not interfere with each other.

• Consider separating executable and non-executable processes with at least

one lightweight modeling environment for casual users and a BPM system

for technical users. If you use SaaS, consider that executable processes can

be fragile and can break after (automatic) updates.

(b) Create a working process-viewing environment.
Process models provide value to a BPM initiative only if they can be found,

retrieved, and viewed at high quality. Modeling is not an end in itself but can

be used to support communication, training, and automated execution. The

modeling software alone often cannot ensure this level of service.
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• Evaluate modeling software for its ability to structure and present process

models, including both online viewing and export functionality.

• If additional systems must be integrated, consider an information portal as

an aggregator to consolidate information in one place, index it, and

disseminate it.

• Similar to the modeling recommendations, lightweight approaches make it

easier for the casual user to get started and to be won over to BPM.

(c) Do not be restricted by your contracts.
Use software that enables everybody to create and access models. Software

with tight user restrictions does not allow everybody to model, or logins have

to be shuffled around. It does not create a free and open environment that

enables creativity.

• Ensure that your software comes with a license that enables everybody to

model and access the information.

(d) Provide differentiated training.
Not everybody knows the basics of BPM or BPMN or how to use a

particular BPM software. Differentiated training is the key to raising

everyone’s level of expertise. Straightforward application procedures and

cost center allocation, if any, will help spread acceptance.

• Provide basic and advanced courses for those who are new to the company

or unaccustomed to BPM and those who know their way around,

Fig. 3 Overview of guidelines for adoption of BPM
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respectively. Advanced courses should be differentiated into smaller and

more targeted courses.

• Provide short, long, and intense courses. Every employee has a different

time budget to spend on BPM. Cater to those with only a few hours as well

as to those who can spend a full day or two.

• Empower employees to teach. While a professional teacher may be a good

start, grow the capability to teach about modeling in-house. Employees who

teach learn when teaching too (Cau 2015).

(e) Do not prevent users from modeling.
Process modeling can only work for everybody if all interested users can

benefit from it and incite others’ interest in using it. It is impossible to

centralize this dissemination of interest, so do not try to prevent anyone

from creating a model.

• Process modeling should be like creating a PowerPoint presentation: while

it is not perfect for knowledge management, it is better than chasing tacit

knowledge.

• The model that was useless today may be important tomorrow. As it is

impossible to foresee all use cases for process modeling in a company, it is

similarly impossible to judge a model in advance.

(f) Regulate but do not overregulate modeling.
Process modeling, like any other modeling activity, requires some framing;

otherwise, the resulting models will not be useful to anyone—not even the

person who created them. However, do not overregulate how models can be

designed. Based on the experience of the 1&1 case, we suggest six guidelines

for regulating models:

• Provide a high-level structure into which all models should fit, whether the

five levels of modeling 1&1 used or another kind of structure.

• Anchor all models within this structure through naming and conventions on

how to name and/or categorize/tag the models.

• Provide a managed glossary, rather than an open, wiki-like glossary. Cen-

tral terms should be managed centrally.

• Do not restrict modeling to specific purposes. Models may be created for a

purpose you do not yet know, and departments may try to use process

modeling in ways other than those initially anticipated.

• There is no “one size fits all” approach or solution. There are different

views and, therefore, different versions of one use case or of processes that

have the same sequence/effect. Do not limit the number of concurrent

versions to one.

• Allow the creation of technical and non-technical process models. While

BPM initiatives often originate from technical departments, much of its

potential lies in other departments. Not every model has to be executable.

(g) Do not force it.
After experiencing the viral spread of BPM at 1&1, we are sure that a

similar adoption elsewhere will work only if the employees see the benefits of
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process models for themselves. While employees should be encouraged to

become process modelers, do not to force this concept.

• Do not force users who do not see the immediate benefit of using process

modeling use it. They will not see the benefit after creating an uninspired

model.

(h) Do not rush it.
In contrast to research facilities or universities, initiatives in enterprises

often have to demonstrate success within the fiscal year, rather than a couple of

years, or the project will be scrapped. BPM initiatives need some time to get

rolling. A viral spread always starts with a small population and experiences

slow growth in the early stages before reaching observable exponential

growth.

• Give your BPM initiative enough time to get started so you can set up

technology and training and start creating content before you expect a

return in investment through your employees’ mind shift. All exponential

curves are slow starters, while logarithmic curves have a ceiling.

Much of our private lives are impacted by the Internet and social technologies,

which build on the Web 2.0 principle of user content creation. It is difficult to incite

this viral behavior in a business context, and many enterprises have failed in doing

so (Turban et al. 2011). 1&1 provides a working example of where user content

co-creation was successful despite initial setbacks and only moderate incentives.

The recommendations given above can assist other enterprises to enjoy similar

benefits when introducing or improving their BPM initiatives. Viral adoption is

difficult to incite and predict, and research on its context (particularly with respect

to BPM) is scarce, so there are no guarantees.
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Supporting Process Implementation
with the Help of Tangible Process Models

Thomas Russack and Susanne Menges

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Companies invest considerable resources in the elaborate

design of computer-based process models. Because of these models’ inher-

ent complexity, they are not necessarily suitable for communicating with

and training the employees who are supposed to apply them, but their

understanding the processes is essential for efficient and effective work.

Hence, creative, innovative methods are needed to bring these abstract

models to life and increase their adoption by employees who typically

have a low affinity for IT-related tools. Therefore, the methods that are

developed should require little previous knowledge, (ideally) should not be

IT-based, and should stimulate creativity, collaboration, and discussion.

They should also create a playful experience while still offering guidance

and overview of existing processes.

(b) Action taken: The company considered in this case searched for new,

playful ways of communicating existing processes to employees who have

little knowledge about process operations or process management. Two

methods, a process card game and a process board game, were chosen and

implemented. The card game conveys the most important process steps and

process characteristics in a playful manner, providing a positive experience

for the training participants and, thus, being memorable. The process board

game complements the card game by conveying deeper knowledge about,
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for example, incidents that had in the past had positive or critical influences

on the process. Both methods were developed in theory, both have been

implemented as prototypes, and both have been tested in training new

employees and during simulations, after which they were evaluated based

on predefined requirements.

(c) Results achieved: The participants in the training were interviewed orally

and in written form to evaluate the methods’ benefits. Feedback from the

trainers was included as well. These participants evaluated the methods

positively, as both the participants and the trainers attested to the methods’

ability to provoke discussions and stimulate creativity. Both methods are

applicable to a variety of processes with reasonable effort.

(d) Lessons learned: Creative models demand the ability to abstract from

business processes that are normally filled with details, so a clear business

outcome and target group must be in mind when the new methods are first

set up. However, since they do not provide a complete presentation of a

process, additional methods should be used as complements. It is advisable

to focus on one process that matters most to the target group at the

beginning and to concentrate on the basic process features while designing

the creative methods. Moreover, the degree of creativity should fit the

company and its corporate culture.

1 Introduction

The benefits reaped by Business Process Management (BPM) are well understood,

and many companies use computer-based models to document their procedures

(Liebert 2012; Vlahovic et al. 2010). However, these models should be more than a

documentary tool, as other benefits unfold when employees apply the process

models and draw information for their daily work from them. However, domain

experts are not typically sufficiently familiar with process models to understand and

interpret them fully, so they are not willing to apply them (Bandara et al. 2007;

Grosskopf et al. 2010).

The company that is the focus of this case searched for new ways to communi-

cate existing processes to employees. This case study, conducted in cooperation

with the FOM Hochschule für Oekonomie and Management, deals with the design

and implementation of innovative training methods that help to impart knowledge

about processes to employees. The two approaches presented in this paper help

employees to understand process models and convert them into operational

procedures.

This paper deals with a medium-sized German auditing, tax, and management

consultancy called Accounting&Tax (A&T) that executes audits and consultancy

mainly within the health, social services, and public sectors. A&T employs approxi-

mately 250 employees at ten locations in Germany. The prevalent business processes

are highly knowledge-intensive, so they are usually complex and unpredictable and

require precise interactions between a variety of departments and functions involved.
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These procedures have a substantial impact on the quality perceived by the

customers, which significantly affects customer satisfaction and the economic suc-

cess of the company as a whole.

In the audit industry, efficient processes are crucial not only for economic

reasons but also because legal and self-regulatory professional standards dictate a

narrow framework and faultless processes. Even though the firm made detailed,

computer-based process models accessible via its intranet, the rate at which these

models were applied remained low. The Knowledge Management department

deduced that this problem was due to the models’ complexity, which might be

difficult for non-experts in BPM to understand. As described in the BPM lifecycle

model (Dumas et al. 2013) the “process implementation” phase also covers the

aspect of organizational change, and organizational change management was

required to enable employees to adapt to the scheduled processes.

Negative attitudes toward process implementation and the resulting lack of

applications of the implemented models significantly affect BPM’s benefits.

Difficulties arise when management and the process management department

assume that the mere presence of IT-based models will result in the required

changes.

In order to address these “human” issues in the process implementation phase of

BPM, the company developed creative methods from the IT-based models to

convey process knowledge playfully. This rejection of opaque, businesslike process

models changed the employees’ attitudes, and the processes suddenly became

understandable. When employees were provided with the precise, targeted infor-

mation they needed to perform and prioritize their tasks, the presented process

became tangible for them.

2 Situation Faced

Because of the importance of its business processes, the enterprise represented them

in IT-based process models created using the modeling language BPMN 2.0. These

models serve the purpose of providing training and instruction and are the basis for

analyses/improvements and external certifications. In addition, a process-oriented

job control supported by a dedicated IT system is based on these models (Russack

2013). The multifaceted areas of application assumes that the process models depict

a comprehensive and complete picture of all the affected activities, resources, and

coherencies. The respective sub-processes, as well as each single activity, have to

be coordinated effectively, and the required information must be provided

completely and on time, so the process models are relatively complex.

The staff turnover in A&T is relatively high, which is common in the industry,

but in increasingly competitive markets, professional service firms should work

continuously to improve the efficiency of their job executions. Consequently, new

employees must be trained often and quickly.
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3 Action Taken

New staff members must capture and process a large amount of information

quickly, so the department of Knowledge Management at A&T searched for

suitable training methods that would help new employees understand the

company’s business processes.

Management wanted these methods to be an alternative to extensive texts and

ordinary process models, which had not proven to be sufficient training tools, as the

more extensive and accurate the descriptions and process flow charts, the less they

were used. At the same time, management knew that efficient communication of

processes is a key success factor for establishing process thinking in an organization

(Dombrowski et al. 2015; Bandara et al. 2009).

While process models and process descriptions are geared toward perfection and

completeness, discussions with, informal interviews with, and observations of

employees indicated that it was exactly those attributes that caused uncertainty

and a feeling that one could not cope with the complexity these models imply.

Therefore, while searching for new ways to improve the application of the process

models, “imperfection” was the first requirement directed at the new training

method.

What seems paradoxical has proven to be useful: Obvious incompleteness and

gaps in descriptions in process models promoted creativity in the beholders and

motivated them to think about changes, additions, and variations (Herrmann 2012).

Completeness is not necessarily as advantageous for the success of training as is

employees’ actual application of the models, which are important if the company is

to reap the benefits of any BPM implementation (Dumas et al. 2013). The

company’s Department of Knowledge Management knew it had to convince

employees of the necessity and desirability of such tools and of their ability to

apply them, so it needed new training methods that appeal to both the factual and

the emotional parts of the employees’ perceptions. Hence, the department sought to

create training methods that combine the logical, abstract process models with

emotional, symbolic elements in order to facilitate the learning success. Since

new employees in the enterprise typically have a low affinity for IT-related tools,

the department also wanted to use methods that were not IT-based.

These requirements were converted into a framework that is summarized in

Fig. 1.

3.1 The Process Card Game

Starting from the requirements presented in Fig. 1, the core team of the knowledge-

management project identified several suitable methods and elaborated on them

during an intensive brainstorming session. One of these methods, the process card

game, is based on traditional card games that are often used for comparisons of, for

example, cars, airplanes, and ships. The cards typically show pictures of the objects,

each with a number and letter on top (e.g., 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D). Attributes like speed,
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power, price, and weight are also given. Each player receives an equal number of

cards and is allowed to play only the top card of his or her own cards, from which

the player chooses an attribute and reveals the associated value (e.g., price). The

player with the best value wins and is awarded with the other player(s)’ card(s). The

goal is to win all the cards.

Based on this game, the single process steps of a process (e.g., “Send the audit

report”) were portrayed on the cards. An image was assigned to each step, and each

process step was given selected attributes and characteristic values (e.g., attribute:

handling time; value: 0.25 h). Thus, a card game consisting of the individual

process steps of a business process emerged.

The cards offer the advantage of making immediately visible the relevant

process characteristics, as they constitute the central element of each card. In

IT-based process models, the visualization of the process flows is often at the

core, so even though a variety of process attributes can be attached to the models,

this important information is often not immediately visible.

For the sake of clarity, no more than six features should be displayed on each

card, so the features should be selected carefully with reference to the training’s

objective and the target group (For example if the participants are asked to

reconstruct the sequence of the process at the end of the training, showing the

attributes “predecessor” and “successor” on the cards would reveal too much

beforehand). Suggestions for useful process characteristics can also be taken from

the BPM context framework (e.g., based on the process dimensions of value

contribution, knowledge intensity, creativity, interdependence, and variability)

(vom Brocke et al. 2016).

Potentially meaningful process attributes are:

• Necessity of the process step (mandatory vs. optional)

• Roles: Who is responsible? Who accomplishes the tasks (customers, suppliers

etc.)?

• Characteristics: Planning, execution, control, rework, feedback, mental

activities, physical activities, etc.

• Qualifications and/or competencies required

• Development perspectives for those involved

• Input/Output

• Scope/Objectives

• Customer expectations regarding output (quality of results)

Fig. 1 Framework:

Requirements for an ideal mix

of methods
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• Required resources, tools, specifications

• Predecessors, successors, parallel activities

• Frequency of repetitions of each process cycle

• Duration (processing time, transition time)

• Required control activities

• Cost

• Contribution to value creation

• Impact on quality

• Risks (e.g., risk of shortage)

• Degree of IT support, IT tools used

• Workload: time pressure, quantities

• Predictability/leeway in decision-making/structuring

• Transparency

• Communication and interaction

• Spatial arrangement

• Potential conflicts

• Outsourcing potential

We next describe one example of the process card game. Six process attributes

were selected:

• Necessity of the process step—mandatory versus optional. This aspect of a

process is important for new employees since they need to know in which cases a

process step may be omitted (e.g., for economic reasons).

• Interactive partners—the number of functions that work together to complete

the process step, not including those who work on the upstream and downstream

process steps. New employees learn which colleagues and departments to

involve in their activities and decisions and in which situations and sequences

their support is needed. This process attribute indicates the degree to which the

specific process step depends on other functions (“degree of dependence”) and,

in so doing, become aware of some of the reasons for delays in the process flow.

• Description/value contribution of the process step—proportions and degree

(share, percentage) of service/production/review/rework in the process step.

While the service and production part of a process usually adds value directly,

non-value-adding parts like control and rework activities should be reduced to a

minimum.

• Estimated average duration/processing time measured in hours—provides

an idea of what the single process step contributes to the overall processing time.

• Impact on the overall process quality—the quality of results based on content

quality, formal quality, and timeliness. The impact of the process steps on each

of the three building blocks of quality (ranging from 0 ¼ no impact, 5 ¼ high

impact) can be objectified, giving new employees who are willing and motivated

to increase the quality of their work an idea of where to start. This knowledge

also helps them to set the right priorities in their daily work.
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• Risk of shortage/bottleneck—sensitizes new employees to risks so they can

plan for them. The higher the risk, the higher the chances that this process step

might cause delays (ranging from 0 ¼ no risk, 5 ¼ very high risk) in the whole

process.

An exemplary card from the game is shown in Fig. 2.

The process card game is used as a part of the initial 5-day training for new

employees at A&T. The attendees get subject-specific input and learn about impor-

tant business processes. The IT-based process flow charts are shown initially as an

introduction to give the new hires a rough overview. Then, at the end of a training

day or the beginning of the next one, the card game comes into action. Participants

play in groups of two to four people, comparing the values of the attributes and

collecting their opponents’ cards when the “better” value wins. This approach also

leads to lively discussions related to, for example, “Is a higher value at ‘risk of

shortage’ really the winning value?” The participants are intended to reflect on the

Fig. 2 Example: Card

portraying the process step

“Send the final audit report”
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process and discuss the steps with their attendant values, thereby playfully deepen-

ing their knowledge about the process. After playing a few cards, the trainees often

pose questions about the process steps, and the characteristics and values are

clarified with the help of the trainer. Finally, the attendees model the complete

process with the cards by placing the individual process steps in the correct order

based on the “swim lane” method in which each department has its own “lane”.

The card game can also be used for process modeling on a highly abstract level.

The amount of time it takes the attendees to model the process, along with the

accuracy of the results, indicates how well the participants understand the whole

process, providing important feedback and insight for the trainer.

3.2 The Process Board Game

The process board game is a playful way to communicate extensive information

about the processes, so it is a useful complement to the card game. Compared to the

card game, though, the board game has fewer process steps, as the level of

abstraction is higher so it does not take some details into account. The process

example portrayed here consists of seven steps, but its content is identical to the

process described and used in the card game, which consists of 20 steps. The game

can be played by two or three teams of 1–4 players (2–12 players in total). A trainer

directs the game and moderates discussions (especially those provoked by the

“chance” cards).

The aim of the game is to produce as many products as possible within a

predetermined time (45–90 min). Since A&T produces a service, rather than a

product, the “product” is a completed audit report that is sent to the customer at the

end of the annual audit. Each completed audit report brings money at the end of the

process but only as long the required level of quality is achieved. There is also

competition among the teams, as the team that finishes a report faster than the other

teams receives significantly more “money.” If a team’s product quality is lower

than required, there are significant deductions in revenues, while exceeding the

quality requirement results in a bonus payment. In the end, the team that generated

the highest revenues wins.

The groups go through the necessary process steps to complete and deliver the

audit, rolling dice in order to move forward. Each process step is divided into six

sub-steps. One dimension, employee satisfaction affects the pace of the game, and

this feature (employee satisfaction) is displayed on a scale from 1 to 15. If employee

satisfaction falls to a score of seven or lower, the operating speed also falls, and one

point is subtracted from the dice’s value. Conversely, employee satisfaction at a

value of 12 or higher means a better operating speed, and the team adds a point to

the value of the dice. There is also a connection between satisfaction and quality, as

dissatisfied employees reduce quality while satisfied employees boost it. The higher

the quality, the higher the revenues in the end.

Employee satisfaction and quality are also influenced by “chance” cards, which

increase excitement and provide opportunities to gain new experience-based

knowledge. Before entering a new process step, a new “chance” card is removed
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from the stack read aloud. These “chance” cards present typical issues that have

occurred repeatedly in the course of the real process in the past. These incidents

result in either positive or negative impacts for the group, as they influence

employee satisfaction and quality positively or negatively. The chance card

describes the situation and its impact on employee satisfaction and quality are

briefly described on the cards. For example:

• Parts of upstream process steps have not been completed: Negative impact! quality

decreases! total quality points are reduced.

• Required information is not yet available/required documents are not available:

Negative impact ! quality decreases ! total quality points are reduced.

• Information is entered incorrectly in an IT system: Negative impact ! quality

decreases ! total quality points are reduced.

• Employees from upstream process steps have already completed parts of the

work of the process: Positive impact ! satisfaction increased ! dice number is

raised ! team is faster.

• An intern or an employee from another department supports the team: Positive

impact ! satisfaction increased ! dice number is raised ! team is faster.

• Deadline is moved up: Negative impact ! quality decreases ! total quality

points are reduced.

• There are customer complaints: Negative impact ! satisfaction decreases ! dice

number is reduced! team is slower.

• Customers are satisfied: Positive impact ! satisfaction increased ! dice num-

ber is raised ! team is faster.

• Time pressures forces the team to work more quickly than under normal

circumstances: Negative impact ! quality decreases ! total quality points

are reduced + Negative impact ! satisfaction decreases ! dice number is

reduced ! team is slower.

• An employee becomes ill: Negative impact ! satisfaction decreases ! dice

number is reduced ! team is slower.

• A machine is broken: Negative impact ! quality decreases ! total quality

points are reduced + Negative impact! satisfaction decreases! dice number is

reduced ! team is slower.

• A process step is automated: Positive impact ! satisfaction increased ! dice

number is raised ! team is faster.

• Few errors found by the quality-control audit: Positive impact ! satisfaction

increased! dice number is raised! team is faster + Positive impact! quality

increases ! total quality points increase.

These incidents and their impacts are identified with the help of employees who

are experienced in the process. This effort also assists in process analysis since this

group searches for typical incidents and possible solutions, albeit under playful,

cheering conditions—in contrast to the more somber attempts for continuous

improvement.

In the course of the game these incidents are discussed with the participants: Do

those things really happen? Are the effects portrayed correctly? What events lead to
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the problems presented? How could they be prevented? By doing this, information

about the process is communicated to the new employees in an entertaining manner.

4 Results Achieved: Critical Reflection and Evaluation
of the Methods

The goal was to determine the effectiveness of the method, which is deemed

successful if it meets the requirements formulated and summarized in the initial

framework (Fig. 1). Based on this framework, an ideal method promotes creativity,

supports communication, and combines abstract artifacts with symbols and vivid

descriptions to reduce complexity. These attributes led to the specific requirements:

a method that stimulates creativity among the participants, is neat and instructive,

helps employees understand the process, creates a playful experience, promotes

discussions and participation, and considers varying levels of expertise. Even so, it

is unlikely that one method would meets all requirements completely.

4.1 Evaluation of the Process Card Game

After the training of new staff members had been running for several cycles, the

participants, including the trainers, were invited to complete a survey that asked

them to reflect on the process card game. This survey was supplemented with a

personal interview in order to uncover the reasons for the results. The evaluation

results for the process card game are shown in Fig. 3.

As Fig. 3 shows, the card game was assessed as a method that stimulates

discussion and creates an experience, primarily because of the playful contest in

which the attendees participated. Comparing the processes’ attributes and their

values, discussing why the “enemy’s” value is higher than one’s own, winning

and losing—such emotional moments stay in one’s memory. In addition, playing

cards against each other creates a relaxed atmosphere, a welcome change during a

week full of teacher-centered training. Moreover, playing cards is connected to

childhood memories, which promotes a comfortable feeling throughout the event

which is beneficial for training’s success. The criteria “Stimulates creativity” and

“Encourages participation” were rated high, with four out of five points each,

probably because it is an interactive game. In addition, the final modeling of the

process demanded a high degree of creativity and provoked discussions among the

attendees.

The card game neither constitutes a complete process model nor a complete

process documentation, which helps to explain the low ratings with respect to the

criterion “Is the method neat and instructive?” The card game can always be seen as

a supplement to existing (often IT-based) process models and other methods that

help to communicate the process.
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The ratings on previous knowledge and level of expertise required are relatively

low in terms of both the difficulty of understanding the method itself (the card

game) and understanding the process the card game depicts. The participants

reported that, even though the process had been explained theoretically, the

relationships between the steps, roles, and activities become most apparent during

the game.

The evaluations confirm the expectations for this method, as it improves the

communication of processes and related information, so it improves the new

employees’ ability to apply the implemented process models.

4.2 Evaluation of the Process Board Game

In order to evaluate the quality of the board game method, the participants and

trainers were invited to complete a survey that asked them about their opinions and

perceptions of the board game. The survey was supplemented by a personal

interview in order to determine the causes for the results.

Figure 4 summarizes the evaluation results for the process board game method.

As Fig. 4 shows, the board game was perceived as stimulating discussions,

creating an experience. It was also rated as being relatively instructive, perhaps

because of the “chance” cards and the incidents they contain, which make

problems and real operational coherences more tangible. Only one person

perceived the game as useless. The participants also testified that the knowledge

Fig. 3 Evaluation results for

the process card game
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required to play the game is low—referring to both the game’s rules and knowl-

edge about the process. In summary, the evaluation results confirm the

expectations.

4.3 Summary of the Results Achieved

The problem A&T encountered with implementing detailed business process

models was that high complexity often interfered with comprehensibility. In

order to turn complexity into something understandable, the company created

new tools to support communication of the processes. The innovative, game-

based methods helped A&T handle the trade-off between the completeness and

intelligibility. With reference to the BPM framework (Dumas et al. 2013), we argue

that successful implementation of a process also requires sufficient training of the

affected employees, which was especially true in the case of knowledge-intensive

service and high fluctuation in processes. The human side of implementation must

be kept in mind by considering how plain process models can be turned into

something vivid with which an employee wants to deal? In the case presented

here, these models were used as a foundation for new methods that are adapted to

“arouse” the process, turn it into something tangible, and thereby serve as a

supportive communication tool.

The card game and the board game helped to change the prevailing attitudes of new

employees toward the existing process models: The playful approach led the

employees to want to deal with the IT-based models, as once they understood the

Fig. 4 Evaluation results for

the process board game
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procedures, they lost their timidity about asking for additional details. In the protected,

playful classroom environment, the employees realized that it is not a sign of weakness

to ask questions. Their basic understanding of the processes that was acquired during

the training and with the help of the two games helped them to understand the

processes’ complex interrelationships. The board game in particular highlighted

dependencies between departments and the effects of historically accurate incidents.

Understanding the degree to which their work affects others also improved the attitude

in the departments that participated in the training.

In short, the number of employees who retrieved the IT-based models on the

firm’s intranet increased, while requests for additional information on individual

process steps declined.

5 Lessons Learned

Process models have to serve multiple areas of application (e.g., process analysis,

process improvements attempts, documentary purposes, form the basis for certifications,

trainings, communication), which tends to make these models inherently complex.

However, employees who are not familiar with process thinkingmight be overwhelmed

by this complexity. The benefits of BPM implementations can be negatively affected if

employees do not apply the available models to the desired extent.

One important finding of the case presented is that the newly introduced methods

should be seen as enhancements of, rather than as substitutes for, the computer-based

models (e.g., based on BPMN 2.0). In other words, the computer-based models

should be the basis for supplementation by the new methods.

A clear business outcome and target group should be in mind when new methods

are first set up. Designing these creative methods demands time, so it is advisable to

start with a maximum of three core processes that are particularly important to the

target group. Once employees have gained an understanding of process thinking

and changed their attitudes toward the topic, they will be more willing to deal with

the existing process models. Therefore, it may not be necessary to represent all

existing processes in the new, creative form.

The advantage and the “core” of the new methods are their level of abstraction.

Both the card game and the board game help employees to understand the basic

sequence of the process by omitting details. With the target group and the business

outcome in mind, the designers of the methods should focus only on the handful of

details that will be presented. Feedback loops with participants in the training and

other employees involved in the processes will help the designers to stay focused.

Such new, creative methods work only so long as they fit the prevailing corpo-

rate culture. The level of creativity and playfulness should always be aligned with

the company’s values and “unwritten rules.”

The two new methods closed a gap between business analysts (experts in process

modeling) and specialty departments (experts in their fields who often lack a deep

understanding of process management methods).
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Business Process Modeling of a Quality
System in a Petroleum Industry Company

John Krogstie, Merethe Heggset, and Harald Wesenberg

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: The petroleum industry is characterized by increased

focus on safety and compliance with regulations, in addition to efficient

operations. Earlier quality systems were represented in large binders of

textual documents, which made important governing documentation diffi-

cult to access and unusable for operational personnel who wished to gain

an overview.

(b) Action taken: Based on the existing quality system, a new way of struc-

turing and accessing the material was developed as a collection of 2000

process models with navigational support through an intranet solution

whose use was mandatory in the workplace.

(c) Results achieved: Improved compliance with regulations and reduction in

the number of accidents were observed. This improvement is not attribut-

able only to the restructuring and presentation of the quality system

through process models, but the process models are a visible sign of the

organization’s focus on safety and compliance, and it has made it easier for

workers to find relevant regulations and requirements when dangerous

work is to be undertaken.
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(d) Lessons learned: Although good results have been achieved, there is room
for improvement in this large-scale example of the use of process models to

structure a company’s quality system. Ensuring that all employees can find

all the models they need and that the models are kept up to date based on

practice are important challenges. In addition, handling the trade-offs

among goals for safety, efficiency, and compliance is a challenge.

Modeling practices that were regarded favorably at an earlier stage might

come to be seen as insufficient for the future needs. Therefore, professional

long-term use of models must be conscientiously pursued over time.

1 Introduction

The case organization, which operates in the oil and gas sector, has more than

24,000 employees and approximately the same number of external contractors. It

operates in 37 countries, although main operations are in the company’s home

country. Permanent employees are divided among organizational units of varying

size, with Development and Production (DPN) and Technology, Products, and

Drilling (TPD) the largest. The company operates worldwide and, particularly

over the last decade, it has used process modeling to structure its massive amount

of organizational knowledge.

As an advanced technology company, the organization has a long tradition of

adopting new approaches to IT and organizational development. In the 1980s, the

organization experimented with the use of process and data modeling in connection

with the application of what was then called CASE tools (Solum and Østerud 1989).

In the 1990s, modeling was used for a broader set of tasks. As summarized in

Christensen et al. (1995), the use of process and enterprise models in the company

was divided into three purpose-based categories:

1. Construction of reality: modeling as a technique for creating a common under-

standing among people whose cognitive models do not necessarily coincide.

2. Analysis and simulation: making changes to simulated enterprise models and

monitoring the consequences to determine whether a change should be

implemented.

3. Model deployment and activation: the use of an enterprise model for controlling

and performing work.

These areas for the use of models are still central for enterprise process modeling

(Krogstie 2016). Although the notations used in the various early projects differed

and covered a larger part of the enterprise than business processes, the company

developed a standardized process-modeling notation. In 2001 (when BPMN was

not yet available) this notation was evaluated and compared with other notations

(Krogstie and Arnesen 2005) and the “home-brew” notation was kept, albeit with

some changes. Some years later, when BPMN arose as a standard, the company

adopted it, and in 2004 the company began using enterprise process models as part
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of its corporate management system. According to Wesenberg (2011) the company

“achieved a fair [amount of] success with enterprise modeling in its corporate

management system where workflow models are used extensively to communicate

requirements and best practices throughout the enterprise.”

Classifying the case according to the BPM Context Framework (vom Brocke

et al. 2015), we find the following:

• Goal

– Focus: The focus is on exploitation of the framework to support compliance

and improvement.

• Process:

– Value contribution: The main value is the standardization of core processes,

although the overall framework also supports management and support pro-

cesses on a less detailed level, since there are fewer compliance rules and

virtually no dangerous work situations in these areas.

– Repetitiveness: The focus on the core processes is on repetitive processes, but

the framework also represents non-repetitive processes on a high level.

– Knowledge intensity: Similarly, the framework covers processes of both low,

medium, and high knowledge intensity.

– Creativity: Similarly, the framework covers processes of low, medium and

high creativity.

– Interdependence: Processes with low, medium, and high interdependence are

covered in the framework.

– Variability: Processes with low, medium, and high variability are covered,

although the level of detail differs based on knowledge intensity, variability,

and creativity.

• Organization

– Scope: intra-organizational processes.

– Industry: product (resources) industry.

– Size: large organization.

– Culture: highly supportive of BPM (at least in large parts of the organization,

although some parts are only moderately supportive).

– Resources: high levels of organizational resources used.

• Environment

– Medium competitive environment.

– Medium level of environmental uncertainty, although a high level of uncer-

tainty is soon likely given the significant changes in the energy area.

2 Situation Faced

Although the case organization works across a number of fields, the main activity is

off-shore oil and gas production. This area focuses on safety and on compliance

with the regulations in the country of operations (which are often there to ensure

safe production). Offshore work, such as that in the North Sea, is also characterized

by workers’ working in shifts (e.g., 2 weeks on and 3 weeks off). When returning to
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the platform after 3 week off, workers must be able to work according to the

procedures from the first minute to ensure safety and compliance.

The organization has a detailed management system, described as “the set of

principles, policies, processes and requirements which support the organization in

fulfilling the tasks required achieving our goals” (Statoil 2016). The management

system defines how work is done in the company, and all employees are required to

act according to its relevant governing documentation (GD).

The three main objectives of the management system are:

1. Contributing to safe, reliable and efficient operations and enabling compliance

with external and internal requirements.

2. Helping the company to incorporate its values, its people, and its leadership

principles into everything it does.

3. Supporting business performance through high-quality decision-making, fast

and precise execution, and continuous learning.

GD describes what is to be achieved and how to execute tasks, and it ensures

standardization.

The management system’s organizational function, Corporate Security and

Safety—Corporate Management System (the CSS-CMS unit) is responsible for

creating and improving the management system based on business needs, ensuring

that the GD is understood and used, and monitoring compliance with work

requirements. Around 50 persons work in this function, and an additional 15 or

so persons from other parts of the organization, most notably from Corporate Audit

(COA) work daily to ensure the quality and compliance of the quality system. The

CSS-CMS function’s work follows a five-step cycle:

1. Assess and plan changes to the GD: When a change or update to the GD is

needed, a lead nominated by the owner of the GD which often is the same as the

owner of the process performs a stakeholder analysis to identify all roles

involved. A work group is established to perform the planning and scoping of

the work to be done. The plan is then evaluated, and when agreed upon, the

design step begins. This step relates to Process Discovery and Process Analysis

in the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013).

2. Design the GD: A workflow model (or a detailed textual GD or both) is created as

described in a predefined workflow. This work includes describing the process’s

purpose and triggers, identifying activities, checking its business value, assigning

roles, and identifying risks. External consultants usually facilitate the modeling

activities, while the process owner and representatives from the stakeholder groups

identified contribute in participative modeling sessions (Gjersvik et al. 2005). This

step relates to Process Redesign in the BPM Lifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013).

3. Implement the GD: When the GD is ready, the implementation is planned and

executed. The local process manager acts as a facilitator, the scope of the

implementation is assessed, and a plan for the implementation is established.

The local process manager then performs the activities needed in order to prepare

for the implementation of the new GD in his or her area. If needed, employee
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training is prepared and conducted. When ready, the local process manager sends

a confirmation to the lead of the implementation planning, who passes the

confirmation on to the GD’s owner. The GD is then ready for publication. This

step relates to Process Implementation in the BPMLifecycle (Dumas et al. 2013).

4. Use the GD: GD is intended for use by its target group, according to its purpose

and validity (i.e., to whom it applies). Before dangerous work begins, the actor

responsible for the process must go through the documentation/process model,

and before getting a work order accepted, the employees acting in each role

defined in the process must consult the model. Employees can apply for a

permission to deviate from a requirement in the GD, and upon registration of

such an application, an initial consideration is performed, where the line man-

ager and local process manager give comments and advice, and relevant

contributors propose additional actions. When the application is submitted, the

process owner decides whether to submit the application for implementation

approval or to terminate it. The line manager then rejects or approves the

implementation. Information on the result is then sent to the applicant, and if

approved, the deviation permit is ready for use. As part of this process, any

employee might also suggest improvements to the general process.

5. Monitor and control use of the GD: The purpose of monitoring use of the GD is

to reduce risk, drive performance, and ensure compliance. Monitoring can be

carried out by internal or external parties. Activities performed in internal

monitoring include:

• Follow-up: ensuring that strategies and tasks are executed according to plan.

• Verification: confirming through objective evidence that work has been done

in compliance with requirements.

• Internal audit: evaluating and improving the effectiveness of performing a

process with a formal mandate from the board of directors to, for example,

ensure that projects are properly organized and managed.

The last step relates to Process Monitoring and Control in the BPM Lifecycle

(Dumas et al. 2013).

Until 2004, the company’s quality system was text-based and was found in

binders around in the organization. After an accident in which the procedures

were not followed, it was determined that employees had not been able to identify

all relevant procedures. At the same time, the organization merged with another

organization that used process modeling more actively for structuring its quality

system, and the merged organization was able to build on this example.

3 Action Taken

Over the last decade, the company’s quality system has been restructured and

maintained in the form of an integrated collection of process models. The general

requirements for the quality system were described above, but five more concrete

areas of use are also important:
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1. Compliance management: Monitor and control how and whether the work

performed complies with the standards set for how to work to ensure the

production of predictable output from work.

2. Competence management: Document the competency profiles needed to per-

form tasks, compare required competency profiles with the competence

represented in the organization, and manage the competency gap.

3. Portfolio management: Gain an overview of the current portfolio of, for example

processes, information systems, and technologies in order to provide

opportunities to determine whether the existing portfolio will meet future

needs and to plan the roadmap to move from the current to the future portfolio.

4. Analysis and decision-making: The model and its sub-models enable an analysis

of the relationships among the objects in the models and how changes to one

object (e.g., a process) will impact other objects (e.g., the information systems

used by that process or relationships among work processes).

5. Performance analysis: Monitor results to obtain experience and data related to

quality in order to determine whether the method of working produces the best

possible result.

Even if several possible purposes are listed, a model always has one primary

purpose, although it may have a number of secondary purposes. The current

primary purpose of the enterprise process model is compliance management, so

priority is given to achieving an acceptable level of quality for the GD models,

along with their corresponding governing elements, roles, and responsibilities. The

process owners decide what is the right level of quality based on the use of and

feedback related to the models. Guidelines for the quality of the models, including a

balance among the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic quality of the models

(Krogstie 2016), are described in the GD, TR0002 (Statoil 2013). Two of the five

concrete goals, competency management and performance management, were not

included in version 1 of the requirements (Statoil 2009). This change is not an

example of “goal creep” [i.e., the use of models for purposes that were not

originally envisioned (Krogstie et al. 2008)], but it results from the requirement

that the models be current as-is models because of the focus on compliance.

Recently, the underlying infrastructure to support the areas of competency man-

agement and performance analysis was put into production in the organization.

The model-based management system consists of three main parts:

• The end users assess the process models using a restricted subset of BPMN

(Silver 2012) that is represented in the ARIS tool, the modeling solution that all

of the GD in the models and in accompanying detailed documents uses. The

models are as-is models that are manually activated; that is, they represent how

people are expected to work at the company and also support checking adher-

ence to the models at times such as when employees are doing dangerous work

or submitting new work orders.
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• Docmap is used for handling and publishing textual GD. These more detailed

documents are directly accessible from the process models in ARIS, where they

are relevant.

• Disp is a tool that supports the process of handling applications for deviation

permits when compliance with a requirement is difficult or impossible to

achieve. Disp is also accessed directly from the ARIS process models. It is

also possible to add suggestions for process improvements directly in the

ARIS tool.

There are three levels of abstraction in the enterprise process model—the

contextual level, the conceptual level, and the logical level—which include the

interrelated diagrams illustrated in Fig. 1. Examples of each diagram-type are found

in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. The example diagrams provide a “flavor” of the types of

models on the various levels and are not meant to be read.

• The top-level diagram (Fig. 2) is a mandatory navigational diagram that

visualizes core value-chain processes, management processes, and support pro-

cesses, capturing what the company terms “the contextual level.” This diagram

is similar to a process map (Malinova et al. 2014), as it depicts core, support, and

management processes at the highest level.

Fig. 1 Structure of models in the management system
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• The navigation diagram(s) (Fig. 3) are optional diagrams that support more

tailored access to the processes for users in various parts of the organizations

than is provided by the top-level diagram. All models show validity (i.e.,

relevance) for all business and organizational units, so a person has access

only to the part of the model that is relevant to him or her based on the

organizational unit to which he or she belongs.

• The model diagram (Fig. 4) is a mandatory diagram that visualizes the model of

one process area in the organization.

• The process navigation diagram (Fig. 5) is an optional model for navigational

support on the conceptual level.

• The workflow model (Fig. 6) contains BPMN models on the logical level. This

model is similar to what others term “the descriptive level” (Silver 2012). The

quality system contains approximately 2000 BPMN models at this level,

qualifying the case as BPM-in-the-large (Houy et al. 2010).

The contextual level consists of a top-level diagram and navigation diagrams and

provides a high-level overview of the enterprise. The top-level diagram, which is

mandatory, contains a model of the enterprise in terms of both process areas and

function areas. The management system’s start page, shown in Fig. 2, is a top-level

diagram.

Fig. 2 Top-level diagram, a.k.a. company process map
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The purpose of the navigation diagrams, which are optional, is to help the user

navigate to the correct model by structuring and detailing the content in a process

area. The navigation diagram can contain symbols that represent closed content

groups, document model groups, and document models. A stippled rectangle can be

used to group a set of closed content groups. An example of a navigation diagram is

given in Fig. 3.

The primary purpose of the conceptual level, which provides a conceptual view

of the enterprise as model diagrams and process navigation diagrams, is to show

relationships between or within models.

The model diagram in Fig. 4 is a mandatory diagram that shows the content of a

closed content group or a process area. It may contain collapsed workflow models,

Fig. 3 Navigation diagram
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process models, and document models. A rectangle can be used to group a set of

collapsed process models, and for quicker navigation, collapsed workflow diagrams

can be placed inside a collapsed process model symbol.

The optional process-navigation diagram (Fig. 5), which is used to show how

workflow models are related to each other, uses collapsed workflow models, start

events, end events, and intermediate events. A sequence flow in the form of an

arrow visualizes the order in which the workflow models are to be executed.

The logical level shows the breakdown of the enterprise model into generic

elements. The only diagram that visualizes the logical level of the enterprise model

is the workflow diagram, a mandatory diagram that is modeled using an adapted subset

of BPMN 2.01. This diagram has several activities and may have decision gateways

arranged in a sequence within lanes that represent the process role that is responsible for

those activities. The activities, which are carried out by someone who represents the

process role, are represented by a task symbol. Activities can be either mandatory or

Fig. 4 Example of a model diagram

Fig. 5 Optional process-navigation diagram
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optional. A set of task symbol with a stippled line around them is used to represent a

collaboration activity that includes more than one role. (This is a modeling mechanism

not found in core BPMN.) The diagram can also contain either collapsed sub-processes

that lead to another workflow diagram that details the sub-process or call task symbols

that refer to a workflow model in another process model. The workflow diagram also

contains start and end events and various types of standard gateways (“and” and “xor”),

but not intermediate events or complex gateways.

An example of a small workflow diagram is given in Fig. 6, which shows the

interactions among three roles (as swimlanes) relative to a coordination activity that

involves risk assessment and activity approval. The approver and senior approver

are mandatory participants in the task, whereas the advisor is an optional partici-

pant. When the coordination activity is complete, the task ends successfully if

pre-approval has been made. This example follows the version of BPMN the

company uses (Statoil 2013; Heggset et al. 2014), which differs somewhat from

the official BPMN definition (e.g., including special semantics in the grouping

mechanism) and links to extra requirements and guiding documentation from the

models (stored in the Docmap tool). The use of restricted and tailored subsets of

BPMN is common in practice (Aagesen and Krogstie 2015).

There are several ways for users to access GD:

• Navigating through process areas: When a user accesses the ARIS start page, he

or she gets an overview of all process areas and can click one for an overview of

the content in it. From there, the user can access work processes, documents,

workflow models, and other information.

Fig. 6 Example of workflow diagram
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• Using the navigation history: The user can use the dropdown menu to access his

or her navigation history from anywhere in ARIS. This menu displays the pages

in the management system that the user previously visited.

• Using “breadcrumbs”: From any but the top level in the hierarchy users can

navigate to higher levels using “breadcrumbs” located at the top of the page.

(See, e.g., Figs. 3, 4 and 5) The “breadcrumbs” also help users keep track of

where they are in the process hierarchy.

• Searching: ARIS search is a simple search interface into which the user can

put search words and then use a drop-down menu to choose the type of GD

that they seek. The results appear as a list of full or partial hits that is updated

as the user types.

• Using “MyPage”: Each user has a personal space, called “MyPage,” which is

accessible on each page. Beginning from a workflow model page, the user can

click the “Subscribe” tab and confirm that he or she wants to subscribe to that

particular model. Within a short time, a direct link to the model will be available

in the Subscriptions section of the user’s MyPage.

4 Results Achieved

The company’s quality system had been text-based and stored in large binders

before it was restructured as a network of process models. Our contact in the

company claimed that the process modeling approach provided the employees the

ability to structuring the quality system in manageable pieces that, together with

good tool support for accessing the models and detailed requirements for the

process, made it much easier to find relevant parts of the process, thus doing a

better job of supporting the work to be done. One KPI in particular that improved

after the introduction of this new way of structuring the quality manual is the

Serious Injury Frequency (the SIF-index). Figure 7, which is based on the
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Fig. 7 Development of the SIF-index over the last decade. The red line in the bottom indicate the

trends for injuries, whereas the yellow middle line indicate the trend for reported incidents,

i.e. dangerous situations (without physical injuries)
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company’s yearly sustainability report (Statoil 2015), provides an overview of the

positive development in the company’s injury frequency over the last decade.

To investigate how the improvments in the SIF-index might be related to the

models, we looked at actual model use. Using the models as a checklist before

starting dangerous work (safe job analysis) and before getting work orders accepted

(work permits), including daily work-permit meetings, is mandatory. In recent

years, the company has been using the Splunk Enterprise tool, a platform for

collecting and indexing machine-generated data such as click-streams, to monitor

the use of the management system. The data collected by Splunk are indexed as

events and can be searched using the Search Processing Language (SPL), a query

language developed by Splunk. The search results in Fig. 8, which are based on

around a half year of usage data, provide information on how employees use the

enterprise model, such as how often a certain page or model is accessed and how

users navigate through the enterprise process model. According to the results

collected from Splunk and a user survey fielded in the company, Operation and

Maintenance (O&M) is the process area that uses the management system most

frequently. The number of navigational elements and levels in ARIS vary widely by

process area, so the search included only clicks on workflow models at the bottom

level and excludes events that lack the “process area” field. Therefore, the calcu-

lated percentage for each process area is the percentage of the total number of

events that do contain the field for process area.

Table 1 lists the ten most frequently used workflow models. Twelve of the

20 most frequently used models deal with safety-critical processes; that is, either

they are classified as Safe work (a sub-category of O&M) or they belong to the

Safety process area. The high number of distinct users over the half-year period

indicates the models’ high level of use, which occurs at least in part because their

use is mandatory in many operational areas.

Fig. 8 Process areas’ system use
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Table 2 lists the total number of clicks for each organizational unit for the

6-month period, along with the average number of clicks per user. (This value

was calculated only for organizational units with more than a thousand total clicks.)

As the table shows, DPN is the organizational unit responsible for the largest

number of workflow hits, although both COA and CSS have much higher average

hits per employee, with 186.8 and 138, respectively. This result is not surprising

because one of COA’s primary responsibilities is to evaluate and improve the

management systems’ effectiveness. CSS’s sub-unit, CSS-CMS, is responsible

for the corporate function described in Sect. 2, related to the management system.

Therefore, although employees in these units work directly with the management

system, they are not its primary end users.

Table 1 The ten most frequently used process models

Workflow model Distinct users Hits per user

Prepare isolation plan 4054 8.5

Apply for and evaluate work permit 4145 5.9

Initiate modification 2342 9.8

Perform work at night 3953 5.1

Commission and hand over systems 2308 7.9

Checklist for safe work 3572 4.6

Safety incident 1628 9.6

Prepare for activity that weakens safety system 3438 4.5

Execute mechanical completion 1993 4.5

Perform bolt tightening 2076 6.3

Table 2 Workflow model hits per organizational unit

Organizational unit

Percentage of

hits

Workers in

total

Hits per

worker

Development and Production (DPN) 44.80 8954 73.00

Technology, Projects and Drilling (TPD) 32.27 6778 69.50

Marketing, Processing and Renewable

Energy (MPR)

13.23 3526 54.60

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 6.41 2124 44.00

Development and Production International

(DPI)

1.40 736 27.90

Exploration (EXP) 1.36 969 20.40

Development and Production North America

(DPNA)

1.07 757 20.60

Corporate Audit (COA) 0.63 49 186.80

Corporate Security and Safety (CSS) 0.57 60 138.00

Global Strategy and Business Development

(GSB)

0.32 262 17.80

Total 24,215
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Although used in various ways and at various levels, the models were visited and

searched for extensively and by more than 24,000 individual people over the

6-month period (i.e., almost all employees). One can use various methods to access

the workflow model of interest, and a clickstream analysis enables a more detailed

study of this phenomenon.

A path analysis for the most frequently used workflow model, “Prepare isolation

plan,” shows that the most common path corresponds to navigating from the start

page directly down through all of the layers above the model page, which indicates

that 38.8% of those who used this model knew exactly what they were looking for

and where to find it. That so many users went directly to the model via the

navigational pages is unsurprising considering that this model is the most-used

workflow model, so most of its users probably use it frequently and have learned

where it is located. Even so, although they use it often, these users do not use “My

Page:” or bookmarks to access it directly. However, 15.1% of those who use this

model either do that or access it through the search function, because the second

most-popular path contains only one click—to the model itself. The fifth most-

common path is the only one in the top five that suggests that the user looks for the

model in several places before locating it.

Another example process is “Chemical management”. Whereas 11,753 sessions

ended with a view of “Prepare isolation plan,” only 2096 ended with “Chemical

management.” However, as many as 42.4% of users went directly to “Chemical

management,” whereas only 15.1% accessed “Prepare isolation plan” directly. The

number of sessions in which the workflow model is accessed directly varies widely

by sub-model, perhaps in part because awareness of the “MyPage” functionality is

higher in some parts of the organization than it is in others. The intuitiveness of the

model’s placement in the hierarchy is another possible explanation. Users might use

the search function when they feel that it is difficult to locate the model using their

intuition and knowledge about the process area.

Diagrams that are designed in the enterprise process model must meet specific

company requirements. Heggset et al. (2014) provides an overview of the

company’s modeling requirements structured according to SEQUAL’s model qual-

ity levels (Krogstie 2012).

5 Lessons Learned

Although the models in the quality system are widely used and likely contribute to

the improved safety and compliance of company operations, there is also room for

improvements in the approach.

A large-scale user survey was conducted in the company to clarify users’

experiences and opinions related to the management system and GD. The survey

was completed by 4828 employee participants, approximately half of those invited

to respond (Heggset et al. (2015a)). The results of the survey revealed many

challenges related to the management system itself, as well as educational pro-

cesses and work practice, all of which contribute in some way to the management
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system’s goals of safety, reliability, and efficiency. Some important points from the

survey revealed that:

• Many of the employees have trouble finding what they need when they look for

GD, although the clickstream analysis indicates that the level of difficulty varies

in different parts of the organization. Moreover, when users do find the relevant

documentation, many are unsure that they have found all of it.

• Many are not satisfied with how changes to the GD that affect their work are

communicated, which makes it difficult to know whether their information is

current. Fourteen percent of the respondents report using paper copies to access

GD in part because of limited access to IT systems on the oil-platforms;

therefore, unless employees are notified of changes, they might continue to use

old versions. This situation has improved, though, so the quality system is used

as a work tool for preparing the tasks to do out on the platform deck.

• The models use too many abbreviations. Although the guidelines for modeling

explicitly discourage the use of abbreviation (Heggset et al. 2014), these

guidelines are not always followed.

• There are many guidelines for the correct use of the modeling language and

many examples of those guidelines’ being only partly obeyed. Although this

issue was not explicitly mentioned in the survey, when a large number of

syntactic errors are found in the models, comprehension can be affected

(Heggset et al. 2015b).

• The process of handling improvement proposals is experienced as being too slow

for some users.

• Sixty-eight percent of those who responded to the survey feel that the GD has the

right amount of detail, although they are seen as too rigid or general to account

for local needs and variations in some cases, leading to many requests for

deviations because the models are not seen as properly fitting the domain of

the specific sub-process.

• Approximately half of the respondents feel that the GD is easy to understand, but

others perceived it as vague and ambiguous, especially with respect to

authorities and responsibilities. Approximately half of the respondents have

participated in organized training related to the use of GD. These respondents

have a higher score for confidence in, use of, and compliance with the GD than

the respondents who have not participated in a training program.

• The survey showed that good leadership support has a strong positive effect

on use.

• Considering how GD contributes to the management system’s goals, the results

from the survey indicate that it makes a substantial contribution to a high level of

safety (as confirmed by 75% of the respondents) and to a moderate to high effect

on reliability, but not to high efficiency (37%). One in five of the respondents

feel that safety and efficiency is not properly balanced. Reasons for this imbal-

ance include that the GD is experienced as too focused on safety, which

sometimes results in longer task-execution times, and that local best practices
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are not always reflected in the GD. Even so, safety was a main driver for

restructuring the quality system in the first place.

The quality system was developed especially to support compliance with

requirements in order to reduce risk, an area in which large improvements have

been observed over the last decade. Still, there are challenges related to, among

other things, finding all relevant information, the comprehensibility of some of the

models [although the pragmatic quality of models has been emphasized

(Wesenberg 2011)], the update of models based on local needs, and the combined

focus on compliance, safety, and effectiveness. The need for training is also

emphasized.

Through the Splunk analysis, the user survey, interviews, and conversations with

company employees we have gained valuable insights into how users experience

the management system. Some measures can be taken to achieve higher model

quality, as some users in the user survey report that the GD is difficult to understand,

and improved understanding is a necessity if 100% compliance is the goal.

Measures that can contribute to increased understanding include strictly applying

the language guidelines and naming conventions and tailoring model complexity to

the needs of the target audience. Processes for including employees’ knowledge

more directly in the loop, such as the AKM approach (Lillehagen and Krogstie

2003) and the use of interactive models (Krogstie and Jørgensen 2004), and for

clearer model governance are also important. Changing the organization’s empha-

sis to focus more on efficiency, rather than only on safety and compliance may

influence the perception of quality.

The company’s use of modeling has evolved over the years, and models and

modeling practices that were once regarded favorably might come to be seen as

insufficient later. As in many companies (Krogstie 2008) one see a need to integrate

also other type of modeling perspective than process models. Therefore, the serious

long-term use of models must be conscientiously followed up over time as the

organization’s context and need for modeling changes.
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Business Process Management in German
Institutions of Higher Education: The Case
of Jade University of Applied Science

Jan Bührig, Thorsten Schoormann, and Ralf Knackstedt

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: Faced with challenges like heterogeneous processes

across three campuses, a campus management system that was not up to

date, and loss of knowledge because of demographic changes and undocu-

mented, inconsistent processes, Jade University of Applied Science

implemented a campus-management system developed by HIS. This sys-

tem includes an integrated reference model for processes that are related to

campus management. The university wanted to use common standards and

needed a guide based on best practices. Implementing business process

management (BPM) provides an opportunity to document, standardize,

and centralize processes across their campus locations.

(b) Action taken: Implementation of the campus management system and

reference processes was structured in steps that can be described using a

BPM lifecycle model: (I) initialization, (II) process identification, (III)

process discovery, (IV) process analysis, (V) process redesign,

(VI) process implementation, and (VII) process monitoring. Each of

these steps is directly related to using the HISinOne reference model to

obtain recommendations based on best practices.

(c) Results achieved: Both expected and unexpected results were obtained

from implementing the campus management system: (I) the

standardization of processes across three campus locations was improved
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by (II) adopting best practices, and internal workshops to standardize

processes (III) strengthened Jade University’s overall team spirit. In gen-

eral, (IV) individual barriers to using process models and process docu-

mentation were reduced, and a BPM-supportive culture was developed

such that some departments have begun to document other processes and

to consider the implementation of a broader BPM department.

(d) Lessons learned: Five primary lessons were learned during the project:

(I) orienting to existing solutions like process reference models supports

the initialization of new projects, and (II) standardization limits the

involved stakeholders’ creativity. In addition, (III) guidelines for consis-

tently documenting the implementation’s progress are important to easily

provide relevant information to all stakeholders at all times,

(IV) integrating relevant stakeholders into the process enables the

standards across different locations to be determined, and (V) limited

project resources must be taken into account in order to plan suitable and

feasible actions.

1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) is increasingly used to improve companies’

operations (e.g., Malinova and Mendling 2015), but constantly increasing competi-

tiveness has led to its becoming more important in fields like education. Process-

oriented information systems could be implemented to facilitate the efficient

management of such institutions’ resources (Bob-Jones et al. 2008). Information

systems (IS), such as campus management systems, can illustrate students’ entire

educational lifecycle, from application to ex-matriculation (Sprenger et al. 2010). A

study in campus management indicates that about 50% of the involved institutions

see implementing a campus management system as not just an IT project but as a

project for the entire organizational structure (Ernst & Young 2012). Hence, the aim

of this case study is to report how BPM and IS are used in the education sector,
specifically at Jade University of Applied Science.

Because of challenges related to such issues as being competitive, protecting

knowledge, standardizing work operations, and being sufficiently digital and mod-

ern for students, Jade University needed a campus management system that would

support documenting and standardizing processes across three campus locations.
The system in use was out of date, and the provider would soon stop supporting it.

Because campus structures are complex and Jade had no documentation of its

processes, the determination of relevant processes for implementing a campus IS was

to be based on best practices. HISinOne is an established campus management system

that provides preconfigured process-oriented settings based on a process reference

model. The system is used by about 50 German universities (HISinOne 2016). Refer-

ence models, which (usually) describe the best practices in a specific domain, can be
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reused and adapted to other contexts (e.g., vom Brocke 2007; Fettke and Loos 2003;

Rosemann and van der Aalst 2007). They also provide benefits like efficiency and

effectiveness in respect to costs, time, quality, and risks (Becker et al. 2007).

Implementing a new campus management system was the institution’s biggest

(IT) project and the first that related to BPM. Several departments, including the

centralized IT department, were involved, and a project team was created. A

professional project management were established that consisted of two employees

to manage the project and two other employees to execute the daily work.

The next section uses the BPM context framework (vom Brocke et al. 2015) to

provide details about the situation Jade University and its project management team

faced. Then Sect. 3 describes the actions taken by adapting Dumas et al.’s (2013)

life cycle model. Finally, based on the archived results (Sect. 4), we outline the

lessons learned from the project (Sect. 5).

2 Situation Faced

Based on challenges like an obsolete campus management system, heterogeneous

processes across three campus locations, loss of knowledge because of demo-

graphic changes, and the need for digitalized and documented processes, Jade

University decided to implement HISinOne and the integrated software reference

model. Jade wanted to use common standards and needed a guide based on best

practices and saw the implementation of the system and a BPM as an opportunity to

document and standardize its processes.

We describe the characteristics of our case first because one critical principle for

successful BPM is context awareness (vom Brocke et al. 2014). In describing them,

we use the BPM Context Framework, which presents the contextual factors of a

BPM project (vom Brocke et al. 2015). Our assessments in defining these factors

are based on our own project experiences, interviews with experts (particularly the

head of BPM at Jade University), analysis of documents, and analysis of conceptual

project papers (Table 1).

Goal-Dimension Jade University sought to improve aspects of its processes, such
as (a) managing and protecting internal knowledge, (b) standardizing processes

across all campus locations, and (c) orienting to the best practices relating to

campus management (system) processes.

Jade wanted to focus on (a) managing current knowledge to ensure that future
generations have access to that knowledge, particularly because of demographic

changes. In addition, Jade wanted to make the knowledge more transparent and

accessible to all employees and campus locations. Hence, one of the essential

objectives was (b) standardizing these processes across all locations and

departments, for which Jade needed a consistent BPM. Moreover, Jade wanted

the implemented standards to be based on (c) best practices and recommendations
for using a campus management system. Initially, Jade focused on implementing

processes that were related to campus management because of limited project
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resources, so the focus on goals like optimizing processes and developing actions

for the organizational structure were also limited.

Furthermore, Jade’s employees expected (d) full documented guidance on how

they should do their work. There were no goals related to monitoring archives,

measurements, or controlling, such as analyzing times and costs.

Overall, Jade intended to implement processes and preconfigured settings in the

standard software using the HISinOne recommendations to reduce the project

delays that often accompany the development of new tasks.

Process Dimension In general, universities like Jade University that have multiple

campus locations have heterogeneous types of processes that are not distinctly

assignable to a specific characteristic value. For example, the knowledge intensity
of the processes considered varies widely. Most of the processes are complex,

requiring training for up to 2 years because understanding and executing these

processes requires knowledge. There are also some simple processes (e.g., admin-

istrative work) that are not difficult to understand and execute.

The level of processes’ creativity ranges widely. Simple processes like stamping

letters go side by side with processes of medium difficulty (e.g., managing

applications) and highly creative work (e.g., building examination regulations and

managing courses). Many of the processes in the campus management system are

highly interdependent, with processes and flows linked to previous or subsequent

processes, but starting and ending points are defined precisely and connectable via

integrated interfaces. These processes’ variability, however, is low because there

Table 1 Contextual factors (vom Brocke et al. 2015)

Dimension Characteristic Characteristic value

Goal Focus
Exploitation 

(Improvement, Compliance)

Exploration 

(Innovation)

Process

Knowledge-

intensity
Low Medium High

Creativity Low Medium High

Interdependence Low Medium High

Variability Low Medium High

Organization

Scope Intra Inter

Industry Product Service Product & Service

Size Start-up Small/Medium Large

Culture
Highly supportive 

of BPM

Medium 

supportive of 

BPM

Non-supportive 

of BPM

Resources Low Medium High

Environment
Competitiveness Low Medium High

Uncertainty Low Medium High

Note: Gray cells represent the results of our case study
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are usually only a few small changes in each process over time, except for some

irregular legal terms.

Organization Dimension Jade University, established in 2009, has three campus

locations, one each in Wilhelmshaven, Oldenburg, and Elsfeth (Germany). The

scope of this BPM project embraces the processes that are related to campus

management in each of the campus locations, as well as those that occur in all

three locations. Implementing HISinOne (including the reference model) is the

biggest (and first) project related to the field of BPM undertaken by this institution.

Therefore, a project team was created and a professional project management was

established.

Jade University is a small to medium-sized institution of higher education, with

500 employees and 180 professors across six faculties: architecture, civil engineer-

ing, engineering sciences, maritime management, business sciences, and manage-

ment/information/technology. It offers 37 bachelor’s degrees and eleven master’s

degrees and has about 8000 students (Jade University 2016).

The industry/sector can be defined as service because Jade offers educational

services. Because of the importance of this implementation, Jade hired two

employees to manage the project and two additional employees to execute the

daily work. However, very limited resources were available, especially considering
the complexity and the objective of the project.

At the beginning of the project, the limited expertise in BPM that was available

was a risk factor (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015). Most employees were open-

minded and supportive of BPM, but there were some skeptics who were only

moderately supportive. In general, the culture was characterized by employees

who were highly and medium supportive of BPM. Some departments documented

their processes in mixed and inconsistent forms, such as checklists, text, and

sequence diagrams, and some employees did not even know what a flowchart

is. Hence, one issue was to create acceptance, a BPM-supportive culture, and

expertise.

Environment Dimension BPM is becoming important for Jade University

because of the rising competitiveness that makes it essential that the university be

up to date and interesting to applicants and researchers. The level of uncertainty in
this sector is low.

3 Action Taken

BPM can be understood as all of the management tasks that are related to business

processes. BPM-related tasks are often described as a lifecycle model that is based

on general plan-do-check-act models (Malinova and Mendling 2015). Because of

complex structures in campus management systems and processes, Jade University

needed guidelines and references for how processes could be undertaken or

executed. For this reason, they decided to get an orientation by using the HISinOne
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reference model and the recommended HIS approach to how related processes can

be implemented in universities.

The HIS approach to implementing processes is based on guidelines like BPM

lifecycle models (e.g., Dumas et al. 2013), domain-specific requirements, and

experiences. We use Dumas et al.’s (2013) framework for describing the steps

taken in our case (Fig. 1) This framework has six main steps: process identification,
process discovery, process analysis, process redesign, process implementation, and
monitoring/controlling.

Our description adapts these steps and complements them by adding project-

specific actions like (a) initialization and (b) interdependency between process
analysis and process redesign. Jade University had to create an environment that

allows BPM to be implemented, which included hiring professional staff. There

was also a loop between analysis and redesign and some discussions and workshops

regarding standardizing processes that did not lead to a result because of insufficient

information or expertise. The project team had to reanalyze these cases in detail

before the next step, redesign, could be taken.

Initialization A project team and project management were established to support

implementing the campus management system and the BPM. These people sought

to improve performance by, for example, educating all stakeholders (Rosemann and

vom Brocke 2015) and creating a BPM-supportive culture. HIS also conducted an

Process 
discovery

Process 
analysis

Process 
redesign

Process 
implementation

Process 
monitoring

Process 
identificationInitialization

Determine processes

Contrast processes with 
the reference-model

Analyze processes with 
the reference-model

Determine processes and 
system configuration parameter

Implement campus 
management system

Check conformance 
and performance

Analyze redesigned
process elements

Fig. 1 Overview of action taken (Dumas et al. 2013). Note: Dotted lines and boxes represent

additional steps and flows
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initial workshop to determine how process management should be integrated into

the university, and based on this workshop, HIS designed training concepts that

were customized according to the requirements of the individual employees

involved and the university’s needs.

Process Identification Jade determined the processes that would be used based on

the best practices of the education sector so it put a strong focus on the reference

model’s suggested flows. Therefore, the identification of processes was based on

the HISinOne reference model, which offers models described in the Unified

Modeling Language (UML) for all processes that can be supported by the

HISinOne campus management system. The reference model is structured in five

levels, each with its own perspectives and details (Fig. 2).

The structure follows the object-oriented BPM (OOBPM) approach (Oestereich

2003). In contrast to a holistic approach for major university processes (Petkovics

et al. 2014), all levels are focused on campus management-related processes to

cover the students’ educational lifecycle. The process map (level I), which includes

all campus management processes and is the starting point for the process identifi-

cation, defines the modeling scope, such as application management, student

management, or examination management. Level II uses UML use case diagrams,

which are related to the elements of the process map. For each process area, the

actors and their use cases are visualized so the process manager can identify

relevant stakeholders. Level III structures the use cases into business processes,

focusing on what has to be done to reach the process goals. Here, no executing

actors are modeled because the sequence of actions is the focus. This level is often

used to structure workshops and discussions. Each of the actions of the business

process is described in detail by a workflow in level IV, which focuses on how the

actions will be done and assigns the defined actors of the use case diagram to

actions. According to the OOBPM, there is a link from workflow to system

processes, so level V shows which actions the system can support (level V),

(I) Process Map

(II) Use Cases of a Business Process

(III) Technical Flow of Use Cases 
in a Business Process

(IV) Workflow

(V) System Use Cases

Fig. 2 Five levels of the

HISinOne reference model

(Bührig 2011)
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based on which, workshops with specialists and relevant stakeholders of the

university can be conducted. The stakeholders describe their daily work, and the

processes link to the system configuration.

Process Discovery Derived from the determined objectives (Sect. 2) the project

team had to define maximally efficient actions because resources were limited. In

order to achieve the high standards that are related to best practices, the project

team decided not to identify and document the current state of their own processes,

so the discovery started without a current overview. Instead, the documentation of

individual processes was done only in special cases that needed further analysis in

order to be implemented.

The implementation of the software and the identification of processes occurred

step by step analogous to HISinOne’s software products. After defining each

process area, the process management team determined the relevant processes

based on the reference model and discussed relevant processes with accountable

stakeholders in interviews and workshops. Some employees and departments

already had a few rudimentary (flow) diagrams of or textual information about

their workflows, although these tended to be heterogeneous and to focus on an

individual employee’s perspective. In order to create generalized processes for all

three campus locations, all stakeholders involved discussed the processes and

determined what they should be together.

Process Analysis The process analysis step is workshop-oriented. In these

workshops, the Jade University’s process manager discussed the reference pro-

cesses with the relevant stakeholders, taking three primary questions into account:

Do the processes map to our current operational sequences? What needs to be

improved? What should be changed? As a result of the workshops, process models

of the reference model were annotated with Jade’s individualized requirements.

Then these models were sent to the HIS specialists who prepare the redesign phase.

Using the reference model, the process modelers began building models on

existing, best practice processes. This work could not have been done by a process

manager who was working on the project part-time. Another benefit of the

workshops was that all relevant stakeholders were familiar with the reference

processes.

Process Redesign The process modeler, relevant stakeholders, and HIS specialists

determined in collaborative workshops how the processes should be executed. For

example, one of these workshops dealt with all of a process’s sub-workflows (level

III). Based on sequential implementation, this step is repeated for each process area

mentioned in level I. Thus, process-related questions had to be clarified.

In the next step the participants discussed relevant system processes using a live

demonstration of the campus management system. If any deviations occurred, they

handled them by (I) adopting the deviation into the configuration of the system and

documenting all fixed and coordinated steps in an additional business concept. If

this approach was not possible, (II) they verified whether existing work practices
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could be changed to fit the reference model, with adjustments to the organizational

structure if necessary. In such cases, extra workshops were conducted to define new

processes across the three locations. Finally, (III) software requirements were

defined to adjust the software according to the individual university process.

For example, Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation of designing processes

based on the reference model for campus management, including the original

reference process given by HISinOne and the adjusted (individual) process

model. Because new actions and eliminated actions are highlighted, the reader

can identify changes at a glance. The three types of adjustments to a process are

changes in responsibilities and re-assignment of actors to existing actions,

eliminating unnecessary actions, and adding new steps.

The results of the process redesign were documented. An essential part of this

document is the definition of the adjusted process model. This document is revised

by the responsible committees and represents the basis for the following process

implementation.

Process Implementation The implementation was realized with configurations of

the HISinOne system based on individual specifics of Jade University. No static
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workflows were defined in order to allow for necessary flexibility in the daily work,

so automatic adoption of the processes in the software was not possible. In fact,

existing functions had to be configured, reports adapted, and the interface adjusted

to allow for future executions of the processes. In the next step, the users were

trained in using the software, and intensive quality management was carried out to

test relevant software functions and the standardization of processes. If there were

no further adjustments, the software went live and the processes were implemented.

Process Monitoring There was no explicit mechanism with which to measure,

monitor, or control the project’s performance, but the achievement of goals was

rated using other methods. For example, the number of requests received in the

student service center was analyzed, suggesting that new processes with more self-

service functions reduced the number of requests. Moreover, regular feedback

meetings with stakeholders were conducted to analyze the new processes and the

use of the system. These meetings allowed the users to share experiences and issues,

and some issues were considered in further steps of the implementation. Other

issues served as starting points for the continued improvement. As part of the

project, Jade established a department especially for BPM.

4 Results Achieved

Because there was no explicit mechanism with which to measure, monitor, or

control the university’s and its processes’ performance, we focus on the qualitative

statements of the experts involved. The initial objectives were related to knowledge

management, standardization of processes across the campus locations, and appli-

cation of best practices in campus management processes.

Ensuring Knowledge Management The first goal, ensuring knowledge manage-

ment, can be rated as having been achieved. Jade University wanted to protect

existing knowledge and to make it more transparent for the entire campus manage-

ment and staff. At present, all processes that are relevant to the campus manage-

ment system are documented, and a wide range of other knowledge across the

campus locations is saved and accessible to the employees. Some departments have

also started to describe their own processes in order to standardize them and make

them more transparent to their colleagues.

Standardizing Processes The second issue was related to the standardization of

processes across Jade’s three campuses. This objective was definitely achieved,

considerably improving the university’s initial situation. Internal effects like con-

sistent workflows and handling the campus IS have been positive, and external

stakeholders have seen standardized applications for academic studies and

applications for semesters on leave.

To show what kinds of improvements were achieved, we focus on the process for

the application for a leave of absence as representative of the results. Before starting
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the implementation of the new process, there was no standardized or explicitly

described process. Jade used the HIS reference model to identify 17 actions. In

workshops and discussions held to identify and analyze processes, Jade added six

new, individual elements that related to, for example, the reregistration barrier and

fees charged for a semester on leave. In these workshops with consultants, seven

agreements were made and documented. Subsequent workshops were held to

discuss processes across all three locations, and a standardized process was defined

that is close to the one suggested in the reference model: Just two of the 17 actions

were eliminated, and some comments were added that help to clarify individual

requirements for specific actions. This example shows how the university adapted

the processes of the reference model.

Adopting Best Practices for Higher Education This result overlaps with the

third objective regarding achieving an orientation that is based on best practices for

higher education. An essential result was achieved by the creation of an adapted

process model for Jade’s essential campus management processes. Furthermore,

concepts for all software modules were created, and the process areas for applica-

tion management and student administration were analyzed, redesigned, and

implemented. The consequent use of the reference model and the discussion across

the campus locations contributed to achieving this goal. In addition, the example of

applying for a leave of absence shows how Jade adapted the processes of the

reference model in order to obtain a standard that is closely related to the suggested

best practice. Instead of changing many recommended actions, Jade changed only

some organizational dimensions, such as mapping and relocating employees and

operations.

Developing a BPM-Supportive Culture The acceptance of BPM was achieved,

which has a strong impact on the success of a BPM project (e.g., Rosemann and

vom Brocke 2015; Schmiedel et al. 2013). In general, barriers to using and dealing

with process models were significantly reduced. The effects of the implementation

as they related to the employees and users included greater acceptance of process

models, which acceptance played an important role over time. Some departments

began to document and standardize their own processes that were not related to the

campus management system using the same approach. They started to “think in

processes,” and took the opportunity to save knowledge about their own and their

colleagues’ processes. However, four types of users were observed: (I) those who

use process models voluntarily, and those who try to avoid process models because

(II) they see no additional benefit in using them, (III) believe that they are already

transparent in what they are doing, or (IV) fear that they will have a heavier

workload because of the required documentation.

Improving Team Spirit According to Schmiedel et al. (2015), teamwork—par-

ticularly collaboration across functions—is an essential value that contributes to

successful BPM. In our case, team spirit improved over time. Internal workshops

and discussions to standardize processes across the campus locations strengthened
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the entire university staff’s team spirit. Despite the separate locations, the

departments involved started to grow together and to be more unified; that is,

they began to be “one university,” rather than three locations of a university.

5 Lessons Learned

This project provided some lessons learned that affected Jade University, the

project team, and the campus management system provider, HIS, related to editing

documentation, conducting workshops and interviews for designing process

standards, and (mainly) applying the software reference model HISinOne. We

can conclude that Jade University would choose the same approach for similar

situations, such as implementing software and other processes by considering a

reference model, but five lessons in particular stood out.

Orient to Existing Solutions vs. Starting from Scratch The integrated software

reference model HISinOne helps universities to navigate through processes in

complex structures, such as campus management. Based on this navigation, the

process management team can consider their own processes and compare them to

what is suggested as the best practice. Before this project started, Jade University

had only a few types of documentation of processes in the form of textual descrip-

tion or simple flowcharts, so it needed a guide to help it navigate through the

process areas and single processes. Orientation to the reference model gave it such

an opportunity. The employees involved analyzed their processes and continuously

asked themselves how do other institutions do it, what has to be improved, and

which of their own process elements should not be changed. Without the reference

model, process management on this level with the available resources would not

have been possible. The reference processes mostly fit with to the university’s

processes or could be adjusted, but some single actions in the workflow and some

details were the subject of intensive discussion. Good moderators and different

formats for the workshops and documentation would help to support these

discussions.

Maintain Awareness About Tradeoffs in Standardizing vs. Allowing Total

Creativity Regarding Process Management In addition to positive effects,

there were also some negative aspects of using process reference models. Some

employees developed creative ideas about how their work should be done during

workshops and discussions when defining processes. The reference model opened

their minds to new suggestions because they were thinking of what was possible.

Unfortunately, these suggestions were often too big because the available resources

(e.g., software and manpower) were limited. In addition, the university’s complex

structures had to be respected. Therefore, in some situations the standards limited

the users’ creativity, and there was a conflict between the pattern and the structure

of the campus and the university management system and new ideas for how to

design processes. Some of the participants recommended introducing the campus
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management system before introducing the reference model to minimize this effect.

Following this recommendation, the employees could start to determine process

ideas based on the system instead of the reference model.

Develop Guidelines for Consistently Documenting vs. Omitting this Step

to Speed the Project This lesson learned deals with the improvement of docu-

mentation during the project. For future projects, the project team recommended

reserving more time for continuous documentation of relevant information, such as

realized changes, ongoing discussions, and the status of implementation steps.

Because of the tight schedule, the project team focused on the process area that

would be implemented next instead of using time to reflect on the results in

documentations. Ongoing changes in the process areas that were already

implemented were not completely documented. Participants suggested establishing

a process management team at Jade University that is independent and accountable

for their work.

Develop Concepts for Bringing People Together vs. Implementing BPMWith-

out All Stakeholders A challenge as well as a significant opportunity for

implementing BPM was bringing all the employees and users involved together.

This involvement was helpful in standardizing processes across the three campus

locations, which standardizations were based on best practices at each location.

Conducting comprehensive workshops and discussions also contributed to the team

spirit. Despite the spatial separation, the participants began to unify based on the

collective agreement related to their processes during workshops as well as the

implemented standards, which allowed them to do their work in a consistent way.

Both internal and external appearances of the processes implemented became

consistent.

Consider Limited Resources vs. Unplanned Conducting of Activities Another

important lesson was to consider the available resources for the project. Although some

steps, such as bringing together all relevant stakeholders, are helpful in achieving

objectives, limited resources must be considered. Hence, the process management

team suggested care in selecting methods (e.g., interviews and workshops) for deter-

mining processes because they can be time-consuming and expensive.

Comparability of this Case We compared our results and lessons with existing

cases in the education sector. For example, Bührig et al. (2014) investigated the

deployment, application, and impact of BPM approaches in the context of a

process-oriented implementation of a campus management IS by conducting

interviews with 37 experts from 16 German institutes of higher education. The

Jade case fits well into the results of the other study, which showed that the

implementation of a process-oriented IS leads to the establishment of process

management in the domain of higher education. The use of the BPM lifecycle

and the limitation to the BPM in the context of smaller institutes of higher education
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can be seen in the Jade case, making it comparable to other BPM projects in the

field of higher education.
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Exploring the Influence of Organizational
Culture on BPM Success: The Experience
of the Pernambuco Court of Accounts

Carina Alves, Iveruska Jatobá, George Valença, and Glória Fraga

Abstract

(a) Situation faced: This chapter presents a cultural analysis of the BPM

initiative conducted by a public organization, the Pernambuco Court of

Accounts (TCE-PE). In particular, we look at how organizational culture

influences the evolution of our BPM initiative.

(b) Action taken: We conducted in-depth interviews, observations, and docu-

mentation analyses in order to understand each interviewee’s organiza-

tional culture. Then we analyzed the extent to which the TCE-PE culture is

aligned with a BPM-supportive culture, as represented by the CERT values

(Customer orientation, Excellence, Responsibility, Teamwork).

(c) Results achieved: We identified a set of cultural values, practices, and

organizational characteristics at TCE-PE that may influence the BPM

culture—that is, the aspects of the organizational culture that would act

as facilitators of or barriers to our BPM initiative. We present a set of

strategies that nurture the cultural values that are supportive of BPM and

hinder those that are obstacles of BPM.

(d) Lessons learned: During our journey toward establishing a

BPM-supportive culture at TCE-PE, we learned that key success factors
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include investing heavily in communication, understanding who the

stakeholders are and what they want, and creating a long-term vision of

BPM goals and articulating them with future sponsors. We believe the

experience presented in this chapter has value for public organizations that

face challenges in aligning their organizational culture with BPM

principles.

1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) is a holistic management approach that includes

the dimensions of strategic alignment, governance, methods, people, culture, and

information technology (Rosemann and vom Brocke 2015). In particular, organiza-

tional culture, as a pattern of basic assumptions discovered or developed within a group

(Schein 2010), is a key factor in the success or failure of BPM initiatives (Schmiedel

et al. 2015). If the culture’s basic assumptions prove of value, they are communicated

to new members of the group (Grau and M€ormann 2014). Therefore, organizational

culture can change when the shared values, beliefs, and procedures that prove success-

ful change and are asserted over time. According to Schein’s (2010) model, organiza-

tional culture can be analyzed on three levels—observable artifacts, values and norms,

and underlying assumptions and premises–depending on their degree of visibility and

consciousness.

We have observed an increasing interest in BPM by the public sector (Valenca

et al. 2013). Three main factors motivate public organizations to embrace a process-

centric perspective: the first motivation involves citizens’ demands for improved

quality of public services, the second involves the need to adopt information tech-

nologies to support e-gov solutions, and the third involves the continuous pressure

for accountability and transparency of their activities that public organizations face

(Alves et al. 2014).

This chapter investigates the BPM experience of the Pernambuco Court of

Accounts (TCE-PE). We look at how the organization’s culture influences the

BPM initiative’s evolution both positively and negatively.

TCE-PE is a public organization with around 900 employees who are responsi-

ble for auditing state and municipalities accounts. The organization’s mission is to

monitor and guide public management for the benefit of society, and its vision is to

be recognized as an effective instrument for improving public management in

defense of social interests and prevention of corruption. The espoused values

present in the mission statement are ethics, transparency, commitment, effective-

ness, coherence, and impartiality.

The aim of the BPM initiative is to standardize and automate key business pro-

cesses in order to improve productivity and quality. The BPM initiative is supported

by well-established project and strategic-planning principles, and top management

trusts that it can help them implement their strategic plan. TCE-PE has a culture

similar to those of other Brazilian public organizations—hierarchical structures,
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low levels of flexibility, and a strong influence of political factors—so it presents a

rich case with which to investigate the role of culture in BPM projects. In particular,

the TCE-PE case can provide inspiration and insights for public organizations

around the globe that are undertaking BPM initiatives.

In this chapter, we present the journey of TCE-PE toward understanding and

transforming the organizational culture to nurture values that are supportive of

BPM and limit the effects of the cultural values that act as obstacles. By identifying

the facilitators and barriers that affect BPM, we were able to define effective strat-

egies that foster a BPM-supportive culture (vom Brocke and Sinnl 2011) at the

organization.

The next section uses the six core elements framework from Rosemann and vom

Brocke (2015) to describe the situation TCE-PE faced. Section 3 explains how we

adopted the BPM-Culture Model from Schmiedel et al. (2015) to analyze the

alignment between TCE-PE’s corporate culture and BPM culture. Then Sect. 4

presents the results obtained so far from attempts to foster BPM-supportive cultural

values at TCE-PE. Finally, Sect. 5 describes lessons learned during our BPM

culture transformation journey that may be useful to other organizations with sim-

ilar contextual factors and cultural values.

2 Situation Faced

Given its disciplinary role of ensuring that public organizations act in a transparent

and ethical manner, TCE-PE operates in accordance with the principles of legality,

morality, impartiality, and honesty. An early driver of the BPM initiative at

TCE-PE was its solid strategic planning and project-driven culture. The organi-

zation’s strategy monitoring includes follow-up bimonthly meetings with depart-

ments and annual summits with the board of directors and managers.

In 2001, the organization made preliminary attempts to build a strategic map.

The departments created plans, but most of them were not related to strategic goals.

Moreover, there were neither indicators nor operational processes to monitor these

plans systematically. At the end of 2003, the first strategic plan was built for the

period 2004–2008, after which the plan became an institutionalized management

practice. The current strategic plan is based on SWOT analysis and Balanced Score-

card (BSC), comprising the period 2013–2018. The goals of the strategic plan

include increasing the effectiveness of external control, improving public manage-

ment, strengthening the institution’s image in society, obtaining agility in judgment

processes without compromising quality, encouraging innovation and knowledge

management, and consolidating public sector governance.

TCE-PE introduced BPM practices in 2012 and instituted a Business Process

Management Office (BPMO) a year later. At that time, the leaders of the initiative

realized that they didn’t have sufficient expertise in process improvement, so the

board of directors established an R&D partnership with researchers from UFPE, a

local university. Today the BPMO team is composed of nine professionals: two

internal staff, four researchers with practical and academic experience in BPM, and
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three undergraduate students. Researchers and students work part-time (15 h and

20 h, respectively). Two of the authors jointly manage the BPMO, one as an

employee of TCE-PE and the other as the coordinator from the university. These

two managers make all decisions together and report the results of process improve-

ment initiatives to TCE-PE’s top management. The other two authors play the role

of process analysts. Researchers and students are all considered parts of the

BPMO’s active workforce; they are employed to conduct activities such as, process

modeling, analysis and implementation. This case is presented from the viewpoint

of TCE-PE’s BPMO team.

To clarify the context of the BPM initiative at TCE-PE, Table 1 presents an

overview of how the organization handles the six core elements of BPM (Rosemann

and vom Brocke 2015). One of the initial projects we performed in 2013 was an

organizational diagnosis using system dynamics (Senge 2006) to analyze the key

barriers to and facilitators of the BPM initiative at TCE-PE. We conducted inter-

views and observations to build systemic archetypes, the detailed results of which

Table 1 BPM six core elements identified at TCE-PE

Factor Context

Strategic

alignment

The BPMO is a formal unit of the governance and management department, a

position that ensures its direct alignment with strategic goals. According to

the strategic planning for 2013–2018, the BPM initiative is a strategic action.

All process improvement projects are aligned with and monitored in terms of

the organizational strategy. The president and directors actively sponsor the

BPM initiative

Governance Corporate governance is a main concern for the organization because of its

role as public accounting auditor. We developed a BPM governance model to

guide the initiative and ensure its alignment with the strategy. We also

modeled the value chain to represent key business processes. The scheme

associates each process with specific values and clients. The TCE-PE value

chain contains 22 processes

Methods A specific BPM methodology was created to suit the purposes of the

organization and the characteristics of its business processes. The

methodology, which has well-defined phases, templates, and procedures, has

been used in four process-improvement projects to date. The core process of

compliance audit has been fully implemented

IT Bizagi is the tool adopted for process modeling. TCE-PE also acquired a

customized electronic process tool with which to implement business

processes. Process automation is a way to standardize and control core

activities and ensure service quality

People Public servants have permanent job stability, and staff is resistant to change,

preferring to retain established work practices. An intensive training program

is underway to ensure that BPM knowledge is well-disseminated throughout

the organization

Culture TCE-PE has a strong hierarchical structure, mature strategic-planning, and a

project-oriented culture. The main publicly expressed values are those of

ethics, transparency, formality, and legality. A key unwritten value is a

paternalistic vision in the benevolent way the organization deals with staff

and the public organizations it audits
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are available in Alves et al. (2014). This diagnosis allowed us to analyze facilitators

and barriers as factors that can interact with each other to create patterns of func-

tional and dysfunctional systemic behaviors that may foster or inhibit the BPM

initiative’s success. We observed that the strong sponsorship of the project from the

president and influential directors was the most influential facilitator in promoting

the BPM initiative. They were committed to and always supportive of the imple-

mentation of new process-centric ideas.

During the systemic analysis, we identified that a major barrier was employees’

resistance to change. Staff reported that they had seen similar management projects

fail and that they perceived such efforts as fruitless and as bringing little more than

extra work for them. This view reflects the fear of change that is common in the

local public sector’s culture. An important contextual factor of the Brazilian public

sector is that staff has permanent job stability, so public servants often prefer to

maintain established practices instead of experimenting with innovative ideas.

Another barrier identified was the staff’s poor understanding of BPM, as they did

not understand the concepts related to it nor did they recognize its relevance to

them. Therefore, it was clear that strong sponsorship was a key asset but that the

people and cultural factors had to be addressed in order to ensure a sustainable

organization-wide BPM initiative.

This diagnosis was a fundamental tool in understanding the current situation,

identifying the main goals of adopting BPM, and planning its evolution. An

important outcome was the conclusion that, in order to disseminate BPM success-

fully, the members of the BPMO team had to investigate the organizational culture

sufficiently to improve the alignment between BPM principles and internal cultural

values and practices.

3 Actions Taken

Considering the TCE-PE organizational context, we used the BPM-Culture Model

proposed by Schmiedel et al. (2015) to address the culture and people factors as key

issues in ensuring consolidation of the BPM initiative. The model presents the

notion of BPM culture and how the organization can align the organizational

culture and its values to achieve BPM objectives. Figure 1 presents an overview

of the model.

The model explains the interdependency between BPM and organizational

culture by providing guidance for identifying what cultural changes the organiza-

tion needs to accomplish in order to promote a successful BPM initiative.

Fig. 1 BPM-culture model (adapted from Schmiedel et al. 2015)
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Schmiedel et al. (2012) conducted a Delphi study to identify cultural values, called

CERT values, that are supportive of a BPM culture. The CERT values are:

• Customer Orientation (C)—Focuses on customer needs and expectations

regarding the process’s outputs.

• Excellence (E)—Refers to the direction toward continuous improvement and

innovation as a way to improve business processes’ performance.

• Responsibility (R)—Involves attitudes and committed actions to achieve process

objectives, as well as accountability and transparency regarding process

decisions.

• Teamwork (T)—Refers to an open mindset to cross-functional collaboration.

We also used the framework proposed by Grau and M€ormann (2014), which

presents the interrelationship between BPM and organizational culture in terms of

its influence on the organization’s performance. The authors claimed that, in order

to implement BPM successfully, the organization’s culture must be influenced or

changed for the better. To achieve that goal, the BPM team must understand the

organization’s visible artifacts, values, and basic assumptions.

To gain an understanding of TCE-PE culture, we conducted nine in-depth

interviews with staff from a variety of areas and in a variety of hierarchical

positions. The interviewees were sponsors, process analysts, internal clients of the

BPMO, and stakeholders from key process areas. In addition, several documents

were analyzed, including the organizational strategic plan (2013–2018), the

BPMO’s communication and training plan, and an organizational climate survey.

We also performed non-structured observations over the course of a year. One of

the authors conducted the observations as part of the author’s work routine at the

BPMO. All relevant episodes, opinions, behaviors, and interactions observed dur-

ing meetings and daily activities were documented, and the authors discussed the

resulting notes to share their perceptions regarding the visible actions and values.

The authors also analyzed the underlying assumptions embedded on the organi-

zation’s invisible culture, where support from a BPMO manager and co-author of

this chapter was critical. This manager has worked at TCE-PE for 20 years and has

significant experience in several organizational areas. This experience was valuable

in clarifying ambiguous observations and confirming impressions from the inter-

viewees’ discourse. The result of this study was a set of cultural values, practices,

and organizational characteristics that may directly or indirectly act as barriers or

facilitators of the BPM initiative. Armed with this knowledge, we could create

strategies to promote necessary cultural change.

Figure 2 presents the main cultural values and organizational characteristics of

TCE-PE that are captured in this study. The figure also represents the CERT values,

which were important elements of the analysis. Each cultural value observed at

TCE-PE contributes positively or negatively to the CERT values. Next, we describe

the organizational context and present excerpts from interviewees’ discourse that

help to portray the organizational culture.
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3.1 Weak Communication

We perceived that both internal communication (between departments) and exter-

nal communication (between TCE-PE and other public organizations or society) is

weak. The public has no clear understanding of the role and the activities under-

taken by a Court of Accounts, and staff often fails to comprehend who the internal

clients are and, consequently, with whom they must interact. Interviewees reported

that the organization has inefficient communication channels and needs to improve

communication by creating new channels or improving existing ones. The increas-

ing demand for public administration to act efficiently and transparently reinforces

the criticality of the weak communication channels. As one business analyst

argued, “The communication with the external public has improved a lot, but I
think we have to change radically; people want faster answers [and] full transpar-
ency. I think the communication is still very slow.” The organization is currently

trying to improve external communication by advertising its activities in local

newspapers and improving its Web portal.

The weak internal communication raises the need for mechanisms that will

improve employees’ understanding of BPM practices. Effective communication

strategies (e.g., internal publicity about process-improvement results) can improve

staff awareness of BPM as an approach to transforming the organization by helping

staff understand what BPM means and how process-oriented practices may help

them in their daily activities. Moreover, staff must be informed about how BPM can

Fig. 2 Interrelationship between TCE-PE’s cultural context and the BPM culture as represented

by CERT values
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promote agility and efficiency for the organization, which will positively affect

TCE-PE’s image in society. As a systems analyst explained, “If people believe in
[BPM], they will help [to implement it]; they need to believe that it will bring
results and make the organization more agile, [to] see that we are providing
information for society. . . The dream of the public servant is that people believe
what we do is important.”

Weak communication is a cultural characteristic of the organization that

hampers its orientation toward satisfying clients. This cultural flaw limits the under-

standing and responsive treatment of clients’ expectations and has a negative influ-

ence on the CERT value of customer orientation. In addition, inadequate internal

communication is a barrier to sharing information between departments and limits

cross-functional collaboration, which affects the development of teamwork.
Finally, weak communication channels negatively affect the responsibility of

staff, who may not perceive the importance of their commitment to process outputs

and their accountability to the achievement of process goals.

3.2 Resistance to Change

From the beginning of our BPM initiative, we observed resistance to change,

especially from older staff, who expressed a feeling of distrust regarding any new

managerial approach. They frequently mentioned that they had seen many inno-

vative approaches that failed. This resistance stems primarily from the fact that

changes may take them away from their comfort zones. As a systems analyst

explained, “For everything that we are implementing here there is a resistance:
[people think] why change? This will bring more work for me.” Therefore, there

was some resistance to embracing BPM principles since BPM fundamentally

promotes organizational change (Baumol 2014), as the director of corporate gover-

nance observed in saying, “The excess of formalism and the resistance to change
may affect the BPM initiative.” On the other hand, we observed a counter-culture

among younger employees, who are eager for change and receptive to co-creating a

modern public administration. This young generation became allies of the BPMO in

promoting a process-centric view. The director advised us to simplify our discourse

whenever possible so the BPMO would “speak the same language” of staff from all

departments and cohorts.

Fear of change and mistrust may hinder the development of cultural values

related to innovation and continuous improvement, which are sub-dimensions of

the CERT value of excellence, and the generational conflict at the organization may

negatively impact the creation of teamwork. We also found that, if the initiative

confronts highly ingrained cultural values, it may not be easily assimilated or may

even be boycotted, which may lead to failure. This resistance may occur even if the

proposed actions promise to improve organizational results. In our case, we had to

convince key people who had legitimate or referent power at the organization to

implement changes so they could act as facilitators of process-centric principles.
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3.3 Strong Sponsorship

Despite being an embedded value of organizational culture, resistance to change

can be minimized by political power. Top management sponsors must support

strategic changes, because, as the IT director contended, “If there is no sponsorship
from the president or key directors for a substantial change, it does not occur.”We

identified an interrelationship between sponsorship and the development of the

excellence and responsibility values of a BPM culture. When we were imple-

menting significant changes related to quality indicators and more radical inno-

vation on the compliance audit process, we knew that active sponsorship was

critical to their success. The commitment and responsibility of key employees

also contributed to achieving desired results. on several occasions we relied on

process owners to endorse BPMO proposals during strategic meetings. We recog-

nize that such strong sponsorship has been a key factor in the success of our BPM

initiative at TCE-PE.

3.4 Low Levels of Integration between Teams

In general, employees do not have a holistic perception of the services the organi-

zation offers and do not understand what their contributions to business process

improvement are. Departments work as isolated islands; they carry out discon-

nected activities, and teams from different departments do not work as a cohesive

team. Poor internal communication intensifies this problem. Poor handoffs between

involved departments may hinder the effective execution of business processes.

Effective collaboration among teams often requires explicitly requesting coopera-

tion from the teams’ managers.

The low level of integration between teams is part of the organizational culture

at TCE-PE, and it represents a critical issue, as a project manager observed:

I think that teams from business areas may not truly understand the strategic goals.

Sometimes it is not clear for people what the changes decided at the strategic level are.

They have certain distance from the organizational goals. Although there is investment on

BPM courses, campaigns about organizational indicators, and achievement of goals, people

do not feel [like they affect organizational goals], and this can negatively impact the change

that is arriving.

The fact that employees often do not feel like parts of a single integrated team

and do not understand the relevance of their work to achieving strategic goals

negatively influences the CERT values of teamwork and responsibility.

3.5 Mixed Views on Innovation

Formality and conservatism are strong cultural values at TCE-PE in large part

because of the organization’s central role as auditor of public accounts. These
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values may be barriers to innovation and change, but there is an increasing aware-

ness of the need to promote innovation at the institutional level. As a process ana-

lyst observed, “No doubt the innovation award is an incentive policy; however, at
the same time, the institution is very conservative in the face of innovation. [. . .]
People talk a lot about previous projects that failed, and they fear being stig-
matized.” Incentives like the innovation award are important instruments with

which to promote innovative thinking, but we observed that innovative actions

are not widely spread at the organization and that some people still perceive

innovation as risky. In addition, as the same process analyst remarked, “We don’t
have practices to understand why errors occurred and how to prevent them. We can
learn a lot from our mistakes.”

In sum, we perceived that the staff has mixed views toward innovation. A

positive aspect of the culture is that, at the strategic level, the staff is open to inno-

vation. During our strategic meetings with sponsors of the initiative, we concluded

that the BPMO plays an important role in disseminating an innovation culture

throughout the organization. Such actions will foster the CERT value of excellence.

3.6 Conservative Mindset

Aspects of the existing organizational culture, such as bureaucracy, legalism, and

resistance to change, are barriers to implementing a modern management model.

Especially during process analysis meetings, we identified a conservative mindset

that hinders organizational ambitions to establish a new management model that is

focused on goals and supported by BSC. The BPMO manager illustrated this

observation: “Many of the modern attitudes toward building a better organization
clash with the conservative culture that exists here.” The president’s assistant

remarked that “the organizational culture expects to see concrete results [if it is]
to believe in new things.” Therefore, only when novel ideas prove to be successful

does staff start to accept and support change. Although TCE-PE works hard to

consolidate a goal-oriented management model, we identified unconscious, obso-

lete cultural values that are embedded with bureaucracy, political influence, and

inefficiency. This situation may hinder the development of customer orientation,
responsibility, and excellence.

3.7 Personal Satisfaction

We perceived that the staff is personally satisfied with working at TCE-PE because

of the organization’s mission to inspect the correct use of public funds, which is

considered a noble job. The staff is pleased to contribute directly to combatting

corruption and promoting the efficiency of public administration. They are proud of

the organization’s technical excellence, their autonomy in executing their work,

and their high salaries (which are above the average in the Brazilian public sector).
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The cultural value of personal satisfaction positively influences the CERT values of

excellence, responsibility, and teamwork.

3.8 Boredom

Despite being proud of working at the organization, some employees show a level

of boredom. They are tired of the bureaucratic work and often do not see the results

of their efforts. Similar attitudes frequently occur in other public organizations in

Brazil, so the nature of bureaucratic work and traditional public sector management

styles are likely key reasons for this attitude. We found that the infrequent rotation

of employees across departments and repetitive tasks at TCE-PE are sources of their

apathy. As the president assessor remarked, “The institution does not promote job
rotation; it leaves people too long at one place, doing the same task. For people
who want to be relaxed at work, it is very convenient.” Job stability is a key factor

that may negatively affect the staff’s commitment to achieving organizational

goals. The cultural aspect of boredom can be a barrier to achieving a BPM sup-

portive culture, as it negatively affects all four of the CERT values—customer
orientation, excellence, responsibility, and teamwork.—Employees may not be

motivated to leave their comfort zones because their salaries are guaranteed for

the rest of their lives, so we saw the need for a results-driven management model

that reinforces reward and promotion policies based on employees’ performance.

3.9 Meritocracy

Aware of the problem of employees’ boredom, TCE-PE established a financial

reward system that evaluates employees’ individual performance based on their

individual achievement of goals defined by their managers. The organization is also

trying to reduce political appointments to key positions. The results-driven model

raises the need to appoint employees with proven competence and commitment to

strategic roles, illustrating the organization’s effort to inculcate meritocracy as an

important cultural value. We observed this fact in a statement from a process ana-

lyst: “As the organization reinforces the importance of a results-driven model,
managers are seeking to assign competent people; since people in leadership posi-
tions play a great influence on the achievement of these goals, there is even more
attention to meritocracy.” As a cultural value that has been strengthened at

TCE-PE, meritocracy can foster all four CERT values.

3.10 Ethics and Transparency

Ethics and transparency are public values described in the TCE-PE strategic plan.

These values are respected, and they play an important role in the employees’

identities, as a systems analyst explained: “Honesty is a very strong value. People
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[are concerned with whether] someone is honest [and] if it is correct to do some-
thing from the point of view of the external public.” The values of ethics, trans-

parency, and honesty positively influence the CERT values of responsibility and

excellence since they stimulate commitment, continuous improvement, and espe-

cially accountability.

Based on the cultural analysis presented above, we identified and nurtured cul-

tural values that are supportive of BPM and created strategies to hinder the values

that are obstacles. The key actions taken by the BPMO are centered on two pillars:

• Ongoing and appropriate communication is essential to ensuring the dissemina-

tion of BPM-supportive cultural values. Communication also plays a central role

in minimizing cultural values that hamper a BPM culture (Fig. 2).

• Staff motivation and engagement strategies drive the transformation of the

negative cultural values identified at TCE-PE, such as resistance to change, a
low level of integration between teams, a conservative mindset, and boredom.

4 Results Achieved

This section reports the results obtained by TCE-PE’s BPMO to align the current

organizational culture with values that foster a BPM-supportive culture. We ana-

lyzed to what extent the cultural values identified at the organization can act as

facilitators of or barriers to the BPM initiative. We defined a set of strategies to

nurture desirable cultural values and to change the values that hamper a BPM

culture. Here, we discuss the results obtained so far in light of the six core elements
of BPM (Table 1).

In the early years of the BPMO, we focused on establishing internal BPM
methods and organizing the IT infrastructure. Substantial effort was put into creating

a methodology that covered the whole BPM cycle. The BPM methodology is based

on good management practices (vom Brocke et al. 2014) but also takes into account

the specific characteristics of the organization, its internal staff, and the nature of its

business processes. This action is aligned with advice from vomBrocke et al. (2016)

that BPM projects that adopt a one-size-fits-all approach are likely to fail. The

methodology has well-defined steps, procedures, and documentation templates.

We created the methodology iteratively, using and evaluating it on four pilot BPM

projects to date. In addition, we presented the methodology at several local events in

order to disseminate BPM practices. Another important action related to methodol-

ogy was the definition of the BPMO structure, which included descriptions of the

roles, activities, and services provided by the BPMO (Jesus et al. 2015).

Regarding the IT infrastructure, the TCE-PE acquired a bespoke solution for an

electronic process that we used to implement the business processes. We acknowl-

edge that the solution is not exactly a Business Process Management Suite (BPMS),

but acquisition of the tool was an executive decision motivated by other public

organizations’ adoption of similar solutions from the same supplier. This decision
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was a clear illustration of the conservative mindset and mixed views toward inno-
vation cultural values in place.

Since the beginning of the initiative, we have emphasized strategic alignment.
We have regular meetings with sponsors of the BPMO and direct our efforts in such

a way as to materialize the top management’s strategic vision and goals. Given that

the managerial staff are eager to implement innovative ideas at TCE-PE, we recog-

nized they are our key partners in achieving our goals of implementing a BPM

culture organization-wide. Initially, we perceived that employees did not under-

stand the BPM jargon, so we conducted several training courses for employees that

explained the basic concepts of BPM and promoted workshops and open events to

publicize our BPM results.

In parallel, we developed a BPM governance model as part of a Ph.D. thesis from
one of the collaborators with the BPMO. The model served as guidance in devel-

oping our maturity model, which is currently being produced.

In sum, our initial efforts targeted the core elements of methods, IT, strategic

alignment, and governance. Our rationale in choosing this direction was based on its

being the safest path. Since the beginning of our initiative, we have been aware that

the culture and people factors were complex to treat, so our strategy was to pursue

some “quick wins” before dealing with them. The trainings and events were a way to

inspire and engage employees who were already open to changes, but we knew that

these actions would reach only the tip of the cultural iceberg. Another result refers to

the corporate governance model that TCE-PE implemented, which has facilitated its

organizational development andmodernization in recent years. The consolidation of

the strategic plan with well-defined goals to guide improvement actions, and strong

project-driven practices are drivers of the BPM cultural transformation at TCE-PE.

We are conscious that, if the organization were not undergoing such remarkable

management improvements, our efforts to disseminate BPMwould be much harder,

given the cultural context of Brazilian public sector.

By the end of 2015, the core business process of compliance audit was fully

implemented. This achievement was publicized in external and internal media, as it

was a key goal of TCE-PE’s president. The publicity was beneficial in dissemi-

nating the relevance of BPM, and we perceived that it was the right time to initiate

more aggressive actions that would handle the people and cultural factors. At that

time, the BPMO had already obtained recognition within the organization as a hard-

working and committed team, so the employees who feared failure and were

resistant to change started to understand and trust BPM. The cultural analysis
presented in this case is a key outcome for the BPMO in improving the cultural fit.

We believe that, by understanding this cultural panorama, we obtained a holistic

vision of how to evolve our BPM initiative in a sustainable manner. To direct our

next steps, we built a BPMmaturity model using the proposal from Rosemann et al.

(2006) as a reference model. Linked to the organizational strategic map, the model

follows the five maturity levels and defines concrete goals that must be achieved in

order to reach higher maturity levels. A change-management plan guides all actions

the organization and the BPMO in particular must accomplish.
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To address the people factor more objectively, we created a stakeholders’ matrix

that classified internal and external customers. This instrument supported the

identification of key stakeholders who may influence the business processes

under improvement. For instance, we classified stakeholders’ legitimate (related

to their formal position), expert (related to their knowledge regarding BPM and/or

TCE-PE core activities), and referent (related to their respect among their peers)

power. During process improvement projects, we also worked to build closer rela-

tionships with stakeholders in order to understand their motivations and needs. The

classification enabled the BPMO to define specific strategies to promote the posi-

tive engagement of stakeholders who can influence the success of our actions. By

clarifying the stakeholders’ expectations and levels of power, we can mitigate the

negative outcomes of the cultural values of weak communication, boredom, con-
servative mindset, and resistance to change.

In regard to communication, TCE-PE has already included the goal of improving

internal and external communication in the strategic map. The strategic action

involved the creation of an institutional communication plan and restructuring the

communication department. In so doing, the organization created TCE-TV, an

internal channel with videos showing the activities of departments and relevant

news; placed weekly columns in local newspapers that informed the public about the

main activities underway, redesigned the corporate website, and created institutional

profiles on Facebook and Twitter. In addition, the organization introduced a series of

short videos called “AMinute with the President” on the company’s Intranet to share

information about top management’s decisions. The organization also invested in

internal marketing campaigns called “Digital Windows” to promote strategic pro-

jects on digital screens throughout the buildings’ corridors and elevators.

The BPMO also created its own strategic communication plan that presents

communication goals for disseminating BPM knowledge, describes potential risks

and problems faced by the initiative, and proposes actions to address them. The plan

covers the organizational strategic cycle (2013–2018), is updated biennially, and is

linked to the BPM Maturity Model. Therefore, when defining change-management

activities, the BPMO also determines the required communication actions.

By improving both internal and external communication using these actions, the

organization can foster the consolidation of positive cultural values that are aligned

with CERT values. Effective communication strategies can reduce resistance to
change, improve integration between teams, and demystify innovation. In addition,
internal and external communication efforts have direct effects on personal satis-
faction and on ethics and transparency, respectively.

When the current organizational strategic plan was created, managers and their

subordinates had difficulty understanding how their routine activities would con-

tribute to strategic goals. To handle this problem, the organization defined

employees’ individual performance indicators that were associated with strategic

goals. These goals are measured by means of deliverables specified in performance

agreements for each department and each employee. The definition of clear indi-

vidual, departmental, and organizational goals and the transparency of results are

intended to encourage staff engagement and motivation, leverage meritocracy and
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minimize staff boredom. However, since this initiative started only a few months

before this article was written, we cannot yet measure its impact.

5 Lessons Learned

During our experience of developing cultural values that foster a BPM philosophy

at TCE-PE, we faced several challenges and opportunities that we report here as

lessons learned. We believe that these findings can be helpful for other organi-

zations that have similar cultural values and contexts. We learned four primary

lessons during our journey as members of the BPMO at TCE-PE are:

• Associate the BPM maturity model with the organizational strategic map:
Using the organizational strategic map, we built a sectorial strategic map for the

BPMO.We identified actions related to specific strategic goals that should be the

BPMO’s responsibility, and completing these actions became the mission of our

sectorial strategic map. Then we linked the requirements of the BPM maturity

model that would support the achievement of the organizational mission with the

strategic map. We organized corresponding projects and action plans, which

were monitored by means of specific indicators.

• Invest in communication strategies: Appropriate and timely communication is

a key success factor for any novel management approach. Since TCE-PE has

been undergoing significant managerial transformations by means of initiatives

in several areas, including the BPMO, it was necessary to invest heavily in

communication. Our communication actions disseminated basic concepts,

addressed unfounded fears and resistance, and advertised results both internally

and externally. Positive BPMmarketing was an essential strategy in fostering the

organization-wide evolution of our initiative.

• Determine who the stakeholders are and what they want: At the beginning of
our BPM initiative, we convinced strategic staff to attend our training courses

and to participate in important process-analysis meetings. These staff members

can be considered the first “ambassadors” of BPM. We performed these actions

intuitively, inviting the most receptive, curious, and communicative staff

members and then seeing how their sponsorship would be fundamental to our

ability to articulate our goals and actions with resistant employees. To capture

the influence and power of stakeholders from various departments and hierar-

chical positions, we created the stakeholders’ matrix. This instrument helped us

to identify the key staff that, because of their positive influence and expertise,

should actively participate in process-improvement initiatives. The instrument

also identified those individuals who were most likely to obstruct, either con-

sciously or unconsciously, the diffusion of a BPM culture.

• Create a long-term vision of BPM goals and communicate them to future
sponsors: The public sector is affected by regular elections and frequent changes
in managerial positions. Therefore, current initiatives are often discontinued by

new leaders whose agendas may differ from those of their predecessors. Aware
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of this intrinsic condition of public organizations, we articulated the evolution of

the BPMOwith the whole board of directors and counselor cabinet. Ensuring the

initiative’s strategic alignment with current and future leaders was an important

strategy in guaranteeing the sustainable evolution of BPM at TCE-PE.
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